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PROPOSALS OF THE N'A TIONAL GOVERNMENT OF TH:E 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

FOR 

COLLABORATION WITH THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
ON HEALTH MATTERS. 

MEMORANDUM ON CONSULTATION WITH THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA, WITH NOTES ON THE PROPOSED COLLABORATION. 

ORIGIN OF THE MISSION. 

. It will be remembered that, during 1922 and 1923, Dr. Norman White undertook an enquiry 
mto the.~revalence of epidemic disease and port health organisation in the Far East as the result 
of a declSlon of the Health Committee, adopted on the motion of Professor Miyajima: 

" . . . to collect information regarding the incidence of epidemic diseases; especially 
those of international importance, in important ports, and the measures taken to prevent 
the transmission of these diseases to other ports " (Health Committee Session of 
August zgth, 1922). 

In his report (document C.H.130), which contains detailed information on these subjects 
for the ports of Canton, Shanghai and Newchwang in China, and general information concerning 
Manchuria, he gave an outline of the then existing Sanitary Administration in Peking: 

The influence in China of Dr. Norman White's studies was considerable. As his surveys and 
proposals had led to the establishment of the League's Far-Eastern Epidemiological Bureau at 
Singapore, it became evident that the League was taking real interest in the health problems 
of the Far East. 

A group of. Chinese medical leaders and their foreign friends in Peking advised the Central 
Government, at the end of 1925, to invite the continuation of the survey begun by Dr. Norman 
White two years previously, in the hope that the creation of a skeleton National Quarantine 
Service might be recommended, and that it would serve as a nucleus for the setting-up of a modern 
public health service. 

The Medical Director, who was visiting Japan during the "interchange" in 1925, was semi
officially asked to come to Peking to explore the ground. He reported to the Health Committee 
on April 26th, 1926 (document C.H.433), on the discussions he had h_ad with the Minist~ of the 
Interior (whose Department included a Central Sanitary Bureau), With other State officials and 
with medical leaders. No official action was taken during the succeeding period of civil war, but 
correspondence continued with the group which initiated the project. 

When this group was called upon, in October 1928, to organise the Ministry of ~ealth of the 
National Government of China at Nanking, it decided to avail itself of the experience of the 
League's Health Organisation. 

In January 1929, the Medical Director was appointed mt;m~er of an InternationaJ. Advisory 
Council of Three, set up by the Ministry of Health, _and was mVIted to come to Nanking as ~oon 
as possible to discuss plans for co-operation. Official correspondence ensue~ and resulted '~?- a 
telegraphic request addressed to the Secretary-Genera!, of the League of ~atlons .bY: the Foretgn 
Minister of China on September 14th, 1929, for the despatcb of a sarutary ~SSion from the 
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Health Organisation of the Lea,aue to make a survey on port health and maritime quarantine ". 
The Council having declared, aft~ examination of the request, that f~ assistan?e sh~uld be 
g~,-en to China in her efforts for her development, the Secretary-General, m consultatiOn With the 
President of the Health Committee, instructed the Medical Director and Doctor F. G. Boudreau 
of the Health Section to proceed to China in order to discuss with the competent authorities a 
detailed project to be submitteq to the Health Committee. · 

ScOPE OF THE ENQUIRY: CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC 
OF cHINA, AND THE ACTION TAKEN BY THE HEALTH COMMITTEE AT THE SPECIAL SESSION AT 
GENEVA CONVENED FOR THIS PURPOSE, MARCH 5th TO 8th, 1930. 

On our arrival in Shanghai, on November 9th, 1929, we were informed that the Minister of 
Health.desired us to undertake, in addition to a preliminary survey of the quarantine arrangements 
at certain ports, and an examination of steps to be taken for the establishment of a National 
Quarantine Service, a general study of the organisation and working of medical and sanitary 
ilistitutions in various special municipalities and administrative divisions, with particular reference 
to medical education, to the training of sanitary personnel, to ·the status of a provincial health 
organisation, to the work of the National Epidemic Prevention Bureau, and to the problem of 
the control of cholera and smallpox in the Shanghai area. 

We were cordially welcomed at Shanghai by representatives of the Chinese Government, 
who assured us of their wish to afford us every .facility in our work. A detailed memorandum 
on health organisation in China,! prepared for us on the order of the Minister of Health by an • 
official of that Ministry, was presented to us, and arrangements were made for our transport. 
Members of the staff of the Ministry of Health were detailed to accompany us throughout our 
stay in China. The Minister of Health himself accompanied us whenever his duties permitted 
him to leave Nanking. Provincial and municipal officials gave us a warm welcome and spared 
no pains to make our stay as profitable as possible. If, in spite of the civil war and the disturbances 
incident to the political stabilisation of a large country after a successful revolution, we were 
able to examine a wide range of medical and public health developments, and to secure a large 
amount of useful information on these subjects, credit must be given to those officials of the 
National, Provincial and Municipal Governments who left no stone unturned in their efforts 
to assist the purpose of our visit. · · 

As soon as possible after our arrival in Shanghai, we proceeded to Nanking 9, the capital, 
where we were received moSt hospitably by the Government. The Minister of Health prepared 
an itinerary foi: the Mission, which he considered would enable us to secure the largest amount of 
information on health conditions in China in the limited time at our disposal. During our stay 
in Nanking, we had the opportunity of numerous conferences with the Minister of Health and 
his technical assistants, who furnished us with information concerning Chinese health problems 
and the methods adopted or planned for their solution. 

Before we left China, the following letters were received from the Minister of Health and the 
Minister of Education, which contain the text of the proposals of the National Government of 
the Republic of China for co-operation with the League of Nations in health matters: 

" Ministry of Health, 

" Nanking, December 26th, 1929. 

. " In acknowledgment of your letter of December 16th, 8 confirming your understanding 
of our proposals for collaboration, I am pleased to be able to inform you that this programme 
was approved by the Government on December 24th, and that steps are being taken to secure 
an extraordinary appropriation for the establishment of the various institutions necessary . 
for ~ts success. I am attaching the approved proposals for you to present to the League of 
Nations Health Committee for confirmatory action. I am seeking the necessary authorisation 
to a~tend the f?Ji~ming session of the Health Committee at Geneva, when the plan is 
connng up for discussion. · 

" Ma~ ~ ~vail myself of this opportunity to express the appreciation of the Government 
for the spmt m which the League acceded to its invitation to send your Mission to China. 
The members of the Governnrent, most of whom had had opportunities of discussing pertinent 
P~ of the proposals with you, expressed not only admiration for the manner in which the 
!.fission had acted upon our specific suggestions, but felt that, almost as important as the 
results of your visit, has been the increased appreciation of the League itself. To the Mission, 
a~ es~y to yourself, the Ministry of Health wishes to record its appreciation for the very 
signal serviCe that has already been rendered. 

N ~ " ~"<<tb Organilsation in China, and Brief Surveys of the Special Municipalities of Canton, Pel ping, Shanghai, 
• an ;,'If; __ ~-ntom and Hankow ", by Teclang F. HUANG, M.D., Coulll!cllor, Ministry of Health. 

""" Jbnerary of MU..ion, Annex 3· 
1 See Annex 1. 

\. 
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~"The Ministry of Health would gladly follow your suggestions as to the designatio~ of 

medical and health leaders in China for association with specific studies engaged. upon by 
the ~ague and would rec?mmen~ that ~r. F. C. Yen, th~ I?ean of the Central University 
Medical Coll~ge, be ~sociated With stud!es of the CommiSsion on Education in Hygiene 
and .Preventive Medicme;, Dr. Robert Lrm, Professor of Physiology at the Peiping Union 
Medical College, and President of the National Medical Association, with the work of the 
Health Committee on vitamins and cognate subjects; Dr. Tsu Min Yi, Member of the Central 
Executiv~ Committee, wit~ the st:udi~ on. physical educ~tion; and Dr. Shisan F. Fang, 
former. D_rrector of ~he National Epidemic Diseases Prevent10n Bureau, with the work of the 
Comm1ssion on social medicine. 

" The Government has learned with satisfaction of the appointment of one of the 
Ministry's officers to the Health Section of the Secretariat, and more especially that you 
yourself could visit China periodically. 

(Signed) J. HENG LIU." 

"Proposals for Collaboration with the League of Nations Health Organisation. 

" I. The presentation to the Government of the proposals of the Ministry of Health 
for collaboration with the League of Nations Health Committee was made the occasion for 
re-defining the general scope of the work of the Ministry. including the manner in which the 
League's assistance would contribute to its success. It was pointed out that, before effective 
nation-wide results could be achieved in such fields as child, school, and industrial health, 
social hygiene, vital statistics, general sanitation, epidemiology and communiCable diseases 
control, etc., there were two necessary pre-requisities: first, the development of administrative 
principles best adapted to local means and conditions and, second, the provision of facilities 
for training personnel in the different branches of medical practice. 

" 2. While the Ministry, within the limitations of the reconstruction period, is under
taking the functions of a central health authority in regard to initiating policy and activities 
in the above general fields of :public health, it feels that collaboration of the League at this 
time would prove invaluable in the following six activities: 

" (a) The previous decision of the Government to transfer the Quarantine Service, 
now administered by the Ministry of Finance, to the Ministry of Health, in concurrence 
with established precedent, led to the request for the League's collaboration in obtaining 
the benefit of the experiences of health services in other countries and in accelerating 
the building-up of confidence in the reorganised technically improved port health 
administration. It is requested that the Health Organisation should study, in conjunction 
with the Transit Organisation of the League, the steps that should be taken in the transfer 
and reorganisation of the present Quarantine Service. It is understood from the 
Director of the Health Organisation that a scheme may be elaborated during I930 and 
that the preliminary study begun by the present Mission will be completed this year. 
The Ministry hopes also to participate in the forthcoming Port Health Officers' inter
change and for two or three officers to be trained abroad by the League for responsible 
posts in the reorganised service. 

"(b) The Ministry of Health has decided to use its technical headquarters staff 
for field activities and to begin by establishing a central field health station as the nucleus 

• of an eventual national field health service. The important r6le that will be played 
by this central station is appreciated and, as such, even the fundamental activities 
will take time to build up. Collaboration is desired in drawing up the detaile~ plan for 
this station; in providing facilities for study abroad of officers selected for rmp.ort~t 
position in this station and the association of an expert from the Health OrganiSation 
during the initial stage of its organisation and development. 

" (c) In view of the necessity ~f providing a national institu~on for un.d~rgra?-uate 
instruction and for post-graduate trammg, as well as to c.reate national traditions m .ad
ministering such institutions, the Government has decided to promote the establish
ment of the First National Hospital. 

" (d) While the central field health station and the First National Hospital will 
serve the purpose of establishing the principles of fundamental health activities for the 
country, and while, already, institutions else~here have ~n~ertaken heal~ ~vork .on 
a more limited scale it is felt that the elaboration of a provmClal health adnumstrahon 
should be taken up for serious study, ~d the Government has ~ecided on coll~borat!on 
with one of the provinces where conditions are favourable. It is already the mtenhon 
of the Chekiang Government to establish a.provinc.ial hos~it~, which ~vill also be utilised 
as a base for the development of preventive medical achvities. It iS hoped the latter 
will be extended gradually to the districts of the province, and als? throughout the country 
by utilising existing educational institutions as bases for public health work. 
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"Assistance is desired in planning the first National and Chekian~ H~spital~;. in 
providing facilities for their senior administrators to study abroad and especially mad v1smg 
as to the gradual extension both of the preventive activities of the Chekiang unit as 
well as in the extension of the activities to other areas. 

"(e) The Ministry of E~ucatio~ ~egard~ medical_e_d~cation 3;s a major question 
which requires urgent reform m prov1d1ng smtable facilities both m regard to under
graduate and post-graduate instruction. It is hoped to secure the collaboration of 
the competent commission of the Health Organisation in preparing a memorandum 
on the recent progress in the reform of medical teaching; for the provision of facilities 
for a study tour of the officer who is to have charge of post-graduate instruction, and 
for the delegation to China, for a period of some months, of a League expert to advise 
with the National Commission on Medical Education of the Ministry of Education. 

" (/) While the foregoing will build up the foundations for a modem health 
administration, there is the immediate problem of smallpox and cholera control in 
Shanghai. During the stay in China of the League's Mission, the Ministry invited 
the collaboration of the Health Services of the two Foreign Settlements, and it is hoped 
it may be also possible that, as a member of its Advisory Council, the Chinese Government 
may secure the collaboration of the Far-Eastern Bureau of the League. Collaboration 
is also desired in a joint epidemiological study of the cholera and smallpox situation 
in Shanghai, and the services of the Director of the Far-Eastern Bureau for a time 
during the application, in 1930, of control measures. 

" 3. It is therefore hoped that it may be possible for the League to provide advice 
and assistance along lines on which it has been made available to other countries, namely: 

" (a) The technical collaboration of the Health Organisation and its commissions, 
as well as other technical organisations of the League, for consultation in drawing up 
specific health schemes; . 

" (b) To make available opportunity for participating in. the advantages offered 
through the League interchanges of technical officers, and study fellowships; 

" (c) . Collaboration in the establishment and the development of the ·central 
field station by stationing a technical officer of the Health Organisation in an advisory 
capacity during the initial stage; 

" (d) Collaboration with the Commission on Medical Education of the Ministry 
of Education. A request from the Minister of Education is attached herewith. 

" 4· It is especially desired that the services of the Health Organisation for the study 
of these problems, as well as in a general advisory capacity, will be available through an 
acceptance by the League of this Government's invitation for continued collaboration. 
"Nanking, December 24th, 1929." 

" Ministry of Education, 

" Nanking, December 27th, 1929. 

" Realising that the subject of Medical Education in China needs to be studied thoroughly 
so that standards may be improved and a sufficient number of competent physicians trained 
to meet the medical needs of the country, the Ministry of Education, with the collaboration 
of the Ministry of Health, is organising a National Commission on Medical Education. 

" We request that the Health Organisation of the League will give this Commission 
assistance in: • 

" (a) Supplying udormation on the programme of similar National Commissions 
in other countries; and 

" (b) Collaboration of the League's Commission on Education in Hygiene and 
Preventive Medicine, which perhaps may be able to delegate an expert for several months 
in the coming year to China to work in conjunction with our National Commission. 

(Signed) CHIANG MoN-LIN, 

Minister of Education." 

This official correspondence respecting the proposals of the National Government of the 
Republic of China, together with the present report, were communicated on February 13th, 1930, 
to the members of the Health Committee which was convened in special session at Geneva on 
March 5th, 1930. 

The National Go_vernment of the Republic of China was represented at this session 'by 
~· WC?O KAISENG, Director of the Permanent Bureau of the Chinese Delegation to the League 

B 
NatlOJlS at Geneva, accompanied by Dr. L. C. YEN, Director of the Medical Administration 

ureau of the Ministry of Health, Nanking. 



. . 
. The Health Committee adopted the following resolutions which will be presented to the 

Council of the League of Nations during the forthcoming session in May I93o: 

A. " The Health Committl!e, 

" After studying the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China 
for collaboration which it desires with the League of Nations on health matters, and having 
examined the report of the Medical Director concerning the Mission carried out on the 
invitation of the Government of China; 

" Approves the report as a whole and expresses appreciation of the attitude adopted 
by the Government of China." 

" The Health Committee, 

" Considering that the Council of the League of Nations has expressed the wish that 
all necessary assistance should be afforded in the development of China, . 

" That the collaboration requested is entirely in hapnony with the programme and aims 
of the technical organisations of the League of Nations, and, while fully appreciating the 
difficulties of the task with which it would be entrusted and the length of time required 
to accomplish it; . 

" Recommends to the Council the approval of the entire programme of collaboration 
presented by the Government of China as set forth in the report of the Medical Director, 
and requests the latter to make arrangements for providing the assistance of the Health 
Organisation in giving effect to that programme if approved by the Council." 

B. . Re-organisation of the Quarantine Service of the Chinese Ports. 

" The Health Committee, 

· " After study of the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China, 
concerning the collaboration of the League of Nations in the re-organisation of the quarantine 
services of the Chinese ports, and on the advice of the Commission for Quarantine Measures 
in China nominated during the present session: 

" I. Accepts the proposals made by the Chinese Government to obtain the benefit 
of the experiences of health services in other countries in the re-organisation of the 
present quarantine services. 

" 2. Approves the arrangements proposed by the Health Section that Dr. Park 
should visit China forthwith in order to complete the survey which has already been 
begun, and report to the Commission thereon at an early date. In his report, Dr. Park 
should give special consideration to the possibilities of the satisfactory application of 
the provisions of the International Sanitary Convention of Igz6. 
· " 3· Notes that the Commission has given Dr. Park certain guiding lines for this 
survey. These include the sanitary equipment of ports; the nature of the action to be 
taken against the importation and exportation respectively of infectious diseases and 
the measures needed to deal with the special conditions of coastal traffic. 

. "Notes that, on the completion of Dr. Park's survey, he will submit proposals for 
consideration by the Commission regarding the scheme to be submitted to the Chinese 
National Government. 

" 4·. Requests that the Commission, in so doing, should confer with any experts 
who may be delegated. by the Communications. and Transit Organisation o~ ~e 
League, in conformity With the request of the Chinese Government, before subrmtting 
the scheme to the Health Committee." 
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Chapter J, 

NOTES ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND MODERN MEDICINE IN CHINA. 

It would be presumptuous on our part to pretend that this report represents anything more 
than notes on these proposals and observations on the activities we were asked to visit.. Not¥ng 
like a survey of preventive medicine has been attempted or could have been attempted m the time 
and "'ith the facilities at our disposal, 

Nevertheless, we are assured by our Chinese colleagu~ that the indi~ations· furnished by these 
observations and the conclusions which we have reached m agreement With those colleagues, would 
not have been different had we travelled more extensively or examined more closely the development 
of modern medicine and public health in a wider range of provinces and municipalities. Modern 
medicine has only recently gained a precarious foothold in China. . Prev~nti-~e medicine is only 
beginning to extend its beneficent influence from the few centres m which It has found a soil 
suitable to its growth. We :u-e told by o~ ~hinese friends: ~ho have had the best o~po~un~ties 
of acquainting themselves wtth actual conditions, that the VISits we have made and the mstitutions 
and work we have studied comprise a very large proportion of all such institutions and work in 
China. We in the West, have been familiar with countries in which modern medicine is taken 
for granted_:_its benefits have been present for generations.. In China the case is q.~e different, 
for there comparatively young men can remember the trme when .modern medicme was fi~t 
introduced in the larger centres, and the greater part of the population do not to-day recogruse 
the existence of such an art. 

MODERN MEDICINE, HOSPIT.US AND PUBLIC HEALTH WORK IN CHINA. 

In order to understand the medical and public health problems of China, it is necessary to 
realise that, even in those centres where modern medicine has gained a foothold, the large majority 
of the population seeks medical relief, not from its practitioners, but from the vastly more numerous 
practitioners of empirical medicine, who, at their best, may not fall far short of the modern graduate 
in the relief of pain in cases not requiring surgical intervention and, at their worst, possess the 
advantage of a long-though weakening-tradition and place in the social structure of the 
community. . 

This is not the place to describe the practice of so-called empirical medicine in China, even if 
sufficient information were available. Nevertheless, a few general statements on this subject are 
essential to our understanding of the difficulties facing modern medicine in China to-day. 

We visited a school where empirical medicine is taught, and we inspected a few hospitals 
maintained by graduates of such schools. The course was said to last four years. Practically 
no equipment for teaching plirposes was to be seen except a few anatomical charts. Thes!l schools 
maintain hospitals, however, ostensibly for teaching purposes.· There is apparently no difficulty 
in securing students, and patients come willingly to the wards and out-patient departments on 
a paying basis. There was an X-ray apparatus in one of these hospitals. The pharmacy was, in each 
case, an orderly institution, and it must not be supposed that the medicines are without virtue. 
Ephedrin was developed from a preparation long used by the practitioners of empirical medicine. 
Among the native preparations there must be a number possessing anodyne properties, and it is 
said that quinine is dispensed freely by native pharmacists. 

The school of medicine is, however, a new development in empirical medicine, a majority 
of ~e practitioners having been trained by the apprenticeship system, and mention is made 
of 1t ;here sinlply to emphasise that modern medicine must overcome a system willing to utilise 
certain of the weapons of its adversary in the form of organised instruction, hospital dispensaries 
and p~acies dispensing modern drugs as well as the older preparations. 

Aga~nst this system must be set the few thousand practitioners of modern medicine 1, the 
few hundred modern hospitals, the small percentage of the population who appreciate the 
advantages of a new method still bearing the stamp of foreign influence. 

_Emp~rical m~dicine _is said to have reached its height many centuries ago and to have steadily 
?&lined smce. It 1S fighting a losing battle with modern medicine because of its disbelief in surgery, 
Its lack of knowledge concerning midwifery, and the success of modern medicine in such fields 
as the treatment of eye diseases. 

1)te pr~itioners of empirical medicine correspond to the quacks in Western countries. 
I'! Chma, as m the West, resort is had to quack medicine in some instances even by educated and 
h~y placed officials. The difference between China and the West in this respect is that, in 
China, quacks are numerous and well distributed, whereas modern practitioners are few and 
concentrated in a few large centres. . _ . 

. Cl ~ An offu:ial of the Miniotry of Health estimates that there are approximately four t110usand medical graduates 
JD JJna. 
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.O!lr <?hine~e coD:eagues· informed us that the sm~ army of Chinese practitioners of modem 
med1cme IS split up mto a number of groups, according to the country where their training was 
received. Thus, there is a group of students returned from England, another from France another 
from America, Germany, Japan, etc. Even in the case of graduates of medical colleges in China, 
these, as a general rule, have received their training in French or in English, or in German and quite 
naturally tend to associate themselves with others of the same language group. Fo~ medical 
instruction is seldom given in Chinese for a variety of reasons: 

. .(1) ~very large majority of the medical schools are in the hands of foreigners, principally 
misswnanes; 

(2) Even in medical schools controlled by the Chinese the majority of the important 
chairs are frequently held by foreigners; . 

(3) Medical textbooks in the Chinese language are few; 
(4) The official Chinese language is said not to contain a sufficient number of technical 

terms. 

Hence in medical discussions and professional conferences the language employed is frequently 
the one in which the students were trained. This has had the very natural tendency to split 
the practitioners of modem medicine into language groups, and differences of standards and 
conditions in the various countries of training have accentuated this tendency so that there are 
a number of medical associations, several of them national in scope, corresponding to the different 
groups. The small number of modem nurses is split up into similar groups. 

The necessity of resisting this tendency and of uniting in a common effort has been fully 
realised by the leaders of modem medicine in China to-day. During our visit, an attempt was 
made to unite the most important medical associations into a national society, representative of 
all the groups, for the purpose of defending their professional interests.1 

That something more than the establishment of a national association was needed did not, 
however, escape our colleagues in the Ministry of Health. It is their belief that a real merging 
of the groups will only result from their participation in a joint effort on a scale big enough to 
appeal to all, and it is their hope to link up this effort with a scheme for the provision of post
graduate medical instruction, the medium of instruction being the Mandarin language. 

Further information on problems of medical education will be found under the proper heading 
in this report. Here, these general statements are intended only to illustrate the situation facing 
colleagues whose duty it is to provide. for a measure of health protection in China to-day. 

Practitioners of modem medicine require hospitals in which to develop their art, and hospitals 
exist in China, particularly in the larger centres of population, although their number is woefully 
inadequate. The first hospitals were missionary enterprises; the pioneer of these (at Macao) 
dates back to 1825. The first modem-type hospital in Canton was established in 1865 and is still 
operating. But these two are exceptions; the institution of the modem hospital in China is very 
recent. Besides the missionary hospitals there are public and private institutions of various 
types - some maintained by municipalities, others by medical schools, a few by the Plague 
Prevention Service in North Manchuria and several by the Army. A comparatively few, our 
colleagues inform us, have been built and are being maintained and administered solely by Chinese 
doctors. The handicap of a shortage of hospital beds of an extent unprecedented in Western 
countries further ties the hands of those who practise modem medicine, as well as our colleagues 
who occupy responsible posts in the National, Provincial and Municipal Health Services. 

The number of hospital beds per unit of population in China is given in a volume on " China 
and Modem Medicine", written by Dr. Harold BALME, and published in 1921 (United Council for 
Missionary Education). These data relate to 1920. 

Province 

Fukien 
Kiangsu 
Chekiang 
Kwantung 
Manchuria 
Chihli . 
Hunan 
Shansi . 
Hupeh. 
Shantung. 
Honan .. 
Kwangsi 
Szechuan 
Anguei 
Kurochow 
Shensi 
Kansu. 
Kiangsi 
Yunnan 

One bed per unit 
of population 

9,210 
9,240 
9,85o 

II,940 
20,100 
20,130 
23,700 
31,130 
36,590 
38,240 
42,550 
44,000 
58,180 
70,800 
76,5oo 
81,250 
86,540 

151,600 
246>490 

1 A conference held in Peiping in January 1928 was Ute first at which all groups were represent--d. and the sh'l" 
taken by that Conference look forward two years hence towards amalgamation into one association. 
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The:.--e fio<>'UI'es must be contrasted with conditions in the United K~ngdom •. wher~ there is one 
bed in a voluntary hospital for one in every six hundred of the poJ?ulat~on, not mcludmg the large 
mm1ber of additional beds provided by the Poor Law Infirmanes (•dem). 

Since 1920, a number of hospitals have undoubtedly been constructed! but a ~uch larger 
mm1ber have been closed. For instance, the China Year-Book for 1929-30 IS authority for the 
statement that, in 1927, 33-3 per cent of the missionary hospitals in the south had been closed. 

Hospitals in China are, as a rule, in foreign hands; th~y are directed, controlled and frequently 
financed by non-Chinese. This does not mean th~t Chmese doctors 3:re no! em.Ployed, for. the 
majority of the subordinate staff is frequently Chinese. But the medtcal dtrechon of hospitals 
is not in their hands and there are only a handful of Chinese doctors in China to-day who have 
had e:'i:perience as the administrative heads of hospitals. . . . 

If there is a dearth of hospitals in China, the absence of asylums, leprosana, samtana and 
other special institutions is even more striking. . . . . . . . 

Our colleagues in the Ministry of Health are facmg th1s situatiOn. "Ylth resolute determ~n~t10n. 
They ha'\-e decided to establish certain hospit~s at once, and to utilise the~ f~r the trrumng of 
hospital staff. Begin~g with two la:ge hospttals (one financed by the Provmctal Gove~ment), _ 
they hope to continue m other .Pro~ces an~ ~t oth~r _cent~es, so that, .presently, !herr staff 
will acquire the necessary expenence m hosptt<il admmtstrahon, and therr people will become 
accustomed to the benefits of hospitalisation. · 

It was pointed out to us that, sof!le time before, during and ~ft~r the Old C~inese New Year 
(now abolished by Decree of the National Goverrm1~nt), the maJonty of b.ed~ ~ even the b.est 
and longest-established hospitals were empty, all patients able to be moved ms1stmg on spending 
these holidays at their homes. . 

It is also the custom in China for the patient in hospital to be accompanied by a servant or 
member of his frunily, who frequently acts as nurse in the absence of trained nursing staff, and 
visiting is much more common than in Western countries. Undue restriction of these customs 
tends to prevent popularisation of the modem hospital system, and our colleagues are faced with 
the nice task of striking the balance between the long-established habits and customs of the people 
and the requirements of modem medical institutions. 

PROBLEM OF MEDICAL RELIEF IN CHINA. • 

If, in these opening paragraphs, we appear to have over-emphasised the problems of modem 
medicine and its institutions it is because our colleagues have insisted on the magnitude of their 
problem of medical relief. 

Reference has been made to the scarcity of modem doctors and hospitals and to their 
concentration in the larger centres. This problem is further complicated by the size of the 
country, the density of the population, the scarcity of modem methods of communication and 
transport and the economic and political instability of recent years. The few railway lines offer 
facilities of transport only between the larger centres. Roads suitable for motor travel are few; 
the total mileage is said to be two thousand. 1 The Chinese have long been accustomed to utilise 
their magnificient waterways for travel, but these fall far short of the requirements for health 
work and medical relief. Even in some of the larger cities transport is slow and difficult. For 
example, in Canton, the sedan chair was the only vehicle able to penetrate the narrow streets 
of the old city until recently when a system of broad modem thoroughfares was constructed. 
Now the tracks for a street railway system have been laid and autobuses give regular services. 

In the nrral districts, resort must be had to rickshaws, and even these must be replaced by 
wheelbarrows in the rainy season. One of the obstacles facing the staff of health centres, for 
example, is the difficulty of reaching the people, and the time consumed by archaic methods 
of transport. . 
. No reference has been made to the sanitary problem in China. Public water supplies exist 
m a handful of cities-Shanghai, Peiping, Tientsin, Tsingtao, Hankow, Harbin, Mukden, Amoy 
~d Cant~~- Plans for su~h supplies hll:ve b~n made in ~a~ng, Hangchow and Changsha. Even 
m those crties. w~re public water supplies e";is:t, the servtce IS not extended to the whole population, 
~d the quality IS not always above susptcton. Systems of sewerage are restricted to a still 
smaller number of cities, a1:1d these are very incomplete. The vast majority of the population 
uses polluted. water and enJoys none of the sanitary advantages known to Western civilisation. 
F~ wtt_h these conditions, and with the small staff at its disposal, the Ministry for Health 

has decided ~ly to concentrate on a few activities in three or four districts, and has asked for 
!he co-operatwn of the Health Organisation of the League on these few activities in which there 
IS reasonab_Ie hope for success in the not-too-distant future. 
~ Mmistry r~ t~e impossibility of drawin_g up and carrying out a general progrrunme 

of sanitary .reconstructiOn 11:1 Chi~ at the present t1me. There must be a long period devoted 
to !act-finding and to acqwring experience before sufficient information will be available upon 
which to base a plan of work. 

By concentrating for a few years on a few basic activities and on gathering facts, the Ministry 
hopes to prof?res~ slowly towards the period when the methods of solving its most baffling problems 
those of sanrtatwn and modem medicine, will become apparent. ' 

, f tl 
1 

Th<:rla e arc ":<~.id to lx: 7.000 ~ilco of railroad and ~o,ooo miles o! road• suitable for motor traffic, but go per cent 
7 "' tu:r om>J•to lA gr>tlcd drrt rrr.td, only 2,000 milcH being macadamiscd. 
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.I~ applying ~ts pr~sent _progr~mme, the Ministry enjoys the moral prestige which is 
tra?ihonally assoc1ate~ m. China With the _<:ent~al Government. Even in those provinces in 
wh1~h the prese!lt. regrme IS looked upon With disfavour, we were informed that the technical 
adVIce of the Mrmstry would be respected and its support would lend strength to the efforts of 
the local health authorities. 

u~~er t~ese circumstances t~e Ministry can hope for the fullest support from the local 
~uthontles With whose co-operatiOn it proposes to carry on a few activities of fundamental 
Importance. 

THE MoDERN HEALTH MOVEMENT IN CHINA. 

As far .as w~ could gather from the information placed at our disposal, the modern health 
movement. m China be_gan in rgr~, !1-nd owed its ori~ to the ext~nsive epidemic of pneumonic 
plague_ ~hie? occurred !TI- Manc~una ~n. rgro. _At that time an Impenal Decree was issued requiring 
the ~m~stnes of Fore1~ Affarrs, C1vil Affa1rs and Communications to take joint action in the 
applicat10~ ?f preven!l~e me~sures. ~ Plague ~revention Bureau was established at Peking, 
and the MiniStry_ of ~1vil ~ffa1rs orgams_ed a Public Health Commission composed of the leaders 
of mo~ern medicme m Peking. Quarantme measures were applied for a time in the various ports 
and _ra1Iroad centres through which t~e disease migh~ spread. Most important of all, a group of 
medical students, under the leadership of Dr. Wu Lien Teh, was sent to Harbin to take charge 
of control measures. An international conference on plague was held in Manchuria to devise 
methods for the prevention of similar epidemics in the future. 

This epidemic resulted in the organisation of the North Manchurian Plague Prevention 
Serv!-ce with headquarters at Harbin. This service was placed under the Ministry of Foreign 
Affarrs at the time it was founded and it remains under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the 
present Nationalist Government. The Minister of Health plans to have it transferred to his 
Ministry., It has survived all the political upheavals which have passed over the country since 
its establishment some seventeen years ago (rgr2). Its staff has carried on important studies 
relating to the epidemiology of plague and made many contributions to our knowledge of the 
disease. Full information concerning its work may be found in the reports published annually 
and in the contributions of members of its staff to scientific journals. We did not have occasion 
during the present visit to study the work of the North Manchurian Plague Prevention Service, 
and it is only necessary to point out here that it has a well-equipped laboratory, a trained staff 
of laboratory workers and epidemiologists and six hospitals located at strategic points in North 
Manchuria. , 

The influence of this service has been of value in a variety of directions, and it is an outstanding 
example of the stability which a purely technical organisation may enjoy in China in despite of 
political changes and the unsettled conditions incident to civil war. 

The Organisation of the National Epidemic Prevention Bureau in rgr8 was the next important 
s~c.P marking the growth of the modern health movement in China. Public concern had been 
aroused by the repeated epidemics of cholera, plague, diphtheria and smallpox, and, in rgr6, 
the Ministry of the Interior had drawn up regulations governing the methods of controlling 
epidemics. An advisory committee, composed of the leading Chinese and foreign physicians in 
Peking was appointed to advise the Minister, and it was largely due to their efforts that the National 
Epidemic Prevention Bureau was finally organised. 

The spread of pneumonic plague in rgr6 from Mongolia to the adjacent provinces in North 
China and the heavy toll of lives resulting (I3,ooo) further increased public and official alarm. 

This Bureau began to function in rgrg, its staff being engaged, on the one hand, in the 
manufacture of sera, vaccines and other biological products and, on the other, in experimental 
diagnostic and preventive work and general administration. One of the most important tasks 
undertaken by the Bureau was the systematic collection of information concerning the prevalence 
of epidemic diseases from all the provinces of China. After the organisation of the Eastern 
Bureau of the League of Nations at Singapore, this information was transmitted regularly to 
that Bureau and published for the benefit of Health Administrations in the Far East. 

The lack of information concerning the occurrence and prevalence of communicable disease 
is one of the greatest problems confronting the health authorities of China. The leaders of the 
National Epidemic Prevention Bureau realised fully the need for all possible information on 
the movement and prevalence of the diseases which it was their business to control. They 
determined to levy on every possible source of information, and turned natur.aUy to doctors 
practising modern medicine, to missionary hosl?itals ~d to any other hosp1tals condu~ted 
according to modern methods. ~t was ~at?rally rmpo~s1ble ~or such ~octors. and such ho~p1tals 
to furnish exact figures concernmg the mc1dence of disease m a provmce With a population. of 
thirty or forty millions of people. All they could do, all they were asked to do, was to grve 
their impressions, based on their practice: their observatio!l, and their treat~?ent. of cases in 
the hospital, as to whether a particular d1sease was sporad1~, preval~t o_r ep1de1m~. 

By utilising all information from these sources, the National Ep~dem~c ~vention Bureau 
was able to secure a general idea of.the mov~ment and prevalence of ep1de~uc d1seases throug~out 
the country. It is true that this mformation was based on. a compar~tively few observati?ns 
and gave no indication of the act.ual number _of ~ases, bu~ 1t wa.:; far .m advance: o~ ~ythmg 
that had been done before in Chma along th1s lme, and 1t prov1ded rmportant mdications of 
the public health needs of China and. of the proble~s which most pressed fo~ solutio~~:. 

The National Epidemic Prevention Bu~eau, w1th head_q';larters at Pekmg, contin?ed to 
function along the lines indicated above until the present. M~mstry of Health was organ1.se.d at 
Nanking. It has now been place~ un~er the Centr.al Hyg1emc Laboratory of the new _Muustry 
as the branch responsible for . bwlogrcal production and research, while the chenucal and 
pharmacological laboratories will be located elsewehre. 
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INFLUENCE OF RETURNED MEDICAL AND PUBUC HEALTH STUDENTS. 

The National Epidemic Prevention Bureau and the other health agenc!es mentio~ed in. 
this report could not have attained the measure of success whic~ crowned the1r ef!orts Without 
the services of technical men who had been given the opporturuty to study public health and 
hygiene abroad and at home. Some of these had taken pub_lic heal~ deg;ees, others had studied 
ui famous institutes, and still others had undergone. practical trrurung 1~ the field abroad. In 
China itself an excellent course in hygiene and public health has been giVen for some years at 
the Peking Union Medical College, and the Health Sta?-on or D~onstration maintai!led by 
that school· in co-<>peration with the National Epidemic Preve~tion Bureau has furrushed .a 
useful field for training students of public heal~, be they medical ';ffidergraduates, n~rses ~n 
training, or midwives. The influence of a groWI!lg number ?f medical ~aduates ttamed m 
public health and hygiene resulted undoubtedly m the creation of a nation~ depa;rtment C?f 
health in the Ministry of the Interior, in the est~blishment of.he~th bureaux. I~ vanous muni
cipalities and provincial centres and, finally, m the orgarusahon of a M1rustry of Health 
at Nanldng in November I928. 

THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH. 

The Ministry of Health is one of the eleven Ministries now under the authority of the 
E.."{ecutive Yuan, or Council, which is the highest executive authority of the Goverrunent. 
There are four other Yuans, ot Councils, in the Central Goverrunent. 

The Legislative Yuan is the highest legislative authority; the Judicial Yuan is the highest 
legal and judicial authority, and the Examination Yuan is the supreme authority in charge of 
the national civil service. The Control Yuan is the highest supervisory organ and is vested 
with the powers of impeachment and auditing. 

The Ministry of Health is divided into five departments, each headed by a Director: 

(I) Department of General Affairs (Secretarial) ; 
(2) Department of Medical Administration (hospitals, pharmacies, physicians, training, 

propaganda, etc.); 
(3) Department of Health and Sanitation (medical relief, health insurance, foods, 

maternal and infant welfare, industrial hygiene, etc.); 
(4) Department of Communicable Disease (in man and animals, maritime quarantine); 
(5) Department of Vital Statistics (births, deaths, marriages, morbidity and mortality 

statistics). 

Each department has from two to four divisions. 
The annual budget of the Ministry is slightly over half a million Mexican dollars. 
There is a National Board of Health, composed of from IJ to I7 members, appointed and 

presided over by the Minister of Health, wiili advisory functions. This board is supposed to 
meet twice a year and has already met once (February I929). The following were the items 
on its agenda: 

I. The policy to be adopted in regard to the old-style medical practice. 
2. Training of health and medical personneL 
3· The principle of health demonstrations. • 
4- Healili education and publicity. 
5· The standardisation of the practice of health administration for special municipalities. 

In February I929· the Ministry of Health also called a conference of the Commissioners 
of Health of special municipalities and the directors of public health in the ordinary munici
palities, in order to learn at first hand the character of the problems confronting municipal 
~th ~- The _discussion, v:hich lasted for five days, dealt with nearly all the questions 
With which such officials are reqmred to deal. . · 

While the Ministry of Health is the supreme authority in health matters, it has particular 
resp<?nsibilities ~th regard to ~he ~~ municipalities of which there are seven (Nanking, 
Pe:tpmg, Shanghai, Hankow, Tientsin, Tsmgtao and Canton). All other cities are under the 
authority of the Provincial Goverrunents, but there is no intermediary between the Central 
Gov~ and these special ~~nicipalities.. For practical purposes, this means that the health 
COJlliilJ.SSlOners of ~hese seven Cities are appomted by the Central Government on the motion of 
the ~Y~·. who lS also an appointee of the Central Government. Moreover, in these special 
m~~~ a departl!lent of health is provided for by statute, whereas in the ordinary 
mUUIClpalities t~ establishment of such a department is permissive. 

In the provmces, public health protection and poor relief are functions of the Department 
of Civil Affairs. · · 

;Apart ~om the ordinary municipalities the Provincial Government is responsible for the 
~atwn of the :· h_siens " or counties. Each " hsien " is administered by a magistrate 
a~~ ~ t!u: ~rovmcial ~overnment, and the protection of the public health 1s a function of 
the " hsien diVlSIOn of public safety, primarily concerned with the police. 
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~n. ?rder to ~reserve a sense of proportion it must ~e ~inted out here that the political 
sub~~s!ons mentioned above _do not correspond at all m pomt of population to the political 
subdiVIsions of Western countnes. · 

The population_o~ China is variously ~imated at from approximately three hundred to four 
hui?dred and fifty milhons. The lowest estimate for the smallest province is five millions (Kansu) 
while that o~ t~e largest (S~e~huan) is ne:rrly fifty millions. Each special municipality is supposed 
to have a nnmmum of a million population and some are very much larger, while a few fall short 
of that figure. 

PROVINCIAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION. 

A _memorandum on public heal~h in China, furnished us by the Ministry of Health, is our 
au0onty for t_h~ statement t_hat, durmg the las~ six or seven years, a considerable effort to alleviate 
samtary conditions and to Improve the public health was made by the authorities of the two 
provinces Shansi and Yunnan. In Shansi, a number of sanitary regulations were enforced and 
an attempt made to collect information on causes of morbidity and of mortality. In Yunnan 
improvement of sanitary conditions progressed hand in hand with road building and other generai 
administrative improvements of a reconstructive nature . 

. Th~ _two provinces e_njoyed comparatively peaceful conditions, and were not subject to the 
rapid political· changes which occurred so frequently elsewhere. 

After the establishment of the Nationalist Government at Nanking, the province in which 
the most rapid progress was made in the direction of public health protection was Chekiang, 
the capital of which is Hangchow, one of the most beautiful cities in China. The itinerary prepared 
for us by the Ministry of Health provided for a visit to Hangchow, and the detailed description 
of provincial health administration in this report will be confined to what we were able to learn of 
the health programme in the province of Chekiang. 

HeaUh Administration in the Province of Chekiang. 

The province of Chekiang, situated on the sea-coast, south of Kiangsu (Shanghai is situated 
in the province of Kiangsu), is estimated to have a population of over twenty-six millions. Its 
three principal cities are Hangchow, the capital, population 38o,ooo, Ningpo, population 284,300, 
and Wenchow, population 202,700. There is a railway connecting Hangchow to Shanghai, and 
Hangchow is also the southern tenninus of the Grand Canal. 

The province is chiefly agricultural, although some coal is mined. Silk is the principal 
product, Chekiang producing 30 per cent of the total of fresh cocoons produced in China, a 
figure only equalled by Kwantung. Other important products are cotton and tea. To the casual 
observer the province appears to be well cultivated, and this, together with its recent immunity 
from serious political disturbances, probably accounts for its comparative prosperity. 

The epidemic diseases prevalent in Chekiang are said to be smallpox, diphtheria, dysentery, 
typhoid fever, scarlet fever and malaria. Epidemic meningitis was prevalent in 1927-28 and an 
epidemic of influenza also occurred. Chekiang is said to be one of the centres in China where 
malignant tertian malaria prevails. Leprosy is also present. · 

Public health work in the Province of Chekiang is said to have begun only after the accession 
to power of the present Nationalist Government, and the organisation of the present Provincial 
Government, hence due allowance must be made for the recent introduction of health measures. 
It is very natural that the organisation of a framework of government should precede the 
application of reconstructive measures, and this has been the policy adopted by the provincial 
authorities. 

The administration of the province is in the hands of a Committee (nine to thirteen members) 
and a Chairman, appointed by the National Government. The Executive organs are the 
Secretariat and the following departments: 

(r) Department of Civil Affairs; 
(2) Department of Finance; 
(3) Department of Reconstruction; 
(4) Department of Education; 
(5) Department of Agriculture and Mining; 
(6) Department of Industry, Labour and Commerce. 

There is a chief secretary of ~he Secretari.at and a Chief o~ J?ep:u-tment at the head of each 
department, the latter being appomted at the mstanc~ of the Mimstnes concerned. . . 

Two activities of the Provincial Government, outSide the field of health, are worthy of mention 
in this report. One is the building of roads! which p~ay such an i_mportan.t P:rrt in openin? up ~e 
country to the work of public heal_th agencies. An Important highway linking up Nanking with 
Hangchow is now open to travel. . . 

The other notable activity is the organisation of a school for local government officials .. This 
school is now functioning regularly and has at pres~nt ~n attendance of.JOO stud~ts. ~di~at~ 
for entrance to this s~hool mus~ first p~ss exammatl~ns con.?uc~ed ,m the. di~erent h~en . 
Five or six of the candidates havmg the highest grad~ m each_ hsien . exammat10n are subjected 
to an entrance examination, from which the two c~didates With ~?e J:Ug~~st grades are selected as 
students. In exceptional cases more than two candidates from a hsien may be allowed to enter 
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the school providing their qualifications and e..'l:amination ~ades are unusually high. The course 
lasts eighteen months, and is divided into three periods of SIX months ell;ch; the first at ~he ~chool 
in Han.,ochow, the second in the " hsien " for practical work, an~ the thir~ a_nd fil?.al penod m ~he 
school. Instruction is !riven in political science, agriculture, hygtene, admtmstratlon and phystcal 
culture. The e.."\.-penses

0 
of the school are borne by. the Bureal!- ~f Civil Affairs in the· Provin~ial 

Government, which provides for the board, lodging and tmtron of the students. Travellmg 
born b th .. hsi .. expenses are e y e en • . .. h · , 

On graduation, these students will assume posts in the govern~ent of ~he dtfferent s~ens . 
The knowledoae of agriculture they have secured. in the school Will P.ermtt them to exerctse an 
influence over the a.,aricultural population. Thetr knowledge of hygtene should make of .thex_n 
activ-e a.,aents of the provincial health authorities. Wh~n the programme of reconstructloll: IS 
established, it is planned to utilise the graduates of this school for the purpose of applymg 
reconstructive measures. · 

There are said to be a number of such schools in the various provinces of China, but we were 
assured by the Dean of the school at Hangchow that the Chekiang Provincial Sch?ol differed from 
the others in a number of important particUlars, such as length of course, selection of students, 
subjects taught, etc. · 

The health administration of the province is in the hands of the Chief of the Department of 
Civil Affairs, who works through a Provincial Health Commissioner. We were informed by the 
Chief of the Department of Civil Affairs that his health programme for the province included 
the following: 

r. Provision of Proper Facilities for Medical Training. 

There were until recently two medical schools in Hangchow. One, a missionary school, 
_ was closed down during the recent troubles preceding the establishment of the present Nationalist 

Government; the other is about to close down as it cannot conform to the standard required of 
medical schools by the Ministry of Education. This second school was one of the best of the 
provincial medical schools in China, and a serious effort was made by its staff to provide for proper 
instruction with the inadequate facilities (especially clinical) at their disposal. It is the intention 
of the Chief of the Department of Civil Affairs to assist in the creation of a medical school with 
proper equipment and sufficient clinical material for teaching purposes. 

2. Provision of Proper Hospital Facilities. 

It is the intention of the Provincial Government to build and equip, as soon as possible, 
a 4oo-bed hospital in Hangchow, and to utilise this hospital for teaching purposes. The provincial 
health department and the provincial laboratory will be housed in the hospital, which will become 
a centre for the public health work and medical relief in the province. The hospital will have 
out-patient departments and mobile clinics, the latter to act as health centres as well as stations 
for medical relief. Nurses will be trained in the hospital, and utilised in the field. 

The division of sanitary engineering, forming a part of the provincial health department, will 
also be housed in the hospital, which will eventually become the headquarters of all public health 
and sanitary activities in the province. 

The hospital facilities of Hangchow consist of: 

(r) The Municipal Hospital; 
(2) The Chekiang Provincial Medical School Hospital; 
(3) Hangchow Hospital; 
(4) A sanatorium for tuberculosis; 
(5) A leprosarium. 

. None o_f_ these institutions is really modem, although, with some renovation, one or two 
mtght be ut~ for hospital purposes. There is, however, a fairly high-grade missionary hospital 
ege capacity. _In addition to the projected 40o-bed hospital, it is the intention of the Provincial 

ernment to build a sanatorium and a leprosarium to replace those at present in use. 

3- PrO'IJision of Trainetl Mitlwives for the Provinre. 

According to the Chief of t~e Department of Civil Affairs, there are at pr~sent in the province 
a large nul!lber of old-style mtdwives, who are ignorant of the need of cleanliness and asepsis. 
He has .dec!ded. upon two .steps to remedy this condition; first, to give short courses to these old
style ~dWJves m ?r~ to tmpress upon them the need for cleanliness and asepsis (he had considered 
~policy of pr?hibttlng t!rem from practising, but realised that he must first arrange for a supply 

. r~ly-tramed. substitutes); secondly, 'the provision of proper facilities for the training of 
~ ;,:ves. Accordingly the Provincial Government has organised a training-school for midwives 

. ngchow. ~ prese~t e~rolme~t is eighty. The course lasts for two years and includes a 
~11~ amount o~ mstructton In public health and hygiene. Their practical instruction is to be 
gtven In a maternity home, now alm.ost com.Pleted; a building that was fonnerly a hospital is being 
~~~ for. the purpose. It JS the atm of the Department of Civil Affairs to provide each 
~ (of whtch tJu:re are some seventy-five in the province) with two properly-trained 

m!ddW!~es, and, when this has been done, it will be possible to prohibit the old-style practice of 
m1 WI!~. ' 
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4· Provision of Adequate Laboratory Facilities. 

There is the .nucleus of a provincial hy~eni.c la?or3:tory. The organisation of this laboratory 
was begun late m September 1929. The Institution IS housed in temporary quarters and the 
equipment has been ordered but not yet received. The director of this laboratory is ; German 
bacteriologist, formerly employed at the Hygienic Institute at Basle and the Robert Koch Institute 
at Berlin. There are a number of Chinese assistants. 

. Thi~ institution i.s to ~erve. all the purposes of a provincial laboratory, including the ordinary 
diagnostic work, epidemiOlogical research, manufacture of sera and vaccines and clinical 
microscopical work in connection with the provincial hospital, to which it will be' removed. 

5· Provision of a Supply of Trained Health Officers for the Province. 

The Provincial Government has sent a group of young physicians to the Public Health . 
Department of Peking Union Medical College for a special course which will fit them for use as 
health officers in the province. 

6. Programme of School Hygiene. 

The~e are sixteen hundred elementary schools in the Province of Chekiang, attended by over 
half a million school children (provincial report). While this number is not a large proportion 
of the total children of school-age, it is said to represent a high state of development as compared 
to most of the other provinces. 

There is a normal school in Hangchow, supported by the Ministry of Education and attended 
by 1,030 students. In the opinion of prominent Chinese educators, this school is of a high standard. 

The vitality of the educational movement in China is very striking, as we have had occasion 
to observe on our various visits. Nor is this movement local or regional in scope. Everywhere 
we went, north, centre and south, we had occasion to remark activity and devotedness on the part 
of those who were interested in the different branches of education, and it is a matter of regret 
that the shortness of our visit did not permit us to secure a first-hand knowledge of the Mass 
Education Movement, which is said to be playing such a large part in the awakening of the people. 

The Government of the province of Chekiang is anxious to link up its health activities with the 
schools by preparing and applying a programme of school hygiene. A beginning is to be made in 
Ching-Po Primary and Secondary School, located in Hangchow, where, in co-operation with the 
municipal health authorities, a full programme of school hygiene will be provided, including medical 
ins:pection, school nursing, correction of defects and instruction in hygiene. 

7· The Control of Malaria. 

Chekiang is one of the provinces in which malignant tertian malaria prevails. In co-operation 
with the Ministry of Health, the provincial health authorities are preparing a programme for the 
study of the disease and the application of preventive measures. 

8. Improvement of Environmental Sanitation. 

The public health programme of the provincial authorities, as sketched briefly above, will 
give an idea of the difficult health problems existing in the province, and the courage and vision 
with which these problems are being faced. No mention has been made of the more elemental 
sanitary problems, such as the need for public water-supplies, sewerage systems, garbage collection 
and waste disposal. . 

In the city of Hangchow plans have been made for the construction of a public water system. 
At present the water used in the city is drawn from a lake bordering the city, which is 
heavily polluted, and from a number of ponds and wells, so located as to render them subject to 
contamination. 

Throughout China night soil is highly prized as a fertilising agent, and its collection and removal 
are attended with danger of the spread of parasitic and intestinal disease. Night soil is employed 
as a fertiliser for mulberry trees used in the cultivation of silk, and hookworm disease prevails 
among the silk growers. 

The safe collection and disposal of night soil in China is a problem compelling the attention 
of the health authorities. In Canton some interesting work has been done in attempting to find 
an agent which will increase the fertilising value of night soil and at the same time destroy the 
eggs of hookworm and other intestinal paras~tes. . . . 

The city of Hangchow is celebrated m O~n:se literature and con~ams many temples, 
monasteries and shrines to which thousands of pilgnms, many from long distances are attracted 
every year. On this account the influence of. epidemic diseli:Ses. prevailing ~. Hangchow _n;ay be 
felt in many nearby and distant parts of Chma. . The provincial and muniCI~ autho~ties ~re 
fully alive to the necessity of providing for the highest degree of health protection possible with 
the means at their disposal. . .. 

The Ministry of Health, in it~ P?licy of C?~ce?tratin~ on .a few f~dal!lental actiVIties, has 
decided to co-operate with the proVInCial authontles m th: direc~ons outlmed m the corres~nd~ncc 
exchanged between the Ministe! of Health an~ t~e Me~Ical Director of the Health Organt~tion~ 
with respect to the facilities which that Orgamsabon m1ght afford to the health progranm1e m th~ 
province. 
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MUNICIPAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION. 

The first modem health administration in China was said (China Year-Book, I928) to have 
been established at Tientsin in I902, when a sanitary division was created in the Police Department. 
This e..'--ample was soon followed by Peiping and other large cit~es. The a~ove state~ent does 
not of course apply to the International Settlements and Foreign ConcessiOns. Public health 
adnrinistratio~ continued to form a division of police work, and was, as a rule, carried on by non
medical and non-technical personnel for many years. . T~e chief health work carried on was street 
cleaning and attention to matters of elementary sarutation. . 

In I92o, a modem health department was .organised at ~anton and pla?ed in charge of a 
graduate of the Johns Hopkins School. of Hygiene ~d Public H.ealth. T~s dep~ment has 
continued to function until the present time, although 1t .has been directed dunng the mte~al ~y 
a number of health commissioners, each for a short penod only. The numerous changes m 1ts 
direction are said to have interfered greatly with its efficiency. 

A modem health department under a trained health commissioner was established in the City 
of Greater Shanghai (the Chinese Municipality) in August I926. This example was shortly 
followed by Hankow. ' · . . 

During our stay in China visits were made to the Health Departments of ilie most 1mportant 
. cities, such as Nanking, Shanghai, Peiping, Tientsin and Canton. The memorandum furnished us 

by ilie Ministry of Healili contains brief accounts of ilie healili administration in these cities. 
The present notes are restricted to areas in which ilie Minister of Health proposes to carry on 
work in which he hopes iliat ilie Healili Organisation of ilie League of Nations will co-Operate. 

It is for this reason iliat iliese notes refer to healili work in the province of Chekiang only, 
and that ilie description of municipal healili administration is restricted to Shanghai. 

~hai is situated on boili banks of the Whangpoo River about eight miles from its junction 
with the Yangtze, where the latter empties into the China Sea. It is the most important port 
in China (see report on quarantine) and was one of the first five ports opened to foreign trade. 
Shanghai is one of the chief industrial centres of China, having many cotton and silk mills, 
shipbuilding works, a Government arsenal, dock and engineering works, etc. 

The metropolis of Shanghai is made up of an International Settlement, a French Concession 
and the Chinese city, which surrounds the first two. Estimated populations are as follows: 

The Chinese city . . . . . . I,7oo,ooo 1 

The International Settlement. 833,265 a 
The French Concession . . . 357,996 2 • 

Total . . , . . 2,89r,26r 

The foreign population, largely Japanese and Russian, in iliese units is as follows: 

The International Settlement. . . . . . . . 
The French Concession . . . . . . . . • . 

Number 

30,565 
g,920 

Percentage 

3·67 
2.8 

There is no real separation between the three cities, one merging into the other. This naturally 
makes for administrative difficulties requiring for their solution the closest and most cordial 
co-operation of the three municipal governments, a condition which has, unfortunately, not 
always obtained. 

Lack of co-operation between the health departments of these cities is due to a variety of 
causes, among which the following may be mentioned. 

The wealth of Shanghai is concentrated to a large extent in the International Settlement 
and the French Concession, so that means for carrying on health work are much more abundant 
there than in the Chinese city. 

The health department of the International Settlement has been built up through a period 
of years, while that of the Chinese city was first organised in r926. 

~e directing personnel of the first was trained in the English school, while ilie Health 
Commissioner of the Chinese city was trained in America . 

. The training of thl; Health Commissioner of the Chinese city and the circumstances in which 
he 15 placed have led him to undertake activities which are described by the term social hygiene, 
rather than those pertaining to fundamental sanitation. This is a natural tendency in view of 
the fact ~hat the area for which he is responsible is some thirty times larger than the area of the 
ln~ab~. Settlem~nt and the French Concession combined: The provision of the fundamentals 
of samtabon m that crty would b_e ~I.most pro~ibitively costly; and, with the means ~t his disposal, 
he ~ naturally undertaken actlVlbes of a different character, such as those pertaining to school 
hyg~ene. 

. Finally, the health department of the International Settlement has felt that its first duty 
15 to the foreigners within its area. 

The operation of_ !hese causes, and. th~ t~nsion existing between Chinese and foreigners, on 
~nt _of such quest10ns as extraterntonality, have tended to prevent such co-operation as 
15 'h:"tlal to the proper regulation of this metropolitan area, although due credit must pe given 
to t personnel of both departments for their attempts to arrive at a modus vivendi. 

1 Statement of Health Commistlioner. 
• China Year-Boule. 
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The follo_wing table gives the death rates for Chinese and foreign population in the International 
Settlement smce rgr8 (Report of the Commission of Public Health for rg28): 

Year Death Rate 
Chinese Foreign 

I9I9. I4.3 20.6 
rg2o. II.2 I5.2 
I92I. II.O r8.2 
I922. II.7 I9.3 
I923 · . I0.3 I7.2 
I924. II.2 I7.I 
I925 . . II.2 r6.4 
rg26. I 5-3 20.I 
I927 • I2.3 I4.9 
rg28. I3.2 r6.r 

It is probable that the true general death rate among the Chinese is much greater than that 
stat~~ for reasons given in Dr. Norman White's report on the Far East, namely, that, in 
ad~bon t<;> the per~ent~ge of deaths am?ng the Chinese which escapes notice, many of those 
affircted With c!n"omc or mcurable complamts leave the Settlement for their native villages to die. 

The folloWing table shows the number of deaths from certain communicable diseases among 
the residents of the International Settlement: -

Year Smallpox Cholera Typhoid Scarlet Tuber- Cerebro-spinal 
fever fever culosis meningitis 

rgrg. I 68o 23 1 87 I,I23 I5 
I920. 0 I44 301 I03 r,og8 76 
rg2r. 227 I22 rg1 I 52 9I3 29 
I922. 240 IOI 30 1 I 52 goB I2 
I923. 57 94 284 7I 879 5 
I924. gB 0 293 78 926 7 
I925 · 66 99 328 84 933 6 
rg26. r8r 373 424 598 r,rgo 8 
I927 • 7 gB 472 45 I,03I II 
rg28. I 59 6 462 7I 946 20 

Scarlet fever and measles, especially the latter, occur in severe forms in Shanghai. The 
notification of cases of communicable disease in the Settlement is not sufficiently complete to 
warrant the calculation of case-fatality rates, but the number of deaths from scarlet fever 
averaged 47 a year during the last decade. In rg28, there were 375 deaths from measles in the 
Chinese population. Leprosy, typhus fever and malaria in benign form occur sporadically in 
Shanghai. Malaria began to assume noticeable dimensions in r927 and, in rg28, there were 
roo fresh infections notified, of which So occurred among soldiers. 

· During the period rgr6 to rgz8, only four cases of human plague occurred, all in r924. During 
the same period infected rats were found as follows: 6 in rgr6, 2 in rgzo, 3 in r924 and r each 
in rg25 and rg26. 

The relative freedom of Shanghai from plague cannot be accounted for otherwise than on 
the assumption that X. cheopis is relatively scarce. This is borne out by some studies carried 
out from February 22nd to April r2th, I923, by the Health Department of the International 
Settlement, which yielded 266 Ceratophyllus, II4 Ctenopoylla and 2 Xenopsylla in a total of 
382 rat fleas. Of a total of I29 rats examined, g8 were Rattus rattus and 3I Rattus decumanus; 

-the average number of fleas per rat being 2.78 in the case of Rattus rattus and 3.48 in the case 
of Rattus decumanus. 

In view of the importance of this subject these observations should be repeated. 

Smallpox and Cholera in Shanghai. 

Smallpox and cholera are apparently endemic in Shanghai, although ~act data based on 
careful epidemiological studies of these diseases are unfortunately not available. . 

During the eight months January to August, I929, there were four hundred and thirty-three 
deaths from smallpox registered in the Chinese municipality of ~reater Shangh~ (Report of the 
Health Commissioner). The number of deaths from smallpox m ~e Internatl?nal ~e~ement 
during rg28 was rsg, of which 20 occurred am?ng the forc?gn populatron. The disease ts virul~t 
in Shanghai, as these 20 deaths among the forergn population resulted from 62 cases, a case-fatality 
rate of 32.25 per cent. . 

To· combat the ravages of smallpox, vaccination is practised on a voluntary basts by the 
health departments of the Chinese. municipali~y and of the Intel"l!-ational Settlemen~. In the 
latter 55 734 vaccinations were earned out dunng rgz8; a marked mcrease over preVIous years. 
In I929,' the Health Departmetit of the <:JUnese municipality vaccinated 86,665 persons; also a 
distinct increase over the record of preVIous years. 

' Foreign population only. 
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This number of vaccinations yeady undoubtedly results in restricting the spread of the 
disea..<:e, but it will have to be increased considerably in order to wipe out smallpox in the 
metropolitan area. None of the health departments in the area can hope to make smallpox 
'\-accination compulsory without similar action on the part of the other two departments, for the 
limits of each jurisdiction are too easily passed. 

Shanghai is known throughout the ports of the Far East as a centre for the spread of cholera. 
The number of deaths from cholera per year in the International Settlement have already been 
given (366 in 1.926, 94 in 1927 and 6 in 1.928). During the year 1928, cholera was quiescent, 
but it broke out afresh in 1929. During the eight months January to August, 1929, I6I deaths 
were registered in the Chinese municipality, and the system of registration is of too recent 
introduction to yield anything like complete results. During the same period, 842 deaths from 
typhoid fever were registered and I,46o deaths from "other forms of gastro-intestinal diseases ". 
• To control cholera, the usual steps are taken, such as isolation of cases, treatment of water 

supplies, laboratory investigations, etc. The use of cholera vaccine is also resorted to, 8,512 doses 
having been issued in 1928 by the Health Department of the International Settlement. During 
the summer of 1929, the Health Department of the Chinese municipality inoculated I3I,I73 persons 
against cholera, about twice the number it had been able to inoculate during the previous year. 

The incidence of cholera is not restricted to the metropolitan area of Greater Shanghai, 
but extends to Nanking and Hangchow, both districts connected with Shanghai by rail (201 and 
120 miles distant, approximately) and the former also by river steamers. Intermediate stations 
are also affected, and cholera occurs in the province of Kiangsu, outside the cities mentioned. 

Healll' Work in the lnternatiotUll Settlement of Shanghai. 

A public health department 1 is maintained by the Shanghai Municipal Council. Its work 
is carried out by the following divisions: · 

Administration and Vital Statistics Division; 
Laboratory Division; 
Hospital Division; 
Food, Dairies and Markets Division; 
Sanitation Division. 

The e~ndit~e for public health work in the International Settle':llent is estimated at 90 tae! 
cents fB' capita, which corresponds roughly to 55 cents gold. The followmg analysis of the estimates 
for 1929 was furnished by the Health Department: 

Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Laboratories, (pathological, chemical and dispensary) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hospitals (isolation-Foreign and Chinese; mental ward, T.B. sanatorium· 

district nursing; radiology services; Mokanshan sanatorium· ambulanc~ . ) ' service, etc. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • 
Police Medical and Hospital Services (Indian and Chinese) . . . . • . . . • } 
Police Hospitals, Gaols, Remanded Prisoners, etc. . ~ . . . . . • . . . . 
Free Clinics (tuberculosis and venereal diseases) . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 
Food, Dairies and Markets Division . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sanitation Division (including disinfection, plague prevention mosquito and 

fly reduction, publicity. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ' . . . • . • . 
"Municipal Cemeteries and Swimming-Pools . 
Contribution to Port Health Work ..... 
Grants-in-aid-Civil Hospitals 1 
1 This item represents 15.5 per cent of the total. 

Total . . • . . . . . . • . • 

Taels 

92,6oo 
87,050 

264.330 

33,200 

28,56o 
73.500 

179,I6o 
5.730 
6,ooo 

II9,400 

889.530 

~rding to the report of the Public Health Department for 1928 the staff numbers 135 
of which IX _are Chinese physicians. The responsible posts are held by ~on-Chinese. ' 

~policy of the Department has been directed as a rule towards the improvement of sanitary 
conditions and t~. restriction of epi~mic diseases rather than towards so-called social hygiene. 
However, f~ee climes for ven~real diseases and tuberculosis have been organised, the latter in 
:~culosisDu?ngli ~928, 679 patients attended the venereal disease clinic, and 238 visited the 

c me. 
v !he. Departmen~ possesses I6 branch offices in the charge of sanitary inspectors, where 

accmatlOilS .are earned out, health lectures are given, and other types of health work carried on. 
of The samta~ 'York of the Health Department has been particularly noteworthy in respect 

markets, which 1t has constructed and organised, slaughter-houses and dairies. 

,, C~i!! Js ;n :'::f:'~-ntion to <k11eribc public health work in the International Settlements and Foreign Concessions 
~Mnt of •5~ i-4i ' two fcall01ll lead uo to include this note on the health department of the International Settle· 
it is an im..v~ ;•t, becat ,of uoeheit Ia the only '!'adem health department in Chinese territory and, secondly, because 

r·· e men t problem C011Htltutcd by Greater Shanghai. 
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The work of the l'I_Iuni_cipal Laborat?ry has gr~wn steadily ~ince. its establishment in 1900. 

A to~al of 40,II7 exammations. were earned out dunng 1928, dtvtded mto routine diagnostic and 
publ~c health analyses (bactenc;>logy of water, _foods, ~tc.). _The laboratory prepares anti-rabies. 
vaccme and ~anufactures anti-sll?a~pox, antt-typhmd, antt-chole~a _and anti-plague vaccines. 
. The public he.alth departme~t IS m the han~ of a Health CommiSSioner, with long experience 
m the East, who IS about to retire. He and his predecessors have built up a department in all 
respects equal to the health department of an average provincial town in England. 

Campaign against Smallpox and Cholera. 

In the report on quarantine mention is made of the precautions taken by other Chinese 
ports against Shanghai when cholera prevails in that city. Vessels from Shanghai are also subject 
to preventive measures in foreign ports on account of cholera .. 

These considerations induced the :Ministry of Health to take steps to initiate the control 
of smallpox and cholera on a co-operative basis in the Shanghai area. 

The Minister of Health called together the health commissioners of the three municipalities, 
medical officers of the railways and one of us pn December 2]th, and announced that the initiation 
of certain measures against smallpox and cholera had been decided on, and that the co-operation 
of the health authorities of the foreign settlements was invited. These measures were: 

(r) Anti-cholera inoculation and smallpox vaccination on a very large scale, with the 
possibility of applying compulsion; 

(2) · Study of the epidemiology of cholera in the area; 
(3) The supervision of water-supplies and the provision of a number of artesian wells 

in the Chinese municipality in areas where the present supplies are contaminated; 
(4) Arrangements for the isolation of cases; 
(5) Supervision of foods exposed for sale; 
(6) Anti-fly campaign; 
(7) Precautions regarding the disposal of night soil; 
(8) Supervision of water traffic in Soochow Creek, along the Whangpoo and Yangtse· 

Rivers and from the coast through the port quarantine service. 

The principle of co-operation was accepted by the health authorities concerned, and all 
'agreed on the necessity for the epidemiological study. · 

In view of the importance of Shanghai as an international centre for the spread of smallpox 
and cholera, and of the importance to the Far East of the campaign to be undertaken, the Minister 
of Health requested that the Director of the Eastern Bureau of the League of Nations at Singapore 
should come to Shanghai during the campaign. 

The Minister of Health requested us to study the programme of emergency measures outlined 
above, and the Chief Statistician of the Health Section is now ih Shanghai to plan the epidemiological 
study of cholera and smallpox in association with officials of the Ministry and of the three 
health departments concerned. · 

Certain steps to be tal,{en by the Ministry of Health will facilitate the application of emergency 
measures against smallpox and cholera in the Shanghai area. 

First, an order will be adopted pennitting the compulsory requirement of inoculation against 
cholera and smallpox. 

Secondly, a high official of the Ministry will be appointed to act as epidemic commissioner, 
in order that the work of the health and other authorities in the various districts concerned may 
be properly co-ordinated. . 

Thirdly, the Ministry will make a financial contribution to the campaign and will also assist 
by providing vaccine. 

Health Work in the Special Municipality of Greater Shanghai. 

We were much impressed by the health work being carried on in the Chinese municipality 
under the inspiring leadership of Dr. Hou-Ki Hu, who heads the Health Department established 
in August 1926. Changes h?-ve taken place in the organis~tion of the depar~ment but the ~ea!th 
Commissioner has been retamed, and the work has steadily progressed owmg to the contmwty 
of policy permitted by his retention. The present form of organisation dates from July 1928, 
when the municipality of Greater Shanghai was established .. There is a S~c~e~ariat, a public 
health laboratory, rriral health centres at Woosung and Kao-chiao, and four diVISions, as follows: 

First Division - Charged wit~ vital statistics, me<;lical registration ~d office ~upervisi~n; 
Second Division - Responstble for street cleanmg, health education, santtary pohce 

and general sanitation; . . . 
Third Division- In charge of meat and darry mspection; 
Fourth Division -In control of communicable diseases, hospitals, school hygiene, public 

health nursing and rural sanitation. 

The staff consists of 72 staff membe:-;., 8 sanitary inspectors, 19 sanitary police! 17 foremen 
and 495 scavengers. The Health. ~omrmss!oner has a degre~ from .tJ:te J?hns ~opkms Schc;>ol. of 
Public Health, and two of his diVIsional chiefs have had spec1al trammg m hygtene. A maJonty 
of the staff members are medical school graduates. 

The budget of the health department calls for an expenditure of approximately 200,000 
Mexican dollars a year. 
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.4ctit•iti&S of tlttJ Health Department of Gl'eater ShatJghai. 

The recistration of births ~d deaths was begun in January 1928. Forms for the certification 
of bit ths ~d registration of deaths were distributed to the police authorities, doctors and hospitals .. 
The Health Commissioner believes that about forty per cent of births and deaths are now reported,. 
and he is making every effort to increase the efficiency of the system. . During the period January 
to AUooust 1929 inclusive, 13,100 deaths were registered, corresponding to a crud~ death rat~ of 
approximately rz per thousand per year. Of these, 2,049 were due to tuberculosis, 132 to diph
theria: 99 to scarlet fever, 233 to smallpox, 36 to measles, 842 to typhoid fever, 161 to cholera, 
344 to puerperal disease, 1,294 to unknown causes. . . . · . 

It is evident that the registration of deaths and the certification of causes are far from accurate. 
This is due in part to the small number of qualified physicians. There have been registered in the 
department, 2,722' old-type Chinese medical practitioners and 504 modern medic.al graduates, 
manv of the latter residing in the International Settlements and the French Concession. 

During the eight months January .to August 1929, there were .re~ter~d ro,?40 births, 
corresponding to a birth rate of less _th~ !?me per thousand per year. . This 1s obVI?usly mcomplete~ 

In order to interest the pubhc m 1ts work and to secure their co-operation, three health 
campai,ans have been conducted in two years. A health exhibit open to the public during !he month. 
of April 1928 was attended by 15o,ooo persons. · 

A health monthly and quarterly are publisl!ed by the department. 
Posters, pamphlets, leaflets and handbills are prepared and distributed in large numbers 

(214,000 in 1929) calling attention to the need for vaccination against smallpox,. inoculation 
against cholera, etc. · · · 

As stated previously, 86,665 persons were vaccinated and I31,173 persons inoculated against 
cholera during 1929. 

A School Health Service was started in November 1928, when a physician with special training 
(Peiping Union Medical College) and a public health nurse were employed for this purpose. In the 
be,ainning, the work was restricted to treatment, but, in April 1929, a systematic and modern 
school health service was begun for 14 of the municipal schools with a student population of 
about 9,000. This service began by the complete physical examination of all these school-children, 
but will be restricted .in future to the examination of all older school-children at three-year 
intervals and of new scholars on admission. Parents of the children are invited to attend during 
these examinations. . 

School nurses are employed to follow up these examinations to see that the necessary 
corrections are made. Arrangements have been made with the Shanghai Red Cross Hospital 
and with certain eye, ear, nose and throat specialists to give the necessary treatment at a very 
low cost. 

A special dental clinic in charge of two part-time dentists is held every morning. Trachoma 
clinics for the diagnosis and treatment of this disease are held in the different schools from time 
to time. 

The school physician and nurses hold morning inspections in the schools for the detection 
of communicable diseases and to teach health habits. Teachers are being instructed in the 
method of conducting such inspections and, when trained, will be responsible .or such work. 

Most of the school-children have been vaccinated and inoculated against cholera..and epidemic 
meningitis, without charge. 

Each school is visited twice a week by a school physician and a nurse for the purpose of giving 
treatment for minor defects. . 

. A complete an~ de~ed examination of the school plant is made once a year, and a report 
With recommendations lS sent to each school and to the Bureau of Education. In July 1929, 
14 of the 20 schools were examined in this manner. 

The following is a summary of the work done from April 1st to October 31st, 1929: 

Physical examinations ... 
Smallpox vaccinations . . . 
Cholera inoculations . . . . 
Anti-meningitis inoculation. 
Total of treatments given . 
Examinations for trachoma 
Weighing school-children 
Health lectures (public) . 
Classroom health lectures . . . . . . . . . . 
Consultations with parents and students . . . . 
Number of defects corrected (other than dental) 
Number of school-children given dental treatment 
Number of home visits . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6,r6o 
4,824 

200 
945 

II,052 
3.780 
6,r6o 

24 
4I 
'5I 
4Z 

853 
27 

Detailed arrangements have been made for the treatment of children with physical defects 
and modern fOflllS for recording all findings are used. ' 
~ unexpected result of the first stage of this work in the schools was pressure on the 

JJ}WllClpal government, as well as on the Health Department, to extend the work to all the 
~ty. schools, ~ popular did it prove. The municipal authorities were willing to provide funds 
!If b~-e_:rt.ensio',l, but trained personnel was not available, this indeed being one of the chief 

pro -"'JJ"' m China. The Health Commissioner found it necessary to increase the size of the 
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school p~pulation serv:ed. to twenty thousand, and ·expects to be able to extend this work to 
all the c1ty schools Wlthin two years. · 

Some of these schools are located in the International Settlement and the French c · 
although controlled exclusively by the Chinese authorities. The Health Depart ontcessf 

1
tohn, 

Chi ··li · · meno e nese murnc1J?a ty_ IS .carrymg on health work in these schools as the municipal authorities 
of the two fore1gn d1stncts have not yet undertaken this work. 

Other Activities of the HeaUh Department of Greater Shanghai. 

Meat Inspection. 

~eginning . in January rgz8, only slaughter-houses registered with the Department were 
p~rm1tted to. kill, .~nd these were all mspected. A municipal abattoir to which all slaughtering 
w1ll be restncted lS planned. The carcases are inspected and stamped, and those condemned 
as unfit for food are as a rule confisc~ted and sterilised, the grease being sold for soap-making. 
Other by-products are also sold.. This work pro~essed b:y: stages until on October uth, rgzg, 
cattle and sheep, as well as swme, slaughtered m the Chinese territory received ante-mortem 
as well as post-mortem examination. In ten months of rgz8, the Health Department inspected 
205,078 pigs slaughtered in the city. 

Dairies are also inspected and registered. A majority of these are located in the Foreign 
Settlements and are also inspected by the Health Department of the International Settleme!lt. 

Hospitals. 

In Gre_ater Shanghai, hospitals are registered by the Municipal Health Department under 
the authonty of regulations promulgated by the Ministry of Health. Twenty-two of these 
have been registered, of which four are in the International Settlement and the French 
Co~cessi~n. Practitioners of old-style empirical medicine frequently maintain a few beds for 
the1r pa~1ents,_ and these ~.e being_ tol~rated for. the time being and are registered as "offices". 

Reg~stratlon of phys1c1ans, rmdWlves, dentists and pharmacists is also carried out and 
has given rise to a considerable amount of opposition from the medical profession. · 

It is not necessary to enter into details regarding the street-cleaning work, which here, 
as elsewhere, is a duty relegated to the Health Department. Night soil is removed by contract 
under the ·supervision of the Health Department. 

The refuse collected from the streets is used for filling, and attractive streets have been 
built in this way where formerly were ponds and creeks. About soo tons of refuse are removed 
.daily. . • 

Certain Characteristics of Greater Shanghai. 

Where this city surrounds the foreign settlements, it is built up and consists of narrow streets 
lined with one and two-storey houses. But the municipality takes in a very large area, some of 
which might be regarded as rural territory, consisting of a number of villages with intervening 
sparsely settled areas. · Moreover, there is a large population afloat on Soochow Creek and its 
branches and on the Whangpoo River. This population lives in boats, summer and winter; 
so large is the number of boats and so densely are they packed together that, in places, the water 
can hardly be seen. The banks of the creeks and rivers are also lined with huts of a miserably 
poor type, and these two conditions present a housing problem which is hardly paralleled in Western 
countries. It is this population which suffers most from cholera and other gastro-intestinal diseases. 
Many of the ricksha coolies live on the creeks, and many factory workers are housed in boats or on 
the banks of these waters. . · 

The municipality has adopted a plan to solve this problem, but, owing to the large 
sums involved, several years will elapse before it is completely realised. One group of roo houses 
has been built and is occupied.· Each house consists of a living-room and bedroom, and not 
more than five persons are permitted to live in each house. The houses are in blocks separated 
by wide streets. There is an artesian well, a sanitary screened latrine and a community hall 
in which night classes are held. When a sufficient number of these groups of houses have been 
erected the worst features of the housing problem will have been solved. 

The municipality has a public water supply which is said to be delivering water of safe quality, 
but it serves only a small percentage of the population. In rgz6,_ the same supply was grossly 
polluted and there is evidence that it was at least partly respons1ble for an outbreak of cholera. 
To exte~d the supply to the remainder of the populat~on would be prohibitively costly o~g to 
the long distances involved and the scattered populah~n .. At present the He~th Comn~1ss10ner 
is attempting to solve the problem of water supJ?lY by sinking a number of artesian. wells m areas 
where the ordinary sources are most polluted, u., near creeks and ponds. In sp1te of the fact 
that it is not the habit of the Chinese to drink unboiled water, this is in all probability one of the 
important sources of cholera, dysentery, typhoid and paratyp~oid fev~. . . . . 

The disposal of night soil is also a difficult problem. This ~atenal 1s highly p~ed for .1ts 
fertilising value, and is bought and collecte~ ~Y: contractors who sell1t to farmers. T~e mstallat~on 
of a water-carriage system would be prohibitively costly fo! reasons st:'-ted ~bo~e m connection 
with the water supply, but in the most densely populated reg~ons of the c1ty this will have to be the 
eventual solution of the problem. · 

The garbage and refuse collected is not ~uit:'-ble for treatment in a red~c.tion plant :'-ccording 
to the Health Commissioner, and the quanhty 1s too large to be wholly uhhsed for fillmg. The 
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Health Department is planning the construction of one or more large inCinerators for this 

P~'i:; two rural health den1onstrations carried on ul?der the aus:pices <;>f the Mun~cipal Health 
Department at Woosung and ~ao-Chiao, t~e fo~er m co-operation ~th th~, medical school ?,f 
the C.entral University, are descnbed later on m this rep~rt under the heading of Health Centres . 

Plans far tl1e Extension of Public H ealt!J Work in Greater Shanghai. 

The Health Commissioner of Greater Shanghai has a carefully prepared plan for the extension 
of the work of his department. He has divided the plan into five periods, one to follow the other 
as financial limitations permit. By the end o_f the five periods a full programme of modem health 
activities will be applied in Greater Shanghru. 

Public Health Laboratory. 

The Municipal Health Department possesses a public health laboratory in which routine 
diagnostic work, bacteriological and ch~ical examinations, and the manufacture of sera ll;nd 
vaccines are carried out. During the periOd from July 1928 to June rgzg, the labo~tory can:1ed 
out r,j'98 examinations, including 707 Wa~erm_ann tests, 197 sputa for tuberculosis, 73 W1dal 
tests, 227 examinations for parasites, 73 examma~O!l!? for typhoid, dysentery an_d ch:olera, II? water 
analyses, 25 examinations of milk, etc. In addition, there were 1,~12 exammatl<;>ns earned out 
in the chemical division, and some cholera serum, smallpox vaccme and matenal for Pasteur 
treatment was manufactured. 

One branch of the National Public Health Laboratory is housed in the same building as the 
municipal laboratory. · 

HEALTH CENTRES IN CHINA. 

The operation of several modem health centres is one of the most hopeful signs for the future 
of public health work in China. There are three of these-described in the following pages-and 
the nucleus of a fourth, at Hsoao-Chuang, near Nanking, linked up with the educational movement 
which is so full of vitality everywhere in China. 

The Peiping HeaUh Centre. 

This centie was established in 1925 jointly by the National Epidemic Prevention Bureau 
(representing the Government) and the Department of Hygiene of the Peiping Union Medical 
College. Professor J. B. Grant, who heads that department, is largely responsible for the· 
organisation of the centre. The Government conferred on the medical college administrative 
responsibility for the area of the health centre and contributes a sum equal to the proportion of 
the municipal health budget that would be normally alloted to that area. The Medical College 
provides any sums required over and above this amount for expenses incurred in affording the 
facilities for teaching and investigation. The personnel is appointed by the college subject to 
the approval of the municipal authorities. . 

The centie ~ is housed in a converted temple. The lack of religious prejudice in China is 
indicated by the fact that the use of temples for health work is not resented. The area for which 
the centre is responsible is a city ward, conveniently located within two parallel streets, with a 
population of 95,956. Within this area a modem health programme is applied, and such studies 
have been made as throw much light on municipal health problems in this part of China. 

The work of the centie is divided into three: general sanitation, vital statistics and 
communicable diseases, and medical services. · 

The division of general sanitation is responsible for general sanitary conditions, including 
supervision of foods, beverages, drinking-water, etc. 

The functions of the division of vital statistics and communicable diseases are registration 
of births and deaths, investigation of causes of death, control of communicable diseases and the 
administration of preventive inoculations. . 

The division of medical service maintains a school health service for r,8oo students, an 
industrial health service for 1,200 workers, and acts as a health centre for about half of the 
popula!ion of the ward by the provision of five preventive and fourteen treatment clinics weekly. 
There IS, of course, a public health nursing service. 

The need for medical relief is illustrated by the investigation of the first thousand deaths 
which yielded the following results: . 

Received no medical treatment . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Received old-style Chinese medical treatment . . . . . 
Received modem medical treatment . . . . . . . . . . 

Percentage 

36 
48· 
I6 

.The staff _oft~ health centre consists of 6 physicians, I7 nurses, r dental hygienist, I phar
macist,_~ samtary tnspectors, r secretary and 3 clerks. Two physicians from the Department 
of Medicine of the College assist in the infant and tuberculosis clinics. 
"- .The budget of the .centre amounts to 6o,888 Mexican dollars yearly, divided into 52,388 
"""XJcaD dollars for salanes and the balance for expenses. 

' •• Method. and Probk-ms of Medical Education ", Fourteenth Serict, the Rockefollor Foundation New. York 
1929. page JQ9. • • 
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The third annual report furnishes an idea of the work: 

Sanitar:y inspections . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Deaths Investigated by physicians . . . . . . . 
Total curativ~ tr~atments (44,575 for trachoma). 
Health exarnmatwns. . . . . . . 
Smallpox vaccinations . . · · · · · 
Cholera inoculations . . 
Typhoid vaccinations . 
Dick tests . . . . . . 
Shik c c tests ... , . . . . . . 
Toxin-antitoxin immunisations . 
Scarlet fever antitoxin injections . . . . . . . 
Communicable diseases excluded from schools. . 
Generalised nursing-home visits (3,976 patients) 
Attendance at health lectures . . . . . . . . . 

78.870 
I,I48 

57.778 
I,769 
2,590 

625 
255 
327 

3 
2I 
86 
96 

25,66o 
8.737 

• 

This ce';lt~e is 1?-tilised as a means of instructing medical undergraduates in hygiene and public 
health administration. Each undergraduate is required to make a community health survey, 
and to act as a clerk for three weeks at the centre. 

. The following death rates are from the first health area in Peiping in which the centre is located. 
It IS not to be assumed that they are complete 1: . · 

Corrected birth rate (r928-29) . . . . . . . . . 26.4 
Corrected death rate (r927-28) . . . . . . . . . 28.3 
Corrected death rate (r928-29) . . . . . . . . . 23.7 
Infant mortality rate . . . . 200 per thousand births 
Typhoid fever death rate . . . 33 per roo,ooo of population 

Health Centre at Woosung . 

. Thi~ cen~e was established in I929 under the auspices of the Medical School of the Central 
Umv~rsity (situated at Woosung) and the Department of Health of Greater Shanghai. It began to 
fll';l~IOn m Septem_ber I929, so that it is too early to give the results of its work. This centre is 
utilised for the traming of medical undergraduates in hygiene and public health. It is directed 
by the Professor.of Hygiene of the Medical College. 

. !he population of Wo.osung is about 9,000 and there are about 30,000 people in the surrounding 
distncts. 

The work of the centre is carried o~ by four divisions, as follows: 

I. Division of Administration and Vital Statistics. 
2. Division of Medical Service and Laboratory examination.-This division is in charge 

of the general clinics at which the attendance so far has been about 6o daily. A small 
laboratory has been fitted up for clinical work, and the laboratories of the medical school are 
utilised for the more difficult analyses. 

3· Division of Public Health. -In charge of health education, school hygiene, industrial 
hygiene, communicable diseases, maternal and infant welfare and public health nursing. 
School health work is carried on at two primary schools and one middle school, the number 
of school-children being 650. 

4· Division of Sanitation. - The work of this division is carried on in co-operation with 
the sanitary forces of the municipal health department. 

The personnel of the centre is not yet complete. The chief of the centre is. also in charge of 
three of the divisions. There is a small nursing staff in the charge of a chief nurse. 

The budget for r930-3I is 3I,ooo Mexican dollars, of which one-third is to be contributed by the 
Medical College. 

While it is too early to give the results "of the work of this centre, due credit must be given for 
the progress already made. The centre has done much to gain the confidence of the population 
in its area; it has already made some marked improvements in the sanitary conditions by filling 
ponds and swamps, by arranging for the collection and disposal of wastes, and by controlling the 
system of night soil collection and removal. 

The confidence of the population is shown by their willingness to attend its clinics, and the 
character of the work done at these clinics commands respect. 

The greatest difficulty of the centre at present is the lack of qualified personnel to fill posts 
now vacant. 

Kao-Chiao Rttral Health Centre. 

This is located in the rural part of the Chinese municipality of Greater Shanghai, bordering on 
the Whangpoo River, opposite Woosung, some miles from the centre of the city. While the centre 
is in a small village, the work will also extend to neighbouring villages, for here, as elsewhere in 
China, the rural districts are densely populated . . 

' General death rates in China are much more nearly 'complete than birth rates in practically all deaths are 
reported to the police, while there is a prejudice against the notification of births. 
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The problems which the staff of this and other h~al~ ?entres in China are ~ailed upon to face 
may be ima.,oined when it is understood that mOdem medic~ne and modem ho~~1tals !I-re unknown, 
no information exists as to the composition of the population, or as to prevailing diseases •. death 
rates and causes of death the wells and ponds used as sources of water supply are contammated, 
there are no modem methods of transport (rickshas are used by the st~ff w}le!l ~he roads. are g~o~. 
wheel-barrows in the wet season) the large majority of the population IS illiterate, rught soil IS 
dispo..c;ed of in such a way as to fa.'vour the spread of intestinal diseases and parasites,and housing 
conditions are extremely primitive. . . . 

This demonstration was started in July I929 and is organised under four diVIsions, as follows: 

I General Administration. - Responsible for clerical work and vital statistics. 2: Medical Service. - In charge of free medical clinics, the free obstetrical clinic, and 
registration of physicians, midwives and dentists. 

3· Infectious Diseases Control. - This division is responsible f?r envir<?nmental factors 
injurious to health, laboratory service and the control of commurucable dis:ases. 

4- Health Promotion. - This division is respon~ible for maternal and .Infant welfare, 
school hygiene, industrial hygiene, public health nursmg and health education. 

The health centre is too recently organised to have producedanystartling results. Nevertheless, 
its work has already gained the appreciation of the population it serves. For example, in a little 
more than two months, a total of 4,3I3 patients were treated or given preventive ~oculations. 

An artesian wcll has been sunk in the village where the centre is located, and this source of 
pure water has proved to be unexpectedly popular. A flyproof watertight public latrine is being 
constructed. 

Vaccination against smallpox is carried out by a mobile unit consisting of one physician, 
one nurse and a sanitary policeman. . · 

The laboratory services are limited Jor the present to the examination of blood smears for 
malarial parasites, sputum for tubercle bacilli, stools for intestinal parasites, etc. Some :fifty
two examinations of this kind have been carried out. 

The work of this rural health centre has confirmed the fact that malaria is a serious health 
problem in the Yangtse valley. 

Infant mortality is also extraordinarily high, and tetanus is responsible for a large percentage 
of deaths among the new-born. · 

The health centre is housed in a temple taken over for the purpose; illustrating again the lack 
of religious prejudice among the Chinese. Their open-mindedness is shown by their willingness 
to accept modem medical treatment such as public health nursing, obstetrical service and smallpox 
and anti-cholera inoculation. The greatest difficulty will consist undoubtedly in prevailing 
upon them to change their habits of life, which conduce to the spread of disease. Here, as 
elsewhere, the practice of health habits can be taught with success only to the young. 

The future programme of this centre emphasises health education, communicable disease 
control, school hygiene, sanitation, maternity and infant welfare, and the development of vital 
statistics. · 

The Health Centre at Hsiao-Chuang. 

. . The interest of this health centre which is still in a very early stage of its development, lies 
m 11;5 connection with the educational movement. Hsiao-Chuang is a rural area, some miles 
~tside of Nanking, where a normal school for rural education has been started. The population 
m tJ;te area is about I3,000, living in scattered villages. A physician with public health training 
~es on the health work in the schools, assisted by two nurses. A clinic is maintained for the 
~~ at which the attendance is about twenty-five daily. There is a complete school plant, 
~g with a kindergarten at one end of the scale and ending with a normal college where science 
IS taught at. the other. New schools are being opened in the villages, and attention has been paid 
to commumty welfare by such steps as the organisation of a defence force (against bandits, who 
were last seen a few months previously) and clubs for various purposes. 

The ~duates of the nomial college have been instrumental in starting other educational 
~ations. When sufficient funds are available, it is hoped to extend the present health 
5erVlces mto a complete " county" unit. 

· ~ c:ommunity lacked any form of social organisation when the demonstration was started, 
and this illustrates the problem facing educators and sanitarians in China to-day. 

The health work at Hsiao-Chuang is carried on under the auspices of the Ministry of Health. 
We were much impressed by the spirit which appeared to animate all those concerned with this 

movemeJ?t. No '!ifficulties appeared to be too great to be overcome, and no problem too serious 
for sol~tlon. Thi_s small community in rural China is learning something of modern science, 
~hing of SOCiology, something of civilisation in the world to-day. The students of the 
pnmary classes are thinking about the place of China in the world community, and several of 
them revealed ~ knowl~e of i~ternational affairs which could not have been expected of a high
school student 1!1 countnes havmg a more highly-developed educational system. 

d 
The educational authorities hope for the multiplication of such educational demonstrations, 

~n tJu; health authorities will find in them splendid opportunities for carrying on experiments 
In publiC health administration. 

• 
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Chapter II. 

NOTES ON MEDICAL EDUCATION. 

r. . Model"!l ~edicine in C¥na is still strange and unfamiliar to the masses. The native art 
of healing w~ m 1ts golden age.m the tweJ!th and thirteenth centuries B.c., when it was in advance 
of any practice known at the ttme .. ~ut 1ts progres~ since has been slow and reluctant. To-day, 
the more up-to-date old-type practitioner has acqmred the jargon of modern medicine and has 
probably rea?hed the level and. the pr<?m~ence of the lay quacks of all kinds who have multiplied 
of late years m Western countnes. -His clientele probably does not differ from that of his Western 
colle~gues. :ais po?rer and more. i&norant brothers, of whom there must be hundreds of thousands, 
proVIde medi?~ relief for the millions by methods based on " dark age " experience. This old 
type of practitioner caters for the upper and middle classes and sometimes even for the leaders 
of the country, again not =:Jike J;ris Wester;n confreres, over whom, however, he enjoys an enormous 
advantage. To compete With him, there 1s only a handful of doctors trained in modern medicine. 

~·. The Cp~issions sent out by. the. Roc~efeller Foundation in I9I4 and r9r5 to study 
?ond1tlons of public heal~h and me~cme m Chin~ reported t~at " estimates made from good 
mdependent sources, f?re1gn and. ~hinese, substantially agreed m saying that there are not more 
th~n from 45. to 55 Chinese prac~1tloners of Western methods who have been educated in Europe, 
or m _the Umted _States of Amenca. Some of these are engaged in practice, but most are found 
only m the hosp1tals and medical schools. There are, of course some Chinese who have been 
~rained in mis~i<?nary medical schools in China and who are practising. These cannot be many 
m number, as 1t 1s known that most of the graduates of these schools are on the staff of the various 
mission hospitals ". 

The Commission found a few Chinese practitioners of modern medicine who had been 
educated in Japan. None of these, as far as the Commission's observations went, had attended 
any one of the Imperial Universities. Apart from the mission hospitals and outside the Treaty 
Ports, there are very few practitioners in China who have had any training at all in modern 
medicine, and almost none who have been adequately trained. 

3· Very considerable progress was accomplished during the fourteen years since these findings 
of the Commission; but to-day the exact number of practitioners of Western medicine is still a 
matter of official and semi-official conjecture. The Ministry of Health estimates the number at 
approximately 4,000, of whom probably not more than r,ooo obtained their training abroad or 
at the better-grade medical schools in China. The majority still elect to reside in the chief seaports 

·and the main cities of the country. 
With the advent of the Western trained graduates a new difficulty arose, due to the persistencein 

China of their linguistic and technical allegiance to the medical schools at which they were trained 
abroad. Students returned from America and England grouped themselves into the "National 
Medical Association of China ", and continued to use the English language for keeping records in 
hospitals, for technical discussions at their own societies and as a medium of teaching. The 
second group in importance, namely, the Japanese, adopted the same practice for a time, although 
there has been in late years a certain amount of amalgamation of this group with the National 
Medical Association. Next in influence-the German group, and the least numerous-the French 
group, continue"d to use the German and French languages much in the same way as the English 
and the Japanese groups. The various groups developed in course of time a certain corporate 
exclusiveness, which is strengthened by the use at leading national medical schools in China of 
English (in most cases), German and French as the medium of teaching. As a natural consequence, 
the hospital and teaching staff are as a rule selected from amongst the "~ational Groups", wit_h 
the result that the mutual aloofness is further strengthened. The manifest drawbacks of this 
system are fully realised by the leaders of the gr<?ups, :who came together at the e~d of. I929 to 
form an inter-group union, which, however, has as 1ts obJeC~ ~he ~efenc~ of the professiOnal mterests 
of the practitioner, and not the advance of modern medicn~e m Chm~. Steps ~e. to be taken 
in February I930, however, at the Conference of the National Medical Assocmtlon, towards 
amalgamation of all groups into one Association. . . . 

There is thus a divided medical profession, the bulk of wh1ch has not had adequate trammg. 
But even th~se who were educated at the best schools find themselves greatly handicapped in the 
exercise of their practice by the lack of medical institutions. 

4· The hospital was unknown in China until yery ~e~~ntlf and was. never reco~ise~ ~s 
a national institution in the development of her anc1ent. c1vilisab?n. Hosp1tals owe th~1r ongm 
to missionary enterprise, although the first was opened ~_Macao m r~27 by Thomas Richardson 
Colledge (of the East India Company). The first nnss10nary _hospital of the J!'ar Ea;t-the 
Ophthalmic Hospital of Canton, known to-day as Canton Hospital, was. opened m ~83;,. T_he 
first missionary hospital in Shangha~ was open~d in r834, ~ter the. establis~ent of dispensaries 
in Macao and Hong-Kong; in r842 m Amoy; m r843 at Nmgpo; m r856 m Foochow .. By the 
year r85o, there were at least IO such hospita!s. By r899, the number ha~ ~o~ to 6r. ~mce that 
date the increase has been much more rap1d. The Rockefeller CommiSSion m I9I4 mspected 
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ss hospitals in China and Hong-Kong, situated in 28 cities~~ ro different I?ro~inces. Thirty-nine of 
these were classified as representing the work of m1ss10naxy orgarusabons (23 Protes~ant, 

4 
Catholic)· "5 were non-missionary· ro controlled by the Chinese Government; 3 by pnvate 

societies; 2 by the Chinese Red Cross ~d 5 by foreign organisati?n~. The who!e ~umber. of ~os~itals 
at that time must have e.'tceeded 200, of whiclt the great ma]or~ty were rmss10nary msbtubons. 

From observations made 14 years later we can state that, while great progress has been made, 
the conclusions of the Rockefeller Commission still h<?ld go?d• i.e., ". t~at the study o~ the h9spitals 
in China resolves itself almost completely into a consideration ?f missiOnary ent~rpnse. The more 
important of the non-missionary hospitals, controlled by forergners, are established for the care 
of forei,an patients and thus have no very definite influence on Chinese destiny. The hospitals 
tmder Chinese control whether Governmental or private, are, with few exceptions, ineffectual, 
and they are of cltiei interest as demonstrating how small an impression high-grade Western 
medicine has as yet made in China ". . . . . 

While several very efficient hospitals tmder Chmese control have been orgamsed smce the 
Commission reaclted these conclusions, suclt as the Central Hospital in Peiping (with 125 beds}, 
opened in 1918 the Shanghai and Peiping Red Cross Hospitals the Orthopredic Hospital in Shanghai, 
the small Me~politan Hospital (with 40 beds}, the ~omen's Hospital in Tien~si~, etc., and ~hile 
very considerable improvement has been effected m the standard of the rmssronary hospitals, 
as re!!'afds modern buildings, the medical staff and the general level of tecltnical work, yet the 
majorlty of the Chinese controlled hospitals still fall tmder the description of the Rockefeller 
Report and the bulk of the missionary hospitals, particularly the smaller institutions, do not 
seem t~ have progressed muclt beyond the level reached ten years ago, when the China Medical 
Missionary Association issued (in 1920) the results of the «Enquiry into the efficiency of missionary 
hospitals in China 0

, The enquiry brought to light the very difficult conditions tmder which 
many hospitals, even in important towns and cities, had to carry on their work owing to the 
lack of facilities for modern- medical treatment. 

Thus it was shown that: 

34 per cent of the hospitals from whiclt reports were received had no nurse whatever, either 
foreign or Chinese: 6o per cent not more than one trained nurse; 37 per cent depended 
entirely on the patients' friends for all nursing, while 62 per cent had no night-nurse;· 

37 per cent possessed no bedding, or only sufficient for a very few patients; 
58 per cent were tmable to clothe their patients in clean hospital garments; 
8 per cent only had a pure water supply, and 6 per cent only had rtmning water laid on 

throughout the hospital; 
50 per cent seldom or never bathed t}reir patients, and 43 per cent had no latmdries, or only 

inadequate accommodation for dealing .with the hospital linen; 
34 per cent did not possess a steriliser for dressings, and 73 per cent had no means of sterilising 

bedding or mattresses; 
37 per cent had no _protection whatever against flies or mosquitoes and· 65 per cent had no 
. isolation block or courtyard; . 
31 per cent did not possess a laboratory of any kind, while 82 per cent had no bacteriological 

incubator; 
B7 per cent did not possess an X-ray apparatus. 

The National Medical Association estimated that, in 1928, there were 580 hospitals in China. 
A number of these, as many as 35 per cent, were closed during the revolutionary years. The 
situation improved in 1929, but many remain tmopened to-day. The general character of the 
missionary hospitals can still best be stated in the terms of the report of the Rockefeller Commission 
of 1914-

• One of the first things that the traveller in China learns is the inaccuracy of all general 
sta~nts .. The country itself is so enonnous, the physical, geographical, social and political 
conditions differ so profoundly in the various parts, and indeed in closely adjacent districts, 
that what may be perfectly true of one city is wholly untrue even of its near neighbour. In 
few_ fields of activity is this more definitely brought home to one than in medical work, which, 
by its very nature, comes into intimate touch with that most conservative of classes-the 
common people. Moreover, in a study of medical work, as it is carried on by foreign missions, 
one soon finds that the accuracy of generalisations is limited, not only by the inherent local 
~· but aJ;;o by the great differences existing among the foreigners who control the work. 
This depends m part on the mission body under the auspices of which the work is done but 
more ~eq~ly on the individual who is in direct charge. Thus one doctor devotes his 
attent_IOD chiefly_ to the de':el?pment of the medical efficiency of his hospital, while another is 
more mterested m evangelistic work and regards the hospital more as a means to that end. 
One man .has an executive, business-like mind, while in another this may be quite lacking. 
One man.JS, by nature and as .a result of previous experience in his city, a conservative, while 
ll;,nother JS boldly. a progre;;s1v~. It. is a common experience to be told that some thing 
~nn~ l?e ~ m a ~ospitalm Chma at the present time ", and then to find that exactly 

thJS thmg JS be_i~g done m_another. hospital only a short distance away. Sometimes, of course, 
the local conditions are different m the two places, but not infrequently the difference lies in 
!he do<;tors themselves. Besides the personal element in determining the differences found 
11}- medical work, there are other factors of importance. Financial support mission policy 
S~7e. of the ~aff, whether foreign or Chinese, the presence or absence of n~rses, and othe; 
Similar quest10DS, all ~end to diversify the efficiency and standards of different institutions. " 
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5· The position of the practice of mode~ medicine in China may be summed up in a few 
sen~e?ce~. There are some 4,000 general practlt~oners, ~f whom the majority have not had proper 
tram~ng, a very few competent ge~er~ or _special hospitals under Chinese control; a few forei 
hosp1tals comparable to good-class msbtubons of the West, of which the majority are for foreifn 
patients, a small number of modem missionary hospitals and a large number of small institutions 
much ~elow the _Western standard. There is no doubt, therefore, that in the exercise of his 
p~ofess10n the _Chinese Weste~n-trained doctor finds himself much more handicapped than any of 
h1s colleagues m other countnes, even of the Far East. _ 

. Despite the difficulties noteworthy results have been achieved during the last fifteen years by 
Chm~se doctors. A devoted group of workers on the staff of the North Manchurian Plague Prevention 
Serv1ce, has won a record of successful campaigns during three widespread out breaks of pneumonic 

· plague .. Use~~ w~rk has been accomplished by the National Epidemic Diseases Prevention 
Bureau m Pe1pmg m the preparation of biological products' in epidemiological enquiries and in 
anti-epidemic acti~ties .. At th~ee_or four centres, small groups of health officers have developed 
useful work (descnbed m deta1l m another part of this Memorandum). Individual medical 
office:s have tak.en. a prorn!-nent part in initiating measures for the control of leprosy, for the 
creatiOn of proVI_UC!al hospitals a_nd for the study of problems of industrial hygiene. Medical 
research has clmmed the attention of another limited group which has distinguished itself 
particularly in the domain of physiology. 

But, by far the largest proportion of those who have had proper training is engaged in private 
pr<l:ctice, in t~~ exercise of which they are "s~<l:mped by the relatively great mass of poorty
tramed practitioners of so-called Western medicme, jealous of changes, which they fear may 
endanger their livelihood and lessen their social esteem ". 

6. The ranks of the profession are very inadequately filled by graduates of existing medical 
schools. 

Teaching of modem medicine consisted at first in the training of young men to assist the 
Western missionary doctors, for the most part in surgical procedures. The majority of the 
graduates of this apprenticeship system remained on the staff of the missionary hospitals, and 
some of them in their tum engaged in teaching, although they had usually very little general and 
pre-medical education. -

7· At first, modern medicine seems not to have attracted Chinese intellectuals, either on 
account of the original reluctance for foreign intercourse and the importation of Western practices, 
or on account of the fact that the foreign teachers were not of high grade. The practice of surgery, 
ophthalmology and midwifery was particularly aimed at. 

The first properly organised medical school was' opened at Tientsin in 1881, under the patronage 
of the Viceroy, owing to the personal influence of a British missionary physician, Dr. Mackenzie. 
It has passed through various vicissitudes, and is known to-day as the Naval Medical College. 
Instruction is still given in English, although since 1901 the teaching has been in the hands of 
French practitioners and Chinese graduates trained mostly in France. 

The present decadence of this school is symptomatic of the fate which has befallen the early 
institutions. Since 19I4, the Government has established special medical schools in the provinces, 
the record of which, judging by the quality of the graduates, was so unsatisfactory that they did 
not receive support after the establishment of the National Government, and many of them ceased 
to function between 1925 and 1926, or have been ordered to be closed since. They were organised 
mainly by students who went to Japan to study medicine between 1905 and 19r5 at lower-grade 
schools, i.e., schools giving no real laboratory training in physics, chemistry and biology. A year 
or two after graduation, these men took posts as Deans and Professors, and established Government 
schools, such as the National Army and Medical College at Peiping, provincial schools at Hangchow, 
Soochow, Woochang, Paotingfu. A competent observer rightly states of these _teachers that 
'' they were unprepared for such heavy responsibility. The deplorable results which follo~ed 
might easily have been anticipated. The presence here and ther~_of a devot~d worke~, st:ug~ling 
against heavy odds, did little more than accentuate the prevailing gloom m such msbtubons, 
staffed mainly with incompetents, and subsisting on pitiably inadequate funds ". Eleven or more 
of these provincial medical schools and several private Chinese schools have had a more or less 
precarious existence during the past ten years. 

8. The missionary system of instruction is also changing. When the apprenticeship system 
gave way, the medical missions began organising small ~edical sch.ools, :nainly as a development 
of the classes for ward assistants which had been started m connection w1th a number of the more 
important hospitals. The movement spread, and missionary medical colleges wer~ ~pened all 
over the country, although suitable teachers were few a!ld fun~s for _development ll_IIl~ted. 

At first, such schools required middl_e-school_graduatlon or 1ts. equivalent for admiSSI?n· The 
minimum standards of a high-type medical curnculum now reqUire two years pre-medical work 
of college grade, followed by five ye<l:rs work in ~ medical school, of which th~ l~st year is the 
intern-ship in a hospital connected With the mechcal_ c~llege. Bu~ very fe~ ~~ss~onary sci:ools 
are up to this standard. Under the influence of the _1lliss10nary Med1c_al Ass~c1~tlon 1t was deCide?, 
in 1914, that no further medical s0ools ~e estabh_shed until the e1g~t rmss1on colleges then m 
existence had been made into efficient uruts, and 1t soon became eVIdent that, even then, the 
number was far beyond the power of the missions to ren?er e~ect~ve. . . . . 

In Annex 2 will be found the " Requirements for Reg~strat10n m the Chma Medical AssoCiation 
(Missionary) as an approved Medical School in China", which it was found necessary to draw up 
in order to provide a standard at which to aim. At present, the only school in China fully up to 
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this standard is the Peiping Union Medical College. . ~he schools h?lding regis!ration are ~hose at 
Mukden, Tsinan, Chengtu, and the Women's and Mtsston Colleges m Shanghru. The Hstang Ya 
School at Chan.,"Sha was provisionally registered before the break-up, and also the Hangchow · 
Missionary Medical School, since closed. 

In 1925-26 there were eight schools. These were: 

Organised as a Scllool of a University: 

Tsinan, Shantung Christian Missionary School of 
Medicine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Shanghai: St. John's University School of Medicine 
Szechuen: West China Mission University Faculty 

of Medicine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Separak Medical Colleges t~P to Full Medical College 
Standards: . 

Peiping: Women's Christian Medical College . 
Hsiang-Ya: College of Medicine . . . . . .. 

Separak Medical Colleges of College Grade, but not t~P to 
M edi.:al College Standards: 

Mukden Medical College . . . . . . 
Hangchow Medical Training College . 
Hackett Women's Medical College .. 

Students 

go 
28 

3g 

8 
4g 

103 
65 
55 

437 

Total 
Faculty 

25 
31 

36 

20 

24 

Ig 
23 
3I 

20g 

Graduates 
to date 

1g3 
64 

·2o 

? 
43 

131 
I 50 
I 55 

756 

Some above schools have ceased to function. St. John's University may reopen this 
year. The Hangchow Missionary Medical School remains closed. The closing of these resulted 
either from revolutionary action or from reluctance to comply with the new regulations issued by 
the Ministry of Education of the Nanking Government. There is a scheme under discussi~n. of 
organising a Federated East China Christian University in order to utilise fully the extstmg 
facilities. -

Of the 437 students registered in rg25-26, about one-third has graduated since; others 
have dispersed with the closing of the schools, and the remainder are continuing their studies. 

It will be noted that half of the graduates were trained at colleges " not up to the Medical 
College Standard " of the missionary classification. _ -

g. Foreign non-missionary schools were organised at several places; an excellent Japanese 
school in Mukden; a very efficient German school in Shanghai, the "Yale-in-China", in .the 
interior of the country at Changsha, and the short-lived " Harvard Medical School of China " 
in Shanghai. Most of these schools aimed at a high standard of education and achieved good 
results. The German school graduated perhaps more than any other foreign college, nrunely, 
upwards of 300 students in the 15 years of its existence. Its curriculum is that of German Faculties 
of Medicine before the introduction of the new standard. It has now become a national University, 
~ Ministry of Education being responsible for the salaries of the teachers and the upkeep of the 
institutes. The medium of instruction continues to be German and the German staff is maintained. 

The " Yale-in-China ", which " had been one of the few institutions with sufficiently high 
standard to give it national significance ", was voluntarily closed and has been changed into the 
newly .established National Medical College of the Central University at Shanghai (Woosung) 
under Its former Dean, Dr. F. C. Yen. 

To the list of Protestant Missionary Schools must be added the high-grade but small French 
J~t Medical College "Aurora" in Shanghai, with clinical facilities at a big model charity 
hospttal. It will probably close down, as it declines to comply with the Ministry's regulations. 

But the determining factor in high-grade medical training was the creation by the Rockefeller 
Foundation in rg15 of the China Medical Board. During the last ten years the Board has given aid 
to medical education, to hospitals, and has granted fellowships and scholarships. It is largely· 
due to this aid that the foreign mission hospitals and medical schools were able to raise their 
~d, but its most notable contribution consisted in the creation of a medical school of the very 
!llghest standard in Peiping. Pre-medical work began in this Peiping Union Medical College 
m 1g17 and, in October 1g1g, the first medical classes began regular studies. It has at present 
~ 200 students, and 51 have graduated since its inception. During the ten years of its existence, 
this school has exercised a profound influence on the development of modern medicine, public 
health and medical research in China. 

~o. In ~dition to the above, a number of schools of lesser importance, public or private, 
contmu~ to eXISt and to attract large numbers of students of both sexes. 

W~ile the higher-grade colleges require two or three years pre-medical study after graduation 
from !JIUJ?le schools, the second-class colleges admit middle-school graduates without any further 
e"AaJJ_Jmatton, alt~ough some of them require further study of the language which may be the 
medmm of teachmg a! the school (e.g., German). 

Two years pre-;c_h!iical and two to three years clinical studies constitute the curriculum of 

}'W~. schools. Facilities for post-graduate study do not seem to be largely utilised outside the 
e1pmg Union .Medical College. 
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.. The teaching staff of the higher-typ: medical schools is predominantly foreign, American, 
Bn!Ish, .German? Japanese and French, ~1th the exce~tion of t~e almost purely Chine.<;e Central 
Un~vers~ty .Medical. ~ollege. at Sh3:ngha1. The teachmg staff. IS recruited either from among 
Umvers1tanans (Pe1pmg Umon Medical College) or amongst medical practitioners (Tungchi Aurora 
St. John's and other missionary colleges). ' ' 

II. The lower-gr3:de schools present a melancholy picture. At one of them, in Shanghai, 
some IS'! boys and. grrls, eager to learn, are huddled t?gether in a small compound, with 
laboratones hardly b1g enough to accommodate ten people, Without necessary apparatus or material 
(no practical anatomy for two years), with a clinic of thirty beds, shockingly lacking in cleanliness 
and in modern equipment, and with an operating room which demands peculiar powers of survival 
of the patients, who fortunately but seldom are condemned to be its victims: Such " schools " 
are operated by medical firms, who see their practice extended by the recommendations of their 
former students. The National Ministry of Education has ordered all schools of this type to be 
closed, but they continue to flourish in the International Settlement of Shanghai, unlicensed 
and unchecked by the Municipal Council. The graduates are allowed to practise in the 
Settlement, where registration of medical practitioners, foreign or Chinese, is not enforced. 

Such medical " shops " are not, in fact, much better than some of the schools maintained 
by firms of old-type practitioners, which have sometimes as many as roo students in one 
compound and give rudiments of teaching in modern pathology and other pre-clinical subjects, 
while emphasis is laid on Chinese pharmacology and the art of healing, to the complete exclusion 
of surgery and midwifery. 

With the higher type of college at the top of the ladder and the low-class schools at the 
bottom, a gradation of types fills the intermediate stages. Ascending these steps, one finds an 
Army Medical School (recently closed) turning out military surgeons usually found wanting in 
knowledge and experience, a moribund provincial school, not divested of a certain charm of a 
peculiar learning, with practically no facilities for clinical teaching; another medical college, 
once famous, and now bearing marks of past glories and present decrepitude (no financial 
remittances for 44 months); a National Medical College, full of promise, with some 200 keen, 
earnest and zealous students, modest laboratories used to good purpose and with an out-patient 
department, reminiscent of illustrations in early-Victorian medical textbooks, while provision 
for medical teaching is inadequate in every sense. 

r2. The total output is not very ·great. The higher-class schools have not produced ma~y 
graduates. The Peiping Union Medical College has turned out about sr in the ten years of ItS 
existence and the graduation of all the others can hard!~ exc~ed 850 to .r.ooo. . . 

It is very difficult to state. accurately the present situation of medi~ schools m C~a. 
Some are closing, others re-openmg and several are under the ban of the Mm1stry of EducatiOn. 
But there are actually in function of the higher type: 

(a) Foreign: 

In the North: 

Peiping - Peiping Union Medical College, of the Rockefeller Foundation; 
Mukden - Medical Colleges (Japanese and Christian) ; 
Tsinan- Shantung Christian University Medical Faculty; 

In the East: 

Shanghai - Shanghai Medical School (Missionary);. . 
Women's Christian Medical College (MissiOnary); 
French School of Medicine (Missionary); 

In the West: 

West China Mission University College of Medicine; 

In the South: 

Canton - Hackett Medical College for Women. 

(b) Chinese: 

Peiping- The National Medical College; 

Shanghai- The National Central University Medical School; 

The National University Medical College (Tung Chi) (Gennan); 

Cantot~- The Chung Shan University Medical School; 

The total enrolment this year may be estimated at: 

Foreign schools. . some 720 
Chinese sc-hools. . some soo 

13 Post-graduate studies and medical research do not attract. many of ~he graduat~s; 
public health or perhaps an administrative career a few more. But w1th the rapidly extend•ng 
scope for modern surgery and diverse specialities, most of the graduates are attracted by the 
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peclmiary benefits of private practice. So-called private ~ospitals, 'Yhich are, in fact, ~aying 
clinics, abound, particularly in the greater cities and foreign concessiOns, and . the exernse of 
medicine is rapidly becoming commercialised. Specialists are many, and therr numbers are 
increasing, but not many leaders have as yet emerged, even from the ~est schools.. Hence. t~e 
difficulty in the establishment of new modern colleges. yery fe:n e:cpenen~ed hospital ~dmmJs
trators hav-e so far been discovered. The appeal of soc1al serv~ce 111 public health, which calls 
for heavy sacrifice, perhaps to a higher degree in China than elsewhere, has been felt, up to the 
present, by only a small number of workers. · 

PROGRAMME OF REFORM. 

:q. The National Government has decided to close practically all provincial medical sc~ools. 
Their intention is to improve and develop three Government institutions, namely, The. National 
Medical College at Peiping, the National Central University Medical School at Shanghai, and the 
Chung Shan University Medical School at Canton. An experienced observer states that " these 
three schools alone can, for a few years, absorb more teachers and adequately-prepared students 
than the country is ready to supply, and it will be difficult enough to secure the additional funds 
of which these schools are in urgent need ". . 

There is general agreement as to the necessity for exerting every effort to bring these schools 
up to a high standard and to maintain it. Opinions differ as to subsequent policy. Should these 
three colleges be regarded as "normal schools", for the preparation of leaders in the medical 
profession and teachers in other schools ? 

It must be remembered that they will only be able to graduate a limited number of students 
during the next five or ten years. There is, however, a growing tendency to demand that the 
Government should authorise the establishment of a number of second-grade medical schools, 
aiming at "quantity production". The National Federation of Practitioners is particularly 
insistent upon this and, last November, even requested the Government to reinstate the " special 
medical schools ", namely, the provincial and other low-grade medical institutions which the 
Government had ceased to support. Apart from ·other considerations, there would be real 
practical difficulty in adopting such a course, owing to the lack of adequate teaching personnel. 
The unusual opportunities for private practice which are open to leading physicians in China makes 
it difficult even to provide the three high-standard schools with suitable staff. Advocates of the 
proposal contend, on these grounds, that the second-grade schools should be opened gradually 
as teaching staff becomes available. · 

Another view, held by certain very competent observers of medical education in China, is that, 
while • a strong prima facie case can be built up for such schools, in view of the immense number 
of doctors needed in China ",such a programme is "impractical, unnecessary and undesirable at the 
present time and should not be officially encouraged ". Impractical, because • a rather rare type 
of teacher is implied if men both competent and willing to undertake such a responsibility were 
to be sought . . . The plan to produce mediocrities is unnecessary, since the high-grade 
~ools will themselves produce mediocre individuals in considerable quantity; mediocre schools 
will almost inevitably exist for a time, in any event, without the deliberate effort to create them, 
an~, if proper attention is given to the training of nurses and technicians, the physicians will be 
reliev~ of most of that part of their work which does not require the highest possible skill ". 
UndesJrable, because • it will raise up a large number of practitioners fated to be handicapped 
throughout life by an inferiority complex, which will lead them to oppose progress, often with 
~ccess. . . . If a time comes when a highly-trained medical profession is exerting a dominant 
influence on medical affairs, and sufficient numbers of well-trained men are available to supervise 
a ~ger number of second-rate assistants, then the medical profession of that day should decide 
for 1tself whether special schools should be provided for the production of those men ". 

The question of the standard of admission, of the length of study and, above all, of the language 
to be used as a medium of instruction, are also the subject of exhaustive discussion. The National 
Scl_lo?l at Shang~ gives its instruction in English; the one in Canton in German; it is only the 
Petpmg ~hool which uses the Chinese language. 

I~ ~ew of the complexity of the problem, the Government has decided to set up a National 
Comm~on for the _study of the reform of medical practice, and will await its findings before 
fo~ulatmg. a defi~1te programme. The members of this Commission were selected by the 
Ymisters ~ 1_!:d~catlon and of Health, and, among its nine members, there are high officials from 
the two Ministnes, as well as leading members of the medical profession and directors of the 
princioal medical schools. 

~e l!i~ister of ~'!cation, on behalf of the Government, requested the Health Organisation 
to ~ t~ CoTllJl\lSSIOn . by supplying information on the programme of similar national 
~mml5;'51ons mother countnes, and by the collaboration of the League's Commission on Education 
Ill Hygume and Preventive Medicine, possibly delegating an expert for a few months during the 
present year to work in China in conjunction with the Chinese Commission. 
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Chapter III. 

PORT HEALTH ORGANISATION AND PROCEDURE IN CERTAIN CHINESE PORTS. 

On September I4th, I929, the Government of China invited the Secretary-General of the 
League ?f N_ation;; to send a Commission of Experts to make a survey on port health and maritime 
quarantme m Chmese ports (cable from the Minister for Foreign Affairs to the Secretary-General 
of the League); After cm;side:atio~ and approval of this request by the competent organs of the 
League o~ Natr?ns, we ar~rv:ed m Chma on November gth, I929, to discuss the possibilities of future 
co-operatiOn wrth the ~m~stry of Health, and to make a preliminary survey of quarantine 
for. the J?urpose of. furn~shmg to the Health Committee the information necessary to its future 
deliberations on thrs subJect. · 

The ~inistry of Health prepared a programme, and facilit"ated our work in every possible 
way: makmg ge_nerous arrangements for transportation, and collecting in advance needed infor
mation concernmg the status of port health work. The Ministry also detailed the Director of 
the North Manchurian Plague Prevention Service to accompany us, as well as two members of the 
Quaranti_ne Division, who took it in turns to visit ports in advance, and make all necessary 
preparations for the survey. . 

The ports 3:ctu3J:'y visited according to the programme of the Ministry were, in chronological 
order, Shanghai, Tsrngtao, Antung, Tientsin, Amoy and Canton. At Tientsin time did not 
pern;it a visi~ to t~e quarantine station, which is located some miles away from the city. Infor
mation on this station and on port health work at Newchwang is included in this report, on the 
basis of detailed reports furnished by the medical officers concerned. 

The ports visited are, according to the Ministry of Health, the most important in China, 
and the methods adopted for carrying out port health work illustrate the general condition of 
port health practice in China. 

GENERAL REMARKS ON PORT HEALTH ORGANISATION AND PROCEDURE IN CHINA. 

It is the intention of the Chinese Government to transfer, in the near future, the responsibility 
for quarantine from the Ministry of Finance to the Ministry of Health. 

Port health work in China is now carried on as a rule qy the Chinese Maritime Customs, under 
the Ministry of Finance. The two exceptions are Canton and Tsingtao, where, in each case, 
the municipality has taken over the work. There are important differences in quarantine procedure 
at the various ports, so that it is hardly possible to make a general statement which applies to 
them all. In general, however, port health work was begun by the authorities of the foreign 
concessions in Treaty Ports as a measure of protection against ships arriving from ports where 
plague, cholera and smallpox prevailed. Later, the work was taken over by the Chinese Maritime 
Customs, and placed as a rule under the direction of the harbour-master, who is assisted by one 
or more medical officers and a varying number of auxiliary staff. The chief port officer is usually 
a foreign medical officer, sometimes engaged in private practice, hence devoting only a part of 
his time to this work, while, in a number of ports, Chinese medical officers are employed in a 
subordinate capacity. There are important exceptions to all these statements, as will appear 
below in the more detailed descriptions of the various ports. 

In a majority of the ports, a number of quarantine regulations have been agreed upon 
and sanctioned by the Superintendent of Customs and the Treaty Power Consul~. The?e 
regulations differ widely, but, in the main, provide for the precautions to be taken wr0 a ship 
having on board an infectious or suspected ~sease, or ~ving from a port d~clared to ~e mfect~d. 
At present, ports in the Far East are consrdered to be _mf~cted on the basrs of th~ information 
furnished by the Eastern Bureau of the Health Organrsation of the League at Smgapore. In 
case a port fails to furnish either positive or negativ~ information to the Bureau, it is 
also considered to be infected. In such cases, the Supenntendent of Customs asks the Treaty 
Power Consuls to agree in declaring such a port infected, and when such agreement is received 
from all the Consuls, the port health officers ar~ authorised. to ~eal with ships arriving from 
that port according to the provisions of the samtary regulations m force .. 

In general, port health authorities suffer from the l!lck of (I) s~fficrent co~petent staff, 
(2) adequate laboratory equipment, (3) proper a~~om~odatr~n for detention and hosprtal purposes, 
(4) equipment for boarding vessels and organrsm~ ~spection of passengers and crew. Th.~e 
deficiencies will be apparent in the further descnption of each port. In general, Shanghar rs 
the only Chinese port possessing equipment which ~ay be _regarde~ as r~asonably adequate 
for purposes of deratisation. While it is true that little eqmpment l:5 requrred for the u~. of 
sulphur dioxide, and that reagent i~ r~garde~ as :easonably effective by many auth?nties, 
there are certain difficulties inherent m rts use m Chmese ports .. Fo~ th~e are not termr_nal or 
final ports, that is to say, vessels are onl~ P!lrtly unloade~ and fumrgat10!1 must be c_arned on 
while such vessels are in cargo. Sulphur dioxrde rs d~struct~ve to many ~~cles: and sh~pma~ters 
are loth to permit the use of such a reagent. Ag3:m, while. sulphur droxrde 1s effective .''~en 
properly utilised, this implies trained crews expenenced w1~ ~e method. Sulphur dioxide 

· fumigation is moreover one of the slowest methods of deratisation. . . 
The lack of prope; laboratory equipment is a hindrance to quarantme work, espea~y 

with regard to the examination of persons for cholera, and of rats for plague, n?t to mention 
cases, or suspected cases of dysentery and diphtlleria. It may not be necessary m the case of 
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eYerv port to have a laboratory attached to the quarantine service, for, in some ports, arrange
ments may be made for the municipal diagnostic la~oratory to handle the work, but laboratory· 
facilities must be at the disposal of every such servtce. . . . . 

At present the e..xan1ination of rats for .Pl3t.oue ~ ports or ~:m shipS iS J?UCh too hmite~. even 
non-e..xistent, so that a valuable source of mformation on which preventive measures might be 
based is not utilised. · . d f h · 

Lack of proper accommodation for the detention of suspects and earners, an o ospital 
facilities for cases are serious deficiencies in the majority of the ports. In som~ cases .where 
some such accommodation exists, it is so inconveniently located as to be almost maccessible at 
certain periods of the year. . 

Lack of proper facilities for boarding vessels and ~or inspecting ere':" a!ld passeng:ers re!lder 
port health w-ork of uncertain ~alue and .cause. vexa?ous del~ys to shiJ?p.mg. The. ideal 1s to 
secure the ma.ximum of protection from infectious diseases Wlth ~e m1rumum of .mterference 
to shipping. This implies sufficient competent staff with proper eqmpm':nt, a centralise~ control, 
and identical sanitary regulations applying to all the ports. The diff~re!lt ~egulabons now 
applied in the various ports must constirute a source of annoyance to shippmg mterests. 

PORT HEALTH WORK AT SHANGHAI. 

Shanghai is one of the great ports of the world, and the most. ~portant of Chinese ports. 
During 1928, the number of vessels entered and cleared at the Martbme Customs under general 
regulations was 22,268, with a tonnage of 34,586,406. By far the greater amount of this tonnage 
represented ocean steamers, but it also included 4,276 river steamers (6,2o6,8I8 tons), 905 sailing 
vessels (213,998 tons), launches and native craft, including chartered junks. This was the largest 
amount of tonnage entered and cleared at the Maritime Customs between I9I9 and 1928 (Shanghai 
Annual Trade Report and Returns, 1928). · 

These vessels come from ports all over the world as well as from Chinese ports. The largest 
passenger and freight vessels plying in the Far East enter Shanghai port, which has excellent 
harbomage and wharfage facilities. · 

The port is located on both banks of the Whangpoo River, twelve miles from its entry into 
the Yangt2e River at Woosung. The siruation of Shanghai makes it the entrance port for the 
Y angt2e River, which is navigable to large river vessels (minimum navigable depth 8-IO feet) as far 
as Hangkow (6oo miles) and to smaller vessels in the summer for another Boo miles, not to mention 
navigable tributaries. · 

The city group of Shanghai consists of the Chinese city (a special municipality) and two 
Foreign Settlements, one International and one French. The estimated population of these 
three areas is as follows (China Year-Book, 1929-30): 

Foreign Settlement . . . . . 
French Concession. . . . . . 
Special Chinese Municipality . 

Foreign 

30,565 
9.920 

Chinese 

Bo2,JOO 
348.0]6 

I,JOO,OOO 

Separate Health Departments exist in each of the three areas, the. latest to be established 
being that of the special (Chinese) municipality (1926). Vital statistics are not well developed, 
and the rehirns from the International Settlement appear to be the most accurate. 

A description of health conditions in Shanghai will be found in other chapters of this report. 
The present chapter deals only with port health organisation and procedure. It should be noted 
in passing, however, that Shanghai suffers from periodic outbreaks of cholera and smallpox, 
and both may be considered as being endemic in the Shanghai area. On this account the health 
a~thori~. of other Chinese and foreign ports periodically declare Shanghai infected, and deal 
Wlth shippmg_from that port accordingly. 

Hi8Wry of Port HeaUh Work in Shanghai. 

In I~, the epidemic of bubonic plague in Chinese ports was responsible for the establishment 
of a sanJtary station ~t Y angt2e Point, about two miles outside the harbour limits, as they 
were defined at that time. The plant appears to have consisted of lighters for the housing of 
staff and the detention of contacts. 

No further at.tempts to establish a permanent station were made until 1899, when the continual · · 
~ of buboruc. plague ~ to the construction of a sanitary station on Chung Pao Sha Island 
10 theY~ River opposite Woo~ng. This st!ltion was utD;ised only during epidemics of 
plague. until. 1902, when the P?rl sarutary regulations were reviSed to cover other malignant 
contagious_diseases, and the stab~m was kept open permanently. An isolation station for Chinese 
was established o~ ~ant Pomt at the entrance to the Whangpoo River. 

In the meantime, it h~ become. necess!lry to find a new location for the foreign station at 
Chung Pao Sha Island, whlC~ was bem~ rapidly_ washed away by the action of the tides. A site 
was se~ next to the Chmese Isolation Statton at Pheasant Point, and the new station was 
opened 10 1905· 

It consisted of ~modatio'} for Chinese pa~ients, suspect~ an? contacts who were placed 
u~ the care of a Chmese mediCal officer appomted and mamtamed by Chinese merchants 
until 1915, when the department was taken over by the Chinese Red Cross. There were also 
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facilities for the accommodation of foreigners, in charge of the port health officer who had also 
sole jurisdiction with regard to examining, admitting and discharging all patien~ and contacts 
whether Chinese or foreign. ' 

In 1912, both Chinese and foreign departments were moved a short distance south of the old 
site to new land reclaimed by the Conservancy Board owing to dredging operations carried on by 
the latter. This is the station at present in use. 

The foreign_ side consists of zz mou 1 of land on 'Yhich stand fairly substantial buildings 
cap<3:ble o~ housmg twent:y-four persons: or even more m case of n~cessity. The bedding and 
furmture m store are sufficient for only eight persons, however. There iS ample space in the station 
for the erection of temporary huts. 

The Chinese station, located immediately adjacent to the foreign station, consists of fairly 
substantial buildings capable of housing thirty-six patients comfortably, or more in case of necessity. 

Both stations suffer from the lack of running water, or even pure water; there is no provision 
for bathing except the large earthernware jarS known as kongs, and there is no lighting system. 
There is an old steam autoclave which may be utilised, but it is insufficient for disinfecting purposes. 
The most serious defect, however, is the situation of the station, a long distance from the quarantine 
anchorage, and at low tide so far away from the water that it would be prohibitively expensive 
to build a proper landing-stage. As it is, patients and suspects must be carried over the mud. 
Furthermore, a highway runs along the front of the station, and as there are no natural barriers 
on any side, contacts can easily break out of the station, and have done so. 

The staff consists of a port health officer (foreigner, full time) one sanitary sergeant, one male 
nurse, two cooks, a carpenter, a washerwoman, a bamboo-man, seven coolies and two boatmen 
(with a sailing sampan). This last does not include the personnel of the Chinese side, which 
includes one full-time Chinese doctor and his staff. This doctor has no duties other than to 
maintain the Chinese station and care for any Chinese patients or contacts who may be isolated. 

These two stations lie idle most of the year. 
The port health officer lives in a house opposite the station at Woosung Forts, over a mile 

away. He is fairly conveniently located as far as boarding vessels in the quarantine anchorage 
in the Yangtze is concerned, although this anchorage is not well protected from storms from 
certain quarters. His boarding vessel is the Sanitary Service tender "Pootoo ", a staunch vessel 
of about 100 tons gross, with a crew of 1:5 men, which he considers unnecessarily expensive to 
maintain and larger than is needed for the purpose. 

Income and Expenses. 
The sanitary account is made up of grants from the following sources: 

Superintendent of Customs. 
Shanghai Municipal Council 
French Municipal Council . 

Annual expense of upkeep (average last five years): 
Sanitary Station 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • 

S.S. " Pootoo " . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Annual working expenses (average last five years): 
Sanitary Station 3 • 

S.S. " Pootoo " . - . . . . . . . 
Salaries of staff. . . . . . . . 

Hk. Tis ' yearly 

!0,772.00 
5.386.oo 
I,88s.o8 

!8,043-08 

907-49 
I,6zo.g6 

_ 538.sz 
3,223.04 

17,832.85 

Total annual expenses . Z4,IZZ.86 

This account is not self-supporting. A certain ~o:u?t of. revenue is derived . from the 
fumigation of vessels let out on contract to the Shanghru Dismfecting Company, but this revenue 
is used as a sinking fund to pay off an advance made to the company by the Customs. 

Work of the Shanghai Disinfecting Company. 
Th h d arters of this company is located near the Bund. The _equipment consists of: 
1 e Th! 9-}essie 0. Hughes", a floating disinfecting-plant fitted With two g~ g~nerators, 

one f~r carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide fumigation, the other for sulphur dioXide: The 
first is capable of delivering 130 ooo cubic feet of gas per hour, tile second only 35,000 cubic feet. 
The hulk is also equipped with ~6 shower baths divided into compartments, ~old and warm water 
laid Th · a dressing-room adjacent to the bathrooms where clothmg may be removed 

d on. d dere lS a steel shute to a steam steriliser below. This cioti:ing may ·th_en be returned 
an passe own out of the shower The hulk is fitted Wlth the machmery necessary 

f
to the bat0ersfwhenhtht~ygstwe~ter lighting etc . There is a small office for the medical officer. 
or opera mg ans, ea m • • · Sh h le power to tow tile z. The "Junie" is a steel tug of about IZO tons ~oss. e as amp 
"Jessie 0. Hughes" anywhere tile latter may be requrred. 

· b t quivalent to one-sixth of an English acre. 
• Regarded at Shanghai Y cus 0~ as e k c on! It is supposed to contain 583.3 grains of silYer. 1.000 
• A Haikwan (or Custom's) tael eXISts as _boo fi curren Y902 [

5
·
175 

The value of silver with respect to gold ,-aries 
fine. The Mexican dollar contains 417.8 grams, neness, · 
considerably but during our visit 2.50 (Mex.) equalled $I.OO (Gold). 

' Foreign side only. 
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3· The " Poo Chi " is a steel tug of over a 100 tons burden. She is fitted with a gas 
~ne.rator for carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide gas. So far the vessel has not been placed 
in commission as the " Jessie 0. Hughes " has been able to take care of all necessary fumigation. 

During the period from November Ist, 1924, to October 31st, 1929 (five ye~), the company 
has fumigated 4,846 vessels with an underdeck tonnage of II,243,912. . Dunng the course of 
this fumigation 43,509 rats have been destroyed. Only a small proportion of these rats were . 
examined and, ~tong 0-e small number, none infect~d ~i~ plague were foUJ;d. 

Carbon dioXIde gas Is usually used, but sulphur diOJ~:Ide IS employed ~ccas10nally ~or steer~g~, 
crews' quarters, etc. The work IS apparently done very thoroughly but Without sufficient prelum
nary inspection for traces of rats, and the opening and breaking down of rat harbourages. 

As noted above, a charge is made for fumigating vessels, and a percentage of the receipts 
is paid into a fund for paying ?ff the adyance made by the Cl!stoms .to tlte d~sinfecting co~p~y. 

The port sanitary regulatJ.ons requrre vessels to be fumigated If a certificate of fumtgation 
\~ithin si.-..: months cannot be produced. 

Port Sanitary Regulations.1 

. 
These re,oulations, applying to plague, cholera, yellow fever, smallpox or scarlet fever, were 

issued by the Superintendent of Customs and ilie Board of Treaty Power Consuls who have the 
auiliority to declare when ports are infected, when such ports are no longer infected, and to 
auiliorise such oilier precautions as may be expedient to prevent ilie importation or exportation 
of epidemic disease. These regulations provide for ilie anchorage of vessels at quarantine, their 
inspection by ilie port healili officer, and ilie precautions to be taken wiili vessels having on board 
cases or persons suspected of having any of ilie diseases mentioned above. Rules are also laid 
down with regard to ilie fumigation of lighters, and to certain articles from ports declared to be 
infected. There is a tariff of fees applying to ilie sanitary station, anoilier for ilie various 
procedures of fumigation, and a list of precautions to be observed on steamers in process of being 
fumigated. 

New Location for Sanitary Station. 

A block of land near ilie quarantine anchorage is owned by ilie Chinese Maritime Customs 
and, we understand, is being reserved for ilie new sanitary station which is so urgently needed. 
The location and topography are ideal for ilie purpose, for iliere is a sea-wall to prevent washing, 
ilie land is well protected, and comparatively large vessels may discharge passengers iliere wiiliout 
ilie necessity of making use of a long landing-stage. 

Present Quarantine Procedure. 

There is only one port healili officer, and he is on duty from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily. When he 
is obliged to visit Shanghai, ilie duties of inspection must be handed over to a non-technical 
sergeant. Under ilie circumstances, only vessels arriving from ports declared to be infected, 
or having on board bodies of persons who have died from unknown causes, are boarded 
and inspected. . · 

In Igz8, ilie port healili officer boarded 156 vessels and inspected 27.443 crew and passengers. 
Of iliese, 122 vessels were from Vladivostock, Hong-Kong a.Ii.d Canton, ports declared to be 
infected, ilie first because it furnished no returns to ilie Singapore Bureau of the League of 
Nations, ilie second and third on account of epidemics of smallpox. The port of Pakhoi was 
also declared to be infected wiili plague and cholera during ilie year. . 

Seven vessels were found to be infected. Only two of iliese were detained for over an hour. 
Of ilie vessels from non-declared ports, twenty-three had deailis on board, four were 

importing corpses from foreigii ports and seven were infected. Fifteen corpses were landed at 
the sanitary station for disinfection, ilie remainder landed at Shanghai after inspection. 

Old gunny bags, carried on iliese vessels from Hong-Kong and Canton, were disinfected. 
When foreigners suffering from infectious diseases are found on ships at quarantine, iliey 

are removed to one of ilie isolation hospitals at Shanghai. · 
· The port healili officer believes it would be wise to increase his staff so that additional 

medical officers might board and inspect a larger number of vessels. He believes there is evidence 
to show that Shanghai is sometimes infected with cholera from abroad or from oilier Chinese 
ports. !n his opinion, at ~t, the larger junks should also be boarded and inspected. For proper 
lllSpection of vessels carrymg a large number of passengers, a force of sanitary police would 
be n~sary, so that the work might be properly organised and be carried through accurately 
and wtiliout delay. 

He_ also considers that it would be advantageous to station a vessel having on board a gas 
generating apparatus at Woosung, under his immediate direction. 

_The port health officer also complains of the bad conditions of the sanitary station, 
particularly with respect to the difficulty of landing passengers, the lack of proper equipment 
a~ ~he impossibility _of restraining the movements of contacts. He is strongly in favour of 
building the new statwn on the site already selected by the Customs. 

,
1 Tlv!oe w..-e agreed upon and sanctioned loy the Superintendent of Customs and tho Treaty Power Consuls at the 

JYAt Ul 1925, takmg the pla<-.e of othm-o adopted previously. The British Government has not, however, signified its 
"-pp!"<Nal rn the rogulatit.>m in their application to Driti.oh subjectB, in view of certain inconsistencies between the regulations 
:.nd the tl:nno ''t the lnt:<.-roatitmal Sanitary Convention of 1926. 
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THE PORT OF TIENTSIN. 

. . Within recent ye~rs (I927-I928) the '!lsefulness of this port has been greatly impaired by 
· siltmg, so that th~ nav1gable depth of the nyer ~as been r~duced to II feet or less. Large vessels 

now anchor outs1de Taku Bar and cargo IS discharged mto lighters and towed up the river 
Tongku and Taku are villages situated on the river between the Gulf of Pechihli and Tientsi~ 
harbour, the sanitary station being located at Taku, at the river mouth a distance of IS miles 
from the anchorage outside the bar. ' 

The port health work is carried on by the Customs, under the direction of the harbour
master. T~e ~ersonnel consists of a port medical officer (a foreign practitioner, devoting only 
a part of his tune to the work) located at Tientsin, two Chinese medical officers (full time) at 
the sa~tary station, ~ne dispenser and cashier, one clerk, one nurse, one cook, one servant, 
five pohcemen, two sailors and four coolies. 

The following description of the sanitary station was furnished by the Assistant Port Health 
officer. It was built some thirty years ago and is now in a dilapidated condition, there being 
much corrosion from the action of sea-water. There are eight rooms for first-class passengers, 
capable of accommodating sixteen persons, two second-class rooms, capacity four persons, and 
an isolation quarter of twenty rooms, capacity 40 patients, the last ruined by soldiers who 
were quartered there from I924 to I929. The station possesses a steam autoclave for disinfecting 
purposes. 

Although the quarantine anchorage is fifteen miles distant from the sanitary station, the 
port health officer has no means of transport, except a row-boat, and must depend on the Customs 
or other vessels which may have business to transact with ships at anchor. 

There is no laboratory at the station, and only one microscope, so that bacteriological 
examinations, other than of a simple microscopical character must be made at Tientsin, a long 
distance away. 

Fumigation of vessels is carried on by means of sulphur dioxide generated by the pot method. 
Ports where the chief epidemic diseases are reported to be prevalent by the Singapore Bureau 

of the League of Nations are declared to be infected on the motion of the Customs Commissioner 
and the approval of all Consuls and Chinese sanitary authorities at Tientsin. The Customs 
Commissioner usually calls a meeting of those concerned for this purpose. 

All vessels arriving from a port declared to be infected must undergo medical inspection at 
Taku Bar. After inspection, a certificate is delivered by the port health officer, which is handed 
to the Customs officer when he boards the vessel. 

Should a case of infectious disease be found on board, the patient is removed to the sanitary 
station and the vessel placed in quarantine for a variable period depending on the na~e of the 
disease (cholera five days) and the development of further cases. In I929, four ships were 
quarantined for periods of two days in three instances, and eight days in one instance for smallpox, 
epidemic meningitis and cholera. 

Warships excluded, 2,389 vessels arrived at the port of Tientsin in 1929. Of these, 268 vessels 
were boarded and inspected. From April 16th to June 30th, I59 ships coming from Shanghai 
were boarded and inspected at Taku anchorage on account of the epidemic of acute. cerebro
spinal meningitis at Shanghai. From August I5th to October 13th, I09 vessels were mspected 
on account of the epidemic of cholera at Shanghai. 

For the twelve months from October 1928 to October I929, the expenses of the quarantine 
service were as follows: . 

Salary and wages . 
Maintenance 
Repairs ..... 

Total 

Mex. dollars 

8,07J.22 
I,024·55 

622.92 

9.720.69 

For the last three years, payment of these expenses has been made by the Customs. ~or 
· to that period, salaries were paid by the Peiyang Sanitary Department, the former Chinese 
Provincial Board of Health. 

TSINGTAO. 

Tsingtao is an important port in Kiaochow Bay, developed by the ~e~ans, who leased the 
territory in I898, captured by the Japan~~ in I9I4, and r~tumed to China m I922 .. 

Port health work was, in all probabiltty, started dun~g the ~?"an occupation, but .the 
quarantine or sanitary station was built by the Japanese. It 1s now utiltsed as barracks for soldiers 
and will require extensive repairs before it can be u?ed for port h~alth: w?rk. , 

The municipality has charge of the quarantme work, whtch 1s m the .harbour-master s 
department, divided into four bureaux, as follows: 

(I) Generai administration; 
(2) Wharves and warehouses; 
(3) Engineering; . . 
(4) Harbour, including quarantine secbon. 

There is one chief quarantine officer (medical) and three assistant medical officers. Two 
clerks complete the staff of the quarantine division. . . h 

The plant and equipment consist of the sanitary statwn mentioned above and a steam launc 
for boarding vessels. 
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The sanitary station is admirably situated on a point jutting into the bay, separating the 
quarantine anchorage from the port.- Vessels at the quarantine anchorage are within easy distance 
of the quarantine station, The station consists of eight solid masonry buildings, each capable 
of housing si.'--tY or eighty passengers, and smaller buildings for administrative purposes. The 
walls and roofs are still good, but the interiors have been partially destroyed. 

The quarantine service has no laboratory, no isolation quarter, although the municipal 
isolation hospital might be used for this purpose. The City Health Commissioner is organising 
a laboratory in the isolation hospital which might be utilised, atleast temporarily, by the quarantine 
service. · 
- There are sufficient port sanitary officers to permit of all vessels being boarded on arrival. 

The rules and regulations governing the management of. the Quarantine Section of the Harbour 
and Wharf Administration of the City of Tsingtao are issued in book form in English and Chinese. 
Chapter r provides that every ship entering the port shall be inspected to determine whether 
passengers or crew are infected with plague, cholera, smallpox, scarlet fever, typhoid fever, typhus 
fell-er, diphtheria, dysentery, yellow fever and cerebro-spinal meningitis. The medical officer is 
authorised to inspect cargo, and is required to report the presence of certain explosives. Vessels 
are required to be fumigated every six months. 

Chapter 2 deals with disinfection and fixes the tariff of fees for the various disinfecting 
procedures. . 

Chapter 3 defines infected vessels and authorises the port medical officer to take certain 
measures such as removal of suspects to the quarantine station, disinfection and quarantine. 
The periods of quarantine are fixed at ten days for plague and five days for cholera and other 
contagious diseases. 

Chapter 4 gives the tariff of inspection fees after office hours, and the charges for treatment 
and subsistence at the Quarantine Station or Isolation Hospital, or on board ship. 

There is an old disused launch with apparatus for fumigating ships, but its condition is too 
bad to permit of repair. Fumigation of ships is carried on by means of the sulphur pot method. 
There is no examination of rats for plague. . 

More than 2,000 vessels enter the port every year, and nearly all are boarded and inspected. 
In 1927, 1,594 vessels, gross tonnage 4,2II,512, were inspected. These_ vessels had on board 
300,74I passengers and crew. 

In 1926, four vessels were found with ~ of cholera on board. No infectious diseases have 
been found on board ships since that time. 

The expeuses of the quarantine service are as follows: 

Salaries of medical officers . . . . • . - . . . . . . . 
Wages of clerks and launch crew, expense of operating 

launch and miscellaneous. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . 

Mex. dollars yearly 

4.320.00 

7,680.00 

12,000.00 

It is understood that the receipts of the Harbour-Master's Department include wharfage 
dues amounting to about 7,000 dollars a year and that this sum is credited to the quarantine 
section, so that the deficit to be made up from other sources amounts to approximately 
5,000 dollars. 

THE PORT OF ANTUNG. 

Antung is situated on the right bank of the Yalu River, about eight miles from its mouth, 
in the Peninsula of Liaotung, South Manchuria. It is the first Chinese station on the railway 
connecting Korea and Manchuria. The city is divided into two parts, the Chinese city proper 
and the Japanese railway area, the two combined having a population of about 75,000, of which 
ro,ooo are Japanese. The city has suffered in prosperity owing to two serious floods in 1923, 
which did much damage to crops and property in the neighbourhood. The port has decreased 
in importance in recent years, chiefly because of the depression in the timber trade, formerly a 
great asset. 

Owing to its northerly situation, the port is closed for four months during the year because 
of ice formation in the Yalu River. 

The number of vessels entered and cleared under General Customs Regulations is shown by 
the following table (Customs Statistics): 

Year No. of vessels Tons 

1925. r,oo8 446.798 
Igz6, 990 363.526 
1927. I,OI8 430,484 
Igz8, 834 ~38,206 

~n addition, there is a comparatively large river traffic, the number of vessels entering and 
clearing each year under Customs' Inland Steam Navigation rules averaging over r,ooo, with a 
tonnage of over 120,000. · · 

Pore HeaUh Organisation and Procedure. 

. Port _healt!t work is directed by a board consisting of the Mayor of Antung (Director), the 
Customs Supcnntendt.'Jlt (Co-Director) and the Customs Commissioner (Co-Director and Treasurer). 
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Thls Board controls the Antung Quarantine Station which is located eight mil f Ant 
on the right bank of the Yalu River, near its mouth and immediately behind th esvillrom f Sun~ 
tau-lang-tou. e age o an 

!he port health ofli~er is a ~hinese physician, with foreign medical a~d public health t · · 
He lives at the quarantme station. rammg. 

This station consists of four blocks of buildings on a site comprising approximately 12 mou 
of land, about I50 yards from the water-front. 

The buildings are of brick, substantially built, and the station is surrounded by a solid wall. 

I. In the main block are located the consulting room, dispensary, surgical rooms, hospital 
supply room, the .laboratory, the oflic~ and living-quarters of the officer. 

2. The hospital ward has a capacity for twelve beds or more in case of necessity, and a room 
for a nurse. . 

3· ~h~ dis_infect!on building contains a large steam autoclave, and is divided into two parts 
by a partition, m which the autoclave is set. · -

4· The detention building has a capacity for 35 beds, or slightly more in case of necessity. 

There i~ 3; good water-s!-lpply, and t~e general equipment is in good condition. 
The building of the station was sanctioned by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs in 1923 and it 

was opened in 1924. It cost about 35,000 Mexican dollars. ' 
The_laborat<;>ry was organised last year, as the result of a grant of r,6oo dollars by the Board. 

The eqmpment IS modest but well chosen, and should permit the port medical officer to make 
any examinations necessary for the conduct of quarantine. . 

The sta!f consists of. the port medical officer, one dispenser, one dresser and eight attendants. 
The budget IS 12,000 Harkwan taels per annum, but the whole sum is seldom expended and there 
is a considerable saving to the credit of the account. · ' 

~he Sanitary Regulations for the Port of Antung and Tatungkow were sanctioned by the 
Supenntendent. of Customs and agz:eed to. by the Consular Body of the port in 19II. . 

They provrde for the declaration of mfected ports by the usual procedure (Superintendent 
of Customs and Treaty Power Consuls) and for the treatment of vessels having on board cases, 
or suspected cases of plague, cholera or other infectious disease, known as infected vessels. Vessels 
which arrive within seven days of their departure from a port declared infected are known as 
suspected vessels. · 

Directions are given regarding anchorage at quarantine, medical inspection, detention of 
suspects and contacts, etc. 

The import of certain articles from infected ports is forbidden (rags, fresh fruit, vegetables, 
coffins, corpses, etc.), and rules are laid down with respect to disinfection. There is no provision 
for deratisation of vessels at regular intervals. 

There are also regulations in regard to the import of certain articles, such as rags, furs, 
vegetables, gunny bags, etc. 

Recent Quarantine Procedure. 

During 1929, quarantine measures were taken against ships arriving from Shanghai for 
cerebro-spinal meningitis and cholera, and Osaka and Swatow for smallpox. Twenty-eight 
ships, having on board 3,107 persons, were inspected, but no cases were found. 

Wor~ of the Hospital. 

The quarantine work is not sufficient to occupy all the time of the port medical officer and 
his staff. Consequently, cases of infectious disease occurring in the vicinity are occasionally cared 
for in the hospital, although the Quarantine Board objects to this practice. On the other hand, 
navigation at Antung is open for only eight months during the year, and for four months the port 
health officer and his staff must remain idle. During the winter months the station is almost 
inaccessible from Antung, for traffic in the river is held up by ice, and the road, eleven miles 
long, connecting the city to the station is practically impassable except on foot or on horseback. 
A severe frost set in just before we arrived, so that the road was passable to motors, but the surface 
was so rough that one car broke down during the journey, and we expected the other to gj.ve out 
at any moment. The journey each way took nearly two hours, under circumstances which were 
said to be exceptionally favourable. The village near the quarantine station is so small as to 
provide hardly any work for the staff. . . . 

On the other hand, the port medical officer states th:'-t public h~alth work m Antun~ IS 
practically non-existent. There is a Health Department m the Pubhc Safety Bureau, wh!ch 
devotes the main part of its attention to the cleaning of streets. City hospital accommodation 
includes a Danish Mission Hospital in t~e Chinese city and a S<;>uth Manc~~an Railw3;y ~ospital 
in the Japanese railway area, both domg g?o~ work. !he ~Ity aut~onbes are consid.enng the 
registration of births and deaths and the buildmg of an 1solabon hospital. They _have Improved 
conditions at the native market and opened up several thoroughfares and a pubhc park. 

The port medical officer would like to spend his spare time in Antung carrying on medical 
and public health work, for which his training has fitted him. It is unfortunate from t~is po~nt 
of view that the quarantine station is l?~ated so far away fro~ Antung, but, s~ould the e1ty bmld 
an isolation hospital, this might be utilised by th~ port med1cal ~fficer and h1s staff. The work 
of the quarantine hospital at Newc~wang, descnb.ed h~eafter, IS not con~ned to port h:alth 
activity, and there appear to be certam advantages m th1s method. Well-tramed med.jcal officers, 
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who have little opportunity to apply in practice the knowledge they have acquired, are inclined 
to become merely administrative officers, while the localities in which these officers are stationed 
suffer from the lack of trained medical and public health personnel. 

The port medical officer recommends the building of a new block at the quarantine station 
in which to house the dispensary and laboratory. He considers it necessary to increase the 
aC«>JJUD.odation of the detention camp, which has not now a capacity sufficient to detain passenger
contacts, in case an infectious disease is discovered on board ship. He also points out the advantages 
of having port health work directed by a Governmental health agency instead of by a lay board. 

NEWCHWANG. 

The Mission did not have an opportunity to visit Newchwang, but the medical officer in 
charge of the new quarantine hospital was kind enough to prepare a very complete report for us 
from which the following details are abstracted. This medical officer also met us at Mukden and 
furnished us with much additional detailed information. 

Newchwang was opened to foreign shipping as a Treaty Port in 1864. It is situated on the 
western coast of the Peninsula of Liaotung, about sixteen miles from the mouth of the Liao River. 
Since 18gg, this river has had two channels to the sea, thus diverting a certain amount of river 
traffic from the old port and reducing the navigable depth of the river. · 

Prior to 1907, Newchwang was the chief outlet for Manchurian trade, but, since that time, 
Antung and Dairen have proved powerful competitors. Newchwang, like Antung, is icebound 
during four months of the year, while Dairen is open all the year round. There is also a 
troublesome bar at the mouth of the Liao River, which prevents the entry of large ocean steamers. 
Above Newchwang, the river is so shallow as to prevent, almost entirely, river carriage of grain 
to Newchwang, formerly an important item. The population of the city is about 107,000 including 
slightly more than 8,000 foreigners, of whom nearly all are Japanese. 

In 1928, 1,724 ocean steamers, of a gross tonnage of T,S68,304, entered and cleared under 
general Customs Regulations, while the number of vessels from inland waters which entered 
and cleared was approximately (figures are not complete) 436, with a gross tonnage of 2I3,SS6. 

The harbour regulations for the port of Newchwang, agreed to and sanctioned by the Treaty 
Power Consuls at the port in so far as they concern foreign interests, contain only one paragraph 
on quarantine. This paragraph provides that vessels having infectious disease on board, or a 
death from an infectious disease (or suspected in either case), must anchor at an appointed place 
and fly the quarantine flag until granted pratique by the health officer. Vessels arriving from 
ports declared to be infected must conform to the quarantine regulations, which, however, are not 
published in any greater detail 

The Newchwang Quarantine Hospital is situated in the western part of the city, near the 
native Customs. It stands on a lot three acres in a.cea. The hospital was opened on July roth, 
I92Q, and consists of: 

r. A main block, containing the hospital proper (30 beds), nurses' quarters, operating, 
aruest:hesia. and sterilising rooms, out-patient department, laboratory, pharmacy and rooms for 
the resident medical officer; 

2. A disinfection block, containing the large steam autoclave, capable of handling mattresses 
and bedding, and various rooms for attendants and administrative arrangements; 

3- An isolation block, consisting of five wards, lavatories, baths, etc.; 
4- A mortuary. 

The detention camps consist of three rectangular buildings (rso feet by 24 feet) each 
capable of housing roo contacts and the necessary attendants, a block for women, capacity so, 
and an " L " shaped block for private families, capacity I3 families, or roo individuals. 

The .examination block (built in 1927) consists of waiting and examining, dressing and 
consultation rooms, doctor's quarters, etc. 

The hospital proper has central steam-heating and electricity is supplied throughout. 
The staff consists of the Director and Chief Medical Officer, one port health officer, one 

resident medical officer, one nurse, two dressers, three attendants, one seamstress, one cook 
and two coolies. 

Port Health Work. 

. During t~ period July 12th, 1929, to October roth, 1929, 136 vessels were- boarded and 
mspected, haVJng on board ro,2rs passengers and 7,924 crew. During the same period three 
vessels _were quarantined for periods of seven days, and 89 :passengers detained. The port health 
officer IS a foreign practitioner, devoting only a part of h1s time to quarantine work. 

Hospital Work. 

. ~'! addition ~ the port health work carried on by the personnel of the station the hospital 
IS utilised as an ISOlation hospital for Newchwang, and an out-patient department is maintained, 
The .number of out-patientstteated has increased steadily from 1920-2I, when 3,225 out-patients 
applied, to 1928-29, when the number was II,254· 
. f_!111~I, there were zr medical and 22 surgical patients admitted to this hospital, while 
JO I':J-.r""~' the numb<.'J's were 40 medical and 6r surgical. During the same period (r920-I929) 
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a number. of patients s~ffering. from infectious diseases was treated, i.e., sr cases of cholera, 
I3 of erysipelas, ro of d1phthena, 5 of scarlet fever, 4 of measles 3 of smallpox 3 of typhoid 
fever, 43 of mumps and 2 of meningitis. ' ' 
. T~is :pr~cti~e of usi~g a q1:1aranti~e station for medical and preventive work in the communit 
m which It IS situ.ated. IS an mterestin~ development. It is true that this station was plannea 
for the _purposes m ~lew, ~d hence IS better adapted for utilisation for both purposes than 
the ordinary quarantme stations. Moreoyer, the port which it serves is ice-bound during four 
months of the year. 

AMOY. 

Amoy, p_opulati?n a)Jout z;;o,?oo, is the principal city of Fukien Province. It is the seat 
of an exte':l~lv~ errugrabon, pnnc1pally to the Straits Settlements, the Netherlands East Indies 
and the P~ppme Islands. Approx~ately roo,ooo Chinese emigrated to these countries through 
Amoy ~unng rgzg (6o,ooo to th~ Straits Settlements, r6,ooo to Manila and the balance to Java). 
Amoy IS a port of call f~r coastmg_vessels as ~ell as for larger vessels sailing from Chinese ports 
~o Japan and other foreign countnes. The City possesses a fine natural harbour, and extensive 
1mproveme!lts are b~ing made to the wharfage_ facilities. Amoy is situated on the mainland, 
an~ ~ere IS ~ Foreign Settlement on a small ISland (Kulangsu) opposite the city, where the 
pnnc1pal hospitals are located. Vessels usually anchor in the roads between the mainland and 
Kulangsu. 

The port health work is in the hands of the Chinese Maritime Customs, as in the majority 
of Chinese ports. There is a part-time port health officer who is a foreign practitioner. The port 
possesses no quarantine facilities of any kind, either for the detention of contacts or for the isolation 
of patients with infectious diseases. 

The quarantine regulations were agreed to and sanctioned by the Superintendent of Customs 
and the Treaty Port Consuls at the port on August rrth, rgzo. 

They are divided into definitions and regulations proper. The definitions relate to the following 
terms: port health officer, infected vessel, suspected vessel, healthy vessel and quarantine 
anchorage. The diseases and conditions provided for in the regulations are cholera, typhus fever, 
yellow fever, plague, smallpox, scarlet fever, cerebro-spinal meningitis, any other infectious (or 
suspected) disease, or dead bodies suspected of having been infected. 

The regulations provide for the. declaration and notification of infected ports, and prescribe 
the measures to be taken in respect of vessels arriving from such ports. The only exceptional 
precaution applies in the case of ships from a port infected with pneumonic plague, which cannot 
be admitted to pratique until the lapse <>f seven days from departure. 

Directions for the discharge of cargo, the use of ratguards and fumigation are laid down for 
vessels arriving from plague-infected ports. The regulations also contain lists of conditional and 
prohibited imports and dangerous articles, with particulars, where necessary, concerning each 
item. 

Port HeaUh Procedure. 

Vessels are boarded and inspected by the port health officer only when they arrive from a 
port declared to be infected. The present port health officer, an American surgeon in charge of 
the Hung Ning Hospital, was appointed in December rgzg, and has not carried out any port 
health work so far. Enquiry from the Customs failed to disclose any reports on previous port 
health work, and the former port health officer could not be seen, as he was abroad. 

E:xamit1ation and Vaccitlation of Emigrants. 

Certain precautions are required by the . three countries re~eiving e~grants from. ~oy 
(Straits Settlements, the P~ppines, Java) Wlt~ respect. t_o physical ~onditlon a~d vaccmabon 
status. At present this work IS done by two foreign pracbboners. Ermgrants who mtend to land 
at the Straits Settlements are dealt with by a British doctor, the former port health officer and 
his assistant. The present port health officer examin~s and cert;ifies th~ emigrants fo; the Philippines 
and Java. The examination in the latter. case c?ns1~ts of an mspecho!l of the erru~ts on board 
the vessel which is to carry them to therr destmabon. They are stnpped to the ~a1st an~ pass 
in review before the medical officer, who notes the presence or absence of any eVIdent ~se~e, 
and observes whether the vaccination he has J?erformed previously has taken. ~f the vaccmat_1on 
has not been successful, it is repeated. The errugrants are not un~er t~e observation of the ~e~cal 
officer before embarkation, except when theY: appear for vaccmat~on. There are ~o ~uildll_lgs 
for isolating and observing these would-be errugrants before they sail, so that they live m nahve 
boarding houses. The customary charge for the vaccination and certification is one Mexican 
dollar. · 1 this · th 

The salary of the port health officer is 75 Haikwan taels a month, and apparent y lS e 
only expense attached to port health work at Amoy. The present incumbent is also attached 
to the Customs as medical officer for the treatment of the Customs personnel. 

Smallpox and cholera prevail at Amoy. There was an epidemic of plague in rg26, ~nsisting 
of II2 cases. Dysentery appears frequently as a cause of death on the death certificates at 
Kulangsu. Morbidity and mortality statistics are not, of course, even moderately complete. 
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PoRT HEALTH WoRK AT CANTON. 

The present port health service at Canton was established on Septemb~r.16th, 1926. Previous 
to that time the quarantine work was in the hands of the Chinese Mantune Customs, and the 
port health officer was a foreign medical practitioner, with one or more Chinese medical assistants. 
In ICJ26, the work was taken over by the Municipal Bureau of Public Health and placed under the 
direction of the Chief of that Bureau. As there are two entrances to Canton harbour from the sea,. 
two quarantine stations have been established, one comparatively near the City, 8:t Nam Shek 
Tau, and the other some miles away at Whampoa. Two port health officers are stati?ned at each 
of these places. We were able to visit the more important and nearer of the two stations at Nam 
ShekTau. . 

This consists of an office buil~g for the two. port health officers, si~u8:ted. on the bank .of 
Pearl River, on a low hill overlookmg the quarantine anchorage. The building 1s of substantial 
construction, but of small size, consisting only of six or seven rooms and is utilised o~y for 
administrative purposes. There is a plan to build, on a small lot adjoi~g. close to .a villag~, 
an isolation hospital and a building for housing passenger-contacts, but it lS doubtful if ther~ IS 
sufficient space. The Municipal Bureau of Public Health possesses three motor-launches which 
may be used for boarding vessels. There is no disinfecting apparatus either for clothing or for 
fumigating ships. 

The amount of shipping entering the harbour is as follows (Report by the Quarantine 
Service): 

Year Number of Tonnage Passengers 
Sept. to Sept. Ships 

:1:927 · 1,192 1,352.987 54.728 
:rgzS . . I,442 1,449,I80 63,271 
I929 . . :r,oo6 1,079.822 41.905 

All ocean-going vessels entering the harbour are boarded and inspected by the port health 
officers. Since the establishment of the service, there have been discovered on board ships 
entering the harbour two cases of cholera, two of beri-beri, four of pulmonary tuberculosis, four 
of pneumonia, two of leprosy and one of measles. ' · 

The annual expenditure of the service amounts to 17,544 Mexican dollars, all of which is 
obtained from the Municipal Treasury through the Bureau of Public Health. 

The quarantine service possesses no laboratory, but there is a municipal laboratory in connection 
with one of the city hospitals where all necessary bacteriological investigations may be carried out, 
although it is inconveniently situated for this purpose. · 

The City of Canton possesses one isolation hospital for infectious diseases, with a capacity 
for forty-two patients, and, in addition, there are 44 beds for this purpose scattered among three 
other hospitals. In :1:929, 222 cases were treated in the municipal isolation hospital, including 
I case of cholera, 6:r of dysentery, 20 of leprosy, 32 of smallpox, 12 of measles, 38 of typhoid fever. 

At least two of the port health officers-those located at Nam Shek Tau, the station nearest 
to the city-devote only a part of their time to the work, the balance being given over to private 
medical practice. 

Port Quarantine Procedure and Regulations. 

Port quarantine regulations were adopted by the municipality in 1927, and are published in 
English and· in Chinese in pamphlet form. These regulations provide that all ships entering the 
harbour must be inspected by the port health officers. An exception is made, however, in the case 
of ships plying only in the river, as in the case of the packets which provide daily and nightly 
service for passengers and freight between Canton and Hong-Kong. Neither does the quarantine 
service at Hong-Kong inspect these ships. 

The diseases subject to quarantine are cholera, smallpox, plague, typhus fever, yellow fever 
and any other infectious diseases which the health officer may consider dangerous to the safety 
of the port. 
. A port having an average daily number of three or more cases of any of the above diseases 
lS declared to be infected. 

Ships are declared infected if a case of smallpox has occurred on board within twelve days, 
or cholera, plague or yellow fever within seven days. 

Ships are designated as suspected if, having had cases of disease subject to quarantine on 
board, no new case of smallpox has occurred within twelve days, or of cholera, plague, typhus 
fever or yellow fever within seven days. · . · 

P~ers and crew of infected or suspected ships must remain on board, be removed to the 
obserya~n station or, in exceptional cases, report daily for observation until the twelve or seven-
:day period has elapsed. · 
for ~e r~tions contain specific instructions for the anch9rage and inspection of ships, and · 

actwn m case an infectious disease breaks out while a ship is in harbour. · 

he h
One of the articles provides that no ship shall enter the harbour before 6 a.m. or after6 p.m., 

t ours ~hen the port health officers are on duty. 
Penalttes are provided for any breach of the regulations. The City Health Officer is planning 

the puidrchase of a Clayton apparatus for fumigating ships. In regard to disinfection, the regulations 
pmv e that a ship must be disinfected when deemed necessary by the health officer. 
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POL~CY OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH WITH REGARD TO QUARANTINE. 

I. The Ministry of Health has decided that the port quarantine services which it must 
take over require to be reorganised, modernised and brought under central technical cont.;ol 
These services will form a Division of the Ministry. · 

2. It is the Ministry's intention to undertake this work by stages and after careful study 
so. that. every c~ange effec~e~ will be an obvious improvement on the present procedure. With 
this obJect m VIew, the M~stry has requested t~at _the pr~sent study be continued and a very 
careful and thorough exammation made of the prmcipal Chmese ports by a medical officer from 
the League's Health Section experienced in port health work and familiar with national as well 
as international requirements of port health procedure. 
. 3· As a ~rst step, !he Ministry w~l take over the work in Shanghai in the summer of 1930, 
m order to bnng _about Improvements m the present port health work, which suffers from a lack 
of perso~el, eqmpment and financial support. This step will also provide training facilities for 
t~e medical ?fficers to be assigned to other ports in the future. The Ministry hopes that all ports 
will be provided with modern and efficient quarantine services within two years. 

4· The Ministry desires to establish a system of port health work which will eradicate obsolete 
practices and institutions, while playing as effective a part as possible in the prevention of disease. 
For this reason, it wishes to take a full share in the study of port health procedure which the Health 
Organisation of the League will carry out by means of an interchange of port health officers in 
the Far ~ast in I930. This study of Chinese ports will constitute a necessary preliminary to the 
preparation of this interchange, for which the Ministry will nominate one or more Chinese medical 
officers of the port health service. 

5· The Ministry of Health has indicated its desire that the Health Organisation should provide 
facilities for the training of two or three medical officers who will be given important appointments 
in the new port quarantine services. Arrangements for these individual missions have been made. 

6. Realising fully the value of international co-operation in building up a system of port 
health protection, since this is a matter in which the interests of other countries are involved, the 
Ministry of Health desires the assistance, not only of the Health Organisation, but also of the 
Transit Organisation of the League, in view of the shipping and commercial interests involved. 
In the Ministry's view, the expert knowledge and experience possessed by the leading maritime 
countries, made available through these League organs, will not only be a source of strength 
in the organisation of the new services, but will also ensure friendly relations and mutual confidence 
in its future work. 

For these reasons, the Ministry has requested the Health Organisation of the League to study, 
in conjunction with the Transit Organisation, the steps that should be taken in the transfer and 
reorganisation of the present quarantine services. The Ministry hopes that the preliminary study 
begun by the present Mission may be completed, and a scheme of reorganisation drawn up during 
I930. 

NEED FOR CONTINUANCE OF PRESENT STUDY. 

I. Reference has been made already to the fact that the sanitary regulations applied in 
the various ports are not identical. These rules and regulations need revision to bring them ~to 
line with the most recent international agreements in regard to quarantine. The preparation 
of a code of regulations suitable for recommendation to the Ministry of Health should be one of 
the objects of the further study. 

2. An interesting point has been raised in connection with port health work at Newchwang 
and Antung. At Newchwang the isolation hospit~ belonging to the quarantine stat~on is not 
restricted to the care of patients removed from ships: but also performs a ~sef~ semce to the 
community in which it is located, since it has out-patient departments, and IS bemg used for the 
treatment of infectious cases from the city. . 

A similar policy has been adopted by the port health. officer at Antung, but here the quarantme 
station is almost inaccessible to the city during the Winter months, and the port health officer 
wishes to utilise his staff for hospital work in Antung during the period when quarantine work 
is at a standstill. 

There is need for a further study of this question. At this time, it is only necessary to 
point out that, in the ports in China to-day, the n~ber. of qualified doctor!! . and of modern 
medical institutions is all too few, so that those which eXIst must be fully u~ilised. Moreover, 
there are distinct advantages in furnishing a field of daily experience to medical officers whose 
technical ability requires constant exercise. 

3. With respect to each port there are important problems conc:rning coastal and ~ver 
traffic and the regulation of lighters. Further P,etailed study ~hould det~nume ~he recommend~~~ns 
to be adopted concerning the propo:tion of this t~ffic which need~ mspecbon. The possibility 
of periodical deratisation of the vanous types of lighters also reqmres further study._ 

4 Lastly it is necessary to determine what shall be the relation of the port health service 
to th~ local h~alth departments and medical institutions in eac~ case, for only by the c~osest 
co-ordination and fullest utilisation of all existing health agencies can the greatest effiCiency 
be secured. 
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The fact that we are able to lay before you a certain amount of information concerning 
public health and medical problems in China is due in very large part to th~ unr~mitting efforts 
of national, provincial and municipal authorities, who gave us every opportumty of studying 
their work and who discussed with us very frankly their problems and plans. 

Thanl..-s to the facilities given by these authorities and by the leaders in medicine, education 
and other fields of social work, the short time we were able to spend in each locality was utilised 
to the best advantage. 

Our best thanl..-s and sincere appreciation for these services and for many personal kindnesses 
are due to Dr. J. Heng Liu, Acting Minister of Health, as well as to the members of his staff, 
particularly Drs. P. Z. KING and L. C. YEN. 

To other members of the Government, particularly to Dr. Chang MoN-LIN, Minister for 
Education, and the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Dr. C. T. WANG, our gratitude is due for their 
friendly reception and much practical assistance. · 

Our itinerary did not bring us into many provincial capitals, and we need only gratefully 
acknowledoae here the assistance given by the Chairman of the Chekiang Provincial Government, 
Chang jEN-CWEH, the Director of the Provincial Department of Civil Affairs, the latter being 
respollSl'ble for health work in the province, and the Provincial Health Commissioner. 

Municipal authorities everywhere received us warmly and rendered every possible aid, in 
particular at Greater Shanghai, Nanking, Hangchow, Tientsin, Peiping, Tsingtao, Canton, Amoy, 
Wusih and Antung. Our longer stay in Greater Shanghai, Hangchow and Peiping permitted us 
to benefit by the hospitality of the municipal authorities of those cities in greater measure than 
elsewhere, and we must make particularly appreciative reference to the kind offices of 
Dr. Hou-ki Hu, Health Commissioner of Greater Shanghai, and of the Mayor of Hangchow. 

Our study of port health work brought us into contact with officials of the Chinese Maritime 
Customs, who afiorded us every facility and to whom we are specialy grateful, in particular 
to the Director-General and the Inspector-General, as well as to the Superintendent and 
Commissioner of Customs at each port we visited. 

Wherever we travelled, the University authorities showed readiness to befriend and assist 
us, and grateful acknowledgments are made to these authorities in Hangchow, Tientsin, Peiping, 
Canton and elsewhere. . 

The Faculties of Peiping Union Medical College and the National Medical School at Woosung 
were indefatigable in helping us to collect information on medical education, hospitals and 
hygiene generally. To Dr. F. C. YEN, Dean of the latter, and to Dr. J. L. GRANT, Professor 
~f Hygiene at the former school, are due our most sincere thanks. 

Dr. Tsu Min YI, member of the Central Executive Committee of the National Government, 
was unremitting in his efforts to place at our disposal the most valuable sources of information, 
as well as advice and counsel. 

We are particularly indebted to those technical officials who accompanied us during our 
travelling in China; Dr. Tsefang HuANG, Counsellor of the Ministry of Health; Dr. Wu Lien TEH, 
Director of the North Manchurian Plague Prevention Service; and Drs. TsAI and Ho of the 
Quarantine Division of the Ministry of Health. 
. During our stay in Shanghai we were greatly assisted by the authorities of the International 
Settlement, ~~ly Mr. FESSENDEN,_ Secretary-General of the Municipal Council; Dr. C. Noel 
DAVIS, CoiJlllllSSloner of Health and his staff. Grateful. acknowledgment is also due to the 
anthorities of the French Concession at Shanghai, in particular to the French Consul-General 
and M. VERDIER, in charge of municipal affairs. ' 

Space does not permit of our recording the names of every individual, Chinese and foreign, 
who helped us in so many different ways to secure some slight knowledge of the medical and 
sanitary problems and needs of China. 
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Annex I. 

LETTER FROM THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF THE HEALTH SECTION 
OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS TO THE ACTING MINISTER OF HEALTH, NANKING. 

Shanghai, December 16th, 1929. 

On. our ~rrivallast month (Novembe~ 9t~), by the direction of the Council of the League 
of NatiOns, m response to the commurucat10n addressed by your Foreign Minister to the 
Secretary-General of the League (September 14th, 1929), and in pursuance of the invitation 
to serve as one of your int~rnational advisers, with which your Ministry has honoured me 
(January_31~t, 1929), we were mformed that you would desire the Mission to undertake, in addition 
to !1 prelimmary su~ey of the quarantine arrangements at certain ports (Shanghai, Tientsin, 
Da1re~, Antung, Tsm~ao, Amoy, _Canton). and an examination of steps to be taken for the 
establi~hment of a National Quarantme Servtce, a general study of the organisation and functioning 
of. med1ca:I and sanitary institutions in various special municipalities and administrative divisions, 
With part~cn!ar reference to medical education, to the training of sanitary personnel, to the status 
of a provmc1al health organisation, to the activities of the National Epidemic Prevention Bureau 
and to the problem of the control of cholera and smallpox in the Shanghai area. 

2. It was our common understanding that proposals for continuous collaboration on some 
or all of these questions would be framed to be presented to the Health Committee of the League 
of Nations, and before entering into a discussion of the proposals, I may be permitted to state 
the spirit in which your Government's invitation for co-operation was received at Geneva. The 
Members of the Council of the League at a public meeting assured the representatives of your 
Government of their desire to see your request acted upon to the fullest extent and every assistance 
afforded to you in the development of public health in your country. I need not add how gladly 
the Health Organisation follows the Council's desire and how eager my colleagues and myself 
are to be of·service in the work of sanitary reconstruction undertaken by your Government. 

3· The League's Health Committee and, on its report, the League's Council will learn with 
the greatest interest the nature and the extent of the proposals which will issue from our present 
discussions, and the League, in its turn, wilt have to define the limits and modalities of the projected 
collaboration. 

4· In framing the national programme of its activities, the National Ministry of Health 
fully realised the immense amount of effort required to ensure primary but effective and indispensable 
elements of sanitation at the chief centres of national activity-both urban and rural, to provide 
them with adequate facilities for medical relief, to organise in these places fundamental medico
sanitary institutions, to set up the framework of a devoted, well-trained and efficient public health 
service, and to introduce into the practice of the nation's daily life health habits adapted to the 
national conditions. 

Your Ministry recognised that the attainment of a modern standard of public health is 
dependent as much upon the economic development and the financial re-organisation of the 
country as on the success of the educational effort, and that a general condition of stability is 
a factor of major importance in the work of national reconstruction. No health services, _be 

. they national or international in scope, have responsibility over these factors, some of which 
escape even the control of national Governments. 

s. The Ministry has therefore decided, if I ~m interpreting a~curately ~he trend ?f our 
discussions to concentrate on a few fundamental Issues With the pnmary obJect of forgmg an 
effective a~ with which to carry out its stupendous work in successive stages. This programme 
includes: · 

(a) The formation of an efficient technical headqua~ers staf! fo~ th~ study of essential 
problems of public health in selected areas and for pra~t.Ical application m the field, as well 
as for the training of public health pers~m~el and auxiliary staff; . . . . 

(b) The setting-up of a net~ork of !~dispensable medical and p~bhc ~ealth I~l.S~Itutions 
in two or three areas on a sufficiently Wide scale to serve as a natiOn-Wide trammg-field, 
yet limited in scope to the possibilities of a th?r~mgh and effe~ive realisati?n! ... 

(c) The intensive study, jointly with the Ministry of Educat~on, of ~he eXIstmg facilities 
for medical education and of the programme of_reform forth~ 1mmed~ate tutu~e; . 

(d) The gradual establishment of a National Quarantme and EpidemiC Diseases 
Prevention Service; 

(e) The initiation of control, on a co-operative basis, of cholera and smallpox in the 
Shanghai area. 
6. This programme, to be rendered effective, requires, in your view, a consid~ble effort, 

and it is your hope that its success will gain the confidence of the lea.ders of t~e nation for t~e 
young Chinese Public Health Service. This same confidence, w~Ich constitutes the. solid 
foundation of stability, the Ministry desires t.o ensure o~ an international scale for the proJec.ted 
quarantine service, as well as for ~~e other ~roJected .creat.IOns •. such as the He~ctquarters Techmcal 
Service the extended and stabilised National Epidemic D1seases Prevention Bureau and ~he 
new n~tional hospitals, etc., by a close association and interchange of technical infornmtion 
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and e.xperience with t~e sanitary administrat~ons of other countr!es through the int~rmediary 
of the Leaoaue of Nations, as well as by callmg upon the expenence of the League s Health 
Organisation for the effective realisation of the Ministry's programme. · 

1· The spirit of partnership in which you wis~ t~e ~ubject of collabor~tion approached 
is fully in consonance with the League Health Organ!sat10n s met~o.d~ of working. . The H~alth 
Organisation has insisted on the principle that public health ach~•1bes are essentially natlon~l 
in their character and that, while fundamental problems of public health do not differ, their 
solution must be' adapted to the psychology of each country. It is for the process of this 
adaptation that the pooled experience of other services is ma~e available by t~e ~eague. !he;e 
is therefore reason to believe that your projects of collaboratl?n may be matenal1sed, and 1t Will 
now be convenient to discuss them one by one. 

THE NATIONAL FIELD HEAI.TH SERVICE. 

8. It is my understanding that you propose utilising your technical staff for field studies 
and activities, retaining at the Ministry only such administrative staff as may be needed for 
ensuring liaison with other Ministries and for non-technical, legislative and administrative 
work, etc. . 

The technical staff would be transferred to a national field health service, directed by 
the technical head of the Ministry. 

The activities of such a technical service would not be limited to the Central Station, 
however but would extend to whatever centres the Ministry decided to study or supervise. 

At the headquarters, plans would be made for the study of the most important public 
health problems, such as: 

(a) The fundamentals of community sanitation (most suitable types of wells, 
bath-houses, disinfecting-places, houses, dispensaries, hospitals, etc.); 

(b) Methods of collecting demographic statistics (deaths, births, morbidity, mortality); 
(c) Epidemiological problems; 
(d) Quarantine problems; 
(e) Medical relief, such as health centres for social medicine. 

These studies could be undertaken by the technical staff at health stations located in the 
centres to which the Ministry has decided to limit its activity in the beginning, and these health 
stations would provide experimental areas furnishing the central authorities with the data on 
which to base the future health policy for the country. 

In order to provide the technical staff with the necessary facilities for its work, these health 
stations in the various centres will be linked up with the central station which would have 
divisions corresponding to the various subjects with which it is dealing, such as sanitary 
engineering, epidemiology, epidemic diseases, etc. The technical staff appointed to these 
divisions would be entrusted with the task of supervising the health work in the several 
areas of demonstration, giving expert advice on technical subjects, preparing programmes of 
study in respect of the major health problems mentioned above and, eventually, of training 
the various categories of sanitary personnel 

You have suggested that, for this training and other purposes, the central station might 
itseH consist of various stations, each division having charge of one or more-or, in some cases, 
collaborating in the direction of one or more-such stations. This would provide the technical 
staff with field work located within a reasonable distance for teaching purposes, while at the 
same time it would permit the Ministry to participate practically in the solution of pressing 
health problems which are of national as well as international importance (cholera, smallpox, etc.). 

It is, further, the Ministry's intention to utilise the existing hygienic laboratory and the 
municipal diagnostic laboratory as the laboratory divisions of the central field station, as well 
as to secure the collaboration of the Department of Hygiene of the Central National Medical 
School 

When once fully developed, the central field station would be entrusted with the training 
of health officers, sanitary inspectors, health visitors and a special category of " sanitary 
secretaries", to whom the Medical Officer could confide a major part of administrative office 
routine. The field service would likewise organise courses in public heath for~various types 
of educational and social workers. 

The work of the field service would thus, in many respects, correspond to that of schools 
~A hygiene in various countries. These schools are linked up by the Commission on Education 
m Hygiene and Preventive Medicine of the League's Health Organisation. You desire to profit 
by ~ experience of the Commission for the working out of the programme of the central field 
statlOil. The Government is also anxious to obtain continuous expert advice on the activities 
of some divisions of the field health service by the delegation, for a stated period of time, of 
experts of the Health Organisation. 

. You wish also to recommend for League scholarships certain selected medical officers who 
w11l be given posts of responsibility in the field service. . 
· , From the observations which our Mission was able to make, the creation of purely Chinese 
natuma~ ~~lth a~d medical institutions, involving Chinese technical, administrative and financial · 
rtsp<m.<;dJi}lty, With such foreign advisory collaboration as each case will, in your opinion, 
warrant, L<; one of the greatest needs which confronts you. In the field of national education, 
tbt--re are. nunu,row; outstanding examples of the signal success of such endeavour; of the effective 
~upp<.ITt It can command at the hands of the Government, national and provincial, as well as 
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of the P.u~~c ~ene~osity, and sometimes real munificence which it attracts. We believe none 
of Y<?ur Initiatives 1s m?re ~ort~y ?f wholehearted support than the decision to set up national 
pubhc health and med1cal mstituhons. 
. But an. ~stitution, ~o become a. real sch?ol an~ ~entr~ of stu~y and of action, must acquire 
1ts own tradition of techmcal accomplishment 1f adm1mstrative efficiency and if financial solvency 
is to be assure~. ~his tr3:dition cannot be created unless the staff has a reasonable security 
of tenure! e!'lsurmg 1ts con_tmuance for a sufficient period to permit it to secure results. In view 
of your limit~d ;resources m personnel and financial possibilities, it was a wise precaution which 
you took t~ lim1t t~e number of t~e new institutions to two or three at most (the national field 
health serVIce and 1ts central station, and two new national hospitals). 

To ensure stability, the Ministry intends, I understand to follow the example of great 
educational institutions by endowing the new institutions with the statute of an autonomous 
institut!on under Government control, with a Government grant-in-aid or endowment, and with 
an adVIsory b~ard composed of public-spirited citizens representing the various medical groups 
as well as public effort m educational, social work, professional and trade union associations, etc. 

You conveyed to us. also your plan of obtaining through the Ministry of Finance the assignment 
of funds for th~ establishment and the maintenance of the central field station and, in part, 
for the first National Hospital. 

CREATION OF FIRST HOSPITALS OF NEW TYPE AS A BASE FOR MEDICAL AND SANITARY ACTIVITIES. 

9· (a) First National Hospital. - You informed us that the majority of the hospitals 
of China are under foreign missionary or educational management, and it is not surprising, 
therefore. that only a few Chinese medical officers have had full responsibility in the administration 
of public hospitals. It is therefore the Ministry's intention to promote the building of a 400-bed 
hospital under exclusive Chinese responsibility, in order to provide facilities for medical relief 
for the population of the special municipality, to serve the purpose of clinical teaching, and 
to be utilised in conjunction with the Public Health Department in a manner to be determined 
later on. · 

We cannot but applaud sincerely your decision, and will gladly recommend that the officer 
selected as director of the hospital be given a study scholarship by the League to acquire practical 
experience in hospital administration in two or three selected countries. 

(b) A Provincial Hospital as a Base for Medical Relief and Pteblic Health Activity in a Provi11ce. 
-There is not at present in China, according to the Ministry's information, a properly constituted 
health service, nor adequate provision fo, medical relief in any of the provinces, even the most 
prosperous, and those which have enjoyed the longest term of peace and stability. Active steps 
are, however, being taken by certain progressive provincial and municipal Governments to p10vide 
the population under their care with modem and comprehensive sanitary services and essential 
public health improvements (such as reliable water supplies for capital cities). 

You have selected for our study the Province of Chekiang, with its capital city of Hangchow, 
which lends itself admirably for demonstrating, on a nation-wide scale, the possibilities and 
methods of applying a considered programme of sanitary reconstruction. 

The enlightened Government of the province has a corps of unusually able and energetic 
well-trained and public-spirited chief officials. The Mayor of Hangchow is a sanitary engineer 
who graduated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The province has the requisite 
conditions for economic development, both agricultural and industrial, and its population 
(estimated at some 26 millions) is industrious and prosperous. The capital is but four hours 
distant by rail from Shanghai, ten hours by motor road from Nanking, while hundreds of thousa~ds 
of pilgrims from all parts of China worship annually at its temples, and tens of thousands of tounsts 
are attracted every year by the beauties of its scenery. 

The Provincial Government is proceeding with the application of a general plan of recoll:st~c
tion. It has established a school for the Civil Service (300 students), which is now funchonmg 
normally; it is developing a large Higher Agricult~ral School (soo. students), v.:hose grad~ates 
will serve as instructors throughout the province; 1t co-op~rates With a reconstit_uted Naho~al 
University, led by a group of enthusiastic young workers m the fields of education and soc1al 
study. · · h 

The Mayor is to provide Hangchow with a modem water-supp!y! and has. obtamed, on ~ e 
recommendation of the Provincial Government, the support of the Mnnstry of Fmance for floatm_g 
"Water-Supply Bonds", which, under the circumstanc~s, ~ be bought up by large c~edit 
institutions. The Mayor maintains the streets of the ~1ty m a state of ~emar~abl_e cl~anlmess 
and is anxious to improve and modernise the city hospitals and ?ther sanitary mshtution~. . 

The Government of the province has decided on a vast samtary progranime; the building 
of a 40ocbed general hospital; the training of midwives (two for each " h~ien "), t~e. post-graduate 
training at the Peiping Union Medical College of s~lected groups of .m~dical p~achtioners who are 
to act as health officers in the " hsiens ", the establishment of a provmci<;J pubhc health laborat?ry 
under a German technician, a new leprosarium, an endeavour to organ~se modern school medical 
inspection at Hangchow, an active interest in the development o~ physical culture. The _breadth 
of this programme and the activities already undertaken are evidence of an earnest desire for a 
thorough and systematic reform. . 

The Ministry has decided, therefore, to co-operate with the Govern~ents of the provmc~ ~d 
of the municipality in the fulfilment of their programmes. You b~~ev~ tha~ the provi?Cial 
hospital should be a joint undertaking of the province and of th~ mumcipahty w~th such na.bonal 
support as will be feasible at the proper time. ;Yo~ intend prop?s~g ~hat the hosyital be conside~ed 
as the headquarters and the base of all the pubhc health actiVIty m the provmce. In the new 
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of the Ministry, the first obligation of the authority is to provide sick relief. There is only a 
handful of western-type medical practitioners in the province, and some of these have neither 
had opportunities of proper training, nor are adequate facilities for laboratory diagnosis or institu-
tional treatment now at their disposal. . . · . . . 

Under the circumstances, proper medical ~ehef can b~ ~fforded only by hospitals. and climes 
directed by fully competent doctors, and effiCiently admm1stered. But the population has not 
wt fully developed the habit of utilising the existing institutions. In your view, relief should be 
brought to the homes of the patients; the joint national~provincial hospital should organise an 
efficient social service and establish its own dispensaries in the several urban districts. In two 
or three neighbouring "hsiens ", permanent clinics and travelling dispensaries should be organised 
bv the Hospital and staffed by its personnel, utilising at the same time local medical practitioners 
\\1o would benefit by this association, both by enlarging their knowledge and experience, and, 
materially, by fees for services rendered. You thought that the " hsien " service should only 
e;...-pand gradually as the staff of the hospital acquires experience and corporate tradition, and that 
the hospital should also become a training-school for bedside nurses, for midwives and social 
visitors. . 

In Chekiang Province, the health services are yet to be created. The sanitary authorities have 
hardly anything to administer and their real usefulness lies in the field. You felt they should be 
associated from the outset with the Provincial Hospital; their' office should be situated there, 
and the provincial laboratory should also be located at this hospital. The health officers 
would have to act through health visitors and sanitary inspectors. One of their major preoccupa
tions will be the sanitation of urban and rural districts selected for the first programme of 
application. Thus, in addition to the bureau of the Health Officer, with its demographic and 
epidemiological work and to the provincial laboratory, will need to be added a division of sanitation 
e:."tablished, like these others, in the hospital. The school medical service will use the hospital 
dispensaries and clini~. In the detection and isolation of infectious cases, the hospital information 
service and other facilities will be utilised. The dispensaries and clinics established by the 
hospital will, in fact, be converted into health centres. 

A big provincial health and medical unit so constituted would, in your view, be capable of 
serving for medical teaching, while it will necessitate a high standard for its comprehensive medical 
personnel. 

You have emphasised that, if this endeavour is to succeed, a careful plan should be worked out 
in co-operation with the Centnl Health Authorities. You have asked me, and the provincial 
ani municipal authorities have likewise desired to ascertain, if the League's Health Organisation 
might co-operate in the development of such a project. We have agreed with you to include on 
the list of candidates for special studies abroad to be arranged by the League's Health Organisation 
the Chekiang Provincial Health Officer and one senior officer of the national field health service, 
who will be commissioned by the Ministry for work in Hangchow. We will likewise suggest to the 
Health Committee the advisability of arranging for expert advice of the competent technical 
Commissions and for their guidance in carrying out the programmes and the study of selected 
problems (malaria, intestinal infection, rural sanitation, training of personnel, etc.). 

AssoCIATION WITII THE EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENT. 

ro. The central station of the national field health service, the First National Hospital 
and the Chekiang project constitute in your view, a programme of primary necessity, on which 
the energies of your staff will have, of necessity, largely to be concentrated. 

But the Ministry, being a national institution, and the sanitary needs of China being so 
stupendous, has also to face its larger responsibilities of helping in the general reconstruction of the 
country by promoting the improvement of sanitation. As pointed out already, you believe this 
improvement is bound up with many factors, over which the Ministry has no control, and in face 
of the overwhelming character of the task you feel the need of directing the effort along certain 
strategic lines, and of associating public health activity with a well-organised national movement 
of a cognate character. . · 
. The educational movement appears to be your natural ally. It derives its strength from the 
m~te and widespread desire of your people-however humble their status in.life-to give their 
children the best possible education, and this popular sentiment is based on a cent1,1ries-old tradition. 
The movement is led by a large and increasingly numerous group of singleminded scholars and young 
wor~s who are imbued with a real spirit of service, and already able to point to truly remarkable 
~hievements. This movement has maintained its pace throughout the agitated period of revolu
!Ion_ and post-revolutionary adaptation, and has succeeded in securing stability for its varied 
mst1t~ions by the universal acknowledgement of its accomplishments, while following the lead 
and drrections of the National Government. It has received financial support from proper national 
SQUrces, while maintaining its international relationships. 

The primary purpose is to create a new mentality in the coming generation. If this fails, 
you feel you will not succeed. If it succeeds, as everything leads to believe it will, you are 
confident that public health will benefit in the measure of the closeness of the association. 

You have decided, therefore, that, in planning new "Health Demonstrations" and in helping 
to set up new health centres, you will establish them at normal schools, at training colleges !or 
e!•mlell~-school h.-achers, at agricultural colleges, in conJunction with the Del(artment of 
Educatwn, rA the sevt-ral national universities, and in association with the field cxpenments, such 
a.~ the }lass Education Movement. 
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You are doubtful o_f the value ?~courses in health education given to teachers and adolescents 
who ~ave no ?PJ?Ortumt~ ~f pr~ctJsmg the precepts taught to them in the course of their every
day hfe, and rt rs the Mimstry s hope that the health centres and demonstrations will provide 
fields fo~ this real experience, indispensable for those who are to be the educators of masses of the 
populatiOn less ~ble than ~hemselves to ~~~ the significance of public health education. 

You have d~scusse~ wrth us the .possrbihtres of a useful collaboration with the League in this 
field. Your proJects will evolve as time goes on. We could train abroad health officers to take 
c~arge of the more important of these educational demonstrations. We might, in collaboration 
wrth other organs of the League, give similar facilities to some of the teachers and educationalists 
particularly interested in health work as a means in general reconstruction schemes. These two 
t~pes of sc~olarships may be consi~ere~ for next year's programme while the Health Organisation 
~sc!lss~s wrth ~he competent Orgamsahons of the League how best to supply the several educational 
mshtuhons wrth adequate and systematic information on analogous activities elsewhere in the 
world.. The question of ~hysi~al education for school-children may be brought before the Health . 
Commrttee by Dr. Tsu Mm YI, whose collaboration we will gladly invite in this field of study of 
the League's Health Committee. 

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND A PosT-GRADUATE MEDICAL COLLEGE AT SHANGHAI. 

II. In the several schemes here discussed, medical education was mentioned as one of 
your major preoccupations. With but a few thousand practitioners of modern medicine for the 
whole of your immense country, and a majority of them graduates of schools of an inadequate 
standard, the difficulty felt by the Ministry in advising on methods of safeguarding public health 
is a very real one. The Ministry is vitally interested in the rapid improvement of the standard 
of the present medical practice. It is no less anxious to see a steadily increasing supply of properly 
tra!ned young doctors being made available for any system of medical relief in China which 
ultlffiately emerges from the present and future studies and consultations. 

You intend collaborating with the Ministry of Education by delegating your representatives 
to a Commission on Medical Training, composed, in addition to the representatives of the 
Ministries, of delegates of premier National Medical Colleges, of delegates of Medical Associations, 
and of expert educationalists. In conversation with the Minister of Education, we informed him 
that similar National Commissions have been constituted abroad, as the question of the reform 
of medical training is being considered in a number of countries. I understand it to be the desire 
of the Government to obtain for the Chinese National Commission all available information on 
the progress of work of the several National Commissions, and, for this purpose, the Government 
may propose asking the Health Committee for the collaboration of its Commission on Education 
in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, which may delegate an expert for several months to China 
to work in conjunction with your National Commission. The Advisory Board of the Singapore 
Bureau will discuss, at its session in February 1930, the advisability of collecting information 
on medical education ill the area of the Bureau's activities, and this information, when collected, 
will be made available for your Commission. . 

The improvement of the practice of medicine as exercised at present in China may, in your 
opinion, best be effected by utilising at a great centre such as Shanghai as many as possible ?f 
the existing hospitals, both foreign and Chinese, for the provision of post-graduate courses m 
general medicine and in special clinical subjects. As such courses are held in most of the important 
university cities of the world, we will gladly provide you with full relevant information. 

You would propose the organisation of two or three types of courses. First " refresher " 
courses in special subjects such as clinical, laboratory and bacteriological diagnosis, midwifery, 
pediatrics, surgery, ophthalmology, ear, nose and throat work, radiology, etc. 

Secondly, general courses covering the entire field of clinical medicine, with sue~ additiona! 
pre-clinical subjects as may be found necessary, and divided, perhaps, into three and nme months 
courses, according to the training of the medical practitioner taking the course. 

There would be, in your view, no need to organise a special medical school if the attempt 
at federating the existing institutions and those to be created proves successful. It would sufi?.ce 
to have a headquarters office, with a central medical library, study and conference rooms, which 
may be combined with those of the Medical .Associations. . . 

A Committee constituted on the same lmes as that of the Comm1ss10n on the reform of 
Medical Education would make arrangements with existing institutions to draw up the programme 
of the courses. This Commission would comprise the leaders of the best medical schools, and _YOU· 
feel strongly that it should decide on the Chinese language as the medium of teaching. To achieve 
this object, the courses at the foreign hospitals woul~ have t? be ~ve~ by the ~hinese memb.ers 
on their medical staff. This method would also avoid the difficulties inherent m the formation 
of a multi-national Faculty and of an inter-institutional representation. . 

The candidates for these courses would probably fall into two or three categones: 

(a) Medical men in practice eag~r· for "refresher " courses which could be attended 
without interfering with their professronal work; . 

(b) Medical practitioners graduated ~rom low~r-grade schools, who would denve ~~ 
immediate pecuniary benefit fr?m the certrficat.e .delivered at the end of t~e ~eneral course. 

(c) Medical officers of varrous State, mumcrpal and voluntary orgamsahons delegated 
or seconded to attend any of the three types of courses. · 

A system of scholarshi_ps migh~ be devised for young medical men without established 
practices, who are unable, wrthout ard, to follow the longer courses. 



Should the Shanghai Post-Graduate Medical College prove successful, it would serve more 
than one purpose .. In addition to raising the standard of medical practice, it would serve to bring 
together in an atmosphere of common work the various medical groups. It would represent a 
serious effort at introducing the Chinese .J.anguage as a medium of teaching and contribute to the 
publication of medical handbooks and monographs in Chinese. Finally, it would allow of selecting 
from among the students outstandi~g men of mature. judgme!'lt and l~rge ~xp7riex;ce, who OJ?lY 
need additional knowled.,"'e and contmuous contact Wlth a senous medtcal mshtutton to qualify 
as teachers at the existing medical schools or at those to be established. 

I understand the Ministry would be glad if one of the medical officers entrusted with organising 
post-graduate medical training could be included in the list of candidates for the League of 
Nations Health Committee's scholarships. -

THE CONTROL OF EPIDEMICS. 

12. You have asked the League's Health Mission to consider in particular the steps to be 
taken in establishing a national quarantine service, and iii the control of cholera and smallpox in 
Shanghai. 

(a) The Port Quarantine Service. 

With respect to the port quarantine services, I understand that the National Government 
has decided that these should be reorganised, modernised and brought under a central technical 
control which would act as a division of the Ministry of Health. It is the Government's purpose, 
however, to undertake this work by stages, so that every change effected will be a demonstrable 
improvement over the present procedure. In your opinion, it is necessary to continue a very 
careful and thorough study of the principal Chinese ports, and for this purpose, at your request, 
a medical officer from the League's Health Section, experienced in port health work and familiar 
with national as well as international requirements of port health procedure, will complete the 
survey commenced already by us. . . 

The Goverument has also decided, as a first step, to take over the port of Shanghai in the 
summer of 1930 in order to bring about improvements in the present port health work, which 
suffers from a lack of personnel, equipment and financial support, as well as to provide training 
facilities for the medical officers to be assigned to other ports in the future. It is also your hope 
that other ports will follow, so that in two years all ports will be provided with a modern and 
efficient quarantine service. 

In your desire to establish a system of port health work which will not continue obsolete 
practices and institutions, while at the same time playing as effective a part as possible in the 
prevention of epidemic diseases, you have expressed the wish to share fully in the study of port 
health procedure which the Health Organisation will carry out in connection with an interchange 
of port health officers in the Far East to be held in 1930. The study of Chinese ports mentioned 
above will constitute a necessary preliminary to the preparation of this interchange, for which 
the Ministry will nominate one or more Chinese medical officers assigned to port health work. 

In addition, you have asked me, and I have agreed, to provide facilities for the training of two 
or ~ee medical officers who will be appointed to important posts in the new port quarantine 
servtces. 

In view of the fact that the shipping interests involved are of many nationalities, you 
considered that it would be advisable that there should be consultation and collaboration with the 
Transit Organisation of the League, as well as with the Health Organisation. 

It is therefore your intention to request that the Health Committee of the League, in 
collaboration with its Transit Organisation, should draw up a complete scheme for consideration 
of the Ministry. 

You have invited the collaboration of the Health Organisation of the Leagu!'l in the 
establishment of a national quarantine service, because you realised that through this Organisation 
it w~uld secure the benefit of the expert knowledge and experience possessed by the health 
administrations of the leading maritime countries. In the Government's view, the collaboration 
of the Health and Transit Organisations of the League will be a source of strength, not only in the 
organisatiou, but also in the initial functioning of the new quarantine services, for it will ensure 
a friendly spirit of reciprocity and helpful mutual confidence, which will overcome the difficulties 
inherent in the launching of such a scheme. 

CHOLERA AND SMALLPOX AT SHANGHAI. 

. 13. The continued prevalence of cholera in Shanghai during the last 25 years (on 15 occasions 
m 2? years) is a serious preoccupation of the sanitary administrations of various countries, 
particularly since 1919, when cholera broke out in every year except 1924 and 1928 (six cases only 
reported from the International Settlement). 

The area of Shanghai has also a worldwtde reputation as a danger centre in regard to smallpox. 
The Ministry of Health is anxious that energetic measures for the control of cholera 

and ~mallpox be taken next year throughout the area, and it desires to initiate a programme of 
ddimte collflboration in this respect between the Health Department of the Special Municipality 
of Shangha1 and the Health Departments of the International Settlements. 

The Jlle!ISU!es are to include preventive vaccinations on a very large scale, the control and 
supply of dnnkmg-water, and an agreement regarding facilities for the isolation and treatment of 
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case~. The qu~s~ion of th~ wate; traffic and of the floating population in Soochow Creek and of the 
medica~ supervisiOn of a.ll mco~mg and ~oasting sea traffic by a port quarantine system is also to 
be.considered, repres~ntmg as 1t does a vital element of the problem. 

We have ascertamed that the health departments concerned are anxious in principle for such 
a collaboration:. The question is forming the object of study by your officers and of conversations 
on our part, ·and I ~ope to ·col?municate with you further in regard to the plan of 
eme~g~n~y measures which yo:u desrred us to study. I am asking Mr. K. Stouman, the Chief 
Statistician of the Health Section, who is at present on special mission at the Singapore Bureau 
to come to Shanghai and to study, in association with the Chinese and Foreign Health Services th~ 
epidemiology of cholera and smallpox in recent years. ' 

14. It may be convenient at this stage to restate the questions which the Government would 
propose may form the subject ol collaboration with the Leagne: 

I. The Quarantine Survey. 

(a) A general study by the Health Committee in conjunction with the Transit Organisation 
of the League. 

(b) A detailed survey by a Health Section expert of all the ports at which the Ministry 
intends to take over the quarantine services during the next two years. 

· (c) The participation of Chinese officers in the study of the port health procedure in the 
Far East by a group of quarantine officers invited by the League, and under the leadership of an 
expert of the Health Section. 

(d) The training by the Health Section in 1930, at appropriate quarantine stations, of two 
or three health officers selected for responsible posts in the new service. 

(e) The presentation of the scheme to the Ministry in the course of 1930. 

II. The National Field HeaUh Service (Central Field Station). 

(a) The preparation of a detailed plan of the new institution (with respect to its programme 
of work, organisation and functions). 

(b) The co-ordination of its activities with those of the existing schools and institutions 
of public health here and abroad. (One method of utilising such co-ordination would be the 
consideration by the League's Commission on Education in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine 
of an annual report from the Institute.) 

(c) Expert assistance in the direction of selected divisions of the institution for a stated 
period of time. 

(d) The granting of special study scholarships to one or two officers, to whom responsible 
field studies will be entrusted in the application of the Ministry's fundamental projects. 

III. The New National Hospitals. 

(a) The supply of relevant information and technical assistance in planning the institutions. 
(b) The granting of a study scholarship for the officer designated as Medical Superintendent 

of the First National Hospital. · 

IV. The Demonstrations at the Educational Centres and in the Province of Chekiang. 

(a) The collaboration of technical Commissions of the Health Organisation in certain spe~ial 
activities by the supply of information, by aid in planning, and, eventually, by the delegation 
of expert members for a limited period of time (e.g., malaria). 

(b) The granting of special study fellowships to the Chekiang· Provincial Health Officer 
and to the Special Commissioner of the Ministry in preparation of the scheme. . 

(c) The granting of a study fellowship to a senior officer selected for the demonstration 
at the educational centre. 

(d) The studies abroad of educationists designated for health work. 

V. Medical Education. 
(a) Furnishing special memoranda· on the progress of studies of the several National 

Commissions in medical reform. 
(b) The delegation of an expert to participate for a limited period of time in the study of 

the Chinese Commission on Medical Education. 
(c) The supply of special memoranda on post-graduate training and post-graduate colleges 

abroad. . 
(d) The studies abroad, under the auspices of the League of the officer selected to organ1se 

the Post-Graduate Medical College. 

VI. Epidemic Diseases Control. 
(a) The co-ordination of the joint effort for the control of cholera and smallpox in the 

Shanghai area. . . h · d N · al E ·d · (b) The facilities for training of selected technicians for t e reorgamse atwn p1 em1c 
Diseases Prevention Bureau. 

The collabor~tion projected on the above lines is _in your .b~ef to assist the. Mi!listry in ~he 
building-up of fundamental national institutions and m orgamsmg areas of apphcatwn at wh1ch 
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to train officers of the national field health service and of the future quarantine and epidemic 
prevention service. . . . . . .. 

You were good enough to suggest that I should VISit China penodically, and recogmsmg 
that, when accepted by the competent League authorities, this programme will entail a continuous 
t"ffort on the part of _the Health Section, you enquired .~f it would be _possible to arrange fo_r a 
prolon,"ed stay in Chma, preferably at the central stahon of the national field health sefV!ce, 
of one of our colle<1t,oues of the League's Health Organisation in a technical advisory capacity. 

I feel sure that, if his functions be so clearly limited, the Health Committee will have no 
hesitation in recommending to the Council of the League of Nations the approval of such an 
arran,aement, particularly as you have decided that your programme, as outlined above, is to be 
carried out slowly and methodically, stage by stage, so that your staff may concentrate its work 
on the development of one item before another is taken up. • · 

Nor will the Health Committee feel any hesitancy, I am sure, in adopting a plan of collaboration 
which you have decided, after mature reflection, to limit to the few proposals mentioned above. 

IS. The Health Committee will discuss your proposals at a special session at the beginning 
of March I9JO. I had the honour of extending to you an invitation to represent the Ministry 
on this occasion. 

May I express the hope that, in the new Health Committee which will be appointed by the 
League's Council in May I9JO, we may have your permanent participation ? . 

I understand that the Government has appointed Dr. Wu Lien Teh, the Director and Chief 
Medical Officer of the Manchurian Plague Prevention Service, to be the permanent delegate 
to the Advisory Board of the Eastern Bureau of the League of Nations Health Organisation. 

I hope also that Dr. F. C. Yen, the Dean of the Central University Medical College, may be 
associated with the studies of the Commission on Education in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine; 
Dr. Robert Lim, .Professor of Physiology at the Peiping Union Medical College and President 
of the National Medical Association, with the work of the Health Committee on vitamins and 
cognate su)ljects; Dr. Tsu Min Yi, Memoer of the Central Executive Committee, with the studies 
on Physical Education, and Dr. Shisan C. Fang, former Director of the National Epidemic Diseases 
Prevention Bureau, with the work of the Commission on Social Medicine. 

Finally, I am glad to inform you that the Secretary-General of the League of Nations has, 
on my recommendation, appoi!lted Dr. Tsefang F. Huang as member of the Health Section 
of the Secretariat. 

(Signed) L. RAJCHMAN. 

Annex 2. 

REQUIREMENTS LAID DOWN BY THE COUNCIL ON MEDICAL EDUCATION OF THE 
CHINA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION FOR REGISTRATION IN THE ASSOCIATION AS 
At~ " APPROVED MEDICAL SCHOOL " IN CHINA. 

EXTRACT FROM " CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION IN CHINA " •. 

(A study for the yea' I925-26, by EaYl HeYbeYt Cyessy; Bulletin No. 20, I928, 
published by China Christian Educational Association, Shanghai.) 

I. EntYance Standards; 

Admission from a recognised middle school or its equivalent, followed by thorough instruction 
in the pre-medical sciences, either (I) as included in the minimum two years' pre-medical courses 
provided by approved arts colleges in China; or (2) as evidenced by exaniination (written and 
practical) covering, in general, the same ground. · 

Chemistry. - Four semesters' work (two academic years) in general inorganic chemistry, 
qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis and organic chemistry, of which not less than one-half 
should be devoted to individnallaboratory work. · 

Physics.- At least three semesters' work (one academic year and a-half), of which not less 
than one-hall should be devoted to individual laboratory work. 

Biology.- At least three semesters' work (one academic year and a-half), of which not less 
than one-half should be devoted to individual laboratory work. 

2. Medical Course; 

A five-years' course, of which the last year may be devoted to clinical or laboratory work; 
the fo'!r: years to consist of four sessions of not less than 32 weeks each, in four calendar years, 
~pns1ng a total of not less than 3,6oo hours devoted to professional subjects, and divided 
mto I,8oo hours devoted to pre-clinical subjects and I,8oo hours devoted to clinical subjects. 

J. Faculty: 

(a) Anatomy, physiology, physiological chemistry, bacteriology, pathologY,, and pharmacology 
would be _under the charge of instructors who have had specialised training and experience in 
th£.-se subjects, and, except in the case of pharmacology, to be under the charge of full-time 
teachers. 
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(b) A full-time Faculty of 15, where part-time expert service is not available orofro where 
such part-time expert service is available. ' 

4· Laboratory Facilities: 

Laboratories adequately equipped for the individual teaching of students in anatomy 
histology, embryology, physiology, physiological chemistry, bacteriology, pathology, pharmacology 
and clinical diagnosis. 

5. Human Dissection: 

Each student to dissect at least half a human cadaver. 

6. Clinical Facilities: 

(a) Hospital, or hospitals, under the control of the school, with 150 beds and one or more 
daily dispensaries. 

(b) Each student to be present at not less than six maternity cases. 
(c) Each student to be present at not less than twelve autopsies. 

7. Other -Teaching Facilities: 

(a) A working medical library containing modern text books and reference books and 
receiving, every year, at least twenty-five volumes of different medical periodicals published 
annually. · 

(b) A working medical museum, with anatomical, embryological, pathological and other 
specimens, duly prepared, labelled and indexed. 

· (c) Opportunities for experimental laboratory work. 
(d) A sufficient supply of auxiliary apparatus such as manikins, stereopticon X-ray 

apparatus, etc. 

Annex 3. 

ITINERARY. 

1929 Shanghai November 25th. 
Left Geneva October 2nd. Tientsin . .. 29th. 
Cherbourg . .. 4th. Peiping . December 1st. 
New York. .. roth. Shanghai .. 14th. 
Vancouver . .. 16th. 1930 
Yokohama. .. 28th. Hong-Kong January 3rd. 
Tokio .. 28th. Singapore .. 8th. 
Kyoto. . .. 31st. Penang .. 12th. 
Moji. . November 7th. Colombo . 14th. 
Nagasaki .. 8th. Bombay . 17th. 
Shanghai 9th. 

.. .. Aden 22nd. 
Nanking. 12th. .. .. Suez 26th. 
Wusih. I 4th. .. .. Port Said 2Jth . 
Shanghai I 4th. .. .. 

Marseilles 31St. Hangchow . 21St. .. .. 
Geneva 31st. West Lakes .. 23rd. . .. 

DR. BOUDREAU'S ITINERARY NOVEMBER 27TH, 1929, TO JANUARY 4TH, 1930. 

1929 1929 

Shanghai November 27th. Peiping . December 4th. 

Tsingtao . .. 28th. Shanghai .. I 4th. 

Dairen· .. 29th. Amoy. .. 29th. 

Port Arthur .. 30th. Canton . .. 31st. 

Mukden December rst. 
An tung .. 2nd. 1930 

3rd. Hong-Kong January 2nd. Mukden .. . . . . 
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

HEALTH ORGANISATION 

.. 
APPLICATION OF ARTICLES 8 AND 10 

OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION 

Signed at Geneva on February 19th, 1925. 
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I. 

. In accordance with the procedure laid down by Article 8 of the Geneva International Opium 
Convention, the Health Committee, after having taken the opinion of the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique and examined the lists submitted by the Governments of France, the German 
Reich, India, Roumania, Bulgari~. the Irish Free State, Poland and Great Britain, adopted, 
during its extraordinary session of March 1929, the foll.owing resolution: 

" The Health Committee adopts all the conclu.sions of the Report of the Office inter
national d'Hygiene publique, on the application of Article 8 of the Opium Convention 
signed at Geneva on February 19th, 1925, to the preparations proposed by the Governments 
of British India, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Great Britain, the Irish Free State, Poland 
and· Roumania, as they appear in document C. H. 843." 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION 
SIGNED AT GENEVA .ON FEBRUARY 19th, 1925. 

PREPARATIONS EXEMPTED FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THE GENEVA OPIUM CONVENTION 
BY APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THAT CONVENTION AND BY DECISION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE 

OF MARCH 8th, 1930. 

State 

France: 

German Reich: 

India: 

Preparation 

Emplastrum opii. 

Pulvis ipecacuanhce opiattis ( Pulvis 
Doveri P.I.) and all other prepara
tions of opium or drugs with a 
content of not less than 10 per cent 
of ipecacuanha root. 

Dover's powder (Pulvis Ipecacuanhce 
Compositus, compound powder of 
ipecacuanha). 

UnguetltUII! Gallce cum Opio (gall 
and opium ointment). 

Composition or Pharmacopreia 

Extract of opium . . . . . 25 gr. 
Refined elemi. . . . . . . 25 gr. 
Diachylon plaster with gum. so gr. 

Deutsches A rzneibuch, 6. 

Ipecacuanha root, in powder. 10 gr. 
Opium, in powder. . . . . 10 gr. 
Potassium sulphate, in pow-

der . . . . . . . . . . So gr. 
British Pharmacopceia, 1914. 

Gall ointment. . . . . . . 92.5 gr. 
Opium, in powder. . . . . 7·5 gr. 
British Pharmacopceia, 1914. 

S.d.N. 1.290 (F.) 1.215 (A.) 3130. Imp. Kundig. Series of Lea~ue of Nations Publications 
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Preparation 

P11lt•is Doveri (Pulvis Opii et Ipeca
cuanha! Com.). 

Ptllvis Dot•eri. 

Pt~lvis Ipecm;ttanii<B Compositus (com
pound powder of ipecacuanha, 
synonym: Dover's powder). 

Pi/Ilia I pecac~~anii<B cum Scilla (Pill 
of Ipecacuanha with _Squill). 

Pulvis Kino CompositrtS (compound 
powder of kino). 

Ungtumtum Galles cum Opio (gall and 
opium ointment). 

Emplastrum Opii. 

MiXtures of Dover's powder with 
mercury and chalk, aspirin, phe
nacetin, quinine and its salts, and 
sodium bicarbonate. 

Linimentum opii and Linimentum 
opii ammon., if mixed with any 
other British Phannacopreia or 
British Pharmaceutical Codex lini
ment. 

Ung. Galles c. opio. 
· Ung. Galles Co. and _ 
Emp. opii, if mixed with other 

ointments and plasters contained 
in the British Phannacopreia or 
British Pharmaceutical Codex. 

II. 

Composition or Pharmacopwia 

Radix I peca. Pi•lv.. . I gr. 
· Pulvis Opii. . . . . • : ·. · I gr. 
Sacchar. Lac tis . . . . : . . 8 gr. 

Radix I pecac~~anhee pulverata I gr. 
Opium pulveratum (Io% 
Morph.) . . . . . . ; . .I gr. 

Kalium Sulphuricum pulve-
ratum • . • . . . . • • 8 gr. 

Ipecacuanha root, in powder 
Opium, in powder. . . · . . 
Potassium sulphate, in pow-

der · . . . . . . . · . 

Compound powder of ipe-

IO gr. 
IO gr. 

So gr. 

cacuanha . ; . . . . . so gr. 
Squill, in powder . . . . . IO gr. 
Ammoniacum, in powder IO gr. 
Syrup of glucose a sufficient 

quantity. 

Kino, in powder ... • 7S gr. 
Opium, in powder. . . . S gr. 
Cinnamon bark, in powder . 20 gr. 

Gall ointment . . . g2.s gr. 
Opium, in powder 7-S gr. 

Elemi ....... 
· Terebinthint8 communis 

Ceree flavee . • . . 
Olibani pulveratee .. 
Benzoes pulveratee . 
Opii pulvera#. . . · 
Balsami peruviani. 

British Pharmacopreia. 
British Pharmaceutical Codex. 

British Pharmacopreia. 
British Pharmaceutical Codex. 
British Pharmacopreia, I8g8. 

8 gr. 
IS gr. 
s gr. 
8 gr. 
4 gr. 
2 gr. 
I gr. 

In accordance with the procedure laid down by Article Io of the Geneva International Opium 
Convention, the Health Oommittee, after having taken the opinion of the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique, adopted, at its extraordinary session of March I930, the following resolution: 

" The Health Committee, 
"Considers that preparations which contain esters of morphine, di-hydro-oxycodeinone, 

di-hydro-codeinone (dicodide), di-hydro-morphinone (dilaudide) should be treated in the 
sa_me manner as those which contain diacetylmorphine, that is to say, they should come 
Within the scope of the Convention, whatever the percentage of narcotic substances contained 
~k . . 

" It aL-;0 considers that all salts of these substances should come within the scope of 
the Convention ar..cording to the provisions of Article ro of the said Convention. " · 
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FIRST MEETING 

Held o1t Wednesday, March 5th, 1930, at 4.30 p.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

437. Opening of the .Session. 

The President declared open the fifteenth session of the Health Committee. He expressed 
regret at.!he absence of several members of the Committee, namely: Professor Araoz Alfaro, 
Dr. Carnere, Professor Ch.agas, S~rgeon-General H. S. Cumming, Dr. Cumpston, General 
J. D. Graham, ~rofessor Ahce Hamilton, Professor Nagayo, Dr. Raynaud, and Dr. Tsurumi. 

. Dr. Abt, Duector of the Office international d'Hygi!me publique, also apologised for 
h1s absence. . 

The Pre~ident w~s glad, however, to welcome on behalf of the Committee: His Excellency 
Dr. Wo.o Ka1seng, Director of th_e Permane~t Office of the Chinese Delegation to the League 
of Nations, who was· representmg the Chmese Government, and Dr. L. C. Yen Director 
of Medical_Administration _Bureau of the Ministry of Public Health at Nanking,' who was 
accompanymg Dr. Woo Ka1seng. He welcomed also Dr. Norman White, Professor Miyajima 
Professor Sydenstricker and Professor J. B. Grant. ' 

438. Adoption of the Agenda of the Session. 

The PRESIDENT observed that the principal question on the agenda was the report by the 
Medical Direct?r on his study tour in China, on which he had been accompanied by Dr. 
Boudreau. This was the first question which the Committee would examine. The other items 
consisted rather of a progress report concerning the work of the Section and would be examined 
later. Questions concerned with the work of the Opium Commission would be postponed 
until Dr. Carriere arrived on March 7th. 

Everyone who had read the Medical Director's report would certainly have been impressed 
by the fact that it had been possible in so short a visit to collect, in connection with the great 
problem of the health organisation of China, so complete a body of information, which made 
it possible to trace the main outlines of the programme of work. The President wished, on 
behalf of the Committee, sincerely to congratulate Dr. Rajchman and Dr. Boudreau on 
the way in which they had carried out their mission. It would, he thought, be the starting
point of a task which would be of equal value to the Health Organisation and to the great 
Chinese Republic. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN proposed that the Committee should adopt the following programme 
of work : Thursday, morning meeting; discussion of the report on the mission to China and 
the examination of special questions, such as the request of the Bulgarian Government concern
ing the campaign against endemic syphilis in certain parts of Bulgaria, the programme of 
interchanges for 1930, etc ; Friday, examination of questions affecting the Opium Commission 
and miscellaneous questions. · 

An afternoon meeting might be devoted to the examination, by a Sub-Committee, of 
the scheme for the reorganisation of the Quarantine Services in China. He further suggested 
that one or two afternoons might- be reserved for certain statements-in particular, that of 
Dr. Norman White on the Athens centre, that' of Dr. Ciuca on malaria in India, that of 
Dr. Mackenzie on Bulgaria, and that of Dr. Sydenstricker on the programme of studies relating 
to morbidity carried out in the United States under his direction during the past few years. 
The Medical Director hoped that it might be possible to finish the session on Saturday. 

· The Committee adopted the Agenda (Annex I) and the proposed programme of work. 

439. Absence of Dr. ,J, Heng Liu from the Session. 

The PRESIDENT read a telegram from Dr. Heng Liu, Chinese Minister for Health, regretting 
that he was unable to attend the Committee's session, as he had hoped to do. 

440. Collaboration between the League of Nations and the Chinsse Government as regards 
Health Matters: Statement by the Medical Director regarding the Mission to China. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN regretted that it had been impossi~le to give in the report as exact .a!l 
idea of the Chinese problem as the authors would. have liked. The reason was that the VISit 
which Dr. Boudreau and himself had made to Chma had lasted only t\~o months. They had 
visited the various districts indicated by the Minister for Health as bemg the most charac
teristic and the most suitable for collecting the data required for forming a judgment of the 
Chinese Government's proposals. A two mon.ths' tour in China was quite in~dequ~te to give 
an exact idea of the immensity of the undertakmg. He must therefore excuse h1mself m advance 
for the imperfections in the account. . . . 

As the report had been distributed, he w_ould ~onfine h1mself to giVIng a few general 
dinications with the object of facilitating the discussion. 
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The question which had been posed when Dr. R?-jchm~n and Dr. Boudreau had gone 
to China was as follows : How far could the collaboration whtch the League was able to offer 
the Chinese Government at the present time effect any apprecia~le improvement in the healt? 
situation of China ? That was a question which concerned the Chmese Government, the Council 
of the League and the Health Committee· simultaneously. . . · . . 

After a few weeks it had been possible both for the Mmtster for Health and bkewtse 
for Dr. Rajchman and Dr. B~udrea:u to give a reply to _this question. It ~as obvious that the 
co-operation of the League With Ch_ma, ~owever ~flicac.IO~S, woul~ not b_nng about any appre
ciable improvement in the health sttuahon of Chma Wlthm a penod whtch could be measured 
at the present moment. That rep!~ was a~solutely defi~ite. It might appear pessim~stic, 
but it constituted the only sound basts of frmtful co-operation between the Health Committee 
and the Chinese Government. · . · 

It must be remembered that the health situation of a country depended to a large extent 
on its economic development, its financial position and its political stability. Even the most 
energetic of health administrations would probably find itself quite unable to do effective 
work, unless certain conditions were fulfilled. The deduction, therefore, was that the health 
reorganisation of China must be achieved concomitantly with the economic revival of the country. 
This fact must be borne in mind in contemplating the problem. It was for that reason that, 
in the opinion of the Nanking Government, the health question was viewed in the first place in 
the light of tile general reconstruction of the country. That was the reason for the request 
made by the Chinese Government to the League and for the financial sacrifices which it had 
incurred, and which had been shouldered in the firm conviction, shared by all responsible· 
members of the present Government, that this should be one of the first step3 on the 
modernisation of China. 

If it could not be hoped that the health reorganisation of China could be effected within 
a brief period of time, there was, nevertheless, reason to hope that important and fruitful 
results might be obtained fairly quickly. The letter from the Minister for Health contained 
a clear indication on this point. It brought out the possibility of achieving within a relatively 
short time reforms which would be valuable both to China and other countries. · 

The general conditions in the country had been summarised in the report, and the Medical 
Director would confine himself to adding a few observations. 

It must be remembered that China was less an ordinary country than a continent, and 
that the differences between the provinces in the Empire were as great as those which might 
exist between two far-distant countries in Europe. In considering the problem of the 
reorganisation of China, it was, therefore, impossible to speak of the country but only of certain 
parts of the country. 

China, which was a vast country, had a huge population, but the population was concen
trated on the seaboard. For this reason, China might be regarded as a country in which certain 
provinces had a preponderating influence on the development of the nation as a whole, and 
what could be achieved in a relatively small district would have a direct effect, since it was 
precisely this part of the country which was of most account. The figures for the population 
given in the report were those obtained from the 1910 census. Even on the seaboard, where 
the population was concentrated, there were noteworthy differences between the various 
districts. 

In order to facilitate the comprehension of the report, the Medical Director would venture 
to make certain observations on the system of government in China, and first to give a reply 
to a fundamental question. He had been asked with which Chinese Government he had dealt. 
The reply to this question was simple. He had dealt with the Chinese Government, for there 
was only one central Government in China, the Government at Nanking. 

Moreover, although China was a country where alarmist rumours had a wide circulation 
and obtained a very large measure of credence, and where false reports and the most extreme 
criticism of the Government's action was spread abroad without the Government being able 
to take effective action, it was none the less true that when the mission was in China the 
Nanki~g Government was recognised as the only true Government of the Chinese Republic. 

\Y1th regard to administrative and governmental functions in China, Dr. Rajchman 
explamed that the Republican organisation which had been in existence for some twenty years 
could not be compared with the political organisation of a centralised country. On the 
cont.rary, the Government was very decentralised in form from the administrative point 
of "';ew, except as regarded the effective exercise of functions of national importance. When, 
for Instance, the Central Government negotiated with foreign Powers, it was invariably 
reg?-rded. as the Chinese National Government by all the provinces, even ·by those parties 
whiCh m~ght pe opposed to it or possibly even in open rebellion against it. In the settlement 
of any_ q~10n co~cern.ing communications, it was the natural thing in all parts of China 
to fall m With the dtrechons of the National Government. Finally, the Nanking Government 
had ~trol ov_er the Customs administration and, to a great extent, over the yield of 
taxation. In !hiS matter the authority of the Government was steadily growing, the methods 
of tax collectiOn, however, differed appreciably from those used in modern countries. 

~t was, however, in the technical domain that the Government's authority was most 
defimtely_growing. No province would think of opening a secondary school or technical 
college Without first obtaining the permission and directions of the Central Government ; 
that was .t~ say, the Minister for Education. In health matter~. also, the directions and advice 
~A th<:: llmL<;tf:TS were followed, ancl the Government was eve-n expected to take the initiative 
Jty,Jf, . 

. Were the ~over!'m<-"!'t, however, to insist too much on the adoption of certain adminis
tratJw: n.gulatJtm~, 1t m1ght meet with a rever5e. The province~ enjoyed a large measure 
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of autono~y, subje.ct !o the eff~ctive contr~l of the Governor, who was the President of a more 
or les; achve Provmc1al Council. In the b1g communities, the municipalities and the mayors 
exercised complete control over the entire business of the municipality. 

!"or the transaction, however,. o.f mu~h public business, the provincial administration 
requ.Ir~d t~e se~l of the central admr~nstrahon, and there were well-established administrative 
trad1hons m thi~ ~atte!· The I_n~penal seal was now in the possession of the Nanking Govern
ment, an~ admm1s~r~hve trad~hon demanded t~at application should be made to Nanking 
for all busmess requmng the fixmg of the seal. Th1s explained in part the military and political 
attacks made on Nanking. 

The Central Govern~ent was· a somewhat complicated organisation. In China, there 
were not three powers as m Europ~an countries, the legislative, the executive and the judicial, 
but five powers, the three first bemg completed by the examining power and the supervisory 
pow~~· There wer~, .therefore, five Yuans or Councils-the Legislative, the Executive, the 
Judicial, the Exammmg an~ the Supervisory. The administrative power of the country was 
m the hands of the Executive Yuan, and the Ministries were subordinate to it, constituting 
Departments of State. There was also a Grand Council of State the members of which were 
nominated by the Central Executive Committee, and included, 'amongst others, the Chid of 
the Government, the Presidents of the five Yuans and the Ministers, etc. The Ministers, 
together with a certain number of other dignitaries, were members of the Executive Council 
or Yuan, but the Ministers were in the majority. Dr. Rajchman hoped that this very 
general survey would indicate the position of the Ministry for Health in the Chinese 
governmental machine. 

· The Central Executive Committee, which was elected by the Party Congress, constituted 
the supreme .organ in the country. The delegates to the Congress were elected by the local 
par~y committees. The Central Executive Committee met from time to time in plenary 
sessiOn. In the event of a divergence of opinion, the first body to take a decision was the plenary 
session of the Executive Committee. 

In explaining the methods of working of the Chinese political organisation, the Medical 
Director recalled that, until I9II, the entire power had been concentrated in the hands of 
the Emperor. China, therefore, had only been a republican organisation for nineteen years. 
The first period of parliamentary Government had not given conclusive results, since an attempt 
had been made to apply to an unprepared country a system which in other countries was 
the-result of long traditions. . 

Power having passed from the hands .of the Emperor into those of an impotent Parliament, 
the Generals had, in the past, overturned the civil Governments with the object of seizing 
power for themselves. The Generals had belonged to two categories-those who, being 
Governors of provinces, had at their disposa,l the provincial army, and the professional Generals, 
who commanded an army generally recruited from the unemployed. 

Previously to 19II, the southern Chinese provinces had already undertaken the work 
of modernisation. Kwantung; with the provincial capital of Canton, being separated from the 
interior of the country by a range of mountains, occupied a somewhat isolated situation. 
This explained to a certain extent the fact that this province had become the centre of a 
vast movement of political and intellectual emancipation, based on modern traditions and 
on a different attitude towards the foreigner. It was there that Dr. Sun Yat Sen had formed 
the party which was now the only true symbol of popular government in China, the party 
of the Chinese regeneration, which had conquered the minds of the Chinese people and acquired 
a very real political authority. In 1927, after a prolonged struggle, the success oftheNational 
Party had been confirmed. It now constituted the only modern political authority in the 
country. From the time of the establishment of the National Government at Nanking, the 
process of modernisation in China had made greater progress, for it was only since 1927 that 
China had really possessed a modern Government, the majority of the members of which 
had received a Western training. It had begun by setting up Ministries in accordance with 
modern ideas and had attracted to it the officials who were anxious to work for the reorganisation 
of the country. 

Leaving on one side all subjects not coming within the domain of health, Dr. Rajchman 
wished merely to explain the difficulties confronting the Minister for Health. A glance at the 
most populous part of China, which was at the same time the most modern, showed the 
existence of very large cities. Shanghai, for instance, had I,7oo,ooo inhabitants, the British 
Concession 8oo,ooo-3o,ooo of whom were foreigners, mostly Japanese-and the French 
Concession 350,ooo, of whom ro,ooo were foreigners, mostly Russians. The total population 
of Shanghai amounted, therefore, to roughly 3,ooo,ooo. Nanking had half a million inhabitants, 
Tientsin had I,ooo,ooo, Peking 8oo,ooo and so forth. Practically everywhere, therefore, 
there were immense cities, and this afforded some idea of the problems confronting 
the municipal administration in the work of modernisation that had begun some ten years 
previously, and likewise of the enormous financial and technical effort that was required. 

The reorganisation programme was popular and was already on the way to achieve':lent. 
Anyone returning to China after four or five years was. struck by the progress acc.omphs~led 
in the modernisation of the cities, both from the matenal and from the psychological pomts 
of view. The municipal offices contained a young and well-trained technical staff, who were 
well aware of what had to be done. The problems to be solved were nevertheless immense. 
At Shanghai, for instance, there was the problem of the drinking-water supply. A solut!on 
for such questions could not be found overnight. Moreover, at the present moment, Chma 
did not find credits easily. Although there was no dearth of money in the country, the Govern
ment and municipal securities were not in great demand. The impression created, therefore, 
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was that the Chinese knew what required to be done but had not the means to execute the 
plans conceh..-ed. 

The urban communities were somewhat peculiar in character. They were not really · 
urban, e~-cept in certain parts, the remainder c~:msisting of a collecti~n of ~ural communities. 
He might cite as an example a health centre whi~h.had been set up thuty kilo.l!l~tr~s from the 
International Concession at Shanghai by the Mmister for Health, who, to VISit It, had had 
to use the most primitive means of locomotion, namely, a wheel-barrow, as motor-cars and 
carriages could not reach it. . . 

The question of communications ~as, therefore,. of somewhat particular urgency. m 
China. It had, however, made extraordmary progress m the last few years. In I92I, Chma 
had had only ISO kilometres of motor roads, and in I929 the figure had risen to 4,760 kilometres 
of modem roads. The progress achieved in the building of railways was as great, as was 
shown in the American Review, which the Health Section had distributed to members of 
the Committee. Communications being the fundamental condition for the health organisation 
of a country, it would be realised that China was confronted with difficulties unknown 
elsewhere, financial difficulties on the one hand and difficulties in regard to communications 
on the other. . 

The considerations resulting from the economic position differed according to the province. 
It was for that reason that the Minister for Health had selected a certain number of provinces 
which might be used as a basis for the data to be collected by the Health Committee's mission. 
One of these provinces, Chekiang, was fairly densely populated ; it had a population of .25 
millions, and resembled Japan, to a certain extent, from the agricultural point of view. It 
was a prosperous province, but goo kilometres away there were districts where terrible 
famines occurred and where the agricultural colonists lived under very difficult conditions. 
It could not, therefore, be said that the same solution of the health problem would be practicable 
in two provinces which were separated by a distance less than that of Geneva from Berlin. 
There was a whole world between them. · 

The primary condition for a health reform was that it must be carried out among an 
educated population. China, from the point of view of education, presented a peculiar problem. 
It was extremely difficult to define the illiterate. A Chinaman was considered to be educated 
if he knew some s,ooo characters, what number of characters must he know to be no longer 
illiterate ? The Chinese people had an old tradition that children must receive the best possible 
education. This did not, of course, in any way imply a modern education, and the differences 
between the kinds.of education given were very considerable. But to take the most highly 
developed provinces ; in Chekiang there were I6,00!> elementary schools, attended by 6oo,ooo 
children. The capital of the province had a technical college with I,ooo students, an agricultural 
college with soo students and a special school of administration. In the province of Kiang-Su, 
also, 6oo,ooo children were attending the elementary schools. . The total number of children 
and young people attending elementary, secondary and special schools and the universities 
was about 20 millions, a rather small proportion if compared with the aggregate population 
of 400 millions, since it was only 5 per cent, whereas in Japan it was IS per cent and in 
America 25 per cent. Emphasis, however, must be laid on this figure of 20 millions in order 
to bring ont the responsibility incumbent on the various Government services, which were 
Iesponsible for providing for the spiritual and material needs of this enormous school and 
university population. . . 

Among the other difficulties confronting the Minister for Health was the more specifically 
medical problem. This was the hardest task of all. 

Medicine as conceived on modem lines was an absolutely new thing in China. The first 
hospital was hardly eighty years old and modem medical institutions were almost unknown. 
Western medicine had been introduced by foreigners and more particularly by missionaries, 
who had nsed it in order to prove the benefits of Christian civilisation. Medicine being conceived 
as a means of evangelisation, those practising it in China were not always people who possessed 
adequate medical knowledge, but rather people who were inspired by a missionary enthusiasm. 
This fact was proved by the resultc;. There were about 6oo hospitals in China, the majority 
of them quite small institutions of a medical standard which had now disappeared in Europe 
and America. There were, however, in the big centres certain magnificent institutions which 
had been organised by foreigners ; some of them were quite remarkable. 

What was the situation of the Ministry for Health in regard to the medical problem ? 
The Minister for Health at Nanking fully realised the necessity of making provision for the 
m~cal treatment of the people, and he was doing all he could to promote the creation of 
medical centres. Such an organisation, however, required not only medical knowledge but 
administrative experience. The main feature of the present period, however, was that in 
these medical centres the administrative and financial responsibility was in the hands of 
!ore!gn':fs and that hitherto it had been difficult to set up any national Chinese health 
mstJtutums. The first object of the Central Sanitary Organisation was to meet this need .. 

What was the medical personnel at the disposal of the Government? China was, from this 
P''int _of view, in a situation which was unknown in the rest of the world. For 400 million 
mhab1tants she possessed no more than four thousand doctors who had received a Western 
ml;/]!cal training, and among them not more than one thousand had received training which 
was'." any way CQmpara.ble to the average training given to doctors in other parts of the world. 

fb'::SP. dodon were concentrated in the major collectivities, without taking into account 
th•: fact that the 5'J'J or 6oo medical institutions which existed absorbed a fairly large number 
<A th':f". Th<:re was, therefore, no medical personnel for the rest of the country, and it might 
l>e !!aid that thll qullstion of Western medicine in China presented itself at the present time 
as a pmlJ!•:m whkh awaited a solution in its entirety. Doctors with an adequate training were 
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much so~ght a!ter, and it would be easily understood that they were not greatly attracted by 
the public s~rvtce. Only_ So or Ioo were engaged in public health work. That number would be 
small for a smgle large CitY; . This team ~ight! however, form the basis of a central service. 

The methods of recrmtmg docto~s m Chma were very inadequate; the report showed 
the ~e~chedly small number of medical schools, more especially since the majority of the 
provmcial schools had had ~o be closed. The great difficulty was to find a teaching medical 
staff. 

A_n additional difficulty was due to the lack of uniformity in the language in which teaching 
was grven. Doctors. who came fr?m abroad continued to ?S~ the langu_age of the country 
where th_ey had studied. The medical world was therefore diVIded accordmg to the countries 
from which !he doctors caii_Ie-Japan, England, France or Germany. An attempt had been 
made to umte _the pro~ess10n, and the Shanghai Congress in February had endeavoured _ 
to fo'!-nd ~ Nabo~al Chinese Medical Association. In certain Government schools teaching 
was given_m ~ngl!sh ~r _Ger~an. The result was that the recruiting of students was hampered 
by an artificial d1scnm~nabon. There was, furthermore, the question of their actual ability 
to understand the teachmg. The medical profession, therefore, in China was small; the greater 
number of the doctors had not been able to obtain adequate training and were moreover 
much divided. ' ' 

. -The He~lth Organisation. had, however, made a very encouraging beginning, and Dr. 
RaJchman Wished to pay a tnbute to a great leader of medical influence in China, Professor 
Grant, who had become chief of a genuine school of hygiene. 

There wen; in C~ina a number of health institutions which were full of promise ; they 
had _been mentioned m the report. Attention should be drawn, in particular, to the health 
service of the city_ of Shan_ghai, which was directed with special competence by an energetic 
officer, who, notw1thstandmg the changes of Government, had made ·considerable progress. 

There were, accordingly, very few health organisations; but they offered an encouraging 
beginning which might serve as an indication for the efforts to be made in the future. After 
examining the situation, the Minister for Health had concluded that it was difficult to secure 
the adoption by his department of a programme similar to that of an ordinary Ministry for 
Health, and had decided to concentrate his entire efforts on a few fundamental problems 
in a certain number of provinces only. 

Applications for administrative personnel were already coming in and it was impossible 
to comply with even those which were most justified. The question had therefore been raised 
whether the health service should be organised according to provinces. The provinces, however, 
enjoyed juridically and in practice a measure of semi-autonomy, and, in any case, there was 
always the financial difficulty. ·It had therefore been decided to leave the provinces for the 
time being to their fate and to concentrate all efforts on clearing the ground ; that was to 
say, on the training of a consultative field service to be placed at the disposal of the 
provincial and municipal authorities. It was with this object that it had been proposed 
to set up a central health station and to endeavour first of all to solve the elementary problems 
-,-sanitary engineering, health returns, housing, epidemiology, etc.-and at the same time the 
problem of the training of the higher and auxiliary personnel. 

· It had also been decided to found a big national hospital which would become a training 
school for hospital superintendents a11d serve as a basis for graduate courses for doctors already 
in office and, at the same time, as a place of demonstration for the municipal authorities. For 
this reason it had been decided, as a first measure, to set up at Nanking the first national 
hospital under the authority of the Government. The problems studied at the central station 
would be those which were of particular concern t? certa!n provinces, ~nd it was for t~is 
reason that a start had been made by selecting certam provmces. The obJect of these studies 
would be to assist and serve as a guide to the provincial aut~orities ~n applying on ~ l~rge 
scale the measures for the improvement of public health, while makmg use of the limited 
personnel placed at their disposal. With this object in vie~, the Ministry ha_d chosen the 
province of Chekiang ; it was both prosperous and had a h1gh level of education, was near 
to Shanghai and had a liberal government, which had drawn up a remarkable he~lth programme, 
including the foundation of a provincial hospital wh!ch was to b~~ome the basis_ for the health 
organisation of the entire province, and the creation _of m~mc1pal labora~ones, schools of 
midwifery, sanitary inspectors, etc. It was with great satisfa~t10n that Dr. RaJchman welc?m~d 
at the meeting Dr. Chien, who was to take over the effectiv~ management of the :provmc!al 
organisation and who had been invited by the Health Section to carry out certam studies 
abroad. . 

The work of the centre would gradually be extended also to Nanking, Shanghai, Canton 
and Peiping. . . . 

It had been decided next to take up the problem of medical ~ducation.. The soluti_on. of 
this problem concerned two Ministries, those for Health and Education. A n~t10nal CommissiOn 
for the teaching of medicine had been set up and was to dra_w up _a teac~nng pro~ra_mme for 
the national medical schools. The methods of collaboration With this Commission were 
explained in detail in the report. . . ·. . 

It must be remembered that the object of the missiOn to Chma. had been to stud~ w1th 
the Chinese Government the best methods of securing ~he _co-ol?eration of ~h~ League m the 
improvement of the _organisatio? ?~the quarantine se_rv1ce m. Chma. The Ml!llstry for Health 
was given the techmcal responsibility for the quarantme service. It had applied to ~he League 
in order to obtain competent advice on the measures to be taken With a v1ew to the 
modernisation of that service. . 

The problem as it presented itself had been explain~~ in t~e report. T~e service was 
carried on by the Ministry for Finance through the adm1mstration of the Chmese Customs, 
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whkh itself was under foreign management. That was one of the reasons for the growth of 
the kgend that the Chinese quarantine service was in the hands of foreigners. Such a statement 
was incorrect since the responsibility for the service belonged to the Ministry for Finance, 
which was a Department of State and was managed by the. executive agent of the Department, 
namelv, the Customs service. · 

It must be admitted that the Customs service had not accepted the management of the 
quarantine service with any enthusiasm. The Customs commissioners showe~ the greatest 
devotion in carrying out their duties as Customs officers, but they had no spectal knowledge 
of quarantine matters. They accordingly had recourse to. doctors who in many ports were 
foreigners, but the effective operations in all ports, with very few exceptions, were in ~he hands 
of Chinese doctors. Quarantine operations were at the present time far from satisfactory. 
The Gove-rnment realised the fact, and had decided to remedy it. It was for that reason that, 
following the constitution of the Ministry for Health, it had entrusted to it the task 
of reorganising the quarantine service-a very considerable task, moreover, since it involved 
difficulties with regard to both equipment and staff. 

At Nanking it was fully realised that, when taking over the responsibility for the service, 
the Health Ministry would have to endeavour to modernise it, since it was important to 
acquire the confidence of the maritime countries which had commercial relations with China. 
It was for that reason that the Nanking Government had decided to apply to the League. 
It also realised that it was impossible to proviae all ports with modern services, and had 
accordingly determined to modernise them one by one, beginning with the port of Shanghai. 

In order to obtain the best possible technical advice, the Chinese Government had applied 
to the Health Committee, and, in order to secure the advice of qualified authorities on maritime 
questions, had also applied to the Communications and l;'ransit Organisation of the League. 
It had further requested that it might benefit from any studies carried out in the Far East 
under the study tour system. It had finally requested that the investigations might be 
concluded by the end of 1930, so as to enable it to draw up a detailed plan of the changes to 
be made in the ports. 

If, however, the Nanking Government had applied for the co-operation of the League 
and, in particular, of the Health Committee in drawing up its plans of modernisation, it 
must not be forgotten that the co-operation for which it was asking would not be temporary, 
but would, on the contrary, be continuous, since the League was asked to co-operate, not only 
in the establishment of a plan of sanitary reorganisation in China, but to assist in the application 
of the plan. The Chinese Government had applied for the Health Committee's co-operation, 
in the first place, for studying the question of the establishment of a central health station, 
a national hospital at Nanking and a pro¥incial hospital at Hangchow; and, secondly, to 
assist it in organising these institutions by means of the system of League interchanges and 
fellowships, which would be of advantage to the managing personnel. It had further asked for 

·the Committee's help in the solution of certain special problems by the despatch of experts 
belonging to specialist commissions, such as the Malaria Commission, the Commission on 
Education and on Medicine, etc. Finally, the Government had asked for the despatch of an 
expert from the Health Organisation to the. central station at Nanking, to assist in the establish
ment and development of the station, as an advisory consultant who would place at the 
disposal of the Government the experience which had been acquired by similar institutions 
in Europe and America. 

The Chinese Government realised the complexity of the task involved in the reform of the 
teaching of medicine, and had asked that an expert might be sent to China to collaborate 
with the National Commission, and that special notes on the development and practice of the 
teaching of medicine in all parts of the world might be placed at its disposal. 

There was one question which, apart from its considerable local importance, was of 
fundamental national importance. That was the problem of the endemicity of cholera and 
smallpox in Shanghai. For a quarter of a century cholera and smallpox had been observed 
to make regular appearances in Shanghai, and everyone was aware of the precautions :which 
the Ja!Y<I;nese Government was obliged to take to safeguard its ports against cholera from 
Shanghai, and the enormous expenditure incurred by reason of this fact in the neighbouring 
rountries and in Japan. 

The Central Government had drawn attention in this connection to a somewhat delicate 
point. Certain measures would have to be adopted in common agreement by the Chinese 
a'lthorities and the authorities of the International Concessions. It was for that reason that 
it had applied to the League mission to take part in the Conference which had been arranged 
~tween the three authorities-that was to say, the British, Chinese and French authorities
with a view to establishing a common programme. The Conference, which had met under the 
presid...'"llcy of ~he ~inister for Health, had adopted a programme of measures to be taken in 
r~ard to va~XmatJon, etc. It had, furthermore, ·asked that it might have the services of the 
SmgaP:'Jre Bur~au, an~ had applied to Mr. Stouman, who was then passing through China, 
frff ao;;sL~tance m drawmg up plans of joint epidemiological studies. 

~!though it .w.as confining its attention to certain fundamental problems in certain 
prr,~mc~. the :'l~m1s~ry for Health was aware of its responsibilities from a national point 
of v1ew, :mrl reah:wl 1t~ duty to prepare for the day when China resumed her normal economic 
''':vi;)r,pm,mt, an'l would thus be able to purs11e concomitantly a policy of general reconstruction. 
_ It m•1st not b'! {()rgotten that China possessed extraordinary powers of recuperation. 
Sh~ was at dJ(: mtm~ent passing through a period of economic depression, but was capable 
r,t an extr•:mdy rap1rl ~onomic recovery. The Health Ministry might then be required to 
rrv--"'t &:man,l<; fr<Jm aii!Wl<:;S. It was for that reason that it had decided to consider to what 
p<1ints its eff<fft!S Ct"Ju!d be most effectively directed. 
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It held the view, in particular, that its activities in the matter of hygiene could not be 
iso~ated, but that it ~as es~ential for th~m to be linked ~p to another form of public activity. 
This phenomenon existed m all countnes ; the exceptional health development in England 
was due to the fact that t~e. health work in that country had been linked up with 
the development of local mumcipal governments. In Germany and in Denmark it had been 
bound up with other developments. The Chinese Ministry for Health had considered which 
was ~he livi!lg force in the cou!ltry to which it could link up the development of health work, 
and Its choice seemed to be directed towards the great movement in favour of education in 
the largest sense of the word, now manifest in China. ' 

This ~ovemel'l:t, to which t~~ mission ~'!-d referred in i~s report, was a very remarkable 
one.· Notwtthstandmg all the political and mihtary events which had taken place, a systematic 
regular and progressive development was taking place, directed by an army which wa~ 
increased each year by all the recruits from the Chinese universities, and the ramifications 
of which were extending to all branches of education. Its creed was the intellectual regeneration 
of China, and it might be regar~ed as the surest. ally of the Ministry for Health. The sanitary 
development of the country bemg bound up w1th the movement for education, the Minister 
had thought that, if this movement failed, it would involve with it the failure of the plan for 
health reorganisation. The movement was, however, as everyone knew, a vigorous one, for 
it had succeeded in victoriously emerging from the numerous difficulties in which it had been 
involved and adapting itself to the needs of the present time. The medical and social progress 
of the country had, therefore, been rightly linked up with this movement. 

The problem confronting the Nanking hygienists was at once very attractive and very 
difficult. If, as the Medical Director hoped, the recommendation which he had made for the 
adoption in their entirety of the Chinese Government's proposals was accepted by the Committee, 
the latter would thereby be assuming a responsibility, since, for many years to come, it would 
have to make arrangements for the co-operation to which it would be committing itself. 
It must not be forgotten that the Health Committee had other tasks in hand, and the question 
of the health reorganisation· of China would occupy a considerable portion of the Health 
Organisation's activity. Dr. Rajchman, nevertheless, thought that this was the line along 
which the Health Organisation could, in future, make the best progress. In the two months 
which they had passed in China, Dr. Boudreau and he had had an opportunity of observing 
certain facts which had made it possible for them to indicate the first elements required for 
understanding the problem. The Chinese Government's request was the most important 
proposal for co-operation which had ever been received by the Health Organisation, and it 
must not be forgotten that this co-operation might be the beginning of the development of 
co-operation with China in other technical domains besides that of health. 

The PRESIDENT thanked the Medical Director for the remarkable report which he had 
submitted on the mission to China and for his supplementary explanations. 

Dr. Woo KAISENG, speaking on behalf of his Government, wished to thank Dr. Rajchman 
and his assistants. He thanked Dr. Rajchman not only for the very friendly words which 

· he had just spoken, but more especially for the marvellous results of the mission to China, 
results which were due to his exceptional competence and his international method of thought. 
The results obtained-that was to say, the possibilities of co-operation between the League 
and China in the sanitary reorganisation of China-had enabled the Chinese Government 
to appreciate the advantages of the international technical organisations and, in particular, 
the spirit of mutual assistance which animated the League as a whole. It might henceforward 
be expected that, when China was confronted with difficulties in the task of reorganisation, 
it would not fail to have recourse to the knowledge of the League organs. China, in return, 
would give the League ever more vigorous co-operation and ever more effective support. 
Finally, not only the Government, but the people of China as well would be able to recognise 
the usefulness of the League and to help in its development to the fullest extent. 

Ever since the establishment of the National Government, China had set before itself 
the task of undertaking complete national reconstruction in accordance with the policies laid 
down by Dr. Sun Yat Sen, who was the father of the Chinese revolution. The reorganisation 
of public health was one of the most important and arduous tasks in the general plan of 
reconstruction. In this work the Chinese Government was meeting with many obstacles and 
had come to the conclusion that the work of reorganisation would be facilitated by international 
co-operation. . . . . 

At the end of 1928, the Mmistry for Health had _decided to appeal .to the expenence of 
the Health Organisation of the League. In the followt~g year, the Nankmg Govern!llel?'t had 
made an official application for the despatch of a mission by the Health Orgamsatwn to 
China to undertake an enquiry into health ~onditi?ns _in the ports and into t~e question of 
maritime quarantine. It was as. a result of this appl~catwn that_. after th~ C:ouncil had declared 
that the fullest measure of assistance should be g1ven to Chma, a missiOn was despatched 
with Dr. Rajchman as its head. 

On the arrival of the mission in Shanghai, the importance of its task had been enhanced 
still further by a request from the Chil~e~e G?vernment. The ~ission ~~s asked not. only to 
undertake an enquiry into health conditions. m .the ports and. mto manhme 9-uarantme, but 
also to make investigations into the ?~gan.Is.abon and w?r~mg _of the medical and health 
institutions in various selected mumcipallhes and admimstrahve areas. Thanks to the 
information obtained by the mission and to its own competence, a plan of organisation had 
been drawn up and adopted by the Government and a vote of a million dollars had b~en passed 
by the Executive Council. Two hundred thousand dollars ha~ already be~n paid by the 
Ministry for Finance to the Ministry for Health for the accomplishment of this plan. 
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The plan included co-operation with the League in relation to health mat~ers. These 
proposals were set forth in detail in document C.r~8.M.38.I930.~1I. Dr. Woo Katseng hoped 
that the Committee would study them sympathetically. He wtshed, finally, _to express the 
re~rrets of the Minister for Health that he had been unable to attend the meetmgs, a~ he had 
d~red to do. His presence was required in China by the first work for the accomphshment 
of the plan of sanitary reorganisation. · 

The PRESIDENT, on behalf of the Committee, thanked Dr. Woo Kaiseng for his 
communication. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN also wished to thank Dr. Woo Kaiseng for his kind words concerning 
the mission, which had touched him very deeply. . · . . 

Referring to the conversations which he had had wtth the Mmtster for Health, 
Dr. Rajchman observed that he had taken the opportun.ity to stat~ ~hat the Com_mittee would 
gladly welcome among its collaborators masters of Chm~se medicme. A certam nlll~ber of 
distinguished doctors had been designated as a result of th1s correspon~ence and Dr. Ra]chman 
had no doubt that the Committee would endorse the arrangements whtch had been made. 

He was also happy to be able to say that the Secretary-General had ap_pointed one of the 
officials in the Nanking Ministry to _become~ member of the H;ealt~ S_echon o~ the _Leag~e. 

The Medical Director drew spectal attention to Dr. Woo Katseng s mfo.rmahon r~gardmg 
the allocation of a vote of a million Chinese doll;J.rs granted by the Executive Council for the 
application of the programme of reorganisation and co-operation adopted by the Government 
on the proposal of the Ministry for Health. In addition, a special vote had also been passed 
for the first National Hospital, which would shortly start work. · 

He regretted that it had been impossible for the Minister for Health, Dr. J. Heng Liu, 
who was detained by the work involved in the inauguration ·of so important a reform, 
to attend the session of the Committee. He thought that these various facts afforded conclusive 
proof of the Chinese Government's desire to find a speedy solution for the problem. 

441. Examination of the Chinese Government's Proposals for the Organisation of a National 
Quarantine Service : Appointment of a Sub-Commission. 

The PRESIDENT proposed that a Sub-Commission should be appointed to study the Chinese 
Government's proposals concerning the organisation of a national quarantine service. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN proposed that the Sub-Commission's terms of reference should be as 
follows : 

I. To consider the request of the Chinese Government for the League's collaboration . 
in obtaining the benefit of the experience of Health Services in other countries in the 
reorganisation of the present quarantine services, and to do so on the basis of the existing 
international sanitary conventions, and relevant national practices. 

2. To determine principles that might be taken as a guide in completing the survey 
of the more important Chinese ports. 

J. To study proposals which will be submitted as a result of the survey and advise 
the Health Committee regarding the scheme to be submitted to the Chinese Government. 

4· To confer in so doing with any e:leperts who may be delegated by the Transit 
Organisation of the League, in conformity with the request of the Chinese Government, 
before submitting the scheme to the Health Committee. 

Sir George BUCHANAN understood that the appointment of the Sub-Commission with 
these terms of reference did not mean that the Health Committee was bound by them. Certain 
of the points involved-for example, that concerning arrangements with the Transit 
Organisation-were questions which could be discussed again later. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN replied that, as the Health Committee had determined the terms of 
reference, it was clearly free to make any changes which it thought good, but that the Sub
Commission could not itself make any changes. 

Sir George BucHANAN observed that his point was that items r and 2 in the 
Sub-Commission's programme were obviously matters which would have to be considered 
at once in connection ":ith the Medical Director's report. Items 3 and 4, on the other hand, 
would have to be constdered at some future date, when the enquiries had reached a more 
advanced st~e. He wish~d it to be made clear that, if the Sub-Commission thought it necessary 
to propose, m regard to ttems 3 and 4, certain changes in its attributions, it would be free to 
do so. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN reminded Sir George Buchanan that the Sub-Commission's terms of 
refere_nce had been submit~ed t~ him before being presented to the Committee and expressed 
su~prtse .at the doubts whtch Str George Buchanan expressed somewhat late in the day on 
tins subject, He t;af!lestly pressed for the !'-doption of the terms of reference as they stood. 
If the Sub-Commts~ton subseq~ently constdered that certain changes should be made, it 
would have to obtam the sanctton of the Committee. 

Sir Georf$"e BucHA~AN said that he agreed with the main lines of the programme 
pr~nted. Hts _only obJ_ect was to safeguard the position so that, if it were found later that 
the hnes on whtch the Sub-Commission was working were not desirable, it would be free to 
prf.IJ>Ose changes. 

The term• of reference of the Sub-Commission were adopted. 



It was decided that the Sub-Commission should consist of the following members: 

M. VELGHE (Chairman); Sir George BUCHANAN. Dr. LUTRARIO, Surgeon-General 
CUMMiliAZ, Dr. JITTA, Professor 'MIYAJIMA, Dr. RAYNAUD, Professor NOCHT · Secretaries. 
Dr. BouDREAU and Dr. PARK. ' · 

M. VELGHE did not attempt to conceal from himself the gravity and difficulty of the 
problem. He nevertheless readily accepted the invitation to preside over the Sub-Commission 
and hope~ that all the members would willingly consent to sit on it, for he was convinced of 
the great Importance of the work to be undertaken. 

When Chin~ turned to the League and asked for its help in a great humanitarian task, 
personal convemence must be forgotten, and they must think only of the 400 million inhabitants 
who would benefit from the help given by the Health Organisation. He therefore 
wholeheartedly accepted the task which had been entrusted to him. 

SECOND MEETING 

Held on Thursday, March 6th, 1930, at ro a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

442. Collaboration between the League of Nations and the Chinese Government as regards 
Health Matters : General Discussion. 

Dr. Yen came to the table of the Committee. 

Professor MIYAJIMA, as a former member of the Provisional Health Committee which in 
1922 had decided to extend to the Far East the work of the League in the domain 
of international public health, expressed his particular pleasure in attending the present 
extraordinary session of the Committee and participating in the discussion on the very 
important report prepared by the Medical Director. It was particularly interesting to see the 
work which had been begun in 1922 and 1923 by Dr. Norman White develop into a vast 
programme, as now embodied in the· plans formulated by Dr. Rajchman, with the assistance 
of Dr. Boudreau, after their extensive travels in the Far East. 

Professor Miyajima was extremely glad to see, after an interval of nearly seven years, 
the remarkable growth and extension of the work of the League's Health Organisation in the 
Far East, an extension to which. he had made his modest contribution in the initial stage. 
As one of the initiators of the League's work in the Far East, he wished to express 
his satisfaction at the great interest shown by the Health Committee, and more especially 
at the untiring efforts of the Medical Director and his associates. The plans now under 
consideration were of particular interest to Japan, and accordingly Professor Miyajima desired 
to express his admiration for the results obtained by the Medical Director in the brief time 
at his disposal and the grasp of the situation shown in the documents before the Committee. 
He desired also to congratulate the Chinese Government upon its courageous determination 
to include the reorganisation of the health services of China among its manifold activities. 
The task was not a simple one, and the difficulties might appear almost insurmountable, but 
for any nation which hoped to survive in modern conditions it was an essential task, and one 
which would challenge both the technical and the administrative capacities of any nation. 

For the moment, Professor Miyajima did not propose to embark upon a detailed discussion 
of the vast programme submitted, part of which would be considered in detail by the Sub
Commission. 
· From the general and, in particular, the international point of view, the most important 

of the plans formulated in the report was that for the reorganisation of the quarantine service 
in China. Japan and China being neighbours, the interest of the former in the commercial 
and economic relations between the two countries was a permanent one, and a well-defined 
system of port quarantine in China, as stipulated in the International Sanitary Convention, 
would not fail to benefit both countries, and also all maritime countries throughout the world. 
The questions of the reorganisation of medical training and of the establishment of various 
medical institutions, both national and provincial, and the problems of smallpox and cholera 
control in Shanghai, were of primary i~por~ance in cpnnection with ~he _modern de_velo:p
ment of medical science, which must meVItably follow the reorgamsahon of Chma m 
accordance with the modern political, economic and social sy~tem. , . . 

Professor Miyajima would further venture to observe, speakmg from fifty years expenence, 
that the Japanese administration ~ad li_kewise had ~any bitt.er exp~rienct:s to undergo owing 
to the handicap resulting from vanous mternal and mternahonal difficulties. It w~s. only .bY 
patiently striving with all the resources at its command that the Japanese admmtstrahon 
had been able to overcome these difficulties and establish a national health service. Japanese 
medical men took a constant interest in the development of the Chinese health service, and 
Professor Miyajima could assure his Chinese colleagues that Japan would be glad to co-operate 
with them to the fullest possible extent, eithe~ through the L~ag1;1e or ~hrough any other organ, 
in the work which they were now endeavounng to accomplish m Chma. 
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The PRESID:£.NT was sure that he was interpreting the feelings of all the members of the 
Committee in thanking Professor llfiyaji~a for his st~tement. . It w~s important, 
not only from the point of view of international. co~laborat10n, but, m parbcul~r, for the 
;:uccess of the great work which the Health Orgamsat10n was about to undertale m the Far 
East. On behalf of the Health Committee, he thanked Professor Miyajima for the initiative 
he had ta!:-en seven years previously, and which was the real point of departure for the entire 
work of the Health Organisation in the Far East. · 

Dr. YEN e..'Cpressed his thanks to Professor M!yajima for his .sta~ement, and, i'!- particular,. 
for his assurance that Japan would co-operate m the reorgamsabon of the Chmese health 
services. He could, in turn, assure the Committee that the Chinese administration was prepared 
to collaborate with its Japanese colleagues through the League or in any other way. 

Sir George BucHANAN associated himself with the President's expression of satisfaction · 
at Professor Miyajima's return. From the beginning, Professor Miyajima had thought in 
terms of co-operation between the League and the Far East ; he had worked with that object 
and he could speak with an authority which the other members of the Committee did not 
possess. His encouragement would be of the greatest possible value to the realisation of the 
scheme before the Committee. 

After reading the Medical Director's report and hearing the statement which he had made 
on the previous day, Sir George Buchanan: confessed that he could not imagine a mission 
more difficult and delicate than the Rajchman-Boudreau mission, or one that could have 
been pursued with greater zeal, judgment and success. · 

It was proposed to transmit the report embodying the Chinese Government's proposals 
to the Council as it stood, and it did not seem that the Health Committee need hesitate to do 
so. It could at the same time say that it accepted the several proposals for co-operation and 
considered that they were within the competence of the Health Organisation and within the 
limits of the funds placed at its disposal by the last Assembly for co-operation with the Chinese 
Government in health matters. 

On the previous day, M. Velghe had spoken of the responsibilities which the Committee 
was asked to undertake in this matter. In one sense those responsibilities could be carried 
lightly; in another sense they were certainly heavier. They were light in regard to the lines 
of action. It was not the Health Committee which had selected those particular lines of action, 
namely, taking over the sanitary organisation of the big ports, starting a national sanitary 
institute and national hospital, the medical educational methods explained to the Committee, 
and so forth. That was the programme of the Chinese Government now in authority. The 
Committee's part was to see how far the League's Health Organisation could assist iil such 
a programme. It was even possible to imagine another Chinese Government at a later date 
desiring to concentrate on other and different health questions in place of those now put 
beforetheCommittee. The latter would have no cause for complaint. The present J>Chemewas 
not being imposed by the Committee on China; it was the scheme of the Government, which 
had applied to the League. The Committee's debt to the Rajchman-Boudreau Commission 
was that it had on this basis made clear in China what the Committee could do, and what it 
was anxious to do, to help in the realisation of a programme which had been agreed to be 
practicable in the present circumstances. . 

On the other hand, there was, Sir George Buchanan agreed, a sense in which the Committee's 
respousibilities were heavy. If it were to send to China representatives of its technical 
commissions or experts in the prevention of epidemic diseases or members of the staff of the 
Health Section, it must see that they represented the best and most understanding advice 
which it could give. It would, therefore, be impossible to take too much care in selecting the 
men or in securing competent international assistance for those who went out to China as the 
Committee's representatives. No one could have listened to the Medical' Director on the 
previous day without realising that what might be called Western medicine and Western 
hygiene would have to win through in China, not as superior doctrines from the outside, but 
for what they could do on their merits and from the way in which they could be introduced into, 
and adapted to, Chinese development and philosophy. . · 

F~om this point of view, Sir George Buchanan looked rather more hopefully on the proposal 
to ass~ selected Chinese doctors and prospective medical administrators to visit foreign 
countnes than on the despatch of foreign experts to China, necessary though both methods 
were. T~e main thing needful seemed to be that China should select the right men with a 
constructtve faculty to go to Europe or America to pick up essentials, disentangle them from 
mere ~estern habits and traditions and work out for themselves the way in which these 
e~ntlals could be secured by methods, perhaps quite surprising to Western medical men, in 
t~etr own country. It seemed to Sir George Buchanan possible, for example-though he 
~hd nc~t pretend to express an opinion-that much in the way of developing medical practice 
m _Chma might be secured by building on the apprenticeship and individualistic system 
whtch had been described to the Committee rather than by concentrating unduly on the modern 
Western medical curricula and diplomas. The demand in the appendix to the report that 
the prospective doctor must have devoted not less than 3,6oo. hours to the study of professional 
suhjects appeared too much like Western academic pedantry. 
. Furthermore, Sir George Buchanan would like to see the Chinese investigator consider, 
m rf<gard to the _Prevention of epidemic diseases, whether he should always be led away by 
the pr~.pect. c~f tmm~diate temporary results. Anti-cholera inoculation could certainly do 
mocb in a cns!J!, but Jt was not easy to inoculate all the citizens every six months all through 
thdr liw:s, and it might be better to concentrate on slower achievement by obtaining safe 
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water-supplies an~ pure food. These measures would do much more good incidentally than 
the mere preventiOn of cholera. 
. As ~egards his own co.untry,_ Sir George Buchanan _rejoiced daily that neither anti-cholera 
moculatlon nor the typhoid bacillus had been known m the middle of the last century Far 
!ess prog~ess would certainly h_ave been made in Engl~nd if they had been known.· The 

· mtroductlon of a syste~ of umve!sal co!llpulso!y ~accmation against smallpox, if that were 
propo~ed, should be cons~dered on Its ments, takmg mt_o ac.count the circumstances of smallpox 
m Chma. An <~;lternatlve w~mld . be to place yaccmatwn voluntarily at the disposition 
of everyone for himself and his children, but ·Without any compulsion. If, as Sir George 
Buchanan thought, it could confidently be said for practical purposes that no one who accepted 
the ·offer of ':accinati~n and revaccin_ation need contract smallpox or need worry about being 
n co!lta<:t With the_ disease, shou~d It not b_e eno:ug~ ~o let. t~e alternatives of smallpox or 
vaccmatlon be realised by the logic of facts m so mdividualistlc a country as China without 
troubling about compulsion ? · ' 

In connection with interchanges to enable selected Chinese doctors to go abroad, it might 
be a good plan t<i allow some of them to visit, not Europe or America, but countries nearer 
to China, where quite effective services against epidemics existed and where hospital provision 
and anti-malaria measures had been established among populations no less detached from 
ideas of modern medicine than the bulk of the population in China. In so far as this could be 
demonstrated in the British colonies, he felt confident that application had only to be made 
and that facilities would readily be given. 

There was one final point to be emphasised in connection with the visits to foreign countries 
of Chinese medical officers for study purposes. Sir George Buchanan felt convinced that such 
officers should not go globe-trotting or be hustled through one country to another or even 
from one centre to another in the same country. They would need time, not only on account 
of the difficulties of language, but for many other reasons, to get to understand the 
people, the spirit of the medical work, and the public health administrations which they were 
to investigate. If it were desired, and Sir George Buchanan could only hope that it would be 
desired, that the medical services in Great Britain should assist in this scheme, at the British 
ports or in the larger cities or elsewhere, he felt that the British services could only do justice 
to their Chinese colleagues and to themselves if ample time were allowed to them for their 
visit and to the British services for preliminary arrangements. 

Dr. LUTRARIO confessed that, when informed of the Chinese Government's request, he 
had been unable to refrain from thinking, in view of the enormity of the task, of the fable of 
the king who summoned to his court a sage to count the drops of water in the sea ; and he 
felt great satisfaction that, notwithstanding the multiplicity and complexity of the questions 
which had been considered, the mission of Dr. Rajchman and Dr. Boudreau had succeeded in 
placing their investigations on a practical basis. 

Among the points studied in the memorandum, two questions, in particular, had attracted 
Dr. Lutrario's attention-those of the training of personnel and the quarantine service; 
that was to say, the two questions which were most closely connected with the organisation 
of health (a) in the interior of the country and (b) at its points of contact with the exterior, 
for the ports were, so to speak, the ganglia of the system which placed the country in relation 
with other countries. 

Dr. Lutrario would pass over for the moment the question of quarantine in order to dwell 
on that of personnel. The doctor was at the centre of the entire health organisation. He 
was the pioneer, or precursor. Unhappily, China's gr~atest. need was for doctors. Dr. Rajchman 
had estimated that there were about 4,000 doctors m Chma ; that was to say, one doctor for 
every roo,ooo inhabitants, whereas in the United States of America there were So for every 
roo,ooo inhabitants and in Italy 62. There was, however, more than this; the doctors, 
although few in number, tended to concentrate more and more in the big urban centres, and 
the country districts were almost entirely untended. In regard to training, the situation 
seemed even more deplorable. Out of 4,000 doctors, perhaps r,ooo had received a training 
which placed them on more or less the same footing as Western doctors. Finally, the doctors 
were grouped into rival castes, a fact which restricted their powers of action still further. 
For all these reasons, Dr. Lutrario believed that the teaching of medicine should be the primary 
preoccupation of the Chinese authorities in remodelli~g the med!cal systel!l. . 

·Attention should be drawn, not only to the necessity of formmg a medical corps, but also 
to the functions of the doctor. In this respect, treatment in the home was the first big stage 
in any organisation. To take an example, if Italy had succeeded in.overcoming great epidemics 
of cholera and smallpox in the past, it was because she had had the private practitioner; that 
was to say, the medico condotto .. Next to treatment in the home came treatment in the dispens
aries which increased a doctor's capacity, both in time and space. Last came the hospital. 
It w~s most fortunate that the creation of one central hospital and of a peripheral training 
hospital, which would make possible first and foremost the practical study of epidemiology, was 
already under consideration. . . . . . 

Dr. Lutrario also drew attention to the courageous work earned out by the missionanes 
in China who were the first to found hospitals and to inaugurate the movement in favour 
of Weste~n medicine. They were a moral force which should not be overlooked. He further 
pointed out that the wo:~ of med.ical men could no.t. be wholly successful !f !t w~re not 
strengthened by the additional assistance of the auxiliary staff : namely, missionanes first 
and also the nursing staff. 

The question of personnel raised the questi_on of funds. Dr. Raj~hman had said .at ~he 
previous meeting that the Chinese Government mtented to devote to Its health orgamsahon 



a million Chinese dollars ; that was to say, half a million gold dollars or two and a-half million 
Swiss francs. That was a condiderable sum of money, but it would soon be found to be quite 
inadt'q_uate. Had Dr. Rajchman received any assurance that the necessary funds would not 
fail to be forthcoming as the Government's plan developed ? 

In conclusion, Dr. Lutrario congratulated Dr. Rajchman and his assistant, Dr. Boudreau, 
on the remarkable work they had accomplished. _ . 

Professor Leon BERNARD wished to thank Dr. Rajchman for having supplemented his 
written report by one of those spoken commentaries in which he was a p~st-master. The 
members of the Committee, who, for the most part, had no knowledge of Chma, were bound 
to feel a certain measure of modesty when confronted with so circumstantial and complete 

a reft~ particulariy striking to see the way· in which, 'in the past eight years, the prestige 
and the authority of the League had grown in the Far East. Professor Miyajima had been 
impressed by the progress made in establishing relations between the Health Organisation 
and those countries. 

Professor Leon Bernard wished to say a few words on the question of study tours for 
Chinese doctors and on the teaching of hygiene and preventive medicine. The very great 
progress which had been made in France in the preparation of a general collective tour gave 
grounds for hope that real benefit would be derived from it, and he ventured to promise 
that Chinese officials who might go to France would have a very interesting trip .. They would 
be received there with open arms. 

In regard to teaching, there was more to say. The history of medical teaching was at the 
present time at a turning-point. All countries realised that, hitherto, they had been the slaves 
of obsolete methods and that the framework was bursting under the great volume of knowledge. 
The result was a wide disagreement, in fact and in theory, upon the number of years to be 
devoted to study and on the way in which the years of training should be employed. How much 
time must be given to certain sciences which were sometimes. termed accessory and sometimes 
fundamental as compared with clinical knowledge ? How much time must be allotted to 
the old anatomy of the previous generations and to the sciences of the laboratory ? In what 
order should the various subjects be studied ? These problems gave rise to very different 
conceptions in the various countries. It might be said that there were two theories-the 
American theory, according to which teaching should begin with anatomy, physiology . and 
the laboratory sciences and finish with practical medicine ; and the French theory, which was 
that the doctor should be thrown from the outset among the patients in hospital, as a dog 
was thrown into water to force him to learn to swim. These problems, which. fifty or seventy
five years ago had caused no discussion, appeared now to be very difficult to solve. 

Nevertheless, a conclusion must be reached. The present situation in China offered an 
opportunity for conducting interesting experiments in this field. In view of the close connection 
between public hygiene, preventive medicine and the training of doctors, it .was the Health 
Committee's duty to take up the question as a ·whole. The Commission on Education was 
prepared to study the question, but the work should, he thought, be divided. In his opinion, 
the training of hygienists should be quite distinct from that of doctors. For this reason he 
would propose that there should be set up in the Commission on Education a Sub-Commission 
consisting of directors of schools of hygiene. . 

Obviously, it was not to be supposed that the training of Chinese doctors must follow 
exactly the pattern of that of doctors belonging to old civilisations. Nevertheless, the general· 
principles should be the s.ame. . . 

Professor Leon Bernard did not entirely share Dr. Lutrario's opinion of missionaries . 
. It was trne that there had been missionaries in China for a long while; but the present state 
of Chinese medicine hardly seemed to redound to their honour .. It was the spirit of charity 
by which they were animated and the policy which they followed towards the native populati~n 
which had perhaps induced them to make use of medicine; but, speaking generally, it was 
the doctor who should be a missionary and not the missionary who should be a doctor. In 
this connection, he might recall the opinion of Marshall Lyautey, who had said that it was 
the doctors who had given him the most help in carrying out his policy of pacification and 
civilisation in ].Iarocco. · 

Lastly, Professor Leon Bernard wished to make an observation on anti-smallpox 
vaccination. It was obviously impossible, a priori, to impose vaccination on the people, but it 
would be still more regrettable if the expert sent to China went there with the idea that no 
coercion must be exercised in this matter. On the contrary, he should base his work on the 
principle that compulsory vaccination should be enforced whenever possible. . 

In conclusion, Professor Leon Bernard thought the task before China was an extremely 
long and difficult one. Fro!p. the point of view of medical treatment, China was practically 
in the same situation as that of the Western countries in the Middle Ages. That was not a 
reason why she should follow the same development as had occurred in those other conutries. 
She should, on the contrary, benefit by the experience which they had acquired and trace 
out a new programme which would be calculated to give the best results in the circumstances 
in which the country was at present placed. 

Dr. ]ITTA first wi~hed to congratulate Dr. Rajchman on the very clear and succinct 
!>tatement which he had made on the previous day. 

He did not think that Professor Leon Bernard had entirely understood Sir George 
Bud.anan's opinion regarding compulsory anti-smallpox vaccination. He wished, however, 
t~' ~ay.that he agreed with Professor Leon Bernard's opinion on this point. He reminded the 
(hmmJttee that, in the Netherlands, a particularly conclusive experiment had just been made. 
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A smallpox epidemic had broken· out in that cou~try in the prev1"ous d th t t 1 
d . t• f th d" d b 1 year, an e o a era ~ca Ion o e !~ease was un ou ted y due to the fact that two million peo le had been 

vaccmated or revaccmated. No case of smallpox had been recorded in the Neth p 1 d · · 
the end of December rg2g. · · er an s smce 

Dr. Jitta proposed that Chinese doctors should visit, among other countr· . th D t h 
!~dies, where they w.ould have a very friend~y reception. This seemed particul~:iy d!sir:bfe 
smce the _Dutch Indies had a very large Chmese population. • 

He d1d not propose to dwell on the question of education, but considered that the bull 
must b~ taken by the horns; that was to say •. befor~ taking up the training of doctors, the 
first thmg to do was to ~nsure general and social hyg•ene.on a large scale. For instance, the 
urban centres must be given a good water-supply and housing conditions improved. 

Professor NOCHT said that he had visited China forty-five years previously. At that time 
there had been no trace of what was termed medicine in the West. He had been surprised to 
learn that there were already as many as four or five thousand modern doctors in the country. 
!hat. represented great. progress. He had, ~oreover, had an opportunity of noting the 
mtelhgence ~nd enthusiasm of the young Chmese doctors who had worked in his Institute. 

He considered that the question of quarantine had two different aspects. There was 
first, the protection of China against the importation of infectious diseases. That was not th~ 
~ost ~mport~nt aspect .. ~oats arriving from foreign ports were, for the most part, large vessels 
m wh1ch samtary conditions were closely supervised and they therefore presented very little 
danger. There cai?le next the question of the export, if he might use the term, of cholera and 
smallpox from Chmese ports to other ports. That was a serious question, and the doctors in 
Chinese ports should closely supervise the small sailing or steam vessels going to other ports 
in the Far East. 

Professor PITTALUGA thought that the report raised three major questions. The first 
was that ?f quarantine. He ":ould pass this over, s!nc~ a special Com~ission had been appointed 
to study It. The second question was that of estabhshmg a health serVIce and health institutions 
in the strict sense of the term. This was a matter which was of the most immediate interest 
from the point of view of the proposed collaboration between the technical organs of the League 
and the technical organs now being set up in China. The third question was that of education. 

Dr. Rajchman had drawn special attention to the determination with which the Chinese 
Government had attacked the second problem. Its plans were concrete and limited, and this 
was a pledge of success. Furthermore, distinguished men like General Graham had shown 
what could be done in the matter of hygiene in countries where it did not, so to speak, exist. 
Moreover, Dr. Rajchman's report had so fully explored all the possibilities of co-operation 
between the Chinese Government and the technical organisations of the League that it was 
impossible to discuss the matter except perhaps in regard to budget questions. Professor 
Pittaluga considered, therefore, that the Health Committee should enthusiastically accept 
the Chinese Government's invitation. 

He was glad that Professor Leon Bernard had put his finger on the most interesting point 
in the problem, that of training. The rudimentary condition of medical treatment in China 
made it possible to ci:eate something entirely new from the medical point of view. 

Dr. Lutrario had pointed out that in Western countries there was a doctor for about every 
r,ooo inhabitants. That situation should cause satisfaction ; but it .must not, however, be 
forgotten that medicine, in the sense in which it was understood by the majority of practitioners, 
was a very old form of medicine, so old that it might be said that it differed as much from the 
new preventive medicine as Chinese medicine differed from Western medicine. It was useless 
to conceal the fact. The igrrorance of go per cent of the doctors in practice was one of the 
most formidable obstacles to the formation of an effective system of preventive medicine. No 
such obstacle existed in China, which accordingly presented a very interesting field of action, 
and Professor Pittaluga hoped that the Health C?mmittee 'Yould .see fit t.o. ad~pt an absolutely 
different line from that which had been taken m connection With med1cme m the last two or 
three centuries, . 

In view of the vastness of China and the density of its population, it would be impossible, 
with the Western system of medical treatment, to obtain any appreciable results in the near 
future. Furthermore, the Chinese people did not expect the sa~e servi~es from a doctor. as 
Westerners. In these conditions, why not break away from routme and mtroduce preventive 
medicine exclusively ? In brief, Professor Pittaluga ~onsidered that .t~e organis~ti~n of the 
Chinese medical service should be reduced alm~st entirely to the tran~m&" of hyg1emsts .. He 
thought that the basic programme which the Chmese Government ha.d md1cat~d as a preVI.ous 
condition for obtaining a medical diploma was extremely theoretical a'!d m many P?mts 
even useless. He thought that this fact should be brought to the attention of the Chmese 
Government. 

Dr. LUTRARIO wished to point out to Professor Leon Bernard that he had. n?t fu~ly 
understood his observations regarding missionaries. He had 1!-ot meant to say that miSSI?!la~Ies 
should replace doctors. He had merely thought that they might do useful work as aux1hanes. 

Professor Leon BERNARD agreed that this suggestion was a very interesting one. 

Dr. LUTRARIO said that, if he had spoken of t.reatment in the home, it was because the 
report had mentioned it. In reply to Professor :t=:•t~alug~. he observed that for twe!l!y-five 
years he had been at the head of a medical administration, and had had ?pportumtles f~r 
ascertaining that general practitioners were educated men .who. ~ere entirely up to the1r 
work. During the war they had given the full measure of their ab1hty. 

"""' 
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· Professor Leon BERNARD also disagreed with certain suggestions made by Professor 
Pittaluga. In regard to preventive medicine, he could not be suspected of hostility, since on 
his appointment as Professor of Hygiene in the Faculty of ~edicine he had asked that his 
Chair be called the Chair of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine. Nevertheless, while sharing 
to some extent the opinion of Professor Pittaluga regarding Western preventive medicine, 
he could not admit that it might be said that go per cent of the medical profession ~ere blind 
to the science of preventive medicine, nor c~mld he allow: the moral value o~ medical corps, 
which had performed extremely useful work m regard to s1ck persons, to be disparaged. 

No e.xtreme dogma of preventive medicine should be substituted for the former conception 
in regard to the teaching of medit:ine .. If. Prp~essor Leon Bernard had spok.en ?f separating 
the training of doctors from that of hyg~emsts, 1t was because he had been thmkmg of a more 
advanced set of studies and of the training of specialists. As he had always said, if a man had 
not had a complete medical training, he could only be a bad hygienist. · 

Anti-typhoid vaccination was to be introduced into China. Would the hygienists be 
capable of imposing it if they did not know what typhoid fever was, what was the bacillus 
of Ebert, what were the centres of its culture ? Could tuberculosis be treated without a 
knowledge of the rules for the diagnosis of this disease ? Nothing was more difficult than the 
diagnosis oftuberculosis; but, if it were desired to set up an anti-tuberculosis dispensary, it 
was indispensable to have doctors capable of this diagnosis ; otherwise, disastrous mistakes 
would be made. It was important to understand that any act of social or preventive medicine 
must be based on diagnosis. 

Nor should the psychological and moral aspects of the question be ignored. · Those 
hygienists who made medicine appear in a vexatious light or-as a police measure, for the 
populations saw it in no other light, would run the risk of injuring the cause of health. While 
diagnosis was the basis of all preventive action, the basis of the confidence of the population 
was the treatment of sick persons. Hygienists should have no false pride; there would always 
be sick persons, and the duty of the doctor would, first and foremost, be their treatment. 

Dr. CHODZKO considered that the discussion had gone somewhat astray. He recalled that 
the Chinese Government had drawn up the plan of health reorganisation now before the 
Committee. That was a guarantee of success, for the Chinese Government knew better than 
anyone else the situation existing in its country. The main lines of the programme were 
comparatively modest. They proved the traditional wisdom and prudence of the Chinese 
people, and were perfectly adapted to the conditions prevailing in China .. Dr. Chodzko found 
nothing to criticise in the Chinese Government's plan. He would congratulate that Government 
as he would also congratulate Dr. Rajchman for having given his co~operation. 

He would merely ask Dr. Rajchman for some explanations on points of detail. On page 
44 in the letter from the Medical Director to the Minister of Health at Nan king was the following 
passage: · 

.. When once fully developed, the central field station would be entrusted with the 
training of health officers, sanitary inspectors, health visitors and a special category 
of ·sanitary secretaries', to whom the Medical Officer could confine a major part of 
the administrative office routine." · 

The difference between sanitary inspectors and sanitary secretaries was not clear. 

In the same letter, on page 47, the Medical Director stated : 

.. The Advisory Board of the Singapore Bureau will discuss, at its session in February 
1930, the advisability of collecting information on medical education in the area of the 
Bureau's activities, and this information, when collected, will be made available for 
your Commission." 

That was a new task for the Singapore Bureau, and he would be glad to know what 
expansion that task would involve. 

In conclusion, Dr. Chodzko would refer rapidly to the question of education, which had 
just been discussed in detail .. He shared the opinion of Professor Leon Bernard that, without 
clinical preparation, there could be no good hygiene. He would point out in that connection 
that, at the School of Hygiene in Warsaw, an attempt was made to complete medical training 
from the point of view of the clinical study of infectious diseases, and that 120 hours were 
devoted to that study. Moreover, hygiene could not be introduced without the aid of clinical 
medicine, particularly in the homes of the peasants and the workers. It was on the occasion 
of an illness that the doctor could give advice in regard to hygiene, which would certainly 
be followed in these circumstances. 

Professor PITTALUGA felt obliged, in view of the criticisms of which his speech had been the 
object, to clear himself. His words had been taken a little too seriously. He simply wished to 
pr1int out that, in such a virgin field as China, it was necessary to follow. a different direction 
from that followed by Western medicine during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and 
that efforts should, above a11, be directed to the hygienic aspect. ' 

The PRESIDENT noted that the Committee was unanimous in congratulating Dr. Rajchman 
and in a&1pting hi.'! report. It would perhaps be useful to point out in that connection that 
tW< n;port was 50 stu<lif=<'l, 50 digested, if he might make use of the expression, that it did not 
give an account of all the difficulties which had been surmounted. 
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_At the. same time, the ~iscus~ion had brought into relief some interesting oints In 
particular, 1t appeared that m Chma, where active vaccination had ex1"sted so p t. · 
b f •t k · E . . . me cen unes e ore 1 was. nown m urope, It was essential to mtroduce compulsory vaccinatio t th 
greatest possible extent. n o e 

!he obs~rvations of Pr?f~ssor Leon ~ernard on training had led to interesting suggestions. 
~t mt~ht be ~nferred t~at, 1f It. were desirable to profit by the rudimentary state of medicine 

_ m Chma to ~ntroduc~ ~nnovatw!l~· the basis of the system of training should, nevertheless, 
~e the cr~a~10n of medtcal practitioners.. That would give the minimum knowledge necessary 
m t~e trammg ~fa modern doctor, and, If account were not taken of that necessity, there would 
be nsk of creat~ng quacks. It was true that medical· training differed in different countries. 
~n some c<;'untnes doctors. were very far removed from the modern spirit, in others they kept 
m touch wtth new ten_denc1es. The latter was the case in the Scandinavian countries, Germany, 
England, and the Umted States of America, and their example proved that the two tendencies 
-that of the old type of medicine and that of preventive medicine-could easily be conciliated. 

. M .. VELGHE recalled that he had been asked to put in writing the conclusions of the day's 
diSCUSSIOn. · 

It seemed clear t?at the path to hygienic action by the doctor must be prepared by medical 
treatment, and that 1t was necessary to adapt the teaching of medicine to the conditions of 
the country. Moreover, sanitary organisation in European countries had not developed in such 
a manner that a perfect ~ystem,_ at once applicable to all countries, could be contemplated. 

Above all, the gues.twns r~used were not such as could be solved immediately, save, 
perhaps, that of yaccmatw_n agamst cholera and smallpox. Compulsory vaccination, wherever 
1t could be applied, constituted the only rapid means of success. Nevertheless, it was not 
indispensable to mention it in the Committee's resolution. It would suffice that the experts 
who went to China should be inspired by the desiderata of the Committee. 

The resolution to be prepared would therefore deal with the following points : 

I. Note the attitude of the Government of China ; 
2. Congratulate Dr. Rajchman and his collaborator, Dr. Boudreau, for the work 

they have accomplished; 
3. Approve, in its broad outlines, the Medical Director's report ; 
4. While not disguising the difficulties of the task, or the time necessary for its 

completion, decide to respond to the appeal of the Chinese Government. 

Sir George BucHANAN thanked the President for drawing attention to the fact that his 
remarks on the question of vaccination, which appeared to have given rise to some 
misapprehension, were purely incidental. The actual phrase which he had used fully expressed 
the idea that he had had in mind, which was .whether, in order to promote vaccination in 
China, it would be advisable to make it compulsory, or whether it would not be more easily 
acceptable by the population if the authorities concentrated on giving facilities for vaccination 
and demonstrating its advantages in face of epidemic smallpox, compulsion with the whole 
system of penalties which it involved being kept in the background. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thanked the members of the Committee in the name of Dr. Boudreau and 
himself for their kind remarks. He was very glad to welcome Professor Miyajima, who had 
been good enough to go to Shanghai to discuss with the Minister for Health and with Dr. 
Rajchman the plan submitted to the Committee. He was certain that the Committee would 
greatly appreciate the promises of co-operation exchanged between Professor Miyajima and 
Dr. Yen. 

Dr. Rajchman was grateful to Dr. Cho_dzko for having pointed out that the plan had 
been established on the responsibility of the Chinese Government itself. Without doubt that 

· Government would receive with the utmost gratitude the observations of the Health Committee. 
The plan, however, had already been adopted and was not under discussion. Nevertheless, he 
had been extremely glad to note that it had received the complete approval of the Health 
Committee. 

He was entirely in agreement with Sir George Buchanan in r~gard to the choice of _the 
experts who would visit Chi~a. The Com~ittee s~ould be gu~ded solely by tech!l~cal 
considerations, and it should g1ve proof that m techmcal matters It abandoned all political 
considerations. 

In regard to the plan of study and int~rchange, it was quite correct to say that it was 
unnecessary to limit it to European countnes. · 

In regard to smallpox, the position was clear. It should be remembered in that connection 
tha,t China did not present a bl~nk sheet. Chine~e d?ctors ~ad .treated s~allpox for a very 
long time. Dr. Rajchman had dtscuss~d ~he quesh?n m de~ail With the Chmese Gove~ment. 
He had pointed out to the Chinese hygtemst~ that, smce th~1r Government was a revolutionary 
Government, often making use of very radical me~hods, 1t would doubtless ~ave no trouble 
in imposing compulsory vaccinatio?. The~ had repl!~d tha~ they had to ~eal With autonomous 
loca:l.authorities who would certamly desire to retam their autonomy m such matters. pr. 
Rajchman had then pointed out that, in Belgium, where there was no co~pulsion, the _Belgmn 
population believed that vaccination was compulsory. It would be desirable to arnve at a 
similar result in China. It would be very dangerous to offer the population the ch?ice _between 
the disease and vaccination, but it would not be dangerous to offer them the tlluswn that 
they might choose. . 

He considered that Dr. Lutrario had rightly insiste~ on th~ very great services re~dered 
by missionaries. Obviously, China had need of all poss1ble assistance. Nevertheless, It was 
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not for the Committee to decide how the Chinese Government could make use of this or that 
external aid. The Chinese Government wished, above all, to create an organisation which 
'"-ould be entirely national from the technical, administrative and financial points of view. 
At the same time, the Committee did not need to consider the funds to be devoted by the 
Gowrnment to the organisation of sanitary services. If the Government had any assurance 
to giw, it was not to the Health Committee but to the Chinese population. There had already. 
been I.6o,ooo dollars devoted to the work. That was a guarantee of the good intentions of 
the Government. Moreowr, all the financial burden would not fall on the Central Government. 
In Tche-Kiang, for instance, it was the Provincial Government which had to find half a million 
for the establishment of its hospital. . 

Dr. Jitta had given an extremely happy example in referring to the results obtained in 
the Netherlands from vaccination.· Mass vaccination was to-day carried out to some extent 
everywhere. In that connection, the measures taken by General Graham with a view' to 
vaccination against cholera of the population coming to the market of Allahabad might also 
be recalled. In four weeks, one million persons were vaccinated. Dr. Rajchman had offered 
to the Nanking Government every facility for sending a doctor to Allahabad to make himself 
familiar with the methods employed there. In conclusion, the idea of sending Chinese doctors 
to the Dutch Indies, as outlined by Dr. Jitta, seemed to Dr. Rajchman very interesting. 

Professor Nocht had spoken, in regard to quarantine, of the dangers of coastal traffic 
from the point of view of contagion. Those dangers were considerable, but at the same time 
it should be pointed out that the modern steamers going to China ran a risk of spreading 
infectious diseases. A study of the epidemiological statistics showed that, in seasons favourable 
to epidemics, this was the case. The Japanese de~lared, on their side, that the greater 
number of cases of smallpox noted in the quarantine centres were of European origin. 

In regard to Professor Pittaluga's views on medical training in China, very difficult prob
lems were raised in regard to which no opinion could at present be pronounced. Above all, 
Dr. Rajchman would warn the members of the Health Committee against the dangers of 
depreciating \Vestern medicine. All countries were anxious to emancipate themselves, and. 
it would be very dangerous to suggest that the old Chinese practices or Hindu medicine would 
suffice. The problem of training, moreover, could be solved if the Government proceeded 
resolutely to apply itself to the matter. Forty years ago it had been said that the problem 
in Japan was almost insoluble. Nevertheless, it had been solved and well solved. 

Finally, Dr. Rajchman considered that the question raised by Dr. Chodzko regarding the 
qualifications of sanitary secretaries demanded a longer reply than could be given at the 
present moment. 

In regard to the Singapore Bureau, the matter was very simple. The Advisory Committee, 
which had met two or three weeks previously, had proposed to establish a centre of information 
at Singapore. From the day on which that centre was instituted, it would be a great deal 
simpler for Far-Eastern countries to ask for information from Singapore than from Geneva. 

The continuation of the discussion was adjourned to the next meeting. 

THIRD MEETING 

Hdd on Friday, March 7th, 1930, at 10.30 a.m. 

President· Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

-113. Collaboration between the Health Organisation and the Bulg~ian Government In the 
Campaign against Syphilis in Bulgaria: Adoption of a Resolution. 

The PRESIDENT read the following draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 
" Having noted the report of the Health Section (document C.H.837) ; 
" Recommends the acceptance of the proposal made by the Bulgarian authorities 

for the collaboration of the Health Organisation in a campaign to be undertaken against 
endemic syphilis prevalent in certain areas of Bulgaria ; · 

" Is glad to note that the Commissariat of the League of Nations for the Settlement 
?f Bulgarian Refugees is prepared to assume responsibility for the expenses involved 
m the preliminary enguiry, the training of the necessary personnel. and the carrying 
out rA th~ prophylactic campaign ; · 

" IJ?~Ites its Commission of Experts on Syphilis and Cognate Subjects to afford 
all n,-~utstte tet:hnical assistance, including the placing of the services of an expert at 
tbf~ d1sposal of the Bulgarian authorities." 
The draft resolution was adopted (Annex 10). 
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Collaboration between the. League of Nations and the Chinese Government as regards 
Health Matters : Adopt1on of a Resolution. 

The PRESIDENT read the following draf~ resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 

"After s~udy o~ th~ prop_osals <;>f the National Government of the Republic of China 
for c~llaboratio~ whtch 1~ desires wtth the League of Nations on health matters; 

. A!ld hav1!1g exammed t~e ~ep<;>rt submitted by the Medical Director concerning 
the ~tsston earned out on the mv1tat10n of the Government of China : . 

. Approves the report as a whole and expresses appreciation of the attitude adopted 

. by the Government of China. · 

" The Health Committee : 

" Considering that the Council of the League of Nations has expressed the wish 
that all neces_sary assistanc_e sho_uld ~e afforded in. the. development of China ; that 
the c~llaboratio~ r~quested IS entirely m harmony With the programme and aims of the 
t~chmc3:l orgamsations _of th: L~a~e of Nations; and,_ while f';lllY appreciating the 
dtffi.c,~lties of the task With whtch.tt 1s confronted and the time reqmred to accomplish it; 

Recommends to the Council the approval of the entire programme of collaboration 
presented by the Government of China as set forth in the report of the Medical Director, 
and re_que~ts ~he ~a~ter to make arrangements for providing the assistance of the Health 
Orgamsahon m g1vmg effect to that programme, if approved by the Council." · 

Professor 0TTOLENGHI said that the circumstances in which the Health Organisation of 
the League would decide to assist the Chinese Government ·were indicated in the report 
(document C.II8.M.38.Ig3o.III) in a slightly different form. On the one hand, there was the 
let!er from the Minister for Public Health of the National Government of the Republic of 
Chma, and, on the other, the letter from the Medical Director which appeared as Annex I 
to the report. · 

The letter from the Minister for Public Health and the proposals of the Chinese 
Governme?t which were attached to the letter, contained a fairly general programme of 
collab~ration, based on the usual procedure adopted by the League in connection with other 
countnes. This programme did not call for any immediate and extensive decisions except, 
perhaps, as regards the quarantine service, the study of which had just been entrusted to a 
Sub-Commission. Annex I, however, contained definite instructions and a rather comprehensive 
programme to be applied, apparently, immediately. The resolution which had just been 
submitted to the Committee for adoption clearly covered the whole report and required the 
adoption, as a whole, of the proposals summarised in paragraph I4 of Annex I, amongst other 
things. . 

Professor Ottolenghi was very glad to support the scheme for effective collaboration with 
China, but he could not help remembering the mandate of the Health Committee and 
expressing, in consequence, some reservations and some doubts regarding which he would 
like the Medical Director to give some explanations. 

It was clear that all possible assistance must be given to China to further its efforts at 
reorganisation ; but it must not be forgotten, on the other hand, that the Health Organisation 
already had important duties to perform, duties which would continue to increase and develop. 
In different countries in Latin America and Europe, in the East, etc., it was doing important 
and special work. Further, it was dealing with other matters relating to international problems 
of great general interest which, on several occasions, had absorbed the whole of its personnel 
and. financial credits. . · 

In these circumstances, it· was necessary, before approving a certain programme of 
collaboration, to ascertain whether the Health Organisation could accept full responsibility 
without sacrificing its other obligations and, in particular, those entrusted to it by the Council 
and the Assembly. · 

Professor Ottolenghi wished next to raise the question of the collaboration of the Health 
Organisation in the medical training and p~epar3:tion of h~alth officials. I~ t~e Medical 
Director's report reference was often made m th1s connection to ~he Commtsston f<;>r the 
Teaching of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine. He wondered whet~e~ 1t would not b~ deSl!_a~le, 
before adopting resolutions on this matter, ~o allow that Commt~SI?':'- to ex_press 1ts optmon 
and give general suggestions. Those suggestions would form the mthal basis of the work to 
be done by those who would be called upon to carry out the necessary research on the spot, 
and would enable them to become the real liaison officers between China and the Health 
Committee and its technical Commissions. By this means the proposed collaboration would 
be closer and more effective. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN first replied to the second _question r~ised by Professor Ottolenghi, and 
pointed out that the Commission for the Teachmg of Hygtene had already been asked to deal 
with the question. It had been arranged that this Commission should meet at Dresden on 
or about July I4th on the occasion of the Health E_xhibition, a':'-d that a co~plete memo.. 
randum on the question should be presented and discuss~d du~mg that meetmg. . 

He did not think he was qualified to reply to t~e first pomt raised by Professor Ottoleng_hi, 
namely the question whether the Health Committee could undertake the new task which 
had be~n proposed. He thought that only the Health Committee itself was competent to 
determine the extent of its work. 
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Dr. Rajchman finally indicated that there was no difference of any kind ~etween the · 
letter from the Chinese Government and his reply to that letter. He had m_erely g1ven greater 
precision to the general indications contained in the letter from the Chmese Government. 

The PRESIDENT thought that Dr. Rajchman's reply concerning the intervention of the 
Commission for the Teaching of Hygiene was entirely satisfactory. He di~ not think it was 
desirable to reopen a general discussion of principle upon the second question. 

Professor OITOLENGHI said he did not find any difference of substance between the two 
documents to which he had referred. Nevertheless, the programme contemplated by Dr. 
Rajchman seemed to him to go a little farther than the proposals of the Chinese Government. 
This, however, was a question of form and, for him, the important question was whether the 
Health Organisation, in assuming this new task as a whole, would be able to pr~ceed with 
its other work under satisfactory conditions. 

Dr. R.AJCHMAN insisted that the programme which he had submitted in no way exceeded 
the Chinese proposals, but was only a logicaJ interpretation of them. In order to avoid all 
disagreement with Professor Ottolenghi on this point, he asked that the question· might be 
elucidated by a sub-commission. 

M. VELGHE pointed out that, in preparing the draft resolution, he had endeavoured to 
meet the wishes expressed by the Committee. Professor Ottolenghi had asked .whether the 
Health Committee and the Health Section would be able to undertake this new work. That, 
however, was a question which arose every session and he would observe that, though the 
means of the Health Organisation were not unlimited, it had nevertheless been created to do 
as much good as it could. If the Committee considered that work might usefully be undertaken, 
it was bound to accept and undertake such work. It would be for the Assembly to provide 
the necessary means. The draft resolution had been drawn up in that spirit. 

Professor OrroLENGHI repeated that, in the first part of his observations, he had raised, 
above all, a question of form. His principal question was precisely that which M. Velghe had 
just summarised. 

The PREsiDENT thought that, in these circumstances, there was no need to refer the draft 
resolution to a sub-commission, and he proposed that it should be examined, paragraph by 
paragraph. . . . 

Dr. R.AJCHMAN read the first part of the draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 
"After a study of the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China 

for the collaboration which it desires with the League of Nations on health matters; 
" And having examined the report submitted by the Medical Director concerning 

the Mission carried out on the invitation of the Government of China ; 
"Approves the report as a whole and expresses appreciation of the attitude-adopted 

by the Government of China." ·. · 

After a short exchange of views, the first part of the resolution was. adopted, with slight 
amendments of form. 

Dr. R.AJCHMAN read the second part of the draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 
"Considering that the Council of the League of Nations has expressed the wish 

that all necessary assistance should be afforded in the development of China ; that the 
collaboration requested is entirely in harmony with the programme and aims of the 
t~hnical organisations of the League of Nations; and, while fully appreciating the 
difficulties of the task with which it is confronted and the time required to accomplish it ; 

" Recommends to the Council the approval of the entire programme of collaboration 
presented by the Government of China as set forth in the report of the Medical Director, 
and requests the latter to make arrangements for providing the assistance_ of the Health 
Organisation in giving effect to that programme, if approved by the Council." . 

The text of the second part of the resolution was adopted, with a slight amendment of form 
proposed by Professor Leon Bernard and Sir George Buchanan. 

The draft resoltttion as a whole was adopted (Annex ro). 

Dr. YEN wished, on behalf of the Chinese Minister for Health, to thank the Committee 
~or the resolution which it had just passed. He wished, further, to thank the Committee for 
Jts promise of active collaboration and its decision to send Dr. Park to China to complete 
the survey of the question of the quarantine services in the Chinese ports. He was sure that 
the Chin~ Minister for Health would very gladly collaborate with Dr. Park in this task. 
In Cfmcluswn, he wished to thank the Health Committee for its long and fruitful discussion 
of a problem with which the members could not be personally familiar. 

The PRESIDENT, on behalf of the Health Committee, expressed his appreciation of Dr. 
Yen's statement. He could assure Dr. Yen that the Chinese Government would receive the 
nw..1 devoted collaboration on the part of the Committee. 

Dr. Y£,-n withdrew. 
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Examination of the Chinese Government's Proposals for the o · t' · 
Quarantine Service : Adoption of a Resolution. · rgamsa •on of a Nat1onal 

Dr. RAJCHMAN read the following draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 

" J\fter a study of the .Proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China 
concerm.ng the ~ollaborahon of the League of Nations in the reorganisation of the 
quaranh.ne services · ~f th~ Chine~e ports, and on the advice of the Commission for 
Quarantme Measures m Chma nommated during the present session : 

" (I) A.ccepts the proposals ~ade_by the Chinese Government to obtain the benefit 
of the expenen~es of h~alth serVIces m other countries in the reorganisation of the 
present quarantme services ; 

" (2) .. App:oves the ~rra~gements proposed by the Health Section that Dr. Park 
should VISit Chma forthwith m .or.der to complete the survey which has already been 
begun, a.nd repo;t to t~e CommiSSion thereon at an early date. In his report Dr. Park 
shou!d. give special cons1d~ration to .the possibilities of the satisfactory application of the 
provisions of the International Samtary Convention of I926 ;· 

" (3) Notes that the Com~ission h~s given Dr. Park certain guiding lines for this 
survey. T.hese mc!ude : th~ samtary eqmpment of ports ; the nature of the action to be 
taken-agamst the Importation and exportation respectively of infectious diseases and the 
measures needed to deal with the special conditions of coastal traffic. 

" (4) N~tes that Dr. Par~, _on the completion of his survey, will submit proposals 
for ~ons1deration by the Commission regarding the scheme to be submitted to the Chinese 
National Government; 

" (5) Requests that the Commission in so doing should confer with any experts 
who may be delegat_ed by the Transit Organisation of the League, in conformity with the 
request of the Chmese Government, before submitting the scheme to the Health 
Committee." . · 

After a short exchange of views, the draft resolution was adopted with slight amendments 
of form (Annex ·Io). 

446. Opium: Application of Articles 8 and 10 of the International Opium Convention of 1925: 
Opinions requested by the Social Section and the Permanent Central Opium Board : 
Collaboration of the Health Organisation with the Advisory Committee on the Traffic 
in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. 

Dr. CARRIERE, Chairman of the Opium Commission, apologised for not having been present 
at the opening of the session. This had deprived him, to his very great regret, of the pleasure 
of hearing the remarkable statement of Dr. Rajchman on his mission in China and of associating 
himself with the expressions of friendship which the Committee had addressed to its President 
on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday. · 

He presented, on behalf of the Opium Commission, a report (Annex 2) concerning : 
(I) the application of Articles 8 and IO of the International Opium Convention signed at 
Geneva on February Igth, I925 (documents C.H.843, 850 and 852 ; Annexes 3, 4 and 5) ; 
(2) two questions put to the Committee by the Social Section of the Secretariat and the 
Permanent Opium Central Board (document C.H.85I; Annex 6). 

Dr. Carriere wished to add to this report a few personal observations with a view to keeping 
the Committee informed of the work done by the Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium 
at its last session. There were certain points which were of immediate interest to 
the Committee. 

· The Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium had devoted much time .during its 
last meetings to the question whether the control of narcotic drugs, as now in force, should 
not be replaced by another system, namely, that of the limitation of .manufacture. The maj o:ity 
had hitherto considered that the system of control, as defined m the Geneva Convention, 
if strictly and honestly enforced, c~uld con.stit?te an effective .ba.rrier against the illicit tr~~c. 
Dr. Carriere wished to state that th1s was still h1s personal conviction. Nevertheless, the position 
had been profoundly modified owing to the_decision recently adopted by the _Co.unc.il and the 
Assembly, instructing the Advisory Committee to draw u:p a plan for the limitation of the 
manufacture of narcotic drugs and to prepare for !he conven.mg at an earl)' date of a ~o.nference 
of manufacturing countries and of some consummg countnes, for the purpose of giVIng legal 
form to this plan in a special arrangement. . . . . . 

This decision concerned the Health Section m so far as the Opmm Section had asked 1t 
to compile statistics concerning the world consumpti?n of drugs for the purpose of drawing 
up the plan of limitation (it may be noted that a similar task was s?me years ago entn~sted 
to a joint committee consisting of members of the Health Section and of the Advisory 
Committee, and that 'the latter worked out certain figures which were found to be in need 
of serious revision). . 

· The Health Section in deference to this request, had mstructed Dr. Wasser berg to undertake 
the work. The latter h~d made use of all available material and accomplishedapieceofwor~to 
which Dr. Carriere desired to pay a sincere tri~u!e. The ?ata used wer~ of the ~ost van.ed 
description-in some cases very accurate, cons1stmg of est~mates of reqmrem_ents m narc~hcs 
furnished by a certain number of States ; in other cases restmg on very approximate deductions 
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which themselves were based on more or less accurate figures available in respect of certain 
groups of countries. By compar,ing and co-ordina~ing these. various d~ta, Dr. Wasserberg 
was able to establish figures for the world consumption of vanous narcotic d~ugs per head of 
the population per annum. These were, of course, aver!lge_s,. very approximat~ avera~es, 
moreover, which could not be applied as the~ stood. to each m~tVIdual State. NotWithstandmg 
this formal reservation, the Advisory Committee did not see Its ~ay t_o accept the ~gures, and 
it had e:11.-pressed a desire that the Health Section should contmue Its researches m order to 
obtain fi,"Ures which would be acceptable. 

Dr. Carriere did not think that there was any nee~ at thi~ juncture- to analyse the 
criticisms formulated at the meeting of the Advisory Committee, which lett out of acc.ount the 
fact that Dr. Wasserberg's figures were merely averages, and tha~ he had never claimed for 
them the value and significance of accurate and final mathematic.al dat3:. They were o:.;ly 
intended to represent provisional figures whic~ woul~ make It possibl~, to det.ermme 
approximately the requirements of the .countnes which h3;d not f?rmsh~d esti!llates. 
Dr. Carriere merely wished to define what assistance the Opmm Section still reqmred of 
the Health Section in this matter. Obviously, this assistance could not be refused, and the 
Health Section was undoubtedly willing to help the Opium Section in its work. It could 
merely do so, however; by revising the existing figures on the basis o£ estimates which the· 
countries that have not yet done so will be requested to furnish. The v.:or~ would_. therefore~ be 
one of progressive and periodical revision, which should by degrees provide mcreasmgly. accurate 
figures as the estimates furnished by the States became more· numerous and accurate. 

In the opinion of Dr. Carriere, and, he felt convinced, in tha~ of the H~alth Sec~ion.al~o, 
this was the only manner in which the latter could co-operate With the Opmm Section m Its 
work. He thought thai: this would also be the view held by the Committee. . 

The PRESIDENT, on behalf of the Health Committee, cordially thanked Dr. Carriere for 
his interesting statement and Dr. Wasserberg for the heavy work which he had undertaken. 

The report by Dr- Carriere was unanimously adopted . 

.t-!7. Establishment of a Permanent Secretariat for the Unification of Pharmacopreias. 

M. VELGHE briefly summarised the history of the question. .It was proposed to establish 
a pennanent international secretariat and two international committees in conformity with 
the resolutions adopted by the Second International Conference at Brussels for the unification 
of the formulre of heroic drugs. 

The aim was to appoint a permanent body which, between sessions, would endeavour 
to unify the formulre and methods of preparation of certain drugs; The Belgian 
Government, to whom the conclusions of the Conference had been addressed, had 
forwarded them to the League of Nations. Further, by a letter dated. February 22nd, I930 
(Annex 9), the Belgian Government had intimated that the international arrangement 
resulting from the Conference had been signed by fourteen Powers, and that the permanent 
secretariat had therefore been virtually created and its provisional working entrusted to the 
Belgian Commission on Pharmacopreias. 

The Council, at its meeting on August 30th, rg2g, had noted the first communication 
of the Belgian Government and decided to refer the question to the Health Committee for 
study. · 

He would recall the terms of Article 24 of the Covenant of the League, in which it was 
said : - · 

" All such international bureaux and· all commissions for the regulation of matters 
of international interest hereafter constituted shall be placed under the direction of the 
League." · ' 

· The International Conference at Brussels had decided to create a permanent secretariat 
entrusted with a work of an international character and it seemed, therefore, _that Article 24 
of the Covenant must apply in the present case. This secretariat should normally be placed 
under the ·authority of the League, provided, of course, that the League agreed. Article 24, 
moreover, also contained the following provision : . 

" I~ all matters of international interest which are regulated by general conventions, 
but which are not placed under the control of international bureaux or commissions, 
the Secretariat of the League shall, subject to the consent of the Council and if desired 
by _the parties_. collect and distribute all relevant information and shall render any other 
assiStance which may be necessary or desirable." 

. Such wer~ the terms of the Covenant. There had, in his opinion, arisen a slight 
miSu~derstandm~ when the question had first been submitted to the Council. The Rapporteur 
had mt.roduced mto his draft resolution a paragraph which referred to the " desirability of 
ent~~g the Health Organisation of the League with the work of this secretariat and these 
commisston;; ". This passage had given rise to objections, particularly on the part of the 
~eJn:eseJ?-tahve of Italy, who had protested against the tendency to group at Geneva all 
mst1tu~10ns whose activities were international. Finally, the Council had accepted the draft 
resolutwn proposed by its Rapporteur, suppressing, however, the passage to which he had 
alluded, and had referred the question to the Health Committee for study. 

l~. Velghe observed, on the other hand, that the permanent secretariat was already 
estab}ts~ed at B~ssels and that the Belgian Government earnestly desired that it should 
r<;mam m that ctty. In these circumstances he wondered whether the Health Committee 
sbo~ld co!lcern itself with the details of the pr~gramme of work of that institution. It seemed 
to h1m Wiser to leave the matter to the persons concerned, at least to some extent, as it was 
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eviden~ that, if the new institution required financial assistance from the League the Health 
Commtttee would be ca~led :upon_ t? intervene an~ to gi':e its approval or not as th~ case might 
be. For the moment, m h1s opm10n, the quest10n at Issue was whether the new institution 
situated at Brussels, _was of sufficient importance to justify the application of Article 24 of th~ 
Covenant. 

Dr. ~JC~MAN said that ~t ~as not for the Health Committee to settle the legal question 
?f the a~phcatJon or non-applicatiOn of an article of the Covenant. In his opinion, the Council 
m refer~mg the pr.oposal.t~ the Health Committee and requesting its observations, had wished 
to o~tai;'l a techm<:al opm10n. The question of the application of Article 24 of the Covenant 
and Its mterpretatJon was a matter for the Council itself to decide. The Health Committee 
should, in his opinioi_I. settl~ the qu_estion whether the Health Organisation could deal with this 
!as"~<: from the techmcal pomt of VIew and whether the previous activities of the Organisation 
JUStified a proposal ~hat ther_e should. be a _co-ordination of work. It was necessary, in any 
case, to deal only with techmcal considerations. If he had well understood the intentions of 
t~e members of the Committee,_ t_hey wished for the moment merely to have an exchange of 
views and to leave the final decision to be taken at a later session. · 

Dr. LuT~ARIO recalled that the question of the unification of pharmacopreias had already 
been the su~1ect of several Conventions and Conferences. He would mention, in particular, 
the Convention of November 29th, 1906, signed at Brussels for the unification of formulre 
for heroic drugs. In January 1913, a Conference had been held at Brussels with a view to the 
unification of pharmacopreias and the regulation of patent medicines. Finally, the Conference 
at Brussels in 1925 had led to the conclusion of the Arrangement of August 21st, 1929, for: 
(a) the unification of the formulre for heroic drugs ; (b) the creation of a permanent secretariat 
for the unification of pharmacopreias. 

Fourteen States had signed this Arrangement, but it should be pointed out that nine of 
them had made fairly important reservations. 

The two objects were mutually connected and complementary, so that it was proposed, not 
only to unify the formulre of drugs known as heroic drugs, but the pharmacopreias themselves. 
Moreover, as regarded the bodies to undertake this work, there would be two international 
Committees. One would be entrusted with the unification of the methods of chemical and 
physico-chemical prescriptions, and the other with the unification of the methods of preparing 
galenic and heroic drugs. Finally, there would be a permanent secretariat for the unification 
of the pharmacopreias. 

He did not think that it was possible entirely to standardise pharmacopreias. They included 
a portion which might be unified-more particularly, the portion covering heroic remedies. 
There was another portion which could not be standardised, namely, that which dealt with 
remedies exclusively used in certain countries or certain districts. He would quote various 
remedies of this kind, as, for example, theriac, pollen powders, etc. The unification of the 
whole of the pharmacopreias could not, therefore, be contemplated, and the work must be 
confined to heroic drugs. Owing to the difficulties involved, it was desirable to proceed by 
degrees, and to take only the remedies to which reference was made in the Brussels agreement. 

It was also necessary to consider the question of homreopathic pharmacopreias, to which 
no reference had been made. This question had received considerable attention in Italy and 
the homreopaths desired to have a pharmacopreia and one which could be unified. 

As regards the bodies entrusted with the work, Dr. Lutrario did not see any necessity 
to appoint two committees; The Health Committee had already a Standardisation Commission 
which was dealing with sera and vaccines, with opotherapie preparations and with certain 
heroic drugs (arseno-benzines, digitalis, hydrastis). It did not seem necessary to mu~ti:ply 
the bodies dealing with the work, since the Health Organisation alreadoy had a Commission 
which was dealing with this question and which was worthy of full confidence. 

Dr. Lutrario thought that the legal question of the_ application of th~ Covenant was 
completely outside the competence of the Health Committee. The Council had, h?wever, 
asked for advice. It was clear that it was impossible to attach to the League of NatiOns all 
existing international institutions. It must not be forgo~t~~ that an excessi.ve internationali~m 
impeded initiative and destroyed the sense of responsibility. The question of t~e financial 
charges involved could not, moreover, be comple~ely neglect.ed .. He was not _m any way 
opposed to the creation of the cont~mplated secretanat, though _It d1d not seem to h1m necessary 
to apply Article 24 or to attach this body to the League of Nations. 

In conclusion, he would summarise his views as follows : 

r. As regarded the pharmacopreias, standardisation should be limited to the heroic 
drugs, and particularly to those mentioned in the text of the Agreement ; 

2. This work should be entrusted to the Standardisation Commission of the Health 
Committee. In view of the great interest which Italy took in the question, he would be 
glad if an Italian member were added to this Commission ; 

3· If a secretariat to deal with the pharina~opreias were appoi~ted, it should. be 
placed outside the framework of the League of Nations and should also mclude an Italian 
member. 
The PRESIDENT reminded the Committee that this S_tandardisation. Com~ission -:vas 

dealing only ·with biological methods. It had always abstamed from dealmg. With chem1c_al 
methods and was incompetent to do this w?rk. It c~uld n~t be entruste~ ~Ith the task m 
question, and it would be necessary to appomt an entirely different CommiSSIOn. 
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Sir George BucHANAN entirely agreed with Dr. Lutrario's ple~ th<~;t the discussion sho_uld 
be confined to heroic remedies and should not extend to the umficatlon of pharmacopre1as. 
It seemed to him that the best point of view from which to contemplate this question was that 
of pure opportunism. That, indeed, was what, as he understood it, th~ Health Committee 
was invited to do by the Council. 

What were the facts ? A Convention existed which had ·been signed by fourteen countries 
and which had established a temporary office at Brussels. The British Government had not 
adhered to the Convention, not because it had necessarily any objection to it, but because 
it wished first to have further information as to the ground covered. An official arrangement· 
therefore e~-i.sted with a temporary secretariat at Brussels. 

Three courses had been suggested. First, that the secretariat should continue as ·an 
independently constituted body ; secondly, that the secretariat at Brussels should continue, but 
should be placed under the authority of the League in accordance with Article .24 .of the 
Covenant ; thirdly, that it should cease at some convenient time to be an independent office 
and should become part of tile normal Secretariat of the League. The Health Committee VIlas 
asked to indicate which of these three solutions was the most convenient. It was difficult to 
give an answer without a sufficient idea of the work which the secretariat would be required 
to do. There would be c;ertain obvious advantages from the secretarial point of view-the 
question of translations, etc.-in having the permanent secretariat at Geneva.- On the other 
hand, if the secretariat had been established at Brussels with a body of competent officials, 
it seemed that it would be a great mistake to remove it merely for the 'sake of the system. 
The Committee would have to know what were the lines on which the officials at Brussels 
considered tl!ey should work, what was approximately the volume of their work, and what 
would be the expenses involved. 

If a permanent office were established in Brussels under a Convention, there would have 
to be some contribution-though perhaps only a small one-from the associated .countries. 
However small that contribution, then~ would be a tendency on the part of some Governments 
to say that it was most undesirable that they should contribute towards the expenses of the 
office, but tl!at Article 24 should apply to it and that it should be brought within the general 
budget of the League. This, therefore, might, on the balance, be a decisive consideration for 
rejecting the :first and choosing between the second and third of the solutions which he had 
mentioned. He could not go further£ or the moment, since, before coming to a definite conclusion 
he would like to have as much information as possible concerning the advantages and 
disadvantages involved. Nevertheless, he thought that the Committee should dismiss altogether 
the idea that it was necessary to have the permanent secretariat at Geneva for the sake of 
form; in his view it might sometimes be a good thing to scatter the Committee's work and 
get it done in different countries on behalf of the Committee. 

Dr. jiTTA noted, as M. Velghe had done, that the Council had suppressed a portion of 
the draft resolution submitted by its Rapporteur. This had been done because the Council 
did not wish to assume responsibility in regard to a technical question which it felt should be 
referred to the Health Committee. 1 · 

Without desiring to go into the question of the legal interi>retation of Article 24 of the 
Covenant, he thought that this article should be applied in the present case. 

The unification of pharmacopreias was a question which had been studied for a long time. In 
the pharmacopreias there were obviously two different categories of remedies to be considered
heroic remedies and other remedies. The heroic remedies did not come within the sphere of the 
Standar~ation Commission as it was at present composed, but it would perhaps be possible to 
entrust this work to the Commission if the number of its members were slightly increased. 
As regards the othe• remedies, there were evidently some which might be called local and 
which were special to a particular country or region. There was also, however, a common body 
of remedies which it would not be impossible to standardise. . · 

He would emphasise the importance of the permanent secretariat. It would be quite 
easy to leave this institution at Brussels and to delegate a representative to the Health 
Organisation to keep in touch with its work. · 
. He wo~ld,. moreover, draw attention to the new conditions which at present prevailed 
m the apph_cahon of the pharmacopreias. The world was flooded with a quantity of new 
pharmaceutiCal products. It was clearly impossible to require that all these products should 
be an<.Ll.fsed, but th~y all included active principles which might be studied with a view to 
r~rammg the mama for patent medicines which at present prevailed. Standardisation in 
th~ field would assist the campaign against charlatanism, and that would be an excellent 
thmg . 

. He. was disposed to support the idea of appointing a permanent secretariat for the 
umficat10n of pharmacopreias on which certain nations would be represented. It did not, 
~wever, seem to him possible to take a decision at once, and he thought that Dr. Rajchman 
!fiight usefully study the problem, in particular, from the financial point of view, which was 
l~portant fo~ !he League of Nations. The Medical Director would present I?roposals with a 
vtew to a decJsJOn at the next session of the Health Committee. · 

The cuntinuation of the discussion was adjourned to the next meeting. 
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FOURTH MEETING 

Held on Friday, March 7th, 1930, at 3-30 p.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

448. Establishment of a Permanent Secretariat for the Unification of Pharmacopmias. 
(continuation). 

. Dr. HAMEL observ~d that there were two questions before the Committee. The first, 
ra1sed ~y ~- Velghe, m1ght be _summed up as follows : Should the League concern itself in 
the umfic~t10n of pharmacopre1as_? The other, that raised by Dr. Rajchman, amounted to 
the followmg : Was the League m a position to assume, from the technical point of view 
responsibility for such unification ? · ' 

It was somewhat diffic_ult to reply to these questions. The last resolutions adopted by 
the Brussels Conference differed_ fro~!'- previo1:1s resolutions concerning heroic drugs and, 
~urth~rmo:~. the progra~me of um~cation, covenng nomenclature, maximum doses, description, 
identification and analys1s of chem1cal products, etc., appeared unduly ambitious. In addition, 
there was the fact that the powers of the international organisation for the unification of 
pharmacopreias were not sufficiently defined. It was not clear whether the Health Committee 
could influence it in any way with a view to restricting the extent of its duties or how far 
the Health Committee would be involved if it· assumed any responsibility in thi; matter. 

The Committee was entitled to ask whether it could contemplate so vast a unification 
extendin~ to a~l races and all climates. The forms of the remedies and of the pharmaceutical 
preparations differed from one country to another; some countries-Germany, for instance
used a large number of manufactured medicines ; others preferred medicines prepared 
individually by chemists. The cost of the undertaking would, moreover, be considerable. 
The sixth edition of the German Pharmacopreia had appeared some years previously. The 
preparation of .this edition, the laboratory work and analyses carried out in order to determine 
the content of the various medicines, etc., had cost approximately roo,ooo Swiss francs. 
It was useful to point out that it had been impossible to solve many questions to the general 
satisfaction in the German Pharmacopreia, which, it must, however, be remembered, applied 
only to a single country. The experts had, for instance, been unable to agree on the question 
of the directions to be followed in determining morphine content ; the question had had to 
be settled by a majority vote. 

There were, in this matter, two points of interest to doctors-the maximum dose and 
standardisation. The maximum dose of heroic drugs was, however, practically uniform 
everywhere and standardisation could only be applied in certain cases. Moreover, these two 
points represented only an insignificant part of the vast programme drawn up at Brussels. 

The experiments necessary for analysing the drugs presented enormous difficulties. 
There were few experts who were.capable of carrying out such work successfully. There were 
only one or two even in the countries which were the most advanced from the standpoint 
of pharmaceutical chemistry. The pharmacists, on their side, would not welcome the reforms 
enthusiastically, since they would be obliged to change a large part of their equipment-for 
example, the signature on their jars, etc.-in order to conform to the new directions. Again, 
an obstacle would arise in the legislation of certain countries. In Germany, for instance, 
heroic drugs could only be obtained through doctors who had qualified in Germany. This 
applied also to many other countries, and the situation would scarcely be changed by the 
contemplated unification of pharmacopreias. 

In view of all these difficulties, it was very doubtful whether it was worth while to attempt 
compulsory unification. The task was an ungrateful one and did not seem to come within 
the sco.pe of the Health Committee. If, however, the League assumed responsibility for this 
work it would be advisable to consider whether it would not be better to entrust the task to 
a sp;cial Commission instead of to the Health Committee. · 

Dr. Hamel recalled that Sir George Buchanan had already asked whether the proposed 
organisation would have its office ~t Brussels or Geneva, a_nd whethe~ it would work under the 
supervision of the Health Comm1ttee. It would be des1rable to discuss the advantages or 
disadvantages of these different solutions. 

M. VELGHE reminded the Committee that, if he had raised the question of procedure_ or 
of competence, it was because at the Council session at which the_ letter from t~e B~lg~an 
Government regarding the establishment of the permanent secretanat for the umfi~ation of 
pharmacopreias had been examined, the ~apporteur had proposed the adoption of a 
recommendation ·which contained the followmg passage : 

" The Council recognises the desirability of entrusting the work of this secretariat 
and of these Committees to the Health Organisation of the League." 
That amounted to solving the pr.oble~ before the Health. Co!fimittee was c_onsulted. 

The above passage had given rise to a discussion, as a result_ of wh1ch 1t ha_d b~en decided that 
the Council would refer the question to the Health Comm1~tee for exammat!on and forwa~d 
to it the observations made by the members of the Council. It was for th1s reason that 1t 
seemed to M. Velghe that the Health Committee was called upon to deal with this aspect 
of the question. 
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Dr. Rajchman had replied that it was for the Council to consider in what way Article 
24 of the Covenant should be applied. Several members of the Health Committee, however, 
had ventured on to the forbidden ground, in particular, Dr. Lutrario and Dr. Hamel. 

Fundamentally, the first question was one of competence. Was the Health Committee 
going to allow the .chemists to do as they liked, or would it say that the question was within 
its purview and that it was far more competent than the chemists ? M. Velghe thought that, 
in order to settle this question of competence, it was necessary to consider the matter only 
from the standpoint of technical utility. Was there in the unification of pharmacopreias 
anything which was of sufficient interest to the Health Committee, and should the League 
undertake this work of unification, either through the Health Committee or through some 
new responsible Commission ? · 

The opinions put forward by the members of the Committee showed much hesitation 
in the matter. All the members had drawn attention to the excessively wide scope of the 
programme of the Brussels Conference. All had agreed that the ground was slippery. M. Velghe 
personally thought that, from the health point of view, it was quite right to say that the 
question did not concern the Committee. He hoped, however, that at the next session, after 
mature reflection, the Committee would arrive at a fully considered resolution which would be 
adopted unanimously. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thought that both M: Velghe and himself were in the right. The Council 
had forwarded its observations to the Health Committee, not in order that the latter might 
discuss the application of Article 24, but in order to ascertain whether it considered that the . 
question of the unification of pharmacopreias came within its competence. 

Dr. Rajchman referred the members to document C. H. 856, (annex 9) containing the letter 
from M. Hymans, Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs, to the Secretary-General and, in an 
appendix an account of the method of organisation and functions of the permanent secretariat for . 
the unification of pharmacopreias. This document showed that the functions of th~ secretariat 
were not very considerable, but that they were highly specialised, Dr. Rajchman thought 
that, if it were desired to entrust this new task to the Health Organisation, it would be sufficient 
to create a new post in the Health Section, a post which would be relatively unimportant, and 
to attach to it a stenographer. 

In order to make things quite clear, he wished to say that the Health Section was not at 
all anxious to take up the matter, for, after all, its importance, from the point of view of 
public health and preventive medicine, was not very great. If, however, the Council decided 
that a special organisation ·entrusted with this task should be placed under the patronage 
of the League, he hoped that the Healtlt Committee would be charged with its supervision. 
In any case, there could be no question of responsibility unaccompanied by exclusive 
supervision. 

Dr. CARRIERE said that he had some experience of the question of pharmacopreias. 
He had presided over the Commission which had prepared the fifth edition of the Swiss 

Pharmacopreia, and had had an opportunity of observing that an international secretariat 
for pharmacopreias might be of use. He did not contemplate the total unification of 
pharmacopreias-that was an impossibility-but he thought that a secretariat or a committee 
might render useful service to the various national committees which were charged with the 
preparation of the pharmacopreias in their own countries. 

Dr. Hamel had observed that the sixth edition of the German Pharmacopreia had cost 
about Ioo,ooo Swiss francs. The fifth edition of the Swiss Pharmacopreia had already cost at 
least Ioo,ooo francs. It might, however, be supposed that, if an international committee had 
already collected a large amount of information, the work would be greatly simplified thereby. 

This fact would be brought out by an illustration. All drug manufacturers had their 
opium analysed by a London firm. Notwithstanding this fact, it had been noted that similar 
samples presented on analysis a divergence amounting to as much as 1.5 or 2 per cent. Would 
it not be generally useful to have a uniform basis for these analyses ? · 

Dr. Carriere was not, therefore, as sceptical as some of his colleagues. As regards the way 
in which the secretariat should be organised, it was difficult, at the present moment, to give 
au opinion. He thought that the Health Section might accept the work without any very · 
~eat difficulty, and that the Standardisation Commission, in particular, might deal with 
It. It had been objected that this Commission consisted of only two or three members. Why, 
however, could not its membership be increased ? 

Dr. LUTRARIO agreed that the question of specialities was a very difficult one. Some of 
them had a mineral base, while others had an organic and yet others a mixed base. In Italy, 
it had been seen, in connection with the application of the law on medical specialities, that 
the tests carried out in the chemical laboratories were extremely long and difficult. The 
analysis of a mineral water from the quantitative point of view absorbed a chemist's entire 
attention for a whole year. · · 

Sir George BucHANAN felt that the debate had been very useful in clearing the minds 
of the members of the Committee. He was afraid, however, that it would be rather difficll;lt 
for some of the members to take back, for the consideration of the authorities concerned m 
their own countries, the views that had been put forward. It was all very well for those 
countries which had adhered to the Arrangement, but the position in Great Britain, which 
had not yet decided whether to adhere, was different. 

On his return to his country he would be asked what was the effect of the Committee's 
debate on the question whether Great Britain should adhere or not. If he had properly judged 
th~ s;en.<;e of tf1e discussion, it was that no step further should be taken by the Health 
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Organis~tion on ~uch ~angerous ground ; that the question should be considered in its endless 
and vanous ramifications ; and that, unless some vague committee came forward to solve 
it in the .distant future, nothing could be done. This uncertainty as to the future of the proposed 
secr~tanat would not help him in advising whether Great Britain should adhere to 
the mternational Arrangement, and he imagined that the same conclusion would be drawn 
in regard to other countries which were in the same situation. · 

· He might, however, be wrong, and for that reason he would ask that the Minutes should 
be as full as possible, always on the understanding that the discussion was of a conversational 
nature and represented the personal views of the members. It would be extremely useful 
to have a full note of the contentions that had been advanced. 

It would also be usef11l if the Secretariat or Dr. Velghe could provide the members of 
the Committ_ee with copies of the Arrangement, with the different reservations which had 
been made. 

M. VELGHE, in reply to Sir George Buchanan, 'said. that the .Committee was not asked to 
consider whether the different countries were right in adhering or not to the Brussels Convention. 
He would, however, so far as possible, get together all the information which might be of 
value and send it to him. 

There was no question of establishing a compulsory international pharmacopceia, but 
merely of placing at the disposal of the different countries a scientific instrument which could 
not fail to be very useful.· The scope of the pharmacopceia was limited by the facts. The 
Brussels secretariat could not be told to go forward or stop work on the ground that the Health 
Committee w~s as well qualified to carry out its duties, He felt obliged to add that 
Dr. Rajchman had failed fully to appreciate the task to be undertaken by the international 
secretariat when he had said that its work might, for instance, be done by a new assistant' 
with the help of a stenographer. . . 

Professor PITTALUGA thought the problem one of minor importance. The Health 
Committee could obviously concern itself in certain questions which it was desired to link 
up with those that had been studied by the international secretariat at Brussels ; but, briefly, 
Professor Pittaluga did not think it was expedient for the Health Committee to assume 
responsibility for the unification of pharmacopceias. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN wished to dissipate a small misunderstanding. The second Conference held 
at Brussels had decided that it would be desirable to entrust the unification of pharmacopceias 
to a Commission of Enquiry. The Belgian Pharmacopceia Commission consisted of scientists, 
and Dr. Rajchman had had no intention of suggesting that their work could be carried out 
by one or two people. He had been thinking of the permanent secretariat which the Belgian 
Pharmacopceia .Commission had proposed to set up. The duties of the secretariat, which, 
according to the letter from the Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs, had been virtually 
created, might in -Dr. Rajchman's opinion be entrusted to a chemist or a person who was 
fully acquainted with questions of chemistry. He might possibly be assisted by a clerk. 

The PRESIDENT agreed with Dr. Rajchman that, if the unification of pharmacopceias 
were placed under the auspices of the League, the Health Organisation must have complete 
control. He considered, however, that the question had not been sufficiently studied to make 
it possible to find· a solution at the moment. He reminded the Committee that the Health 
Organisation had under consideration a number of remedies, among them, for instance, sera 
and vaccines. It had also take up the questions of vitamines and opium. In view of the wide 
scope of these problems, it would be better to postpone the Committee's reply to. a later 
session. 

The President's proposal was adopted. 

FIFTH MEETING 

Held on Satt4rday, March 8th, 1930, at 9.30 a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

449. Message of Condolence to the French Government on the Occasion of the Disaster in 
South-West France. 

Dr. CHODZKO was sure he was speaking ?n beha~ of all h!s collea?ues in expressing to 
Professor Leon Bernard his deepest sympathy m the disaster which had JUSt overtaken twelve 
French departments. 

The PRESIDENT, on behalf of the Committee, associat.ed himself with Dr. Ch~dzk;o's 
remarks, and, as he believed it to be impossible for the Committee to address a commumcahon 
direct to the French Government, requested Professor Leon Bernard to be good enough to 
transmit the Health Committee's message to his Government. 

Professor Leon BERNARD was deeply touched by the wor~s o: .. Dr. Chodzko and the 
President. He would inform the French Government of the Committees message of condolence, 
which would certainly be deeply-appreciated. 
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4_)0. Note by the Medical Director on the Work of the Health Organisation since the Last 
Session of the Committee. 

Sir George BucHANAN said that the proposed enquiry by the Health Section into certain 
questions relating to influenza, mentioned in the Medical Director's progress report was of 
great interest to Great Britain, and the Ministry of Health would be pleased to assist,. if it 
were possible to do so. · . 

With reference to the statement concerning Pituitary (Posterior Lobe) Extract, to the 
effect that a standard identical to that preserved by the Hygienic Laboratory at Washington 
had been distributed by the National Institute for Medical Research, London, to nine 
establishments and institutions, it should be pointed out that the London Institute was not 
attempting to supplant the Hygienic Laboratory at Washington as the centre for the 
distribution of the standard; but that, as it happened, for other reasons, to have. available 
a large stock of the same standard as that preserved in Washington, it had agreed to.place it at 
the disposal of the institutions mentioned. · 

He would be glad if Dr. Madsen could give further information on the progress of the 
enquiries into scarlet fever and diphtheria immunisation. 

Professor OTTOLENGHI wished first to express his appreciation of the changes which had 
been made in the Monthly Epidemiological Report. Each number now contained a special 
article on the epidemiology of an important contagious disease. These articles were very 
interesting and extremely well done. 

He asked leave to give a few further particulars on the work of the Mixed. Commission 
in Anthrax. The meeting of experts, which had been held in June, had noted that it was 
possible to disinfect anthrax-infected hides and skins by the Casaburi method, modified in 
accordance with the tests carried out at the Bologna Institute of Health. Before recommending 
this method officially, however, it would be useful to experiment on a semi-industrial scale. 
This work would necessitate the allocation of funds, though not a very large amount. 
Professor Ottolenghi thought he could inform the Committee that Dr. Carrozzi intended to 
take the necessary steps in this matter. At the June session of the Committee, there had 
also been a discussion on the question of a programme of general health regulations for the 
trade in, and treatment of, hides and skins in connection with the prevention of anthrax. 

The PRESIDENT, in reply to Sir George Buchanan, said that the enquiries concerning · 
diphtheria and scarlet fever immunisation were being continued, but that hitherto no general 
report had been received. It did not, accordingly, seem possible to contemplate a meeting in 
the current year, and it would, he thought, be preferable to wait until the following year, so 
as to have adequate information available. The Secretariat would be able, during the course 
of the winter, to draw up a note indicating the progress of the work. 

Sir George BucHANAN thanked the President for his statement. If any studies of these 
severe types of scarlet fever or diphtheria, or any clinical studies, should be arranged, he would 
be glad of a chance to participate in them, or, at any rate, to be informed of them. 

The PRESIDENT added that wide differences had been noted, as between Berlin 
and Copenhagen, in regard to the sera-therapeutic treatment of diphtheria. It had been 
proposed to organise an interchange of clinicians to undertake investigations in the different 
countries concerned. The situation at Berlin in the current winter had been less serious than 
previously. Nevertheless, an assistant had gone from Copenhagen to Berlin and had observed 
that the cases were the same and that, where satisfactory results had been obtained, .it had 
been due to the administration of heroic doses extending to as many as 7oo,ooo units. This 
observation was, of course, only a simple opinion and was in no way to be regarded as a final 
decision. . 

The President added that one general error had been noted in these researches. The same 
anti-diphtheria toxin was not used everywhere for the Schick reaction. It would be desirable 
to consider the standardisation of the anti-diphtheria toxin. 

Dr. LUTRARIO also congratulated Dr. Rajchman on the improvements made in theM onthly 
Epidemiological Report, which now contained very interesting statements on the history, 
etiology, legislation, etc., of important contagious diseases. Without wishing to submit a 
definite proposal, he asked whether it would not be possible, in future, to complete these 
statements with a short summary giving clinical data. Such data would be very useful to health 
officers who, without being clinicians, found it valuable to have information on these questions. 

The PRESIDENT observed that the compliments which had been addressed to the Medical 
Director applied to the members of the Health Section as well. · 

Sir George BucHANAN had a strong impression that the excellent resumes contained in the 
Monthly Epidemiological Report should be signed by the authors, but he proposed to reserve 
this question for another occasion. 

He would ask permission to indicate the progress made by the Cancer Commission. 
The work done br the Commission since the last session had been limited to two fields, {I) 
radiology, and (2 occupational cancer. · 

As regards radiology, the Commission had thought it desirable to give time 
ftJr the recommendations contained in the report by the radiologists on cancer of the 
utero.~ to be disseminated and discussed. One of the points made in the report was the 
n .. .r~ity for an agreed classification of cancer of the uterus and its general acceptance. 
TI•e question now, therefore, was to ensure general progress in the adoption of that system, 
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as well as of a uniform method of recording the resul~s of radiological treatments, so that those 
results could be afterwards assessed on the basts of the combined e · f countries. · xpenence o many 

I~ reg~rd to "occupational cancer, there was a very interesting report from D c · 
for whtch St~ George ~uchanan wished to thank him, and which contained an excell~nt ~~~~~~ 
of the question~ relatmg to t.ar and pitch cancer, and cancer caused by oil. The report on lun 
cancer m the mmes of Joachtmsthal contained very interesting results shoWI·ng the · t ·tg 

f · th' 11 · · • m enst y o cancer m IS sma mmmg area. Out of fourteen deaths which had formed the subject f 
autopsy, ten cases had been found with carcinoma of the bronchi. 

0 
an 

Dr. RAJCHMAN reminded t~e Committee that the Assembly and Council had examined 
the work of the H~3:lth Committee. He had given at the beginning of his general note a 
summary of the decisiOns taken by the Council and the Assembly. 

T~e ~ssembly ha?- exp~essed the greatest satisfaction with the activities of the Health 
- Orgamsation, and thts feelmg had been converted into concrete form in the shape of 

a supplementary vote. 
The Council had also approved the work of the Health Organisation and had decided to 

extend the te.rm of the members of the Committee until July rst, 1930. In these circumstances, 
a new Committee would ~ave to be 3:ppointed by the Council at its May session, for the Council 
now held ~mly three sessiOns a year mstead of four, and the following session would take place 
at the begmnmg of September; that was to say, after the date on which the term of the present 
members expired. · 

The PRESIDENT noted that the Committee had no· observations to offer on the various 
decisions summarised at the beginning of the Medical Director's report. . 

In regard to the next session of the Health Committee, he reminded the members that it 
~ad bee~?' arran?ed t? hold it ~t the end of May, that was to. say, after the meeting of the Office 
mternational d Hygrene pubhque. Unfortunately, at the time when this date had been fixed 
it had not b~en known ~hat the Council would meet on May 12th and would, at that session: 
have before It the question of the appointment of the new Health Committee.· The situation 
was obviously a delicate one. The list of the new members of the Health Committee would be 
published some days after May 12th, so that at the end of the month there would be two 
Health Committees in existence, the old and the future Committees. It would, therefore, seem 
hardly possible for the present Committee to meet at the end of May, and he proposed for the 
moment not to convene it, but to await the new nominations. 

Professor Leon Bi:RNARD agreed with the President that the situation was somewhat 
unusual. It was difficult and even impossible to contemplate a session of a Committee which 
had virtually ceased to exist, and he concurred in the President's proposal. 

It must be remembered that the Committee consisted partly of members chosen by the 
Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene publique, and partly of members nominated 
by the Council of the League. It was obviously desirable that the Council should have some 
guide in its choice. Moreover, in 1926, at the time of the renewal of the Health Committee, 
the President had been instructed to submit a list of candidates to the Council. The 
considerations which had been advanced then applied no less in the present circumstances, 
and, this being so, Professor Leon Bernard wished to submit the following draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 

" In view of the terms of the arrangement made with the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique which governs the Health Organisation of the League of Nations ; 
and 

"Realising that it is appropriate that it should, in the near future, submit proposals 
to the Council of the League of Nations regarding the forthcoming nomination by the 
Council of members of the Committee : 

" Decides to request the President and the permanent Vice-President to make the 
necessary proposals with regard to the designation of members of the Health Committee for 
submission to the Council of the League of Nations." 

Sir George BucHANAN agreed with the President and Professor Leon B.ernard that the 
question was extremely delicate and troublesome. He thought that the solution suggested by 
Professor Leon Bernard was the only possible one in the circumstances. The C?mmitte.e might 
have complete confidence in its President and in the President of the Office mternational to 
do the best for the Committee in the situation. At the same time, Sir George Buchanan hoped 
that in future the Committee would escape from these difficult situations by being able to 
hav~ its progr~mmes and .dates so fixe~ ~hat. such circumstances would not arise. It seemed 

. impossible for the Committee, after grvmg Its approval to the vast scheme of work to be 
undertaken in the Far East, to complain of any internal dislocation o~ its nor~al ~rocedure 
which resulted in this exceptional year. He hoped, howeve~, that, m. ar~an&rng Its future 
meetings, the Committee would not always be confronted wtth exceptiOnal circumstances. 

The draft resolution.submitted by Professor Leon Bernard was adopted (Annex ro). 

The PRESIDENT and M. VELGHE thanked the Committee for the mark of confidence showlil 
them. 
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4.)1. Work of the Conference for the Prevention of Blindness (September 1929) and of the 
International Anti-Trachoma League. 

• 
Dr. jmA wished, on behalf of Dr. Lutrario and himself, to add a few words concerning 

the work of the Ophthalmological Congress which had been held in September I929 at 
Amsterdam, and at which D.r. Lutrario and himself had represented the Health Committee. 
Dr. Lutrario had followed the entire proceedings of the Congress, whereas Dr. Jitta, who had 
been very busy, had only been able to attend occasionally. He had, however, taken part in· 
the entire proceedings of the last two days, when the main subjects had been the prevention 
of blindness and the prevention of trachoma. 

Dr. Jitta had expounded the work done by the Health Committee on behalf of the blind. 
As he had had no printed report, he had had some difficulty, but Dr. Pantaleoni had been 
good enough to supply him with all the information which he himself had lacked and his 
el..-position had been followed with the greatest _attention. W!th regard to the pr~-yention 
of trachoma, the members of the Health Commrttee had recerved ·a note summansmg the 
work of Dr. Jitta and Dr. Lutrario at the International Ophthalmological Congress and in 
which their conclusions ·were formulated in the following. terms : 

" Dr. Lutrario and Dr. Jitta venture to suggest to the Health Committee :. 

" x. That the report on Trachoma should be printed and distributed to the 
members of the Anti-Trachoma League which will shortly be holding a Congress at Geneva, 
as well as to all public health administrations intereste_d in the combating of this disease. 

" 2. That the Council should be recommended to acquaint States Members with the 
fact that this League has been constituted and to ask them to lend full moral support to 
this highly humanitarian undertaking, which can only be carried on effectively by close 
international co-operation. · - . 

" 3· That a member of the Health Committee should be delegated to represent 
the Committee on the League in order to maintain close contact with that institution." 

Dr. Jitta observed that numerous members had asked that the report in question should 
~printed and, unless the Health Section considered that the difficulties were insurmountable, 
he would venture to urge that this course should be adopted. He would also emphasise the 
value of the two recommendations. Trachoma was a very widespread disease. Its victims 
were more numerous than was thought, and in certain countries the proportion of the 
trachomatose was 85 to 90 per cent of the population. It must also be remembered that, not 
financial, but moral support was asked for the new League. 

Finally, it was, Dr. Jitta thought, absolutely essential to delegate "a member .of the Health 
Committee to keep his colleagues informed of the work of this organisation. · · 

On behalf of Dr. Lutrario and himself, he thanked the Health Committee {or. having 
instructed them to represent it at Amsterdam. He also took the opportunity to express his 
thanks to Dr. Pantaleoni, whose help had been very valuable. 

The PRESIDENT thought that, on the contrary, it was for the. Health Committee to thank 
Dr. Jitta and Dr. Lutrario for having represented it so ably at Amsterdam. 

Dr. LUTRARIO added that the Congress had been a great success. It had been attended 
by Boo ophthalmologists, among them some of the most distinguished experts in the world. 
The Royal Family had kept in direct touch with the Congress, and the members of the Health 
Committee had been entertained lavishly both by the Congress and by the authorities. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN, in reply to Dr. Jitta, said that, in regard to the first recommendation 
concerning the printing of the report on trachoma, it must be remembered that there now 
existed in the League a Publications Committee, which was the only body qualified to approve 
the publication of new monographs. The decision belonged to this Committee, and the question 
would be submitted to it. 

As regards the second recommendation, Dr. Rajchman was certain that the Council 
would endorse it. 

With regard to the third point, the Health Committee was obviously competent to give 
a reply. Dr. Rajchman did not imagine that the Committee would refuse to be represented, 
but pointed out that it would perhaps be _better to await an official letter from the League. 

Dr. ]ITTA recognised that the Health Committee had received no official letter. He had, 
however, been instructed personally and semi-officially by Dr. Wibaut to ask for the help 
of the Health Committee. 

Sir George BucHANAN, with reference to the first proposal, that concerning trachoma, 
thought that the question was very largely one of the extent to which the very large mass of 
information that had been collected could be conveniently compressed. It would be a matter 
for regret if it were lost ; but, for the convenience both of the members of the Anti-Trachoma 
League and of all students, it would be advisable for it to be condensed. 

. With reference to the note concerning the re-issue of the report on the Welfare of the 
Blmd, he could say, speaking from the British point of view, at any rate, that the report had 
1><--"'11 frmnd extremely useful and had been received with great approbation. It had, he believe.d, 
},arl a t,.-:tt~r sale in Great Britain than most of the health publications of the League. While 
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the idea of a .re-issue ~~er an appropriate interval was sound, he felt that the Committee 
~as not. yet m a. postt~on to decid.e on ~he exact date, since there were certain other 
mtez:nahonal c.onstderahons concermng blmdness in general, and the welfare of the blind in 
pa_rh?ular, wh1ch ~er~ not yet sufficiently ripe to make it desirable to decide now on the 
:prmc1ple of repubh~ahon. Unless, therefore, the Medical Director considered an immediate 
1ssue necessary, S1r George Buchanan would favour postponing the question for the 
consideration of the new Health Committee. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN expressed the great gratitude of the Health Section to the British Ministry 
of Health, whose assistance, given in the form of the co-operation of various experts, had been 
extremely valu~ble. He observed that the report had had a very good sale in England and had 
had the rare pnvi.lege of being made the subject of a leader in the Times. In this connection, 
he wa~ g~ad !O mfo~m the Heal~h C_om~ittee that various publications by the Health 
Orgamsation, m particular the Ep~dem~olog~cal Report and the International Health Year-Book 
were selling very well, and that the Epidemiological Report was often out of print. 

The Committee approved the recommendations submitted by Dr. ]itta and Dr. Lutrario 
(Annex IO). 

452. Work of the Second Conference on the Health and Welfare of the Merchant Marine 
(October 1929). 

Dr. RAJCHMAN read the following note : 

· " This Conference, at which the Health Organisation was represented by Professor 
Leon Bernard, adopted the following resolution : 

" The Conference relies on the technical value of the guiding principles of 
the· fundamental resolutions adopted in 1926, 1928 and 1929 by the General Assembly 
of the International Union against Venereal Disease, and undertakes to propagate their 
principles." · . 

" The following is one of those resolutions, which was adopted on October gth, 1929, by 
the Committee of the International Union against Venereal Disease : 

" This Sub-Committee, convinced that a serious obstacle to the eradication of 
venereal disease from the individual seaman is the great economic sacrifice caused by 
long periods of unemployment ashore, which adequate treatment under present conditions 
entails, and considering also that, when the seaman must receive his treatment in different 
ports, the course of this treatment is frequently too variable and erratic to assure success, 
requests the Health Organisation of the League of Nations : . 

" (a) In consultation with medical officers of the mercantile marine, to 
recommend alternative systems of treatment of venereal disease, which, whilst 

· being effective, can meet the peculiar circumstances of seamen and be pursued with 
the minimum of economic hardship to the patient ; 

" (b) To endeavour to secure agreement by nations that the treatment of 
seamen suffering from venereal disease shall be pursued systematically in their 
different port clinics according to its recommendations. 

" The Sub-Committee, considering that venereal disease in a seaman often makes 
its first appearance when the patient is at sea, and that to recommend alternative systems 
of treatment of venereal disease, skilled diagnosis and treatment at the earliest possible 
moment are of prime importance to the outcome of disease, would urge on shipowners 
that they would confer great benefit on seamen by insist~ng on. proof, if pr~cticable by 
an examination, of a knowledge of modern methods of d1agnosmg and treatmg venereal 
disease as one of the qualifications for the post of ship's surgeon." 

M. VELGHE would confine himself to pointing out that the resolution adopted by the 
Committee of the International Union against Venereal Disease did not mention the 
Brussels Arrangement concerning tre3:tment ?f ~eamen suffering fro.m this ~isease. He did 
not wish to dwell on this somewhat cunous om1sston on the part of an mternabonal conference. 
In his view, the Health Committee had only to take note of the resolution. 

Professor Leon BERNARD recognised that M. Velghe's observation ~as correct. Alt~~u.gh 
he had taken part in the proceedings of the Conference, he must declme any respons1bil1ty 
in this matter, as he had not followed the work of. the Commit~ee on Venereal Dis.ease. 
The Conference had been divided into a number of sections, and he himself had been appomted 
Chairman of the section dealing with tuberculosis. 

He urged that the merchant marine deserved the closest attenti?n on the part of the 
Health Committee, both from the point of view of the dangers thr~atenmg sean:ten thems~lves 
and the peril which they r~pre~ented to t~e res~ of the commumty. Th~y m1ght be sa1d to 
act as centres for the dissemmahon of the d1sease m ports of ca~l. The que?hon of the treatment 
of seamen was, therefore, one of great importan~e for the ent~re pop~ahon of the world .. 

The Conference had afforded an opportumty for very mteres~mg exchanges of VIews. 
In regard to tuberculosis, Professor Uon Bernard had drawn ~tt~nhon to the fact tha~, apart 
from Hamburg, no port supplied precise data of tuberculosiS In the merchant marme. If 
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u;;dul action were to be undertaken in this field, the situation ml.lSt be known. The 
Committee had concluded with a recommendation for an enquiry which might perhaps be 
carried out \\ith the assistance of the I:eague. · . . 

Similarly, typhoid fever was a disease which seamen were very apt to contrac_t m ports 
of call owing to the risks of unwholesome food. They ~hen spread the dts~ase and mtght cause 
local epidemics. The situation was exactly the same m regard to other dtseases. 

As the Conference was to meet again at a future date, Professor Leon Bernard thought 
that it would be valuable if the Health Committee could co-operate in its subsequent work 
and be represented there. 

The PRESIDENT thanked Professor Leon Bernard and thought that it would be easy for 
the Health Organisation to accept this invitation. · . · 

In regard to the resolution whi~ had ~ust been read, he pointe~ out t_hat the Commiss~on 
of syphilis experts would shortly be dtscussmg the results of the studies which had been earned 
out. Their attention could easily be drawn to this particular aspect of the question, and they 
might be asked to formulate definite conclusions in regard to treatment and -the campaign 
against the venereal peril. 

Sir George BucHANAN asked whether Dr. Madsen could develop his idea. He had been 
. wondering whether the actual form of venereal treatment given to the merchant. marine in 
the centres in ports was a matter which could be usefully referred to the Commission of syphilis · 
experts. The actual treatment to be given was, he thought, a matter involving the individual 
responsibility of the Governments, and one, moreover, for which they had already agreed 
to accept responsibility to a certain extent under the Brussels Convention. The Governments, 
in discharging that obligation, would naturally benefit from the work done by the Health 
Committee's experts in regard to the treatment of syphilis in general. If the Syphilis 
Commission were instructed to make special recommendations for the treatment of 
the mercantile marine in clinics in ports, it would be only adding one more complication to 
a very difficult matter. 

The PRESIDENT did not fully understand the doubts expressed by Sir George Buchanan. 
It seemed to him that the Syphilis Commission, which had a vast body of information in 
its possession, would be in a position to pronounce on the best treatment to be employed. 
It must be remembered that there was not merely one single treatment for syphilis, but 
combinations of different treatments. The Commission would accordingly be perfectly 
qualified to indicate the therapeutic combination· which it would be best to· adopt for the 
merchant marine. Moreover, this would, he thought, cause very little trouble to the Commission 
of experts . 

. 
Sir George BucHANAN had no objection to the resolution of the Conference being brought 

to the notice of the experts. He was not, however, entirely convinced by Dr. Madsen's 
argument. Take the case of the ports in England. The British Government had established 
centres in the big ports, and a treatment which it believed to be the best that could be provided. 
The entire system had been placed under the central authority, the Ministry of Health, and 
was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Brussels Convention. If the Syphilis 
Commission provided any information which was of value in regard to improved methods 
of treatment, the Ministry of Health would, of course, consider how it could best be used in the 
clinics in ports, and would do so in fulfilment of its obligations under the international 
Convention. It did not seem necessary to have recommendations from the experts as to the 
special treatment of seamen. That was the task of the Ministry of Health on the basis of all 
available information, applied in accordance with the Brussels Convention. 

The PRESIDENT agreed that it was obviously for the Governments to take the final 
decision, but they might be assisted by the recommendations of experts. · 

:u. VELGHE thought it unnecessary to continue the discussion at length, since, in his view, 
the resolution of the second Conference had been adopted without sufficient consideration. 
Xevertheless, the Health Committee was asked to take various steps, and M. Velghe did not 
think it would be expedient to reply by a refusal. In these circumstances, it would, he thought, 
be best to instruct the Syphilis Commission, which was the best qualified for doing so, to 
examine the question of therapeutic treatment. 

The PRESIDENT asked Dr. Park, who had followed the work of the second Conference on 
the Health and Welfare of the Merchant Marine, to address the Committee on the subject. 

Dr. PARK said that the attitude of the members of the Conference had been perfectly 
clear. They had recognised the value of the Brussels Convention, but had considered that, 
by passing their resolution, they could supplement its value. Colonel Harrison had considered 
that, as the conditions of the treatment for seamen differed from those applying to the other 
parts of the population, it would be valuable if the resolution could be referred to the 
Cummission of Experts of the Health Committee. Sir George Buchanan might, therefore, 
rest assured that Colonel Harrison realised the necessity of leaving it to the various nations to 
ptlt the actual treatment into effect, but that it would be valuable to have from the experts 
y,me stan<iard which could be applied on shore and also, if possible, on board ship. 
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Professor NoCHT pointed o_ut_that the position of seamen was a quite peculiar one, and 
he doubted whether. the CommissiOn of experts was fully acquainted with the subject. If 
therefore, the question were referred to the Commission, it would perhaps be necessary t~ 
prov.ide for very close c?-operation with naval surgeons and port doctors, who possessed the 
special knowledge reqmred. . 

Sir George BucHANAN said that Dr. ~ark's explanation had made the matter much 
clearer, and he had no objection to the resolution being referred to the special Commission. 
He was sure that the experts would pay all due attention to the question of Government 
responsibility and the international Agreement. 

The. Commit~ee deci~ed to take note. of the resolution transmitted by the Committee of the 
Internatzonal Umon agamst Venereal Dzsease and to take the necessary action. 

453. Question of the Collaboration of the Health Organisation with the International Dental 
Federation, 

Dr .. RAJCHMAN read the following note : 

" The International Dental Federation, which is established at Geneva, has, through its 
President, requested the 'moral support' of the Health Organisation. 

" Questioned on the subject of the aims of the International Dental Federation, its 
President replied, on Aprilr7th, r929, that the Executive Council ofthe Federation has requested 
all international health committees to give moral assistance in its campaign against dental 
diseases. The Executive Council believed that the League of Nations Health Committee 
should be informed of its work and that, reciprocally, the moral support of the Health 
Committee would be of value to that work. 

" The President had, therefore, forwarded a number of copies of the report on the work 
of the Dental Federation since its inception, and had proposed that the Health Committee 
should receive each year the report of the International Dental Federation, and at the same 
time requested that the Committee should state ' whether it considers that dental diseases 
should be combated as energetically as other diseases '. 

" Dr. Jitta belongs to this Federation, which elected him an honorary Chairman of its 
Health Commission. He is thus in a position to ensure contact between the International 
.Dental Federation and the Health Committee." 

Dr. }ITTA had nothing to add to the note which had just been read. The title of honorary 
Chairman, which had been conferred on him, was a purely honorary title, and he was unable 
to give any definite information on the activity of the International Dental Federation. He 
could, however, say that the Federation did a great deal of work and was concerned, in 
particular,· with the prophylaxis of dental diseases. He thought, therefore, that the Health 
Committee might with advantage take interest in .this organisation. 

The Committee accepted the proposals of the International Dental Federation. 

454. Invitations received by the Health Committee to be represented at Various Congresses. 

r. Congress of the Royal Sanitary Institute (Margate, july 2Ist, I930). 

The Committee requested Sir George Buchanan to represent it at this Congress. 

2. Second International Malaria Congress (Algiers, May 2rst, I930). 

Dr. RAJCHMAN remi~ded the Committee that, at its fourteenth session, it had decided 
to postpone taking a decision concerning representation a~ t~is Congress. He ~roposed that 
the Committee should give an affirmative reply on the prmciple of representation, and that 
it should be left to the Malaria Commission to settle the details. 

This proposal was adopted. 

3· Congress of the Royal Institute of Public Health (Portsmouth, june 4th to 9th, I930). · 

Dr. RAJCHMAN proposed that, in conformity with precedents, the Committee should send 
no representative to this Congress. 

This. proposal was adopted. 

4· South American Serological Congress (Montevideo, September I930). 

. Dr. RAJCHMAN reminded the Committee _that it ha~ been invited t~ designate a 
representative· to preside over ~he Sout~ Amencan Sero~o~ca.l C?ngress, which was to be 
held at Montevideo. He underlmed the Importance of this mvJtatJon. 

Dr. OLSEN explained that Dr. Scaltritti, who was a very well-~own .serologist. ~t 
Montevideo, had taken part in the Copenhagen Conference on the s~rodia~~sis of syphilis. 
Being impressed by the results obtained, he had proposed to orgamse a s!milar Conference 
in South America. He had accordingly invited a number of South Amencan experts, who 
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would be asked to make comparisons, with the object of arriving .at results similar to tho~e 
which had been obtained at Copenhagen. He had thought that It would be very ~seful If 
the presidency of the Conference were to be entrusted to a fully competent person designated 
by~ the Health Organisation. · 

The PRESIDENT, who had had long experience of Conferences of ~his .kind, P?inted out that 
the entire success of a con.,<>Tess depended on the preparat<?ry orgamsahon, whi~h was a very 
difficult task. It would certainly be very advantageous if the Health Committee could be 
represented at the Congress, and he thought that Professor Jadassohn might be requested 
to accept this mission. · 

Dr. RAJCHMAN observed that this was the first occasion on which a Latin-American . 
Con.,<>TeSS had asked the Health Organisation to appoint a President and to be responsible for . 
the actual conduct of the proceedings. It was, he thought, impossible to refuse, since the 
matter involved the reputation in Latin America of a whole series of studies which had been 
undertaken by the Health Organisation. The choice of the representative might be left to 
the President of the Committee. He suggested, however, that an expert in serology might 
perhaps be chosen. to assist the representative appointed to take the Chair. If the Health 
Committee accepted this proposal in principle, he suggested that it should leave the matter 
to the President. 

Agreed.. 

The PREsiDENT said that he had been asked whether the Health Organisation could, in 
connection with a conference on syphylology to be held in Copenhagen in August 1930, arrange 
for a short meeting, of one or two days, for the purpose of comparing certain serological 
methods. He would be glad if this invitation could be accepted. 

This prQj>osal was adopted. 

5· First International Congress on Microbiology (Paris, July zoth to 25th, 1930). 

Dr. RAJCHMAN reminded the Committee that the Secretary-General of this Congress had 
invited the Health Committee to hold on~ or more meetings of its Commissions duririg the 
proceedings of the Congress.. He thought that the Commission on the Standardisation of 
Sera was the only one of which the work was in any way analogous to the programme of work 
of the Congress. 

The PREsiDENT pointed out that there were certain similar questions in other domains. 
The Health Committee had undertaken work connected with the classification of blood groups. 
At present, the standards employed were not comparable, and it was for the Health Committee 
to endeavonr to improve the present position. The Copenhagen serum had been sent to 
varions scientists with very precise technical instructions for the purpose of comparative 
study. The conclnsions which had been received differed widely, and the President did not for 
the moment see how they could be reduced to a common denominator. It might, therefore, 
he thought, be useful, after the Congress, to have a meeting in Paris, for one or two days, of 
the expo..rts concerned, who could then compare their experiments and even make studies 
with blood specimens. In this way it would be seen whether the experts would be· able, by 
acting together, to obtain more concordant results. 

It would similarly be nseful to have meetings of other experts, in particular, those dealing 
with the standardisation of the toxin employed against diphtheria. 

Professor Leon BERNARD drew attention to the importance of the question of blood groups. 
He had noted with regret that the work of the Copenhagen Conference had not made sufficient 
headway among hrematologists. In his view, it was important to unify the nomenclature, and 
he warmly associated himself with the President's suggestion. · . . · 

Professor CANTACUZENE noted, like his colleagues, the uncertainty prevalent in this 
domain. He pointed out that the Congress on Bacteriology would meet in two years' time, and 
it would be advantageons if the question of the serology of blood groups could be placed on 
the agenda of the Congress. 

Sir George BucHANAN considered that the proposal which had been made was a very 
interesting one. Nevertheless, he felt some apprehension at seeing the Committee fix the 
dates of meetings at which very important, if subsidiary, questions were to be discussed, 
regardless of the date on which the new Health Committee would meet. All arrangements 
slumld be subordinated to the date of the session of the new Committee. 

Dr. RAJCHHAN explained that the meetings in question would consist only of experts 
and not of members of the Committee. The President, who would attend them, would certainly 
be able to fix the dates in a satisfactory manner. 

PrtAessor PITTALUGA said that he had received from Copenhagen the standar.ds to which 
tht:: Prt::Sidt::nt had referred. He had undertaken certain enquiries and had made a point of 
havin~ studies made in Western Africa as well. He would be in Paris for the Congress on 
l!krr,J-JioJr,gy and would give an account of the results obtained. 

Tlu Prelident'• proposal• were adopted. 
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6. · International Union for the Prevention of Tuberculosis . 

. P~ofe~or Leon BERNARD s~id that he had noted with surprise that the list did not include 
an mVltabon from the International Union for the Prevention of Tuberculosis He a ol · d f th . . b ' h' .If 1 ' p OgiSe or. e omission, emg. Imse argely responsible for the delay in the despatch of the invitation, 
which he would now giVe to the Committee by word of mouth. 

The Intern3;tio~al Union for the Prevention of Tuberculosis would meet at Oslo on August 
r2th, I930, and mvrted the Health Committee to send a representative. 

The Health Committee requested Professor Leon Bernard to represent it at this meeting. 

455. Opium : Application of Articles 8 and 10 of the Opium Convention of 1925 : Adoption 
of Resolutions. 

Dr. CARRIERE read the following draft resolutions submitted by the Opium Commission : 

A. 
. " T~e He~lth .~ommitt~e adopts all the conclusions of the report of the Office 
Il!ternational d Hygiene pubhque, on the application of Article 8 of the Opium Convention, 
signe~ ?-t Gene.va on Feb~uary I 9th, I925, to the preparations proposed by the Governments 
of Bntish In~Ia, Bulgana, France, Germany, Great Britain, the Irish Free State, Poland 
and Roumama, as they appear in document C.H. 843." 

B. 

" The Health Committee decides to submit to the Permanent Committee of the Office 
in~ernational d'Hygiene publique, for opinion ~nd repo~t, according. to the procedure 
lard down ~y Article 8 of the Geneva International Opmm Convention, the two lists 
of preparations proposed by the German and Swiss Governments as they appear in 
document C.H. 850." 

c. 
" The Health-Committee considers that preparations which contain esters of morphine 

di-hydro-oxycodeinone, di-hydro-codeinone (dicodide), di-hydro-morphine (dilaudide), 
should be treated in the same manner as those which contain diacotyl morphine ; that 
is to say, they should come within the scope of the Convention, whatever the percentage 
of narcotic substances contained may be. 

" It also considers that all salts of these substances should come within the scope 
of the Convention according to the·provisions of Article IO of the said Convention." 
The draft resolutions were adopted unanimously (Annex ro). 

456. Appointment of a Permanent Secretariat for the Unification of Pharmaoopwlas : 
Adoption of a Resolution. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN read the following draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee : 
" Having studied, in conformity with the resolution of the Council, dated August 

30th, I929, the question of the establishment of an International Organisation for the 
Unification of Pharmacopceiae, composed of a permanent secretariat and of international 
committees ; 

" Is of opinion, after having discussed the question _in detail,. that the study 
should be continued ; 

" Decides to place it on the agenda of the next session ; and 
" Requests the Medical Director to furnish supplementary information in due course." 

The draft resolution was adopted, with certain modifications of form (Annex ro). 

457. Budget Estimates for 1931. 

M. VELGHE drew the attention of the members of the Committee to the table which had 
been placed before them with regard to the provisional budget estimates for I93I. One column 
of the table showed the budget furnished by the League 3lnd another that furnished by the 
Rockefeller subsidies. There was no change to be noted m the second table. 

The budget furnished by the League showed, _as compared ~i!h the I930 estimates,. an 
increase of about r9o,ooo francs. This aggreg~te mcrease was diVIded among the followmg 
items : Salaries of the Health Section, approxrmately 48,ooo frs.-balanced for the greater 
part by a reduction of 40,000 francs in Chapter II-Travelling and Removal Expenses ?f !he 
Secretariat, 2,000 frs.; Miscellaneous Expenses and Unforeseen, 3,000 frs.; G~ner~l Prmtmg 
and Documentation, 49,600 frs. ; Cables and Tele~3;ms, I7,500 frs. ; Col}tnbut~on to the 
Singapore Bureau, 6o,ooo frs.; Miscellaneous Enqumes-that was_to say, m parbcula_r, the 
despatch of a mission to ~hina-5o,ooo. frs. ; and, finally, a sma~l ~ncrease of 550 frs. m. the 
expenditure connected with the estabhshment of a system of haison between the vanous 
national health services. 
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M. Velghe observed that the budget estimates were still low, but. they exceeded. ~he 
fateful figure of one million, with which all the members of .the Comm~ttee were famiha_r. 
In the past year however the Assembly had decided that th1s figure mtght be exceeded m 
1930. The cape had thus been doubled, an~ M. Velghe did not think that any difficulty need 
be anticipated in regard to the proposals wh1c~ had been m_ade by_the Bureau. These proposals 
were contained in the following draft resolution, concernmg whtch M. Velghe was prepared 
to give any explanations which might be required. 

" The Health Committee : 
" In view of the fact that the Assembly, at its tenth session, agreed that the increase 

in the budget of the Health Organisation which will result from the carrying out of new 
undertakings in overseas countries must be regarded, even if its details and its purposes 
vary from time to time, as more or less recurrent, so that the total budge~ can n? l?nger 
be considered as stabilised at one million gold francs, although the max1mum hm1t set 
some years ago could be regarded as still applicable to the general work of the Organisation; 

"After having studied the report on the Medical Director's.mission in .China, which 
furnishes the first basis on which it is possible to establish definite estimates, and having 
also examined the situation created by :the development of the Eastern Bureau at 
Singapore; 

" Is of opinion that an additional sum_ of approximately 190,000 francs is necessary : 
" I. In view of the contiimation of the undertakings in the Far East during 

the year 1931, which will also necessitate an increase in the credits for printing and· 
cables; and 

" 2. To cover the expenses of the Eastern Bureau at Singapore over and above 
the contributions given by various Far-Eastern Governments. . · 
" The Health Committee points out that, in default of this increase, it will be 

impossible to find the sum required out of the credit of one million gold francs reserved 
for the general work of the Health Organisation in countries other than those of the 
Far East." · 

Dr. LUTRARIO referred to the question of the aggregate credits in the budget. He fully 
realised the necessity of leaving it to the responsible heads tQ distribute these credits according 
to circumstances. He wished, however, to draw attention to the great advantage there would 
be in having more precise indications and a distribution of the funds according to the work 
contemplated. He referred, in particular, to the credit of 20o,ooo francs under the heading 
"Technical Committees and Sub-Committees, Conferences, Missions, Work of Experts, 
Collective and Individual Studies ". He understood that this credit consisted of the funds 
allocated to the various studies undertaken by the Commissions. It would be valuable for 
each Commission to know what were the credits allocated to it for the year. The Chairmen 
of the Commissions often received requests to study one question or another, and it was 
generally difficult for them to put their case to the Medical Director when they did not know 
the situation with regard to the funds at the disposal of each Commission. 

Dr. R..-\JCHMAN hoped that Dr. Lutrario would not insist on a more detailed distribution 
of credits. He might, in reply, confine himself to purely formal grounds by pointing out that 
the question of disbursing the credits under the various items was not within the purview of 
the Health Committee. That question came under the jurisdiction of the Treasury and of the 
Commission responsible for financial supervision. He preferred, however, to appeal to 
Dr. Lutrario's administrative experience. The budgetary questions were.less difficult to 
solve in the national administrations than in an organisation like the Secretariat of the League, 
since the national administrations could always ask for supplementary votes during the year. 
That course, on the contrary, was impossible for the Secretariat. 

Furthermore, the 1931 budget estimates had to be framed in March 1930. It was often 
difficult to estimate in advance what exactly would be the work of one Commission or another. 
It Wa.!o therefore necessary to frame an aggregate estimate on the basis of the -expenditure 
incurred during the previous year. The funds thus estimated were employed as circumstances 
dictated. Dr. Rajchman wished, however, to remind Dr. Lutrario that it was not the Medical 
Director who distributed the credits which bad been appropriated, but that the Bureau held 
a meeting for the purpose of allocating among the various Commissions the funds placed at the 
Health Organisation's disposal. 

In conclusion, it must be remembered that, in the Secretariat of the League, the only 
authority in regard to expenditure was the Secretary-General. 

Sir George BucHANAN was grateful to the Bureau and the Medical Director for the trouble 
which they had taken to produce the budget at such short notice. He was prepared to support 
the proposed increases in the various items, and the manner in which they had been formulated. 
He would venture, however, to propose that the final words of the resolution " in countries 
other than those of the Far East" should be deleted, as he thought that the Health Organisation 
covered those countries. This, however, was a mere question of phraseology. 
. He reverted to his observations that the Committee should endeavour to get back to 
tt.~ niJrmal sessions and procedure. During the present year exceptional circumstances had 
an<;en, and the budget had, therefore, to be considered before the Committee's programme 
bad !>een finally settled. The new Committee, wl).en it met, might change that programme, 
an_d 1t must, therefore, be possible to make the necessary adjustment in the budget. The point 
rat.<;erJ by Dr. Lutrario arose in connection with the new programme. It was, undoubtedly, 
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of advantage to the Chairman of a Commission to know the amount of money available for 
i~s work. Such i!lformation had generally been supplied in the past, but, if it could be made a 
httle more defimte, he would be grateful. 

Dr. R.AJCHMAN replied that satisfaction could be given to the Chairmen of Commissions 
without much difficulty, and without having to make any change in the arrangement of 
the budget. This matter concerned the internal organisation. · 

. . 
M. VELGHE, in ~eply to Dr. Lutrario and Sir George Buchanan, said that, when the Bureau 

distributed the credtts, the amount allocated to each Commission was notified to the Chairman. 
The fi15ures were, moreover, determined in agreement with the latter, but obviously it was 
sometimes necessary to reduce the amounts requested. 

In conclusion, M. Velghe pointed out that the Health Organisation had a million francs 
for its general work, and that the credits in excess of this figure were earmarked for the special 
work approved by the Assembly. 

Professor PITTALUGA agreed with M. Velghe. He t~ought that the Health Section might 
perhaps be hampered by an over-precise distinction between the votes for the general work 
of the Organisation and the votes allocated for new undertakings. 

In regard to the credit of 2oo,ooo francs for the Technical Commissions and 
Sub-Commissions, etc., he pointed out that the last year for which final accounts were available 
was I929. The estimate for that year had been 250,000 francs and the total effective expenditure 
had exceeded 355,000 francs. The votes. which had even then been higher than the estimates 
for I93I had accordingly been exceeded by more than roo,ooo francs. He asked whether the 
Medical Director could give any explanation on this point. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN did not think it possible for him to go into the details of all budgetary 
questions without unduly prolonging the discussions of the Committee. He would confine 
himself to pointing out to Professor Pittaluga that the sum of 355,000 francs spent in I929 
included the travelling expenses of the Malaria Commission to India and those of the work of 
the Commission .which had been sent to Greece. 

The draft resolution was adopted with the amendment proposed .by Sir George Buchanan 
and M. Velghe (Annex ro). 

458. Close of the Session. 

The PRESIDENT, before closing the session, observed that this was the last meeting of 
the present Committee. The Committee had, he thought, every reason for being satisfied 
with the work accomplished and the progress achieved during the last three years. The marks 
of confidence received from all countries were constantly increasing in number, and the 
Health Organisation had become a worldwide organisation to which all countries, the smallest 
as well as the largest, applied for advice. At the Assembly itself, the atmosphere had changed 
completely, and the work of the Organisation had been appreciated at its full value. 

The President thanked his colleagues and, in particular, M. Velghe, and likewise the 
Chairmen and members of the various Commissions, for the valuable help they had given to 
the general work of the Health Organisation. The President's own task had been greatly 
facilitated by the f!iendship which all his colleagues had invar~abl¥ shown him, bu~ he wished 
to say that the chtef part m the success of the Health Orgamsation must be ascnbed to the 
Health Section and, more particularly, to the Medical Director, to whom he was glad to offer 
the Committee's warmest congratulations. 

Dr. CHODZKO on behalf of his colleagues on the Committee, paid a tribute to the President, 
for it was certainiy owing to the great knowle<;Jge and enli~h~ened spirit of Dr. Madsen that 
the Health Organisation had been able to :'lchieve such b~ilhan~ results. . 

He wished, too, to offer his congratulations to the Medtcal Dtrector and the entue Health 
Section. 

The PRESIDENT declared closed the fifteenth session of the Health Committee. 
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ANNEX 1. 

AGENDA OF THE FIFTEENTH SESSION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE . 

• 

I. Assembly Resolutions and Council Decisions. 

2. The Report of the Medical Director upon the Mission in China. 

3· Note of the Medical Director on the Work of the Health Organisation since the Last Session 
of the Committee. 

4· Opium Commission : . 
(a) Opinion transmitted by the Permanent Committee of the Office international 

d'Hygiene publique, in its Letter of· July 17th, 1929, regarding the 
Application of Article 8 of the International Opium Convention of February 
19th, 1925, to a Number of Preparations. . · 

(b) Opinion transmitted by the Permanent Committee of the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique in its Letter of July 17th, 1929,' regarding the 
Application of Article 10 of the International Opium Convention of February 
19th, 1925, to Preparations containing Eucodal, · Dicodide, · Dilaudide, 
Benzoylmorphine or other Esters of Morphine. 

(c) Application of Article 10 of the International Opium Convention : Proposal by 
Professor KnafH-Lenz that Acedicon should be brought under the 
C-onvention. 

5· Miscellaneous. 

ANNEX 2. 

REPORT OF THE OPIUM COMMISSION ON THE APPLI(:ATION OF ARTICLES 8 AND 
-IO OF THE GENEVA CONVENTION AND ON THE REQUESTS FOR TECHNICAL 
OPINION SUBMITTED B.Y THE SOCIAL SECTION AND . TH:J): PERMANENT 
CENTRAL OPIUM BOARD. 

The Commission, at its meeting held at Geneva on March 7th, 1930, examined certain 
questions relating to the application of Articles 8 and 10 of the Geneva Convention. 

Article 8. - In the first place note was taken of the opinion previously given by the 
Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene publique concerning various preparations 
in respect of which some Governments had requested the benefit of the exemption provided 
for in Article 8. This opinion was given in document C.H.843. · 

The Commission unreservedly concurred. in this opinion and proposes its adoption by 
the Health Committee. . 

Attention must be drawn to one point. When the Committee of Experts of the Office 
first undertook to draw up the list of preparations which were to benefit under the provisions of 
Article 8, it decided not to admit groups but to mention each preparation by name. An 
exception to this rule seemed, however, to have been made with. regard to the prepa
rations proposed by the Swedish Government. Relying on this precedent, the British 
Government requested similar treatment for certain preparations it had proposed. 

The Committee of Experts, after having examined the question, observed that, in the 
case of the Swedish preparations, it was a question of dilutions of preparations, already 
exempted from the provisions of the Convention by decision of the Health Committee, in 
other preparations and not of new preparations ; it also stated that such mixtures did not, 
a fortiori, come within the scope of the Convention, provided that the pre_Parations with which 
the preparation already exempted from the provisions of the Convention is associated did 
not contain any drug which falls within the scope of the Convention. . . 

As the preparations enumerated in the British list fulfil this.condition, they may be grven 
the benefit of the exemption provided for in Article 8 of the Convention. . 

In this particular, as in all others, the Commission adopted the opinion of the Commrttee 
of Experts. 

It should alw be noted that the Commission, in reply to a remark by one of its members, 
agreed that the Indonal Biirgi tablets appearing on the Austrian Government's list did not, 
u~ any circumstances, fall within the provisions of the Convention, which was not concerne.d 
With preparations containing galenic preparations of Indian hemp, but only the galemc 
preparations themselves. 
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. The Healt~ Committee has received from th~ German and Swiss Governments further 
lists of preparations (documen~ ~.H.85o, Annex 4) m respect of which they request exemption 
under Arhcle 8. The CommiSSion proposes that the Health Committee should refer these 
lists for opinion and report to the Office international d'Hygiene publique. 

Article IO. - Certai~ St.ates, ~m t~e recommendation of the Health Committee, have 
already ~ade e~codal, d1cod!de, dilaud1de and the esters (acylate derivatives, ether-salts) 
of morphme subJect to the measures of control provided by the Geneva Convention. The 
British Government's request I?ecessitated an enquiry as to whether preparations made from 
!hese substanc~s should be sub]ect~d to the same contr~l. The Committee of the Office replied 
m the affirmative ; such preparations ought to be subJect to control whatever their narcotic · 
content. The Commission, having duly noted this opinion, proposes its adoption by the Health 
Committee (document C.H.852, Annex 5). . 

The same question subsequently arose in connection with the salts of these same substances. 
In accordance with the agreement reached between the Office and the Health Organisation 
concerning questions arising out of the application of Article 10, the Opium Committee of the 
Office, being thereby authorised to t.ake decisions on behalf of the Permanent Committee, 
decided,. on the strength of the Committee of Experts' opinion, that the salts should 
be subm1tted to the same measures of control as the substances and the preparations (Annex 6). 
The Commission likewise proposes the adoption of this opinion by the Health Committee. 
It should be added that a certain number of States already subject the preparations and 
salts of the substances in question to measures of control. 

In order to avoid any misunderstanding in regard to the point mentioned at the top of 
page 2 of document C.H.852-i.e., the possible elimination of letter (d) of Article 4 of the Geneva 
Convention-it should be noted that this merely refers. to a recommendation put forward 
by the Committee of Experts of the Office, and could not in any case be considered until the 
revision of the 1925 Convention is taken in hand. 

In view of the foregoing considerations, the Sub-Committee proposes that the Health 
Committee should adopt the three following resolutions : 

I. 

" The Health Committee adopts all the conclusions contained in the report of the 
Office international d'Hygiene publique concerning the application of Article 8 of the 
Opium Convention signed at Geneva on February 19th, 1925, to the preparations proposed 
by the Governments of France, Germany, British India, Roumania, Bulgaria, the Irish 
Free State, Poland and Great Britain, as given in document C.H.843 (Annex 3)." 

II. 

" The Health Committee decides to refer to the Permanent Committee of the Office 
international d'Hygiene publique for advice and report in accordance with the procedure 
established by Article 8 of the International Opium Convention of G~neva the two ~ists 
of preparations proposed by the Governments of Germany and Switzerland, as g1ven 
in document C.H.85o (Annex 4)." 

III. 

" The Health Committee is of opinion that preparations which contain either esters 
(acylate derivatives, ether-salts) of morphine, or diliydrooxyc~deinone, diliydrocodeinone 
(dicodide), or dihydromorphinone (dilaudide), should be subJect to the same t:ea~ment 
as those containing diacetylmorphine ; that is to say, that they should fall w1thm the 
scope of the Convention, whatever their narcotic content (document ~.H.852, Annex 5). 

" It is likewise of opinion that a~l th~ salts of the sub~tances ment.1~ned above ~hould 
fall within the scope of the Convention, m accordance With the proV1s1ons of Arhcle 1o 
of the said Convention." · 

The foilowing two questions have ~en submitted to t~e Health Committee by the Social 
Section and the ·Permanent Central Opmm Board respectively : 

(a) Should synthetic morphine be treated in the same manner as natural morphine, 
and subjected to control ? 

• · (b) Would it be possible to produce eucodal and dicodide commercially from 
morphine and codeine ? (Document C.H.851, Annex 7·) 

These two questions wer.e submi!ted uno.fficially t? the Committee o~ ~xperts of ~he 
Office during one of their meetu:~gs. }'hts COI_nm1ttee cons1der~d ~hat the de~mhon ~f morph~ne 
furnished by the Convention-~.e., Morphme means the pnnc1pal.alkal01d o! ?~mm, haVI?g 
the chemical formula C17H,.N03 "-covered synthetic morphme, the 1mhal mate:ml 
used for the manufacture of this substance being of no importance so far as the Convention 
is concerned. It should be added that synthetic morphine has not yet been placed on the 

mar~~· regard to ·the second question, the Com'I?itte~ of ~xperts considered, th~t for the 
present, there was .no likelihood of eucodal and dicod1d: .bemg produced commercially from 
morphine and codeine, at all events not in so far as t~e legitimate traffic 'Yas concerned, because 
its preparation from thebaine was far less expensive than frO!fi codeine .. ~owe~er, as .the 
price of th~baine now shows a tendency to rise and that of codeme to fall, It IS not Impossible 
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that the situation may one day be reversed. On the other hand, it must n~t be forgotten that, 
in the illicit traffic, the question of the cost of manufactme only plays a mmor ~art. . 

The Health Organisation further requested Professor Knaffi-Lenz to furmsh a techmcal 
report on this question, which has been annexed to document C.H.851. . 

The Commission proposes that the Health Committee should circulate the two rephes 
· to those concerned. 

The Commission finally informs the Health Committee that a report from Professor 
Knaffi-Lenz (Annex 8) on the opportunity of placing acedicon u11der the Convention was 
referred for advice and report to the Permanent Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene 
publique. 

C.H.843. 

ANNEX 3. 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION, 
SIGNED AT GENEVA ON FEBRUARY 19TH, 1925 .. 

REPORT FROM THE OFFICE INTERNATIONAL D'HYGIENE PUBLIQUE . 

I. Preparations referred to the Office international d'Hygiene publique for Advit;e and Report 
by- the HeaU/1 Committee at its Thirteenth Session (October 1928). 

At its extraordinary session in May 1929, the Office international d'Hygiene publique 
reconsidered these preparations and unanimously adopted the following conclusions of its 
Committee of Experts : -

I. Proposal of the French Government. · 

This proposal refers to one preparation only : 
Emplastrum Opii: 
· E~t d'~~ium. ·. . . . . 

Elerm plll"ifie . _. . . . . . . 
Emplatre diachylon gomme 

25 grammes 
25 .. 
so .. 

. Decision. - The formula is precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention, but, 
in view of its composition, the provisions of the latter need not apply. 

2. Proposals of the German Government. 

Pulvis ipecacuanhtB opiatus. - German Pharmacopreia 6 (Pulvis Doveri P.l.) a:nd all 
other preparations of opium or drugs with a content of not less than 10 per cent of ipecacuanha 
root. 

Decision. -The P. I. formula is precise; the preparation comes under the Convention, 
but, in view of its composition, might be exempted from the operation of its provisions. 

As regards the German Government's proposal not to apply the provisions of the 
Convention to any other preparations of opium or narcotic drugs with a content of not less 
than 10 per cent of ipecacuanha powder, the Committee does not think this acceptable, as 
it refers to a group of preparations, and the Committee has already decided in principle not to 
admit groups but to consider each preparation separately. Moreover, such a decision as that 
suggested by the German Government might lead to abuse, as there would be no exact speci
fi~tion of the narcotic content of preparations which might thus contain up to go per cent of 
opium powder. 

3· Proposals of the Indian Government. 

Dover's Powder (Pulvis Ipecacuanhre Compositus, Compound Powder of Ipecacuanha) 
Ipecacuanha Root, in powder 10 grammes • 
Opium, in powder . . . . . . . 10 , 
Potassium Sulphate, in powder . . So , 

(Extract from the British Pharmacopreia 1914, page 319.) 

Decision. -Formula sufficiently precise; the preparation comes under the Convention, 
but, in view of its composition, might be exempted from the operation of the latter's provisions. 

Unguentum GallfB cum Opio (Gall and Opium Ointment) : 
Ga~l oin~ment • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Opmm, m powder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

92 . 5 grammes 
7·5 .. 

(Extract from the British Pharmacopreia 1914, page 440.) 

Decision. - Formula sufficiently precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention, · 
but, in view of its composition, might be exempted from the operation of the latter's provision&. 
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Chlorodyne of the British Pharmacoprzia I885. 

Tinctura Chloroformi et Morphinrz (Tincture of Chloroform and Morphine). Contains 
in a xo-minim dose : 

Chloroform, I fluid ounce. . . . . 
Ether, 2 fluid drachms . . . . . . 
Rectified Spirit, I fluid ounce . . . . . . . 
Hydrochlorate of Morphine, 8 grains . . . 
Diluted Hydrocyanic Acid, % fluid ounce . 
Oil of Peppermint, 4 minims . . . . . . • 
Liquid Extract of Liquorice, I fluid ounce 
Treacle, I fluid ounce . . . . . . . . . 
Syrup of sufficiency (to 8 fluid ounces). . . 

(Extract from the British Pharmacopreia I885, page 414.} 

I '/• minim 
1 /a , 

I If~ , 
'/•• grain 
'/• minim 
1
/Ro u 

rtfc , 

Decision. - This preparation was withdrawn from the Indian Government's list as the 
formula, following the I885 edition of the British Pharmacopreia, contains only 0.17 per cent 
morphine, or less than the margin allowed by the Convention. The Committee, however, 
points out that in the 1914 British Pharmacopreia the formula for chlorodyne gives a 0.38 
per cent morphine content; confusion may therefore result from the exi,stence simultaneously 
of two preparations under the same name, one subject and the other not subject to the provisions 
of the Convention. · 

4· Proposals of the Roumanian· Government. 

Elixir Paregorique (Tinctura Opii Benzoica} : 
Acidum benzoicum. 
Camphora 
01. anisi . . . 
Tinctura Opii . 
Sp. dilut. 70% 

Decision. -·Formula precise; · the preparation does not 
owing to its very low morphine content. 

Pulvis Doveri (Pulvis Opii et Ipecacuanhre Com.) : 
Radix I peca. pulv .. 
Pulvis Opii . . . . . . . 
Sacchar. Lactis . . . . . 

come 

5 grammes 
5 " 5 " so " 

935 " 
under the Convention 

I gramme 
I 

8 " 
" 

Decision. - Formula precise; the preparation comes under the 
view of its composition, might be exempted from the latter's operation. 

Convention, but, in 

Syrupus Diacodi (Syrupus Opii Dilutus) : 
Syr. simplex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Syrupus Opii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

75 grammes 
25 " 

Decision. - Formula precise ; 
to its very low morphine content. 

the preparation does not come under the Convention owing 

Syrupus Opii: 
Extractum Opii . 
Aqua ..... 
Syrupus simplex 

2 grammes 
8 " 

990 " 

Deciston. - Formula precise ; the preparation does not come under the Convention 
owing to its very l.ow morphine content. 

s. Proposals of the Bulgarian Government. 

Pulvis Doveri: 
Radix Ipecacuanhre pulverata. . . 
Opium pulveratum (xo% Morph.) . 
Kalium Sulphuricum pulveratum 

I gramme 
I 

8 " 
" 

Decision. - Formula precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention, but, in 
view of its composition, might be exempted. 

Tinctura Opii Benzoica: 
Opium pulveratum. 
Oleum anisi 
Camphora .... 
Acidum benzoicum. 
Spiritus vini 70% . 

I gramme 
I ., 

2 

4 
I92 

" 
" 
" 

Decision. - Formula precise ; the preparation does not come under the Convention 
owing to its very low morphine content. 



6. P,e>f>osals ofll~e Irish Free State. 

Pult•is Ipecactw11lltv Compositus (Compound Powder of Ipecacuanha; synonym : Dover's. 
Powder): . 

Ipecacuanha Root, in powder 
Opium, in powder . . . . . . 
Potassium Sulphate, in powder 

.Io grammes 
IO 

So " 
" 

· Decision. - Formula precise ; the preparation comes under the 
view of its composition, might be exempted. 

Convention, but, in 

Pilula IpecacfUlnhte cum Scilla .(Pill of Ipecacuanha with Squill) : 

Compound Powder of Ipecacuanha 
Squill, in powder . . . . . · 
Ammoniacum, in powder 
Syrup of Glucose ... 

50 grammes 
IO .. 
IO , 

a sufficient quantity 

Decision. ~ Formula precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention, but, in view 
of its. composition, might be exempted. 

Pulvis Ki11o-Compositus (Compound Powder of Kino) : 

Kino, in powder . . . . . 
Opium, in powder . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . 
Cinnamon Bark, in powder . . . . . . . . . . . . 

75 grammes 
5 " 

20 .. 
Decision. - Formula precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention, but, in view 

of its composition, might be exempted. · · 

Tinctura Camphorte Composita (Compound Tincture of Camphor ; synonyms : Paregoric, 
Paregoric Elixir) : · · 

Tincture of Opium. : 
Benzoic Acid 
Camphor . . . . . 
Oil of Anise . . . . 
Alcohol (6o%) sufficient to produce. 

·. . 

50 millilitres 
5 grammes 
3 -, 
3 millilitres 

I,OOO .. 
Decisio11. - Formula precise ; the preparation does not. come. under the Convention·. 

Tinctura Opii Ammoniata (Ammoniated Tincture of Opium)·: 

Tincture of Opium. . 
Benzoic Acid . . . . 
Oil of Anise . . . . . 
Solution of Ammonia . 
Alcohol (go%) sufficient to produce . 

.· 
I oo millili tres 
20 grammes 
5 millilitres .. 

-I,OOO .. 
Decision. - Formula precise ; the preparation does not come under the Convention. 

Unguentum Gallte cum Op'io (Gall and Opium ointment) : 

Gall Ointment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Opium, in powder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

92. 5 grammes 
7·5 .. 

Decision. - Formula sufficiently precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention·, 
but, in. view of its composition, might be exempted. . · 

7· Proposals of the Austrian Government. 

Tablets of Indonal Burgi: 

One 0.50 gramme tablet cm:itains : 

Extract. Cannabis indicre. • • . . . • . . .. . . . o. 025 gramme 
Acid. direthyl barbitur . . . . • • . • . . . . . . o. 25 , 

the remainder being composed of nondescript material with a covering of chocolate. 

Decision. - Formula precise ; the preparation comes under the 
view of its content of acid direthyl barbitur, might be _exempted. · 

Convention, but, in 

Digimorval tablets: 
Morphine ..• 
Pulv. fol. Digit. . . 
MenthoL Valerianic 

This preparation was withdrawn. 

0.005 

·' 
• • 



8. Proposals of the Polish Government. 

Emplastrum Opii: 

Elemi. . . . . . . , . 
Terebinthinre communis 
Cerre flavre . . . . 
Olibani pulverati. . 
Benzoes pulveratae 
Opii pulverati· 
Balsami peruviani . 

·. 
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8 
IS 
5 
8 
4 
2 
I 

Decision. -. Formula precise ; the preparation comes under the Convention, but, in 
view of its composition, might be exempted. 

Two of the preparations proposed by the German Government : 

Solutzons ?I Morphi'!e (or Eucodal) and of Scopolamine ·(or Atropin), sterilised, in 
a~~oules, llavmg a maximum content of 2 per cent morphine (or eucodal) salts and a 
m1mmum content of 0.05 per cent of scopolamine (or atropin) salts (maximum content 
per ampoule : I.I c.c) ; similarly, tablets, lozenges, pastilles and the like, containing 
the same substances m corresponding proportions, each tablet, etc., being intended 
for the preparation of a I c.c. solution ; and . 

Cocaine and Atropin Tablets weighing 0.0036 gramme, each containing not more than 
0.003 gramme of cocaine salts and not less than 0.003 gramme of atropin salts, 

have been referred by the Office to the Committee of Experts for further examination. 

II. Groups of Preparations proposed by the British .Government. 

Among the preparations on the first list of exemptions submitted by the British Govern
ment there were the following three groups of preparations : 

(a) Mixtures of Dover's Powder with mercury and chalk, aspirin, phenacetin, quinine 
and its salts and sodium bicarbonate. · . 

(b) Linimentum opii B.P. and Linimentum opii ammon. B.P.C., if mixed with any 
other British Pharmacopreia or British Pharmaceutical Codex liniment. 

(c) Ung. GalltB c. opio., B.P., Ung. GalltB Co.,. B.P.C. and Emp. opii., B.P. 1898, 
if mixed with other ointments and plasters contained in the British Pharmacopreia or 
British Pharmaceutical Codex. 

Ori the recommendation of the Office international d'Hygiene publique, these three groups 
of preparations were rejected by the Health Committee at its thirteenth session (October 
!928). 

As the British Government pointed out that a similar proposal from the Swedish 
Government, i.e., for the exemption also of a certain numi:Jer of groups of preparations from 
the operation of the Convention, had been agreed to by the Health Committee, the latter 
referred the question for advice and report to the Office international d'Hygiene publique. 

At its extraordinary session in May 1929, the Office international d'Hygiene publique 
endorsed the following opinion given by its Committee of Experts : 

" From the outset, the Committee of Experts had decided in principle to refuse to 
form groups of preparations. The apparent exception made in the case of the Swe~ish 
list is due to the fact that the Committee agreed that the phrase ' and all preparations 
in which are included any of the above-mentioned ' referred not to a specific group of 
products but rather to the solutions in other preparations of the preparations specifically 
referred to in the list. 

" In the opinion of the Committee, it is obvious that the above phrase should betaken 
to mean that the solutions referred to should not contain any other narcotic drugs. 

"After re-examining the whole question and hearing Professor Dixon's explanation, 
however, the Committee of Experts decided ~hat the British Government's proposals were 
very similar to those of Sweden and that 1t should therefore recommend the Office to 
deal with them fn the same way and give the same reply." 

It is now for the Health Committee to take a final decision on all these preparations and 
to communicate it to the Council. 



C.H.85o. 
ANNEX 4. 

API>LICATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION, 
SIGNED AT GENEVA ON FEBRUARY 19TH, 1925. 

LISTS OF PREPARATIONS WHICH THE GERMAN AND SWISS GOVERNMENTS PROPOSE TO EXEMPT 

FROM THE OPERATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION. 

I. Proposal by the German Government. 

In a letter dated November rrth, 1929, the German Government proposed that the 
following products should be exempted under Article 8 of the Geneva International Opium 
Convention : · 

r. Dicodide Tablets with Ipecacuanha.· 

Manufacturers : Messrs. Knoll A. G. at Ludwigshafen. 

(a) Dicodide bitartrate content per tablet : 0.005 gr. - - _ 
o.oo5o gr. dicodide bitartrate, corresponding to o.oo3 gr. of dicodide (dihydro-

codeinone) · 
o.OJOO gr. ipecacuanha 
0.0175 gr. talcum 
0.0225 gr. starch flour 
0.0750 gr. total weight 

(b) Dicodide bitartrate content per tablet : o.or gr. _ 
o.oroo gr. dicodide bitartrate, c9rresponding to o.oo6 gr. of dicodide (dihy-

drocodeinone) 
o.o6oo gr. ipecacuanha 
0.0350 gr. talcum 
0.0450 gr. starch flour 
o.r5oo gr. total weight 

z. Eucodal Tablets with Ipecacuanha: 

Manufacturers : Messrs. E. Merck, Darmstadt. 
0.005 gr. eucodal hydrochloricum corresponding _to 0.004 gr. eucodal (dihydro-

- oxycodeinone) .-. · 
0.040 gr. ipecacuanha · 
0.070 gr. lactose 
o.ogo gr. starch flour 
o.or5 gr. talcum 
o.zzo gr. total weight 

The proportion of narcotic drug to ipecacuanha is r:ro in both preparations, as in Dover's 
Powder, which has already been exempted from the provisions of the Convention in virtue 
of Article 8. Tests have shown that it would be futile to recover the narcotic, say, by infusing 
the tablet in water, as emetine from the ipecacuanha always goes into the solution, together 
with the dicodide and eucodal salt. · · 

II. Proposal by the Swiss Government. 

In a letter dated January 25th, 1930, the Swiss Government proposes that the following 
products be exempted under Article 8 of the Opium Convention : · 

Ipecopan tablets with a dose of o.oo6 gr. of ipecopan per tablet. Percentage content : 
morphine 0.4, emetine hydrobromide o.z .. 

lpecopan ampoules with a dose of o.orz gr. of ipecopan per ampoule. Percentage 
content : morphine 0.4, emetine hydrobromide o.z. . 

In these two preparations the morphine content exceeds the maximum percentage allowed 
of o.z, but the proportion of emetine is so high that it precludes all possibility of abuse for 
non-therapeutic purposes. 
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ANNEX &. 
C.H. 852. 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 10 OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION 
SIGNED AT GENEVA ON FEBRUARY 19TH, 1925. • 

OPINION OF THE OFFICE INTERNATIONAL n'HYGIENE PUBLIQUE. 

Preparations containing Dihydrooxycodeinone (Eucodal), Dihydrocodeinone (Dicodide), Dila11dide, 
Benzoylmorphine or other Esters of Morphine. 

At the request of the British Government, the Health Committee submitted to the Office 
international d'Hygiene publique, for an opinion and a report, the question whether 
preparations containing eucodal or dicodide were to be subject to the provisions of the 
Convention and, if so, whether preparations containing less than a certain percentage of these 

. drugs were to be exempted from the operation of the .Convention. · 
In referring this request of the British Government to the Office, the Health Committee 

added the following question : 

Should preparations containing dilaudide, benzoylmorphine or other morphine 
esters be subject to the provisions of the Convention and, if so, should preparations 
containing less than a certain percentage of these drugs be exempted from the operation 
of the Convention ? 

After considering the report of its Committee of Experts, the Permanent Committee of 
the Office international d'Hygiene publique unanimously adopted the following resolutions 
at its extraordinary session of May 1929 (meeting of May 7th) : 

" I. Benzoylmorphine and Morphine Esters : 
" The Committee is of opinion that preparations containing these esters should be 

treated like those c<;mtaining diacetylmorphine, which means to say that they should 
be subject to the provisions of the Convention whatever their narcotic drug content. 

" 2. Eucodal, Dicodide .and Dilaudide : 
" The Committee considers that all preparations containing these substances should 

also be brought under the provisions of the Convention, subject to the provisions of 
Article 8. It considers it desirable that, in the case of all fresh substances coming within 
the scope of the Geneva Convention, the provisions of Article 4 (d) of the Convention 
should be made inoperative, being of opinion that this clause is unjustifiable and 
unnecessarily complicates the application of the Convention. The limits which it allows 
are wholly arbitrary and are based on a percentage which means nothing, since what 
matters in these cases is the total quantity of narcotic drug contained in the preparation 
and its combination with other subtances. An instance which may be given is that of 
chlorodyne (British Pharmacopreia r885), whose narcotic content is below the maximum 
allowed ; this preparation is known to be abused in certain countries, where it is consumed 
on a large scale, a form of consumption which i:nay lead to addiction and its consequences." 
It isnow for the Health Committee to .come to a final decision on this point, and to 

communicate it to the Council. 

ANNEX 6. 

OPIUM COMMISSION OF THE OFFICE INTERNATIONAL D'HYGIENE PUBLIQUE. 

MEETING HELD AT GENEVA ON MARCH 7TH, 1930, AT 9 A.M. 

The following were present.: Dr. CARRIERE (President), Professor Ricardo jORGE, Dr. 
CHODZKO, Dr. HAMEL, M. VELGHE (President of the Office international d'Hygie.ne J?Ublique}. 

In accordance with the arrangement concluded between the Health Orgamsation of the 
League of Nations and the Office international d'Hygiene publi9.ue with. a view to speeding 
up the procedure laid down in Article 10 of the Geneva International OpiUm Convention, the 
Opium Commission of the Office was requested by the Health Committe': ~o consider whether 
the salts of the following substances should be brought under the provlSlons of the Geneva 
Convention ; · 

Dihydrooxycodeinone, 
Dihydrocodein?ne (dic~dide~. 
Dihydromorphmone (dilaudJde), 

. Esters of morphine. 
These substances themselves and their prepara~ions have already been the subject of a 

recommendation by the Office to the Health Committee. 



-so- . 
Dr. Carriere said that it was necessary to bring these salts under the Gen.eva Conv~ntion, 

sinc-e the campaign against the abuse of narcotic drugs could not be effect~vely earned on 
w1less this method was adopted. He pointed out that the Governments of SWitzerland, of the 

· German Reich, of Great Britain and of other countries as well had already placed these salts 
under very strict control. · . . 

The Health Organisation's proposal had already been unofficially submitted to the 
Commission of E:ll.--perts of the Office inte!l'ational at its meeting a~ Berne on Januar~ 3!d, 
X9JO, which unanimously recommended 1ts acceptance. The President of the CommiSSIOn 
accordingly submitted the following resolution : ' · 

" The Opium Commission of the Office international d'Hygiene publique is of opinion 
that all the salts of the following substances : . 

Dihydrooxycodeinone, 
Dihydrocodeinone (dicodide), 
Dihydromorphinone (dilaildide), 
Esters of morphine, 

should be brought under the Geneva Convention in accordance with the provisions of 
Article m of the said Convention." 
This resolution was tmanimously adopted. 

(Signed) CARRIERE. 
VELGHE. · 

C.H. 851. 
ANNEX 7 •. 

INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION, SIGNED ,AT 'GENEVA 
ON FEBRUARY X9TH, r925. 

I. NOTE ON THE QUESTION WHETHER SYNTHETIC MORPHINE COMES WITHIN 
THE SCOPE OF THE GENEVA INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION. 

' ' 
II. MA..~UFAGTURE OF EUCODAL AND DICODIDE FROM MORPHINE AND 

CODEINE. 

I. 

SYNTHETIC MoRPHINE. 

In a verbal note 1 to the Secretary-General dated December I?th, · 1929, . the Polish 
delegation acc~edited to the League of Nations. pointed out that the provisions of the Geneva 
Opium Convention 

" do not apply to synthetic morphine, since they refer solely to morphine defined 
as the principal alkaloid of opium, having the chemical formula C17H11N03." 

The Social Section of the Secretariat communicated this note to the Health Section with 
the request for a technical opinion on the point. 

* * * 
The text of the Convention leaves no doubt on this point. It is quite tnie that, in Article 

r, the Convention lays down that : · · 

" morphine means the principal alkaloid of opium, having the chemical formula 
C.,H11NO .. " . 

The Convention does not, however, say that morJ>hine means the principal alkaloid 
of opium, extradetlfrom opium, having ·the chemical fonnula C17H11N01• · The only warran
table conclusion is, therefore, that !any substance having the chemical fonnula C17H11N01 • 

is the principal alkaloid of opium tnat is to say, morphine, and comes under the ;terms of the 
Convention. . · 

What initial material was used for the manufacture of this substance is immaterial. 
This interpretation of Article 1 of the Convention was unofficially submitted to the . 

experts • of the Office international d'Hygiene publique at their meeting at Berne on January 
4th, 1930, and was unanimously a;pproved by them. Two of those present at the meeting 
(Dr. Carriere and Professor Perrot) who had also attended the Geneva Opium Conference, 
added that one of the reasons why the chemical fonnula of morphine had been included in the. 
text of the Convention was precisely to ensure that synthetic morphine should, if produced, be 
covered by the provisions of the Convention. 

1 See .Appendix, page 54· 
1 They are: Messrs BUrgi, Dixon, Knaf1l-Lenz, Modrakowski, Perrot and Strau 1;1. 
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II. 

MANUFACTURE OF EUCODAL AND DICODIDE FROM MORPHINE AND CODEINE. 

In a l~tter dated November 18th, 1929, Mr. L. A. Lyall, President of the Permanent 
C~ntr:tl Opmm Boa~d, refe~ed to the Healt.h Committee the question of whether eucodal and 
d1cod1de could be mdustnally produced duect from morphine or codeine, or whether this 
proce~s of conversion was too expensive to be used for any purpose other than laboratory 
expenments. 

, T~is quest.ion was· u.nofficia.lly submitted to the experts of the Office international 
d Hyg1ene. P.ubhque at the1r me~tmg at Berne on January 4th, 1930. They were unanimously 
of the opm10n that the quesbon whether the manufacture of eucodal and dicodide from 
morp~ine or c~deine would pay depends solely on the price of the latter substances (more 
especially codeme) on the one hand, and that of thebaine on the other. 
. At the present moment, the price of thebaine being low relatively to that of codeine, 
1t would not pay to produ~e eucodal or dicodi~e from m~rph.ine. The price of thebaine may, 
however, be expected to nse as the consumption of denvabves of that substance increases 
and it is not impossible tl;l.at the production of such derivatives from codeine may becom~ 
remunerative. . 

But, as already stated, the possibility of making this process pay depends also on the 
price of codeine, which not only fluctuates, but varies from country to country. The price 
depends, among other things, on the quality of the opium chosen as raw material, the codeine 
content of the opium being extremely variable. · 

Summary. 

The production of eucodal and dicodide from morphine and codeine is theoretically; 
possible; it is also industrially possible, assuming that the relative price levels of thebaine: 
and codeine should be favourable. These conditions may be expected to come about, in view! 
of the probable rise in the price of thebaine and the probable fall of that of codeine. ; 

Report by Professor Knaffl-Lenz concerning the Various Possible Ways of producing Codei11o11e · 
Derivatives ·(Eucodal, Dicodide and Acedicone.) 

(See Detailed Structural Formulre of Morphine Derivatives, page 52). 

Thebaine is useless for therapeutic purposes, but it has a close chemical relationship 
with codeine. By chemical processes this otherwise valueless subsidiary alkaloid-which 
is present in opium in the proportion of 0.1 to 0.5 per cent-may be converted into one of 
the well-recognised or one of the newer alkaloids which are therapeutically valuable. 

Thebaine can be transformed into codeine by first oxidising and then reducing it. This 
process is, however, of no practical interest, as the yield is very poor. 

The two oxidation products of thebaine, codeinone and oxycodeinone are, also, 
therapeutically useless, as they have the convulsive properties of thebaine. By the introduction 
of two hydrogens into the molecule, thus dispensing with the double bond, these oxidation 
products acquire properties similar to those of morphine, including the valuable as well as 
the injurious properties. 

The large supplies of thebaine available, and the current production of thebaine, were 
amply sufficient for the requirements of eucodal production, especially at a time when eucodal 
was hardly known outside Germany. It was only when this preparation was brought under 

. the Opium Convention that it became internationally known and much more extensively 
used. Indeed, in Siam, it is already the active component of the so-called anti-opium pills 
and tinctures. So long as the otherwise useless thebaine could be obtained in adequate quantities 
at economic rates, there was no· reason to attempt the production of eucodal from codeine 
or morphine. But the present high price of thebaine and the rising demand for eucodal afford 
a strong incentive to work out such a method of production. 
: The following details show the chemical relations of these derivatives with morphine or 
codeine and explain the methods now in use for the production of codeine derivatives. 

Thebaine-dicodide (dihydrocodeinone), acedicone (acetic acid ester of dihydrocodeinone) 
and eucodal (dihydrooxycodeinone) are, as will be seen from the reproduce? structural f~nnulre, 
derivatives of codeinone. Codeinone can be obtained both from thebame and codeme (for 
morphine), so that the codeinone derivatives can also be described as morphine derivatives, 
the more so as their effects are very similar to those of morphine. 

Codeinone differs from codeine in that the alcoholic hydroxyl group is transformed into 
a ketone group. Aromatic ketones can .g~nerally be c~n;verted with. e~se into tautomeric forms 
by the shifting of a hydrogen from pos1bon (7) to pos1bon (6) : th1~ ~troduces a double bond 
and the addition of a hydroxyl group. As the result of the transposition, the ketones can form 
ethers and esters. 

Thebaine should therefore be regarded as the methyl ether of the enolic form of co~eino~e. 
This methyl group, unlike that of codeine, which is held fast by the phenol group, 1s easily 
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detached, so that th~ conversion of theba~e into codein~me .is not a matter of difficulty. On 
the other.hand, codemone may also be obtamed by the oxidation of codeme ; and, as codeinone 
can be easily turned into dihydrocodeinone by catalytic hydration, it is clear that dicodide can 
be produced either from thebaine or codeine. 

I. Preparation of DihydrocorlAnone. 

At present the following processes for the preparation of dihydrocodeinone have been 
described, and patents have been applied for. • 

I. Preparation from Morphine. - Morphine is shaken up in contact with platinum or 
palladium as catalysts and hydrogen as required in quantities exceeding those necessary for 
saturation. This converts it into dihydromorphinone (dilaudide). The methylation of this 
product by one of the current processes for the conversion of morphine into codeine yields 
dihydrocodeinone (dicodide) (D.R.P. 365683, Class 12 p., 1922, Knoll & Co., and supplementary 
patent P.380919., G. 120., 1922). . 

2. Preparation from Codeine. - Dihydrocodeinone is obtained by the oxidation of 
codeine into code in one and subsequent hydration by means of hydrogen in contact with platinum 
metals. 

The transformation of codeine into codeinone can be effected : 

I. By oxidising codeine with chromic acid in the presence of weak acids (yield 
approximately 40 per cent) (D.R.P. 408870, Cl. 12. p., 1923 Merk). . 

2. Dihydrocodeinone is produced direct ·by the direct hydration of codeine with 
quantities of platinum or palladium catalyst and hydrogen above saturation requirements. 
The process involved in this case is similar to that employed for the conversion of morphine 
into dihydromorphinone. The introduction of the hydrogen eliminates double bonds 
and at the same time oxidises the hydroxyl group into a ketone group (D.R.P. 365363, 
Cl. I2. p., 192I, and Supplementary Patent 380159, Cl. 12. p., 1922, Knoll & Co.). 

· 3. · Preparation from Thebaine. - (a) The hydration of thebaine with sodium in an 
alcoholic solution produces dihydrothebaine, which is converted into dihydrocodeinone 
by boiling in acids. This method has no practical value (Freund and Speyer 53· p. 2250, 1920). 

(b) Thebaine in glacial acetic acid is treated with bromine, thereby producing 
bromocodeinone (yield 50 per cerit). Dihydrocodeinone is obtained together with hydrobromic 
acid by catalytic reduction (Speyer and Sarre, Ber. 57· p. 1404, 1924). 

The production of dihydrocodeinone from codeine according to Knoll's patent seems 
to be the best and simplest method. 

II. Preparation of Acedicone. 

. Thebaine is hydrated by catalysis ; the methoxyl group of the resulting dihydrothebainc 
is saponified and acetylated by boiling in acids (Behrens, Nonnebruch, Rischawy, Schopf and 
Wieland, D. med. W. p. 302, 1929). 

The process in this case is the acetylation of dihydrocodeinone. Acetylated dicodide is 
identical with acedicone (Knaffi-Lenz unpublished researches). 

III. Preparation of Eucodal. 

The preparation of dihydrooxycodeinone (eucodal) from codeine has not yet been described 
in chemical literature, nor has any patent been applied for in respect of any process. There 
are, however, various ways of preparing it from thebaine. 

(a) By the oxidation of thebaine in an acetic acid solution with the help of peroxide of 
hydrogen. A yield of about ·70 per cent of oxycodeinone is obtained, which can be converted 
into dihydrocodeinone by catalytic reduction. 

· (b) Oxycodeinone can also be obtained by treating thebaine with 30 per cent l'eroxide 
of hydrogen. 

(c) Oxycodeinone can also be obtained by oxidising thebaine with potassium bichromate 
and sulphuric acid. · 

(d) If bromocodeinone, which .is pr?duced. by bro!lli!latin~ thebaine, is t.reated ~ith 
hydroxylamine, the ox!me of oxycodem«?ne IS obtam~d; this, If subjected to catalytic reduct!on, 
yields dihydrooxycodemoneandammoma. Oxycodemonc: can also be prepared fro!D the ox1me 
by saponification, and subsequent hydration by catalysis. 
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The preparation of eucodal from codeine h~s not yet been described, but it. is possible 
theoretically. The codeinone obtained ~rom codeme b.Y any of the ~rocesses descnbed would 
have to be brominated, and the resultmg bromocodemone treated m the same way as that 
prepared from thebaine. Whether the resulting produ~t would be i~entical w~th eucodal or 
an isomer would require to be ascertained by tests. It 1s always possible that, m the process 
of bromination, the bromine might not be introduced in the same position as in thebaine. 
It can enter both at 7 and at 14. Which of these two positions the hydroxyl group occupies in 
eucodal is even now uncertain. 

Another possible way would be to convert the codeine obtained from dihydrocodeine 
into dihydrooxycodeinone through the bromine derivative. . · 

To sum up, at present, dicodide (dihydrocodeinone) is most readily prepared from codeine . 
in accordance with Knoll's patent. · 

Eucodal (dihydrooxycodeinone), on the other hand, is at present only prepared, so far 
as is known, from thebaine. No method of preparation from codeine has yet been either 
described or patented, though preparation in this manner is possible. Whether codeine or 
thebaine will be used as the point of departure for the production of codeinone derivatives 
will depend primarily on the supplies of thebaine available and its price. · 

Appendix. 

VERBAL NOTE SUBMITTED BY THE POLISH DELEGATION TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 

[Translation.] Geneva, December 12th, 1929. 

With reference to the Secretary-General's-letter No. 12/2546/2546 of October 29th 
concerning the manufacture of synthetic ~orphine by the " Motor" factory at Warsaw, 
the Polish delegation has the honour to communicate the following details : 

The "Motor" Works, Ltd., at Warsaw, referred to in the review Chemistry and Industry 
of September 27th, 1929, is the same firm as the one which heads the list forwarded to the 
Secretary-General in the Polish delegation's.letter No. 2049/49 of Augtist 12th, 1929. This 
factory is carrying out experiments in the manufacture of synthetic morphine by the J. McLang 
process, but these trials are in the nature of laboratory experiments. The work carried out 
on synthetic morphine, which relates, firstly, to the action of the product and, secondly, 
to the estimation of the cost of production, has so far not yielded satisfactory results, so that 
there is no reason to anticipate that synthetic morphin_e will be placed on the market in the 
near future. · 

· The Polish delegation would take this opportunity of observing that the provisions of 
the Geneva Convention do ndt apply to synthetic morphine, since they refer solely to morphine 
defined as the principal alkaloid of opium, having the chemical formula C17 H,. N03 • The 
provisions of Article 10 of the Convention could only be applied to synthetic morphine if 
that product could be substituted for morphine extracted from opium and if, large-scale 
manufacture becoming possible, it could give rise to the drug habit. · 

O.H.852. 

ANNEX 8, 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE ·1o OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION, 
SIGXED AT GENEVA ON FEBRUARY 19TH, 1925, TO ACEDICONE, A NEW 
DERIVATIVE OF CODEINONE . 

• 

REPOR'f BY PROFESSOR KNAFFL-LENZ. 

The firm of BiJhringer, of Hamburg, is putting on the market a new codeinone derivative 
-acedi&one-which should, in view of its constitution and physiological action, come under 
the provisions of the Opium Convention, like the two other codeinone derivatives-dicodide 
and eucodal. · · 
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No. 8 of the "Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift" (1929) publishes a paper by 
Behrens, Nonnenbruch, Rischawy, Schopf and Wieland on the chemistry pharmacology and 
clinical use of acedicone. ' 

I. Chemistry. 

· The production of acedicone from. thebaine is as follows : two atoms of hydrogen are 
added to the thebaine and one of the methoxyl groups is then replaced by the acetyl radical · 
this is why the authors describe it as an acetyl-dimethyl-dihydro-thebaine. ' 

The resultant base is insoluble in water, but easily soluble in organic solvents, melting 
at a temperature of 154-156o C. The hydrochloride is easily soluble in water and melts 
and foams up at a temperature of 132-135° C. The acetyl radical is not detached by boiling 
for an hour in water, but saponification takes place readily in-the presence of mineral acids, 
acetic acid and dihydrocodeinone being formed. 

II. Pharmacolqgy. 

The detailed pharmacological analysis of acedicone carried out by the authors referred to 
on frogs, pigeons, mice, rabbits and dogs had proved that its action lies midway between that 
of codeine and that of morphine. Both the purely paralysing effect of acedicone on the 
respiratory centre of rabbits and the decreased, sensibility to pain point to the fact that its 
properties are more akin to those of morphine than to those of codeine. 

As regards ·habituation and the development of a craving for the drug, no conclusions 
can be drawn from the animal experiments as to the effects which acedicone would have in 
this respect on human beings. Experiments on dogs show that habituation is produced far more 
slowly with acedicone than with morphine. 

III. Clinical Experience. 

Clinical observations have shown that the ·analgesic effect of acedicone, when subcuta
neously injected, is about the same as that of morphine ; that the same hypnotic effect 
can be produced with half the dose required i1;1 the case of morphine ; and that the sedative 

.effect on the respiratory centre is identical with that of morphine. 
The paralysing effect on the intestines is, however, very much less marked. 
As regards the dangers of habituation and addiction, the authors express themselves 

very cautiously. They say that they have not observed, even in the case of their own patients, 
any sign of craving, and that only in rare cases, when the drug was suddenly withdrawn, slight 
accidents of deprivation were produced which were not, however, anything like so severe as 
those produced by the withdrawal of morphine. In three cases of pronounced morphinism, 
however, morphine could be replaced without any difficulty by an equal dose of acedicone. 
The authors are of opinion that further research will be necessary to determine whether 
acedicone belongs to the class of habit-forming derivatives. 

The mode of production and the structural formula given by the authors pointed to the 
fact that acedicone was identical with the acetyl ester of dicodide (dihydrocodeinone), and 
its action on animals and human beings, as described, does, in fact, <Jisplay a large measure 
of similarity with that of dicodide. 

It was not difficult to prove that acedicone is chemically identical with the acetyl ester 
of dicodide. 

If dihydrocodeinone (dicodide) is boiled for several hours with acetic anhydride in the 
presence of sodium acetate, in the reflux condenser, it passes over quantitatively into the 
acetyl ester, which melts, after a single recrystallisation, at a temperature of 154-156o C. 
-that is to say, at the same temperature as the acedicone base. A mixture of acedicone and 
acetyl ester of dihydrocodeinone produced in this way has also b_een found to have the same 
melting-point. On the other hand, by the saponification of acedicone (boiling for an hour with 
dilute mineral acids) a basic compound was prod~ced whose melting-p?int ~as the sal!le as 
that of dihydrocodeinone. The base and also a mixture of the latter w1th d1hydrocodemone 
melts at a temperature of 193-194o C. 

These results have clearly established that acedicone is identical with the acetyl ester of 
dihydrocodeinone (dicodide). · 

The acetylation of morphine is known to i~crease the latt~r's potency ~pproximat~ly 
threefold, and this might equally be the case With dihydro~o~emone. Expen!ll~nts .earned 
out on mice, frogs and rabbits have shown, however, that this Is not so.· The mim!llum lethal 
dose both of acedicone and of dicodide is 3 mg. per 20 gr. mouse, and the other action of these 
two substances on the central nervous system is identical both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

·Messrs. Knoll of Ludwigshafen, who manufacture dic.odi~e. have ~een good _enough to 
inform me in reply to my enquiry that the acetyl _denvahve of dihydroc~demone . was 
manufactured in 1916 and tested by Professor Gottlieb at _the Pharmacological. Institute 
of the University of Heidelberg. The results of these tests (which had not been pubhshed) are 
concordant with mine. 
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. Although the authors referred to have not. observed any signs of ·craving, even after 
prolon.,<Tt'd administration of this drug, they do not deny l:he possibility of. it. We know, in 
faC't, that morphine, when cautiously administered for not too long a penod, only produces 
habituation and addiction in a comparatively short time in predisposed subjects, who 
experience a very marked euphoria after the first doses. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
no signs of craving have ever been observed in clinics, where acedicone was obviously very 
C'arefully administered. 

In v1ew of the absolute identity of action of acedicone and dicodide, however, there can 
be no doubt that the former, if incautiously administered, can, .like diCodide, produce a 
C'raving in predisposed subjects. This view is clearly supported by the fact that the authors 
themselves have observed that, in cases of pronounced morphinism, morphine can be entirely 
replaced by acedicone. Now we know that, in cases of pronounced morphinism, the craving 
can only be satisfied by the administration of such derivatives as are themselves habit-forming. 
Thus, it is impossible to satisfy the craving by administering codeine, as this drug does not 
produce euphoria nor, after the administr<~-tion of large doses over a long period, does it 
produce a pathological condition similar to morphinism. 

Acedicone (acetyl-dimethyl-dihydrothebaine ; acetyldihydrocodeinone) should therefore, 
under Article 10 of the Geneva Opium Convention, come under the provisions of this Convention 
like the two other derivatives of codeinone-dihydrocodeinone (dicodide) and dihydrooxy
codeinone (eucodal). 

C.H.856. 
ANNEX 9. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A PERMANENT SECRETARIAT FOR THE UNIFICATION 
OF PHARMACOPOEIAE. 

LETTER OF THE BELGIAN MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL. 

[Translation.] Brussels, February 22nd, 1930. 

The International Arrangement drawn up by the Conference for the Unification of the 
Formulre of Heroic Drugs held in 1925 having been signed by fourteen Powers, the Permanent 
Secretariat referred to in Articles 34 and 35 .(paragraph 2) of this diplomatic instrument is 
thereby potentially set up and its working provisionally entrusted to the " Commission Beige 
de la Pharmacopee" (Belgian Pharmacopreia Committee), pending the League of Nations' 
decision regarding the application to this international organisation of .the provisions of Article 
24 of the Treaty of Versailles. . 

I have the honour to inform you that this secretariat has now been constituted. 
In this connection, I would mention that this question was submitted to the Council 

of the League of Nations at its meeting of August 30th, 1929, and that you were good enough 
to forward to me a copy of the Minutes of this meeting containing the text of the relevant 
report and resolution adopted by the Council. · 

I subjoin to the present communication the programme of the secretariat's work 
(Appendix I), together with a questionnaire (Appendix II). Both of these have been submitted 
to the signatory Powers ·with the request to communicate any. observations or suggestions they 
may desire to make. . 

Furthermore, the Belgian Government directed the attention of the signatory Powers to 
the recommendations {Appendix III) adopted by the Second International Conference held 
at Brussels (1925) ; these are reproduced at the end of the Final Protocol, but have not been 
embodied in the Arrangement of August 2oth, 1929. 

(Signed) HYMANS. 

Appendix I. 
. 

PROGRAMME OF WORK OF THE PERMANENT SECRETARIAT FO~ THE 

. UNIFICATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAE. 

The international Arrangement drawn up by the Conference for the Unification of the 
Formulre of Heroic Drugs held in 1925 having been signed by fourteen Powers, the permanent 
secretariat referred to in Articles 34 and 35 (paragraph 2) of this diplomatic instrument is 
thereby potentially set up and its working provisionally entrusted to the " Commission Beige 
de !a_ Pharmacopee" (Belgian Pharmacopreia Committee), pending the League of Nations' 
decJSlon regarding the application to this international organisation of the provisions of 
Article 24 of the Treaty of Versailles. 

L Organisation. 

The permanent secretariat is placed under the direction of the Office of the Belgian 
Phar~preia Committee ; its seat is established on the premises of the Ministry of the 
Intenor and of Health, No. 6, rue de Ia Loi, Brussels. 
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II. Duties and Pow~rs. 

Under the international Arrangement, the duties and powers of the permanent secretariat 
shall be as follows : 

Apart from its duties of forwarding documents and co-ordinating work on the unification 
of pharmacopreire, the secretariat shall deal with the following matters : 

I. It shall prepare amendments and additions to the Brussels Convention in regard 
to the formulre of heroic drugs ; 

2. Study the best methods of determining the active elements in heroic drugs and 
make proposals for fixing the composition of these elements; 

3· Formulate proposals designed to secure uniformity of nomenclature in 
pharmacopreire ; 

4· Draw up proposals for the standardisation of the descriptions of chemical' 
products, their analyses, etc., in pharmacopreire ; 

5. Define certain terms used in pharmacy ; 
6. Prepare a list of short designations for dntgs, the scientific name of which is too 

long; 
7· Standardise the schedule of maximum doses.' 

Appendix 11. 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO BE FORWARDED TO THE POWERS SIGNATORIES TO THE ARRANGEMENT. 

. I. Is your Government prepared to send to the permanent secretariat a copy of your 
national pharmacopreia at present in use ? In return, the Belgian Government will be glad 
to present the fourth edition of the Belgian Pharmacopreia to be published shortly. . 

2. Is a new edition of your pharmacopreia at present in course of preparation ? If so, 
when is it likely to appear ? Would you be prepared to send a copy to the permanent 
secretariat ? 

3. What is the address of your Pharmacopreia Committee at present in office ? 
4· If there is no Pharmacopreia Committee in office at present, would your Government 

be so good as to designate a person with whom the secretariat might usefully correspond ? 
5. Is your Committee permanent or temporary ? How is it constituted ? 
6. Wh;J.t are your Committee's duties and powers ? 

Appendix Ill. 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AT BRUSSELS (1925). 

Nomenclature. 

I. It is desirable that the international Latin name of each drug should be placed at the 
head of the item in the pharmacopreia containing its description. 

2. It is desirable, in the. case of chemical compounds, to adopt a single nomenclature 
similar to the one used, for instance, for the majority of saline compounds in the pharmacopreire 
of the United States, Great Britain and Sweden. 

Biological Methods: 

3· The Conference, having notedthe Organising Committee's report on the fifth question 
and the report of the Second International Conference for the Biological Standardisation 
of Certain Remedies, adopts the following recommendation : 

(r) That biological standardisation be introduced in the pharmacopreia to the 
extent to which this may be deemed necessary ; 

(2) That, unless there are adequate reasons to the contrary, pharmacopreire should 
adopt the methods· now or in future recommended by the Health Organisation of the 
League of Nations; 

(3) That the Pharmacopreire Comm~ttees should tra~smit to the Health ~rganisation 
of the League of Nations any observations or suggestions they may desire to make 
concerning the above-mentioned methods. 

Receptacles. 

4· The Conference decides that there is no need f~r the prese~t to lay down intern~tional 
rules regarding receptacles, and proposes that the question of labellmg and other pr~caubonary 
measures should be studied with a view to the adoption of international regulations. 

PharmacoptBite. 

· 5· The Conference recommends that the text of the Brussels Convention be embodied in 
any newly issued pharmacopreia. 

6. The Conference recommends that the various Pharmacopreia Committees should be 
set up permanently. . . . 

7. The Conference recommends that any modifications of pharmacopre1re be published 
with the least possible delay. 

1 The schedule of maximum doses was distributed in 1926. Replies have already been received from 
Finland, France, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. 
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Official No.: C. 158. M. 75· 1930. III. 

ANNEX 10. 

REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE FIFTEENTH SESSION 
OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE 

Held at Gtmeva from March sth to 8th, I9JO. 

I. 

PROPOSALS OF THE NATIONAL GoVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA FOR COLLABORATION 
WITH THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS ON HEALTH MATTERS. 

A. The Health Committee, 
Mter studying the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of ~hina for .collabo

ration which it desires with the League of Nations on health matters, and havmg exammed the 
report of the Medical Director concerning the Missiq~ carried . out on the invitation of the 
Government of China; . · . 

Approves the report as a whole and expresses apprec~ation of the attitude adopted by the 
Government of China. 

The Health Committee, 
Considering that the Council of the League of Nations has expressed the wish that all necessary 

assistance should be afforded in the development of China, that the collaboration requested is 
entirely in harmony with the programme and aims of the teclmical organisations of the League 
of Nations, and, while fully appreciating the difficulties of the task with which it would be entrusted 
and the length of time required to accomplish it, 

Recommends to the Council the approval of the entire programme of collaborat~on presented 
by the Government of China, as set forth in the report of the Medical Director, and requests the 
latter to make arrangements for providing the assistance of the Health Organisation in giving 
effect to that programme if approved by the Council. 

B. Re-organisation of the Quarantine Service of (Jizinese Ports. 

The Health Committee, 
Mter study of the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China, concerning 

the collaboration of the League of Nations in the re-organisation of the quarantine services of 
the Chinese ports, and on the advice of the Commission for Quarantine M~asures in China 1 

designated during the present session: 

I. Accepts the proposalS made by the Chinese Government to obtain the benefit of 
the experiences of health services in other countries in the. re-organisation of the present 
quarantine services; 

z. Approves the arrangements proposed by the Health Section that Dr. Park should 
visit China forthwith, in order to complete the survey which has already been begun and 
report to the Commission thereon at an early date. In his report, Dr. Park should give special 
consideration to the possibilities of the satisfactory application of the provisions of the 
International Sanitary Convention of Igz6; · 

3· Notes that the Commission has given Dr. Park certain guiding lines for this survey. 
These include the sanitary equipment of ports, the nature of the action to be taken against 
the importation and exportation respectively of infectious diseases, and the measures needed 
to deal with the sperial conditions of coastal traffic; 

Notes that, on the completion of Dr. Park's survey, he will present proposals for considera
tion by the Commission regarding the scheme to be submitted to the Chinese National 
Government; 

4· Requests that the Commission, in so doing, should confer with any experts who may 
be delegated by the Communications and Transit Organisation of the League, in conformity 
with the request of the Chinese Government, before submitting the scheme to the Health 
Committee. 

• n.., C<..mmiooion waa composed as follows: 
Chairman: M. VELGJIE. 
M.eralxmt: Sir George BUCJIA,.AX. 

Dr. l.UTRARIO, 
Surgeon-GeaeraJ CUMMING, 
Dr, ]JTTA, 

Prof<."""" MIVAIIMA. 
IJr. UAVXAUO, 
l'roU.~ NocnT. 
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2. 

· REQUEST OF THE BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT FOR THE CO-OPERATION OF THE 

HEALTH ORGANISATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST ENDEMIC SYPHILIS 

IN CERTAIN AREAS OF BULGARIA • 

. A request was received from the Bulgarian Government on September 6th, 1929, for the 
assistance of the Health Organisation in the campaign against syphilis in certain parts of that 
country. Preliminary enquiries were carried out both in collaboration with the Department of 
Health of the Ministry of the Interior and the Bulgarian Refugees Settlement Commissioner. 
Provisional recommendations were made and agreed to by the Chief Medical Officer of the 
Department of Health and the senior officials of the Bulgarian Refugees Settlement Commission. 
The Health Committee adopted the following resolution: 

" The Health Committee, 
" Having noted the report of the Health Section (document C. H. 837); 
" Recommends the acceptance of the proposal made by the Bulgarian authorities for the 

collaboration of the Health Organisation in a campaign to be undertaken against endemic 
syphilis prevalent in certain areas of Bulgaria; · 

" Is glad to note that the Commissariat of the League of Nations for the Settlement of 
Bulgarian Refugees is prepared to assume responsibility for the expenses involved in the 

_preliminary enquiry, the training of the necessary personnel and the carrying out of the · 
prophylactic campaign (document C.H. 837); 

" Invites its Commission of Experts on Syphilis and Cognate Subjects to afford all 
requisite technical assistance, including the placing of the services of an expert at the disposal 
of the Bulgarian authorities. " 

3· 

OPIUM. 

A. 

The Health Committee had before it, for consideration, a report· from the Office international 
d'Hygi~me publique, concerning the_ application of Article 8 of the International Opium Convention 
of February 19th, 1925, ·to ce1tain lists of preparations submitted by various Governments. 
The following resolution was adopted: 

" The Health Committee adopts all the conclusions of the Report of the Office 
international d'Hygiime publique, on the application of Article 8 of the Opium Convention, 
signed at Geneva on February rgth, 1925, to the preparations proposed by the Govern
ments of British India, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Great Britain, the Irish Free State, 
Poland and Roumania, as they appear in document C.H. 843. " 

B. 

The German and· Swiss Governments also recently submitted to the Health Committee 
proposals for applying the provisions of Article 8 to various preparations. The following 
resolution was adopted: 

" The Health Committee decides to submit to the Permanent Committee of the Office 
international d'Hygiime publique, for opinion. and rep?rt, according: to the procedu_re laid 
down by Article 8 of the Geneva Internah<?nal Opmm Convention, the ~wo lists of 
preparations proposed by the German and SWiss Governments as they appear m document 
C.H. 85o. " -

c. 
The Health Committee had also before it a report from the Office international d'Hygiene 

publique concerning the application of Article 10 of the qpium Convention of 1925 to pr~parations 
contairi.ing eucodal, dicodide, dilaudide, benzoylmorphine or other esters of morphine. The 
following resolution was adopted: 

" The Health Committee considers that preparations which contain esters of morphine, 
di-hydro-oxycodeinone, di-hydro-codeinone (dicodide), di-hydro-morphinone (dilaudide) should 
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be treated in the same manner as those which contain diacetylmorphine,· that is to say, they 
should come within the scope of the Convention, whatever the percentage of narcotic 
substances contained may be. . . . 
· " It also considers that all salts of these substances should com,e Within the scope of the 

Convention according to the provisions of Article 10 of the said Convention. " 

4· 

EsTABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION FOR THE UNIFICATION OF PHARMACOP<EI..E. 

. . 
The above question, which arose out of the second International Conference for the Unificatio~ 

of the Formulre of Heroic Drugs, held at Brussels in September 1925, ":as referred to th~ Council 
by the Belgian Government. The Council, on August 30th, 1929, decxded to fo~ard rt to .the 
Health Committee for examination. The Health Committee adopted the folloWing resolution: 

" The Health Committee, · 
" Having studied, in conformity with the resolution of the Council, dated August 30th, 

1929, the question of the establishment of an International Organisation for the Unification 
of Pharmacopreire, composed of a permanent secretariat and of international comm~ttees; 

"Is of opinion, after having discussed the question, that the study should be contmued; 
" Decides to place it on the agenda of the next session, and · · · 
" Requests the 1\ledical Diiector to furnish supplementary information in due course. " 

.· 

5· 

CoNSTITUTION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE. 

The mandate of the Health Committee expires on June 30th, 1930, and consequently a new 
Committee will have to be constituted before that date. · 

In connection with the proposals to be submitted to the Council at its next session, the Health 
Committee adopted the following resolution: 

" The Health Com:inittee, 
" In view of the terms of the arrangement made with the Office international d'HygiEme 

publique which governs the Health Organisation of the League of Nations, and, 
•• Realising that it is appropriate that it should, in the near future, submit proposals to 

the Council of the League of Nations regarding the forthcoming nomination by the Council 
of members of the Committee; 

"Decides to request the President· and the permanent Vice-President to make the 
necessary proposals with regard to the designation of members of the Health Committee, 
for submission to the Council of the League of Nations. " 

6. 

BUDGET OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

The Health Committee, having considered the budget estimates of the Health Organisation 
for 1931, adopted the following resolution: · 

" The Health Committee, 
. " In view of the fact that the Assembly, at its tenth session, agreed that the increase 
In the ~et of the Health Organisation, which will result from the carrying out of new 
un.dertftkings i;n overseas countries, must be regarded, even if its details and its purposes vary 
frmn tJ~e to time, as more or less recurrent, so that the total budget can no longer be considered 
as stabilli!ed at one million gold francs, although the maximum limit set some years ago 
C<ltlld be regarded as still applicable to the general work of the Organisation; 

:· Altl:r having studied the report on the Medical Director's mission in China, which. 
furnc.!U--s the fir~t J>a:;is on which it i.~ possible to establish definite estimates, and having also 
examJJIF"-d the sJtuatJon created by the development of the Eastern Bureau at Singapore: 
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"Is of opinion that an additional sum of approximately Frs. rgo,ooo is necessary: 

" (r) In yiew .of the con~uation ?f the ~dertaking:s in the. Far East during the 
year I93I, which will also necessitate an mcrease m the credits for prmting and cables and 

~ " (2) To cover the expenses of the Eastern Bureau at Singapore over and abov~ the 
contributions given by various Far-Eastern Governments . • 
" The Health Committee points out that, in default of this increase, it will be impossible 

to find the sum reqnired out of the credit of one million gold francs reserved for the general 
work of the Health Organisation. " 

1· 

VENEREAL DISEASES AMONGST SEAMEN. 

The Second Conference on th~ Health and Welfare of the Merchant Marine (October 192<)) 
considered the question of treatment of venereal disease among seamen and requested the Health 
Organisation: 

" (a) In consultation with medical officers of the mercantile marine, to recommend 
alternative systems of treatment of venereal disease which, whilst being effective, can meet 
the peculiar circumstances of seamen and be pursued with the minimum of economic hardship 
to the patient; 

"(b) To endeavour to secure agreement by nations that the treatment of seamen 
suffering from venereal disease shall be pursued systematically in their different port clinics, 
according to its recommendations." 

The Health Committee adopted the following resolution:. 

" The Health Committee, having heard the observations of the Committee's represen
tatives at the second Conference on the Health and Welfare of the Merchant Marine, decides 
to refer the resolution forwarded by the Conference to the Expert Committee on Syphilis 
and. Cognate Subjects, " . 

8. 

INTERNATIONAL ANTI-TRACHOMA LEAGUE. 

Acting on the report of the members. who represented it at the Conference on Trachoma, 
convened on the occasion of. the Thirteenth International Ophthalmological Congress held at 
Scheveningen in September rgzg, the Health Committee adopted the following resolution: 

" The Health Committee, 
"Recommends that the report submitted to the Conference on Trachoma by Dr. JITTA 

and Dr. LUTRARIO should be printed and distributed to the members of the International 
Anti-Trachoma League, which will shortly be holding a Congress at Geneva, as well as to all 
Public Health Administrations interested in the combating of this disease; 

" Recommends that the Council should acquaint States Members with the fact that this 
League has been constituted, and should ask them to lend full moral support to a humanitarian 
undertaking which can only be carried on effectively by close international co-operation. " 

9· 

SOUTH AMERICAN SEROLOGICAL CONGRESS. 

The Uruguayan Government, havi~g invited the Heal!h Committee. to s~nd a delegate to 
preside over the South American ~erolog1cal Co~gress, orgamsed at M?ntev1deo m September 1930 
by the Institute for the PreventiOn of Syphilis, the Health Committee adopted the followmg 
resolution: 

" The Health Committee, 
" Attaches great interest to the organisation at Montevideo of a South American 

Serological Congress, 
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" Is glad to note that work similar to that of the Laboratory Conference held at Copen
hagen for comparing the various methods for the serodiagnosis of syphilis, will be carried 
out in Latin America; 

" Realising the benefit to be gained by effective co-operation in the work of the Congress; 
" Decides to ask its President to do everything possible to facilitate the work of the 

Con.,aress, and to select its President.'' • 

IO. 

MI!lCELLANEOUS. 

A. 

The Health Committee, realising the importance of maintaining efforts. against dental 
diseases as vigorously as against other diseases, expresses its desire to be kept informed of the 
work of the International Dental Federation. 

}3. 
The Health Committee, 
Entrusts the Malaria Commission with the decision as to the manner in which it shall take 

part in the international Congress on Malaria which is to meet at Algiers on May 2rst, I930; 
Requests Sir George Buchanan to represent it at the Congress of the Royal Sanitary Institute. 

on}uly2ISt, I930; . · · · 
Approves the suggestion that meetings of certain Expert Commissions should coincide with 

that of the Firsf; International Congress on Microbiology in Paris in July I930; particularly that 
relating to the standardisation of the nomenclature of blood groups; · 

Requests Professor Leon Bernard to represent it at the Congress of the International Anti-
Tuberculosis Union on August I2th, I930, and . 

Decides to authorise the President to organise a Serological Meeting during the Congress 
on Venereal Diseases to be held at Copenhagen in August I930. . · _ . . 
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Chapter I. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

Requests for collaboration on specified subjects in connection with public health have been 
addressed to the League by various Governments in the past. 

For th~ first time in 1929, the technical resources at the disposal of the Health Organisation, 
together ~th the experience gained and the information accumulated since its inception, were 
ma?e available ~t the request of Governm~nt~. to formulate a plan for the reorganisation of 
their health services 1 • The first task of this kmd undertaken was in Greece. 

· The enquiries which preceded the drawing up of the final plan occupied the first four months 
o~ the year, during which time the members of the Commission whose services were placed at the 
disposal of the Greek Government, together with the Director and members of the Health Section 
and the experts who accompanied them, visited various parts of Greece to study local conditions. 

During the year the.Health Ministry of the National Government of the Republic of China 
invited the Medical Director to become a member of an International Committee of Technical 
Advisers, and in September 1929 an official request was received from that Government asking 
that a Committee of Experts from the Health Organisation should visit China to make a survey 
of health conditions in the ports and of maritime quarantine. Accordingly, in October the 
Medical Director, accompanied by a member of the Section, proceeded to China to consider with 
the Competent authorities a scheme for co-operation between the Chinese Ministry of Health and 
the Health Organisation. · 

The assistance of the Health Organisation has also been sought by the Government of Bolivia 
in the reorganisation of the health services of that country. 

In March the Radiological Sub-Committee of the Cancer Commission met in Geneva and 
adopted proposals for the compilation of accurate statistics and for the organisation of a campaign 
against cancer of the uterus. 

A report has been printed describing the methods of treatment used in three important 
Radiological Clinics at Paris, Munich and Stockholm and containing recommendations as to 
treatment for the guidance of other clinics. 

During the same month, the Expert Committee on Infant Welfare met at Rome and prepared 
a report in which were summarised the general principles which had emerged from the enquiry 
into infant mortality in the European countries. 

The Commission of Expert Statisticians held their second session at Berlin at the beginning 
of April. Among the matters considered were: preparation for the fourth revision of the Inter
national List of Causes of Death, uniform definition of still-birth, morbidity statistics, statistics 
concerning the results of vaccination by BCG. · 

Later in April the Joint Commission, comprising members nominated by the International · 
Institute of Statistics and by the Health Organisation, met in Paris and, after consideration of the 
replies from Governments, prepared three revised draft lists of causes of death for the consideration 
of the International Conference. 

An interchange for the study of industrial hygiene began at Lyons on April3rd and terminated 
at Lucerne on May Ioth, after visiting important industrial centres in Northern Italy, Bavaria and 
Switzerland. This interchange was organised jointly by the International Labour Office and the 
Health Organisation. 

The Sub-Commission on Social Medicine of the Mixed Committee for the Study of the 
Relationship between Health Insurance :\ssociations and Healt~ Admini~trations ~ade. a ~our 
in April to study the methods of co-operation between health services and msurance mshtuhons 
in Germany and Austria. · 

The Health Organisation held a session at Geneva from May 2nd to 8th, which was followed 
by a meeting of the Office international d'Hygiime publique in Paris from May 13th to 23rd. 

The Commission on the Fumigation of Ships met in Paris on May 15th and discussed the 
information and programme of studies presented by its President. -

In June, an interchange for the study of the proble~s of rur:U hygiene beg~ at Copenhagen. 
Rural districts in Denmark and the Netherlands were mcluded m the tour, which ended at The 
Hague with a Conference on July 9th. 

In the early part of July a number of experts were called together in Pari? to pr~pare a plan 
of future investigations into specific immunisation against scarlet fever and d1phthena. 

Malaria courses were organised in Hamburg, London, Paris and Rome. Scholarships for the 
courses were offered by the Health Organisation to a number of medical officers nominated by their 
health administrations. 

' Bolivia, China, Greece. 
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On the invitation of the Government a delegation of the Mal~ria Commission _sail~d for 
India in August. A comprehensive programme of study was earned through, termmatrng on 

December 28th. b 1 • t · C nh 
In September a consultation of Scandinavian Experts on tu ~r~u osi~ me m . ope ag_en, 

when a discussion took place regarding the mortality fro!ll tuberculosis m their respechve countnes, . 
and the efforts made to combat the disease were explarned. 

II. COUNCIL DECISIONS ON THE WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

During the fifty-fourth session the Secretary-General inf?rmed t~e ~ouncil that ~e M~nister 
of Health in the National Government of the Republic of Cluna had mVlted the Medical Director 
to become a member of an International Advisory Council of Three whose duty it would be to 
advise the Chinese Minister of Health as occasion .demanded. The invitation expressed the hope 
that the Medical Director would be able to accept an invitation to visit China ~n the near future. 

The Council expressed its approval of the action of the Secretary-General iri authorising the 
Medical Director to accept this invitation. · · . 

At its fifty-fifth session the Council accepted with thanks a gift of $500 from Mr. James 
Forstall towards the expenses of the. Eastern Bureau of the Health Organisation. 

At this session, the Council approved a report on the work of the Health Organisation during 
its fourteenth session. The report deal~ with various acti~ities of the Health Organi~ati?n. 
In regard to sleeping-sickness, the Council noted that the assistance of the Health Orgamsatlon 
had been made available for the Administrations of African possessions in their work of safeguarding 
human life in Africa. 

The Council expressed its pleasure that the enquiry into the causes of infantile mortality had 
been completed in the European countries, where it was undertaken, and had yielded results of 
particular importance to the various health administrations. · 

Reference was made to the recommendation that the health administrations of other countries 
should be invited to undertake similar studies and to the fact that these studies had been concluded 
in Brazil and were being carried out in Argentine, Chile and_ Uruguay. 

The Cou,ncil noted with satisfaction that the plan for the sanitary reorganisation of Greece . 
fran1ed by the Health Organisation at the request of the Greek Government had been adopted by. 
that Government, and invited the Health Organisation, in conformity with the Council resolution of · 
December 1928, and in accordance with the desire expressed by the Prime Minister of the Greek 
Republic on April 18th, 1929, to offer all its technical assistance for the subsequent development 
of the plan. 0 • 

0 

• • 

At its fifty-sixth session the Council accepted the grant made by the 0 International Health 
Division of the Rockefeller Foundation to the Health Organisation for the period 1930-1934, and 
expressed its thanks to the Foundation. · 

At this session, the Council decided to forward to the Health Organisation for examination 
and report the letter of the Belgian Government concerning the establishment of an international 
organisation for the unification of pharmacopceire. 

Th~ Council had also before it a l~tte; fr~m the Preside~t o~ the Republic ?f Bolivia :equesting 
the assistance of the Health Orgamsahon m the reorgamsation of the sarutary semces of his 
country. The Health Organisation was invited by the Council to assist the Bolivian 
Government in the preparation of a plan for this work as well as in its later development. 

The Council further complied with the request of the President of the Health Organisation 
~at a. Po~uguese expert be attached to the Committee which is co-ordinating sleeping-sickness 
mvestigahons. · 

At its fifty-seventh session the Council extended the term of office of the members of the 
Health Organisation for six months from January 1st, 1930. 

A~- this sessio~, with a ~epresentative of China present, the Council adopted the report of 
111. Qurnones. d~ Leon concerrung the request of the National Government of the Republic of China 
for a Comm~~10n ?f Experts from the ~e.alth Organisation to visit China to make a survey on 
health condi_rtons m the P?rts ~nd n;tantrme qu.arantine. In accepting this request, members 
of the ~uncil expressed their sa~1Sfact10n at learnmg of the establishment of co-operation between 
the Nat10nal Government of China and the Health Organisation. · 

Ill. DECISIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY ON THE WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

· M. F_ierii~ger, Rapporteur for health questions to the Second Committee of the Tenth Assembly, 
referred m. hlS report to the generous assistance given by the Rockefeller Foundation. He told 
the Co":Jmittee that a new agreement had been concluded by which the Foundation would place 
at the disposal of the Health Organisation for a period of five years from] anuary rst, 1930, an annual 
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subvention equal to the total already granted to the Organisation in a given year. He went 
on ~o point out the progress realised in international. co-.operation in health matters, and gave 
vanous examples from the work done by the Orgamsabon, drawing the Committee's attention 
to the fact that States Members of the League were now making requests for collaboration with the 
Health Organisation. These requests, however, caused increased demand~ on the budget, and 
he proposed to ask for supplementary credits. _ 

During the discussion which followed, the proposal for supplementary credits was fully 
approved. Speakers referred to specific aspects of the work of the Organisation in which their 
countries took a particular interest, and several definite proposals were made. The Japanese 
delegate, in discussing the relations established between the Health Organisation and Far-Eastern 
countries, requested that a study-tour might be organised, to be attended by doctors in the 
quarantine service of the principal Eastern ports. The Indian delegate said that infant mortality 
was a grave problem in his country and his Government intended to have the question studied 
with the .!J.elp of the Health Organisation. The delegates of the Irish Free State and of Italy 
referred particularly to the work on rural hygiene, and the Italian delegate hoped that it might 
be possible to establish close relations with the International Institute of Agriculture. The 
Roumanian delegate proposed the creation of an international institute to study the physical, 
intellectual and moral development of children in all countries. The French delegate proposed 
that the Health Organisation should undertake to codify the results obtained in all countries 
through health instruction and that it should study the problems raised by influenza, which had 
caused such serious epidemics. 

The Second Committee adopted the following resolution, which was subsequently approved by 
· the Assembly (see Report of the Second Committee, document A.67.rgzg.III): · 

" The Assembly: 
" Notes with satisfaction the results achieved by the policy, which the Health Organisation 

has persistently followed, of con~;entrating on certain well-defined branches of international 
public health; · 
. " It notes, in particular, that the Health· Organisation systematically draws practical 
conclusions from the comparison of national experiences and places those conclusions at the 
disposal of· Governments; 

" It desires to express its appreciation to the health administrations of the diffe1ent 
countlies as well as to the members of the Health Organisation and to the experts who have 
contributed to this work; 

" It considers that the Health Organisation is pursuing, from an international point of 
view, a work of great importance by co-operating and consulting with national. health 
administrations in the different continents; 

"It approves the work carried out by the Health Organisation since the last Assembly; 
" Takes note of the work of the Health Organisation in Latin America and in the Far 

East; which necessitates the.provision of supplementary credits; and 
."Approves the budget estimates relating thereto which have been placed before it." 

. On the report of the Fourth Committee, the Assembly also agreed to the request for 
supplementary credits for liaison with L'ltin. An_Jeri~a and for technical ~nquiries i? the Far E~t. 

Mention was made of the Health Orgamsation m the report of the Fifth Committee concernmg 
the !raffic in op~um and other dang~rous ~rugs. The Assembly decided th~~ t~e report o~ the 
AdVIsory Committee on the Traffic m Opmm and other Dangerous Drngs Will be s~bm1tted 
to the Council which will decide on the convening of a Conference of the Governrnents,m whose 
countries the drugs are manufactured, and of the principal consuming countries in a number _not 
exceeding that of the manufacturing countries, and whether certain experts proposed by the Opmm 
and the Health Committees should be included ". 
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Chapter II. 

I. THE SERVICE OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE AND PUBLIC HEALTH 
STATISTICS. 

A. GENEVA. 

During the yeat, the demand for copies of t~e Weekly R_ecord has incr~ased. The Record is 
now appearing fu an enlarged form and the subJect-matter IS somewhat d1~erently arranged. 
The first pages are devoted to the communique received each ~eek from the Dire.ctor of the Office 
international d'Hygiime pubJique, This communique contam~ a comp;ehens1ve sta~ement of 
information received under Articles r, 2 and 4 of the I~ternatlonal. Saru~ary C<;>nventlon I9~6, 
together with information concerning rodent plague, ~mscellaneous mtellig~nce Items and ~ list 
showing for ports the date of the last case, not1fied durmg the month preceding the commumque, 
of plague, cholera, yellow fever, typhus and smallpox. 

The pages which follow contain a summary of informatioJ?- r~ceived durin:g th~ w~ek ~y the 
Health Section. This summary takes the form of a short descnptwn of the ep1dellllc s1tuahon. of 
those diseases which are of priniary importance at the time in the countries in respect of wh1ch 
information is available. 

During the year the situation in regard to influenza, poliomyelitis, cerebro-sp_in~ meningitis, 
and encephalitis lethargica in Japan hao; been especially described in many successive ISsues of the 
Record. Short descriptions of the position in regard to malaria and of psittacosis have also 
appeared. 

The last pages of the Record contain the information received by telegraph from the Eastern 
Bureau at Singapore. · · 

In addition to the Weekly Record daily reports have been issued. During the influenza 
epidemic the information received was of such importance as to warrant the issue of a: report · 
each day until February r9th. Subsequently special reports have been issued somewhat less 
frequently to supplement the Weekly Record when the nature and importance of the information 
received has made this necessary. 

Up to the beginning of December direct telegraphic information was received weekly from 
the Regional Bureau at Alexandria and inserted in the Weekly Record. Since that date, the 
information has been communicated direct to the Eastern Bureau at Singapore. 

The Monthly Epidemiolcgical Report has, during the year, contained a .number of articles 
devoted to the more important communicable diseases: enteric fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever (2), 
smallpox (2) and typhus. 

In addition, an extensive bibliography has been added. 
. A;t peri_odic intervals the epidemiological· situation in relation to the so-called dangerous 
infectious diseases has been reviewed. 

The development of the monthly report along these lines makes it possible to limit the matter 
contained in the Annual Epidemiolcgical Report to statistical tables. 

These are sent to the various health administrations and statistical departments for correction 
before publication. 

B. EASTERN BUREAU AT SINGAPORE. 
Intelligence Service. 

. The. Intelligence Service has shown further development d~ring r929 as evidenced by the 
mcrease m the amount of information collected and distributed. 

Two additiona~ ports have been added to the list from which information is received, namely, 
~aghdad and Vladiyostock. It should be mentioned, however, that the list of ports published 
m ~Weekly Fascuulus of the Eastern Bureau does not include some of minor importance 
which also send telegraphic information, the total now being I45· 

( The act~ J>I?Sition is that. t~e occurrence of grave inf~ctio~s diseases in any of the ports 
except certain ~~mese p_orts) Within the zone of the Bureau 15 notified telegraphically. In regard 
tot~ t~ position has rmproved as a result of the study of port services made by the Health 
Orgamsation on the request of the National Government of China. 



Information in regard to Particular Diseases. 

I. r;erebro-sp~nal Meningifis. - The outbreak. of this disease at Shanghai in 1929 led to 
!in enqU!!Y regar~g th~ possrble spread of the disease to other ports, and inclusion of the 
mformation so obtamed m the weekly broadcast. · 

2. Epidemic Encephalitis. -The position in regard to this disease in Japan was reported 
in the weekly cables received from the Central Sanitary Bureau, Tokio, from the commencement 
of the outbreak in September. 

3· Plague, Cholera and Smallpox. - The number of cases and deaths in various Indian 
provinces has been communicated weekly through the Office of the Public Health Commissioner 
for India. · . 

4· Information received by Post. -There has been an improvement in the regularity with 
which postal returns from health administrations have been received, which has facilitated the 
compiling of information. 

Thirty-two countries 1 are now sending, for their whole area, information regarding the 
epidemiological· situation. 

s. Distribution of Epidemiological Intelligence by Wireless Broadcasts. - There has been 
no change in the number of broadcasting stations 2, messages from which are being regularly picked 
up by thirty health administrations. 

Since March 1929, a summary in clear of infectious diseases and quarantine notifications 
from ports within seven days' steaming from Hong-Kong has been broadcast from Cape d'Aguilar 
station. The International Office of the Telegraphic Union, Berne, has agreed to enter in the 
next issue of the " List of Stations performing Special Services ", under a new sub-heading, 
namely, " Epidemiological Intelligence ", the names of the wirele."S stations broadcasting the 
Singapore message in clear. a 

Information received from ships' captains and ships' surgeons indicates that it is desirable: 

I. That the summary in clear should include information as to the number of cases 
and deaths from plague, cholera or smallpox in infected ports; 

2. A complete list of ports, against which quarantine measures are actually in force, 
should be given; 

3. The broadcast should be sent so that every ship may be able to pick it up. 

Compliance with the second of these suggestions is not always possible, as various Eastern 
ports do not issue quarantine· notifications against foreign ports. . 

Ships having on board Patients with Infectious Diseases. 

It was possible in thirty-seven instances to telegraph to the next port of call advising the 
arrival of a steamer on which a major infectious disease had occurred. 

. During the year 174 ships have notified the presence of infectious disease on board. In 64 
instances the disease was smallpox; in 31 chickenpox; and in 27 cholera . 

. Functions as a. Regional Bureau under the Terms of the International Sanitary Convention, I926. 

During the year New Caledonia and dependencies signified their intention of becoming 
associated with the Bureau for the purposes of the Convention. Reciprocal arrangements for the 
supply of notifications under the Convention have also been made with the health administrations 
of the Union of South Africa, Tanganyika and Ceylon. 

Co-ordination of Medical Research Work in the Far East. 

I. Use of Dry Smallpox Vaccine. - Information which has been collected on the use of this 
form of vaccine indicates that satisfactory results have been obtained in a number of countries 
. (eleven in number)' where it has been tried, but that others found it unsuitable. 

t Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Iraq, 
Austral-Pacific Zone, Japan, 
Australia, Nyasaland, 
British Somaliland, Kedah, 
Ceylon, Kelantan, 
Egypt, Kenya, 
Federated Malay States, Korea, 
Formosa, Kwantung Leased Territory and 
French Indo-China, South Manchurian Railway Zone, 
Hong-Kong, Madagascar, 
India, Netherlands East Indies, 

New Zealand, 
North Manchuria, 
Johore, 
Panama Canal Zone, 
Persia, 
Philippine Islands, 
Shanghai, 
Siam, 
Straits Settlements, 
Tanganyika, 
Union of South Africa. 

• Antanararivo (Madagascar), Karachi, Malabar (Java), Nauen, Saigon. 
a Hong-Kong, Karachi, Madras, Malabar, Sandakan, Shanghai, Tokio.. . . 

· - • Angola, Belgian Congo, China, French Equatorial Africa, French I~dta, French Indo-China, French Somaliland, 
Mozambique, Netherlands East Indies, Philippine Islands, Portuguese Indta. 
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A point in its favour which medical officers strongly emphasise is that, if kept in vacuo, it 
remains potent indefinitely. · . · 

z. Ptag11e; - Professor K. Ishiwara, C~ef of the Plague Division, Government In~ti~ute 
for Infectious Diseases, Tokio, has been appoillted a member of the Pla~e Expert C~mmuss10n. 

Experimental work on the susceptibility of local rats to plague IS to be earned out by 
Dr. Gilmour, Municipal Bacteriologist, Singapore. . . . . . 

Copies of the plague number of the National Medtcal f?urnal of Chtna (Ju~e 1929) contaillillg . 
a report on an expedition into the plague focus of Tunghao as well as clilltcal and laboratory 
observations made there by the staff of the Manchurian Plague Prevention Service have been 
transmitted to members of the Expert Commission. . 

3. Bacteriophage. - The !:esults obtained by various worker~ with bacteriophage stra!ns 
isolated by Dr. d'Herelle and Lt.-Col. Morison have been collected ill the form of a note, whtch 
also gives an outline of the present position. 

Risk of Accidental Spread of Yellow Fever in the East. 

Information has been received from the Philippine Islands, Japan, Formosa, Siam, Federated 
Malay States, Straits Settlements and Indo-China that it is not intended to undertake experimental 
work on the virus of yellow fever. · . . . . 

It is understood that the Government of the Netherlands East Indtes proposes to prohtbtt 
the importation and possession of any material containing this virus. 

Action by the Health Organisation. 

The Far-Eastern Conimission during the fourteenth session of the Health Organisation in May 
I929 considered the Minutes of the fourth session of the Advisory Council and the annual report 
of the Director for Ig28. The Commission approved the resolutions adopted by the Advisory 
Council and expressed appreciation of the action of those countries which had continued their 
finandal contributions towards the upkeep of the Bureau. It suggested that Mr. Forstall's donation 
of soo gold dollars be devoted to some special object of research in which the Bureau is interested. 

The Health Organisation subsequently adopted the following resolution: 

"The Health Organisation approves the report of its Far-Eastern ~ommission and the 
resolutions adopted by the Advisory Council of the Eastern Bureau at its fourth session held 
in Singapore from Febru11ry I4th to I6th, 1929, together with the budget estimates for 1930 
attached thereto. " . · 

Fifth Session of the Advisory Council, held at Bandoeng, February z8th to 28th, I9JO. 

The generous invitation of the Government of the Netherlands East Indies to hold the fifth 
sessi?n at Bandoeng was accepted. During that session the following were elected: 

Chairman for I930: Dr. VAN LONKHUYZEN, Chief of the Medical Service of the 
Dutch East Indies; · 

Vice-Chairman for I930: Dr. GUERIN, Director of the Health Service at Cholon (Indo
China). 

The resolutions which were adopted will be found in Appendix VII. 

II. PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS. 

_The Annual Report for I928 (page IO) gives particulars of the earlier p~eparatory work · 
earned out by the Health Organisation in connection with the revision of the International List 
of Causes of Death·. 

Th~ mee?ng of the Commission of Expert Statisticians at Berlin on April 3rd, I929 had 
under discussion: ' 

I. P~eparation of the fourth revision of the International List of Causes of Death 
(co-operation ~tween t~e Health Organisation and the International Institute of Statistics) 

2. Questions relatillg to the uniform definition of dead-birth. • 
~-The problem of morbidity statistics and the establishment of a nomenclature of 

4· The collection and analysis of data concerning the results of BCG vaccination. 

I. Fourth Revision of the International List of Causes of Death. 

. The Commission of Ex~ert Statisticians considered the replies of Governments on the two. 
li_sts of causes. of deaths previOusly proposed by that Commission (with go and 27 rubrics respec
tively). In VIew .of ~he agr~e!Dent reac.hed between the International Institute of Statistics and 
the Health Orgarusat10n for JOillt study ill the preparation for the fourth revision the Commission 

. ' 
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referred the replies received to the Joint Committee with a request to prepare a short statement 
on the history of the International List. It further expressed a wish for a permanent co-operative 
arrangement for the study of questions relating to the International List of Causes of Death. I 

2. Uniform Definition of Dead-birth. 2 

The ~efinition of dead-birth, as proposed ~y the I:lealt~ O~gani~ation in rg25, having been 
found satisfactory, was recommended for adopt10n by countnes m which there are no important 
legal or practical objections. In other countries, in addition to the statistics of dead-births based 
on the legal definition another tabulation should be made, based on the definition proposed by 
the Health Organisation, in order to find out the effect of the difference existing between the two 
definitions. 

3. Morbidity Statistics. 

The· Commission of Expert Statisticians had received a considerable amount of information . 
on the situation of morbidity data in various countries. After consideration of: (a) the results 
of the preliminary enquiry regarding morbidity statistics in various countries, (b) a memorandum 
from Dr. Roesle on the comparative study of morbidity (document C.H. 730), and (c) a report 
by Dr .. Teleky on the morbidity statistics in the Rhineland sickness-insurance funds (document 
C.H. Exp. Stat./88), the Commission came to the conclusion that at present, since the available 
data on morbidity were incomplete and referred either to small areas of a country or to a limited 
group of population, a complete solution of the question was not yet possible. The special 
Sub-Commission appointed for the study of morbidity statistics recommended: 

(a) That alphabetical lists of the names of diseases and pathological conditions used 
by physicians be prepared by each country. 

(b) That each country be invited to undertake the preparation and application of a 
systematic classification of diseases and pathological conditions according to some such list 
as the International List of Nosology and Causes of Death, as adopted in October rgzg in 
Paris for the following ten years, or a list which may be specially proposed for the purpose 
of morbidity statistics and based upon the International List. 

(c) That the Health Organisation collect data relating to causes of morbidity from 
various countries together with such classifications as are in use for the eventual preparation 
of an international list suitable for general application. 

(d) That special studies be undertaken into the 'prevalence of those diseases which 
present an important public health problem, taking into consideration all relevant factors 
such as age, sex, social standing and mortality. 

4· Statistical Appraisal of Data Concerning the Results of Vaccination by Means of BCG. 

The resolution of the Clinical Commission of the International Conference on Vaccination 
against Tuberculosis by Means of BCG (held in Paris in October rgz8) was submitted to the 
Commission of Expert Statisticians with_ the request that the latter should indicate the most 
reliable· methods of collecting and collating morbidity and mortality data concerning infants 
who had been vaccinated against tuberculosis by means of · BCG as well as of infants 
not so vaccinated. 

To facilitate the work of the Commission in this regard, the Chairman, Dr. Westergaard, 
held a preliminary consultation with Dr. S. Rosenfeld and Professor A. Schlossmann (Director 
of the Clinic for Diseases of Children, Dusseldorf). · 

After considering the views expressed by these experts the Commission adopted the following 
resolutions: 

"The Commission of Expert Statisticians has considered the_re9.uest for advice prese~!ed 
by the Clinical Committee of the BCG Conference on the best statistical method for appraising 
the prophylactic value. of_ BCG vaccination again~t tu~erculosis and the suggestions offered 
by the special Sub-Comm~ttee formed to study this pornt. 

" It is of the opinion that: 

" r. Any enquiry for the purpose of appraising the prophylactic value of a specific 
procedure, such as BCG, must b~ conducted acco~din~ to ~e procedu;e. of scientific 
experiments, and its results must be Judged by the application of ngorous statiStical methods: 

" (a) It is essential to use _the method of sampling in select:0g ~xperimental 
(vaccinated) and control (unvaccrnated) groups, preferably by vaccrnating alternate 
infants in tuberculosis families, in which the factors referred to in the special 
Sub-Committee's report (document C.H.BCG.37) are comparable. 

1 See end of the chapter for description of the International Conference called by the French Government. and 
held in Paris in October 1929 to revise the International List of Causes of Death. 

• A dead-birth is the bui:h of a fretus, after twenty-eight weeks' pregnancy, in which pulmonary respiration does 
not occur; such a footus may die either: (a) before, (b) during, or (c) after birth, but before it has breathed (report of 
the Committee studying the definition of dead-birth, April 1st, 1925). 
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"(b) Both experimental and control groups should be continuoU!!lY obs~z:ved 
for the entire period of the study with .the utmost car~ ~y cm:~petent dia~ostic1ans 
and other qualified persons for the detection of tuberculosiS II!- the Infant~ ~nd m persons 
with whom they are in contact, and for observing cha_nges m the conditions that may 
affect the tuberculosis situation in the households consider.ed: . 

"(c) Provision should b.e made ·for .adeq~ate stat~stical a;;s1stan~e .throughout 
the entire study in order that proper cons1derat10~ ~e giVen to 1t~ statistical ph~es, 
such as the preparation of forms suited to ~ocal conditiOns for recordu1;g all observatiOns, 
the sigiiificance of .the numbe.rs ID:cluded m the groups, the use of life tables or other 
methods in expressmg and estimatmg results, etc. . 

" It is assumed that uniform practice i~ diagnosis, ~ autopsy det<:rmination of 
causes of death and in other details of professiOnal observations, w1ll be stnctly followed· 
for the expe~ental and the control groups of irlfants and for the households iri which 
they are found. 
" 2. For the scientific conduct of such an enquiry it is essential that it be made under 

a responsible director with competent medical, statistical and other associates who will assist 
in collecting and analysing the original records. . · 

" 3· While observations carried on according to this pro~edure for a co~parativ~ly 
short period, such as two years, on a sufficiently larg~ nulll;be~ of mfants sho~l~ Yiel~ defimte 
conclusions as to the protective val~e of BCG vaccme within thes~ ages, 1t 1s ·desrra~le to 
continue such observations for a penod of not less than five years m order to ascertam the 
duration of the protection conferred. · · 

" 4· In accordance with the recommendations of the Clinical Committee of the BCG 
Conference, the detailed results of each enquiry; together with the original records, should 
be fonvarded before publication to the Health Organisation. " 

. . 

III. STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS. 

In the Statistical Handbook Seties, No. II, "Official Vital Statistics of Ireland" (the Irish 
Free State and Northern Ireland, document C.H.741), and No. 13, the "Official Vital Statistics 
of Scotland" (document C.H.771) have been published. 

The " Statistical Handbook for Canada " is now being printed, while that for the German 
Reich is being revised by the competent German authorities. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR THE FOURTH DECENNIAL REVISION 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL LIST OF CAUSES OF DEATH. 

Held at Paris from October z6th to I9th, I929. 

This Conference was called by the French Government, which had invited the Health 
Organisation of the League to co-operate with the International Institute of Statistics iri the 

· preparatory work entailed by this revision. 
The Conference~ adopted t~ee lists-a detailed, an irltermediate, and a short list-containing 

200, 85 ~nd 4~ ~ea~gs respectively, as well as the Nomenclature of Causes of Dead birth (with 
13 headings diVIded mto three groups) as recommended by the Joint Commission consisting of 
representatives of the Health Organisation and the International Institute of Statistics. 
~ regru;ds a. nomenc~ature of morbidity, no separate list was compiled, but a division of 

certam headings m the L1st of Causes of Death was established for the use of morbidity with a 
view to securing comparability of the statistics of causes of death. 

The Conferen~e recommended that causes of death should be tabulated according to age and 
sex and the followmg age-groups were suggested: Under one year; one to four years; five to nine 
years, etc.~ 65 years and over. 

In the case of countries unable to employ so detailed a method, the age-groups recommended 
were: Under one year.; on~ .to four yea!s; five to fourteen; fifteen to twenty-four, etc., sixty-five 
and over. In case. of mab1hty to use either of these methods, it was recommended that at least 
deaths under one year should be shown separately. 

The Conference further recommended that: 

(~) .Practising physi~ians and medical students should be instructed in the principles 
of fillmg m the death certificates; · 

(7) The consideration of a uniform death 'certificate should be postponed until further 
expenence had been gained in various countries; 

. 
1 Ddegatcs from the follo":ing countries were_ ~resent: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British India, Canada 

Chde, Chma, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Donumcan Republic, France, Great Britain and Northern Ireland Greece · 
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Luxemburg, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Persia: Poland: 
P.ortugal, Spam, Sweden, Sw1tzerland, Tums, Turkey, United States of America, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
Uruguay, and Venezuela. 

1 
The following intcrnatinnal organisations were also represented: the Health Organisation of'the League of Nations· 

theb
1
ntematwnal Institute of StatiBtiCS; the League of Red Cross Societies; and the Office international d'Hygi~n~ 

pu "JUC. . 
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(3) In cases of death occurring after a surgical operation, the nature of the operation as 
well as the ca. use of death should be stated in the certificate; 

(4) : The death certificate should give the last professional occupation of the deceased, as 
well as the circumstances which preceded or accompanied death by accident; and this should 
be given at least for the principal causes of death and accident, if the a,ccident were considered 
as due to the occupation followed by the deceased; 

(S) Morbidity statistics should be studied by a special international conference when 
these -had become more complete in a larger number o~ countries. 

The Government of the United States of America was requested by the Conference to collect 
1nd compile the codes regarding the classification of joint causes of death used in various countries. 
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Chapter III. 

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION WITH TliE HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS OF 
VARIOUS COUNTRIES. -

I. PROPOSALS OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
FOR COLLABORATION WITH THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS IN HEALTH MATTERS. 

On August 29th, 1922, the Health Committee, on the proposal of its Japanese member, 
decided: -

" . . . to collect information ~garding the incidence of epidemic diseases, _especially 
those of international importance in important ports (of the Far East), and th~ measures taken to 
prevent the transmission of these diseases to other ports. " -

A member of the Health Section was despatched to th~ Far East for this purpose, a.D:d his 
report contains detailed information on- these s~bjects in. t~e p~rts of .. C_ant?n, S~~gha1 and 
Newchang, as well as an outline of the central sarutary a~strahon eXJstmg m Pe1pmg at that 
time. 

These studies of port health conditions in the Far East led to the establishment of the Eastern 
Bureau of the Health Organisation at Singapore (1925), which has since kept in touch with the 
central and local sanitary authorities in China. 

In 1925, the Medical Director of the Health Organisation, who was in Japan durinll the 
" Interchange ", was invited to visit Peiping to discuss the possibilities of setting up a nahonal 
quarantine service which might serve as the nucleus of a modem public health service. Discussions 
took place with the Minister of the Interior, who was responsible for the direction of the Central 
Sanitary Bureau, with other State officials and with public health and medical leaders. Further 
action along this line was delayed during the ensuing period of civil war, but in October 1928 
a Ministry of Health was established in the National Govemmerit,and this Ministry, as a result 
of the previous discussions, decided to avail itself of the experience of the League's Health 
Organisation. · 

In January 1929, the Medical Director of the Health Organisation was appointed member of 
an International Advisory Council of Three by the Chinese Ministry of Health and was invited 
to come toN anking, as soon as possible, to discuss plans for co-operation. Official correspondence 
ensued ~d r~~ted in a t~legraphic request addressed to the Secretary-General of the League by 
the Fore1gn Minister of China, on September 14th, 1929, for the: 

" Despatch of a sanitary mission from the Health Organisation to make a survey on port 
health and maritime quarantine. " . _ 

This. requ~ having received the approval of the Council, the Secretary-General, after 
consultation With the President of the Health Committee, instructed the Medical Director and 
a me~ber of !he Health Secf!.on to proceed to China to discuss with the competent authorities 
a detailed prOJect to be submitted to the Health Committee. · 

ScoPE OF THE ENQUIRY IN CmNA. 

The program!lle of the enq~ as well as the itinerary was established by the Minister of 
Health, who detailed memoers of his staff to accompany the mission. His programme included: 

I. A preliminary survey of the ~uarantine arrangements at certain ports, and an examination 
of the steps to be taken for the establishment of a National Quarantine Service . 

. 2. A 11eneral .s~ud~ ~f the org~ation and working of medical and sanitary institutions in 
vanous s~c_ial mumCipalitles and administrative divisions, wit)l special reference t~ m~dical education, · 
to the tra1nmg of sarutary personnel, to the status of a provmc1al health orgamsabon · to the work 
of the N~tional Epidem_ic Prevention Bureau, and to the problem of the control of cholera and 
smallpox m the Shanghai area. 

d J
The itinerary included visits to the following ports arid centres between November gth 1929 

an anuary 4th, 1930: ' · ' 

Ports: Shanghai, Tientsin, Tsingtao, Antung, Amoy and Canton. 
Other centres: Nanking, Peiping, Wusih and Hangchow. 
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. Before _le~tving China on January 4th, 1930; the Medical Director received the following letters 
from the Miru~ters of ~ealth and Educ3;tion ~ontaining the proposals of the National Goverrunent 
of the Republic of ~hina for collaboration With the League of Nations in health matters. 

" MINISTRY OF HEALTH, 

" Nanking, December 26th, 1929. 

" In acknowledgment of your letter of December 16th, confirming your understanding of 
. our proposals for collaboration, I am pleased to be able to inform you that this programme was 
approved by the Government on December 24th, and that steps are being taken to ·secure 
an extraordinary apl?ropriation for the establishment of the various institutions necessary for its 
succ~. I am attaching the approved proposals for you to present to the League of Nations Health 
Comm1tt~e for ~onfirmatory action. I am seeking the necessary authorisation to attend the 
forthcommg sess10n of the Health Committee at Geneva, when the plan is coming up for discussion. 

" May I avail myself of this opportunity to express the appreciation of the Government for 
the spirit in which the League acceded to its invitation to send your Mission to China. The members 
of the Government, most of whom had had opportunities of discussing pertinent phases of the 
proposals with you, expressed not only admiration for the manner in which the Miss10n had acted 
upon our specific suggestions, but felt that, almost as important as the results of your visit, has been 
the increased appreciation of the League itself. To the Mission, and especially to yourself, the 
Ministry of Health wishes to record its appreciation for the very signal service that has already 
been rendered. 

" The Ministry of Health would gladly follow your suggestions as to the designation of medical 
and health leaders in Chin.a for association with specific studies engaged upon by the League and 
would recommend that Dr. F. C. Yen, the Dean of the Central University Medical College, 
be associated with studies of the Commission on Education in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine; 
Dr. Robert Lim, Professor of Physiology at the Peiping Union Medical College, and President of 
the National Medical Association, with the work of the Health Committee on vitamins and cognate 
subjects; Dr. Tsu Min Yi, Member of the Central Executive Committee, with the studies on physical 
education; and Dr. Shisan F. Fang, former Director of the National Epidemic Diseases Prevention 
Bureau, with the work of the Commission on s<;>cial medicine. 

· " The Government has learned with satisfaction of the appointment of one of the Ministry's 
officers to the Health Section of the Secretariat, and more especially that you yourself could visit 
China periodically. 

"(Signed) J. HENG LIU." 

"Proposals for Collaboration with the League of Nations Health Organisation. 

" I. The presentation to the Government of the proposals of the Minist~ of Health !or 
collaboration with the League of Nations Health Committee was made the occas10n for re-definmg 
the general scope of the work of the Ministry, including the manner in which the Le!lgue's assistance 
would contribute to its success. It was pointed out that, before effective nation-w1de results could 
be achieved in such fields as child, school, and industrial health, social hygiene, vital statistics, 
general sanitation, epidemiology and communicable diseases control, etc., there were two necessary 
prerequisites: first, the developm_e~t of admi~s~rative p~n~iples best ad~pted to .local means and 
conditions and, second, the prOVlSlons of fac1lities for trammg personnel m the different branches 
of medical practice. 

"2. While the Ministry, within ~he ~inlitations o.f ~~e ~econstruction pe~o~\ is .undertaking 
the functions of a central health authonty m regard to m1t~atmg policy and act1v1t1e;; m. the above 
general fields of public health, it feels that the collaboration of the League at thlS tune would 
prove invaluable in the following six activities: 

' 
" (a) The previous decision of the Government to transfer the quarantine Servi~e, 

now administered by the Ministry of Finance, to the ~inistry of ~eal~h, m c.o~currence Wlth 
established precedent, led to the r~que!!t for the Leagu: s colla~oratlon m o_btammg t~e ~enefit 

· of the experiences of health serVlces m other countnes and m ac~e~eratl~g the .buildmg-up 
of confidence in the reorganised technically improved port healthadmm1strat10n .. It 1s req_ues~ed 
that the Health Organisation should study, in conjunction with the Trans1t Organ1sat1on 
of the League, the steps that should be taken i~ the transfer and reorgani~ti?n of the present . 

. Quarantine Service. It is understood from the D1re~t~r of the Health Organ1sat10n that a sc_he!lle 
may be elaborated during 1930 and ~h~t the prelimmary stud.y _begllii: by the present. M1ss1on 
will be completed this year. The Ministry hopes also to part1c1p":te m the forthcommg Port 
Health Officers interchange and for two or three officers to be tramed abroad by the League 
for responsible posts in the reorganised service. 

" (b) The Ministry of Health has decided to use its technic~ headquarters staff for 
field activities and to begin by establishing a central.field health ;;tatJOn as the nucl~us of an 
eventual national field health service. The important rOle th!lt. -.ytll b_e played. by this ~entral 
station is appreciated and, as such, even the f1J!ldamental actlYities ~ill t.ake ti~e _to buil_d_ ~P· 
Collaboration is desired in drawing up the detruled plan for this station; m proVlding fae1lit1es 
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for study abroad of officers selected for importan~ positio~~ ~n this statio1_1 and the_ass'?ciation 
of an expert from the Health Organisation dunng the uutial stage of Its orgarusatlon· and 
development. . 

" (c) In view of the necessi~Y. of providing a national. instituti~D: for. unde~g~adu~te 
instruction and for post-graduate trammg, as ~ell as to create national trad!tmns m admuuste~g 
such institutions, the Government has decided to promote the establishment of the First 
National Hospital. · 

" (d) While the central fieid health station and the First Natio~<l;l, Hospital will serve 
the purpose of establishing the principles of fundamental health activities for the co_un~ry •. 
and while already institutions elsewhere have undertaken health work on a more limited 
scale it is' felt that the elaboration of a provincial health administration should be taken up 
for s~rious study; and the Govemme11:t has decided ?n co~aboration with ~me of the provinces 
where conditions are favourable. It IS already the mtentlon of the Chekiang Government to 
establish a provincial hospital, which will also be ut!Jised as a base for the develop~en~ of 
preventive medical activities. It is hoped the latter WI~ ~~ exte~d":d gradually to t?e ~Ist~Icts 
of the province, ~nd also throughout the country by utlhsmg existmg educatiOnal mstitutlons 
as bases -for public health work. 

" Assistance is desired in planning the first National and Chekiang Hospitals, in providing 
facilities for their senior administrators to study abroad and especially in advising as to the 
gradual extension both of the preventive activities of the Chekiang unit as well as in the extension 
of the activities to other areas. · 

· " (e) The Ministry of Education regards medical education as a major question which 
requires urgent reform in providing suitable facilities both in regard to undergraduate and 
post-graduate instruction. It is hoped to secure the collaboration of the competent commission 
of the Health Organisation in preparing a memorandum on the recent progress in the reform 
of medical teaching; for the provision of facilities for a study-tour of the qfficer who is to have 
charge of post-graduate instruction, and for the delegation to China, for a period of some months, 
of a League expert to advise with the National Commission on Medical Education of the Ministry 
of Education. 

" (f) While the foregoing will build up the foundations for a modem health administration, 
there is the immediate problem of smallpox and cholera control in Shanghai. During the stay 
in China of the League's Mission, the Ministry invited the collaboration of the Health Services 
of the two Foreign Settlements, and it is hoped it may be also possible that, as a member of its 
Advisory Council, the Chinese Govemment.may secure the collaboration of the Far-Eastern 
Bureau of the League. Collaboration is also de.Sired in a joint epidemiological study of the cholera 
and smallpox situation in Shanghai, and the services of the Director of the Far-Eastern Bureau 
for a time during the application, in 1930, of control measures. 

. "3· It is therefore hoped that it may be possible for the League to provide advice and assistance 
along lines on which it has been made available to other countries, namely: . 

. " (a) The technical collaboration of the Health Organisation and its commissions as 
well as other technical organisations of the League, for consultation in drawing up spe~ific 
health schemes; 

" (b) :ro make available opportunity for participating in the advantages offered through 
the League mterchanges of technical officers, and study fellowships; 

" (c) . Collaborat~on in the establishment and the development of the central field-station 
by ~t~~onmg a technical officer of the Health Organisation in an advisory capacity during 
the IDitial stage; 

" (d) Collaboration with t~e. Commission ?n Medical Education of the Ministry of 
Education. A request from the MIDISter of Education is attached herewith. · 

"4· It is especi~y desired that the services of the Health Organisation for the study of these 
problems, as we~ as m a gen;r~ a?vi~ory capaci~y. will be available through an acceptance by 
the League of thiS Governments rnvitatlon for contmued collaboration. · 
" Nanking, December 24th, 1929. " 

" MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, 

" Nanking, December 27th, 1929. 

~· Realising that the. subject of Medical Education in China needs to be studied thoroughly 
~ tJ.~dar<!is mry be Improved and~ ~ufficient numb~r of COmpetent physicians trained to meet 
of H meale tih . nee ? . the cNollll;try,

1
the ~!ry of Educ:;ation, with the collaboration of the Ministry 

, IS organiSmg a atmna ComiD!ssion on Medical Education 
" We request that the Health Organisation of the League will giv~ this Commission assistance in: 

t.h " (a) ~upplying information on the programme of· similar National Commissions in o er countnes; and 

. ·:(b) ~llaboration of the League's Commission on Education in Hygiene and Preventive 

Y~ICitoneC,h~hiCth perhkaps ma,y be ~ble t.o delegate an expert for several months in the coming 
r I,na o wor m COnJunction With our National Commission. 

"(Signed) CHIANG MON-LIN, 

Minister Q/ EducatiQn. " 

I 
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The ~x~raordinary appr?priation r~ferred to in the letter of the Minister of Health amou~ting 
to one million dollars. (MeXIcan) has smce been granted for the establishment of the institutions 
necessary to the carrymg out of these proposals. 

ACTION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE. 

The Health C~mmittee met in special session on March 5th to 8th, 1930, to consider these 
proposals and to discuss the ~~port of the Medical Director on his visit to China (see document 
C.u8.M.38.I930.I_II). In addition to the proposals of the Government of China, this report contains 
chapt~rs !m public health ~d moden1 medicine in China, on medical education· and on health 
orgamsatlon an_d procedu~e m certain Chinese ports, 

The followmg resolutions were adopted by the Health Committee: 

A. " The Health Committee, 

"Aft_er stu~yin,~: the_ prop~sals of the National Government of the Republic of China for 
collaborabon which It d~rres ~th the League of Nations on health matters, and having examined 
the report of the Medical Drrector concerning the Mission carried out on the invitation of 
the Government of China; · 

" Approves the report as a whole and expresses appreciation of the attitude adopted by the 
Government of China. " . . 

" The Health Committee, 

" Consi~ering that the Council o~ the League of Nations has expressed the wish that all 
necessary assistance should be afforded m the develo.Pment of China, 

" Th~t the collaboration requested is entirely m harmony with the programme and aims of 
-the teclmical_ organ_isations of the League of Nations, and, while fully appreciating the difficulties 
of the task With which it would be entrusted and the length of time required to accomplish it; 

" Recommends to the Council the approval of the entire programme of collaboration presented 
by the Government of China as set forth in the report of the Medical Director, and requests the latter 
to make arrangements for providing the assistance of the Health Organisation in giving effect to 
that programme if approved by the Council. " · 

B. Reorganisation of the Quarantine Service of the Chinese Ports. _ · 

" The Health Committee, 
· " After study of the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China concerning 
the collaboration of the League of Nations in the reorganisation of the quarantine services of the 
Chinese ports; and on the advice of the Commission for Quarantine Measures in China nominated 
during the present session: 

' 
" I. Accepts the proposals made by the Chinese Government to obtain the benefit of 

the experiences of health services in other countries in the reorganisation of the present 
quarantine services. 

" 2. Approves the arrangements proposed by the Health Section that Dr. Park should 
· visit China forthwith in order to complete the survey which has already been begun and report 
to the Commission thereon at an early date. In his report, Dr. Park should ~ve special 
consideration to the possibilities of the satisfactory application of the provisiOns of the 
International Sanitary Convention of 1926. 

" 3· Notes that the Commission has given Dr. Park certain guiding lines for this survey. 
These include the sanitary equipment of ports; the nature of the action to be taken against 
the importation and exportation respectively of infectious diseases and the measures needed 
to deal with the special conditions of coastal traffic. . 

· "Notes that, on the completion of Dr. Park's survey, he will submit proposals for 
consideration by the Commission regarding the scheme to be submitted to the Chinese National 
Government . 

. " 4- Requests that the Commission, in so doing, should confer with any experts who 
may be delegated by the Communications and Transit Organisa~on of the League, in conformity 
with the request of the Chinese Government, before subm1ttmg the scheme to the Health 
Committee. " · 

These resolutions came before' the Council of the League at its fifty-ninth session on May I 5th, 
I930. The following resolution was adopted: 

" The Council, 
" After examining the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China for 

co-operation with the League in health matters; . . 
" Accepts the recommendation of the Health Comrmttee that the Council should a~prove 

of the entire programme of collaboration presented by the Chinese Government, as set forth m the 
Medical Director's report, and . . 

" Decides that the Medical Director should be asked to ensure the assistance of the Health 
Organisation in carrying out that programme. " . 

The .following steps have already been taken to give effect to the proposals of the Government 
of China: · · 

I. Facilities have been granted for the training abroa~ o~ Chinese medi7al officers who will 
occupy important posts in the quarantine, central and provmc1al health sei'VIces. Four of these 
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~fficers are already studying in Europe according to a programme arranged by the Health 
Organisation. · . 

2 The survey of port health conditions in China is now being completed by a member of the 
Health Section, and Chinese medical officers will participate in the interchange of port health officers 
in the Far East to be held in July and August 1930. 

3. A draft plan for the Central Field Health S~tion to be established br the Minis~ry of ~ealth 
has been submitted for advice to a Conference of Drrectors of Schools of Hygiene held m Pans from 
May 2oth to 23rd, 1930. . ' · . 

An expert from the Health Organisation is proceeding to China in June 1930 to be ~oc1ated 
with 1h.e work of the Central Field Health Station <l:uring the initial stage of its organisation and 
development. · · . . . . 

5 A memorandum is being prepared by the Health Orgarusatwn on recent progress m the 
r~fo~ of undergraduate and post-graduate medical instruction in various countries for the guidance 
of the competent authorities in China. 

6. An epidemiologist from the Health Organisation, after a local study_of ~he material av~able 
concerning cholera in the Shanghai area, advised on a plan of further studies m order to eluc1date 
the sources of the disease. . 

7. The Director of ~he Easte~ Bure:3;u at Singapore arrived in ~hanghai at the _end of April 1930 
to assist in the co-operative campaign agamst cholera and smallpox m the Shanghai area. . 

II. COLLABORATION WITH THE GREEK GOVERNMENT IN THE SANITARY 
· REORGANISATION OF GREECE. 

The annual report for 1_928 contains full information concerning the request of the Greek 
Government, which was placed before the Health Committee in October and approved by the 
Council of the League on December 13th, 1928. · 

To give effect to the resolution adopted by the Council and in conformity with the indications 
of the Greek Under-Secretary of State for Health, the Health Organisation of the League sent to 
Athens the Medical Director and a member of the Health Section, accompanied by Professor 
Haven Emerson of the University of Columbia; Dr. Allen McLaughlin of the United States Public 
Health Service; Dr. C. L. Park of the Public Health Service of the Commonwealth of Australia; 
and Professor B. Borcic, Director of the Institute and School of Hygiene.at Zagreb. 

These experts arrived at Athens on January 25th, 1929, and were requested by the Under
Secretary of State for Health to visit the following districts for the. purpose of making detailed 
enquiries into health conditions: 

Macedonia. including the city of Salonika; 
Thrace; 
The Athens-Pirreus metropolitan region; 
Patras (city and district).; 
Corfu (island and city); . 
City of Canea and western region of Crete; 
Epirus (city and prefecture of Janina). 

These districts were selected by the Under-Secretary of State for Health as being typical 
of the country and as lending themselves, for financial and other reasons, to a serious development 
of the activities of preventive medicine and public health within the near future. . · 

Between Ja~uary 25th and Apr!-!Ji:h, these d.i;s~ricts were visited and studied by one or more 
of the experts, With respect to public health conditions and other factors of importance to their 
sanitary reorganisation. · · 

The P~esident and Vice-President of the Health Committee, together with Professor Leon 
Bernard, Srr George Buchanan and the Chairman of the Malaria Coriunission who had been 
asked ~y the Health Committee t~ J?lac~ themselves at the disp~sal o_f the Coun~il of the League 
of Nations and th_e _Gree~ authonties, m order to study the sttuation and give advice to the 
Greek health adm~rustration, assembled at Athens on April 7th, 1929, where they were joined 
by Professor G. P1ttaluga, member of the Health Committee and of the Malaria Commission 
who was to make a study of certain malaria problems in Greece . ' 

After examination of all the data collect~d by the experts ~d an exchange of views with 
the ~nder-Secretary of S~ate for Health and his colleagues in Athens, this Commission presented 
a senes of recommenda~tons embodying the advice it had been requested to give. 

These recommendations (see document C.r62.M.6J.I929.III) contain the following provisions: 

r. Th~ pu_blic health service, to be effective; should be arranged on a new basis and should 
have new objectives. . 

2. The tecl;mical pe~sonnel of this service . should consist of men thoroughly trained in 
the modern practice of hygiene. · . 

. dis3· To meet these needs, the establishment of new technical services and a school of hymene is m pensable. o· 

. ~ Pfnd~~ the compl~tion of_ this centre, selecte? Greek medical officers should be given l: _te acrli_tl(.-s for practical studies abroad. Meanwhile, the principal officers ofthe centre should 
appomted Without delay. They should include three instructors w1th wide experience in general 
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hygiene and preventive medicine, malaria prevention and sanitary engineering respective! It is 
· understood that th~ Greek Government _intends to _call upon experts from abroad' for these ~ts. 

5· The apP?1:11tment .0~ the _latter will p~ace at. once at the disposal of the Government as well 
as of the authonhes admm1stenng the specral regiOns competent technical advisers who can be 
c~nsulted on any matter of public health development, and who would be in the closest association 
With the he_alth ?fficers referred to immediately above when these officers return from abroad and 
take up their duties. 

6. Simultaneously, suitable men should be selected to be trained as sanitary inspectors and 
s~~able women to be trained with the aid of the Hellenic Red .Cross as hospital nurses and as health 
VISitors. 

7· This ~rocess of forming a trained public health personnel from whicli the health service 
woul~ ~e recnuted would b~ the first step towards the formation of a Permanent Hellenic Health 
Semce m a few years-say, m 1933. 

T~e experts, after conside~~?~ of many alte~atives,. have outline~ a series of proposals 
regarding the nature and responsibilities of sucli a semce, whicli the Comnussion endorses. 

· 8. The practical measures whicli can be taken now with this as the ultimate objective in 
order to make a substantial beginning with public health administration on new lines are the subject 
of detailed recommendations. ' 

In effect, the nucleus of the Permanent Hellenic Health Service should be formed at the earliest 
practicable date. It would consist at the centre of the new Technical Services and the School of 
Hygiene and in the provinces of the personnel responsible for the areas selected for the application 
of the scheme. The remaining areas of Greece for the time being would continue under the present 
administrative regime. • ' · 

It seems necessary, however, at once to transfer to the existing Central Sanitary Administration 
those central services whicli are at present included in other Ministries. These sanitary services could 
provisionally retain their offices in the several Ministries concerned, but they should be considered as 
units detached from the Central Sanitary Administration, and they would receive their instructions 
from the permanent head of that Administration. 

9· The existing Central Sanitary Administration would co~sequently come to be composed of: 

b) Detached services now with other Ministries. . 
f
a) The present administrative sections of the Under-Secretariat of State for Health. 

c) The new Technical Services which will be created, including the School of Hygiene. 

10. It is an indispensable condition for· the working of a modem and effective health service 
that it should be fully protected from political influences; such a service ought to be a purely technical 
service, having at its head a permanent technical chief, and should form the advisory and executive 
organ of the Government on health questions. 
· In all countries especially in those which go through a period of intense economic reconstruction, 
public health activity ought to be considered as an instrument of national progress and, to secure 
Its success, should be systematically co-ordinated with the activities of other State departments. 
Looking to the authority exercised by the President of the Council of Ministers over every department 
of the State, there would be advantage in the present Under-Secretariat of State for Health, with 
its new services, being attached to the Prime Minister's office. 

II. It is impossible to form a modem health service without requiring public health officers 
to give the whole of their time to the requirements of the servic~ or without _ensuring that they should 
receive adequate pay. Temporary contracts should be made With the medical officers who would be 
necessary when the scheme begins to operate, and they ought to be assured that their salaries will 
be periodically increased, and that they will receive preferential treatment in the nomination 
of members of the Permanent Hellenic Health Service if their work has been satisfactory. 

12. Finally, it is essential that a special conunittee should be set up with the object o! studying 
Greek sanitary legislation in order to codify existing laws and render the legislation easier 
of comprehension and facilitate its enforcement. 

The scheme for the reorganisation of the sanitary administration, which follows the above 
recommendations describes in detail the proposed new technical services and school of hygiene, 
to be· known collectively as the " Athens Centre ", mentioning. its functions, enumerating its 
-divisions and giving the personnel of ~ts. advisory committee. . . 

The scheme also includes a descnptlon of the health semces m the prefectures selected 
for the first application of the pl:m, gives ~he budgetary _reqnir~ments and co~tains recomrn~n
dations regarding hospitals, mal~a ~revent10n, the campru~ agrunst tuberculosis, the quara!lt!ne 
service labour conditions and socral msurance (on the basiS of a note prepared by M. A. TIXler, 
Chief ~f the Insurance -Services of the International Labour Office). 

The following correspondence was exchange~ between the Prime Minister of the Greek 
Republic and the President of the Health Comrmttee: 

The President of the Health Committee to the Prime Minister of the Greek Republic. 

[Translation.] "Athens, April 18th, 1929. 

"Sir, 
" The Conunission of Enquiry appointed ~y t~e Council of th~ League of N<~:tions at the Greek 

Government's request to assist in the reorgamsat10n of the public h~alth semces of Gree~e h_as 
concluded the work with which it was entrusted and has forwarded Its report, together With 1ts 
recommendations, to the Under-Secretary of State for Health. A copy has also been sent to Your 
Excellency's cliief Secretary. - .. 

' " The Conunission while tendering its thanks to the Greek authonties· for the welcome extended 
to it and the facilities it has been granted, would be very grateful if it could be informed of Your 
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Excellency's views on the conclusions submitted, ~~ tha~. when it presents its report at the L~a~e 
Health Committee's May session, it may be in a pos1tion simultaneously to make known your dec1s1~n. 

"I am, etc. " (Signed) Th. MADSEN, 

. "President of the Health Committee." 

The Prime Min"ister of the Greek Republic to the President of the Health Committee. 

[TratiSlation.] " Athens, April Igth, 1929. 

., Sir, 
" I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your lette~ dated the I 8th ~st~t. forwarding 

a plan for the sanitary reorganisation of the country, together Wlth recommendations drawn up by 
the Health Committee of the League of Nations, in conjunction with the Greek Under-Secretary 
of State for Health. . . . . · 

" I note with satisfaction that this plan and the recommendations are entrrely m agreement 
with the principles of the programme for the sanitary reorganisation of the country which my 
Government has had in view ever since it came into power. . 

" I shall be very pleased, therefore, to ask the Chambers to take the legislat!ve ~ecisions required 
to give effect to this plan, and to adopt all measures necessary for the apphcatlon of the recom-
mendations you haye submitted to J:?e: . . . . . 

" I concur with your view that 1t 1s not poss1bl~ to estab?sh a mo~em h_ealth serv1ce Wlthout. 
requiring the medical officerS of health to devote the1r whole b~e ~d th1s s~rv1c~, ~d consequently 
without giving them adequate remuneraton. Although the applicat10n of this pnnc1ple runs counter 
to existing administrative rules, the fact that these medical officers give up their right to practise 
medicine entitles them to special compensation. 

" The Greek Goveriunent is· fully aware that the execution of this plan will have to be proceeded 
with methodically, and will require a very thorough teclmical rreparation. For this reason, the 
Government requests the Health Organisation of the League o Nations,. in accordance with the 
Council's invitation in December last, to place at the disposal of the Greek Government all its 
teclmical facilities, including its technical commissions, in order to ensure complete co-operation 
in the subsequent development of the plan which has just been agreed upon. 

" I would take this opportunity to tender my heartfelt thanks to you and to the eminent members 
of the delegation over whose work you preside with such signal ability, as also to the Medical Director 
of the League of Nations and the highly qualified experts, for the important work they have already 
accomplished with a conscientiousness and rapidity that do the greatest credit to the organisation 

· of the teclmical services of the League of Nations. . . 
" I 3.Ill, etc. 

" (Signed) E. K. VENIZELOS, 
"Prime Minister." 

STEPS TAKEN TO GIVE EFFECT TO THE PLAN OF REORGANISATION. 

The legislation necessary to give effect to the proposals outlined above has been adopted 
by the Greek Parliament, together with the necessary budgetary provisions. . · 

The Government has also called upon experts from abroad to act as principal officers of 
~e Athens Centre. Dr. Norman White, seconded_ from the Health Section, has been appointed 
Drrector, and Dr. Balfour and Mr. Marshall Wnght have been appointed to the Divisions of 
Malariol<?gy and Sanitary Engineering, respectively. . 

A number of _Gre~k public health officers have been given facilities for training abroad by 
the Health Orgamsation of the League~ 1 

It is expected that courses will be given by the new School of Hygi'ene, beginning in 
October 1930. 

Attempts to secure a high type· of recruit for the nursing services have been successful 
and courses for nurses are being arranged. . ' 

Steps have been taken to arrange the work in the areas selected for. the first application 
of the plan. . 

ACTION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE AND THE COUNCIL. 

. The Health CoD?mittee, w~ch had the report of its Commission before it at its May session 
m 1929, together W1th a cc;>Venng letter by the President (documents C.I62.M.63.I92g.III and 
III (a)) adopted the followmg resolution: 

"The Health Committee, 

::Approves ~he ~tion tak~n _by the Commission and accepts the conclusions of its report; 
Expresses 1ts.h1~h apprecJatlon of the work of the experts who have undertaken the preparatory 

work of the CommiSSIOn; · 
. " And offers ~ts sincere ~hanks to the. G~eek aut~orities, including their technical officers for 

the mvaluable assiStance wh1ch the CommiSSion rece1ved at their hands." ' 

of t~ :;:fthGr~k OOa!tith officeA rsfifattended the ~he~retical and practical malaria courses arranged under the auspices 
. garusa on. th officer stud•ed 1n Denmark, Holland Roumania Hunga d It 1 Th 

:.,ru~~ as~=~· st~ti~ rugoslavia, follo~ed by a visit to Geneva a~ studies in'France, ?t~~ whic~'i.Ythey r:t~~~~a 
· ree a t officers have smce taken advantage of these opportunities for study abroad. 
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At its fifty-fifth session, the Council approved the manner in which the d 1 t' f th 
H lth C ·u h d 'tt d · f . . e ega Ion o e ea ommi ee a acqlll e 1tsel of 1ts task and mvited the Health Comm'tt t ff all 't t hnical 't 'th · ' 1 ee oo er 1 s ec ass1s ance Wl a VIew to the subsequent development of the-plan. 

III. THE SANITARY REORGANISATION OF BOLIVIA: REQUEST OF THE PRESIDENT 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOLIVIA FOR CO-OPERATION WITH THE LEAGUE. 

· On August 2oth, 1929, the President of the Republic of Bolivia, in a letter to the Secretary-
General, proposed that: · 

. I. The Health· Committee of the League should send as its delegate, for a period of six to 
e1~ht ;months, ~ h~alth expert to _co-operate with the Bolivian Director-General of Health in the 
scientific orgarusation of the public health services. . 

. 2. While this preliminary work was going on, the Health Committee would select a health 
expert to co-operate technically with the Director-General of Health for a further period of two years. 

The delegate me1_1tion~d under (I) might fill ~he office ~entioned in paragraph 2, if so decided 
by common consent, m which case he would contmue to discharge his duties until the completion 
of the further two years. · 

The letter went on to state that in the meantime the Directorate-General of Health would 
carry on certain urgent preparatory_ work and, if the proposal were accepted, he would draw 
up a programme of work and the basis of an agreement to ensure its successful conclusion. 

The preparatory work referred to would consist of: 

Vaccination against smallpox; 
Survey of malaria; 
Prevention of hookworm; 
Child welfare; 
The organisation throughout the country of departmental health services. 

The work of organisation would deal mainly with the following important problems: 

Establishment of a public health laboratory; 
Prevention of malana and hookworm; 
Child welfare and perhaps vaccination of infants against tuberculosis by Calmette's method 

(BCG). 

Subsequently, the programme of organisation would include the establishment of a public 
health institute, consisting of laboratories and a school of hygiene, the latter for the technical 
training of health officers. · · 

These proposals were accepted by the Council at its meeting on August 31st, 1929, in the 
following terms: 

" The Council expresses its satisfaction that the Bolivian Government, in its desire to extend 
its action in the reorganisation of the health service of this country, has appealed for the help of the 

' Health Organisation of the League. 
" It invites the Health Committee to give, in accordance with the terms of the Bolivian 

· Government's letter, its assistance in the preparation as well as in the later developments of the plan 
for the reorganisation of the health service of Bolivia" (Minutes of the fifty-sixth session). 

In April 1930, delegates of the Health Organisation were sent to Bolivia to co-operate with the 
Director-General of Health in the work described above. 

IV. REQUEST OF THE BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT FOR THE CO-OPERATION OF 
THE HEALTH ORGANISATION IN THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST SYPHILIS IN 
CERTAIN AREAS OF BULGARIA. 

On .September 6th, 1929, t~e Bulgarian Govemme!lt a~dressed a le~ter to :fue Secr~t:ur
General asking for the co-operatiOn of the Health Comm~ttee m the camprugn agrunst syphilis m 
certain parts of Bulgaria. . . . . . 

Accordingly, a member of the Health Secho~ _VIsited Bulgana m_ October 1929 and, after 
getting in touch with the central health au~onties and ~e Bulganan Refugees Settlement 
Commission, went to an area thought to be specially affected m th~ departme!lt of Burgas near ~e 
Turkish frontier in company with the chief of the Venereal Disease Service of the Bulganan 
Government· and the representative in Bulgaria of the Rockefeller Foundation. · 

The details of the information obtained during this journey are found in document C.H.837. 
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The problem of syphilis was brought to the attention of the Bulgarian Government thro"!gh 
sun-eys it had undertaken in various places, and the P!Oblem ha~ also. att~acted the attention 
of the Commissariat for the Settlement of Refugees m connection With 1ts work. Accurate 
information concerning the prevalence and distribution of syphilis is. not J..."'lown, however, and 
one of the objects of the campai.,an is to secure precise data on these pomts. 

Tweh-e bri.,aades, each consisting of a doctor. and two assist~ts, h!lve been engaged in tills 
, survey for some time, but as all cases found are g~ven treatment 1mmediately, the work proceeds 

slowly. The bri.,aade in the Burgas district, for instance, after four years' work has only completed 
the sun-ey of a relatively small number of villages. In this district, forty-two villages with a 
population of 33.000 were ~-amined and 2,343 cases of syphilis were found. The incidence in the 
different•villa.,aes, however, appears to vary enormously, so that some were found in which no less 

, than so per cent of the people were clinically positive or gave positive Wassermann reactions. 
While all forms of the disease were found, the majority of the cases are said to be congenital. -
In this district, the rough and isolated character of the country renders surveys and 

the application of remedial measures difficult, for beyond the sea-coast towns there are no roads, 
and journeys have to be made in wagons and on horseback. 

During the stay of the representative of the Health Organisation in Bulgaria, plans were made 
by the Bulgarian Government and the Refugees Settlement Commission for more effective survey 
and treatment of the disease, particularly in the Burgas district,, along the following lines: 

The Central Health Administration would: 

L Provide personnel immediately for four or five brigades to start work in this district; 
2. Provide a bacteriologist for the Public Health Institute at Burgas in order to afford facilities 

for serological diagnostic work; 
3- Send a preliminary report to the Health Organisation of the League at the end of January 

on the results of the survey up to that time and a final report on the completion of the survey; 
, Co~d monthly reports to the Refugees Settlement Commission for translnission to the Health 

5· . Release the twenty maJar!a doctors in the Burgas district for two months during the winter 
to permit them to attend a course m venereal diseases to be arranged by the central health services; 

6. Require !hese ~ol~ to ~ on anti-~ereal as well as anti-malaria work, and 
eventually to CODSlder thar smtability for appomtment as district medical officers under the new law. 

It was understood that the Commissariat for the Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees would: 

L J!rovide salary ~d material for the four extra brigades in the Burgas district; 
womd·~ ~ travellingSoe~ and subsistence allowance of the twenty malaria doctors who 

conrse at >fia; -
~~the ~ty of paying the salaries of the extra staff required for treatment 
subject; survey 15 completed, after the Health Committee has given its advice on this 

4- Consider the possibility f . . 
to the anti-malaria and anti hili~tinwn~ to supply ~e Governmen~ with materials necessary 

-5YP canJpalgllS from April 1930 to April 1931 • 
5· Pay the salary of the bacteriologist at the Burgas Institute. ' 

The first report submitted by the Commissi f th some results of the eliminary' . . oner or e Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees gave 
information ~ the ,.:~~es undertal!;e_n (document C.H.855). This report contained 
total population~~ tlon for syphilis of 75,550 persons, or about one-sixth of the 

of t~~~!t ~~~:::ito be suffering from syphilis, which represents 2.5 per. cent 
villages were ound to be affected. ' om 40 per cent to 50 per cent of the population of certain 

At its fifteenth session in March 193 the Health Conuni , o, ttee adopted the following resolution: 

N The Health Conunittee , 
"Ha. 
,. D-~~-~ the report of the Health Section (document C.H.SJ?) · 

_..,.JJJUium!Jlj the acceptance of the 1 made ' • 
etAiaborat~ of the Health Or~anisation in proposa. beby the Bulgarian authorities for the 
prevalent m certain areas of Bulgaria. a campaign to undertaken against endemic syphilis 

pJ_: U ~to IJOte that the ~riat Of the f Mn • . 

rtti~-JS prepared to assume rcsJXIIL'ibility for t~ue of N3;ttons for the Settlement of Bulgarian 
Je ammg of the~ personnel and the earry·expenr'fmhcvolved in the preliminary enquiry, 

"Invite. its CommiM" of E . _mg ou 0 t prophylactic campaign; 
wlmir.aJ · tance · JQJl xperts on SyphiliS and Co te s b · autborit· ~ , 111Ciuding tbe placing of the services of a gna t ut 'JCCtf! to afford all requisite 

lt:f, ,n ex per a the diSposal of the Bulgarian 
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V. CO-OPERATION OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION 
WITH THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS OF LATIN-AMERICAN COUNTRIES.~ 

In the ann_ua.l report fo~ rg28, r~ference ~as made to the ~eparture. of the secret~ry of the 
Lepros:y CommJs~J<?n for Lat~n Amenca early m rg2g. The pnmary obJect of this visit was to 

· ascertam th~ pos1tton regarding pas~ and present investigations into leprosy and the possibility 
of co-operation betwee,;;t these_ countnes themselves and, through the Leprosy Commission, between 
them and other countnes which possessed centres for research, particularly in the Far East. 

!he vi;Jit also gave an op12ortu~ty of discussing the possibility of establishing more direct 
relations Wlth the h~alth admm~str3;t10ns ?f the ~ifferent Republics, ~ore particularly in regard to 
health probleJ?S ~hich were ~emg mvesti~ated m European countnes under the auspices of the 
Heal:tJ:t Orgarusabon, such .as mfant mortality, the treatment and serological_diagnosis of syphilis, 
nutntion, etc. · 

Fr~m March to September rg2g; Dr. Burnet visited the Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. In each State he found that 
con~iderable attention was being devoted to public health and social medicine. Difficulty in 
S<?lvmg health problems was due to the sparseness of the population in many regions, the long 
distances that had to be covered, the uncertain means of transport and communication and the 
prinritive conditions under which large sections of the population lived. Health administrations 
were handicapped by the lack of full-time -health workers, and by incomplete information 
concerning the incidence of disease and the causes of death. · 

Nevertheless, considerable jnterest was everywhere displayed by Governments and public 
health and medical leaders in the problems selected by the Health Committee for international 
work. These problems were: infant mortality, leprosy diagnosis and treatment of syphilis, and the 
preventive aspects of health insurance. In Chile, in consequence of the recent visit of a Japanese 
expert on nutrition-which was arranged by the Health Organisation-very keen interest has been 
aroused in that problem. · 

INFANT MORTALITY. 

Enquiries into the causes of infant mortality, applied to selected areas along the lines of the 
European enquiry conducted under the auspices of the Health Organisation, have been completed 
in the Argentine, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. A final conference of the experts in charge of these 
enquiries will be held at Lima in I930 in order to sum up the results, to decide what preventive 
measures shall be applied on the basis of the findings, and to agree upon the form of the final reports. 

A number of child welfare experts from other Latin-American countries a Win be invited to this 
conference in order to discuss the possibility of extending the enquiry to those countries. In 
view of the widely varying conditions obtaining in some of these countries, the possibility of 
carrying on more limited enquiries may have to be considered. In Peru, where in r927 the infant 
mortality rate reached I55 per r,ooo births in some districts, the s~bject, is alre_ady r~eiving 
attention from the public as well as from the Government. A new children s hospital which has 
been erected in Lima might form a suitable centre for an enquiry similar to that undertaken by the 
Health Organisation in Europe. In Bolivia, this. problem is ·a pressing one,. the infant mort~ty 
rate at La Paz during the last ten years haymg been. ;46r per r,ooo births. There . eXIsts 
an organisation for child welfare whose wor~ wght .be utilised ~d exten.ded. In Co~bia .and 
Venezuela, this problem also demands attentiOn, ~e ~nfant mortality rat~ m ~e }atter be!llg g~ven 
as I44 per r,ooo births. Ecuador has a special mfant welfare service m 1ts public health 
administration. 

In addition to the Latin-American experts, representatives of the Health Organisation will 
attend the Lima Conference, when the questions set out above come up for discussion. 

SYPHILIS. 

In Uruguay there is a well-organised service against syphili~, there being 6o. dispens:uies 
throughout the country, subsidised by a special tax. The serolog~cal branch of this work IS an 
important one, carrying out from r,ooo to I,300 tests per w.eek. . . . 

A South American Serological Congress will be org~u;nsed at MonteVIdeo m Se_ptember rg3o 
by the Uruguayan Institute for the Prevention of Syphilis, and ~e Health Committee has bren 
invited by the Government of Uruguay to send a delegate to preside over the Congress. 

1 See nlso reorganisation of Health Services of Bolivia earlier in this chapter (No. 3). 
Iii Bolivia., Colombia, EcUador, Peru, Venezuela. 
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Work "ill be done along the lines of the Laboratory .Conf~nce hel~. at Copenhagen for 
comparing the "11-alue of the various methods used in the serodiagnoSis of syphilis. . 

ihis invitation was accepted by the Health Committee d~ its .fifteenth ~~sston held at 
GeneYa in March :r93o, and the President was ~ed to do everything posstble to facihtate the work 
of the Con.,aress as well as to select its presiding officer. . . . .. 

In Peru, the anti-venereal organisation has not been perfected, but the authonbes are alive 

to the necessity of improving it. ·. · al h lin t d 
In Uru,auay, Brazil and Peru enquiries into the treatme':lt of SyPhilis ong t e es sugge~ e 

by the Commission of Experts on Syphilis and Cognate SubJects mtght be undertaken to obtam a 
comparison with European and North American results. 

LEPROSY. 

The secretary of. the Leprosy Commission collected nm.ch. info~ati?n 0!'- leprosy .in e:'-ch 
Republic. This related to all phases of the subject, such as mcrdence, eptdenuology, legtSlabon, 
provision of leprosaria and dispensaries, methods of treatment and research ~or~, as well as the 
resources available in the different countries for the creation of centres for screntific research and 
its practical application. - . . . . 

From the point of view ofleprosy, South Amenca may be divtded mto .three areas: 

A northern area, comprising the Guianas, Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador; 
A western area. comprising Peru, Bolivia and Chile; . 
A sooth-eastern area, comprising the .Aigei).tine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil. 

The chief foci in the north are in Venezuela and Colombia. In neither country has a census 
of lepers been taken, but they are known to be numerous. 

In Ecnador the disease is much less prevalent. One centre for the study of leprosy in the 
north could cover these three Republics. 

In the west the disease is much less common. This area, however, might, form the centre for 
epidemiological investigations, ·. 

In the sooth-east,leprosy is a pressing problem in the Argentine and Brazil. In both countries 
considerable work is being done, but the- gravity of the problem in Brazil, the importance of the 
institute under the control of Professor Carlos Chagas, and the interest shown by M. G. Guinle, 

- who has promised to found an institute devoted to leprosy research, indicate this country as the 
best site for a centre for scientific, epidemiological, therapeutic and experimental studies. Professor . 
Chagas has already organised researches at his institute into the chemo-therapy of leprosy. 

The Health Committee has promised to send a European expert to work at that centre, and 
he is expected to arrive in :I9JO. 

At Sao Paulo serological researches are being carried out. 
At Monte-video, Dr. Scaltritti has decided to extend his serological studies to leprosy with a 

view to adapting complement-fixation reactions to its early diagnosis. 

NUTRITION. 

There is a proposal to create an institute for the study of nutrition in Chile, in order 
to undertake ~ J:tboratory and field study of this important problem along the lines described by 
Professor 5aik! m the course of his recent visit. The institute of Professor Saiki in Japan was 
created for a similar purpose. · 

INTERCHANGES AND INDIVIDUAL MISSIONS. 

. The Health Orga~~ has cont~ued to utilise these means for establishing a closer liaison 
With the Health Administrations of Latm-American countries. ... 

VI. SURVEY OF HEALTH CONDITIONS IN CERTAIN ISLANDS OF THE PACIFIC. 

that 'TI: ~ternational !'acJiic Health Conference which met at Melbourne in 1926 recommended 
. the p~th Orga~JSatwn of the League should undertake a health survey of certain islands 
(!.Anmittee. • and thiJI proposal was approved by the Assembly and welcomed by the Health 

(J{ nA ~-r (J{ !he Government of the Commonwealth of Australia to make available the services 
r~ r, It5 mOOu:al of~ir..ers was alllo ~pted. ·The survey was made between October 1928 and 

Apnl 1~ by tbe medical offJr..(,-r mentwned above and a second medical officer from the French ., 
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colonial service. The investigation took place in Papua, New Guinea, the New Hebrides New 
Caledonia, the Solomon Islands and Fiji. ' 

The' report (document ,C.H.82g),- which has now been published, reveals that three 
diseases were found to be almost universally prevalent in the areas visited: filariasis, frambresia 
and hookworm. Malaria has a definite distribution north of 20°S. and west of 17ooE, Leprosy 
is prevalent in South Melanesia and is also present in northern areas. 

Generally speaking, the problems are: 

I. Control and investigation of specific diseases such as those mentioned; 
2. Education of the natives in medicine; 
3· Survival and increase of native races. 

The members of the mission were of opinion that within the financial resources at their 
disposal the health administrations of the islands visited were carrying out routine sanitation along 
generally accepted lines. Several problems appeared suitable for co-ordinated research: 

(a) Disease problems requiring synchronised local investigations along accepted lines-e.g., 
hookworm, dysentery, typhoid fever, leprosy and food deficiencies. 

(b) Disease problems beyond the resources of local administrations-mosquito surveys with 
special reference to malaria and filaria. . 

(c) Problems in regard to native education in medic_ine-infant mortality, depopulation and 
repopulation, co-operative and auxiliary medical factors. · · 

One of the most important items raised by the enquiry is th~ need for a comprehensive 
entomological survey of the whole of Melanesia, ~hich is beyond the resources of the administrations 
concerned amt would require aid from outside. 

A copy of the report has been forwarded to the Prime Minister of Australia. 
The subject will be discussed at a meeting of the Health Committee when a member of the 

mission may be present to give explanations. 
Questions of special interest raised in the re~ort will be referred to the competent commissions 

of the Health Organisation. 
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Chapter IV. 

WO~K OF THE COMMISSIONS 

I. MALARIA COMMISSION: 

A. ToUR IN INDIA. 

· On the invitation of the Government of India, a delegation of the Malaria Commission visited 
India in IC)29 and made a careful study of malaria according to a. programme prepared by the 
competent authorities. The study lasted from August 23rd to December 28th, r929, and the 
following participated: 

Dr. W. A. P. ScnoFHo'ER, Director of Tropical Hygiene, Royal Colonial Institute, Amsterdam; 
Professor at the University of .Amsterdam; C'!ainnan _of tlJe group. • . . 

Dr. N.H. SwELLEKGREBEL, Chief of Laboratory of Tropical Hyg~ene, Royal Coloma! Institute, 
Amsterdam· ProfesSor at the University of Amsterdam. 

Surgeon Louis wiLLi:,rns, Head of the Anti-Malaria Service, United States Public Health 
Service, Richmond, VIrginia, U.S.A. 

Dr. S. DE BUEN, Professor o~ Parasitology, Institute of Hygiene, Madrid. . 
Major M.. PELTIER, Professor of Social Hygiene, School of Sanitary Service for Coloma! Troops, 

Marseilles. 
Dr. M.. CrocA, Professor at the Faculty of Medicine, University of Jassy, Roumania; Secretary 

of the Malaria Commission. · · 

The Commission was accompanied by the Director, and later by the Assistant Director of the 
Malaria Survey of India, and its work was greatly assisted by the competence of its guides and 
by the fact tllat the provincial directors of public health and their colleagues spared neither time 
nor trouble in placing at the Commission's disposal their extensive knowledge of the local problem, 
based on long experience and the results of tlieir work, which are of the highest scientific value. 

The programme of the investigation, drawn up in its general lines by Major-General Graham, 
Colonel James and Colonel Christophers, started on August 24th, 1929, with an examination of the 
epidemiological factors involved in the spread of malaria in the city of Bombay. The study 
continned in over 140 villages and in a number of towns in the malarial regions of the Presidency 
of Bombay, the Punjab, the town and province of Dellii, the United Provinces, Assam, Singhbum, 
Bengal, Bmma, the Vizagapatam Agency, the Presidency of Madras, and Mysore. These studies, 
carried on for the most part at the height of the malaria season, enabled the Commission to secure 
first-hand information concerning the nature and extent of the problem. 

· More than 4,000 children and as many adults were examined by the Commission for the purpose 
of establishing the endemic nature of the disease and the degree of immunity acquired by the 
inhabitants. 

On the one hand, the "human" factor, which includes the widely differing customs, social 
organisation and working conditions prevailing in the various provinces, and, on the other, the 
orohydrographic and climatic condition-; in their bearing on local anophelism, constitute a variety 
of local problems which were of the greatest interest to the Commission. 

The Commission encountered four main local malaria problems, which were classified as 
fu~: . 

I. The urban malaria problem; 
2. The Punjab problem; 
3- The Bengal delta problem; 
4· The hill malaria problem. 

~ solutum of the urban malaria problem has been found by Bentley and Covell in Bombay:, 
a~ their w~ has~ ~firmed by t~ fi!ldings in other cities. The main vector is A. stephensJi, 
wtdch brwls m ~el.umside !wnses and m CJSterns on house-tops. While it may also breed m other 
natural a~ artificial breedmg-places, for practical pur_poses in urban areas it is considered as a 
~ell. aJ?d CJStt;m-breeder only. Apart from complicatmg factors, dealing with this problem is 
mtnnsit;ally &~mp~ and com~ratively cheap. 

_TI~e PunJab '!' charac«.·nsed by a waterlogged soil subject to serious flooding. This water
~~~llf{ aru~ filJrJ<!Jilf{ f~nm numerOU8 po(?U, and these, tog(.-ther with the smaller distributing 
cbannelll, n_wr-t .... .t!Js, ~~~~..d ~eJls and nce-fidds, form the chief breeding-places for anopheles. 
In doe l'unJab A. cultcifacu• 11m all prolY.tbility the chief carrier. However, ordinarily malaria 
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affects the population very .little, and the real problem is the occasional outbreak of a severe and 
widespread epidemic, sweeping over the whole province and causing the mortality to rise to 
unprecedented .heights. . · 

The J7engal delta l?roblem is just the reverse of the Punjab problexp.. The crops in Lower 
Bengal-nee, cane a~d jute-are aJI wet crops. The floods here improve the soil and suit the crops. 
As a rule, the low-lymg flooded areas are healthy and the dry and elevated ones malarious. The 
two main vectors here are A. philippinensis and A.fuliginosus. Curiously enough, these vectors 
occur in both malarious and non-malarious districts with apparently equal density. 

The hill mq.laria problem is characterised by a spleen rate of over fifty per cent among the 
population affected. Moreover, in many instances, malaria is associated with blackwater fever 
among the immigrants who are common in this region. Malaria in these areas appears in its worst 
form, if this immigration is not accompanied by adequate medical and economic measures. The 
anopheline vectors belong to the funestus group requiring clear water for breeding. 

The Commission prepared a report (document C.H.JMalariafi47) on its studies, which will 
· be presented to the full Malaria Cominission at Algiers in May 1930, in the presence of members 

from the public health services of India. This report contains chapters on general aspects of 
malaria in India, the four chief local malaria problems, examples of malaria control, malaria 
research in India, and conclusions. The Commission points out that the real malaria problem is 
in the rural districts, as 90 per cent of the population of India lives in villages. 

In the districts through which it travelled, the Commission examined 3,957 children in 79 · 
villages. Its findings are given in the following table: 

SPLENIC INDEX AMONG CHILDREN. 

Areas of moderate Areas of high Areas of hyper· 
Healthy areas not endemicity hetween endemicity hetwcen endemicity over 
over to per cent 10 per cent and 25 per cent and 50 per cent 

25 per cent 50 per cent · 
Province 

Numher Numher Numher Numher Numher Numher Numher Numher 
of of of of of of of of 

villages children villages children villages children villages children 
examined examined examined ~xamined · examined examined examined examined 

Bombay . . . - - I 19 2 54 I 7 
Punjab . . . - - 2 56 4 132 I II2 
Delhi . . . . 2 48 4 205 2 120 3 137 
United 

Provinces . 3 528 I II3 I 45 22 748 
Bengal. I 100 - - - - 8 295 . . . 

560 Vizagapatam . -- - - - 3 142 9 
Madras I 44 I 62 I 8o 3 205 . . . 
Mysore - - - - I 51 2 94 . . 

-
I 624.1 Total . . 7 720 9 455 14 49 2,158 

Total: 79 villages; 3,957 children. 

B. THE ORDINARY WORK OF THE MALARIA COMMISSION DURING 1929. 

Malaria research has been carried out in several countries along the lines agree<!. upon by 
the Commission in June 1928. " . . . 

The reports of studies made by ~;· W. Fletc~er on the. ~eatment of malaria With c~c~ona 
febrifuge, quinidine and cinchonine and on plasmochin. m the treat~ent of malaria by 
the same worker and Dr. K. Kanagarayer (fro~ the Insb~ute for Medical ~esearch, Kuala 
Lumpur) have been received from Dr. A. N. Kmgsbury, D1rector of the Institute. . 

The study on anophelism and malaria in tlze d-lta of the Ebro, by Professor G. Pittaluga 
and his assistants, Dr. Zozaya and Dr. G. Vollado, is practica!Iy concluded after three years 
of painstaking observations in the low-lying parts of the. de~ta. . . . . 

The effect of " intensive quinine treatment" was studied m Rome at the Reale Om1ca Medica, 
by Professor V. Ascoli. · b 

A study of " the movement of infected mosquitoes " was carried out in Palestme Y 
Professor Kligler. . . h · d a1 • h b 

A survey of the literature on the relabons!:up. between . ousmg an m ana as een 
undertaken, at the request of the F):ealth Orgamsabon, by L1eut.-Col. Clayton Lane, !,M.S., 

Lon~~~ samples of cinchona febrifuge received from plantations of the Government of India 
were analysed through the courtesy of Dr. H. H. Dale, F.R.S., by Dr. T. A. Henry and 

Dr. J. A. Goodson. d'ff · lkal 'd d - · 11 · The interest of these analyses lies in the extreme 1 erences m ~ ·' 01 an .especia. j 
quinine content of the two samples, differe~ces which must be taken mto account m stuth~s 
on the efficiency of such cinchona bark febnfuges. 
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Further infonnation on the clinical effects of alk-aloids other than quinin~ in ~he tr~atment 
of malaria, are expected from Dr. S. de Buen (Navalmoral de la ~~ta). T_his Wlll_be mserted 
in fu--.fu,_-.;;or Ciuca's general report on the efficacy of «secondary aJ!{alo1ds o! cmchona .. 

In order to standardise the method of determination of the speCies of ammal on wh~ch 
anophelines feed, a note was prepared by ~~essor E. Missiroli and Dr. '!--· W. Hackett, giVIng 
details of the technique for this determmahon (document C.H.fMalana/I3I). 

Professor Ciuca, Dr. Baillif, Dr. M. Vieru, and Dr. A. Stirbu have reported on t~e control 
of inununity in malaria through transfusion of virulent blood (document C.H./Malana/I34)· 

Professor N. H. Swellengrebel, Professor A. de B_uck R!ld Professor I .. M .. ~- ~wellengrebel 
de Graaf have contributed a note on the latency dunng wmter of an artificially mduc~d ma
laria infection in man (manifesting itself in the following summer) (document C.H.JMalana/I36). 

MALARIA COURSES. 

Courses in malariology were for the fourth time organised in 1929 under the auspices of the 
Health Organisation. The theoretical courses in 1929 took place in four schools. A sufficiently 
large group of medical officers from the British possessions being available, a course was arranged 
at the London School of Tropical Medicine through the courtesy of Sir Andrew Balfour. This 
course lasted from May 28th to June 28th. · 

Theoretical courses were also given: (a) at the Laboratory of Parasitology of the Faculty 
of Medicine, University of Paris (Director: Professor Brumpt), from June 5th to July 13th; 
(b) at the Institute of Tropical Diseases at Hamburg (Director: Professor B. Nocht), from June 
mth to July 15th; and (c) with a large attendance at the Scuola superiore di Malariologia in Rome 
(Director: Professor V. Ascoli), from July Ist to September 30th. 

· As in previous years, the theoretical courses were followed by two periods of field work of 
one month's duration in the anti-malarial stations of Italy, Spain and Yugoslavia. In Italy the 
field work was jointly organised by the Stazione sperimentale per la Lotta antimalarica and the 
Senoia superiore di Malariologia. 

The theoretical instruction given in these four schools was intended for medical men and 
malariologists. In addition to these courses, the Scuola superiore also gave a special course of 
instruction in malaria control to civil engineers and agriC!lltural experts. 

Ten scholarships were given to participants in malaria courses by the Health Organisation, 
four of which were granted to Greek physicians under the plan of co-operation between the 
Health Organisation and the Greek Government. · 

Other scholarships were given by the Rockefeller Foundation and Governments interested. 

IL PER.YM<""ENT COMMISSION ON THE STANDARDISATION OF SERA, SEROLOGICAL 
REACTIONS AND BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS. 

_No meeting of this Comm.ission was held during the year, but progress was made in the work 
carried on by the Danish State Serum Institute, which acts as the central institute on behalf 
of the Health Organisation. 

A. Sera. 

I. A11if-dip_htheria Serum: -In February, May and November 1929, the Institute compared 
and found Identical the English, German and Danish standards. . . . 

2. Anti-leta~ Ser'!"'·- The Danish an~ ~nglish standards wer~ compared in July and 
=t=: to be identical. Samples were distnbuted to the followmg establishments and 

S(!Ufh A /rica: 

British I ndill: 

EUIIOPE. 

P(J/and: 
Cuchowwakia: 
U.S.S.R.: 

Of~eial Institution. 

South African Institute for Medical Research, Johannesburg. 

Commercial EstabUshment. 

Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Calcutta; · 

Of~eial Institutions. 

~tate Imt!tute of Hygiene, Warsaw. 
State Inshtu.te of. Hygiene, Prague. 
State Bacterioloi{JCal lmtitute, Mimk. 
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3· Anti-dysentery Serum. - This serum was distributed to the followm' g t t · 
institutions and establishments: wen y-srx 

AFRICA. 

South Africa: 

AMERICA. 

Argentine: 

Brazil: 

United States of America: 

ASIA. 

China: 
Korea: 

- Dutch East Indies: 
Japan: 

British India: 

EUROPE. 

Germany: 
Austria: 
Bulgaria: 
France: ';1 

Great Britain: 
Poland: 
Roumania: 
Czechoslovakia: 
Turkey: 
U.S.S.R.: 

Germany: 

Official Institution. 

South African Institute for Medical Research, Johannesburg. 

Official Institutions. 
Bacteriologi~ Institute of the National Department of Hygiene, 

Buenos Aires. 
Brazil Vital Institute, Nictheroy. 
Brazil Institute of Microbiology, Rio de Janeiro. 
Department of Hygiene, Albany (N.Y.). 

Official Institutions. 
National Epidemic Diseases Prevention Bureau, Peking. 
Government General Hospital, Keijo (Seoul). . 
Pasteur Institute, Bandoeng. 
Government Institute for Infectious Diseases, Tokio . 

. Commercial Establishments. 
Bengal Chemical and Phimnaceutical Works Ltd. Calcutta. 
Bacterio-Clinical Laboratory Ltd., Calcutta. ' 

Official Institutions. 
Institute of Experimental Therapy, Frankfort-on-Main. 
State Seruru Institute, Vienna. · 
Bacteriological Institute, Sofia. 
Pasteur Institute, Paris. 
Bacteriological Institute, Lyons. · 
National Institute for Medical Research, London. 
State Institute of Hygiene, Warsaw. · 
Laboratory of Experimental Medicine, Bucharest. 
State Institute of Hygiene, Prague. 
Institute of Hygiene, Istanbul. 
State Bacteriological Institute, Moscow. 
State Bacteriological Institute, Minsk. 
Institute of Experimental Therapy and for the Control of Sera and 

Vaccine for the Commissariat of Public Health, Moscow. 

Commercial Establishments. 
Behring Institute of Experimental Therapy, Marburg (Lahn). 
Saxon Seruru Factory, Dresden. 

B. Pharmaceutical Preparations. 

I. Digitalis. - The standard i~ preserved and distributed by the National Institute for 
Medical Research, London. This international standard was distributed to the following eleven 
institutions and establishments: 

AMERICA. 
Official Institution. 

United States of America:· The State University of New Jersey, Newark. 

EUROPE •. 

Germany: 
Austria: 
Belgium: 
Hungary: 
Nether lands: 
Poland: 
Czechoslovakia: 

U.S.S.R.: 

Official Institutions. 

" Reichsgesundheitsamt ", Berlin. 
University Institute of Pharmacology, Vienna. 
University Laboratory of Pharmacology, Louvain. 
Pharmacological Institute, Budapest. 
University Laboratory of Pharmacology, Utrecht. 
University Institute of Pharmacology, Warsaw. 
Pharmacological Institute of the Veterinary College, Bmo. 
State Institute of Hygiene, Prague. 
Trust for the Sale of Pharmaceutical and Medical Products, 

Leningrad. 
State Institute for Chemico-pharmaceutical Research, Moscow. 

2. Insulin. - The standard is preserved by the National Institute for Medical Research, 
London, and has been distributed to the following thirteen institutions and establishments: 

ASIA. 
Commercial Establishment. 

British India: The Bengal Immunity Co., Calcutta. 



EntoPE. 

~It)': 
ANStniJ: 
Gmtl BrilaiR: 
H tntgttry: 
PolaNd: 

CztdloslOt!dkia: 
U.S.S.R.: 

c;-a,.y: 

Gretii Bn1ai•: 
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Official IfiSiiltUioKS. 
University Institute of Pharmacology, B~rlin. 
University Institute of Ph~macology, V1enna. 
National Institute for Medical Research, Londog. 
University Physiological Institute, Pees. 
State Institute of Hygiene, Warsaw. 
University Institute of_ Pharmacology, Warsaw. 
State Institute of Hygtene, Prague. . Medical Products, 
Trust for the Sale of Pharmaceutical and 

Leningrad. · 

Commercial Establishments . . 
Seax Ltd., Berlin. . · . 
I. G. Farbenindustrie A.G., Hoechst-on-Mam: 
Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratones, Beckenham. 
Boots Pure Drug Co., Nottingham. · 

Pil ilary (Posleritw Lobe) -The international standard is preservedby the Hy~enic 
La~~tory:

1

Washington. A standard identical with this has been ~stnlmted by tp.e ~at~on~ 
Institute for Medical Research, London, to the following nine establishments and mstitubon~. 

Asa. 

Brilisll I JUlia: 

EUROPE.. 

Gcntra..,: 
Austria: 
PolaNd: 
Czechoslovakia: 
U.S.S.R.: 

France: 

Commercial Establishment. 
The Bengal Immunity Co~~ Calcutta. 

Official I nstit111ions. • . 
Pharmacological Institute of the Acadel!ly of Medicme, Dusseldorf. 
University Institute of Pharmacology, V1enna. 
University Institute of Pharmacology, Warsaw. 
State Institute of Hygiene, Prague: . 
Trust for the Sale of Pharmaceutical and Medical Products, 

Leningrad. . . . 
State Institute for Chem1co-Pharmaceutical Research, Moscow. 

Commercial Establishment. 
Poulenc Freres Establishment, Paris. 

4- Salvarsa•- - This standard is preserved by the Institute of Experimental Therapy of 
Frankfort-on-Main, and has been distn"buted to the following six institutions and establishments: 

ASIA. 

Japan: 

EUROPE. 

S/Hltft: 
France: 
Gretii Brilai•: 
51Mtzerland: 
Czedw$l(roakia: 

Official I RSiitution. 
· Kitasato Institute for Medical Research, Tokio. 

Official I fiSiitutions. 
Government Pharmacological Department, Madrid. 
University Pharmacological Laboratory, Paris. 
National Institute for Medical Research, London. 
Federal Health Service, Berne. 
State Institute of Hygiene, Prague. 

C. Preparations alleged to contain Vitamins. 

During its fourteenth session held in Geneva in May 1929, the Health Committee invited 
this Commission to consider the elaboration of standardised methods for the examination of 
preparations placed on sale alleged to contain vitamins. The Medical Director was also asked 
to obtain information on the methods employed by health administrations to suppress the abuses 
to ~ilich the sale of such products might give rise. . · 

III. CANCER COMMISSION. 

I.· GENERAL WonK. 

!Jle.Car!C(.-r Commission received during the year various communications of interest. An 
eriiJ'!I_ry m tbe Netherlands by Prol£.-ssor Deelman, who carried on parallel investigations of the 
famillt:5 _of canrerous and of correspondingly non-cancerous persons, revealed that the factor 
?f t~B(hty wa. _anu;pictvJUS in the cana.-r group. While the data are not sufficiently large to 
J~l'>tlfJ: dJe draw1ng of definite conchu;io1111, they suggested the interest of enquiries along similar 
!~~ m _otm amn!r~. The P()Jillh Congress which met at Warsaw submitted interesting 
mfrdmat1rm (JJ) tbe mfiiJ(.-nce of race, and a mmnorandum on the same subject was received 
fmrn J aydll. 
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' 
2. OCCUPATIONAL CANCER. 

Thi.s study was undertaken by a special Sub-Commission under the 'chairmanship of 
Dr. MaJor Greenwood. The secretariat was furnished by the International Labour Office as 
well as by .the Health Section .. The Sub-Commission is attempting to determine why certain 
well-recogrused types of occup~bonal cancer-such as cancer of chimney-sweeps, mule-skinners, 
etc;-should occu~ to such yarytng. degrees among the same class of workers in different countries. 
It IS also attemptmg to brmg to light the existence of forms of occupational cancer not hitherto 
suspec~ed; Th~ Sub-Commiss!on i.s following with interest an English enquiry into caneer of 
the skin, m which :'-n attempt IS bemg made to trace back the particular occupation which might 
have been responsible for exposure to the skin of irritation. 

An enquiry has been undertaken to ascertain whether certain classes of miners are liable 
to. cancer of the lu~g. as at Schnee berg (Austria). Cases of the disease among Czechoslovak cobalt 
mmers were established, but the results in other countries were negative (document C.H.JCancer 
Prof./3)· 

3; RADIOTHERAPY O'F CANCER. 

This work is being carried on by a special Sub-Commission of radiologists and gynrecologists. 
The greater recognition in recent years of the curative properties of radium and of its specific 
action, in certain circumstances, on cancer tissue has given rise to the demand that the supply 
of radium should be adequate. As radium is so costly, it is essential that methods calculated 
to produce the maximum benefit should be employed. Only a few institutions, however, possess 
the necessary experience in this. matter. . 

The form of cancer for which ri:tany countries desire this information is cancer of fue uterus. 
Consequently, fue Sub-Commission applied to three clinics which had had the necessary experience 
in treating fuis form of cancer-those at Munich, Paris and Stockholm. 

The Directors of these furee clinics described in detail the methods followed at their clinics, 
and followed this up with a description of the various methods which had been fully tried out 
and finally abandoned. Their object was to prevent newcomers to fuis field repeating fue same 
mistakes which ofuers had made. 

The experts also agreed on a statement of general principles, relating to fue standard 
classifications of stages of cancer, fue standard case-record, and the way in which radium should 
be distributed and used. 

The Sub-Commission of Radiologists drew attention in its report (document C.H.788) to fue 
necessity of ensuring further international co-operation wifu regard to fue radiological treatment 
of cancer. 

IV. COMMISSION ON THE FUMIGATION OF SHIPS. 

A meeting of this Commission was held in Paris on May I5ili, I929. 
Major-General Graham was represented by Colonel Phipson and in addition Dr. Rupert Blue 

and Dr. Villejean were present. 
The Commission considered a report presented by its Chairman. This included a summary 

of the action decided upon at a previous meeting wifu a _no.te on fue I_Jrog:ess mad~. 
The President had written to members of fue Comm1ss10n requestmg mformation on fue 

methods of fumigation at fue ports wifu whicll fuey were familiar and comments based on fueir 
experience. . · . . . . . . 

An abstract of the replies received accomparued fue report whicll also contamed mformation 
on fue following points: 

I. Suggested progranune of experim~nts. on ship ~gati?n. , 
2. Tentative progranune of mvesbgabon on ship fumigation at fue New York 

quarantine station. · 
3· Abstracts of fue first, second and third progress reports of investigations at fue 

New York quarantine st.ation. . . . . . . . 
4· Accidents resulting from fumigation of ships Willi hydrocyaruc aCid gas m fue 

United States. . · 'cl 
5. References to the literature on .fumigation of ships with reVIews of certam arti es. 

The ~uggested programme ?f experiments. was appr?ved, and the Chairman promised that 
fue investigations would be actively pursued m fue Umted States. 

The programme is as follows: 

A. Absorption of HCN in living quarters by blankets, mattresses, curtains, etc.: 

I. The exact amounts absorbed under various conditions of gas, length of e.'i:posure, 
temperature, humidity, etc.: 

(a) How this HCN is released-heat, humidity, artificial, natural, heat of body, 
effect of ventilation. 
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s. The methods to avoid this danger: 

(II) Removal of absorbing material, airing afterward~! sh_aki,, beat_ing, etc.; 
(b) · Introduction of substance to compel longer ventilation, ormalin, etc. 

B. Absorption of HCN in non-living quarters by water in biloaes, n:f1igerating room, various 
kinds of cargo and foodstuff: . 

r. E..'\.-act. amounts absorbed under varying conditions as under A (r); · 
2. Methods to avoid this d~: · 

(a) All details as under A (2). 

c.. Re-,..-iew chemical tests for presence of HCN after fumigation and compare these with 
animal tests: 

r. Get exact figures to show comparative deli~cy and reliability of ea_ch; . 
2 • Compare the two from a basis of actual practical work as done at a t)J>ICal Amencan 

quarantine station. 

D. Test methods of neutralisation as ~ed from warning gas and get results: 

r. As a theoretical study; . . . . 
2 • As a practical application to modern fumigation. (These st'!dies sho!lld mclude 

fonnaldehyde, an1monia, methanol or any other sub~ance that may gi~e pro1n1se.) 

E.. Experiment with sulphur and HCN. Compare the two: 

r. Test especially penetration. (Penetration of sulphur can be improved by having 
it burn out qnickly. This depends upon the shape of. pan.) . . 

2. Try to cut the time of exposure necessary for sulphur. Compare espeaally With 
Zyklon-B. 

F. Investigate liquid SOz and experiment if costs permit. 

G. Test ]lenetration of various gases when air is agitated as compared with still air. 

H. Ttst the effect of Zyklon-B with special reference to the warning gas on tea, tobacco 
and any other delicate article. · 

L Series of experiments to determine the point of hightst efficiency considering two factors, 
viz., strength of gas and length of exposure. 

In worldng out the relation between these two, we should consider: 

(r) The valne of the ship's time; and 
(2) The relatively short time required for fumigation proper as with the time necessary 

for preparation of the ship. The point of maximum efficiency will vary in relation to strength 
of gas and time of exposure with certain factors, especially the structural conditions of ship. 

J. The effect of heat and humidity: 

i. Upon generation; 
2. Upon release ~om containing material (Zyklon-B); 
3- Upon penetration; 
4- Upon killing effect of HCN. 

K. A substitute for Zyklon-B should be sought for; at least, HCN absorbed in carbon 
tetrachloride should be thoroughly tested. 

L. l!ecbanical A ventilating machine should be worked out. This may come under three 
heads: 

r. Gaso.lene; 
:z. Electric; 
3- Hand. 

lL ExperiJmnts with live rats released on board ships. These rats should be wild and of 
the raliu1 or aluandrmus variety. The method of raising these rats, as well as their transportation, 
tt..-JUid rer.dve careful COJllliilc;-ration as many difficulties are involved. Several lines of investigation 
may he u.dklwed and oth£.-rs will suggest themselves. 

r. Rr-leal!e CJf a ck:fmite number of rats on a vessel which will be fumigated in a foreign 
CLAJntry, dJI' .. cldng the results. · 
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. 2. Release of a d~finite. number ?f rats on a vessel which will not be fumigated in a 
foreign country but which. wtll be fumigated at a h<;>m~ port upon its retum trip. 

3· Re~eas~ of a definite number of rats on a stmilar vessel, subjecting it, however to 
other deratisation methods, such as trapping. ' 

4· R~lease of a definite number of rats on a similar vessel, subjecting it to fumigation 
plus trappmg, 

The above ~an be repeated on vessels of varying construction such as non-~at-proof, partially 
r<~;t-proof or entirely rat-proof. ~t may also be repeated on vessels carrying grain on the outward 
tnp to see how many retum wtth the vessel. · 

5· Release of rats on a vessel about to discharge cargo at the dock, endeavouring to 
see how ~<~;ny get off. By comparing several such ships, the effect of rat guards, breasting 
off and similar measures could be te5ted. 

6. Re~ease of ra~s on board a rat-proof ship,, tracing what becomes of them. This would 
be of. especial value if they could be released wtthout the knowledge of the crew and if a 
check could be kept of any rats killed by them and the ease or difficulty with which they 
were killed. . 

.It. was .recomll!-ended that ~e pr?gramme s~oul~ be c~~unicated to those public health 
admmistrations which were especially mterested m ship fumigation, for their observations. 

These administrations were to be asked if they were carrying out experimental work on 
any of the problems enumerated or if they would be prepared to do so. 

Dr. Stock (Great Britain) and Dr. Jitta were invited to prepare a memorandum on the work 
already carried out concerning the absorption of hydrocyanic acid gas by footstuffs and the danger 
involved to human life. 

The Commission recommended that Mr. Monier Williams, of the British Ministry of Health, 
should be invited to join the Commission as a technical expert. 

V. JOINT COMMISSION ON ANTHRAX. 1 

At a meeting of this Commission at Geneva in June I929, Professor Ottolenghi gave details 
of the work carried out by M. Casaburi and his assistants from the bacteriological point of view 
(document C.H.fAnthraxfi5). 

As the results obtained by the use of sodium sulphide were not satisfactory in practical tests, 
an endeavour had been made to ascertain if the disinfectant action of sodium sulphide could be 
increased. 

The following are the directions along which this work has proceeded: 

I. The possibility of associating sodium sulphide with other substances capable of 
increasing its power of destroying spores is being explored. · 

2. The resistance of .the different strains of anthrax spores is being investigated. 
3· Experiments on hides, considering both the bacteriological and technical aspects 

of the question, are being carried out. 

I The combinations which have shown the greatest activity are with sodium fluoride, 
sodium arsenite, potassium sulphate and potassium arsenite . 

• 2. The strains dealt with have been received from fifty-two sources. 
They are classified as relatively feeble, moderately resistant and highly resistant. 
The first group are killed by sodium sulphide alone. 
The second group are killed by a combinati~n o~ sodiu.m sulp~de .~d other salts. 
The third group, after treatment by a combmation, still contam livmg spores. 

3· Experiments on skins have been made using the guinea-pig, rabbit and goat artificially 
infected: · . 

In 75 per. cent of skins spores surviyed treatment wi!h sodi~m sulphi?e alone;. . 
In 40 per cent of skins spores sumved treatment W];th sodium sulphide combmed wtth 

sodium sulphate; . . 
And in 25 per cent of skins spores survived treatment with sodium sulphide combmed 

with other salts. 

From the bacteriological standpoint, experiments have shown that sodium sulphide, even 
when employed with other sal.ts, does. not. kill all the spores. . 

However, the number which surVIve ts so small that the skms no longer present a grave 
danger. · 1 

Several speakers referred to the influence o~ ~he tempera.t~re at wh!ch treat~ent too~.P ace 
on the resistance of the spores and on the necesstty of deternunmg the time reqmred to dismfect 

1 Set up by the Health Organisation of the League nnd tho lntemationi.l Labour Office. 
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. · t Dr Hailer ~mve particulars of the application of Ascoli's serum a skin at a g~.ven to:-m~rn ure. . . o . . . 

reac~~ :-;~~1~~~~t~:r~fi~~:Ct!:~~j:~ed during 1930, when these two points will be given 

due consideration. 

VI. COMMissiON FOR THE STUDY OF LEPROSY. 

• · t · · Pa • • May x928 the Leprosy Commission concluded that more information 
was ~~m: ~ ~re~~ of Iep~y in variou:; countries an~ on the Ill;ethods of prevention 
in u..<e as well as on the investigations being earned out by vanous agenCies. . . 

Bclore the visit to Latin America, Dr. Burnet, the Secretary of the Lep~o~y ~omffilsston, 
Yisited a number of centres in Europe to discuss various .~bases o~ thLee Comffil;lld ~ wor~. fIn 
London interviews took plate with the Secretaries of the Bntish Emptre prosy e . ssoCia ton 
and with Sir Leonard Rogers. 1 · •t · d 

Dr Reenstierna of Stockholm and Dr. Lie of Bergen were consulted and, ate~, a VlSl was rna e 
to T~ to obtain full details of the new method of treatment of leprosy which Dr. Paldrock 
is carrying.out with apparently promising results.. . . ·. . 

During his tour in Latin America, a J.arge amount of mfonnahon was co~e~ted an~ on his 
return Dr. Burnet prePared a report for l?resenta:tion to the Leprosy CommlSSlon at 1ts next 
meeting. This report deals with the followmg subjects: 

(i) Interpretation of epidemiological enquiries into lepro~Y·. . . 
(n) Consideration of urgent matters. to which the Comm1ss10n drew attention at 1ts 

session in May IC)28. · 
(ill) General conditions of prophylaxis. 
liY) Conclusions: 

(a) Suggested programme for ne:o.:t session; 
(b) General programme of work and study. 

(Y) Appendices; Epidemiological Information: 

(a) Europe and Africa; 
(b) Asia and Oceania; 
(c) America. 

The Secretary is now obtaining further information by personal observation and enquiry 
in BritislL India, Japan, the Netherlands East Indies, and the Philippines . 

.At its next session, the Commission will thus have before it· the data needed to enable a 
general programme of international study to be prepared. 

VII. OPIUM COMMISSION. . 

.A question was put to the Health Committee regarding the interpretation of a decision 
taken at its thirteenth session in regard to the application of Article xo of the Opium Convention 
signed at GeneYa in 1925 to the esters of morphine. 

During its fourteenth session, the Health Committee placed its opinion on record that the 
recommendation made at its thirteenth session concerning the application of the Convention. to 
benzoylmorphine and the morphine esters generally should apply to all morphine esters without 
exception. However, the Committee reserved the right to exempt, under Article 8 of the 
Convention, those esters the innocuous character of which might hereafter be clearly demonstrated 
(document C.I75-IC)29.III). · 

Three new lists of preparations were submitted to the Health Committee for exemption 
tmder .-\rticle 8 of the Convention from the British, German and Swiss Governments. They have 
been duly_ transmitted to the Office international d'Hygiime publique for opinion and report. 

The Siamese Governnrent requested the Health Committee to indicate the best physiological 
and chemical methods of identifying the drugs to which the Committee had extended the provisions 
of the Opium Convention, namely, eucodal, dicodide, dilaudide, benzoylmorphine and other esters 
of mr.IIJ>!line. The Health Committee accordingly entrusted Professor Knaffi-Lenz with the 
preparatwn of a detailed memorandum on this question, which has been duly transmitted to 
tllat Government. . · 

VIII. SUB-COMMISSION ON PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. 

, The first lefi!jion of this Sub-Commission, held at Geneva in December 1928, was described 
Jn tt.e annual report fur that year. · · 

Fr(JJJ) April 8th to April 24th, I')Z9, the Sub-Commission made a study-tour in Austria and 
~~yin urdt:r "' obl!<,-rve the working of the health institutions set up by the health services 
Mid mwranr..e urganisatiollll at J3<:Tiin, Hamburg, Cologne, Nuremberg and Vienna. 
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. ~n the. basis of the observations made during the study-tour, as well as on the personal 
optmons of tts expert n:tembers, the Sub-Committee reached the general conclusions which appear 
bei?W· These conc~uston~ are necessar~y of. a provisional nature and subject to alterations 
whtc~ further expenence m other countnes rmght suggest. 

I. 

"The _Su~-Committe~ is _of the opinion that, for the protection of public health, the co-operation 
?f the IJ!Stltutlons of soctal msurance and health welfare organisations, both public and private 
ts essential. • ' 

" This co-op~rat_ion _is necessary to prevent duplication of effort, to secure the fullest results 
from each of the mstttuttons concerned and to apply really rational measures of disease prevention 
and early treatment. 

:: This co-o~eration is. o_f benefit both to t~e institutio~s themselves and to the general public. 
. The public authontles should establish the policy necessary for the application and 

develoi?me!lt <?f co~mon measures for the protection of the public health. 1 They must also give 
to the mstltuttons mterested the necessary powers for the carrying out of their task. 
. " The measures taken in common by the insurance and health institutions for the benefit of the 
~nsu_red. persons and th_e me~bers of their families should only be made compulsory for these 
mstltutlons after a suffictent tune has elapsed to show that such mea.Sures are effident and economical. 

2. 

" A fundamental principle in public health work is that ' prevention is better than cure '; it is 
therefore the duty of social medicine to apply to the whole population the needed preventive measures. 

" In order to apply these fundamental principles, it is first necessary to discover the persons 
in need of protection. Such persons, after a thorough medical examination, must be given for a 
sufficiently long and uninterrupted period, under proper supervision, the benefit of the curative and 
other methods which their state of health may necessitate. 

" Principles of economy should form the basis of all measures tending to the protection and 
betterment of public health. 

3· 
" The chief aim of public health work is the control of so-called ' social diseases '. . 
"It is, however, necessary to extend the meaning of the term' social diseases' so as to include: 

" I. Those diseases which cause heavy losses of life and health to the population affected 
(such as tuberculosis, syphilis and other diseases, generally called ' social diseases '); 

" 2. And also those which, by their frequency, the necessity of prolonged and costly 
treatment and the repeated working disability they entail, constitute a heavy financial burden 
for the community. 

" It is essential to organise or to intensify the campaign against diseases of these 
0 

two types 
since, although their modes of action are different, in the final analysis they both result m a heavy 
drain upon the social capital of the people. . . . . . . 

" In order to set out clearly which are these diseases, 1t ts necessary to gather statistics gtvmg 
information on the following subjects: . 

" I. Mortality and morbidity; . 
" 2. The expenditure entailed by medical care of these illnesses, thetr frequency and 

duration, the cash expenditure in sickness benefits; . . 
" 3- The social factors in disease, their influence on the causation, evolution and 

termination of the diseases in question. 

" These statistics should be established in accordance with scientific requirements and in 
conformity with the principle to be laid down by the Commission of_ Expert Statisticians of _the Health 
Organisation of the Lea~ue of Nations, through the common action of the Health Servtces on the 
one hand and the socialmsurance institutions on the other. 

4· 
. " In order to obtain the collaboration of all institutions capable of playing ~ useful role in ~he 
protection of _public _h~altf, it is_ necess~y to br!ong them tot?et~_er into • Counctls of co-operative 
action for soctal medtcme (Arbettsgememschaft fur Gesundhettsfursorge)o 0 

" Unity in. method and <~;ction is e~en~al f<?r ~uccess _and all steps_ taken by_ the Council of 
co-operative action must be gwded by scientific pnnctples lrud down by experts specrally competent 
in the field of social medicine. . 

" The activity and the field of action of these Ct;~uncils mu~t of necessity depe~d upon 
the constitution and administrative structure of the vartous countnes. It may be poSSI~le, for 
instance to establish a central national committee dealing with the \':hole of the c?untry, wtth ~he 
purpose ~f bringing about unity of action, and regional and Joe~ com~uttees, t!te matn duty of wluch 
would be the actual organisation and carrying out of the work m thetr respective spheres. 

" Each Council of co-operative action should be composed of: 

" Competent representatives of social. insurance institutions; . . 
" Competent representa~ves of public heal~h ~d welfare servtces; . . 
" Representative~ of prsvate welfare orgamsatwns and of atty other orgamsation able to 

give useful collaboration; 

1 Such k'cnornl instructions have been issued, for in.stnnce. ~y tho German Gov.cti\1\\('I~t undt~r the ht~e-: 
" Richtlinicn Hher GcsundheitsfUrsorgc in der versichcrten Bcv6lkcrung' (Etla ... o.;.scn von rlcr Relchs.n~gu.'nmg am ~7.11.1~9· 
R•ichsc•s•l•blall, I. 69). 
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" Competent representatives of the medical profession, i.e., whose technical training is in 
accordance with the requirements suggested by the Sub-Committee of Social Medicine at its 
session of December 17th to xgth, 1928. 1 

"The fonds necessary for the action of the co-operation Gouncil must be II!-ade \IP of 
contnoutions from the various institutions represented on it, in proportion to their respective budgets. 

5· 
"The programme of the • Council of co·operative action ' should be directed not only to the 

persons insured by social insurance institutions and their families, but also to all persons who, because 
of their economic circumstances or state of health, are in need of assistance. 

6. 

· " It will be the duty of the • Council ' to determine which elements of the population are in need 
of protection, to take the necessary measures of preventive and curative medicme, of social assistance 
and of health education, and. :finally, to allot the available resources. 

"They will have to consider also: 

• (a) The upkeep, development and foundation, according to sound economical principles, 
of institutions of preventive and curative medicine (out-patient clinics, dispensaries, hospitals, 
sanatoria, preventoria, etc.) in conformity with the requirements of modem science. The staff 
of these various institutions-physicians, visiting and bedside nurses, inspectors, etc.-must be 
duly qualified and trained for their work .. 

a (b) The extension of health control, particularly through periodical medical examination 
of young people (infants, school-children, apprentices, etc.). . 

· a (c) The betterment of living and working conditions, especially through the elimination 
of slums by the re-modelling of houses, the building of healthy dwellings, the development of 
• workers' gardens ', campaign against alcohol, etc. 

a {d) Popular health education, _which should be systematically extended to the whole 
population. » .J 

-1 IUsolvliOII VII: 

• I. Special training should be given to medical personnel and assistants (midwives, visiting nurses social 
wurkels. etc.) employed by institutions of preventive medicine. " . ' 
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Chapter V. 

CO-OPERATION OF EXPERTS IN THE WORK OF THE HEALTH 
ORGANISATION. 

I. ENQUIRY INTO INFANT MORTALITY. 

A ~onference o! health experts o_n infant welfare met at Rome from March 25th to 28th, 1929. 
to consrder the national reports recerved from the several countries. · 

The enquiry had been carried on for a period. of twelve consecutive months in twenty-nine 
urban and rural districts of seven European countries 1. The deaths of 7,503 infants had been 
investigated, of which 5,147 were live births and 2.356 still-births. . 

The experts found that the problems were everywhere the same in districts belonging to the 
same mortality groups, consequently the districts were classified into four groups (urban and rural 
districts separately) characterised by low, moderate, high and very high infant mortality rates. 

The important problems in each of these groups were set out by the Conference as follows: 

GROUP I. - LOW INFANT MORTALITY RATES (3 TO 4·9 PER CENT). 

The problems relating to infant mortality in these districts are as follows in the order of their 
importance: 

. (a) Deaths associated with the· pre-natal period (prematurity, still-birth), with 
confinement and with the period immediately following birth, usually supervised by 
obstetricians and midwives, cause almost two-thirds of all the deaths in the various districts. 

(b) Deaths due to respiratory affections do not constitute a real problem in these districts. 
(c) There are only a few deaths from digestive disturbances in this group of districts. 

GROUP II. - MODERATE INFANT MORTALITY RATES (5 TO 6.9 PER CENT). 

(a) Deaths associated with the pre-natal period, with confinement and with the period 
immediately following birth, continue to occur in the same measure as in Group I. 

(b) The number of deaths from respiratory disease also remains about the same. 
(c) . Digestive disturbances begin to assume more importance. . 

GROUP III. - HIGH INFANT MoRTALITY RATES (7 TO 9·9 PER CENT). 

The characteristics of this group are the importance of : 

(a) Digestive disturbances, both in rural and urban districts, and 
(b) Acute specific infectious diseases. · . 

The influence of tuberculosis and syphilis has become more apparent. than in the preceding 
groups. Deaths due to respiratory distur~ances and those assocrated wrth confinement are of 
still greater importance than in the preceding groups. 

GR.OUP IV. - VERY HIGH INFANT MORTALITY RATES {Io PER CENT. AND OVER). 

In this group, the mortality due to digestive ~sturbances has _bec~me ~ery ~uch great~. 
A larger number of deaths is also due to acute spedfi~ and non-specifi~ infectious diseases, while 
prema~rity and conditions immediately followmg birth are responsrble for more deaths than 
m preVIous groups. . ali eli "ted b th · 

The Conference, after analysing the causes of mfant mort . ty as cr y e enquuy 
(document C.H.779), went on to make a number of recommendations. 

1 Austria, France, G~rmany, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands and Norway. 



The e11quiry had revealed tl1e value of measures of. infant. and. maternal p_rot~ction, such 
as welfare centT('S and social legislation, but tilese we~ msuffiClent m all ~e distncts. · 

In Yiew of tile obscurity surrounding prematurity, s~-birt1l and e~lY. 1~fant dea.th, .t~ese 
problems sllould be inYestioaated scientifically by obstetriCl~s and ped~atric1an~. Pe~~atnc1ans 
sllould unite witil hygienists to tilrow light on tile prevention of resprratory _mfec~ons. 

A number of practical suggestions were based on tile results of tile enqurry Wltil respect 
to the chief causes of infant mortality, as follows: 

A. The P,ererJJum of Prematurity, Still-birlh and Early Infant Death. 

I. There sllould be improvement in the medical supervision of women d1rring pregnancyd. 
2 • This may be brought about by means of maternal welfare centres, physicians an 

midwives. Special training sllould be provided for tlris purpose. 
3. More maternal welfare centres sllould be organised to provide for tile medical supervision 

of tile expectant mother. 
4- Such supervision implies a better lll!.derstanding on her part of its necessity from the 

very beginning and throughout the whole period of pregnancy. 
5. The..re sliould be a campaign against the employment of untrained women as midwives, 

and in certain countries the social status of the midwife should be raised. 
6. There should also be medical supervision of women in industry who become pregnant. 

SIJCial aflll Legislative Measures for Pregnant Women. 

I. Financial and other fonns of assistance to pregnant women, and legislative measures, 
such as health insurance (with provision for dependents), should permit such women to rest 
during the latter months of pregnancy-a means of preventing still-birt_h and prematurity.1 

2. In the majority of the districts under consideration, the existing laws and financial 
assistance have been insufficient to permit pregnant women to take sufficient rest. 

Measures during Confinemmt. 

I. Untrained women sboultl be prevented from acting as midwives, and midwives and 
physicians sliould be given a better training in obstetrics. 

2. Access of parturient women to maternitv hospitals should be facilitated whenever there 
is sufficient medical or social need. - . · · . 

J. Small maternity hospitals should be established in rural districts. 

Prevention of Deaths during the First Days of Life. 

~ should be called to the. necessity for consulting child specialists with regard to 
~-born c~. and to the need for rmproving public instruction and the training of midwives 
:!t!!:s~ of infants at and inlmediately following birth, especially of premature and weakly 

B. Campaign against Respiratory Diseases. 

. I. Apart from. 1J4:tter ~~g ·conditions, the. prevention of cross infection implies 
!ffiprovement of hyg~emc conditions and medical supervision of all infants gathered together 
m groups, as in hospitals, nursing-homes, etc. 

z. The public s~uld be better info~d regarding these diseases and the danger of their 
spread from adults to infants, as well as m the methods of preventing such transmission. 

C. Campaign against Acute Specifu; Infectious Diseases. 

x. Attent~ should be. called to. the dangers of whooping-cough and measles, and to the 
needhodsfor employmg the classic preventive measures, such as isolation as well as the more recent 
met , such as ~urn-prophylaxis and vaccination. ' 

mst
. z. Everyhilispossldblebeeffort should be made to apply to infants all known preventive measures 

aga syp an tu rculosis. 

D. Measures against Digestive Disturbances. 

<A C:~ n::; J:~ o'?fained in the dist~s with low mortality in the prevention of this group 
t mdicat<:s clearly the actwn to adopt. In these distncts the campaign should 

' !!fJf;Jal U:m~-A..,_ •hould be appli.td without p-Artiality to legitimate and Uwgltlmate children. 
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be continued and extended to dist~cts with high~r infant mortality. Breast-feeding should be 
encouraged by measures of education and matenal assistance given to the nursing mother. 

2. In the int~rests of artificially fed infants, infant welfare agencies which ive advice 
to mothers and asstst by other means, etc., should be developed. g 

3· Measures for .the supervision and improvement of the milk s~pply should be organised. 

E. General Measures. 

(a) Education of the Public in Hygiene. 

r. This implies the teaching of certain aspects of hygiene concerning infants as a part 
of elementary and secondary school instruction. ' 

2. The interest of teachers and professors should be developed in this direction, especially 
. when women teachers are employed. 

3· The establishment of schools o_f hygiene ~th courses not limited to physicians, midwives 
an~ nurses, but also open to. the pubhc. Education of.the public may l;>e carried on by means 
of mfant welfare c~ntres, whtch should undertake still more widely than at present the training 
of mothers by dealing more fully with all the subjects relating to infant welfare. 

(b) Education of Physicians and Midwives in Hygiene. 

This training should not be limited to medical students and student midwives, but should 
extend to praCtising physicians and midwives, for whom systematic continuation courses should 
be organised. In medical schools, physicians and midwives should learn of the practical difficulties 
which will confront them in practice. Courses in pediatrics and particularly in diseases of infants 
should be compulsory. 

(c) Supervision of Infancy by Public Health Nurses. 

The enquiry shows that it is most desirable for infants living in each district to be visited 
by a public health nurse, who should persuade the mother to visit the family physician or the 
infant welfare centre even though the child is quite well. The public health nurse should also 
advise the mother on infant hygiene and breast-feeding. The influence of such nurses and of 
infant welfa.re centres is particularly valuable in dealing with certain groups of the population 
which resist the application of measures for the protection of infancy. 

If proper provision be made for pregnant women and new-born children in the form of maternal 
and infant consultations, public health nursing, legislation providing for compulsory absence 
from work and a subsistence allowance before and after confinement, as well as an allowance for 
breast-feeding, a large proportion of the women and infants in need of these services will take 
advantage of them voluntarily. 

Every central health administration should realisethe advantages inherent in these provisions 
for infant and maternal welfare, and should develop them or encourage their development as 
rapidly as possible. 

In view of the results secured by the enquiry, it. is recommended that the Health Administrations 
of the different countries should carry on studies of a similar character, which will serve as a basis 
for the establishment and application of preventive measures, and will complete the official statistical 
information on infant deaths which th~ enquiry _has proved to be insufficient ~n many dis!ric_ts . .. 

In view of the fact that the enqu1ry has stJmulated the greatest. Jnterest Jn all the _d.stnce:> ~~ the 
prevention of infant mortality, it is also recommended that the investJgatrtrs shoold furmsh penodJcally 
information on the various districts and on the progress achieved. ' 

·Action of the Health Committee. 

The report of the Conference was submitted to the He~th Committee by Professor Debre 
in May rgzg. The Committee. app:oved t~e report, offered 1ts .best thanks to the ~x~rts !1-nd 
workers . and decided to associate 1tself With the recommendation that health adm1111strations 
of other'countries should be invited to undertake studies of a similar nature. It also recommended 
that the report should receive as wide publicity as possible. 
. M. Quii'iones de Le6n (delegate of Spain), who.p~esented 0e Health: Committe~'s rep?rt 

to the Council at its fifty-fifth session, said that a srmtlar enqmry 'Yas be111g started. m Spru!l· 
Similar action will be taken in Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Rouman1a and Yugoslavia, and 111 
different countries of Asia. : 
. In view of the Health Committee's desire to assistin.the conduct of s~ch stud1es, th_e ~ealth 
Organisation has granted fellowships to the experts who w!l~ be entf!lst~d With these studi~ 111 the 
new countries, to enable them to study the methods used 111 the dtstncts where the enqmry has 
been completed. 
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Each of the e.'\.-perts who conducted one of the original enquiries plans to publish a national 
report. ~'0 of these, for England and the Netherlands, have appeared. 

The Health Section has also pre~d a memorandum for the information of health 
administrations desiring to undertake the enquiry. . · . 

Reference to the enquiries in Latin America is made elsewhere in this report (Chapter III). 

II. IMMUNISATION AGAINST DIPHTHERIA AND SCARLET FEVER. 

During the discussion in the Health Committee in October Igz8 of the report on _the C_onferen~e 
on Infant Mortality, it was decided to ask_ experts tc;> report o~ the results obtamed ~ cert~ 
countries of Europe and in America by specific nnmumsation agamst scarlet fever and diphthena. 

Professor Debre was asked to undertake the report on scarlet fever, and Professor Gorter the 
report on diphtheria. · 

Both these experts visited a number of European co~tries _and prepared preliminary 
memoranda on the infoimation collected. Amongst the many mteresting facts that emerged from 
the enquiry the most striking feature was the universal agreement concerning the urgent need for
a technical 'discussion and the exchange of material between the various research workers and 
clinicians in the ·different countries visited. 

In order to develop further the enquiry along these lines, the President and the Medical 
birector were authorised by the Health Committee to obtain expert advice, and a number of 
experts were invited to a consultation in Paris on July 4th, 5th and 6th, I929. 1 

Before the meeting, a copy of Professor Debn!'s report on scarlet fever and that of Professor 
Gorter on diphtheria was circulated to all participants with a request for observations. 

I. Diphtheria.- With regard to material for inlmunisation against diphtheria, it.was agreed 
that Ramon's anatoxin should be chosen and that experiments should also be made with toxoid 
supplied by O'Brien. It was further agreed that, in those countries, namely, the Netherlands and 
Germany, where toxin-antitoxin (T .A.) was used, this preparation should be contrasted in its results 
with that obtained in those countries with Rainon anatoxin. 

It was agreed that comparative tests between Ramon's anatoxin and O'Brien's toxoid might 
be done in England and Hungary. 

Wrth reference to the Schick test, it was suggested that O'Brien's borated solution should be 
used in all cases and that the toxin should be supplied by one laboratory. This would leave it open 
to the various workers to test the toxin received against the toxin ordinarily used by them, that 
is to say, to compare standard Schick solution in respect of the minimum skin reaction dose and 
the combining power test. 

As regards active inlmunisation against diphtheria, it was decided to study in the first place 
the number of injections advisable. It was considered that, if three injections were given as a general 
rule, a sufficient number of two-injection cases would be automatically secured through the 
unwillingness of many individuals to come forward for the three injections. It was also proposed 
that, where possible, the question of the interval between the injections should be studied on the 
comparative basis. 

Three age-gronps were suggested, viz., I to 6 years, 6 to I2 years and I2 to 25 years. It was 
urged t~ the number of c~en to be inlmunised in each experiment should be not less than 
I,ooo wit-h; ~trois. A proportwn of these, say IO per cent, should be Schick-tested before and 
after vaccmatwn and also tested for blood content of antitoxin before and after immunisation. 
It was considered essential to make the tests on alternate children in the same group in order 
to make sure that the envirollllleiltal condition of the controls was the same. 

It. w~ thought desirable _to. check results not only by the Schick test and antitoxin 
determinations, but also by statistical methods, i.e., control groups. 

!t. wa;; agreed that the Schick test should be performed three months after the beginning of 
the 1nJ~ton and ~hat so~ children should be tested two months after that date in order to 
~ whether mun?mty was confer_red more quickly by one product than by another. If 
posstb~, a ';lumber of c~ren should agam be te5ted after nine months and as regards the antitoxin · 
detenninat:on t~ thiS also should be performed, when possible, at the three intervals mentioned' 
\two, three and nme months). 

I~ was agreed that the usual dose of anatoxin, i.~ .. % c.c., I c.c. and I% c.c. should be used 
fr'!' ch~en. CJ! all ages. In the case of toxin-antitoxin, it was suggested that ~orne proportion 
::!~~ Ia~ down, e.~., I/Ioth of a unit o! toxi';l to_ o.os.s of antitoxin, and the suggestion was 
to the , t~ the ~xm conten~ of the toxm-anhtoxm m1ght be adjullted so as to be equivalent 

anatoxin used m the enquuy. 

The &tails of the toxin-antitoxin experiments were, however, held over for later discussion, 

• h liot in """"" Ill. 
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· 2.. Scarl~t Fevr;r. -It was proposed that the same procedure be followed as for diphtheria 
and that no dtscusston be held on the value of the Dick test. The following working hypotheses 
were taken for granted: 

I. Th~ Dick_ test ena~les the _susceptible to be distinguished from the non-susceptible. 
2. It IS ~osstble. by usmg a smtable chosen antigen to produce immunity to Dick toxin. 
3· Such tmmuruty appears to correspond to a protection against scarlet fever . 

. The following points were particularly discussed: 

I. The method of appraising Dick test results. 
2. The supply of toxin for the experiments. 
3· The procedure as regards pseudo-reaction. 
4· The methods of active immunisation. 
5- The appraisal of the results of such immunisation. 

. It was suggested that a standard toxiri be supplied prepared from the original Dick strains 
m one labor~tory ~nd that this toxin should be compared in each country with the toxins locally 
us_ed; th~~ IS, pat!ents iml!lunis~d against this toxin in which the reaction had changed from 
Dtck posttlve to Dtck negative mtght be tested with the reaction to the local toxin. It was thought 
that ~t wo~d be valuable to compare on patients who had acquired immunity not only the Dick 
reaction wtth the standard toxin supplied to eachcormtry, but also the results obtained in such 
individuals by toxin prepared from original cultures taken from the throat of the patient. 

It was agreed that all countries taking part in the experiment should t!Se a common Dick
Dochez antigen and that in Roumania, Hungary and Poland a local antigen should be t!Sed 
as well; that is to say, that in Roumania a local anatoxin would be used in pure form and in 
Hungary and Poland a local anatoxin mixed with the Dick-Dochez antigen. It was agreed that 
each country should be supplied with Dick and Dochez ·strains from a common source and 
should prepare its own antigen on the .lines to be laid down for comparative purposes. 

Immunised patients are to be testE-d before and after vaccination, according to a specified 
technique, with a.Dick-Dochez toxin and with a national toxin. It was suggested that vaccination 
should be according to the classical American method and with an anatoxin to be prepared 
according to Professor Ramon's instructions. . . 

Members would receive upon application: 

I. Toxin for Dick tests; 
2. Particulars of the Dick test, together with particulars of the method of reading, 

and details as to pseudo-reactions that might be expected; 
3· Samples of strains for the preparation of anatoxin; 
4· The technique for the preparation and titration of anatoxin. 

Strains isolated from those who had had scarlet fever after vaccination are to be sent to 
Professor Friedemann, together with the strains of streptococci used locally for the preparation 
of toxin and anatoxin. • 

Professor Friedemann agreed to submit these orgartisms to a bacteriological-biological 
examination and to test them for toxigenic properties. 

Professor Ramon will supply full particulars as _to the technique for the production of 
anatoxin and samples of standard serum for flocculation tests for the comparative test of the 
anatoxins prepared. · 

A programme based on the suggestions of the experts was drawn up and approved at a 
final session. . . 

PROGRAMME oF ExPERIMENTAL WoRK. 

Diphtheria. 

As in the case of the test-control reaction in scarlet fever, it was agreed to adopt a 
uniform toxin and technique for the Schick reaction. The toxin would ~e supplied from_London 
through Dr. O'Brien, who would also draw up the details of the techm~ue f~r ~e Schtck te~t. 

The immunisations will be carried out with anatoxin (Ramon), toxotd (0 Bnen) and toxm-
antitoxin (Netherlands' Serological Institute). 

The following problems would be specially studied: 

. (a) Comparison of .the different ~ntigens used for active immunisation against diphtheria 
as contrasted with Ramon's anatoxm; . . . 

(b) Effect on immunisation of the intervals ~etween the I~uruSI~g doses; . 
(c) Comparative effect of subcutaneous and mtramuscular moculations from the pomt 

of view of reaction and efficacity; 
(d) Influence of age; 
(e) Effect of environment. 
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E.'\.--perls from the following countries promised to attempt to undertake work on these lines: 
Denmark, England, France, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Polands, Roumania, Czecho-
slovakia and Yugosla"ia. . · 

It is anticipated that the work of immunisation could be carried out on some 20,000 individuals. 

Scarlet Fever. 

In the case of scarlet fever, it is suggested that the work be controlled i~ ~ach country ~y 
a Dick reaction in which the toxin used and the technique employed would be similar. The toxm 
would be supplied by the Danish State Serum Institute from supplies of toxin prepared in London 
from the original Dick strain. The technique used would be that drawn !IP by Pr<;>fessor Debre, 
on the basis of a note by Dr. O'Brien and Professor Madsen. In certrun countries (Hungary, 
Poland, Roumania and Yugoslavia), an additional Dick test will be carried out with toxin derived 
from local streptococcal strains. . 

With regard to immunisation, two strains of Dick and one of Dochez would be sent to each 
of the countries concerned by the State Serological Institute of Denmark, and at the srune time 
Professor Rrunon would supply an account of the technique for the preparation of anatoxin 
from the toxin prepared from these strains. The anatoxin would be prepared in each country 
from the Dick and Dochez strains supplied and should be compared with anatoxi,n prepared from 
local streptococcal strains. 

In Yugoslavia, experiments would be made conclurently as to the results of vaccinations 
with Dick toxin according to the original method of Dick (slightly modified). . 

In Japan, it is proposed to continue investigation into the properties of the thermolabile 
toxin and the thermostabile toxin recently isolated by Dr. Toyoda from Dick toxin. 

It is suggested that, where possible, investigation should also be made regarding the antitoxin 
content of the blood. -

· - Fmally, it was suggested.that Professor Friedemaun be asked to undertake a detailed study 
of the different local streptococci. This investigation would cover not only those streptococci 
used locally for the preparation of toxin and antitoxin, but also organisms isolated from the throat 
from cases of scarlet fever, especially those occurring in persons after vaccination. 

Experts from the following countries promised to try to undertake work on these lines, ~-: 
France, Hungary, Germany, the Netherlands, Japan, Poland, Roumania,. Czechoslovakia, 
Yugoslavia. . 

It is anticipated that the work of immunisation could be carried out on some 10,000 individuals. 
In order that the results may be comparable, record cards were drawn up and approved by 

the experts for both scarlet fever and diphtheria. 
It is hoped that in all cases the effect of immunisation will be controlled by Dick and Schick 

reactions canied out before and after immunisation. 

ill. ENQUIRY INTO THE TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS . 
• 

As ~lled in the annual _report for 19z8, in Delll_ll3lrk, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
~-the U~ States ~f Amen_ca t~e ~xperts on syphilis and cognate subjects have selected 
clinics frOll!- whi~h are bemg obt~med mdividual case ~ecords of venereal diseases. Analysis of the 
data contame? m. these records _JS expected to throw light on the results of treatment by different 
methods and m different countries. · · 
.. At the ~c;l of 1929, a total o! 17,527 ~ records had been obtained from the :participating 

clinics, ~nd ~~ JS expected that this total 'til-ill finally reach 50,000. The information m these case 
records JS being analysed. · 

There is a pos.sibility that this enquiry will be extended to Latin America 
~ence _will be f~ in this report (Chapter III) to the co-operation of the Health 

Orgamsat10n With the Bulgarian Government in its campaign against syphilis. 

IV. STUDY OF TUBERCULOSIS MORTALITY IN SCANDINAVIA. 

in s!:Jf"~ ~eports,. reference hao; been made to the study of tuberculosis mortality ' 
Health OrnaVI!l ~ng earned on by the expert.-; of the three countries under the auspices of the 

ganJSatwn. · 
• A meeting of these experts 1 was held in September 1929 at the Danish State Serum Institute. 

• CluJirmat~: Prot.o.oor Tb. MADSI!W; 

Dr.J!I!mtAw, IMeclor of the Norwegian TubcrculooU. Scrviceo; 
~ l!ii!AWOJ<&, Dir~ of the SwedU.Il National Anti-tubcrculooU. League; 
M~ cm..

1 
;:nLD, D&r~ of the Daniab National Anti·tuberculoola League • 

• • ACJ<u, Chid of the Norwcg~an Medical StatU.tU:al Service. ' 
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· The experts described the principal factors to which deaths from tuberculosis in their respective 
countries were attributable, as well as the measures of prevention applied. It was not possible to 
establish a correlation between this mortality and the anti-tuberculo* campaign, or between 
mortality and .othe~.> .factors. The experts decided .to undertake detailed supplementary 
investigations for the purpose of interpreting the· data collected. . 

Doctor Ostenfeld was selected to act as Rapporteur and to compare the statistical data and 
experience in the three countries. His report will be submitted to his colleagues some time before 
the final meeting is held. · 



Chapter VI. 

SYSTEM OF LIAISON WITH THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS 
OF THE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. 

During r929, tWo collective study-tours were organise~. and a numb~r !lf in~Vidual missions 
offered to public health officers on the nomination of therr Health Admlllistrations. 

I. COLLECTIVE STUDY-TOURS (INTERCHANGES). 

(a) INDUSTRIAL HYGmNE. 

This study-tour was arranged by the Health Organisation of the League. in co-operati?J:?- with 
the Health Section of the International Labour Office. The group compnsed ten participants 
from as many different countries.1 The interchange began C?n Apr~ 3I"d in Lyons, .where the 
participants attended the International Conference on Industrial Hy~ene. After leavmg Lyons, 
the group visited Turin, Genoa, Milan and Bologna in Italy; Mumch, Au~bW:g• NIJ!emberg, 
Wiirzbmg and Mannbeim-Ludwigshafen in Germany, and Lucerne and Zurich m SWitzerland. 

The participants had ample opportunity of seeing industries differing widely in character, 
of gaining first-hand knowledge of the risks to health therein incurred, and of the means of 
preventing or minimising them. The different systems of workmen's insurance and care f?r the 
victims of accidents were also demonstrated in the countries visited. Lectures by experts m the 
various fields of industrial hygiene added to the knowledge gained by practical experience in the 
factories. 

A new feature of this -interchange was the inO:Oduction of a rest day or half a day during 
each week in addition to Sunday. This helped to diminish the fatigue which otherwise inevitably 
appears during the course of several weeks' travel; it also gave an opportunity for the participants 
to complete and comJI<l!e notes, and enabled them to study local conditions to better advantage. 

- The tour ended at Lucerne on May 8th. Reports on the study-tour were prepared by each 
participant for presentation to his Health Administration and to the Health Organisation . 

• 

(b) RURAL HYGIENE STUDY-TOUR IN DENMARK AND THE NETHERLANDS • 

• This stndy-gronp consisted of eleven participants from ten countries.• As in the first rural 
hygrene study~tour (aunnal report for r928) participation was not restricted to medical officers, 
an attempt being~ to s:elect the different types of technical officers concerned in rural hygiene. 
~uently a veterinary surgeon and an administrator of a rural district were invited, while 
sanitary engineers had participated in the former interchange. 

Pub~~ons on rural hygiene in Denmark and the Netherlands were supplied beforehand 
to the ~ICipants. An attempt had been made to show the relationship between the level of 
!'Wal hygrene and education, economic and social development and other related factors. Thus, 
m Denmark, attention was paid to the Folk High Schools and the extensive co-operative movement. 

The interchange ~~nat Copenhagen on June 3rd with a study of the central health services 
a~_the central orgarusat~ haVI~ to do ~i~h rural communities. Films were shown to· illustrate 
!!I"JCJal, health and economiC conditions. VJSits followed to characteristic rural areas in all parts 
?f Denmark. Small farms apd large hdldings were visited, and every characteristic of rural life 
mhe~rk explained, so that the participants could understand the basic conditions underlying 
t ucvelfJpment of rural hygiene. 

: =k C.Cl=m:OO.J.wakia, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Netherland• Poland and Swltwrland 
wa '• mark, France, Germany, Gt'cat llritain, Gt'cecc, the Nethllrlando, Hungary, Italy and Polnnd: 
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On June 26th, the participants began an equally interesting and instructive visit to the 
~etherlands. The !Voup was received at The Hague by the Central Advisory Health Office and 
gtven full opporturuty to study the central health organisation. · ' 

In. N~rth Holland, particular attention was pajd to the systems of public water-su lies in 
rural distncts, whereby water from th.e same:s~urce.Is pipe~ to .a number of villages. In t?fsouth, 
the work of t~e Gree!l Cross was studied, as It IS this orgarusatlon which in places deals with 
of tuberculosis, medical treatment, nursing and school hygiene in rural districts. · cases 

Housing was a special object of study in the province of Drenthe, where old villages are being 
removed and replaced by new. The crippled children's clinics were also shown to the participants. 

The. colle.ction a?d di~tribu~ion of pure milk s~~plies .was studied in both countries, as well 
as such que~t10ns as mfechous disease control, adrnmistratlon of rural hospitals, welfare measures 
for rural children, etc. 

The interchange ended with a final conference at The Haglie on July gth. 

(c) PROGRAMME OF COLLECTIVE STUDY-TOURS FOR I930. 

I. A genera~ study-tour ~as been ar~anged to ta~e,Place in France during the early summer 
of I930.. ~here will b~ from SI~een to eighte~n participants from nearly as many countries, and 
these will mclude samtary engmeers and public health administrators as well as medical officers. 

The gro~p ~ assembl~ ~t Pa~s on May 26~h; ~nd will spend t~e first week s~udying the 
central ~rgams~~10n ~nd adrn~m~trat10n as well as Vlsitmg as many medical and health mstallations 
as pos;nJ;>le. VIsits will be paid m the North, to Normandy, the Aisne, to Lorraine and later to 
the Midi, Haute-Savoie and Burgundy. . . 

There has been a considerable development of public health work in France in recent years, 
and the tour has been so arranged as to enable the participants to see the newest developments, 
as in the reconstructed regions, as well as the oldest health organisations, such as the health 
services of the Department of the Seine-Inferieure. All phases of public health work will be studied 
including housing, water-supplies, food control and social hygiene, etc.. It is expected that the 
tour will end at Dijon on July 8th. . · · 

2 .. A study-tour in Roumania and Yugoslavia will be held simultaneously with the French 
interchange. There will be twelve participants from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Rournania 
and Yugoslavia, and these will include a number of the senior officials. The tour will begin in 
Rournania, and has been planned to show all important public health and medical institutes, 
as well as the most urgent healtjl problems. Thus, special attention will be paid to malaria, 
and the secretary of the League's Malaria Commission will have charge of that part of the 
programme. 

In Yugoslavia, visits will be paid to the different regions-Croatia, Serbia, Dalmatia and 
Macedonia, and to the system of public health institutes which are utilised for purposes of 
investigation and control. 

3· The question of a study-tour of port health officers in the Far East was raised by the 
Japanese delegate at the Assembly as well as by the Japanese member of the Health Committee. 
The tour will start in June I930, and visits will be made to ports of China, Japan, the Philippines, 
the Netherlands East Indies and Singapore. There will be from eight to ten participants, all from 
Far-Eastern countries in charge of an expert in matters of port quarantine. The tour will be 
preceded by a survey ~f certain ports in order to secure :fue material necessary for the interchange, 
which will enable the participants to ~scuss the eqmpmen~ and methods most useful to Far
Eastern ports. It is expected that the mterchange will last SIX weeks. 

II. INDIVIDUAL MISSIONS .. 

Individual missions were offered to health officers nominated by their Health Administration 
in connection with lines of work in which the Health Organisation was engaged. 

In accordance with the plan for the reorganisation of ~e public health service_s of Greece,_five 
· Greek medical officers, who will be appointed ~o posts m the new heal~ ~emces, wete gtven 
opportunities for study abroad under the auspices of the Health Organi~ab~m. F~ur of these 
officials took part in the malaria courses arranged by the Health OrganisatiO_n, while the fifth 
visited districts in Denmark, Hungary, Italy, the ~ethe~lands and ~ourn~a. All five then 
assembled at Zagreb for a six weeks' study of condtbons m Yugoslavia. This was followed by 
short periods of study in France and at Geneva. . . . 

Two professors of hygien~ (Bel~an an~ French) made a study of the new mstitutes of hygiene 
in Central Europe, and submttted mterestmg reports. 

A medical officer from the Health Institute ofBangalore, Mysore, studied at Zagreb, Ljubljana 
and Rome for a period of one month. 
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The chief of the Sewa.,ae Disposal Deparbnent of New Brunswick, N.J. (U.S.A.) visited England, 
.Germany and the Netherlands to e.xamine the latest methods of sewage disposal employed in 
Europe. · · 
· A Chinese medical officer studied child welfare methods in the Netherlands, Great Britain, 
Italy and Y~~oaoslavia. Six more medical officers from China will be given missions in 1930, in 
connection with the proposals of ·the Government for collaboration with the League in health 
matters. · ... 

. ill. INTERCHANGE OF LABORATORY STAFF IN AFRICA. 

In confonnity With a recommendation of the Second international -Sleeping-Sickness 
Conference, an interchange will be arranged of members of laboratory staffs in certain parts of 
Africa for the study of sleeping-sickness. 
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Chapter "VII. 

I. SLEEPING-SICKNESS. 

At its thirteenth ses~ion, held at Geneva in O~tobe~ 1928, the Health Committee suggested 
that the Second International Conference on Sleepmg-Stckness, to be held the following month 
might deal with questions connected with the health conditions of natives in Africa. . ' 

The Conference appreciated the value of enquiries in this direction and asked the Health 
~rganis~tion to examine the inform<~;ti?n available on the importance of human trypanosomiasis 
m relation to other causes of morbtdity, and also to study the results of the various medical 
administrative measures taken in different parts of Africa to deal with trypanosomiasis. 

The Health Section has accordingly collected information on this subject and will later 
present a report to the Health Committee. 

During its fourteenth session, in May 1929, the Health Committee adopted the following 
resolution, concerning the Second International Conference on Sleeping-Sickness: 

" The Health Committee, 

" Having considered the report of the Second International Conference on Sleeping-SicknesS, 
the report by M. Quinones de Le6n to the Council on the work of that Conference, and the resolution 
adopted by the Council relating thereto; . . 

"Attaches special importance to the recommendation of the Conference that the Health 
Organisation of the League should collect and analyse facts obtainable in regard to the importance 
of human trypanosomiasis in relation to other causes of morbidity, and expresses the hope that 
the administrations concerned will co-operate fully in this study; · · 

" Recommends that the services of the Health Or&'Lnisation be placed at the disposal ·of the 
administration of those territories and that it employ 1ts usual methods of enqniry and work in 
complying to the fullest possible extent with the recommendation of the Conference; 

' Endorses the recommendation of the Conference concerning the appointment of an expert 
Committee to assist in co-ordinating trypanosomiasis investigations, and recommends that the 
following experts be invited to serve on that Committee: 

"Dr. A. BAGSHAWE, 
"Professor E. VAN CAMPENHOUT, 
" Professor Aldo CASTELLANI, 
" Professor MESNIL, 
" Professor G. PITTALUGA, 
" Professor R. STRONG. 

" Requests the Medical Director to t~e all practical action to give effect to the recommendations 
of the Conference concerning individual interchanges between laboratory staffs." 

At its fifty-sixth session in S~pt~ber 1929 the Council deci~ed, on the request of the Pr~ide~t 
of the Health Committee, to mVlte Dr. Damas MoRA, Dtrector of the Health Semces m 
the Portuguese colony of Angola, to join this expert committee. 

II. INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT FOR PHARMACOPCEIA. 

In June 1929, the Belgian Government _asked the opinion o~ the League with ~egard to the 
establishment of an International Secretanat for ~harmacopreta. and twc;> comm1ttees, one ~o 
study the standardisation of methods for the cherrucal and phystcc;>-cherruc:U dosa~e of heT?tc 
remedies and the other to study the unification of methods of prepanng her<?tc galemc remedies. 

Resolutions on this subject had been adopted at the second International Conference for 
the Unification of the Formulre of Heroic Drugs, which met at B~ssels in 1925. The resolutions 
of this Conference, which was attended by the delegates of thtrty-three Governments, were 
embodied in a draft International Agreement. 

The Council, in September 1929, referred the letter to the Health Committee for consideration 
and report. 



III. WELFARE OF THE BLIND. 

At its eleventh session the Health Committee approved a proposal by Sir George Buchanan 
that information on the p~vision made for the welfare of the .b~ind i~ various cou~tries sho~ld 
be collected. A circular letter was a~rdingly sent to the ~dmmtstrabons of fifty-siX count~tes, 
accompanied by a questionnaire concerning the measures m .force for _the ~elfare of the blm~. 
By the beginning of 1929, twenty-seven countries had co~uru~ated thetr replies and, on the basts 
of this official information, a report was drawn up and published m September (document C.H.818). 

As re!!ards certain countries whose replies were not received in time, the compilers of the 
report supPlemented this information by particulars obtained from unofficial sources. The Health 
Organisation secured the services of two experts, one from the B~tish Ministry o_f Health and the 
other from the Department of Health for Scotland, to collaborate m the preparation of the report.· 

As regards the section of the report coming_ within the spher~ of the Internation:U Labour 
Office, the Health Organisation obtained the assiStance of the Soctal Insurance and Dtsablement 
Service. • 

. ARRANGEMENT OF THE REPORT AND APPENDICES. 1 . 

c So far as is known, no enquiry on ~ comprehensive a scale has ever been made into the 
provision for the blind in various countries, and for this reason, the data now obtained have been 
set out as fully as possible in the appendices. Each appendix deals with a separate subject and is 
arranged to show what is being done, under each heading, in the various countries, which are arranged 
alphabetically. It is hoped that this arrangement will enable ready comparison to be made of the 
way in which various subjects are dealt with in different countries. Such a presentation must 
necessarily confine itself, for the most part, to a statement of facts without showing their interrelations 
or their relative significance. The main body of the report aims at a ~era! description of the work 
that is being done, showing these interrelations and the relative significance of special methods 
adopted in particular countries. The report has been arranj:'ed so far as is practicable, so that each 
chapter is ill~ted by its correspo~ding appen_dix_ and IS consequent~Y. not. o~erburdened with 
detail. ·By adopting this method, which necessarily mvolves some repetition, It IS hoped that the 
general reader will be able to obtain from the main report a general survey of the problems of the 
welfare of the blind and the methods adopted for solving them, and can supplement and -verify 
them from the detailed statement of the facts set out in the appendices. This arrangement also will 
enable the specialist to turn quickly to that part of this volume which specially interests him. · 

" It should be observed that the subject of this "report is the provision made in various countries 
for the welfare of persons after they have become blind. It does not therefore aim primarily at 
discussing the canses and prevention of blindness in detail, but, inasmuch as many of the replies 
gave valuable information on these subjects in reply to the questionnaire, it has been thought 
desirable to include such information as is available in a separate appendix. 

"The report and appendices are necessarily limited to the replies furnished and to such further 
information as has been available." _ · 

••• 
. . In a letter to the Secretary-General date~ ~ugust 14th; 1929, the League of Red Cross Societies, 
m Its own name and on bel!alf of the PrOVISional Committee of International Co-ordination for 
!he. Pr;evention: of Blindne;;s a_nd of the President of the International Congress of Ophthalmology, 
mvtted the Heal~ Orgarusation to send a representative to the meeting to be held on September 
14th at Schevenmgen (Netherlands) at the close of the thirteenth International Congress of 
Ophthalmology. This invitation was accepted. · 

A special organisation, to be known as the International Association for the Prevention of 
Blin~. was set up at Scheveningen · at the close of this Conference. The Statutes of this 
Association were drawn up and adopted and several resolutions were passed of which the fourth 
reads as follows: ' · 

". ~ International ~t~ f?I" ~e Preven~ion of Blindn~ss .expresses to the Health 
~~tion of t~e ~ _of Nations 11;5 smcere grab~ude ~d admiration for the completion of 
! t~s enquuy mf? blindness and 1ts causes, which will be of the ureatest assistance to 
mternatimlal prophylaxiS." · o· 

. B~ English organisation for the blind has recently sought permission to publish this report 
Jn raille. . · 

' Tb;. parapaph I. take-n from the firot chapt<.-r of the Report on tho Welfare of tl:o Blind. 
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IV. DANGERS RESULTING FROM THE USE OF X-RAYS. 

~urther information has been received during 1929, in addition to that menttoned in the 
previou~ annual report, concerning the laws and regulations in force in various countries for the 
prevention of dangers from the use of X-rays. 

The Pu~li~ Health authorities of Czechoslovakia have forwarded draft regulations prepared 
by a Commis~Ion set. up for the stud~ of this subject. · 

!~formatiOn. recer-:ed ~rom Bulgana, Finland, France, Japan and Roumania indicates that 
there IS no specml legislatiOn on the matter in these countries. 

The Greek Ministry of Health submitted a memorandum by a committee of doctors constituted 
to study the legislative measures to be taken for protection against X-i:ays and radium (document 
C.H.827). · . 

In Hungary, the Ministry of Health has charged a special Committee to study the damage 
caused by .X-rays and to propose preventive measures. · 

The Director of Health in Italy stated that the Ministry of the Interior had decided to bring 
~orward. a legislati':'e measure. In ~u>itzerl:'nd, no Federal law exists on the subject. A copy of 

· mstructlons established by the SWiss Society of Radiology, Berne 1928, was communicated to 
the Health Section. · 

In the United States of America, very little federal legislation exists, since the matter generally 
comes under State legislation. 

Information has been received from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics that this subject 
is dealt with by a Decree of the Commissariat of Work of September 9th, 1925. A copy of this 
Decree has been supplied by Soviet authorities. 

The Health Organisation has secured valuable assistance from the eminent radiologist, 
Professor Wintz, Chief of the University Gym-ecological Clinic at Erlangen, who is preparing a 
report with Dr. Jitta. Dr. Jitta is preparing draft regulations which might be recommended 
for use in the various countries. 

V. ENQUIRY REGARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF HEALTH CENTRES. 

At a meeting of the Health Committee, in May, 1929, the Secretariat was instructed to collect 
information regarding health centres in certain countries in Europe, with special reference to the 
lines along which they were likely to develop. ·· . 

Since October, preliminary investigations have been under way in Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
Roumania and Yugoslavia. · · 

It is expected that the matter may be considered by a few experts in the autumn of 1930, 
with a view to securing definition of certain minimal reqnirements. 

VI. RABIES. 

The International Rabies Conference, which met in Paris in 1927, directed attention to the 
necessity for comparing the efficiency and innocuousness of the various metho_ds of antir~bic 
inoculation. For this purpose, a standard form (docu~entC.H.693) for the pr~paration and publica
tion of statistics was distributed to the Pasteur Institutes of vanous countnes. 

Returns on these forms have now been received from thirty-one institutes in seventeen 
countries. These give particulars of the treatment of more than 31,000 persons .. This material 
has been analysed and a report (now in the press) prepared by ~t.-Col. M~~endf!ck, !.M.S. 

The preliminary conclusions reached tend to show that there IS no definitive eVJde~ce tha~ a~y 
one of the methods of preventive treatment has an advantage over the o~hers. This applies m 
particular to methods employing live vaccines which do not appear to giVe better results than 

. those using killed vaccines. 
It is anticipated that a larger collection of material will be avail~ble in ~ubsequent.years as 

several additional Institutes will be using the standard form and making therr data available for 
analysis. . · . . . . . . fin" 1 · din 

From the information so funushed, It IS hoped that, m time, de Ite cone usions regar g 
antirabic treatment may be reached. 

·VII. DENGUE. 

The severe dengue epidemic which occurred in 1928 in Greece and se:veral other coun~rie~ ?f the 
Eastern Mediterranean area, drew the attention .of the H~alth Comrmttee to the desirability of 
ascertaining the true prevalence of JEdes .iE[lyPtJ (stegomyia colopus, vel argmt~~S. the vector of 
the disease). 
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The health administrations and, in some cases, expert entomologists and specialists in tropical 

di:::eases of the countries concerned were requested to furnish data on the p~eyalence of IE~es, ~s 
wcll as on local peculiarities which might be of important~ s_houl~ a repetltlon of the eprdemic 
occur. This data could be obtained personally or f~om exrstl~g literature. 

Information was received concerning the followmg countnes: . 
Algeria 
Bui,aaria 
France 
Greece 
Italy 
Malta 

Morocco 1 

Palestine s . 
tfruo~ ofSoviet Socialist Republics 

-Turkey 
Yugoslavia 

This informatio~ supplemented the rePortS made by Dr. Raynaud, Dr. D~enot and Dr .. Burnet 
on dengue in the Mediternuiean countries (document C.H.75I), by Dr. Lutrarto on dengue m Italy 
(document C.H.755), the bibliographical note by Dr. Wenyon and Dr. McGregor (document C.H.756), 
and the general note prepared by the Health Section (document C.H.758). · . 

Although far from uniform in details and reliability as regards all countnes, the~e data 
constitUte a valuable basis for prophylactic measures in the event of a fresh outbreak erther of 
dengue or ycllow fever. · 

. VIII. DEVELOPMENTs IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA. a . 

__ (a) _SURVEY METHOD OF STIMULATING PuBLIC HEALTH- ADMINISTRATION lN THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. . 

. During the May I929 session of the Health Committee, Surgeon-General Cumming presented 
a note on this subject, a summary of which is given in the Minutes (document C.H.8o5). The 
Committee decided to include an account of this method in the publications of the Health 
Organisati . 

Byth::-erm " survey "is understood the process or result of a critical irispection or examination 
undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining all the facts, as to quantity, quality or status of the 
objective of the survey. · . 

In public health, the survey may be likened to the physical examination in the hands of the 
medical clinician. 

· To make some differentiation as to the variety. of the investigations that have been classed 
as surveys, the term " public health survey " is applied to those studies that include all'the 
activities, resources and conditions affecting in any way the health of a community. It should 
include the organisation, administration and work of both the official and the so-called voluntary 
health agencies. 

The term " sanitary survey ", on the other hand, is restricted to those studies of various 
environmental conditions affecting the health of the community either directly or indirectly, 
such as water-supplies, excreta disposal methods, milk and food sanitation, housing, insect and 
rodent infestation. 

One of the most useful functions of the survey method is the opportunity offered to estimate 
the progress made from year to year in a given community. For this purpose, ·"periodic surveys " 
are~ . 

The surveys carried out in the United States of America have made it possible to compare 
the health services of different cities and to determine some of the defects and shortcomings 
of public health work. 

(b) HEALTH DEMONSTRATIONS. 

. Having established the~ for developing and extending whole-time health service, especially! 
m small ~ and rural areas, 1~ w~ evident that more rapid progress might be expected if these 
CQIIUilurutres could ~ shown, obJectrvely, the advantages of adequate service. Realising that the 
cost of such a servu:e f~equently exceed~~ the funds these communities were able or willing to 
contribute, efforts to assist these CQIIUilunrtles gradually took the form of "health demonstrations". 

~early ten yea_rs ago, following surveys of representative rural areas, the United States 
Pub!rc Health Setyrce began to promote greater interest in better provisions for rural health 
servrce. Out of t~ have grown the " demonstrations " or co-operative projects which undertook 
!0 ~up whole-time county health units. That this method of stimulation has been fairly effective 
IS evidenced by the fact that, at the end of the calendar year rg28, th,ere were reported a total 

' Dr. U.,mJi~ of Tallf<lero made propooal. for furtbL-r rcHearcb. 
s Abotl'act of report. tubmitUd by Surgeon-Ceneral Cumming and Profe••or C. E. A. Winslow. 
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?f 461 whole-time c<?un!y health units, as compared with thirty-seven su h •ts · 8 
mcrease of 424 counties m ten years. . c urn m 191 , an 

. The can:tpaigns agai~st ~ookworm d!s~ase and malaria also contributed to im rovement 
m rural hygtene and sarutatlon. In addih?n to the Public Health Service, the International 
Health Bo~d of .the Rockefeller Foup.dahon rendered material assistance in these various 
demonstration proJects. · . 

" Several ~riva;; agencies, ~oundations, and endowment funds have likewise supported various 
demonstrations and mentwn. should be ~ade of the American Child Health Association, 

!he Commonwealt~ Fund, the Milbank Memonal Fund, and others, including some of the large 
msurance comparues. 

The demon~trations have ~e~n organised with.the.in~ention of transferring full responsibility 
to the co~umty as ~oon as 1t 1s. pre~ared to mamtam 1t properly .. Although it is too early to 
draw .defimte conclusiOns, there 1~ evtdence that these demonstrations have contributed very 
matenally to the development and rmprovement of local health service .. 

(c) THE APPRAISAL METHOD OF MEASURING HEALTH SERVICES. 

. One ?f the ear~est a~tempts !O apply specific ratings to various health services was developed 
m 1914, m ~onnechon With ~tudies of stream pollution undertaken by the United States Public 
Health Semce. These studies endeavoured to examine critically the various factors responsible 
for the prevalence o.f ~yphoid fever as indic:~:ted by information and data collected by field surveys 
of all the communttles located on the Ohio River watershed . 

. In order t? compare the conditions found in different communities, a scheme of sanitary 
ratmgs or relative values was carefully devised by which specific numerical values were assigned 
to those factors, such as water-supplies, sewage-disposal methods •. and other items of sanitation, 
that seemed definitely related to the incidence of typhoid fever. 

After many revisions, a "sarutary rating" schedule was finally adopted and specific weight 
factors were assigned to the conditions considered responsible for typhoid fever. 

The Appraisal Form for City Health Work. 

The tendency to standardise in other fields has lead to a very definite attempt to establish 
standards for various items of health service. This idea of standardisation, based upon relative 
values, has become crystallised in the "Appraisal Form for City Health Work", sponsored by 
the present Committee on Administrative Practice of the American Public Health Association, 
the American Child Health Association, together with a group of health officers and representatives 
of other national voluntary health agencies. 

Briefly, this appraisal form "contains a list of the major health activities now common 
to practically all cities; sets forth their relative values in a public health progranrme; and 
presents a set of standards for evaluating the adequacy or inadequacy of the different activities 
under any branch of public health work". 

Combined with the appraisal form, as published, there is a schedule which calls for the 
collection of data essential to appraisement. This schedule contains fourteen sections, each 
representing a specific field of public health activity, whether carried on by the official authorities 
or by non-official agencies. To each section or activity are assigned values totalling roo points, 
and a weighted value, or factor, is applied to each section in order to adjust the total score 
to I,ooo. 

A full record of the progress of thi~ appraisal move~ent wilJ. be found in the tl?rd editi~n 
(1929) of the " Appraisal Form for Ctty Health W~rk , pu~lished. by the An:~can Public 
Health Association, and in the reports of the Comm1ttee published m the Assoctatlon Journal 
and elsewhere. . 

An " Appraisal Form for County Health Work " has been prep~ed and publish~d (19~6} 
for experimental use. A similar appraisal form for State health work 1s now under cons~derat~on 
by a special Sub-Committee. Other Sub-Committees have been arranged. for the constderatlon 
of (I} standard health department reports; (z} model health department ordmances; and (3) model 
record forms. · 

In undertaking to devise appraisal forms for health work, the Co~ittee recognised that !t 
might "invite unjustified and damaging ~riticism of depa~ments havmg lo~ .scores:. and. 1t 
might . . . lead to undue standardisation and to stagnation on the part of ctties havtng htgh 
scores". By applying appraisals only with the approval and on the r~quest o~ ~e health o!fiet:r 
concerned, by avoiding any comparisons of total scores, and by makmg pro'Vl;s10ns for penodic 
revisions of the appraisal forms, it was expected that the~e hazards would be avotded. 

The present appraisal form has b~en. confined, for the ~ost p:~:rt, to work ~e relative ''llh~e 
of which can be measured by such cntena as number of vtstts of mfants to clm1cs, tuberculosts 
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cases hospitalised, laboratory tests performed, etc. It does n~t undertake to.give any credits to 
nmds available or to the adequacy of efficiency of personne~-:-ttems representing resources rather 
than performance. It does not utilise mortahty and morb.tdtty rates as measures of results, 11or 
does it directly measure the " healthfuhless " of a commumty. 

(d) PLANS FOR "!DEAL" HEALTH DEPARTMENT ORGANISATION. 

Growing out of the extensive surveys made by the United States Pu~li~ Health Servic~, ·the 
American Public Health Association and the American Child Health Assocl!lt_ion, an~ to meet. the 
frequent demands for standard or ideal plans of health organisation for ctties of different stzes, 
three such plans have been prepared, as follows: · . · . 

. 
1. "An Ideal Health Department for a City of Ioo,ooo Populatio~" (1922); . 
2. "A Proposed Plan of Organisations of Community Health Servtce for a Ctty of so,ooo 

Population " (1925); . . · 
· 3- The Organisation and Budget of a Health Department m a Ctty of 20,000 Population 
(1924). (Revised to apply to a county or district of 30,000.) 

. . 
Each of these plans includes all powers of health work whether supported ~y official or 

non-official agencies. They do not contain provisions for such services as garbage disposal,_ street 
cleaning, plumbing and building inspection, operation of water-supply and sewage-disposal 
systems, industrial or mental hygiene, or care of sick poor. · 

· Professor \Vmslow mentioned that an effort had been made to avoid any tendency to 
over-standardisation. The object was to enable each health officer to measure his own work against 
a general objective standard and the appraisal form was not imposed by any higher administrative 
agency but represented the effort of the health officer's own organisation to improve the general 
standards of practice. . · 

Dangerons stagnation was avoided by the revision of the appraisal form every three years 
to keep pace with rising standards of current practice. The actual quantitative standards of one 
country would by no means fit another, but it might be of interest to consider the possibility of 
applying this general principle in certain European countries with the object of developing locally 
standards applicable to those countries and of obtaining a comparative idea of the importance 
of varions aspects of public health work in different countries. 

(e) PRoGRAMME oF THE CoMMITTEE ON THE CosT OF MEDICAL CARE. 

· . Professor Wtnslow stated that this Committee had been ~rganised to undertake a joint study, 
with_ the help of physicians, public health workers, economists and representatives of the general 
~blic, of the exteut '?f illness in the United States of America, the type and cost of the treatment 
given._ the ~~eration of the medical profession and the success of varions experiments in 
organised medicme to meet the needs of special population groups. The Committee had embarked 
on a five, Y':af study o~ these proble!f~S and hoped to be able to reach a solution mutually satisfactory 
to the medical professton, the public health workers and the public. 
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Appendix I. 

LIST OF PRINCIPAL MEETINGS, MISSIONS, INVESTIGATIONS, ETC., DURING 1929. 

I. MEETINGS OF COMMISSIONS. 

r. Fourth Session of the Advisory Council of 
the Eastern Bureau of the Health 

Place 

Organisation . . . . . . . . . . Singapore. 
2. Commission of Health -Experts on l!lfant 

Welfare . . . . , . . . . . . . . . Rome. 
3· Cancer Commission: Sub-Commission on 

Radiology . . . . . . . . . . . . Geneva. 
4~ Cominission of Expert Statisticians . . . Berlin. 
5· Joint Commission of the Health Organisation 

and the International Institute of 
Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paris. 

6. Fourteenth Session of the Health Committee Geneva. 
7· Commission on the Fwnigation of Ships . . Paris. 
8. Joint_Cominission on Anthrax . . . . . Geneva. 
9· Consultation of Experts on Immunisation 

against Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever. .• Paris. 
ro. Meeting of Expert,s for the Study of Tuber-

culosis in Scandinavia . . . . . . . . Copenhagen. 

Date 

February 14th to r6th. 

March 25th to 28th. 

March 25th to 27th. 
April 3rd to 5th. 

Aprilgth to r2th. 
May 2nd to 8th. 
May rsth. 
June 17th. 

July 4th to 6th. 

September 25th and 26th. 

II. SURVEY OF HEALTH CONDITIONS IN THE- PACIFIC ISLANDS. 

Departure of the Mission from Sydney . . . 
Visit to Fiji Islands . . . . . . . . . . . 

Visit to New Caledonia and Loyalty Islands 

.. . . December 26th, 1928 . 
October 31st to November 

r8th, 1928. 
November 25th to December 

6th, 1928. 
Visit to Papua, the Bismarck Archipelago and the Solomon Islands February 6th to April rst, 

I929. 
Return of the Mission to Brisbane . April 6th, 1929. 

III. COLLABORATION WITH THE GREEK GOVERNMENT IN THE SANITARY REoRGANISATION 
OF GREECE. 

Arrival of the Commission of Experts at Athens. 
Arrival of the Delegation of the Health Committee 
Departure from Greece . . . . . . ; . . 

Theoretical Courses: 
London . 
Paris. ; . 
Hamburg. 
Rome .• 

Practical Work: 
Navalmoral de la Mata. 
Skoplje. 
Rome •.... 

IV. MA1.ARIA COURSES. 

January· 25th. 
April 7th. 
End of April. 

May 28th to June 28th 
June 5th to July I3th. 
June roth to July rsth. 
July rst to September 30th. 

July r8th to August rsth. 
July r8th to August rsth. 
August 19th to Sept. r8tb. 

V. INTERCHANGES AND GENERAL STUDY-TOURS. 

Collective Tour for the Study of Industrial Hygiene . 
Collective Tour for the Study of Rural Hygiene . . . 
Tour of the Sub-Commission on Preventive Medicine. 

April 3rd to May 8th. 
June 3rd to July 8th. 
April 8th to 24th. 
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Tour of the Malaria Commission in India: 

Arrival at: Bombay •••• • • 
· Punjab •••• • 

United Provinces • 
Bengal. '• 
Assam. 
Burma. 
Madras 
Mysore • 

Departure from: Bomb~y • 

. . 

. . 
. . . 

. . 

August 23rd. 
August zgth. 
September 13th. 
October 23rd. 
November IIth. 
November 22nd. 
December IIth. 
December xj'th. 

·December 28th . 

\'"1. . INVESTIGATIONS IN . CONNECTION WITH ENDEMIC SYP-HILIS October 2Jrd to Nov. Jrd. 
IN CERTAIN .AREAs OF BULGARIA •• • • • • • • ~- • • 

Departure from Europe 
New York • • •• 
Japan ••• 
China • ·• • • • • • • 

VII. MISSioN IN CmNA. 

. • • • October 2nd. 

.. 
• . . October :roth. 

October 28th to Nov. 8th. 
• • Nov. gth to Dec. 31st. 

, 

v'"III. MISSION OF THE SEc~ARY 'oF THE. UPROSY CoMMISSION IN ~TIN AMERICA. 

Departure from Bordeaux . 
-Venezuela 
Colombia 
Ecuador • • ••• 
Peru •. 
Bolivia • 
Chile •• 
Argentine 
Uruguay. 
Paraguay 
Argentine 
Brazil 

. . 
. 

.. 

. -· 

• .. 

•. 

.. ·. . 
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. . 
February z8th, :r929. 
March 14th to April gth. 
April :roth to May 13th. 
May x6th to 28th. · 
June 7th to 24th. 

. . June 25th to July 2nd. 
• • . July Jrd to xsth. 
• :. July x6th to 30th. 
• • July 31st to August gth. 

August :roth to 2oth. 
August 21st to 23rd. 
August 2gth to Sept. 12th. 

. HEALTH COMMITTEE •. -:: ADVISORY COUNCIL OF THE EASTERN BUREAU. 
~ COMMISSIONS FORMED IN 1929. - NEW MEMBERS. 

Health Committee. 

The mandate of the members of the permanent Health Committee elected in 1923 having 
expired at the end of xg26, the following twenty-four members were elected or re-elected for a 
period of three years conunencing on January xst, 1927. The Council, at its December 1929 
session, decided to extend their mandate for a further period of six months until June 30th, 1930. 

President: 

Dr. Th. MADSEN, Director of the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen. 

Vit:e-Pre~Uknts: 

(Ex offtdo) M. 0. V.ELGHE, Secretary-General of the Ministry of the Interior and of Health, 
Brtl5Sels; President of the Cornit~ permanent de !'Office international d'H ygiene publique. 

(Elected for 1929) Dr. Witold CHODZKO, fonner Polish Minister of Health; Director of the 
State School of Hygiene, Warsaw. · 



(Elected for rgzg) Professor Ricardo JoRGE, Technical President of the Public Health 
. Council, Lisbon. · . 

Members: 

Profes?or G. Araoz ALFARO, fonner President of the National Health Department, Buenos 
A1res. 

Professor Leon BERNARD, Professor of Tuberculosis .at the Faculty of Medicine Paris· 
President of the Conseil Superieur d'Hygiene at the French Ministry of Health, Paris: 

Sir George BucHANAN, Senior Medical Officer, Ministry of Health, London. 
Professor J. CANTACUZENE, Professor of Bacteriology and Director of the Institute of 

Experimental Medicine, Bucharest. 
Dr. H. CARRIERE, Director of the Swiss Federal Public Health Service, Berne. 
Dr. Carlos CHAGAS, Director of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute, Rio de Janeiro. 
Surgeon-General H. S. CUMMING, Chief of the United States Public Health Service, Washi.Dgton, 

D.C. · . . 
Dr. J. H. L. CuMPSTON, Director-General of the Commonwealth Department of Health, 

Canberra. · · · 
General J.D. GRAHAM, Public Health Commissioner with the Government of India, Delhi. 
Dr. C. HAMEL, President of the Reichsgesundheitsamt, Berlin. ·. 
Dr. Alice HAMILTON, Professor of Industrial Hygiene at Harvard University, Cambridge 

(Mass.). · 
Dr. N. M. J. JITTA, President of the Public Health Council of the Netherlands, The Hague. 
Dr. A. LUTRARIO, fonner Director-General of Public Health, Rome. 
Professor NAGAYO, Director of the Government Institute for Infectious Diseases, Tokio. 
Professor B. NocHT, Rector of the University and Director of the Institute of Tropical 

Diseases, Hamburg. 
Professor Donato 0TTOLENGHI, Professor of Hygiene at the Royal University of Bologna. 
Professor Gustavo PITTALUGA, Professor of Parasitology at the Faculty of Medicine, 

University of Madrid. 
Dr. L. RAYNAUD, Inspector-General of the Public Health Service of Algeria, Algiers. 
Dr. M. TSURUMI, representative of the Public Health Service of Japan at the JapaneSe 

Embassy, Paris. 
Dr. C. E. A. WINSLOW, Professor of Public Health, Yale School of Medicine; member, Public 

Health Council, State of Connecticut. 

Secretary of the Committee: 

Dr. L. RAJCHMAN, Medical Director. 

Advisory Council of the Eastern Bureau at Singapore. 

DELEGATES TO THE SESSION IN FEBRUARY 1929. 

The delegates on the Advisory Council comprise a representative of the following countries: 

Australia, China, India, Indo-China, Japan, J!lpanese Colonies, Netherlands East Indies, 
Straits Settlements or some other. British Colony. 

In rgzg, the delegates were as follows: 

General J. D. GRAHAM, I.M.S., Public He~th ~o!Umissi?ner with the Government of India 
(Chairman for the year rgzg), representmg Bntish India. 

Professor NoBECHI, of the State Institute for Infectious Diseases, Tokio, representing Japan 
(Vice-President for rgzg). . . 

Dr. A. L. HooPS, representing British Colonies and DependenCies. 
Dr. Yiling MEI, representing China. 
Dr. F. H. GuERIN, representing French Indo-China. 
Dr. T. AMAGISHI, representing Japanese Colonies. 
Dr. J. D. REDFIELD, representing Siam. . 
Dr. J. VAN LONKHUIJZEN, representing Netherlands East lnd1es. 
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Expert Committee on Sleeping-Sickness. 

Dr. A. G. B.-\GSH.-\WE, Director of the Bureau of Hygiene and Tropical Disease~, London. · 

E 
,...,., D;~tor of the Health Service of the Colorual Office, Brussels. 

Professor . VAN '-"""'PENHOUT, u~~ 
Professor Aldo CAsTELLANI, K.C.M.G., ~.D., pirector of Tropical Medicine and Dermatology, 

Ross Institute and Hospital for Trop1cal D1seases, London. 

Professor MEsNIL, Pasteur Institute, Paris. 
Dr. Damas MoRA, Director of the Health Services of Angola. . 
Professor G. Prrr.UUGA,,Professor of Parasitology at the Medical Fa~ulty: Madn~. 
Professor R. STRONG, Department of Tropical Medicine, Harvard Uruvers1ty Medical School. 

Expert Commission on Plague. 

The following member has been added to the Commission: 
Professor IsmwARA, Chief of the Plague Section, State Institute of Infectious Diseases, Tokio. 

New Members oi Commissions: 

Commissun. on Education in Hygiene and Pm1entive Medicine: 
Dr: F. C. YEN, The Dean of the Central University Medical College, Shanghai. 

Permanenl Commission on Standardisation (Vitamins): 
Dr. Robert Lrn, Professor of Physiology at the Peiping Union Medical College and President 

of the National Medical Association. 

Expert associated with the Studies on Physical Education: , 
, Dr. Tsu Mi.>; Yr, member of the Central Executiye Committee of China. 

Sub-Commission on Social Medicine: 
Dr. Shisan C. FA..>iG, former Director of the National Epidemic Diseases Prevention Bureau. 

Appendix lll. 

-
LIST OF EXPERTS INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THE CONSULTATION ON 

IMMUNISATION AGAINST SCARLET FEVER AND DIPHTHERIA. 

(Paris, May z929.) 

Professor Th. MAI>sE..>i, Director Qf the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen. 
Dr. BoRCic, Director of the State' School of Public Health, Zagreb, Yugoslavia. 
Professor CA..,"TACUzE!Io'E, Director of the Institute of Experimental Medicine, Bucharest. 
Professor FRIEDEXMiN, of the Rudolph Virchow Hospital, Berlin. 
Dr. llmsZFELD, Director of the State Institute of Health, Warsaw. 
Dr. O:BJUEY, Director, " Wellcome Research Laboratories ", Beckenham, Kent. 
Dr. RA:Mo:s, Director of the Pasteur Institute, Garches, Seine-et-Oise. 
Dr. ToxCSJK, State Health Institute, Budapest. 
Professor E. Go.R'TER, Director of the Child Clinic of Leyden University, Netherlands. 
Dr. R. DEBRi, Professeur Agrege d'Hygiene, at the Medical,Faculty, Paris. 
Dr. E. H. R. liARRIEs, Medical Superintendent, City Fever Hospital, Birmingham. 
Dr. 0~ ScHUBERT, State Health Institute, Prague. 
Professor FINKELSTEIN, Children's Clinic, Berlin. 
Dr. BIE, Blegdamshopitalet, Copenhagen. 

All the above experts, with the exception of Professor Finkelstein, attended the consultation. 
Dr. T~urumi, member of the Health Organio;ation of the League of Nations, also attended some· 

(Jf the l!eSStons. 
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BUDGET OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION FOR rg3o. 

(In Swiss francs.) 

ESTIMATES FOR 1930 I ESTIMATES FOR 1929 I EXPENDITURE 1928 1 

< 

Grant from Grant from Grant from 
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH ORGANISATION International International International. 

League Health Divi- League Health Divi- League Health Divi-
contribution sian of Total. contribution sian of Total contribution sian of Total 

Rockefeller Rockefeller Rockefeller 
Foundation Foundation Foundation 

I. Health Committee, Secretariat and General Work 
of the Organisation: 

J. Sessions of the Health Committee 6o,ooo 60,000 Go,ooo 60,000 51,461 51,461 
2. Salaries of the Health Section . 
3· Travelling and removal expenses of the Secre-

370,944 . 370,944 362,403 362,403 325,726 325,726 

47·382 47.382 tariat 48,ooo 48,ooo sS,ooo 58,ooo 
4· General printing and documentation 19,000 19,000 x6,ooo z6,ooo 17,611 17,611 Ol 
5· Cables, telegrams and telephones . 12,000 12,000 13,000 
6. Miscellaneous petty expenses and unforeseen 

13,000 24,080 24,0So ~ 

contingencies . ..... 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 x,g6o 1,96o 
7· Unpaid liabilities in respect of previous years - - 6,554 6,554 

II. Intelligence, Technical and Research Work of the 
Organisation: 

I. Technical Committees and Sub-Committees, 
Conferences, Missions, work of experts and 
collective and individual studies 240,000 275.305 515,305 250,000 120,397 370,397 233,7II 133.433 367.144 

2. Salaries of the temporary staff . . . . . 280,109 280,109 237·401 237·401 160,197 160,197 
3· Publications, printing and documentation 70,000 20,000 go,ooo 70,000 45·763 115.763 32.300 64,651 96,951 
4· Cables and telegrams . . . . . . 12,500 10,000 22,500 s,ooo s,ooo 
5· Miscellaneous and unforeseen s,ooo 5,000 5,655 5,655 
6. Contribution to Singapore Bureau 15,000 15,000 30,000 t.s,ooo rs,ooo 15,000 xs,ooo 
7· Miscellaneous enquiries · 150,000 150,000 ' 

III. Expenses in connection with a system of liaison 
between the various national public health 
services . 149·450 150,000 299.450 rso.ooo 139.549 289,549 203,553 217.324 420,877 

Total 1,148,894 750,414 1,899.308 I,OI2,957 543,IIO 1,556,067 958,439 575.605 1,534,044 

1 The presentation of the budget having been slightly altered in 1929, the 1928 expenditure has been grouped under the headings adopted for 1929 and 1930. 
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Appendix V. 

BUDGET OF THE EASTERN BUREAU:. 

EsTIMATES FOR I930 ADOPTED BY T~E TENTH AsSEMBLY 1. 

1930 .Expenditure 
Estimates in 1928 

' 

I. Staff Salaries and Allowances . · · · · · • · • • 

II. Travelling Expenses of the Staff and Expenses for the 
Co-ordination of Research .. . • . · · · • · • · · . • 

III. Cables and Posta,ae. 

Cables .... 
Postage .•. 

Straits Dollars 

16,300 
6oo 

IV. Printing. Stationery and Equipment. 

Printing . . ' . . 
Stationerv • . • • 
Weekly Fasciculus • 
Periodicals • • • • 
Equipment •... 
Books of Reference • . • • 

V. Rent, Electricity and Telephone. 

Rent ...• 
Electricity . . . . . ; . . 
Telephone ....... . 

2,550 
650 

3.6oo 
goo 
r8o 
300 

3,000 
54 

r66 

\'I. Travelling Expenses of Members of the Advisory Council 

vn. - }l&ellanoons.. 

Medical attendance to staff • 
Audit fee •••• 
\l&ellaneom;. • • _ 

Appendix VI. 

200 
300 

I,750 

Straits dollars 

5,200 

r6,goo 

8,r8o 

3,220 
s.soo 

2,250 

gg,ro8 

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS ISSUED- DURING 1929. 

40,g28 

2,358 

r6,r6o 

5.579 

3,189 

1,379 

69,593 

I. SERVICE OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL l!fTELLIGENCE AND PuBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS. 

Periotlicals. 

I. Weekly Bulldins (bilingual), Nos. I4g.z<IO (approximately 8 to I2 pages each). 

2. M0111hly EP!Jemiological Reprms (bilingual), Nos. I22-I33 (approxim3.tely 40 pages each). 

3· Annual Epidemiological Reports (bilingual): 
E.I.xz. - " Statistics of Notifiable Diseases for the Year 1927. " 

I vol, size 24·5 X 32 em., 66 pages. - May 1929· 
E.I.IJ.- "Statistics of Notifiable Diseases for the Year xgz8." 

(In preparation.) 

_ 'The expeme~ of the Eastern Bureau of the _International Health Organisation will be met, In 1930, by eontrlbu· 
- fr0111' 

(a) Certain Government.; · 
(1.1 The budget of the Health Organisation of the League (Including out.We grant.). 

The f,Alr_m~ Govern~~~~mt. C<)llttibut'Ald towardll the cxpelllle8 of the financial year 1928: China, Dutch East lndlel; 
Foda-atod Malay Statew, Frmcb lndo-Cbina, Japan, Pbilippinco, Strait. Settlement.. 
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I. Statistical Handbooks: 
Series. 

C.H.74I. ~ " O~cial Vital Statistics of Ireland " (The Irish Free State and Northern Ireland). 
I vol.; Size r8.5 X 24 em., II2 pages. July 1929. 

C.H.77I.- "Ofi!.cial Vital Statistics of the Kingdom of Scotlanci." 
I. vol., size I8.5 X 24 em., 84 pages. June I929. 

2. I ntern1#ional Health Year-Book. (Annual): 

C.H.733. - International .Health Year-Book I928 (Fourth Year). 
Repmts on the Public Health Progress of Twenty-nine Countries (Thirty-five Public 

Health Administrations) in 1927. 
I vol., size I8.5 x 24 em., I,I73 pages. August 1929. 

II. SPECIAL STUDIES AND INVESTIGATIONS. 

I. BCG Vaccine (Vaccination against Tuberculosis by the). 

C.H.745. - R~port of the Technical Conference for the Study of Vaccination against 
TuberculoSis by means of BCG, held at the Pasteur Institute, Paris, October rsth-I8th, 
I928. 

I vol., size I6 X 24 em., I47 pages. May I929. 

2. Cancer Commission. · 

C.H.788. - Reports submitted by the Radiological Sub-Commission on Radiotherapy of 
Cancer. · . 

I vol., size I9.5 x 25 em., 82 pages. july 1929. 

3· Commission of Expert Statisticians. 
C.H.786. -Report of the Second Session of the Commission of Expert Statisticians, held in 
~00~~~~~~9· . . 

I fasciculus, size 2I X 33 em., 4 pages. April 1929. 

4· Health Experts on Infant Welfare. 
C.H.779. - Report on the Work of the Conference of Health Experts on Infant Welfare, 

held in Rome on March 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th, I929. 
I fasciculus, size 2I x 33 em., 8 pages. April 1929. 

C.H.82o. - Memorandum relating to the Enquiries into the Causes and Prevention of Still
births and Mortality.durihg the First Year of Life. 

(In preparation.) 

5. Interchange of Public Health Personnel. 
C.H.691. -Health Organisation in British India. Articles written on the Health Organisation 

of British India on the occasion of the Interchange Study-tour organised for Medical 
Officers of Health from the Far-Eastern Countries by the Health Organisation of the 
League of Nations.· January-February 1928. 

English edition already distributed in March I928. 
French edition (translated by Dr. P: Hermant, Medecin principal de !'Assistance 
· publique de l'Annam). . 

I vol., size I8.5 X 24.5 em., 420 pages. November 1929. 

6. Malaria Commission. 
C.H./Malaria/I27. -Programme of the Malaria Course organised by the Health Organisation 

of the League of Nations for the Year I929. . · 
I booklet, size I6 X 23.5 em., 29 pages. March I929. 

Mixed French-German-Italian. 

7· Permanent Commission on Standardisation of Sera, Serological Reactions and Biological Prodr~ets. 
C.H.726. -Report on the Work of the Second Laboratory Conference on the Serodiagnosis 

of Syphilis, held at Copenhagen, May 21st to June 4th, I928. . 
I vol., size I6 X 24.5 em., 186 pages. March I929· 

C H 734 - Memorandum on Cardiac Drugs, Thyroid Preparations, Ergot Preparations, 
· ·Fill~ Mas, Suprarenal Preparations, Vitam?ns, Pituitary, Salvarsan, Oil of Chenopodium, 

and Insulin, by Professor Knaffi-Lenz (VIenna). 
I vol., size I6 x 24.5 em., 76 pages. December I929. 

C.H.832. - Memoranda on the International Standardisation of Sera and Bacteriological 
Products, by Professor Carl Prausnitz (Breslau). 

I vol., size I6 x 24.5 em., 6o pages. December I929. 

v 
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S. ll"lli.rn ofiM Blind. 
C.H.8I8. - Report on the Welfare of the Blind in Various Count~es, based on. Replies 

furnished to a Questionnaire sent out by the Health Organisation of the League of 
Nations. · 

I vol., size I9 X 24·5 em., 284 pages. September I929. 

9· SuttdNs. . 
C.H.8o5. - The Survey Method of Stimulating Public Health Administrations m the United 

States of America, presented by Dr .. H. S. Cumming, Surgeon-General, U.S., P.H.S., 
to the Health Committee. 

(Printed as Annex to the Minutes of the Fourteenth Session of the Health Committee.) 
Reprint: I fasciculus, size 2I X 33 em., 20 pages. September I929. 

III. SPECIAL STUDIES ON SANITARY QUESTIONS PREVALENT IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES. 

. I. Grt:I!C8. - Collaboration with the Greek Government in the Sanitary Reorganisation of 
Greece. 

C.I6z.M.63.I929.III (C.H.789). -Report of the Delegation to the Health Committee of the 
League of Nations. 

I fasciculus, size 2I X 33 em., 24 pages. May I929. 
C.I6z(a).M.63(a).I929-III. -Note by the President of the Delegation of the Health Committee 

(Annex to above Report). · 
I fasciculus, size 2I X 33 em., 4 pages. May I929. 

2. Pacific Islands. . 
C.H.829. - Report of the Mission entrusted with the Survey of Sanitary Conditions in the 

Pacific IslandS, by Dr. P. Hermant (Medecin principal de !'Assistance medicate de l'Indo- . 
Chine) and Dr. R W. Cilento (Director of the Tropical Hygiene Division of the Health 
Department for the Commonwealth of Australia). 

I vol, size I9-5 X 24 em., u6 pages. December I929. 

IV. REPORTS, MlNuTEs OF SESSIONS OF HEALTH CoMMITTE~ AND CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS. 

A. Ge11e11a Office. 

L General Work of the Health Organisation. 

A8.1929-III (C.H.783). - Annual Report on the Work of the Health Organisation for the 
Year 1928. 

I fasdculus, size 2I X 33 em., 71 pages. May 1929. · 

2. Sessions of the Health Committee. 

C.J.:!ILJ.1929-ill. - Minutes of the Thirteenth Session of the Health Committee, held at 
Geneva from October 25th to JISt, I928. 

I vol, size 21 X 33 em., 72 pages. March 1929. · 
C.246.li.85.1929.III.- Minutes of the Fourteenth Session of the Health Committee, held at 

Geneva from May 2nd to May 8th, 1929. · 

I vol, size 21 X 33 em., 121 pages. September 1929. · 
C-175-1929.111 (C.H.799). - Report (Resolutions) on the Work of the Fourteenth Session 

of the Health Committee, held at Geneva from May 2nd to May 8th, 1929. 
(Ann~x to t~ Minu~ of the Health Committee, document C.246.M.85.I929.1II.) 
Also. x fasciculus, SJZe 21: x 33 em., 7 pages. May 1929. 

B. Far-Eastein Bureau. 

C4J.M.~.I929.1II. 7"' Ann~ ~port for 1928 and Minutes of the Fourth Session of the 
AdVlSIJiy ~neil, held 1n Smgapore from February 14th to February x6th, 1929. 

I vol, SJZe 21 X 33 em., 55 pages. May 1929. 
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Appendix VII. 

RESOLUTIONS OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL OF THE EASTERN BUREAU AT SINGAPO RE. 

(Fifth session held at Banrloeng, February z8th to z8th, I930.) 

I. 

The Advisory ~ouncil approves the report of the Director of the Eastern Bureau for I929 and 
congratulates the Director on the efficient manner in which he has administered the Bureau during 
the year. 

II. 

The Advisory Council having recorded with pleasure an increased efficiency in the broadcast 
arrangements of the Bureau's intelligence service, a position which has been largely brought about 
by the ~a-operation and generosity of the wireless departments of the Governments of French 
Indo-China, Netherlands East Indies, British India, British North Borneo Hong-Kong Madagascar 
Japan and Shanghai, ' ' ' 

(a) Authorises the Director to convey its thanks to the heads of the various departments 
aforementioned; · 

(b) Notes with great satisfaction the generous offer of the Director of the Netherlands 
East Indies Post, Telegraph and Telephone Services to arrange for a daily broadcast of the 
Bureau's bulletin for ships at sea. 

. III. 

The Advisory Council resolves that its warmest apprec!ation be tendered to the Government 
?f the Netherlands East Indies for their kind invitation to hold the annual meeting of the Council 
m Java, for the great facilities afforded it during its meeting in Bandoeng, for the ample 
opportunities given to the members to study the excellent organisation of medical research and of 
preventive and curative medicine in the Netherlands East Indies, and for the generous hospitality 
accorded to the delegates. 

IV. 

The Advisory Council passes the accounts for the year I929, which have been duly certified 
by the auditors of the Bureau; and having considered carefully the proposed estimate of $ror,g8r 
for the year I93I, approves of it. · -

v. 
The Advisory Council records with thanks the donation of $500 (gold) by Mr. J. J. Forstall of 

Chicago as a contribution towards the expenses of some special object of research in which the 
Bureau is interested. 

VI. 

The Advisory Oouncil having noted the remarks of the Health Committee in regard to the 
collection of epidemiological information regarding the interior of the countries associated with 
the Eastern Bureau, points out that such information is already being supplied by thirty-five 
countries, a list of which appears in the Director's report. 

VII. . 

The Advisory -Council, having considered certain improvements which, as a re~ult ~f r~nt 
experience should in its opinion, be made in the broadcasts of the Bureau's epidemiOlogical 
intelligenc~ service: and believing that a satisfactory solution will be ~hered if the problem is 
dealt with by international agreement betwee~ the compe~ent author~bes, requests the. He:Uth 
Committee to submit the question to the Technical and AdVIsory Committee for Commurucahons 
and Transit of the League of Nations with a view to the ~wo committees studying this item of 
international collaboration in order that adequate sugges~ons may be framed for th~ .use of all 
concerned and eventually for presentation at the f~rthcommg Conference for the ReVISion of the 
International Radiotelegraph Convention of Washmgton, I927. . 

VIII. 

The Advisory Council having considered the reply of the Director of the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique, dated July r2th, I929, to a letter from the Acting Medical Director of the 
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Health Section {If the League of Nations, dated June 25th, I929, concerning the enforcement of 
~min measures in regard to vaccination a,aainst smallpox by the Port Health Authorities of 
Marseilles in May I929. desires to e.xpress its unanimous opinion that, in the interest of international 
oo-ope.ration for the prevention of disease, any inforn1ation regarding measures tak~n by the health 
authorities of a CO\mtry situated outside the Eastern area against the arrivals from a country 
situated in this area should be communicated telegraphically by the Office international d'Hygiene 
publique to the Eastern Bureau as a regional information centre. · 

IX. 

The Advisory Council resolves that special attention be given during the coming year to the 
collection of documentation on pneumonia with a view to the consideration at a future annual 
meeting of the desirability of appointing an expert committee on _this disease. 

X. 
The Advisory Council is of the opinion: 

(a) That in view of the momentous ·consequences which the introduction of yellow fever into 
one of the tropical Asiatic countries would entail and of the results of investigation in the 
Netherlands and England regarding the susceptibility of culicides and monkeys from British India 
and the Netherlands East Indies, nothing should be left undone to prevent the introduction of 
yellow fever into such countries of Asia as are known to be liable to infection; 

(b) That stringent measures should be taken against the entry of the ·disease, the most urgent 
being: . . 

(r) The interdiction of all air traffic from infected or even suspected areas to any of the 
countries in the regional area of the Eastern Bureau until such time as the measures concerted 
by the Office international d'Hygiene publique are being effectually applied; 

(2) The prolnl>ition by law, under severe penalty, of the inlportation or possession of 
yellow fever virus for any purpose in all countries in the East liable to infection with this virus; 

(c) That to attain this object the closest co-operation between all interested countries is 
necessary, and that the Health Committee be therefore requested to bring this resolution to the 
notice of all administrations concerned. · . 



[Distributed to the Members 
. of the League, the Assembly 
. . and the Council.] Official No.: A. 56. 1930. nr'. 

Geneva, September 19th, 1930. 

J,EAGUE OF NATIONS 

WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION 

REPORT OF THE SECOND COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY 

• 

Rapporteur: Miss Susan LAWRENCE (British Empire). 

I am profoundl;Y' sen~ibl~ of the honour which my colleagues on the Committee have 
co~ferred upon m~ m ass1gnmg to me the task of Rapporteur on this· important subject. 
It IS an honour ~h1ch ~as not ~efore been _conferred on a delegate of the British Empire, and 
~he Assem~ly will ~orgive me if I recall With a certain pardonable pride that more than one 
important mtern~t!onal ~o.nference on the. health work of th~ League has been held at the 
?ffic~s of the B~tJsh Mimstry of .~ealt~ m Lon~on. And, m considering the work which 
1s bemg done to Improve the. conditions of health m my own country, and the contributions 
we ~r~ making to health work in the British Empire by our School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicme. and by our _most ~ecent school of post-graduate medical education, a reflection 
pre.sent~ Itself to my mmd which I feel is shared by ~he delegates of all the nations present -
which, like myself, have come from long study of their own countries to this work of the League 
- how essentially similar, in spite of the wide differences of local circumstances, are the 
problems which ~onfront us ; how the same difficulties repeat themselves in every crowded 
urban area and m every scattered rural population ; and how infinitely valuable is the 
experience of each of us to all the others . 

. Before reviewing in general terms the work of the Health Organisation during the period 
which has elapsed ~>ince the last Assembly, I should like to stress the importance of that work 
to the League as a whole. As one of the technical organisations of the League, it has achieved 
results which show the success which international co-operation through the League may 

· achieve in technical matters. International co-operation in health matters is relatively 
easy. There are few, if any, vested interests comparable to those which act as a bar to 
progress in the economic field. In that even more difficult field of international co-operation, 
the political, success is to be won only by the greater determination and more strenuous 
efforts needed to overcome more serious obstacles. · 

New world conditions, as well as the obligations assumed by Governments which have 
subscribed to the Covenant, imply the assumption of a new responsibility by health 
administrations -. · the responsibility of co-operation, and of placing at the disposal of all 
the special information and experience which some have gained. And, indeed, these duties 
are emphasised in the Covenant itself, which recognises the value of a more rapid evolution 
of health and welfare work in every country through international co-operation. 

Nearly ten years have elapsed since the League's Health Organisation began its work, 
and, as one _studies its development, the various steps in its solution are clearly apparent. 
Each separate question naturally passes through three stages _ .. that of study and the collec
tion of information, that of forming general judgments on the basis of the material collected, 
and, then, finally, a stage of action. And, speaking quite broadly and generally, we may 
say that the ten years' work of the Health Organisation of the League corresponds roughly 
to those three sta<>es - although obviously the last stage, that of action, will generally be 
carried out, not by the League; but by the individual Governments united here in a common 
purpose. 

The first period in the work of the Healt~ Organisation was I?ainl~ occupied by g~neral 
studies and surveys, in order to learn and defme the problems whiCh_mig~t be susc~ptible of 
solution by the new international health a~ency. !hese covered a wide field; so wide t~at, 
on more than one occasion, members of this Committee expressed the fear that the vast field 
of work contemplated by the Health Organ~sation might~~ ~~yond ~ts stren!{th and its me~ns. 
Nevertheless, it·was necessary to explore ~dely the possibihti~s. of m~ernahonal co-operation, 
because of the diversity of the problems facmg th~ health adnurustrations, not only as be!ween 
European countries, but also as between countries of the New and Old Worlds and Asia. 
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This period permitted the Health Organisation to lear~ the needs of th.e vari~lis hea~th 
administnttions, which might be satisfied by common stud1es and ~o-operatlVe actio!! which 
it could promote. As e.'l:.amples of U1is w~rk of the Health Orgamsat10n, I .would mstance 
how, at different times, a group of countnes have needed t? ex~hange e;xpenence abo~t the 
eontrol of tuberculosis or rabies, abuut infant welfare, sleepmg-Slck!less m Cent~a~ Afnca, or 
on methods of education in hygiene. These needs h!lve to be reallsed. and s~bsf1ed one by 
one according to the judgment of th~ I:Iealth Comnntt~e and the Medical Duector. ?-"here 
is no finality to these questions, and tt 1s altogether ~esuable that. new proposals for. mter
national study sl10uld be made to the Health Committee and considered year by yea1. 

Some e.'l:.~ples of this may here be given. Recently, Grea~ Britain.found itself a~o~g . 
the countries in which the public, as well as the Government, des1red to extend the beneftc1al 
effect of radilllll in the treabnent of cancer, and they found a large sum of money to. purchase 
radilllll for hospitals. But questions at once arose about the best an~ most. econonnc method 
of applying radilllll. · Wb:en this was P';lt befor~ the Health .committee, 1t was found that 
many other countries desued the same mternational study ; 1t has been begun and already 
has produced most useful results. 
· In the Second Committee, during the present session, some noteworthy suggestions 

were made by delegates who spoke on the work of the Health Organisation. 

The delegate from Australia mentioned the enquiry into the health conditions of certain 
Pacific islands, undertaken by the Health Organisation at the request of his Government. 
In view of the results of that enqlliry he suggested that it ~ould be desirable for .the Health 
Organisation's Malaria Commission to undertake a mosqwto survey of Melanesia. 

The delegate of Japan hoped that the leprosy studies undertaken by the Health Organi
sation would be continued and extended. 

The delegate of Venezuela spoke of the value of medicinal plants and their active 
principles in the treatment of disease. In the case of some of these plants, it was difficult 
to secure a quantity sufficient for medical purposes, because of the difficulty of collecting 
them and the lack of supervision. The unsystematic exploitation of cinchona, for example, 
had led to deplorable results. The interest taken in this subject was shown by the constitu
tion of nlllllerous national associations, and the conclusions of the two international congresses 
held at Vienna and Budapest. The delegate of Venezuela was of opinion that it would be 
advisable to arrive at a more systematic utilisation of medicinal plants by a co-ordinated 
study of their active principles, their distribution and their utilisation throughout the world. 
He suggested that the Assembly should request the Health Committee to decide whether 
the technical study of this problem was opportune, and if opportune, to plan the studies to 
be undertaken. 

The suggestion - it will be clear to the Assembly - is one which might usefully be 
discussed with the International Institute of Agriculture whose competence in this field is 
well-known. · 

. These are examples of the kind of international enquiry which it is open to any country 
to ask the Health Committee to consider from the point of view of practicability and priority. 

All countries have desired to increase their facilities for learning about the spread of 
infectious diseases throughout the world, whether through the operation of the existing 
international Conventions on the subject or otherwise. It is on the basis of. this universal 
demand that the Health Organisation has developed its well-known system of world " epide
miological intelligence", not only at Geneva, but at its important Far-Eastern Bureau at 
Singapore, to which so many public health administrations now contribute information, and 
from which they will doubtless continue to derive increasing benefit. 

The delegates of Australia and Japan at the Second Committee of the present Assembly 
expressed the desire to see the work of this bureau widened and extended so that it might 
act as a general branch for the health work of the League in the East. 

According to the Japanese delegate, iapan was also anxious that the system of fellowships 
for the benefit of specialised health officers from the East should be maintained. 

The delegates of India and Persia expressed the desire to see appropriate studies of 
plague and cholera undertaken by the Health Organisation. As the Singapore Bureau has 
already undertaken enquiries into the epidemiology and prevention of these 'diseases, it is 
proper that the study of these subjects should be continued by that branch of the League's 
lfealth Organisation. · . 

The next _period in the evolution ol the Health Organisation may be termed the. period 
of the fonnatwn of general conclusions. The early work of the Malaria Commission is a 
good exa_mple for the development from the first to the second stage. First came the surveys 
~nd &tudJ.eS of the ~~ia ~ro~lem in many countries by delegations of the Malaria Commission 
m order to deterrrune 1ts 1im1ts and possibilities as a field for international action. Studies 
an~ &urvey~ of this kind went on for four years, resulting in the collection of a large amount 
of mfo~~at~on. The time was ripe for a session of the full Malaria Commission to determine 
the, pomts m co~n~tion with the prevention of malaria on which agreement was general. 
As ::' r(<f;ult of thi5 Conference, some general principles of action were laid down which must 
k 1llV1.1luable for any Government which has to organise its anti-malaria services. But, if 
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this session result~d in fi~ding com~o~ ground on the methods and principles which must 
govern the campaign agamst m~lana, It revealed als? divergencies of opinion which could 
only be solved by further studies conducted on ~n mternational basis. The Commission 
therefore agreed on a programme of common studies to elucidate these points and t d' 
on thes~ lines are now being carried on in different countries by workers wh~ are ~eu t1f~ 
touch With each other through the League's Health Organisation. p 

The third period c~aracterising the work of the Health Organisation is the period of 
wh3:t may b~ called .actto1_1 - th~ response to the application of particular Governments for 
~dVIce or assistanc.e m their peculiar problems. This is the stage which has now been reached 
m respect of certam of the Health Organisation's activities. 

The first ~en~ative steps ~eading in this direction were taken early in the history of the 
Health 9rgamsa~10n, when different Governments sought to utilise the experience gained 
and the Information collected by that Organisation in special subjects. 

For example, the Health Organisation made a sanitary survey of malaria in Corsica at 
the reque~t of the F~ench ~overnment. At the request of the Government of Bulgaria it 
gav~ adv1ce on an~-malana measures. At the request of the Government of Persia it 
adVI~e~ on !he establishment of an anti-malaria service within the framework of its health 
adm1mstr~t10n. Requests from the Governments of Argentine, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 
had ~s ~bJect the underta~.ng of joint studies into infant mortality. A sanitary survey of 
cert~m islands ~f ~he Pa~1f1c was made at the request of the Government of Australia, and 
studieS of malana m India were undertaken at the invitation of that Government. 

Not until.rec~ntlr, however, did a~y Government.request the co-operation of the League's 
Health Orgamsat10n m matters covermg the whole f1eld of public health . 

. The Ass~mbly will recall that, at this time last year, the Council considered a request 
from the NatiOnal Government of the Republic of China for the despatch of a mission from 
!he League to explore with the Chinese Ministry of Health the possibilities of collaboration 
m _hea~th matters. The Council decided that the League should give every assistance to 
Chma m her efforts for reconstruction; and a Secretariat mission, after discussing detailed 
plans for collaboration with the Government of China, brought back detailed proposals to 
this end, which were accepted by the Health Committee and by the Council. 

I am sure I am expressing the feelings of all those present when I say that we are watching 
with the utmo·st sympathy and adlniration the manner in which the Government of China 
is attacking the common foes of humanity - disease and the conditions which produce 
disease. · 

Let me here mention the progress which has been made in the League's co-operation 
with China since the return of the Secretariat mission. At Nanking, a central field health 
station is about to be established under plans suggested by the experts designated by the 
Health Organisation. A distinguished Danish authority on medical education is now also 
visiting China, while arrangements to facilitate the new Chinese port health adlninistration 
have made substantial progress. · 

In like manner, as regards Greece. the recommendations of the Health Organisation 
made to the Greek Government last year have been followed up, and a plan of reorganisation 
has been elaborated. The new School of Hygiene will open its doors in November for the 
admission of candidates for posts in the new public health service, and in the country districts 
selected for the application of the plan the preliminary work has already been completed. 

On the other side of the world, in Bolivia, two expert officers of the Health Section have 
already, in pursuance of the request o~ the B~livia~ Government, un~e~aken special health 
surveys in that country. Reports of th1s work m Chma, Greece and Bolivia are to be presented 
to the Health Committee at its coming session. . 

Health work has an important reaction OI!' ecol!'omic conditions. The. aim of heal.th 
work is to raise the standard of life and, to realiSe this, one has only to consider a malanal 
region, where the crops lie ungarnered in the field, because the harvester is stricken with th!s 
disease. ·A population undermined by disease cannot prosper. On the ?~her hand, ec?nomic 
conditions affect health work favourably or adverselv, and even conditions of transit may 

. favour or prevent the solution of health problems .. H?w, for instanc~, ca~ ~_modern ~ealth 
service exist in a region without prope!. commumca~IOns and transit facilities ? W1tho~t 
communications disease cannot be notified ; and, without means of transport, the public 
health and medi~al services cannot reach, nor carry on their work in, the affected area . 

. These simple examples suffice to show that, raising th~ .standard of life, ~hi?h is the 
aim of all Governments, may be influenc~d by health conditions, by commumcabo~s and 
transit, by economic and financial conditions. Health does not stand alone, but 1~ only 
one factor in a situation, the resultant of many others. T~ere may be nee~ for a ll:n~on of 
effort in this field. Not the least need is that the L~ag'!-e 1tself sho~ld be m a pos1tion to 
place the experience gained by all three te?hnical o~g.amsations at the disposal of Gover~me~1ts 
seeking assistance of any kind with the obJect of raiSing the standard of hfe and reconstituting 
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~rhlin of t hl'ir tt'rritorit's on a new and hi~her plane.. T!1e su~cess of int.ernatio~a~, as well 
as natiNml, h<'alth work is so linked up w1th econm~uc, _fmancml an~ socml condit10ns that 
to sd~t only one of these factors for study and actwn IS to ?omt fmlure. • · 

1 mav be pardoned for mentioning these other problems m a report ?n t_he work of the 
Health Oroanisation; but the experience of the League's Healt~ <?rgamsabon has _clearly 
shown the"' rdationship of these factors, and 1 am ~ure that this mterdependence IS fully 
appreciated by this Committee, which must deal With them all. . . . . · ·. 

So much for the general nature of the work which we are consider!ng.. The Assem~ly 
"ill not "ish to pass from it without a tribute to those who have carne.d It out! an~, fi_rst 
and above all, to the Medical Director, Dr. Rajchman, ~f whose zeal, devotion and mspirat~on 
we have so many continual proofs. He has been well aided by the staff of. the Health Section 
of the Secretariat. Our best thanks are also due to the. Health Comnutt~e, !1 small body 
several of whose memberS have served from t.he fou?datlon o~ th~ Orgamsation and have 
spared no trouble to give the League the techmca~ guidance which It. ~eeds.. And we must 
never foroet that it is the co-operation of the different health adnumstra~10ns ~nd of the 
many experts who have !!iven their services· in different lands that makes It possible for us 
to record satisfactory pr~gress from year to y~a~. I ·shou!d like to ~~k th.e Assembly to 
signify to these experts also our sincere appreCiation of their real sacnfices m the cause of 
international co-operation. 

The work of the Health Organisation since the last Assembly will be found described in 
the documents before you; notably, the annual report of the Medical Director for ~929 
(document A.9.1930.111) and in the report of the Secretariat on the work of the League smce 
the last Assembly (documents A.6.1930 and A.6(a).1930) and the report on the Singapore 
Bureau. · 

Special reference should be made to the important study of malaria prevalence and control 
carried out by members of the Malari~ Commission in In~a !lt the invitation of ~he Gove~n
ment of India, which placed at the disposal of the Comnuss10n the treasures of mformatlon 
which they possess. Sugges?ons arising therefrom will be considered at the forthcoming 
session of the Health Comnuttee. 

At :the last Assembly, an account was given of studies on infant mortality carried out in 
Europe in the selected districts of seven countries. Last July, a conference was held at Lima 
(Peru) to study the results of the enquiry in the four Latin-American countries- the Argentine, 
Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. When the child health experts met last year in Rome to consider 
the results of the European enquiries, they recommended that the health ad~nistrations of 
other countries should undertake similar studies in view of the value of these studies in the 
campaign against infant mortality. This recommendation has been acted upon by a number 
of countries in Europe and Latin America (Czechoslovakia, Peru, Roumania, Spain, Yugoslavia, 
etc.) and the Assembly will be pleased to learn that the experience and advice of the Health 
Organisation have been made available to these health administrations. 

The success which has attended the enquiries set up in this way into a certain limited 
aspect of infant welfare suggests that these investigations might well be extended in some 
or all of the directions indicated in the memorandum (document C.H.820) already issued. 
For example, the high rate of mortality during the first days of life, together with the still
birth rate, which apparently remains constant in most countries, is largely due to obstetric 
causes, and an enquiry into the maternal mortality associated with child-bearing might 
not only indicate means of reducing the death rate among women, but also of lowering neo
natal mortality of infancy. 

Much remains to be learned regarding the prevention of respiratory diseases, which are 
so frequently infective in character ; of certain specific diseases, such as whooping-cough or 
measles. The same applies to the study of the health of the· child between infancy and 
sc~ool~e, and of the best methods of maintaining nutrition and preventing disease during 
this penod. 

. . Th': enquiry in~ the results of the treatment of syphilis is another example of common 
International conclus10ns. The records of treatment from selected clinics in five countries 
are to be subjected to searching analysis according to methods agreed upon by an international 
group ?f ~perts. T~ese e~perts met .this year at Copenhagen to consider questions which 
had ansen m connection With the analysis of some 23,000 case-records . 

. In.connectio~ with. syphilis, I should also like to mention the work of the Health Organi
sation m connectiOn With the laboratory diagnosis of syphilis. Two important laboratory . 
conf~encet~ to compar~ the results of different methods of laboratory diagnosis have been 
held !n Europ~. Feeling tht; need of such a laboratory comparison of methods in Latin 
Arne~, the Uruguayan Institute for the Prevention of Syphilis called ·such a conference at 
?Iontev~d~, and_ the Governm.e!1~ of Uruguay requested the Health Organisation to select , 
tl;l prestdmg offiCer. The facdttles of the Health Organisation have been placed at the 
disposal of tile Conference, which is carrying .on its work during the present month. 

~ may draw your atte~tion to the completion last year of the collection of national data 
relatmg to t~e welfare of the ~lind, and take this occasion to express the hope of my Govern
me~t- whtch, I feel ~ure, wtll be shared by other Governments - that the several organi
MJJJ!ll of the League, mcluding the Health Organisation, will keep in touch with the efforts 
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whic~ are be!ng made to develop international co-operation for the welfare of blind persons. 
T~e mternati~nal confere~c~ on thi~ subject, which is being planned for 1933, may give a 
smtable occasiOn for the ltmson des1red. · 

Cou~ses o~ study, so-called interchanges, have been held in France, Yugoslavia and 
Roumam~ durmg the year. In France, the group of public health officers was given every 
opportumty to study the new health services which have been built up in the regions where 
so l!luch rec~nstructive 'york has been c~rried on. The new type of health work in Yugoslavia, , 
designed to Improve s?cial and econormc as well as health conditions, was studied by a group 
of fourteen health off_ICers, who also spent a fortnight in Roumania, studying new features 
of the health and medical work. The trouble taken by the authorities in these three countries 
to make the courses instructive deserves a special word of recognition. 

One of the tasks which has fallen upon many Europe!!n Governments in their attempts 
at development and reconstruction has been to train public health officers for this work. 
The several schools of hygiene which have been established for this purpose have needed to 
exchange experience and compare methods so as to make good progress. The Health 
Organisation has fostered this exchange of experience and comparison of methods and results 

. by convening the directors together with the leaders of longer-established schools of hygiene 
from time to time for consultation and discussions. · 

Meetings of this kind were held at Dresden and Paris during the summer, and the 
directors not only agreed on certain general principles which should govern the courses of 
instruction - the field work and trai~ing in sanitary engineering - but also decided on a 
programme. of activities, as in most instances these schools and institutes of hygiene have 
adlninistrative as well as educational responsibilities. 

In closing, I should like to insist for a moment, as all my predecessors have done, on the 
universality of the work of the Health Organisation. This work is being carried out in many 
countries distributed over all the continents. With this wide geographical distribution on 
the one hand, and with the diversity of medical and public health problems on the other, the 
Health Comlnittee has always a difficult task in advising on programmes and progress. 
The League necessarily looks to that Comlnittee, as well as to its permanent staff, for the 
careful selection of subjects which the Health Organisation is most fitted to pursue with 
practical success. The Health Comlnittee is appointed for terms of three years, and the new 
Comlnittee, the third, will hold its first session at the end of this month. 

In this work of reconstruction in which the world is interested, from the economic and 
social as well as the public health point of view, I ask the Assembly to join me in wishing 
every success to the work of the new Health Committee, of the Medical Director and the 
permanent Health Organisation, and of the League. 

The Second Committee proposes the following resolution to the Assembly : 

" The Assembly : 
" Recognising the importance of the work of the Health Organisation to the 

League as a whole, and the value of that work in connection with problems of . 
development in all countries ; 

" Expresses the hope that the experience gained by this Organisation may be 
made available in increasing measure to Member States of the League ; 

" Notes with satisfaction that the activities of the Health Organisation continue 
to extend to countries in .all parts of the world~ and t_hat durinfil t~e past year t~ey 
have been specially exercised in certain countnes. which _have mvited !he techmcal 
advice of the League in the development of their public health semces ; 

" Approves the work carried on by the Organisation since the last session of 
the Assembly ; and . , 

" Expresses its appreciation to the membe~s o! ~he Health Comlnittee, as we~l 
as to the different health administrations and mdiVIdual experts who have contn
buted in so large a measure to the success of their activities. " 

* * * 
In conne~tion with the report on the ~ork of the Health Organisation, ~he Second 

Committee on the proposal of its Chairman, d1scussed the prop~sal of the Hunganan Govern
ment for a ~tudy of international reciprocity in the care of the s1ck (document A.24.1930.III). 

After discussion the Committee decided to recommend to the Assembly that this proposal 
should be communi~ated to the Health Committee fo~ s~udy and report. The delegate ~f 
Hungary having expressed his concurrence, I would mvite the Assembly to agree to this 
course. 
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FIRST MEETING. 

Held on Monday, September 29th, rg3o at II.30 a.m . 

. President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

458. Opening of the Seeeion. 

T~e DEP~TY SECRETA:RY-GENERAL declared open the first session of the new Health 
Comm1tt~e (s1xteen~h sess10n). He emphasised the fact that during the term of office of 
the previOus Comm1ttee the influence of the Health Organisation had developed in a very 
remarkable !llanner. The results. of its work had gained for it an authority which was 
unequalle~ m ~he League of Nat~ons, though its work obtained less publicity, because it 
escaped d1scuss1on on account of lts scientific character. 

The Deputy Secretary-General welcomed the new members of the Committee on behalf 
of the Secretary-General and expressed the hope that their work would be successful. 

On ~half of his coll~agues, M. VELGHE thanked the Deputy Secretary-General for his 
observations. The Comm1ttee was aware of the duties which faced it and would do its best 
to deserve the. praise accorded to it. · 

459. Election of the Preeident. 

On the proposal of M. Velghe, Dr. Th. MADSEN was unanimously eiected President. 

. !he P~SID_ENT th~nked the members .of the Committee for the honour they had paid 
h1m m electmg h1m President for the fourth time. The scope of the Committee's work increased 
every year, and its President's responsibility became greater. He accepted that office, and 
would carry out his duties to the best of his ability. . 

The Health Committee had succeeded, ·by the methods it had employed to solve 
international problems, in establishing the closest relationship between different nations, and 
had thus worked in conformity with the real spirit of the League of Nations. Its work had, 
however, been greatly facilitated by the attention and help which the Secretary-General 
and the Deputy Secretary-General had always afforded the Committee. The Committee 
asked M. Avenol to express its gratitude to the Secretary-General and to his colleagues, and to 
assure the Secretary-General of the Committee's devotion to the work of the League of Nations. 

460. Welcome to New Members and Absence of Certain Members. 

The PRESIDENT welcomed the new members of the Health Committee : Dame Janet 
Campbell, Professor Jules Bordet and Professor Fitzgerald. He also welcomed Dr. King, 
representative of H. E. M. Heng-Liu, who was unfortunately detained at Nanking by important 
duties. · 

The President regretted the absence, owing to illness, of Professor Ascoli and Professor 
Cantacuzene. The Committee hoped that they would speedily recover. 

Professor Chagas had been unable to leave Rio de Janeiro in time to take part in the session. 
Surgeon-General Cumming and General Graham, who were also detained in their own country, 
would be represented by Dr. MacMullin and Dr. Mackie respectively. Dr. Stampar, as well 
as Professor J adllssohn who was now presiding over the work of the South American Serological 
Congress at Montevideo, would be unable to attend the session. Dr. Carriere would be in 
Geneva on the next day. 

The President also welcomed Mr. Heseltine, Assistant Secretary at the English Ministry 
of Health as well as M. Pallis, Secretary-General to the Under-Secretariat of State for Health 
in Greece' and Director of the Athens Centre. The President had great pleasure in informing· 
the Committee that Dr. Pappas, Under-Secretary of State for Health in the Greek Government, 
and Dr. Serge Gas, Director of Public Health in France, had been able to come to Geneva 
in order to take partin the discussions of the Committee on its work in theirrespective countries. 

Professor Schiiffner, who had presided over the delegation of the Malaria Commission 
to India would describe the results of that mission. Dr. Hermant would describe the results 
of the m'ission to the Southern Pacific Islands, in which he had taken part. Professor Debre 
would give the Committee information regarding the Conference on Infant Mortality at Lima, 
which he had attended in July rg3o. Professor Jessner and Professor Swellengrebel would 
take part in the discussions of the Committee on the work done in Bulgaria in connection 
with syphilis and malaria respectively. 
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The President welcomed Dr. Abt, Director of the Office international d'Hygiene pu?lique 
and M. Parisot, professor at the University of Nancy. ?e also welcome_d Dr. M~~:ck~nzte and 
Dr. Pa..<:eua, on their return from Bolivia, Dr. Park on hts retw::n from hts long nusston to. the 
Far East, and Dr. Norman White. Dr. Olsen had co-operated m the work of the Montevt~eo 
Serological Co~aress. Dr. Tsai of the Ghinese ¥inistry o! ~ublic Health had come from Chma 
to hold himself at the disposal of the Quarantine CommtSSlon. 

461. Constitution of the New Health Committee. 

The PRESIDENT explained that the Permanent Committee of the Office International 
d'Hygiene publique, at its me:ting ~n May 12th, rg~o. had proceed~d to elect the m_embers of 
the Health Committee whom 1t was 1ts duty to appomt. The followmg were elected . 

M. VELGHE 
Sir George BUCHANAN 
Dr. H. CARRIERE 
General J. D. GRAHAM 
Dr. C. IfAm:L 

Dr. N. M. J. jiTTA 
Professor Ricardo jORGE 
Dr. A. LUTRARIO 
Dr. L. RAYNAUD 
Dr. M. TsURUMI 

The President and the permanexit Vice-President, who had been requested by the Health 
Committee to make the necessary proposals to the Council for the appointment of the members 
of the Committee, had submitted the following names, which the Council had approved : 

Professor Vittorio Ascou 
Professor Leon BERNARD 
Professor Jules BoRDET 

Dame Janet CAMPBELL 
Dr. J. HENG-LIU 
Professor Th. MADSEN 

Since on the other hand the Health Committee could co-opt health experts and assessors, 
the President and permanent Vice-President, with the object of placing before the Council 
full information regarding the final composition of the new Committee, had communicated 
the following names, feeling confident that they would obtain the unanimous approval of their 
colleagues : . 

Professor CANTACUzEI•iE 
Dr. Carlos CHAGAS 
Dr. W. CHODZKO 
Surgeon-General CUMMING 

Professor J. D. FITZGERALD 
Professor J. J ADASSOHN 
Professor G. PITTALUGA 
Dr. A. STAMPAR 

In view of the fact that it was difficult ~or Japanese scientists to come frequently to 
Geneva, they had suggested that one of the three following should be invited to attend each 
session of the Committee : · 

"Dr. HATA 
Professor MIYAJIMA 
Professor NAGAYO 

F~r· the Committ~ was t~ appoint two health experts for North and South America. 
The President _and the Vtce-Prestdent proposed for Latin America the name of Dr. Jose 
5cosEJUA. President. of the ~pal Co~cil of Hygiene in Uruguay, and they hoped, before 
~of the sesston, to be m a posltton to submit the name of the expert for North 

The Health CommiUee approved these appointments. 

462.. status of the Members of the Committee. 

. ~ _BoRDET said that as a new member of the Committee he had some difficulty 
;r:~th Com ~f theHexact distinction _between ~he ~fferent categories of members of the 

Jru ee. e asked the Prestdent to gtve htm some explanations. 

dist~ PRE~~EXT replied tha~ it seemed to him to be desirable to modify the system of 
im~= wRetch at present extsted, and ~he more so as those distinctions had no practical 

't · proposed that the question should be referred to the Bureau who would 
!511 a report at a later date. ' 

!lam?~buf(~ BERNARD. approved this proposal. All the members actually had the 
• I was essential that the position should be properly regulated. 

tt.~ i:~k:.g![~f~ANr• 1jished ~confirm Professor Leon Bernard's observations regarding 
~~·titutvm (If th 1 Y 0 a. mem rs of the Committee in the past. Official changes in the 
&tlv~~ in tbi§ rnat!:__Comh mldtttbeee, ~owever, might ~aise ~elicate questions, and the Burea~·~~ 

"'" & ou gJVen aft<-or full deltberahon 
The que#irm was referred to the Bureau. ' 



463. Constitution of the Bureau, , 

The PRESIDENT proposed that the Bureau should be increased by one add't' 1 v· P 'd t th t t h · . . . . 1 10na Ice-rest e~ - a. was o say t at 1t should mc~ude, m addthon to the permanent Vice-President 
three Vtce-Prestdent~ elected for. one year mstead of two. Experience had shown that th~ 
Bure.au was often obhged to meet m order to consider questions referred to it by the Cornrnitt 
In vtew, also, of the gre!lt number of members of the Committee, many of whom carne fr:; 
Extra European countnes, he thought the Bureau should be enlarged. He proposed that 
Dame Janet Campbell should be appointed Vice-President to represent on the Bureau the 
health mterests of women and that the two other Vice-Presidents be Professor CANTACUZENE 
and Dr. HENG-Liu. . 

These proposals were adopted. 

464. Adoption of the Agenda (Anne,x I) and Constitution of Commissions. 

The PRESIDENT informed the Committee that he had received two letters from the 
Secretary-General. In the first (Annex 4a) the Secretary-General communicated to the 
Health .Committee a .resolutio~ of t~e Council on a p_roposal by the French Government 
concernt~g the establishment m Pans, under the ausptces of the League of Nations, of an 
International Centre for Advanced Health Studies. The Council had accepted this proposal, 
and ~ad requested the Health Committ~e to undertake a technical study of the scheme and 
subrntt the results. As the present sessiOn of the Council would end on about October 4th 
the Committee might submit this report in time for the Council to take note of it during th~ 
present session. 

In view of the importance of the proposal, the President suggested that it should be 
~eferred ~o a sl?e.cial Sub-Committee to be presided over by Professor Leon Bernard, and to 
mclud~, m addttlon, Dame Janet Campbell, who would be assisted, if she so desired, by Mr. 
Heseltme, Professor Jules Bordet, Professor Fitzgerald and Professor Pittaluga. The President 
would himself take part in the discussions of that Sub-Committee. 

Sir George BUCHANAN considered that the proposal of the French Government was very 
important since the proposed International Centre would be placed directly tinder the 
authority of the League of Nations. The information at present before the Committee was 
not very explicit and it was necessary to consider very carefully what should be the exact 
object of the proposed institution. It would be very desirable that the Sub-Committee should 
submit a report in which the question should be very thoroughly set out, and that that report 
should be sent in in good time so that the Committee could devote to its discussion all the 
attention necessary. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN made a brief statement on the question. 
The Council, which had had before it the proposal of the French Government, had drawn 

up a resolution from which it could be noted (I) that the Council had accepted the proposal, 
and that the creation of the International Centre had already been accepted in principle; 
(z) that the Health Committee had been invited to undertake a technical study of the ~cherne. 
At the same time, the competent sections of the Secretariat-namely, the Legal Section and 
the Health Section, had been requested to examine the question, and those sections. had 
prepared a memorandum, which would be distributed to the members of the Sub-Committee. 

Sir George BucHANAN pointed out that though the Council had take~ a decision in ~ega.rd 
to the creation of the Centre it had given little indication as to the prmciples on whtch 1ts 
use should be based. Conseq~ently he felt that .the Sub-Committee should not only explain 
how the institute was to be set up, but what it was going to do. · 

The PRESIDENT informed the Committee that in a second letter (Annex 5 a) the Secretary
General had communicated another decision, of the Council in regard to a proposal of the 
Spanish Government, which had asked the Council to convene a European Confe~ence on 
Rural Hygiene. The Council had accepted this proposal, and had forwarded 1t to the 
Health Committee for technical study. . 

This question should also be examined .without ~ela)l', and the Prestdent .suggested t~at 
it should be referred to a special Sub-Cornrntttee prest~ed over by Professor P1ttaluga, .wh1ch 
would include Dr. Carriere, Dr. Chodzko, Professor Fitzgerald, Dr. Hamel, Dr. Lutrano and 
the President himself. 

Professor PITTALUGA would be glad to act as Chairman of this Sub-Cornmit~ee. He felt 
that the present moment was particularly favou~able for a stu~y of the queshon of ru_ral 
hygiene, in view of the extremely serious economtc problems whtch at present pre-occupted 
public opinion. 

The PRESIDENT stated that a letter from the Hungarian Go~emment was also before 
the Committee. The Hungarian Government proposed ~he conve.mn~ of a group of experts 
in Rural Hygiene at Budapest on the occasion of the maug.urahon m O~tober, I930, of a 
health centre and a new school for visiting nurses at t~e Pubh? Healt~ Institute of Budap.est. 

The Committee would certainly wish to study. th1s questiOn .dunn~ the present sessiOn, 
and the President asked Dr. Chodzko to examme the queshon wtth the Bureau and 
subsequently to submit definite proposals, 
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The PRESIDENT pointed out that the Eleventh Assembly had deci?ed to refer to the Hea!th 
C.ommittee a proposal by the ~un,aaria~ del~te ~o t~e Assembly m reg~d to the drll;wmg 
up of an international convention securmg reCiprooty m t~e case of the. s1ck. The .President 
proposed that it should be _studied by a small Sub-CommJttee over wh1ch M. Velghe would_ 
preside, and which would mclude Srr George Buchanan, M .. Gas and D~. Raynaud. . The 
representative of the Hun,aarian Government would be_at the disposal ~f this Sub-Comm1ttee. 

The President also drew the Committee's attention to a ~esolutiOJ?- from ~he Ger~an 
Sickness Insurance Funds Association relating to a study of the pnce of radium. Th1s resolution 
had been forwarded to the Committee by Dr. Hamel. The la~ter woul? perhaps undertake a 
preliminary study of the questi?n as Chairman of a Sub-Comm1ttee, wh1ch would be composed 
of Sir George Bucllanan, Dr. j1tta and M. Velghe. . 

As the terms of office of the Commissions had ceased with that of the members of the 
Committee, the latter would have to decide during the p~es.ent session which of the fo~~er 
Commissions should be reconstituted, and what new CommJss1ons should be set up. A dec.1s1on 
could only be taken in re.,aard to this matter when the pro~me of wor~ had bee~ ~etermm~d. 
Two or three questions would, however, have to be exammed by certain Comm1ss1ons durmg 
the session, and the President submitted the following proposals_: 

I. The CoffilDission for Quarantine in China should be reconstituted without 
delay. It might meet under th~ chainnan~hip of Dr. I.ut~o and would be composed o~ 
Sir George Bucllanan and Dr. j1tta, Dr. Kmg, Dr. MacMullm, Dr. Raynaud, Dr. Tsurum1 
and M. Velghe. 

2. The members of the Malaria Commission would meet to study, with the 
representative of Bulgaria, Professor Swellengrebel's report on the anti-malaria campaign 
in Bul,aaria. They might also study the proposals which the Malaria Commission was 
submitting to the Committee. 

3- The examination of the programme of the School of Hygiene at the Athens 
Centre, whicll had been begun at Dresden, should. be continued under the chairmanship 
of Professor Leon Bernard with the help of Dr. Hamel, Dr. Kacprzak, Dr. Pallis, 
Professor Parisot and Dr. Nonnan White. 

4- The Opium CoffilDission might meet, under the chairmanship of Dr. Carriere, 
with the help of Dr. Chodzko, Dr. Hamef, Dr. King, Professor Ricardo Jorge, 
Dr. MacMullin, Dr. Tsuromi and M. Velghe. -

The Committee should also take a decision with regard to the question of liaison with the 
International Red Cross Committee and the League of Red Cross Societies. 

Dr. RAJCHllAN summarised the correspondence between the President of the Health 
Committee, the Vice-Chainnen of the International Red Cross Committee and the League 
of Red Cross Societies in May, I9JO. (Annex 6). It had been proposed that a representative 
of the Red Cross organisations should be invited to submit an annual report on the ·health 
work of those organisations. That report, distributed in advance to the members of the 
Health Committee, would serve as a basis for discussion with the representative of the Red 
Cross Organisations. 

The Committei adopted this proposal. 

485. General Procedure of the Health Committee. 

. The PREsiDENT pointed out that the Committee had before it a series of proposals by. 
Srr <?eorge Buchanan on the general procedure of the Health Committee (CH. 897). The 
President _PI'oposed that the Committee should decide to place this question on the .(\genda, 
but that 1t should be referred without discussion to the Bureau which would submit a 
report at a future meeting of the Committee. ' 

The Committee adopted this- proposal. 

. Sir George B~;~HANAN informe<l the Committee that on the invitation of the Medical 
Director he would, m due course, make a statement and proposals on the question of cancer. 

!he PRES!DEST noted that the Com~ittee had adopted its Agenda. He added that during 
prev!-"ms meett~s mem~s of the Committee had often wished to discuss, in addition to the 
deta~ q~tw~ submttted to t~em, the general principles which should direct the 
rromtttee 5 ~lVtty,. bu~ lack of hme had almost always prevented them from doing SO. 
1l n ?J'dt:r. to obvtate thL~ dtsadvantage, the President proposed that the present session should 
~ wuh a general discu~sion, the main lines of which he wished h1mself to sketch. He 
t Jer~tA'~ !~ a general stateme!lt ~hich he had prepared (Annex 2), which summarised the 
~-t ~tvtty of the Health Orgamsa.twn, and proposed certain general principles for its future 
act:JVtty. 

TlJi'l sta~t would t;erve as the basis for the general discussion. 
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SECOND MEETING. 

Held on Tuesd~y. September 30th, r930, at ro a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

466. Activity of the Health Organisation : Discussion of the President's Statement (Annex 2). 

~i~ G~orge BUCHANA:-r thought ~hat the Committee should be grateful to its President 
for g~vmg It ~he opportumty of startmg the session by a general discussion. Such a discussion 
was ve.ry desuable after the experience gained by nine years' work; It should relate both to 
the obJects of the work and to the machinery by which it is carried out. 

~everal of the activ~ti~~ of th~ Orga_nisation :vere now ·following settled lines and 
constituted permanent achv1hes. Th1s apphed to fixmg international standards, definitions 
and other agr~ements, exc~pt w~ere there is other official provision for such standards or 
a~eef!lents bemg I?ad~ ; It apphed to th~ inter~hanges an~ all which thtJy implied in the 
<I?"ec~Ion_o_f supplymg mformat10~; and It applied to particular work which from time to 
time IS decide~ u~on by the Council as h,ei~g in the interest of the League and remitted to the 
He_alth Orgam~atlon t? carry out. Th1s mcluded, for example, the recent -work in Greece, 
Chma and Latm Amenca. There were also certain semi-permanent commissions like that for 
malaria, and work which resulted from international agreements such as that on Opium . 

. Besides these relatively stable activities there were a large number of current questions 
wh1c~ were taken up by ad hoc commissions or expert groups-for example, the fumigation 
of ships or BCG va~cine. There were many. such questions ; they were topical, taken up 
as they arose and disposed of. Fresh suggeshons were constantly being made and some new 
ones had been presented to the present Assembly. It was not possible or- even desirable to 
accept all these suggestions. The Committee should deal with them on the principle of making 
a sound selection of the subjects ·which are most necessary from international standpoint and 
are most appropriate to the particular machinery which the Health Organisation represents. 
Another criterion was that the work, if undertaken, should be of the highest standard .. 

It did not seem to him that the Committee need be troubled if this selection was admittedly 
opportunist and did not represent any logical system. The proposals of the President would 
introduce a· certain classification, as it seemed that new work which he contemplated was to 
be divided into something like twenty new and comprehensive groups. 

The President's memorandum suggested that the principal object of creating these separate 
groups of subjects was to make comparative studies and to obtain a statement of modern 
practice of preventive medicine. He hoped that this did not mean .the formulation 
of international doctrines and dogmas.· Each country should work out its own methods, 
taking into account 'its national genius and the local conditions. The Health Committee 
could hardly take upon itself the responsibility -of prescribing the best method of fighting 
against a particular disease. Taking the anti-tuberculosis campaign as an example, Great 
Britain had developed a very complete organisation, including the compulsory notification 
of the disease, the appointment of special " tuberculosis officers ", the establishment of 
a system of sanatoria and dispensaries and home-visiting, throughout the country. There might 
be a temptation to treat that complex organisation for the purpose of comparison with the 
systems existing in other countries, as i! it were. the sole, or the chief, a~ency b:y V.:hi~h 
tuberculosis is combated. But before the mtroductxon of the present system m Great Bntain 
a considerable decrease in the disease had already set in, and in view of the changed conditions 
of life of the population it was extremely difficult to determine to what extent the _advance 
which still continued could be attributed to the present system. Attempts to establish what 

. might be called an " international dictionary " of modern practice in the matter of preventive 
medicine did not seem promising. 

The President had also contemplated the possibility of calling together a Commission 
composed of the medical directors of the various Colonial ministries. That proposal would 
affect numerous interests, and required to be studied thoroughly. 

With regard to the improvements t~ be made i~ the methods of whi~h nine years' 
experience had shown the advantages a1_1d d1sadvan~ag~s, 1t would be ':'ery useful If the me~bers 
of the Health Committee and the national orgamsahons could receive, between the sess10ns, 
regular information on the work il_l progress. In . ad~ition to the detailed a!la c~mplete 
information furnished to the Committee at each sess1on m the report of the Med1cal D1rector, 
it was desirable, if the national organisations were to be in a position to g!ve all the nec~ary 
help to the various commissions and investigations, that they should be .u~formed as qmckly 
and as completely as possible of the exact terms of reference and compos1hon of those expert 
bodies. The members of the Committee would thus have some knowle_dg~. in advance, of.the 
questions dealt with in the various files handed to them at the begmmng of each sessxon. 
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Sir George Buchanan was strongly in favour of following the method of wor~ suggested 
bv the President and entrusting the drawing up of reports on the whole of a question to s~:ill 
cOm.mittees composed of the rapporteurs and three or four experts _who had the requtstte 
special lmowled.:,oe. Rapporteurs would be requested to. make a chmce ~mong.the proposed 
studies and enquiries and to indicate to the Health Commtttee on what basts a_nd m ac~ordance 
with what method it would be desirable to proceed in regard to those subjects. whtc_h th~y 
recommended. That system would have the additional advantage tha~ the dtscussu;ms m 
the Health Committee would no longer be based exclusively on the vanous chapters m t~e 
report-of the Medical Director. The rapporteur woul~ ~~ve to expound and support hts 
proposals. and this would promote free comment or cnttctsm. · 

Dr. TsURUMI considered that the collaboration in health. matters between vario.us 
GOvernments and the Health Organisation of the League of N~tt?ns showed how. m~ch t~s 
activity was appreciated. The work of the Permanent Commtsston on Standardtsabon m 
particular was very remarkable both from the scientific and administrative P?ints of vie~. 

The President had shown in his statement that the study of the Antt-Tuberculosts 
Campaign was perhaps more urgent than the study of oth~r questions. It w~ on Dr. Tsurumi's 
proposal that an enquiry into.this matter ha~ been earned ~mt and certam r~sults h~d been 
obtained, in regard, for example, to the titration of tuberculine. There was still constderable 
work to be done, however, before final conclusions could be reached. 

With regard to leprosy, knowledge of preventive measures was much less developed than 
was the case with other infectious diseases. Enquiry should be encouraged and the close 
co-Operation of the Governments concerned should be obtained. 

The enquiry on infantile mortality had already given important results, thanks to the 
work of the experts, among them the Vice-President of the Committee, Dame Janet Campbell. 
The study of the appropriate measures for combating scarlet fever and diphtheria should be 
continued; the international enq~iry set up by_ the Conference of Experts at Paris in July 
I929 was, .however, still in progress. 

The importance and usefulness of the schools of hygiene were to-day definitely recognised, 
and the conferences at Paris and Dresden of directors of those schools had shown what path 
should be followed. Dr. Tsurumi reserved his right to submit later suggestions in regard to 
the general lines of the activity of the International School of Advanced Health Studies, the 
establishment of which at Paris had been proposed by the French Government. He would also 
submit suggestions in regard to the problem of nutrition, and in particular to the question 
of rice in the Far East. - · 

Dr. Jrrn, wondered whether the Health Organisation was not over-burdening itself 
with too heavy a task, and whether it had been possible to deal thoroughly with the various 
subjects to be studied. It was at present dealing with a very great number of problems. The 
Council continued to entmst it with new ones and certain countries asked for its co-operation. 

With reference to the suggestion concerning the study of heart diseases contained in the 
President's statement, Dr. Jitta did not think that those diseases could be considered as 
social diseases. With regard to rheumatism, it seemed to him that the Health Organisation 
should be content to co-operate with the private associations and societies which were already 
doing useful work in that field. · 

On the other hand, Dr. Jitta was surprised that no reference had been made to the study 
on X-rays. · 

In conclusion, he entirely agreed with Sir George Buchanan in regard to the President's 
proposals on the work of the rapporteurs. · . · 

Dr. LCTRARIO congratulated the President on the clearness with which he had outlined 
the methods of work to be adopted. He entirely approved the suggestions concerning the 
rapporteurs, whose reports the Committee would have to examine thoroughly before adopting 
them._- ~ these r6!>?rts were adopted, however, the question of their publication 
~nd etr~twn_ would anse. The monthly report, which was reserved for epidemiological 
informatiOn, might refer to the work of the Health Committee. 

Dr. Lut~~ thanked the President for his reference to the work of the Malaria Commission. 
That_ CommlSSion had been able to define a doctrine in regard to malariology which had 
definitely put an end to a whole tradition of errors 

Another important q~estion was cancer. Dr .. Lutrario felt that the importance of the 
part played by !he physical constitution should be recognised. At the Bolzano Congress 
proof had been giVen of the efficacy of the biological treatment of cancer . 

. Dr. CHODZKO_ wished to refer to a point in Dr. Jitta's .statement. The President's 
statement emp~1zed a new aspect-the social aspect of the diseases which had to be combated. 
rheulf-t~ U>mmittee followed Dr. J_itta's advice, however, with regard to heart diseases and 

. matiSm the same arguments m1.ght be advanced for any other disease, and the result 
migh~ 1->e to put an end once and for all to the discussions of the Health Committee in view of 
td~ ~t that there .were already _organisations which dealt specially with most important 

L<;ea ieS-tubercult.>!>L'I, venereal dL..ea!>C, and so on. 
tl I,Z· C:J-.rKlzlw d~d not agree with Dr. Jitta. He considered that if a disease necessitated 
{ .~•'m~of .SlJCtal m~asun:s, that di!iease might be considered as social. Why could not 

r )(:UTflathr_n •Je mdu<!J:..d m that category ? 
tl 1Z" )'\ta ka-e qUite rigM in wi.~hing the Health Committee to avoid the discussion of 

~:ith> r~? c • raewistie;s. At the tiame time, Dr. Chodzko wished to give an example. 
t:gard to tuberculo!!lll, he had abked that special attention should be paid to the socia~ 
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asp~c~ of ~~e Jtmp~ign against it. That recommendation had not found favour and in th 
pas r. o z o . ad ~een glad that this was so, since it was thus that a ne~ conce tio: 
had been reache~ ~n th1s .field·. A_ com!llunication from Professor Besanc;on to the ~ · 
Academy of Med1cme, wh1ch had giVen nse to a discussion in which Professor 'Le B an~ 
hfad taken pa~t, had shown the increasing importance of surgical intervention in theontreaetrnart 
o tuberculosis. men 

!he .problems relating to the activity of sickness insurance funds which had re uired 
soluhon_l~ ~oland had shown him the necessity for first contemplating a campai n aq ainst 
tuberculosis m the h~.rge towns. They had also shown that this disease was a disea! aff~ctin 
pop?-lat~d areas .which could no longer be comba,ted by merely putting the patients int~ 
mst.ItU~JOns for 1t could now be treated with almost certain success and every bed in a 
;,amtonum represented c~nsiderabl~ expense. Professor Besanc;on's words might be recalled : 

to !~ave bad tu~ercul~s1s ~ases without attention in the hospitals would be a crime in these 
days .. The President, m h1s statement, had rightly emphasised the necessity for giving the 
campa1gn a new character. 

Dr. Chodzko was especially inter~sted in the question of schools of hygiene. The Committee
should be grateful ~o the H~alth Section and to the Medical Director for increasing the number 
of conference~ ~f directors of th<;>se schools: On the other hand, it seemed that the programme 
of th~ Co~m!SSion on the teaching of hygiene should be developedjn the direction of medical 
teachmg m general. 

.With rel?ard to the h:ealth centres, they were called_ upon to render considerable service, 
particularly m rural hygiene. -

Dr. Ch?dzko had not completely understood the meaning of the following paragraph 
of the President's statement : 

-
" Finally, the whole question of the role of local authorities in the administration 

of medical assistance will undoubtedly force itself on the Committee's attention." 

He also w~s in fav~ur of the procedure contemplated, which consisted in the setting up 
of small reportmg committees. That seemed to be the best method for enabling the Committee 
to profit by the work of experts. - _ 

Finally, Dr. Chodzko had great pleasure in referring to the passage of the President's 
statement in regard to preventive medicine in connection with the study of health insurance. 
It was very difficult to obtain recognition of the necessity for introducing sums to be used for 
preventive medicine into the budget of health insurance funds. Dr. Chodzko had had the
greatest difficulty in obtaining the insertion of a figure representing a proportion of 4%. 

In conclusion, he wished to congratulate the President on his clear statement. He hoped 
that in future the work of the Health Committee would be organised in accordance with the 
ideas contained in it. 

Professor FITZGERALD also congratulated the President. With reference to the passage 
in his statement relating to rheumatism and heart disease he noted that there was quasi 
unanimity that acute rheumatic fever was one of the principal causes of heart disease. Special 
clinics had been set up in Canada, and- Professor Fitzgerald wished to give a sketch of the 
organisation at Toronto. 

In that town of 6oo,ooo inhabitants, there were child welfare centres whose object was 
to watch over childr~n during the first two years of their life. In those centres children were 
examined with the co-operation of-the children's hospitals and visiting-nurses, and when a 
lesion of the heart was diagnosed treatment was prescribed and -the child was submitted to 
regular supervision. Thanks to that, it was often cured before it reached the school age. If 
the cure was not complete, supervision was continued at the school health-centre or by the 
family doctor. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN wished to inform the Committee of the manner in which the Health 
Section contemplated putting into operation certain of the propos?Js contained in the 
President's memorandum. 

Dr. Jitta had rightly observed that the two first Health Committees had perhaps only 
studied the epidemiology and pathological characteristics of diseases: The work had then only 
been beginning. During the past four y~ars, ~owever,. the Comrrut~ee ha~ undertaken the 
study of medical problems from the soc1al pomt of v1ew. In particular, 1t had taken an 
important decision in setting up the joint Commission for the study of health insurance and 
public health administration. . . 

The work of that Commission had perhaps not always been followed With all the. attention 
it deserved. The time had now come to ask to what extent the work should be contmued and 
what part the Health Committee should take in it. 

There were two reasons why Dr. Rajchman attached particular importance to this question 
In the first place, the members of ~he ~omm~ttee had raised the 9-uestion of health insurance 
on every possible occasion and dunng d1scuss10ns oft~~ most var~ed. character. In the se<:ond 
place it must be recognised that the work of the JOint Commission had made very little 
progr~ss. That was partly due to the fac~ that i~ was very difficult to define modern practice 
in preventive medicine. Meetings of med1cal advisers had been held, and the latter had taken 
part in missions and investigated the pro~lems where they arose,. but ~hey had confined 
themselves after their first contact to puttmg forward general cons1derahons. 

Dr. Chodzko had pointed out that he had had gr~at difficulty in obtainin~ the inclusion 
in the budgets of health insurance funds of a proportion of 4% fo~ preventive .measure;s. 
Interesting experiments had been made in Germany, however, and 1t could be sru.d that m 
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~reneral the movement had made considerable progress. The President . was righ~ in saying 
~at the time had come for the Health Committee to give effective help by definmg clearly 
in what preventi'li-e medicine consisted. . 

- Sir George Buchanan had warned the Committee against the danger of la~g down 
international medical doctrines. The Committee had always shared that apprehens1on, ~nd 
that attitude had always proved very salutary. At the same time, a cle_ar reply to the que:;t10n 
of what could or could not be done in that direction could be found m the results obtamed. 
The two questions of malaria and infantile mortality could be ~aken as a~ examp~e: . 

With regard to malaria, the work had started with a senes of partlal enqumes ':"lthout 
any definite connection. Tours had then been undertaken for the purpose of enabling the 
members to realise the difficulties and practice of each ~ountry. ~rr George ~uchanan h_ad 
rightly said that each nation should solve the proble~s Wlth which 1t was_ faced m confornnty 
with its national genius ; that was particularly true m the case of malan_a. Afte! four ye3;rs 
of investigation, however, the Committee had tried, ~d had s~c~eed~d, m drawmg fr<?m 1ts 
work certain general conclusions which clearly summansed the opm10ns m regard to malanology 
which were common to the various schools of thought. · 

The same was the case in regard to infantile mortality. Certain lessons had already ~n 
learned from the various enquiries, and in particular it had been noted that several questions 
required immediate and careful examination. 

It was easy to exaggerate the im~rtance of a subject. If a list were dra~ up of all_ the 
enquiries which the Health Organisation had ~en requested by ~e Coun~il. ~y va~10us 
nations, and by others to undertake, the Comm1ttee would be ternfied by 1ts dimens10ns, 
and if that list were compared with the programme set out by the President, it would be 
seen that the latter would be the easier to carry out. · 

Dr. Rajchman would leave it to Professor Leon Bernard to speak of the position of the 
work in regard to tuberculosis. He desired, however, to emphasise the important results 
obtained in regard to venereal disease. In the first place, the question of the serological 
diagnosis of syphilis had been cleared up, and it had been possible to reach definite conclusions 
which would, of course, be subject to revision in the future. In the second place, the question 
of treatment, which, in this case, was the only preventive method, had also been investigated. 
A conclusion was about to be drawn from the documentation furnished by the public clinics 
of Europe and America. 

Briefly, the Health Committee had defined the methods which should be recommended for 
serological diagnosis and had indicated two or three excellent methods of treatment. Though, 
therefore, the Committee had not drawn np an actual international doctrine, which would have 
been very dangerous, it had nevertheless furnished information which was very valuable to 
those countries less fortunate than Great Britain and the Netherlands which did not yet 
possess a well-established organisation for the anti-venereal campaign. 

The Health Committee was an advisory body of the Council and in that capacity was 
called upon to provide advisory opinions to an ever-increasing extent. Those opinions could 

- not reflect personal views, but had to be based on the conclusions reached after long discussion. 
Dr. Rajchman would refrain for the moment from dealing with certain questions of 

procedure. He would ask to be allowed to refer to them later when the general trend of the 
discussions became clear, and when the various items were discussed one by one. 

Dr. HA1lEL thought that as he had been a member of the Health Committee for only 
three years his ideas in regard to the results of the Committee's work would perhaps interest his 
colleagnes. Dr. Hamel had dealt with the health problems of a federal state consisting of 
seventeen countries and he was well aware of the complexity of those problems and of the 
time necessary for solving them. When he became a member of the Health Committee, he 
had not imagined that that Committee would have been able each year to registe~; such 
remarkable results. - _ . - · 
~~ th~ r~ults _must be ~entioned, in the first place, the organisation of the Service 

of Epidemiological Intelligence, wh1ch had rendered very great service throughout the whole 
world. It was not only confined to compiling statistical documentation, but it had also 
endeavoured, as ~in epidemics such as poliomyelitis and psittacosis developed, to furnish 
the greatest possible amount of information in regard to them. 
. Another very remarkable manifestation of the activity of the Health Organisation was the 
~nterchange system. _That was of very great importance to the countries visited because 
1t c;ompelled the offictals of sanitary administrations to provide up-to-date information on 
tbe!r methods. On_ the other ha~d, those officials who took part in study tours were able, on 
t~ return to therr own countnes, to render more valuable services. It might be said that 
the ~changes were t~e best " visiting cards " which the Health Organisation of the League 
of :SatiOilS crruld leave m the various countries. Dr. Hamel also emphasised the importance 
of the results obtained in regard to standardisation. 

In gent:ral, the _Health Or~anisation had won the este,em of the circles concerned throughout 
tl~e W_?Tld by drawmg attentwn to the importance of preventive and social medicine, which 
l.ad 1at!e£1y 1-.lf--en 50mewhat neglected. The officials who had endeavoured to introduce 
prev~t1v~ methods of f!(JCial medicine into their countries were grateful to the Health 
OrgaJll!atiiJJ1 ff.ll" the help thus given to them. 

The !diiJOls (1 ~ygi£-ne Were Of special importance in COUntries in which there were no 
tllf1>~Mntary tra1~ng crrurl!(:ll for doctors. In countries where such courses were to be found 
dlof; tdvJ(jb uf hygleile &timulated their activity. 
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Som_e of the questions on which the Health Organisation had been at work had given 
more s~~1sfa~ttohry r

1
edsult_s tha

1
n ?thers. With rega~d to cancer, the change since the war in the 

propor J?n o e o er ~n re ah~n to the younger elements of the population in most countries 
maddet th1ts protblefm pahr~11~ularly Important. Th~ results. obtained in the study of the diagnosis 
an rea m~n o syp I IS were very encouragmg. W1th regard to tuberculosis, the general 
decrease wh1ch had been _noted should not retard the campaign against it. 

T~e number of medical and health problems awaiting solution was very great, and the 
Com,!lllttee wo_uld have to make a selection from them and give preference ot problems of 
partJculatly ~de scope, or those whose investigation offered the certainty of practical results. 

ModeratiOn was necessary, _however, in reg3;rd to international obligations. On the other 
hand, t~ex:e coul~ be no q~est~on of endeavounng to establish a kind of scientific monopoly, 
or of ~1shmg to Impose obhgahons on the circles concerned. 

Fmally, Dr. Hamel was entirely in agreement with Sir George Buchanan with regard to 
the system of rapporteurs contemplated in the President's statement. 

Professor BoRDET was not very familiar with the aims and methods of the Health 
Com~itt~. ~e believed! however, ~hat it had es~ially i~ view ~he ~evelopment of sanitary 
org~msahons m the vanous countnes, the campa1gn agamst ep1dem1cs and the teaching of 
hyg1ene. · ~.!J 

The Committee had therefore been led to draw up a list of diseases in which international 
intervention was legitimate, and to put forward, on the basis of the documentation collected 
a plan of action for combating them. That was particularly the case in regard to malaria and 
syphilis. · 

With regard to tuberculosis, the Committee could not claim to give any lessons in that 
matter to a country like Great Britain. It should be pointed out, moreover, that though 
certain Governments might be able to devote very large sums to the anti-tuberculosis campaign, 
as in the case of the Belgian Government, which had voted a credit of one hundred million 
Belgian francs, this was not the case in all countries. 

Professor Bordet did not see how heart diseases could be the subject of an international 
investigation. Their etiology was still unknown to scientists, who were as yet unable to suggest 
any specific treatment. The same difficulty arose with regard to scarlet fever. 

It was entirely different, however, with whooping cough. That was a social disease, and 
it was serious owing to the fact that it was extremely widespread. While, in Belgium for 
example, medical men considered that the use of vaccine gave very appreciable results, 
particularly by shortening the duration of the disease, in other countries, on the contrary, 
their efficacy was completely denied. 

These divergencies of opinion doubtless arose from the fact that vaccines were not 
prepared everywhere in the same way. · 

Professor Bordet would therefore be glad if the Health Committee would recommend 
that certain laboratories should be requested to supply a vaccine prepared according to a 
well-determined method, which would be studied in all countries. If the efficacy of that vaccine 
was proved it would be adopted ; if such were not the case it would not be used. ~ 

· That seemed to be a direction in which the action of the Health Organisation of the League 
of Nations might be particularly useful. 

The efficacy of sera against polyiomyelitis might also be the subject of a similar 
international enquiry. 

Professor Leon BERNARD was not on favour of prolonging these general di~cussions. 
At the same time, it seemed to him that a certain number of ideas had come to light during 
the present discussion. . . . 

He had not clearly understood whether Sir George Buchanan was or was not m favour 
of comparing the various national methods. With ~ d!le prudence it seeme~, ho~ever, that 
that comparison should be the basis of the Comm1ttee s work. Thus, to gJVe h1s personal 
opinion Professor Leon Bernard would state that the visit he had once made to the British 
Ministry of Health had been most instructive, and it could be said that the interchange system 
was one of the most valuable activities of the Health Organisation. 

The general discussion, however, had also bee~. concerned with another idea. Referen~e 
had been made to social diseases and social med1cme. Professor Leon Bernard ~bought. ~t 
impossible to obtain an exact definition of those terms. A f~w y~ars ago tuberculosiS, syphihs 
and one or two other diseases only were considered as soc1al diseases. At present, however, 
almost all the other diseases could be placed in that category, and there were very few reasons 
which could be brought forward against _doing so. . . . 

What diseases should be called social ? Those diseases wh1ch attacked soc1ety, t~o~e whtch 
involved social factors, or those which required social_ measures ~ If the l~t d~fimt~on were 
adopted, as Professor Leo~ Bernard h_ad poin~ed ou_t m one of hts commumcatwns, 1t would 
seem that it could be apphed to all d1seases, mclud1ng coryza. . 

Indeed, that progress had been made could be. seen from the fact _that d1seases were now 
considered from the social point of view. The soc1~ ~haracter of a dise~e depended on ~he 
knowledge of that disease and the_progress made m 1ts treatment, calling for the adoption 
of collective measures to combat 1t. . . . . .. 

A distinction should be drawn, moreover, between soc1a!- medicme and preventive med1~1!le 
In the present case the meaning was clear; there were d1seases, however, such as syphths, 
where prevention depended on treatment. . 
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Reierence had been made to publicity in connection with the work of the Health C?m~itt.ee 
That question had often been considered and ~ethods had been contempl~ted for brmpmg 1ts 
"-ork to the notice of the medical world, which was, to a great extent, lgUOrant of 1t. The 
Medical Director would doubtless object that t.he Secretariat was already overburdened, 
but the question should nevertheless be dealt With. 

"1th re!!'ard to whooping cough, Professor Leon Bernard was entirely in agreement with 
Professor Boclet. It was regrettable to find that the opinions of doctors were so .divergent 
in this matter and that that was ·owing to i.gnorance. They were not entirely to blame for 
that i.gnorance', which arose from the absence of h?mogeneity i~ the preparation of vaccines. 
It would be of the greatest importance to standardise them officially. Professor Leon Bernard 
had arran.,aed so far as France was concerned, for specialists to follow courses of study at the 
Copenhagen institute, and the results obtained had been excellent. 

With ~d to tubercul~. Pro~essor ~eon Bernard explained,~ r~ply to Dr. Chodzko 
the ori,oin and bearing of the discuss10n which followed the commumcabon of D~. Besant;:on 
at the Academy of Medicine at Paris. There was no doubt that the progress made m regard to 
tuberculosis encouraged a modification of methods of combating that disease, with a view 
to being eqnipped for carrying out methods now recognised. Professor Leon Bernard wished 
to thank Dr. Chodzko for his.compliments in connection with the Conferences of the Schools 
of Hygiene, and he desired to associate Professor Prausnitz with those compliments. The 
conferences had shown how important it was to take up the questions in detail with specialists 
comparing their experiences. It had also been shown that teaching on hygiene and medical 
teaching were linked together, as the President had pointed out in his statement. 

Although it was somewhat unseemly to compliment oneself, the Committee should note 
with satisfaction the praise addressed to it by Dr. Hamel, who was a relatively recent member. 
This praise was particularly valuable. 

Every organisation should endeavour to perfect itself, and the President's suggestion that 
in place· of large Comm'issions small Committees of competent specialists should be set up 
was excellent. There was no discourtesy in pointing out that the work of the Commission on 
the Teaching of Hygiene had made very little progress until the meeting of directors of schools 
of hygiene had made it possible to draw up definite programmes. 

Professor Leon Bernard was sure that the work which the new Health Committee would 
undertake would be as fruitful as that of its predecessors and that the greatest cordiality 
would continue to prevail. The Committee had never desired to interfere in the internal 
sanitary policy of the various countries, and that attitude was in accordance with the spirit 
of the League of Nations. · 

Professor Ricardo joRGE approved the proposals contained in the President's statement, 
as well as the observations made. A brilliant and usefUl discussion had shown the direction 
which tlie activity of the Health Committee should take. So far as that activity was concerned 
Professor Ricardo Jorge believed that the paths already followed were still the best. He sa~· 
no reasons for an important change of direction. 

He agreed with Sir George Buchanan and with Dr. Jitta with regard to the limitation 
of the programme of enquiries to be carried out. 

On tlie other hand, with regard to the distinction between social and other diseases he 
thought, with Profe550! Leon ~~rd, that that distinction was not very sound. He w~uld 
go ey~ further ; he did not think 1t necessary to separate preventive medicine and curative 
JnedU:ine· ·why, mor6C?ver, should the Committee use terms which were so difficult to 
explain ? Why could 1t not be content to be what it was-a Health Committee without 
furthec qualification ? · . ' 

With r~ard to the choice of subjects to which the Committee should give preference, 
Prof~ Ricardo Jorge thought_ that thest; should include the study of diseases which were 
pub~. ~rges and those wh1ch necess1tated collective effort on the part of health 
administrations. 

Sir George_BucHANA:t:r had been impressed by the many points on which the speakers had 
agr~ ~mg the obJects. of the Committee's activity and the methods to be employed. 
~ ~V:~genc~es_ 'Yere rather m respect of emph~sis. Some members paid great attention to 
t ~~. dt:firutwn of the work of the Comm1ttee, others were more concerned with the 
PI"~~ side of that work. All, however, had emphasised the necessity of making a careful r UJD anv.mg the prob~rns proposed to the Committee. and the Medical Director had ;;::se ~t ~ard that v1ew. He thought that the Committee should continue to follow 
. y..t. wb1eh 1t had taken up to the present, perfecting its methods where necessary If 
ml_turn.at•-tionalthe. doctkrines were to be derived from this work, they would come to light littl~ by 
1 ..,. as wor advanced. 



THIRD MEETING. 

Held on Wednesday, October Ist, 1930, at IO a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. · 

467. Activity of the Health Organisation (Continuation) : Constitution of Commissions. 

The PRESIDENT was glad to. note that the discussio~ at t~e previous meeting had shown 
that the memb~rs ~f the Commtttee, were !ll!llost unammous m regard to its programme of 
work and the d1recbon suggested for 1ts actlvtty. He was also glad to note that his statement 
as a whole had been approved. 

purinp the discussion replies had been given, and in particular by the observations of the 
Medical Dtrector to some of the questions raised. Sir George Buchanan and Professor Hamel 
had .w.arne~ the Com~itt~e against the ~anger of wishing to impose on national medical 
admtmstrahons the ob~1gat10n to take particular measures. The Medical Director had replied 

, that the Health Comm1ttee had not, and never would, have any such intention. The President 
took the opportunity to affirm this once again. · 

On the. other hand, it was obvious t~at . if use was to be made of the important 
documentation collected by the Health Sechon 1t was necessary to formulate the conclusions 
to be drawn by judicious analysis. International co-operation was indispensable if this work 
was to be well done. It was essential to proceed with prudence and to base every consideration 
on statistical elements duly submitted to criticism. 

The Health Committee had heard with great satisfaction Dr. Hamel's words in praise of 
the service of epidemiological intelligence. Dr. Hamel presided over an institution which had 
already at its disposal a very well-developed system of information on epidemics. His 
appreciation of the help he had obtained from the service of epidemiological intelligence was 
authority for believing that this help should, with very good reason, be appreciated by the 
small and less well-equipped countries. It should be pointed out that this service was in the 
hands of the Health Section, and that all honour was due to it and to the Medical Director. 

· The Bureau of the Committee had endeavoured to draw conclusions from the programme 
outlined-that was to say, to determine what commissions and work should be organised. 
Subject to the reservation that there had not been time to consult all the persons concerned, 
and to discuss the composition of the Commissions with the Chairmen, the President submitted 
the following proposals to the Committee : 

I. Permanent Commission on the Standardisation of Sera, Serological Reactions and 
Biological Products. - The President proposed that its present composition should be 
maintained and asked Professor Bordet to be good enough to preside over it. It would therefore 
consist of Dr. McCoy, Professor Dale, Professor Kolle, Dr. Madsen and Professor Louis Martin. 

:2. Opium Commission. - Dr. Carriere would be good enough to continue to preside over 
this Commission. It would be composed of the following members : Dr. Chodzko, Surgeon
General Cumming, Dr. Hamel, Dr. Heng-Liu, Professor Ricardo Jorge, Dr. Tsurumi and M. 
Velghe. Professor Knaffi-Lenz would take part in the work of the Commis!!_ion as an expert. 

3· Malaria Commission. - Dr. Lutrario would submit proposals wi~h regard to this 
Commission, of which he was Chairman. 

Dr. LuTRARIO thought. that this question should be examined with the greatest care. 
The number of members of the Malaria Commission had increased considerably, and to appoint 
them was not an easy task. 

Dr Lutrario wished however to ask the Health Committee to be good enough to appoint 
as Chai~man of this Com~ission P;ofessor Vittorio Ascoli, Directo~ of the S~h?ol of Malariolozy 
at Rome and member of the Health Committee and of the Malana Commtss10n. Dr: Ll;ltr~o 
had agreed to act as Chairman of the latter for seven years, because at the· begmmn~ 1ts 
character was rather administrative, but its acti~ty. was becomin~ more and more s_tnctly 
scientific and Professor Ascoli seemed to be particularly well qualified to act as Charrman. 
He was ~t present ill, but would soon be able to continue his work for the Committee . . 

The PRESIDENT thought that the Committee should bow befor~ Dr .. Lutrario's .desire, 
while thanking him and congratulating him on the remarkable manner m whtch he had directed 
the work of the Malaria Commission for seven years. He would be good enough to act as 
Chairman until Professor Ascoli's return. . . . . . . 

With regard to the other members of the Coml!uss10n, thetr ~ppomtment would be made 
in agreement with Professor Ascoli and Dr. Lutrar10. The Prestdent asked Professor Jorge, 
however, to be a member of the Commission. 

4
. Leprosy Commission. - Professor Chagas was a~ pre~~nt its Chairman, and it would 

be impossible to appoint its members without consultmg h1m. That would be done by 
correspondence. 
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5 With regard to scarlet fever and diphtheria, a small group of experts had carried out 
enquirles, the results of which would be the object of a report. The latter would have t? be 
e~-amined before a special commission was constituted. The Rapporte~rs to t_he Committee 
would be Professor Debre for scarlet fever and Professor Gorter for diphthena. 

Professor Leon BERNARD proposed that this Commission should also deal with whooping 
cough. 

The PRESIDENT replied that he would refer to th~t question later. He pointed o~t that 
a pro,aramme of work on scarlet fever and diphthena had already been fixed, and 1t was 
e.~ted that it would be completed next year. 

Sir George BucHANAN understood that th_e question of scarlet fever and dip~ theria ~as 
intended to be studied from the purely techrucal as~ect and solely fro!ll. the {>Omt of VIew 
of the laboratory. This work, however, was necessarily related to admimstrabve problems, 
and it was important to health administrations dealing with the treat~ent of infectious 
diseases to be kept fully informed about them. He hoped that the Pres1dent would agree 
to act as Rapporteur to the Committee on this question. 

The PREsiDENT replied that the object of the inves~igations were at present purely 
technicaL It was necessary to compare the somewhat difierent methods of sero-therapy 
employed in the various countries of the world, and no administrative conclusion would be 
drawn in the report. 

Sir George BucHANAN emphasised that in England experiments in regard to the use of 
vaccines and sera had to be conducted under special conditions imposed by legislation and 
accepted practice. 

The PREsiDEl<'T pointed out that Sir George Buchanan's remarks were dictated by 
difficulties which were peculiar to his country and existed nowhere else. 

With regard to Sir George Buchanan's request that the President should act as Rapporteur, 
he would point out that he would be presiding over the next session, when Professor Debr~ 
and Professor Gorter would submit their reports, and the necessary liaison would thus be 
assured. 

6. Professor Bordet had emphasised the importance of the question of whooping cough 
and the President was in complete agreement with him. He would. ask Professor Bordet 
to be good enough to make an investigation into this subject and to get into touch with the 
clinics and dispensaries at which it would be possible to orgarlise research in regard to vaccines, 
etc. 

Professor BoRDET accepted this mission, and observed that it was important to obtain 
the collaboration of clinicians. The latter did not need to be very numerous. One or two 
from each !>f the principal countries would suffice. . 

Professor Leon BERNARD informed the Committee that he would put his laboratory, 
which was particularly well equipped from the point of view of whooping cough, at the disposal 
of Professor Bordet. 

The PRESIDENT invited Professor Bordet to discuss the matter with the Secretariat. 
1· The Commission on the Fumigation of Ships would be maintained as it stood that 

was to say : Chairman, Surgeon-General Cumming ; members, Sir George Buchanan, General 
Graham, Dr. Jitta, Professor Nocht, M. Velghe, Dr. Monier Williams, and Dr. Dreyer; expert, 
Dr. Stock. 

Professor Leon BERNARD asked whether there was a French member on the Commission. 
He thought it very desirable that his country should profit from the studies undertaken. 

Dr. RAJCHKA:S pointed out that when the Commission was instituted the Health 
Committee h~ hesitated between two solutions-to appoint a great number' of members 
who would bring to the Commission the experience of the various countries, or simply to 
set up a ~mmission with a s_omewhat limited membership which could undertake study 
tours, particulflrly ~ the Umted States. The second solution had been adopted, and it 
was therefore 1mposs1ble to have representatives of all the countries. · 

~- The PRESIDENT pointed out that the question of .smallpox had been studied in such 
a fru1tful manner un_der_ Professor Jorge that appreciable results had already been obtained, 
such as the .s~ndardJSatlOn of the vaccinal lymph and useful information on the epidemiology 
(If encephalitis. He asked Professor Jorge to act as Rapporteur to the Committee and to make 
a statement to the latter on the whole question. , . 

9· The President would return later to the question of cancer. 
l''· With regard to maternal welfare and hygiene of infants and children of pre-school age, 

Dame Jan«t Campbell wouW preside over a reporting committee composed of Professor Dcbr~. 
f'wft:W~ Gr..rU:r and Professor Rott, together with an obstetrician who would be selected by 
the Pres1tk.-nt of the Committee with the help of the Bureau. 

II: With regard to the hy~iene of the child of school age and of the adolescent, a programme 
r,f \t~J~ woulrJ be prey<~.rw by the Mwical Director in collaboration with Professor Tandler, 
of \ ll<l'l na. 
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l~. With regard to tuberculosis, Professor Leon Bernard would preside over a reporting 
committee composed of Dr. Hamel, Professor MeN alty anP, Professor Soper. 

13 .. With re~ard to venereal disease, P~ofessor Jadassohn .would be asked to preside over 
a reportmg c?mm1ttee, the members of wh1ch he would appomt on his return to Europe in 
agreement With the Bureau. ' 

14. Wit~ regard to ca?tcer, rheumatic fever and heart diseases; reporting committees 
would be preside~ over ~y Srr George Buchanan, who would draw up, in collabor_ation with 
the Bureau, the hst of h1s collaborators. 

In view of the d!scussion at the previous. meeting, the President proposed to alter his 
statement, and to om1t the term " social " which qualified the diseases mentioned that was 
to say, cancer, rheumatic fever and heart diseases. 

Dr. CARRIERE wished to refer to the group comprising cancer, rheumatic fever and heart 
diseases. He did not think it rationa~ to include heart diseases. Professor Bordet had correctly 
pointed out that the knowledge of these diseases had not advanced very far. It would seem 
prudent to leave them in decent obscurity and not to mention them expressly, though this 
would leave the Committee free to take them up later as subjects of study. 

Professor Leon BERNARD-understood Dr. -Carriere's scruples but thought it necessary 
to recall the origin of the question. 

In certain countries such as Canada, as Dr. Fitzgerald had explained, social measures had 
been adopted to carry on the campaign against heart diseases. Similar measures had also 
been taken in the United States. Institutions were available because the decrease in tuberculosis 
enabled them to be used for the treatment of heart diseases. 

Professor Leon Bernard thought that if the Health Committee decided to study heart 
diseases it would be only, as in the case of rheumatic fever, in order to determine the measures 
to be taken and not from the pathological point of view.· Consequently he proposed that these 
diseases should be enumerated, and that it should be specified that their study was undertaken 
"from the social point of view." 

Dr. JITTA, who agreed with Professor Leon Bernard, hesitated to return to a point which 
had been discussed at length during the previous meeting. The committees presided over by 
Sir George Buchanan could study the question and take a decision. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN supported Dr. Jitta .. The Health Committee would adopt the decision 
taken by Sir George Buchanan and his collaborators. 

Sir George BucHANAN said that he would be glad to discuss the question with the Bureau. 

The PRESIDENT pursued : 

. 15. In regard to health centres Dr. Chodzko would preside over a commission, and would 
submit during the session and after consultation with the Bureau a proposal with regard to 
the appointment of the members, who would meet in October at Budapest. 

16. With regard to the role of public authorities in the administration of medical assistance, 
this enquiry would be entrusted to M. Velghe, who would draw up a programme and would 
propose a list of collaborators after consultation· with the Bureau. 

17.. The Joint Commission for the study of hea_lth insurance would be ~aintained as it 
was: Chairman, Sir George Newman; members appoznted by the League of Natzons, Dr. Hamel, 
Dr. Bellencontre, Dr. Foramitti, Professor Katashima and Dr. Kuhn. Members appointed 
by the International Labour Office: Dr. Grieser, Dr. Jauniaux, M. Olivier, M. Osiowski, Mr. 
Potts and Dr. Winter. · 

18. With regard to' the teaching of medicine, the President, with the collaboration of the 
Medical Director, would consult experts on the drawing up of a programme of study and the 
submission of a report to the next session of the Health Committee on the basis of the 
preliminary studies. · • 

19. Dr. Fitzgerald would be ask~d to. act as Chairman for the conferences of directors 
of schools of hygiene. As he usually res1ded m Canada, Professor Leon Bernard would act as 
Chairman in his absence. 

20• The Medical Director wished to s~~mi~ observations in regard to the Commission 
of Directors of the various Colonial Health M zmstnes. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN informed the Committee that this. question had .been d_iscussed by the 
Bureau. It was of real importance, and should be dealt With from the pomt of v1ew of proc~dure 

with special care. . . C 1 · "al M" · · h uld It had been proposed that the Medical Directors of the va~wus o om m1stnes s o 
meet under the Chairmanship·of Dr. Madsen. ~hey would consider th.e best methods to adopt 
with a view to the organisation of regular meetmgs, and would subm1t proposals. 

Sir George BucHANAN wished to repeat the. observations he had made at the previo.us 
meeting. He thought that if, as the Medical D1rector. had ~tated, there re.ally were sp~c1al 
reasons for studying separately the hygiene of every ternto~y m ~he world wh1ch ":as descnb~d 
as a colony by means of a commission composed of the med1cal d1rectors of the vanous Coloma! 



llinistries, the question should obviously be examined. At the sa!lle. time, Sir George ~uchanart 
did not really understand its importance, and so far as Great Bntam was concern~d 1t was far 
from certain that the administration concerned would approve the proposal Without fuller 

knowled.,ae. M" . . h th t th d If it was only a question of asking ~h': Colonial tmstnes yt e er or no ey approve 
of the principle of setting up the CommiSSion he would not obJect. 

Dr. R.o\JCHMAN said that the Health Committee s!tould ~o a step further i~ this direction. 
He considered that there was no doubt that the Medical Directors would be m favour of the 
meetin,as. That assertion could be based on the example of the past. Before the Second 
International Conference on Sleeping-Sickness all the administrations stated that they were 
in favour of it. · · · f h 

It was now proposed to hold a meeting of the persons concerned for the dtscusston o t e 
best means of establishina the desired liaison with them and enabling them to benefit from the 
facilities which the Healfu Organisation could offer. . 

It should be remembered that the Council had entrusted to the Health Committee, among 
other tasks, the very special duty of protecting the health of native populations. 

Professor BoRDET agreed "'ith Dr. Rajchman. He had presided over a council of officials 
of colonial health services in Belgium, and considered it of the greatest importance a delegate · 
of these services should meet with the representatives of other colqnial administrations. 

Sir George BucHANAN did not wish to repeat what he had already said but was compelled 
to state that he was not convinced by Professor Bordet's observation. Comparisons of the 
various colonial health methods were at present often -made at the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique, where the colonial administrations were officially represented. The 
discussions often proved very interesting and useful. Whether that organisation was sufficient 
or not for the purpose was a question to which the various colonial administrations would 
wish to consider, along with other information about the present proposal. The approach 
should be to the Governments concerned. 

Dr. }ITTA pointed out that the Netherlands had important colonial interests.· He agreed 
with Sir George Buchanan and did not consider that the proposed meetings were very desirable. 
The problems dealt with by the health administrations in the Far East differed greatly from 
those with which the administrations in Africa were faced. In the Far East,liaison organisations 
already existed. It would perhaps be superfluous to bring together elements which were 
far too di.spal:ate. 

Professor JoRGE, after pointing out that Portugal had also extensive colonies, said that he 
was not sufficiently well informed to be able to approve the proposal. In principle, he agreed 
with Sir George Buchanan and Dr. Jitta. 

Dr. RAJCIDIAN regretted having to intervene in the discussion but thought that additional 
explanations were necessary. 

The Advisory Council at Singapore had a definite object. The object of the proposal under 
consideration was to place all the facilities of the Health Organisation at the disposal of the 
medical directors of the colonial ministries. Those concerned should themselves say whether 
or not they desired it, and Dr. Rajchman did not see why the present moment was ill-chosen 
for raising the question. 

The proposal submitted to the Committee for examination should only result in the 
consultation of the medical directors. The latter, before agreeing to the meeting, would 
doubtless discuss it with their respective Governments and would reply in the affirmative or 
the negative. ' 

Sir yeorge BUCHANAN.: replied that the Health ~mmittee had already too much work to 
do, and tt would seem superfluous to look for additional tasks which could not be defined. 
It "':ould be time to. examin~ the question when the Health Organisation had before it a 
specific proposal for tts help m regard to certain colonies. . 

Dr. RAJC~HAN tho~t it necessary to quote the texts. 
. The Cou~ adopted m 1928 the report of the Second International Conference on sleeping: 
s~kness, at whU;h all the Governments of the countries possessing colonies were represented 
wtth the ~~hon of. the Netherla_nds. Sir George Buchanan himself had been a member 
,,f tbe .Bnttsh ~le_gahon. Dr. Ra)chman read the resolution taken by the Council. J"hat 
resoll!tton had m time been brought. to the notice of the colonial administrations. 

On the other hand, at the meettng of the Committee of the Office international in May 
1930, Dr. Lasnet raised ~ ~finite question. in regard to this resolution and asked to what 
extent the Health Orgam.satwn could offer tts collaboration. 

Prmesst"Jl' PJTTALUGA supported Professor Bordet's statement. The Medical Director's 
sta.tenvmts had overcome the objections which had been raised. 

As A<w:l!!Wf to the Departmt"llt for the Spanish Colonies he approved the President's 
pl'opt"Jtal. ' 
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~rofessor Leon ~ERNARD tho~ght that the. question was somewhat serious. It seemed 
that It would caus~ disagreement m the Committee and he wished it to be cleared up as 
completely as possible. 

The reasons put forward by the Bureau appeared to be the following : 

(a) The Health Committee had received very definite instructions and should not 
try to escape from them : it would be the first time that it had so acted. 

(b) The question itself was of very great importance. 

On the other hand, Sir George Buchanan had raised the following objections : 
In the first place, the Committee should avoid undertaking additional work. To that the 

reply could be that the Committee was not really undertaking any new work · the work would 
. be done by the Medical Directors. ' 

Sec~ndly, Sir George Buchanan thought that the Office international was sufficiently 
well eq!~Ipped to ensure the necessary liaison. To this objection, again, it was easy to reply 
that th1s would not be the first time the same question had been dealt with by both the Office 
international and the Health Committee. There was really :no reason why the latter should 
not take an interest in the question. Moreover, the Office had asked to what extent it could 
collaborate, and the Committee could certaiuly offer a number of facilities. 

Professor Leon Bernard therefore saw very clearly the reasons which militated in favour 
of the adoption of the proposal and found no valid reason against it. At any rate, if one existed 
no one had mentioned it. 

M. ABT said that in his opinion the question raised by Dr. Lasnet referred to the special 
problem of the setting up at Dakar of an epidemiological office. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN maintained that Dr. Lasnet's request had a more general .bearing. 
Moreover, Dr. Lasnet had discussed the matter with him in advance. 

M. ABT pointed out that the representatives of the Belgian, British and French Colonial 
Administrations often raised questions at the Office international which particularly interested 
them. It might .happen .that in regard to a particular question the assistance of the Health 
Committee was needed, and in that event the Committee could be certain that the Office would 
pass it· on. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN was glad to see that in the Health Committee, as in other meetings of the 
League of Nations, a spirit of frankness was increasing. 

He regretted that M. Abt had raised a question of principle. From the point of view of 
the Secretariat, Dr. Rajchman felt obliged to state very plaiuly that it would not accept 
M. Abt's interpretation of the powers of the Office and the Committee respectively. The 
Covenant had left to the Health Organisation complete freedom to examine any question which 
interested it. The Committee would respect the "gentleman's agreement" which bound 
it to the Office in regard to international health conventions. For the rest, if M. Abt's 
interpretation were accepted, its role would be reduced almost to nothing. 

The Committee was unable to accept the principle that Colonial Administrations, when 
they wished to approach it, must be obliged to do so through the intermediary of the Office. 
For ten years the Committee had taken up a very definite attitude on this matter and could 
not now depart from it. 

Professor ]ITTA considered that the discussion was not following the direction which the 
Committee should desire. The question which had been raised was important and it would 
be preferable to adjourn it until the end of the session, when the Committee would have 
before it the minutes of the meeting of the Committee of the Office international. 

Professor Leon BERNARD asked that this discussion should, if possible, be continued 
before the end of the week in order that he might be present. 

M. VELGHE saw no objection to that. Since the position of the Office ~nternational 
d'Hygienepubliquehad been contrasted with that of the Health Section he felt obl~ged to speak. 

As a member of the Bureau he had raised no objection to the proposal. That proposal, as 
it was drawn up, could be understood in a more or less broad sense. In M. Velghe's opinion 
there could be no question of any desire to set up .a body which would comp~te with the Otft.ce 
at Paris. The latter called meetings of a large number of representatives of Colomal 
Administrations which had very interesting discussions. The new Commission, however, 
would not in any way prejudice the activity of the Office. On the contrary, the latter could not 
but benefit froJp. the new collaboration, for everything that took place at Geneva reacted on 
Paris. 

When the position of the colonies was examined it was noted that their medical resources 
were inadequate and that many serious diseases laid a burden on ~he nat_ive p~pulat!o_ns. 
The collaboration of the two great health organisms with a view to 1mprovmg this poSltiOn 
would not be out of place. 

The PRESIDENT thanked M. Velghe. His intervention had helped toelucidatethe discussion. 
The President asked the Committee whether it wished to adjourn the conclusion of the debate 
to a later meeting. 

Sir George BucHANAN said that so far as he was concerned he would prefer to ~djourn. the 
conclusion of the discussion for a few days in order that the members of the Comm1ttee mtght 
be better informed on the matter. 
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His intervention had been inspired by no other rea.so~s t~an tho~e which he had explained. 
Befure taking a decision of principle in regard to .the 1~':1ta~10n wh1ch woul~ be addressed to 
the Directors of the Health Services of the Coloma! M1ms.tnes, he thought 1t necessary to be 
sure how that invitation would be welcomed by the countnes concerned .. H~ propo~ed that t~e 
Committee should ask the Medical Director to be good enough to enqwre mto th1s matter m 
the first instance. 

M. YELGHE wished, in order to complete his. opinion, to . expla~ in w~at the pr<?p~sal 
consisted. The intention was to call a meetmg of coloma! offic1~s Without spectfymg 
their mandat~. which would remain general. They ~oul.d study al_l dtseases: The proposal 
miaht be amended and the Medical Directors asked to mdicate the diseases whtch they w1shed 
to ~nsider. A conclusion could be drawn from their replies at the next session. 

Professor Leon BERNARD asked M. Velghe to draw up a written text .of the proposal, 
amended in the manner he had just indicated, and in conformity with the explanations of 
the Medical Director. 

M. VELGHE was prepared t~ do s~ after agreement with Sir George Buchanan_. 

The PREsiDENT noted that the Committee agreed that the conclusion of the discussion 
should be adjourned to a date in the latter part of the week and that M. Velghe would submit 
a written text. · · 

Returning to the list of proposals which he was submitting to the Committee he suggested 
that : · 

2I. The present composition of the Commission fOY the Co-OYdination of Studies on Human 
Trypanosomiasis should be maintained: Chairman, Dr. Andrew Balfour; members : Dr. 
Bag-::.hawe, Professor Van Campenhout, Professor Gustave Martin, Professor Damas Mora, 
Professor Aldo Castellani, Dr. Max Taute, Professor Pittaluga and Professor Richard Strong. 

· Sir George BucHANAN wished to know whether this Commission had done effective work . 
during the past two years. Interesting results had been achieved at the beginning which had 
led to the Second International Conference on Sleeping~Sickness. Did the present situation, 
however, justify the continuance of this Commission ? 

Dr. RAJCHllA.'i replied that its continuance was indispensable. The Second International 
Conference set up a technical Committee with a twofold task. In the first place, it was to 
collect all the literature on sleeping-sickness and to bring it to the attention of the Governments. 
In the second place, it was to propose to the League of Nations the names of persons who 
should be given scholarships. That Committee had not yet met, and the Health Committee 
would fail to its duty if the Commission on sleeping-sickness were dropped.· 

Sir George BUCHANAN thanked Dr. Rajchman for his explanations. 

The PREsmEI>lT informed the Committee that : 
22. With regard to the problem of nutrition a memorandum on the most appropriate 

methods for its study would be submitted by the Medical Director at the Committee's next 
session. ~leanwhile, a special study of the problem of rice in the Far East would be made in 
collaboration with the Eastern Bureau. Proposals relating to the constitution of a small 
commission of enquiry would be submitted at the Committee's next session. · 

Dr. RAJCHliAN pointed out that Professor Leon Bernard had submitted on behalf of the 
French Government a proposal on the problem of nutrition. The Health Committee had 
requested Dr. Rajchman to study the question. Up to the present, he had been unablt> to 
submit any definite proposal. Interesting documentation had, however, been collected. 

On the other hand, the creation of an international institute for nutrition had been 
requested in a resolution of the Quinquennial Conference of the International Council of 
Women (Yay to June, I930) which had been forwarded to the Health Committee. 

. Dr. Rajchman proposed that the question should again be referred to the Health Section, 
wtt~ the request that concrete proposals should be submitted at the Committee's next 
sesston. 

Professor Uon BERNARD wished to add that he did not know what action would be taken 
on the question but was authorised to say that the Institut d' Hygiene alimentaire would, if 
necessary, be at the Committee's disposal. 

The PRESIDENT continued : 

23. With regard to physical education a group of experts for the study of the question 
would be set up under the chairmanship of Professor Ottolenghi, who would make a proposal, 
to the Bur~u m ~egard to t~e members. The question had been studied for a long time and 
PrrJfessor P~aseck1 had submttted a report recommending the constitution of such a committee 
uf experts. · 

~- Jsc~enn asked whether the Committee intended to maintain the Far-Eastern 
C<.mmw.;vm : he considered that it had important work to accomplish. 

• Dr. RAJCHMAN asked Dr. Tsurumi not to insi.'lt on the continuance of this Commission. 
t Pro th~ ptes(.-nt, all it had done was to examine the Report of the Eastern Bureau and submit 
?tn,~:rvatJrJJ"~_to the Health Committee. If it was this activity that Dr. Tsurumi had in mind, 
Jt wrJUid be !lmple to !l(:t up a sub-committee to study the report and the budget of the Eastern 
~ur.,a,u, 
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With regard to ~?e study of other hea1th problems in the Far East, General Graham 
and Dr. van Lo~khutjsen had both expres~ed the opi~ion that the Far-Eastern Commission 
had always duphcated the work of the Advtsory Council of the Eastern Bureau. 

Dr. :rs~RUMI observed that the Far-Eastern Commission might have a part to play in 
the enqutry m progress on the question of quarantine in the Chinese ports. 

Dr. R~JCHMAN repli~d that a Special Commission had been entrusted with this question 
of quarantme ~nd the Chmese Government had not asked that a Commission should examine 
any other Chmese health problems. 

Dr. jiTTA t~anked Dr .. Rajchrnan for his explanations, which had shown him the reasons 
for the suppresston of the Far-Eastern Commission. 

The PRESIDENT concluded the discussion by proposing : 
24. The appointrne;nt of a ~ub-Committee zor the Study of the Budget and Report of the 

E_q,stern Bureau, over whtch Dr. Jrtta would prestde. The Committee would be composed of 
Str George Buchanan, Professor Heng-Liu, Professor Nocht, Dr. Raynaud, Dr. Tsururni and 
M. Velghe. 

Sir Ge?rge BucHA~AN understood that the Corn~ission of Expert Statisticians would 
cease to exrst because rts task was at an end. He asked, however, whether the Committee 
was not required to elect certain members to join with members of the Institute of Statistics 
with whom it was in liaison, for purposes of revising the international nomenclature of caus~ 
of death. . 

Dr. ~AJCHMAN replied that the Health Committee had only been requested to do so on 
the occasron of the last International Conference for the revision of this nomenclature. 

Professor Leon BERNARD observed that certain members of the Health Committee, 
among them himself, were members of the International Institute. 

468, Examination of the Report of the Medical Director (Annex 3). 

_I. DECISIONS OF THE COUNCIL. 
No observations. 

II. COLLABORATION WITH THE CHINESE MINISTRY OF HEALTH. 

Dr. KING wished to give the Committee a survey of the progress made during the past 
few' months in the carrying out of the proposals of the Chinese Ministry of Health, which 
were described in the Medical Director's report on his mission to China. 

He wished first, however, to express the deep gratitude of the Chinese Ministry of Health 
"to the Health Committee and the Health Organisation of the League of Nations for their 
close collaboration and help in the work undertaken in China. 

The entire National Government joined in these thanks and gave all its support, 
financially and otherwise, to the authorities of the Ministry of Health to carry out the 
important task which it had assumed of modernising the Chinese health organisation. 

In order not to abuse the Committee's time, Dr. King would give a brief explanation of 
the progress made. . 

With regard to the reorganisation of the quarantine services, he informed the Committee 
that since Dr. Park had left Nanking offices for the National Qurantine Service had been 
installed at Shanghai and that the officials had already started to inspect ships and to control 
the junk traffic. By order of the Ministry of Finance, the Customs Administration was 
providing the necessary funds. · 

With regard to the Central Field Health Station an extensive piece of land adjacent to 
the Central Hospital had been taken over by the Government .. The clinic and dispensary had 
already started work in the Central Hospital buildings. · Premises had been set aside by the 
Ministry of Hygiene for the installation of temporary laboratories until the new buildings 
were constructed. Dr. Borcic was at present visiting Peiping, Tientsin and other towns in 
China in order to familiarise himself with local problems. 

With reference to the new national hospitals, the Central Hospital set up by means of an 
endowment of $2oo,ooo was at present in full working. Two hundred patients were being 
treated there and about hundred carne daily for attention. The Provincial Government of 
Chekiang had recently approved a credit of S2oo,ooo for the creation of a new hospital and 
was collecting the necess;1ry funds. · 

With regard to medical teaching Dr. Faber was at present travelling about ~he country 
with Dr. F. C. Yen and certain Chinese experts to study this problem of primary rrnport~nce. 

· With regard to the campaign against smallpox and cholera in the port of Shanghai Dr. 
King had pleasure in informing the Committee that soo,ooo persons had. been moculat.ed 
against cholera during the past season. Considerable work had also been done m the laboratones 
and only a very small number of cases had been notified during the year. With regard to 
smallpox an average of roo,ooo vaccinations had been carrie~ out at Shanghai during the 
three or four past months, and there was every reason to beheve that next year the figure 
would amount to 2oo,ooo or 30o,ooo. 

Dr. King wished to take advantage of the present opportunity to express his warm thansk 
to the Medical Director and the Health Organisation. 
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The PREsiDENT was sure he was interpreting the_ feelings of the Committ~e in thanking 
Dr King for his words of praise. The results to whtch he had. drawn att~nhon 'Ye!e very 
en~Ufaooing, and the Committee was unanimous in congratulating the Chmese Mmtstry of 
Health. · 

Dr. R-\JCH:UAN wondered whether the members of the Committee r~alised t~e difficulties 
under which the Chinese Ministry of Health had had to work, espectally dun~g the _past 
si.'l: months The papers-might give the impression that the only problems whtch clatmed 
the attenti~n of the Government were those relating to civil war. That. was not. the c~e 
and it was yery encouraging to learn from Dr. King's statement and the mformatlon. wh~ch 
Dr. Borcic regularly addressed _to th~ Secretariat that the work of health reorgamsatlon 
continued in spite of all the difficulties. . . 

It ~ particularly noticeable that the Central ~-v~rnment and t~e ~rovmctal 
Governments, though engaged in long and expensive hostihhes, could set astde tmportant 
sums for the work of reorganisation. . 

In conclusion, Dr. Rajchman wished to emphasise the importance. of the effo!ts made 1~ 
the campaign against cholera and smallpox. Anyone who had had occaston to stay m Shangha1 
would be aware of the remarkable results represented by the vaccination in that town of 
300,000 persons in one year. . . 

Dr. Rajchman was authorised to inform the Co~mitte~ that Dr. Kt~g had JUSt. been 
appointed Director of the Central Field Health Statton, which filled the- ut;tportant role_ of 
advisory body to the Chinese Minis~ of Health. Tha~ ~as a. new opporturuty f?r affirmmg 
that the collaboration between the Chinese health admmtstrabon and the Comrmttee would 
continue to be as close as possible. 

On behalf of his colleagues, the PRESIDENT congratulated Dr. King on his appointment 
to so important a post. 

Dr. TsURu:m associated himself with the congratulations addressed by the President and 
the Medical Director to the Chinese Ministry of Health. He was particularly interested in 
the question of quarantine and would submit observations after Dr. Park had made 
his statement. 

The campaign against smallpox and cholera in Shanghai was of very great importance to 
the public health, not only of China but also of neighbouring countries, and Dr. Tsurumi 
would be glad to have additional information on this matter. 

Dr. RAJCHliAN said that he would be at Dr. Tsurumi's diposal at the end of the meeting 
and would give him all the information he desired. 

Dr. LUTRARio had leanied with satisfaction that Chinese medical officials had been 
requested to study the working of the sanitary administrations of certain European ports. 
He pointed out that in Italy several ports had been organised with great care from the sanitary 
point of view, particularly with regard to the fumigation of ships, and it would be interesting · 
if the Chinese officials could visit some of those ports, in particular Venice, Naples and Genoa. 

Dr. RAJCIDIA..li took note of Dr. Lutrario's offer, for which he thanked him, 

Sir George BucHA.liAN said that in England they had been very much struck by the interest 
taken by the Chinese official who had come to study ·port sanitary administration. His 
instruction had been arranged by the port sanitary authorities of London and Liverpool; and 
he thought that the Health Committee should be grateful to those authorities and their 
medical officers of health. If new visits were contemplated, it would be desirable to inform 
the local authorities in good time, so that they could make the necessary arrangements. 

Dr. RAJCHliAN drew attention to the help given by the sanitary authorities of the ports 
of London and Liverpool, which the Health Committee greatly appreciated. 

III. CURRENT WORK OF THE HEALTH SECTION. 

I. Service_ of Epidemiological Intelligence. 

Sir George BuCHANAN wished to make a small observation in regard to the publications 
of the Health Or-ganisation which dealt with epidemiological intelligence-namely, the Weekly 
~d and the Monthly Report. Certain members of the Committee had indicated how much 
Importance they attached to these publications, which obviously met a demand in a great 
number of countries. 

The health administr:ati~ in. Great Brita~n were not so interested in them except for the 
part devoted to the offictal mtelhgence supphed under the Sanitary Convention. They had 
a comp~ta~ system ?f i!lform;ation through the British consular agents and they made their 
(IWJI epiJiemwl<>g~cal studtes m theu- own way. At the same time, the fact that the publications 
of tb.e Health Or~anisation were not used in Great Britain to such an extent as elsewhere did 
nrJt dr-.-crease thetr importance . 

• _\\111!D OJ1nirJD5. W(:r;e expressed in these publications they were necessarily personal 
<.ptnvJM,and Jt was UI(::VJtable that they should not always be accepted by all those concerned. 
It r.hrmltl, h<IW~<V~, be ~]early stated, as the President had suggested, that they in no way 
l....-mnd the Jli.:alth Comm1ttoo or the Health Organi.~ation of the League of Nations as a whole. 
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He wish.e4 ~o emphasise how important it was to pay the greatest attention within the limits 
of ~o~s1bih~y to the accuracy of the information. On several occasions the British 
admm1strat10ns had been embarrassed by the publication of incorrect information. He quoted 
~s one e~a~ple the already anci~nt history of cases of smallpox introduced by the s.s . 
. Tus.cama . I~ had been very difficult to put an end to the false rumours which circulated 
m t~1~ con~ection, and they had only finally been removed when the various national 
admm1strations had received and acce~ted the_ official Bri~ish statement which Sir George 
Buchanan had forwarded to the Office tnternattonal at Pans. It was there explained that 
fifty cases of incubation had been noted and very carefully watched and that secondary cases 
of the disease had developed only in five cases, which had not, moreover, been very serious. 
Two or three months later, however, the Monthly Report indicated that the Tuscania had 
caused an epidemic of 200 or 300 cases in England. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thanked Sir George Buchanan for his criticisms, which were quite justified. 
The Epidemiological Intelligence Service would profit by them. He wished, however to remove 
one or two slight misunderstandings. · . · ' 

It seemed to him that Sir George Buchanan had not drawn a sufficiently clear distinction 
between the weekly records and the monthly reports. The weekly record was limited to facts 
and the Medical Director would be grateful if Sir George Buchanan would give instruction~ 
to the Services which he directed to draw the Health Section's attention to any mistakes 
which might slip into the information. He did not think that important mistakes had often 
been noted up to the present. · 

With regard to the monthly reports, Dr. Rajchman fully approved the President's 
proposal that it.should be stated at the beginning of the report that the Health Committee 
was not responsible for the articles published. He informed his colleagues that the rule of the 
Section would be applied more strictly namely, that articles published by the Section should 
never be signed. · 

Dr. Rajchman asked permission to return to the affair of the " Tuscania " at the next 
meeting. 

Dr. CARRIERE wished not to criticise but to praise. It had already been said that the 
surveys on certain infectious diseases published in the monthly reports were of great importance. 
Dr. Carriere wished to draw attention to their usefulness: it was very difficult for the Services 
concerned to keep themselves satisfactorily well informed as to these diseases, and he himself 
intended to publish in the weekly bulletin of his Service summaries of the articles contained 
in the monthly reports. 

Sir George BUCHANAN would be glad to give any additional information for which he 
might be asked on the " Tuscania " affair. 

He was in favour of the President's proposal in regard to the note which should appear 
at the beginning of these publications. If they were not signed by the author, the Health 
Section, and in consequence the Medical Director, would have entire responsibility for the 
views expressed. 

' 
Dr. RAJCHMAN observed that the responsibility could hardly be heavier than in the past, 

seeing that in the course of nine years only three articles had been signe~. 

Dr. LUTRARIO observed that the note which it was proposed to place on the first page of 
the publications might take away a great part of their authority. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thought that it was nevertheless very desirable that it should be included. 

In reply to Dr. Lutrario Sir George BucHANAN said that in an English publi<;ation.of the 
Anti-Vaccination League with an extensive circulation articles had appeared m which no 
distinction was made so far as the Health Committee's responsibility was concerned between 
a report of the ~malipo~ Commission over which Professo: Ric.ardo. Jorge ha~ presided and 
certain information obtamed from the weekly record of Ep1dem10log1cal Intelligence. 

Sir George ~uchanan then ~eferred to the last p~rag:raph of th~ chapter. on Epidemiological 
Intelligence, wh1ch drew attention to the broadcastmg m clear ?f m~ormabon fro~ the Nauen 
station in Germany. He pointed out that he had made reservations m regard to.this broadcast 
which appeared in the Minutes, reservations which he had al~o reported tc;> his Department 
and to the Office international at Paris. He regretted that this broadcast m clear had been 
agreed upon without a fresh consultation of the Committee. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN wished in the first place to make it clear that the. Bureau was not responsible 
the incriminating decision having been taken by the Health Section. . . 

He drew attention to the following facts. For four years four Wireless stations had 
broadcasted summaries and epidemiological information in clear, and. the Saigon station 
broadcasted complete information. For four years also the Nauen station had broadcasted 
the information in code. In order, however, to meet the repeated requests of the Eastern 
Bureau it now broadcasted in clear. Dr. Rajchman saw no difference between this broadcast 
in clear and that done at Saigon. 
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M YELGHE had no objection to continuing this pra~tice, althol!gh it was n~t without 
its in~n,~.niences, but did not think it desirable to extend It t~ other diseases, as. this method 
of disseminating information might, in many cases, create panic among the pubhc. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN assured him that no fuit~er addition would be made until the preliminary 
opinion of the Health Committee was obtamed. 

The PRESIDENT note.d that the mem~ers agreed that the publications concerning 
epidemiological information should be contmued. . 

All the difficulties would be removed by very shght changes. 

FOURTH MEETING. 

Held on Thursday, October 2nd, rg3o, at IO a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN, 

469. Proposal of the Spanish Government for a European Conference on Rural Hygiene. 

Professor PITTALUGA read the report of the Sub-Committee (Annex s.c.). 

Sir George BucHANAN, in thanking Professor Pi.ttaluga, said t_hat the interest of G~eat 
Britain in a European Conference on Ruril.l Hyg~e~e was considerable. ~he _geolog~cal 
characteristics of the British Isles had led to very vaned types of rural orgarusahons. The 
fact that a large part of the British population lived by agricultural labour was often overlook~d. 
It would seem desirable to draw up the programme of work of the conference as soon as 
possible. Something more than the main outlines was necessary if the Governments were to 
be in a position to appoint appropriate delegates. . · . . 

Professor Ricardo JoRGE heartily congratulated Professor P1ttaluga, who had msprred 
the movement which bad led up to the Spanish proposal. The Sub-Committee's report, of 
which be was the author, was remarkably moderate, concrete and practical, and Pr~fessor 
Jorge had no observation to make in regard to the formula and procedure proposed m the 

~e wished, however, to make a reserVation in regard to the composition of the conference. 
He did not understand the necessity for restricting by the adjective " European " the number 
of countries which would take part, when agricultural labour raised similar problems thr<?ughout 
the world. 

It was true that the Spanish proposal provided that observers from non-European 
countries could be invited to attend the Conference, but Professor Jorge considered that 
though the preseni:e of observers could be justified at a political meeting that was not the 
case with a scientific meeting. If observers were present at the discussions of the Conference 
why should they not take an active part in it ? In particular, it would be very valuable to 
have the advantage of the experience of the United States, especially in regard to agricultural 
technique, which was of great importance from the health point of view. 

At the present time, technical economic and social questions could not be separated from 
health questions, and there was one factor in particular which militated in favour of a more 
extensive representation on the contemplated conference-the soil of certain districts in 
Europe did not suffice to- nourish a surplus population and the latter emigrated to new 
countries. From northern Po-rtugal, as from northern Spain, a wave of emigrants, which 
continually became more considerable, flowed towards South America. Professor Jorge did 
not see why a distinction should be made between the mother country and its former colonies. 
Ital~, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and other countries also contributed an important 
cont~ent to European emigrat~on. Why not consider the element of the population which 
left m the same way as that whiCh remained ? 

lloreo-ver, the J:>onds uniting these two elements were complex, and though the emigrants 
":ho returned to therr native country brought with them their savings they also brought certain 
~. such as tuberculosis, which was now prevalent in certain districts of Portugal where 
tt had been unkno-wn for fo-rty years. It would be easy for Professor Jorge 'to develop this 
argument !fiUCh further, but he thought he had demonstrated sufficiently the necessity for 
ent.leavounng to solve the problem of rural hygiene in its entirety. 

11. VELGHE wa.'l ve;y much impr~sed. by the arguments put forward by Professor Jorge 
but regretted that he did not agree w1th h1m : the Health Committee was faced with a well
ddi~...d Kht:me. The League Council had accepted the proposal of the SpanL~h Government, 
and tt &<:J.:mt:d .t~at the He-.ilth Co!Dmittee CC?uld not change it. The Committee could only 
e-xpre<l§ tts opmvm. Professor P1ttaluga m1ght possibly draw the Spanish Government's 
att;.ntvm to that opinion; 

Mtner.tVer, M. _Yelgbt; thought that the Spanish Government had been wise to limit to 
~ur'~ tb~ ~n~ne~~ wb1eh !!htru~~ take part m the Conference. It would only sit for a few 
dayt, and It Wa.§ lmPfntant-'u Sar George Buchanan had observed-to limit the programme. 

' 
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of. questions to be discussed, apart from which the reports submitted could not be examined. 
w~th the necessary ca:e. In addition, this was merely a conference-in other words, a meeting 
With a not very defimte character, and for whose task the arguments which had to be taken 
into ac~ount wh~n a permanent institution was set up were hardly applicable . 

. I~ 1~ was des1red that the conference contemplated should do useful work, it was essential 
to hm1t 1ts terms of reference. Though there were certain points of resemblance between rural 

_problems throughout the world! t~e differences presented between one country and another 
were much mor~ numerous. ~1thm the field o! Eurol?e alone those differences were very 
pronounced. With regard,. for ms.tance, to medical ass1s!ance to the rural population, the 
problem was not the same m Belgmm, where the populat10n was very dense, and in France 
although they were neighbouring countries. ' 

Consequently, M. Velghe thought it would be preferable to convene other conferences 
if necessary, in other continents for the study of the rural problems of those continents' 
rather than to leave to a single conference the solution of those problems throughout the world: 

Dr. JITTA began by congratulating Professor Pittaluga and the Sub-Committee. Generally, 
he was only too pleased to foliow Professor Jorge, but in the present case he agreed with M. 
Velghe. Professor Jorge was right in principle, but in addition to M. Velghe's objection that 
the Health Committee could not go further than the Spanish Government had gone, there 
were also practical reasons against the convening of a world conference. 

Thus, for instance, the Sub-Committee had suggested April 23rd, 1931, for the opening 
of the conference, and it would be difficult to convene the countries of the whole world for that 
date. 

It would be possible to refer to Professor Jorge's opinion in the report of the Health 
Committee and to explain that the conference was only limited to Europe for practical 

.considerations, and that the Health Committee reserved its right to make more comprehensive 
suggestions if necessary. 

Dr. Jitta wished to raise questions on points of detail. 

I. How would the Conference be composed ? Would ali the European countries be 
invited to send representatives or only some of them ? 

2. The foiiowing passage occurred in the report : 

" We would ask the Health Committee to accept this Committee's suggestion and 
to point out to the· Council the desirability of sanitary engineers, administrators, 
representatives of farmers' associations, representatives of social insurance associations, 
being sent to the Conference ... " 

Was that necessary, and if so would it not be desirable to complete the list ? No reference 
was made, for example, to veterinary experts whose views might be very useful. 

As a member of the Sub-Committee for the study of the Spanish proposal Dr. CARRIERE 
congratulated Professor Pittaluga on his clear summary of the sometimes confused discussions 
of the Sub-Committee. 

With regard to the question itself, he did not agree with Professor Jorge's opinion, and 
supported that of M. Velghe. In his opinion the convening of an international conference 
would only lead to confusion pure and simple, owing to the great differences presented by rural 
problems in the various continents. Moreover, the object of the Conference was not to draw 
up an international convention, but simply to make recommendations. 

Professor PITTALUGA wished first to thank Sir George Buchanan for his approval of the 
report, and to assure him that ali the members of the He1J.}th Committee very much hoped 
that her overseas Empire would not prevent Great Britain from considering herself as interested 
in ali European problems. _ 

There might seem to be a contradiction between the beginning of the report, which 
emphasised the necessity for limiting the programme of the Conference and .giving clear and 
concrete definitions to the questions placed on the Agenda, and the very wide scope of the 
three subjects proposed in the continuation of the report. That contradiction occurred beca?se 
the Sub-Committee, after indicating what general principles should be foliowed in prepanng 
for the Conference, had very naturally been careful, when it came to defining the programme 
of the Conference, not to fix too narrow limits to the future decisions of the Rapporteurs of the 
Conference. It was obvious that the three fundamental problems selected were very vast, 
but it would be for the Rapporteurs of the Conference to limit and define them and Professor 
Pittaluga did not think that that could be done immed~ately. . . . . 

Professor Jorge's observations on the report were msp1red by a spmt of umversal1~y. 
The practical reasons, however, for limiting invitations to the Conferenc~ to European countnes 
had been explained so forcibly by M. Velghe that Professor Jorge h1mself must have been 
convinced and he would doubtless be satisfied if the Bureau of the Conference proposed that 
at future international conferences on rural hygiene all the nations of the world should be 
represented. The Health Committee was tied because the Council had accepted the Spanish 
Government's proposal, which was limited to Europe. Moreover, the presence of non
European observers indicated in what spirit this Conference would be convened. 
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As to the question raised by Prof~ssor Jitta reg:arding the list in the ~eport, Pr~fessor 
Pittaluga "ished to point out that the hst was only ~·ven by w~y of suggestion. Tha~ 1t was 
not limitative was indicated by the word "etc. ", w1th wh1ch 1t end~d. ~rofesso~ P1ttaluga 
was not, howev-er, of opinion that the list should b~ extended. Ve~erma~1ans obv~ously held 
an important place among factors iJ:?-fiuencing P'!bhc ~ealth, _esl?ec1ally m C<?untnes such as 
Italy and Spain, where they worked m collaboration ~th hyg.~msts. and received a thorough 
training to that end. It certainly was not Professor P1ttaluga s des1re to exempt them from 
this Conference, but he thought i! wou!d be pref~raJ;lle to leav~ the _Government.s free to call 
upon them or not. Difficulties m.ght, mdeed, anse m connection With the relations between 
the v-arious medical professions. . . . 

Dr Jitta and Dr. Carriere had asked what Governments would be mv1ted to send 
repres~tatives to the Conference. It seemed obvi_ous that invit~tions should be addres~ed. to 
all the Governments but possibly it might be des1rable to appomt a preparatory commiSSion 
which would be req~ested to examine this question. 

Professor Ricardo joRGE wished to defend himself against the charge of being impractical 
in his ideas. M. Velahe and Dr. Jitta had to a certain extent agreed that his observations were· 
sound. Dr. Carrier: had been more explicit. He considered that it would be utopian to hope 
for fruitful results from an international conference. The future would show whether that 
point of view was justified or not. 

Professor Jorge felt that emigration raised one of the gravest health problems of the 
present epoch, and he believed that the convening of a World Conference on rural hygiene 
would one day be essential owing to practical economic necessities. . 

International conferences constantly met for the study of the most diverse problems. 
Why should it not be the same for the matters which interested the Health Committee ? 
Why should it be impossible to address invitations to all countries ? 

Moreover, Professor Pittaluga had outlined in his report a concrete programme for the 
agenda of the Conference. The first subject-guiding principles and suitable methods of 
ensuring effective medical assistance in rural districts-could be suggested for study by all 
the countries. The same was the case with two other subjects : all countries could offer valuable 
information. 

Sir George BUCHA.."'A.."i wished to assure Professor Pittaluga that he had never intended 
to criticise the three headings of the proposed programme. He had simply pointed out that 
in view of the very short time available it was important to have all possible information in 
regard to the date, composition and definite programme of the Conference as soon as possible. 

Dr. LUTRARio expressed his satisfaction that the report according to his suggestions 
referred expressly to the question of rural housing, of which he had often spoken to the Health 
Committee and which he considered as the centre of most rural problems. On this subject 
a programme of research had been established in agreement with the International Institute 
of Agriculture, which it might be useful to consult when the question was thoroughly studied. 

In reply to Sir George Buchanan, Dr. RAJCHMAN informed him that a preparatory 
commission would shortly be appointed by the Committee and that that commission could 
inlmediately get to work. 

Sir George BucHANAN thanked Dr. Rajchman. He supposed that the various subjects 
of the programme would be divided among several Rapporteurs and that the preparatory 
Commission would thus be able rapidly to get to details. 

Dr. RAJCHlfAN replied that the methods of work to be adopted by the preparatory 
commission could not be prejudiced. 

The PRESIDENT thought that the discussion could be considered as closed. 

The Health CommiUee associated itself with the congratulations addressed to Professor 
Pittaluga and took ncte of the suggestions put forward by Professor Jorge. 

470. Report of the Malaria Commission on Its Study Tour In India. 

Professor ScHCFYS'ER thanked the Committee for inviting him to submit a commentary 
(JJl the report. 

That reprJJt was pr~d by a. Jt?te prepared by Colonel Christophers at t.he request 
lAthe meml-..ers of the mLsswn, explammg the whole problem of malaria and giving a survey 
<A what had been done up to the present in India in the campaign against this disease. That 
J>tudy t~ hf-.Jm o~ very great value to all the members who had taken part in the tour. The 
rep<Jrt Jt""'lf dl=scnbed the work of the Commission. 

!~ wa!! diffi~lt to explain how rich in impressions had been this tour of five months. In 
ti..-:: JtJMr~ry wh!ch had been very competently drawn up the routes usually followed by 
tr<l.w;ll~<r~ m lntJ~a had been avoitJcd and the members of the expedition had been able to 
<,tA::tm a v';-ry WJ{J(l kw,wledge of the country, 

TJ,,~ !~ntEb hrJ11h of the C<-,mmilll!ion, Colonel Chril!tophers, Major Sinton and his assistant, 
Mr. ~·•11•~:-:•n, a~ wdl a!l the directors of the health admmil!trations of each province and the 
m.r..JarvJ!r4)."<h attaci11~d to the railway department, l~ad prepared for the tour down to the . 



sma~lest details. ~ro!essor Schiiffner wished, on behalf of all "the members, to express the 
grat~tude of the mission to all those who had endeavoured to facilitate the tour, and in 
particular to General Graham. · 

The m~ssion had received all possible help. In certain cases notes had been specially 
drafted for its use, and these have been attached to the report in the form of annexes. 

· When a province had been visited, meetings had been held at which the mission had 
endeavoured to arrive at the result of the work done, Dr: Ciuca and Dr. Peltier had drafted 
Minut~s of such meetings on the basis of which the report had been drawn up, in the first 
place m the form of a draft by Professor Swellengrebel. 

Professor Schiiffner then indicated the main stages of the tour, Bombay; the Punjab, 
Calcutta and Bengal, Rangoon and Burma, the eastern coast of the Indian Peninsula and 
Madras, returning to Bombay by the south of India. · 

Malaria was found in India in its most diverse forms. This disease, however, had certain 
spe_cial characteristics, and the mission had distinguished four main local malaria problems 
wh~ch should be studied separately, for entirely different measures were needed to combat 
them. 

I. The Urban Jlr!alaria Probleny. - This problem, apart from the case of Jerusalem, 
appeared to be pecuhar to the Indian towns. It was clearly caused by a single type of 
anophelene, the A. Stephensi, whose breeding-place was in wells in the houses and in cisterns 
~m th~ roofs. That explaine_d the origin of the epidemics limited to one family or to the 
mhab1tants of one house, which so often occurred. -

The remedy seemed easy. The work of Bentley had already indicated it in rgii. It would 
suffice to seal hermetically all· wells and cisterns. The natives, however, showed great 
repugnance to allowing strangers to penetrate into their houses, and for all kinds of social and 
religious reasons did not wish the water, which they think ought to be exposed to air and sun, 
to be touched. · 

2. Bengal Delta. - Malaria had only begun to prevail in this delta seventy or eighty 
years ago, and districts which had formerly been flourishing had been to a great extent 
depopulated by this scourge. It seemed that it could be imputed to the work of all kinds, 
construction of dykes, railways, roads, etc., which had led to the cutting of numerous small 
channels from the Ganges delta, the water of which had become stagnant. In districts where 
the water still ran freely, the situation was much better. The spleen index was from 2 to 3 per 
cent instead of from So to go per cent. -

The improvements proposed by Bentley included a whole system of irrigation and drainage 
which would result in giving the delta its original character. The expense involved in this 
scheme would be enormous, but the mission entirely approved of it in principle. 

3· Punjab. - Here the mission noted a converse phenomenon. In this originally dry 
district extensive irrigation work had been done by the English, and the level of the water 
had risen considerably, to the extent of becoming level with the surface in certain places. 
The new humidity of the land had led to the development of malaria. One of the characteristics 
of the scourge in the Punjab was the appearance of a terrible epidemic every eight or ten years, 
the reasons for which were as yet unexplained. Doubtless the atmospheric conditions played 
an important part. In specially damp years the anopheles developed in August and their 
action started in September. In drier years, on the other hand, the mosquito only developed 
in September, and the temperature was then too cold for it to be very harmful. 

4· Districts at the Foot of the Mountains.- At the foot of the Himalayas was a very rich 
district devoted to the cultivation of tea, where terrible epidemics raged. New immigrants 
constantly arrived from the healthy districts, who, being non-immunised, were attacked 
en masse. It seemed that in this case the only solution, in spite of the richness of the soil, was 
to put obstacles in the way of immigration. 

For the solution of the various problems to which Professor Schiiffner had just called 
attention, very vigorous efforts had been made and they had often given important results. 
It should be pointed out that in the industrialised districts the development of the railways 
made it possible to carry on the campaign with rational methods. Thus Dr. Ramsay had been 
able, in the Cashar district, to take very effective measures at a cost of one rupee per head. 
In less-developed districts the cost was. much higher. . . . . . 

Professor Schiiffner then summansed the conclusiOns at wh1ch the mission had arrived. 
In the first place, all those concerned had insisted on the importance of devoting more 

considerable sums of money to the campaign against malaria. The country was so ~eat and 
the population was so numerous that this campaign necessarily involved considerable 
expenditure. . 

On the other hand, the medical assistance available was obviously madequate : on an 
average there was one doctor to 20,000 to 40,000 inhaJ;>i~ants. . 

A very important question was the thorough trammg of doctors. Co_loJ?-el Chnstophers 
had taken m hand the organisation of special schools. The members of the m~ss1on had followed 
certain of the courses and were appreciative of the excellent work done. Fmally, there was a 
series of problems in regard to which the opinion of the mission s~metim~s differed. from that 
of British circles: those concerning studies in rega~d to t~e c~mpa1gn agamst malana ... 

In the first place, there arose the question of 1mmumsahon. Could the use of qlllmne be 
given up and only natural remedies be used ? 
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, -With regard to the question of splenetic fever it had to be admitted that no sohttion had 

wt been found. · · 'ff k' d f h 1 
• Finally, the mission considered that, in the study of the d1 erent m s ~ anop .e es! an 
endeavour should be made- to establish biological distinctions when morphologtcal distmchons 
were difficult to make. . 

· Professor Schiiffner concluded by saying that, thou_gh the tou~ h~d thrown light on a 
certain number of problems, it had also shown the necess1ty for contmumg to study them. 

The PRE:siDE!\"T thanked and congratulated ProfesSor Schiiffner. 

Dr. LtrrMRIO, who had presided ove~ the plen:!:ry. meeting c;>f the Malaria Co?Jmission 
at Algiers in May :1930, at ~hich t?e ~eport of the mtssion to _India ha~ been submit~ed a~d 
adopted, wished to e.xpress his admiraho-':1- o_f ~e wo~k. accomphshed. This study tour m India 
was the culminating point of the Comrmss10n s achVlty up to the pres~nt., The progran:tme 
had been very carefully prepared in advance, with the help of Colonel Chnstophers and General 
Graham. - . 

The mission had collected a very great number of observations a!ld ne~ ide~s on t~e 
scourge, which in some years claimed more victims than all the other mfecuous diseases m 
India. . . 'nh ,_. h 

In that inlmense country, with a population of more than 30o,ooo,ooo 1 a11ttants, w o 
were to a !!~"eat extent scattered among innumerable villages, the British Administration had 
attained v~ry appreciable results in the campaign against malaria, m~inly in t_he scien~ific field 
of which Kasauli was a very remarkable centre. It had been ·very nghtly said at Algters that 
the three principal stages in the history of malaria in regatd to parasitology had occurred 
snccessively in Algeria, Italy and India. 

The Health Committee would certainly wish to thank General Graham and Colonel 
Christopheys very warmly, as well as Professor Schiiffner and his collaborators. 

Dr. RAJCHliAN pointed out that as a matter of procedure the Health Committee should 
adopt the report and forward it to the Council. The Committee would also probably request 
the Council to communicate the report to the Government. of India. 

Dr. Rajchman proposed that a resolution should be prepared for submission to the 
Committee. 

471. Statement by Professor Swellengrebel on Malaria in Bulgaria. 

Professor SWELLENGREBEL began by summarising the conclusions of his report on malaria 
among the refugees in the Government of Burgas in Bulgaria (Annex 7). -

With reference to the divergencies of opinion which had been shown in regard to the 
anti-malaria campaign in Bulgaria, he wished to point out that it was not really possible 
to speak of different schools. All admitted the need for the .campaign and some simply held 
that this campaign should not be isolated but should be developed on parallel lines with the 
other measures of health reorganisation in the country. _ 

Dr. Kessiakoff, Director-General of Public Health in Bulgaria, had sent a note in reply 
to Professor Swellengrebel' s last report.· In spite of certain reservations that note proved that the 
Bulgarian health authorities were determined to continue the anti-malaria campaign by 
following the main principles of the recommendations of the High Commissioner· of the 
League of Xations and within the general framework of the new health organisation of the 
country. 

The PREsiDENT thanked Professor Swellengrebel. His mission would certainly have 
important results. 

Professor PITTALUGA wished, on behalf of the members of the Malaria Commission, to 
draw attention to the importance of Professor Swellengrebel's work. Professor Pittaluga was 
aware of the great difficulty of the task, not only from the point of view of local problems but 
also owing to existing prejudices. · 

The report showed that he had been able to apply the principles which had been 
recommended . 

. Dr. RAJCHMA!I e~plained that Professor S~ellengrebel's report would form part of the 
5er1eS of reports subm1tted to the Health Comm1ttee and the Bulgarian Government. · . 

. The Bulgarian health authorities had been invited to send a representative to the present 
~~ of the Committee. Dr. Kessiakoff had informed the Secretariat that he regretted his 
mabihty to come to Geneva; he had, however, sent a memorandum which had been studied 
by the ){a]aria Commission.. . 

Dr. Rajchman pointed out that this (\Uestion of malaria had been discussed by the Council 
and the Financial Committee in connechon with the general problem of Bulgarian refugees. 
It tad t.>f'..en untkrstood that from Aprilnt, :1931, the Bulgarian Government would be 
Tl;\f"'.lll_~il·Ae for the anti-malaria l!el'Vice. The Council had thanked that Government, and had 
rer.hTf!rf~A that_ the campaign 11hould be continued .energetically. The Bulgarian Minister 
fi'Jr F1nanr~ bad gwen the af!§urance that the :Bulgar~an Government would do its best to 
CJ'mtintu: VJ awJy the m(;a!IUJ(:!I whkh bad been adopted. 
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472. Status of the Members of the Health Committee. 

. . The PRESID;ENT recalled that .Profess.o~ Bordet had,, at the first meeting of the session, 
ratsed .the ql}estlOn of the respective positions of the different categories of members of the 
Commt.ttee .. ·The Bureau had examined the question and .submitted the following draft 
resolution : · · 

·"The Health Committee : 

" ~aving con~i~ered the qu~stion raise~ at its meeting on September 29th, 1930 , 
concernmg the position of the vanous categones of members of the Committee · 

" Having ascer~ained t~at the~e is nothing in. the Rules of Procedure to p~event the 
experts, whose appomtment IS proVIded for by Article 9 of those Rules, having the right to 
-~= . 

" Decides that these experts shall enjoy the same privileges as those granted to other 
members of the Committee." 

T~at resolutio~ coul~ be submitted to the Council on the following day, and the proposed 
alterations would Immediately enter into operation. 

To a question from Professor Leon Bernard, the President .. rej:>lied that the category of 
assessors had been suppressed. . · · 

The resolution was adopted. 

473. Examination of the Report by the Medical Director (Continuation). 

Ill. CURRENT WORK OF THE HEALTH SECTION (continuation). 

No observations. 
B. Eastern Bureau of Singapore. 

2. System of Liaison with the Health Administrations of Different Countries. 

Professor Leon BERNARD, referring to the congratulations addressed to him at the end of 
the paragraph concerning the general study. tour in France, thanked the Medical Director 
and wished to associate in those congratulations Dr. Biraud and Dr. Forestier, who had played 
a very considerable part in organising the tour. 

He had been requested officially to act as spokesman for the Chief of the French Health 
Administration in expressing the satisfaction which the study tour had given. The reports 
submitted would be of great value to the French services. 

On behalf of the Health Committee the PRESIDENT associated himself with the thanks 
addressed in the report to Professor Cantacuzene and Dr. Stampar for organising the study 
tour in the Balkans. · 

Dr. TsuRUMI offered the Health Committee the thanks of the. Japanese Government, at 
whose request the study tour in the Far East of port health officials had been undertaken. 
The Japanese health authorities had been very -glad to receive Dr. Park and his colleagues. 

Sir George BucHANAN wished to refer to the collective tour proposed in the programme 
for 1931 with a view to the study of the milk supply. If this tour was, as stated, to be limited 
to a small number of persons, it was difficult to reconcile the idea of national representation 
with the otl,ler idea, wnich seemed also to have been accepted, of securing experts with different 
types of knowledge. A great many countries were interested in the question and would like 
to be represented. Was one country to be asked to send a bacteriologist, another a veterinary 
surgeon, a third a medical officer of health, and so on ? He thought that the idea of specialised 
experts might be pressed too far. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN replied that in view of the very great importance of a visit to the United 
States, where facilities had been promised for the organisation of the tour, and the importance 
of including among the participants hygienists who had some influence on the milk policy 
of their respective countries, the best solution would be to organise two tours ; a large group 
would visit the European countries, and a small group,.emanating from the first group, would 
complete the tour by a visit to the United States. 

Sir George BUCHAN:AN still thought it necessary to come to an understanding in order to 
ensure balance among the members of the mission between t~e number of hygienists, 
veterinarians, bacteriologists, chemists, etc., who would be nommated. 

Dr. CARRIERE pointed out that what Dr. Rajchman had called the " milk policy" was 
being studied in Switzerland at the present time. He hoped that Switzerland would .be among 
the countries visited. That country would be very glad to receive the mission and hoped that 
a Swiss representative would take part in the tour. 
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Professor P!TTALUGA said ;hat the question of the milk supply greatly int~rested Spain. 
The report recommended that the participants in the tour should be o~c~als connec.ted 

with the municipal health administration. Owing to t~e ll:utonomy of m':lmc1p3;I orgamsa
tions, which was general throughout Europe, those organisahons would appomt ~heir rep~esen-_ 
tatives, and Professor Pittaluga asked what measures would be taken to avmd undesirable 
appointments. 

M. VELGHE thought that the Medical Director and the various Governments should be 
gh·en the greatest latitude in the choice of the members of .the t<!ur. . . · 

In his opinion, though it was necessary to ensure ~he m?usJOn of persons ~th some~hat 
diverse types of specialised knowledge, it was especmlly Important to appomt organisers. 
Indeed, many attempts at organising the milk supply in. the ~fferent c~mntries ~ad already 
been made. The stumbling-block had always been the high pnce of mdk supphed by the 
organisations which had been set up with that object. · 

The collaboration of veterinarians, bacteriologists, and other specialists was not sufficient 
to assure an unfettered supply ; organisers were also needed, preferably municipal 
administrators. 

Dr. jiTTA expressed the hope that the Netherlands would also be visited. 

Dr . .RAJCHliAN thanked the members of the Committee for their observations. Switzerland 
and the Netherlands would certainly be among the countries visited. 

With regard to the composition of the mission, if the Health Committee would be good 
enough to follow M. Velghe's advice it would not. be difficult for the Health Section to 
come to an agreement with the health administrations, so that its composition would meet 
the needs of the case. Dr. Rajchman explained that the Section always approached health 
administrations directly andnot through the intermediary of Governments .. 

Professor FITZGERALD hoped the Commission would also visit Canada. An official 
invitation could be sent to the Health Committee if necessary. 

Dr. RAJCHll.-\...'< thanked Professor Fitzgerald for his proposal. He would discuss it with 
him later. 

The PREsiDENT wished to support M; Velghe's view. He pointed out that the duties of 
veterinarians varied according to countries. In certain districts they were not only technicians 
but also organisers. He felt sure that, after thanking the different organisers of the study 
tours individually, the Health Committee would also wish to thank the French, Roumanian 
and Yugoslav Governments, which had given every possible facility. 

FIFTH MEETING. 

Held on Thursday, October 2nd, 1930, at 5 p.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

474. Establishment of an International School of Advanced Health Studies at Paris. 

Professor Leon BERNARD read his report on behalf of the Sub-Committee appointed to 
examine the French Government's proposal (Annex 4 c). The French Government had just 
given its final approval to the draft Organic Statute of the International School, and, in 
particular, to Article 10 (Budget)-which was similar in all points to the corresponding article 
1n the Statutes of the Educational Cinematographic Institute at Rome-and to Article 13, 
in regard to which the following slight modification had been requested : · 

" ..• A report on the work of the School shall be forwarded each yearb y the Governing 
Body to the Council of the League of Nations and to the Government of the French 
Republic, which may communicate it to the French Parliament. It shall be communicated 
to all Members of the League of Nations." 

~rofessoi' Uon Bernard pointed out that the French member of the Managing Committee 
appotnted by the French Government would also, de jure, be a member of the Governing 
Body. 

Sir Ge;-.lfge Bt'CHA:SAN said that the Health Committee should be grateful to Professor 
Urm Bernard and to the Sub-Committee which had assisted him for having submitted in 
w clear a YJl'JJl all the necessary information in regard to the nature and details of the 
(IJ'gani..atirm of the school. 

Timnb to the txcellent step taken by the French Government, the Health Organisation 
rA tJ,_e U:a;.(ue of Nations wcrold have at its disposal a valuable instrument by means of which 
JIUlAIC beahh (Jffian could be trained in questions concerning modern practice. The French 
<i~trnffiffit'J scherllE:,. ht ooted, was not intended either to replace the teachin~ given in the 
!l:s.tvAJal tdlf.)I'AJ or_ to ~t<.m-re 1!"'i.th any i~tructio!l whic~ they give on international mat~ers. 
Il..e V;bt.)l',)t of hygu:ne m tbe Bnt111h Emp1re, and, m particular, the London School of Hyg1ene 



and Tropica1.~edicine rn!ght, .for example, decide to undertake special courses of instruction 
for fore1gn VISitors and .m th1s co~ld co-operate with .the new school; although naturall 
there would b~ no questwn of placmg such courses of mstruction under the direction of th~ 
League of Natwns. 

. Professor Leon B~RN~RD noted that the Health Committee unanimously agreed with 
Sir George Buchanan s fnendly observations. 

He was very grateful, both on behalf of the French Government and of himself for the 
approval of ~he Health Committee. No appreciation was so valuable to him as that just 
offered by S1r George Buchanan, who represented one of the soundest and most complete 
health organisations in the world. 

The PRESIDENT said that the Health Committee should be extremely grateful to the 
French Government for having left almost the whole of the control of-the new school in its 
hands in so very generous and liberal a manner. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN pointed out that the report would be submitted to the Council on the 
following day with any observations which the Rapporteur-the representative of the Irish 
Free State-wished to offer. -

475. Opium: Application of Articles 8 and 10 of the International Opium Convention of 
Geneva. 

Dr. CARRIERE, Chairman of th~ Opium Commission, presented his report (Annex r2) 
and submitted the following draft resolution : 

" The Health Committee, 
" Having considered the report of its Opium Commission on certain questions arising 

from the al?p.licati.on of Articles 8 and ro of the Geneva International Opium Convention, 
and the opmwn g~ven by the Permanent Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene 
publique in virtue of these articles : 

" (a) Adopts all the conclusions of the report of the Office international 
d'Hygiene publique on the application of Article 8 to the preparations proposed by 
the Governments of Germany, Great Britain and Siam, as they appear in document 
C.H.8g2; 

" (b) Decides to transmit to the Office international d'Hygiene publique, for 
opinion and report, the list of preparations proposed for exemption under Article 8 
by the Estonian Government (see document C.H.8g2); 

" (c) Decides, in virtue of Article ro of the Convention, to inform the Council 
of the League of Nations that acedicone (acetyl-dimethyl-dihydrothebaine) .is liable 
to similar abuse and productive of similar ill-effects as the substances to which 
Chapter III of the International Opium Convention of 1925 applies, and recommends 
that the provisions of the said Convention should be applied to it." 

Dr. TSURUMI asked the Health Committee to be good enough to include his name among 
the members of the Opium Commission. His country was very interested in all the questions 
dealt with by that Commission. · 

Dr. CARRIERE welcomed this suggestion with pleasure. 
The Committee granted Dr. Tsurumi's request. 

Sir George BucHANAN recognised that the "occulets" referred to in the German list 
were not likely to lead to abuse, and that the reasons given for exempting them from the 
restrictions of the Convention had great weight. Nevertheless, a somewhat delicate question 
arose in regard to interpretation. If the Convention were interpreted in a strictly legal manner, 
it could be said that these preparations should not be allowed the benefit of Article 8. The 
standard set up by .the Convention was not based on whether a larger or smaller amount 
of narcotic was contained in the preparations, but on whether a narcotic drug was or was not 
compounded with so unpleasant a substance that the compound was not likely to give rise 
to a habit of addiction: 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thanked Sir George Buchanan for having raised this question, which, 
contrary to what might be thought~ was of great importance. It should be r~membered th~t the 
Health Committee's recommendation would be final, and that the Council would not discuss 
it. If there was the least doubt as to whether the recommendation was well founded, the 
Committee would do well to adjourn the question. 

Dr. CARRIERE pointed out that the quantity of narcotics contained in these preparations 
was so small that it would be impossible for drug add!cts to use th.em. The la~ter would h~ve 
to spend enormous sums of money in order to obtam an appreciable quantity of narcot1cs. 

M. ABT pointed out that, if " occulets" and other similar preparations contained cocaine, 
it would be compounded with tropine, and the latter substance was so unpleasant that .no 
one would be tempted to take it twice, even in extrem~ly ~mall ~oses. The recommendah<?n 
of the Office international d'Hygiene publique could be JUStified SJmply from the fact that m 
" occulets " tropine was compounded with cocaine. 
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M. YELGHE thought that it would be very regrettable if the decision to be su~mitted to 
the Council were adjourned for six months. It had ~een be~ore the He~th C_ommtt~e.e for. a 
year and the Permanent Committee of the Office mternattonal had gtven tts dectston Sl.'C 

months a.,ao. No one would understand why the Health Committee ~as unable to come to 
a decision. He asked his colleagues to make an effort to settle tlte pomt. 

Dr. HAMEL observed that " occulets " were so small that they could be introduced into 
the eye witltout producing any disagreeab~e feeling. They contained. e9ual parts of cocaine and 
tropine, and each of the constituents wetghed three-tenths of a milhgram. It was therefore 
impossible to conceive of their abuse. . . . . . . 

In those circumstances, it could be mamtamed that, if any exemphon was ]Usttfiable, 
it was the e.."\:emption of " occulets ". 

Sir George BucHANAN thought that M. Abt had found the solution of the problem ; 
he had no intention of objecting to that exemption. An unsatisfactory reason from the legal 
side had been given in the report, but tlte mistake could be very easily rectified by the addition, 
for instance, of a note drafted on behalf of the Committee by Dr. Carriere. 

Dr. CARRI.ERE recognised the real reason which justified exemption-the combination 
of cocaine and tropine-and regretted that this point had not been stated clearly in the report. 

Dr. R.AJCHMAN pointed out that the next session of the Council would take place in 
January I9JI. It would be a pity to wait until then before submitting to it the Committee's 
recommendation. On the other hand, a summary of the discussions of tlte Health Committee 
could not be forwarded to tlte Governments, nor could the report be rewritten, for there was 
not sufficient time for the purpose of indicating the ~egal reason why preparations such as 
•• occulets " should be allowed the benefit of the provisions of Article 8. 

In those circumstances, he proposed that Dr. Carriere's recommendations should be 
forwarded to the Council. Dr. Carriere could then either prepare, or give the Health Section 
the necessary instructions for preparing a short explanatory document, which would 
accompany the Secretary-General's letter to the Governments who were parties to the Opium 
Convention. 

This proposal was adopted. 

SIXTH MEETING 

Held on Friday, October Jrd, I9JO, at IO a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

476. Examination of the Report of the Medical Director (Continuation.) 

I. Bolivia. 

IV. CoLLABORATION WITH SoME PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS. 

· A. Liaison with Latin-American Health Administrations. 

Reserved (see eighth meeting). 

2. Infant- Jf orlality (Lima Conference). 
Reserved (see seventh meeting). 

3- Serokgical Conference of Jfonkrndeo. 

Dr. RAJCH:VA!i stated _that Professor Jadassohn had announced by telegram that the 
~erence had _concluded 1ts work. The results had been very satisfactory, and it had been 
decided to contmue to collaborate with the Health Organisation. 
4- Leprosy in Squth America. 

Reserved (see ninth meeting). 

B. ReiJuest made by the Bulgarian· Government regarding the Campaign against Syphilis. 
Reserved (see tenth meeting). 

C. Anti-malaria Campaign in Bulgaria. 
The question had been examined during the fourth meeting. 

D. CoUaboration with the Greek Government: Statement by Dr. Pappas. 
Dr. PAP_PAs poin~ out that factors of an entirely exceptional nature had influenced 

the h.;a.Jth s•tuatlOJl m Greece. 
, TI..e B--.J~n w~rs o! I9I2 ~ resulted in the annexation by Greece of part of Macedonia 
awi Thrace, 1ncludmg, m particular, a number of somewhat undeveloped districts where the 

J0~Xk ~ernment, as a result of the world war and the revolution, had been able to do very 
1ttl~:: to 1mprove the health situation until 1922. 

In I'JZ2, as a result of occurrences in Asia Minor, a contingent of I 300 ooo refugees 
~,IfJLJ,~JLJLJ of whom were Armenians, had arrived in Greece, which was a country ~ith 5 ooo oo~ 
mbat.11tantt, ' ' 

~JJ thr.~~~e rt:f~IXi, the J?laj(Jrity of whom were women, old people and children, absolutely 
~~v~ rlf all tlJ~:Jr pt~Jon11, had had to be accommodated somehow in the various Greek 
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ports. li.ad it not been for the spirit of solidarity shown by the Greek people this would have 
resulted m a deplorable catastrophe and in one of the most serious conseque~ces of the world 
war. 

Every Greek house, however, was opened for the relief of these unfortunate refugees and 
the Government, .wi~h the he~p of the League of Nations, had worked at the solution of the 
problem ot estabhshmg them. 1~ the country. · 

. As might have been ant~cipated, the refugees had brought with them a great number of 
diseases .. It was to the credit of the Greek health services that, in a few months, thanks to 
the. devotion of the Greek doctors, the epidemics of exanthema tic typhus, cholera and smallpox 
which had broken out had been arrested. 

The presence of these refugees had given rise to a number of health problems. 
In the first place, they had had to be fed, and the stocks of food had proved insufficient. 
In the second place, there had arisen the very difficult question of the water supply. 

Water was scarce in Athens, at the Pirreus, at Salonica and in the Macedonian plains. Only 
four years ago the Government. had deepened the Lake of. Marath?n, which provided the 
water necessary for the population of Athens. In Macedoma, artesian wells for ensuring a 
water supply to the agricultural refugees had been bored, but those wells had led to an 
unfortunate result-the appearance of malaria. 

In the third place, the problem of housing had had to be solved. At Athens and the 
Pirreus alone, however, the population had risen in one year from 30o,ooo inhabitants to 
I,OOO,OOO • 

. _ Finally, the "number of hospitals, :maternity homes and lunatic asylums had been 
madequate. _ -

The Greek Government had had to try to remedy all these difficulties at the same time. 
In eight years r8o,o?o dwe~ings had been constructed, in which r,ooo,ooo refugees could 
be housed. There still remamed 200,000 refugees to be housed, for whom 20,000 dwellings 
were necessary. A credit of 1oo,ooo,ooo drachmas had been included in the last budget for the 
construction of cheap dwellings for workers in the towns. 

Two thousand kilometres of road were under construction, and a great number of ports 
were being fitted out in such a way as to make possible better supervision from the health 
point of view. 

It must, however, be pointed out that, though the refugees had constituted a formidable 
burden on the Greek State, they had become, little by little, a productive element, and that 
was a point to which attention should be drawn. -

- Thus, the carpet and silk industries had been introduced into Greece. The preparation 
of raisins and figs had been developed, and the yield from fishing had been greatly increased. 
Finally, the production of tobacco had trebled, and the production of cereals had increased by 
6o per cent. 

As might be expected, the health situation was improving gradually, as the material 
conditions under which the refugees lived improved. Thus, for instance, thanks to the sixty 
medical and health centres set up in Macedonia, the mortality rate, which in 1923-24 had been 
from 30 to 50 per cent in the refugee villages, had now fallen to 17 per cent, while the birth 
rate had risen from 12 to 40 or 55 per cent. 

It had, naturally, been impossible to avoid certain mistakes, of which the refugees had 
s9f!-ered the consequences. Several villages had been established in malaria districts. Other 
Villages which had previously been exempt had been the victims of malaria epidemics as the 
result of the boring of artesian wells. Finally, mistakes had been made in regard to latrines 
and sewers. · 

At present, however, the authorities were endeavouring to remedy all these ills. A very 
great part of the health budget had, in particular, been devoted to the remuneration of the 
doctors attached to the refugees. 

The difficulties ·to which he had just drawn attention partly explained why the 
Commission of the League of Nations had been struck, on its arrival in Greece, by certain 
regrettable aspects ?f the health situation. It had .condel!lne~ them with some seve_rity, 
particularly the hospitals. At Athens, however, a hospital which, m 1922, had had 200 patients 
now attended to 1,200, and the number of inmates of the mental asylum had increased from 
160 to 1,000. 

By what miracle would it have been possible for the Greek Government, which had had 
to meet so many urgent requests, to build all the necessary ins.titution~ ? Though c.ertain 
special hospitals which were able to take only the number of patients which they considered 
advisable had thanks to that fact, been able to ensure the perfect working of their services, 

. the same was' not the case with the Government hospitals and asylums, which were open to 
everyone. . . 

Those factors should be taken into account when the Greek health orgamsation was 
compared with that of neighbouring countries, particularly with Yugoslavia, where remarkable 
results had been obtained. 

When he came into power, M. Venizelos had been struc~ b~ the deficiencies in the ~reek 
health organisation. He had appealed to the Health Orgamsahon of the League of Nations, 
which had immediately placed itself at the disposal of the Greek Government. Dr. Pappas 
wished to thank the members of the Commission who had visited Greece and to express the 
gratitu-de of the Greek nation for the considerable work which h~d ~een accomplished. 

As a result of the enquiry, a programme of health reorgamsation had been drawn up, 
on which the Greek Government was at present basing its health policy. T~e report of the 
Medical Director explained what portions of that programme had been achieved up to the 
present. 
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In addition to that programme, the Health Ministry was also c~nsidering the following 
questions, which called for urgent measures : 

(r) _\leu aria. - A Malaria Council had been set up,. whic~ was presided over. ~y t_he 
Director-General of the Ministry for Finance and included the D1rectors ?f all th~ Mu:~1stnes 
who..--e action might influence the solution of malaria problems. That Cou~cll had 3;t 1ts disposal 
a bu<I.,aet of 24,ooo,ooo drachmas specially set aside !or the. anti-malana. ~ampa1gn, and any 
decision it might take was immediately put into practice, owmg to t~e _pos1tlon of the I?embe!s 
of the Council. Thus, for example, when the ~u~stion of esta~hshmg t~e spleen mdex m 
schools had been raised, the Director of the Mm1stry of Pub_hc· Education. had been able 
immediately to give the necessary instructions. Thanks to h1m also, practical courses for 
teachers and pupils had been organised. . . . . 

A certain number of principal centres and travellmg uruts had been mstlt~ted. The doctors 
in chanre were given a special training of four and a half months, three of which were devoted 
to theo':etical instruction and laboratory work and one and a half to field work. Each doctor 
had three assistants, who had had two months' training. 

Dr. Pappas hoped that, in a few months' t~me, sufficient documentation would be 
available for the publication of a first report on this matter. By w_ay of _example, he w_ould 
point out that, in Epirus, where there was a centre and five travell_m_g u!llts, 2I,ooopabents 
had been examined, 6oo,ooo doses of quinine distributed and 7,400 m]ecbons made. In fifty
one villages the work of sanitary installation had been carried out by means of labour and 
money provided by the villages themselves · 

One of the most remarkable results was the interest of the population in everything 
connected with the campaign against malaria. With rare exceptions, all t.he ~ayors an_d 
heads of the communes had promised funds and days of work for the contmuabon of this 
campaign. 

(2) Tuberculosis. -The MinistrY of Health would put into operation during the present 
year a plan of campaign against that disease by means of anti-tuberculosis dispensanes and 
hospital sanatoria in the outskirts of the towns. Professor Leon Bernard had appr~ved the 
plan, and good results were anticipated. . 

(3) Rabies.- Four new anti-rabies centres had been instituted. 

(4) Venereal diseases. - Three " teams " were travelling in Macedonia and Epirus in 
connection with the campaign against venereal diseases. 

Dr. Pappas did not wish to enumerate all the other activitities of lesser importance which 
the Greek Government had nndertaken outside its programme. He wished simply to emphasise 
the fact that, as the various parts of that programme were introduced by degrees into the 
Greek provinces, the campaign against diseases would become an integral part of the activity 
of the health centres. Thus, the administration would be simplified and the cost reduced to 
a minimum. 

With regard to the very important problem of hospitals, it could be hoped that, in three 
or four years, the situation would be relatively satisfactory, thanks, above all, to private 
douations. 

Dr. Pappas would be glad if the secretary of the Malaria Commission could make a tour 
in Greece to see the results obtained. · · 

In conclusion, Dr. Pappas, who had directed the Ministry of Heaith for a year, was aware 
that the ignorance of the population was one of the principal causes of the unsatisfactory 
sanitary conditions noted in the country. Sanitary corps had visited 4,000 houses in Athens 
and 3,000 in the Pirreus. They had noted the good will of everyone, especially of the women, 
but also their absolute ignorance of the measures which should be taken. The advice given 
was nearly always followed. 

Dr. Pappas thought that the existing books on health devoted too large a part to anatomy, 
physiology, histology, pathology, etc., and too inadequate a part to health, properly so called. 
He would also venture to suggest that the Health Committee, on whose programme was 
health propaganda, should take the initiative in organising an international competition for 
books on health for use in primary and secondary schools, and also for the use of school
teac~ers. It m~ht also be recom~ended that all school-teachers should be compelled to attend 
special courses m schools of hyg1ene for at least three months, or, if that were not possible, 
in the medical schools . 

• ~- Pap~ wished on~ agai~ to express the gratitude of the Greek nation to the League 
of :SatvJJ?S. wh1eh, on Dr. Nansen s proposal, had given the necessary support to the issue of 
the spec1al refugee loan ; to the Health Committee, which had seconded all the Greek 
Government's efforts at health reorganisation, and, in particular, to the Medical Director. 

. TI~e PrcE.SIDEliT thanked Dr. Pappas for having come himself to explain the health situation 
m Gr..,...ce to the Health Committee. The Committee congratulated him on the efforts made 
an!] the r~ults already obtained. 

The Committee noted with satisfaction that the Greek Government was carrying out the 
Jlf''~amme draw':l !JP; of which the Athens centre, the School of Hygiene, and the technical 
~vv~ of tt~e _ MmJ..Stry of Health W(.-re the fundamental points. It was also satisfactory to 
rvA~. t~•at d~e Grr;~k G"vernment was on the way towards the unification of the Greek health 
~miTJJ:<tratu.m. 
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~he Com~it~ee coul~ .certainly acc~pt Dr. Pappas's invitation to the Secretary of the 
Malan~ Commtsston to vtstt Greece. ~tth regard to the suggestions relating to instruction 
to pupils and school-teachers, the Prestdent proposed to submit them for examination to the 
next conference of directors of schools of hygiene.· 

. Professor Leon BERNARD had been privileged to be a member of the Commission which 
had visited Greece, and, as Chairman of the Commission on the Teaching of Hygiene he had 
been concerned with the· establishment of the Athens centre. ' 

He wished to refer to one of Dr. Pappas's remarks in regard to the severity of the opinions 
expressed by the Commission. It seemed that the views of that Commission had been 
reproduced in the Greek Press in a somewhat distorted manner. The Commission would have 
shown very little intelligence if it had not understood the reasons for the lamentable situation 
to which Dr. Pappas had called attention. The only feeling which could have been inspired 
by that situation was one of profound admiration for the Greek Government and authorities. 
The Greek efforts in the presence of a case without p:.:ecedent had been superhuman, and would 
always do honour to that country, which possessed so glorious a past. 

The programme which had been drawn up had been the result of the discussions of the 
whole Commission. It was on the way to being realised, thanks to the collaboration of the 
Greek Government. That collaboration should continue, as well as with scientific authorities in 
the country. 

Professor Leon Bernard reminded the Committee that a programme for the School of 
Hygiene at Athens had been drawn up by Dr. Norman White (Annex 8), and that M. Pallis 
had prepared a report on the application of the programme for the reorganisation of the Greek 
public health services (Annex 9). The Health Committee would doubtless wish to congratulate 
and thank M. Pallis and Dr. Norman White. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN wished presonally to thank Dr. Pappas for his words of congratulation. 
The services of the Health Se'ction would always be at the disposal of the Greek Government. 

V. TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT OF COMMISSIONS. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN made the following observations : 

r. Malaria Commission. 

Reserved (see eighth meeting). 

2. Leprosy Commission. 

Reserved (see ninth meeting). 

3· Joint Commission on Public Health and Health Insurance. 

Referring to the question of tuberculosis and BCG, Sir George BucHANAN pointed out 
that it had been understood that the documentation collected would be analysed by the Health 
Section. He would be glad to know the position. 

Professor Leon BERNARD replied that no new arrangements had be~n made, and that 
the present state of the question was not such. that a new repor~ should be tssued. 

He pointed out, however, that .the qu~shon had been .studied thoroughly at the seventh 
conference of the International Umon agatnst Tuberculosts, held at Oslo from August rzth 
to rsth, I930, and that a statement had been drawn up on this matte~ (Annex ro). . . 

· Professor Leon Bernard was at the disposal of any member who wtshed to put additional 
questions. 

4· Commission of Health Experts on Infant Welfare. 

A. Infant Mortality. 
The Health Committee would hear a statement by Professor Debre (see seventh meeting). 

B. Researches on Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever. 

No observations. 

5· Permanent Commission on the Standardisation of Sera, Serological Reactions and Biological 
Products. 

The PRESIDENT pointed out that a conference of experts was proposed for the following 
year. 

Dr. CARRIERE informed the Committee of a suggestion made to him by the Basle Medical 
Society in regard to vitamins. In Swit~erland, the vit~min content of a. food product could 
only be indicated on the basis of a certificate of analysts from an authonsed labo~atory. On 
the other hand, no such regulations existed in the case of. m~dicaments: pr. Camere asked, 
on behalf of this medical society, whether the Standardisation Commtssion could not deal 
with this question, and, in particular, with the standardisation of methods of control. 
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Referring to the conference of experts announced by the President, Sir G_eorge BucHANAN 

beli ~he was right in saying that the British authorities would be very glad lf that confere~ce 
coul~ be held in London, and would offer all the necessary facilities. The question of vi tamms.. 
could be e..xamined then. · 

Dr. jnn. supported Dr. Carriere's suggestion, and hoped that the Health Committee 
would study the question. . . . · . -: . 

A very large number of products saJ.d to contaJ.n v1tamms and uradu~ted products was 
sold in Holland. A distinction should be drawn between the really efticac10us products and 
othets. ' . 

Dr. LUTRARIO supported the proposal of Dr. Carriere and Dr. jitta. Very clQse attention 
was given in Italy to the qu~tion. of vita.I_Illns, :'-nd he hoped that that country _would be 
invited to take part in the discuss10ns which m~ght eventually take place on this matter. 

Professor Leon BERNARD pointed out that, in rg28, h~ made ~ proposal conce~ing 
nutrition and vitamins which came within the scope of.the question. exammed by the Comm1ttee, 
The Health Section had probably collected documentation on the matter. . . 

With regard to irradiated substances, Professor Leon ~emard thought 1t unquest10nable 
that therapeutic progress had been made. It was rather d1ffi~ult, however,_ t~ know exactly 
where charlatanism began, as it had developed concurrently Wlth sound medicme. 

The PREsiDE~> said that the Health Committee had already dealt effectively with the 
question. The difficulty was to establish sure scientific methods and to draw up standards. 

The President had discussed the matter with experts, and a small conference had been 
contemplated. It would be unable to meet during the present year, but would doubtless do 
SO in I93I. . 

It was obvious that the Health Committee could not recommend the adoption of a method 
whose efficacity might later be denied. In all countries there were a great nu~ ber of investig:'-tors 
who were dealing with the question, but only a very small number was hkely to contnbute 
to the introduction of methods of determining the standard and to the standardisation of 
the measures to be taken. 

Dr. CARRIERE thanked the President for his explanations. He congratulated him on 
having raised this question of vitamins. It was hardly reasonable to require manufacturers 
to produce a certificate of analysis when it was not known whether a sure method of analysis 
existed. Dr. Carriere hoped that one day such a method would be found. 

With regard to irradiated products, control was essential in view of their danger. 

Professor BoRDET asked Dr. Carriere whether there was any regulation in Switzerland 
in regard to vaccines in which charlatanism played so important a part. · 

Dr. CARRIERE replied that, at present, bacteriological control was only exercised in 
Switzerland for anti-diphtheritic, anti-tetanic, anti-dysenteric and anti-meningococcic sera. 
The work of unifying twenty-five different cantonal legislations had only just started. 

. Sir George BucHA.>iAN pointed out that, in view of the present state of knowledge, which 
did not make it possible to say what were the minima and maxima quantities of vitamins 
necessary to persons of different ages, the determination of the vitamin content of the various 
food pr~ was not at present of first importance from the point of view of public health, 
though 1t might be very desirable for the prevention of misdescription and commercial fraud. 

. Dr. jiTTA thought that an enquiry was nevertheless necessary, in order that a distinction 
might be made between the real, the false and the dangerous vitamin and irradiated products. 
The service of which Dr. Jitta was director in the Netherlands had to see that the Dutch law 
on vacciJu;s was _applied, and an international understanding would undoubtedly be of very 
great service to 1t. 

Dr. HA)fEL _wished _to make two observations. In the first place, he felt that the Committee 
s~d ~ 1tself wtth the protection of the public against the ideas propagated in regard 
to v1tamtns. On the other hand, so far as the appropriate measures for determining the vitamin 
co-~tent were concerned, he wol!ld point out that, in Germany, the great dyeing industries, 
wb!Ch had r~rkably well-equtpped laboratories, had studied the question and were about · 
to mtroduce Simple methods of testing by means of colour tests. 

Dr. Cf!ODZKO wished to support Dr. Hamel's last observation. Investigations had been 
made at Warsaw and certain methods had been defined. 

He propcMd to submit a short communication on this matter at the next session. 

_Dr. RAJCH)fAll' pointed out with regard to the documentation collected by the Health 
Sr.rtvm tba~ ~ ~rllt lu;t ~f ref(.:ences was given in the M':dic~l Director's last report. The list 
~,f ?".nnmunJ.r.-atliJWI receiVed f!mce then had not been dtstnbuted for the technical reasons 
iwl~Ca~A by the l'rel>itk-nt. In view, howeV(.'l', of the obvious int~rest of the members of the 
C£1fllrlllttl:e, a !lbt.lft Mte W(Juld be distributed. 
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The PRESIDENT pointed out that the technical conference which would be held in London 
would be co~pos~d of a s!llall group <if experts presided over by an expert. It would therefore 
be a pu~ely sctenhfic meetmg, and the results would be communicated to the Health C ·u 

Wtth regard to the methods to which Dr. Hamel and Dr. Chodzko had called ~~:;ti~~
the e_xperts woul~ say whethe~ !hey could be considered as sufficiently sure. If their conclusio~ 
was m the negahve, that de<:tston also ~ould be of value. It was, however, essential that the 
experts sh;ould be of worldwtde reputation and authority. 

Irradiated products would also be studied by the Conference. 

Determination of Blood Groups. 

· The PRESIDENT woul.d not.enter into the details. of the work of the Laboratory Conference 
held a~ the Pasteur Institute m July 1930. He wtshed, however, to draw the Committee's 
attenhon to the fact that that Conference had emphasised the necessity for using the Health 
Committee's nomenclature . 

. He ~rged th;e members of the Health Committee to make known the danger of the confusion 
whtch mtght anse from the use of other nomenclatures, which had caused deaths. He also 
pointed out the importance of the question from the legal point of view and from the point 
of view of legal medicine. · 

He felt that it would be desirable to approach the editors of scientific journals and to 
recommend them to see that only the nomenclature of the Health Committee was used. . 

Professor Leon BERNARJ? ~uggested.that _in countries with an official and scientific body 
such as the Academy of Medicme of Pans, thts body should be asked to approach the editors 
of publications. 

The PRESIDENT invited the members of the Committee to indicate the methods which 
seemed to them best adapted to their respective countries. 

Professor PITTALUGA thought that the personal action of the members of the Health 
Committee was of the greatest importance, official steps having already been taken. 

He pointed out that anthropologists were also concerned. They also should be urged 
to use the nomenclature recommended. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN pointed out that it would be very difficult to bring the Health Committee's 
recommendations to the knowledge of the persons concerned, especially in view of the internal 
administration of the Health Section .. It would mean considerable work, and an official 
would have to be specially detailed for the purpose. The question was under consideration, 
and Dr.· Rajchman hoped it would be possible to organise a service to meet the needs of the 
case. The members of the Health Committee would benefit from this organisation, which 
would keep them better informed of the work in progress. 

It was particularly important, however, that the scientific .societies should take note of 
the Committee's recommendations, and Dr. Rajchman would be grateful to the members of 
the Committee if they would make suggestions as to the methods which they considered most 
likely to lead to that result in their respective countries. 

Professor BoRDET asked whether there were not official institutions in certain countries . 
which kept standard sera. 

The PRESIDENT replied that that question was being studied. 

6. Commission of Experts on Syphilis and Cognate Subjects. 

A. Enquiry into the Treatment of Syphilis. 

No observations. 

B. Sero-diagnosis of Syphilis. 

The PRESIDENT pointed out that a note on the Laboratory work on the ser~di~gnosis of 
syphilis carried out at Copenhagen on August 4th and 5th, 1930, had b_een ~1stnbuted ~o 
the members of the Committee (Annex n). The same difficulty arose m this case as m 
regard to the blood groups. The recommendations were not always observed. 

At Copenhagen, Professor Jadassohn and he had urged the importance of the observance 
of those recommendations, particularly with regard to sailors. 

Dr. RAJCHMA.N thought that, in the cas.e of the sero-diagnosis of syphilis, the question 
of the publicity to be given to recommendations was wel.l advanced. . 

· He believed it would be interesting if the results obtamed could be explamed by lecturers, 
and he hoped that efforts would be made during the year to find .in Europe p~rsons who would 
give lectures in the scientific circles concerned. A film taken dunng the meetmg of the Second 
Copenhagen Conference could be used to illustrate the lectures. 

Dr. Rajchman would bring the matter before the Bureau. 
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7
. Ct>mrHission on th~ Ttc1chi11g of Hygi(lle ami Preve~~Uve Medicine . 

.\. p,m$ .. ,.,i Drcs1ic11 .Uuiings (.Ucl)' 2oth lo 2211d cmd July 14tl1 to 18tll, 1930). 

Professor Leon BERNARD had very little to add to the information already b dis~ribtted. 
The ,-oiuilious dossier which had been distributed con~ained a m_emorandu~ Y do ess~r 
Prausnitz on the meef !!S of Directors of Schools of Hyg~.ene at Par1s and_Dre.s en a~ a no e 
by hofessor Leon Be~ on the activit_y of _the Commission on Edu.cabon m ~yg1ene and 
Pre t' Medicine It had not advertised 1tself. but had done frmtful work~ and now, 

h ...-e~ttve • bo t t. disappear Professor Leon Bernard wished to draw attent10n to some wen1wasa u o- • . 
of the re:;-ults obtained. · . 'al · d 't 

The uestion of the training of hygienists had clatmed _speC1 attention, ~n I was 
ronsiderJ that the meetinoas of Directors of Schools of Hyg~.ene were the best mstru!llent 

of work.. · · al h 1 f. h · Propa.,aanda and popular educa~on were queshons for the nation sc oo s o yg~.ene, 
and the latter might one day deal Wlth them. · . 

A PI%aramme had been drawn up and was e},.lJlained in the report of Professor Prausrutz, 
whom the Health Committee thanked. 

Dr. Ts~;Rtnri wished to congratulate all the members of_ the meet~gs of Directors of 
Schools of Hygiene. They had greatly contributed t.o progr~ m the solution of the problems 
connected with the teaching of hygiene and preventive medicm~. . . 

Dr. Tsuromi emphasised the importance of the part which thi~ teachmg should play 
in modern life. He thought that the time had come to take energetic measures to develop 
that teaching. The proposal of the French Government for the creation at Paris of .an 
international centre for advanced health studies proved that the importance of the quest10n 
was becoming more widely recognised. · . . . . .. 

Dr. Tsuromi thought that a similar centre should be created m every e1vihsed country. 
At present. how-ever. there were only four really qualifie~ schoo~s of hyl9-ene in Europe, and 
only two in America. For that reason, tile Health Comm1ttee m1ght dec1de to forward to tile 
Governments the resolutions and recommendations of tile two meetings of directors, drawing 
attention to their value from tile point of view of tile public healtil. 

Dr. Tsuromi intended to submit a definite proposal to tile Committee witil regard to tile 
teaching of hygiene to medical students and collaboration between tile faculties of medicine 
and tile schools of hygiene. · 

Professor PrrrALUGA pointed out that he had drawn up a report on tile constitution of 
the School of Healtil at Madrid (document C.H.919). As the last comer among tile Directors 
of Schools of Hygiene, he had benefited from tile result of the discussions at Paris and Dresden, 
and on that basis he had endeavoured, witllin tile possibilities, to organise tile-Madrid School. 

Professor FITZGERALD congratulated Professor Leon Bernard and his colleagues on their 
work. He asked tile Committee to be good enough, when he himself was prevented from 
canying out his duties as Chairman of a Conference of Directors of Schools of Hygiene, to 
request Professor Leon Bernard to carry out those duties. . 

He pointed out that an effort had been made for several years in the United States and 
in Canada to develop the teaching of hygiene and preventive medicine in the medical schools. 
Professor Fitzgerald had arranged with tile University of Toronto that all medical students 
would be required to follow a course of hygiene and preventive medicine before completing 
tlleir studies. Between tileir fiftil and sixth years they had to spend from three to four weeks 
in ~ ;;anitary institution. Already results appeared to have been obtained, not only in the 
tralning of doctors. but also from tile point of view of public health. 

Dr. CBoDZKo wished to support Dr. Tsurumi's suggestion that the recommendations of 
the Dresden and Paris meetings should be communicated to the various Governments. The 
Governments were not altogether aware of the importance of the teaching of hygiene, and it 
was diffu:ult to obtain adequate funds from tilem. · 

~-ith reference to Professor Fitzgerald's remarks, he pointed out that he himself had 
submitted a report on the teaching of hygiene in Poland, where methods similar to those 
adopted in Canada had been applied very successfully. · 

He regretted that so many of the reports submitted to the Health Committee could not be 
pnblished. 

Professor Uon BER:SARD wished to retain only the recommendation expressed in 
Dr. :rsuru!fii's proposal. With regard to the procedure to be adopted, he thought that the 
l!F-Akal Director sho~ be left completely free. 

Professors of hygtene should also be approached for he had been convinced at Warsaw 
Buda~t and Zagreb of the very different part played by a Chair of Hygiene and a Schooi 
CJf H V2Jt:Ile. 

The member!! _of the Health Committee were agreed as to the object to .attain. It was now 
~ry .w convmce the Y.eTsons concerned of the need for creating schools of hygiene in 
crmnt~ m which thi.-y did oot exist. 

.• f'r<k~ Uon ~nard thought that the importance of the Dresden meeting had very 
~:tly l~ empha~riled: . It had profited. ~~ the work of the Conference which preceded , • i~ '!'': as~ fr<nn the VL~lt to the the exh1b1tton and museum. He wished to thank the 
:::t'!~~-~1 <A1 0:rm1,~! and Saxooy, who had greatly facilitated this valuable visit and 
,.ar v •• ......- y, 113 CfJ ~ue, Dr. Hamel. ' 
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He also thanked Professor .Fitzgerald for the request he had addressed to the Health 
Committee in regard to the Chairmanship of the conferences of Directors of Schools of Hygiene 
and said that he would be entirely at his ili:sposal to second hill_l in his task. He hoped, however: 
that~ conference wc;>nl~ one day b_e orgamsed at Toronto, wh1ch, fro11_1 the point of view of the 
teachmg and orgamsatlon of hyg1ene, was one of the most suggestive centres in the world. 

He wished, finally, to say that, as Chairman of the Commission on the Teaching of Hygiene, 
he had not thought fit at the time to ask for the printing of the report to which Dr. Chodzko 
had referred. He also regretted that all reports of that nature, since they were not published, 
could not be better known. 

Professor PITTALUGA hoped that the next meeting of Directors of Schools of Hygiene 
would be held in Madrid at the time of the inauguration of the school of health. The 
members of the meeting could study the intellectual and other relations between that school 
and the university city. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thought that, so far as Dr. Tsurumi's proposal was concerned, the best 
procedure would be to forward the report of the Dresden meeting to the health administrations. 
That would be equivalent to sending recommendations, and it would be difficult for him to 
go further. The Committee would be glad to accept Professor Pittaluga's invitation. 

B. Report by Professor Miyajima on the Methods of attracting to the Schools of Hygiene the 
Students best qualified for Public Health Work. . 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thought that this question should be placed on the agenda of a session 
of the Committee in the near future in order that it might be more closely examined .. 

A preliminary study and the collection of documentation were necessary. The Secretariat 
would send a special note on the question to the members of the Committee. 

No observations. 
8. Opium Commission. 

VI. POSITION OF STUDIES AND ENQUIRIES. 

I. Welfare of the Blind. 

Dr. jiTTA pointed out that he had submitted to the Ophthalmological Congress a summary · 
of the report prepared by the· Health Section. • 

He had been invited to attend the Brussels Conference, which would be held on October 
xoth next, and asked whether this was in his personal capacity or as a representative of the 
Health Committee. · 

The PRESIDENT asked him to be good enough to represent the Health Committee. . 

Sir George BucHANAN would be glad if it could be recognised that collaboration between 
the International League for the Blind and the various technical- organs of the League of 
Nations was contemplated. It had been suggested at the Fourth Committee and at the 
Assembly that, while it was impossible for the League of Nations to undertake the control 
of all international work for the welfare of the blind, the technical organisations, each in its 
own sphere, could do much to aid voluntary international effort, particularly at. the Congress 
which it was proposed to hold in 1932. If, for example, organisations like the Health 
Organisation of the League of Nations could continue the work begun by its handbook and 
place this documentation at the disposal of the Conference, the work of the latter would be 
simplified. He hoped that Dr. Jitta would be authorised to say that the Health Committee 
was ready to give its support to voluntary international co-operation in this kind of way. 

2. Report on the Question of Trachoma. 

Dr. LuTRARIO stated that the International Anti-Trachoma League had held its first 
meeting' in Geneva at the end of July 1930. Its statutes had been drawn up and an Executive 
Committee appointed, under the chairmanship of Professor Emile de Grosz, of Budapest. 
Dr. Jitta and Dr. Lutrario had been nominated to attend the meeting as observers, but Dr. 
Jitta had unfortunately been unable to come to Geneva at that date. 

Dr. Lutrario emphasised the zeal and high competence with which the Chairman, 
Professor de Grosz, had carried out the task of directing the work of the Congress, at which 
the most eminent figures in the opthalmological world had assembled. The International 
Anti-Trachoma Organisation appeared to have commenced its lofty mission under the best 
auspices. Dr. Lutrario had presented a report, in which the Committee would find full details 
of this interesting meeting. He would request the Committee to allow Dr. Jitta and himself 
to assist as observers, in the work of the League's Executive Committee, thus meeting the 
wish warmly expressed by all the members present at the Congress. For that occasion the 
Health Section report had been printed and had been very well received. 
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3. Qttestion of Alcoholism. 

Dr CHODZKO informed the Committee that there had been a meeting betwee~ ~he delegate~ 
of the he;uth administrations of Finland: Poland. and Sweden, who had reac e agreemen 
and would submit a report to the Committee. 

4· Physical Educatio1J. 
Xo observations. 

SEVENTH MEETING. 

Held on Sat11rday, October ¥11, 1930, at IO a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

477. Collaboration with the National Government of ·the Republic of China : Reorganisation 
of Port Health Services. 

Dr. LUTRARIO said that the study of the voluminous repo~t submitted on the inspection 
of the Ghinese ports and the reorganisation of their health serv:Ices had b_een made easy by the 
remarkably clear and ordered manner in which it was drawn up.· He w1shed to congratulate 
the writer of the report, Dr. Park. . . 

That report contained a general part which descnbed the structure of the central 3:nd 
local organisations of the quarantine services in China .. The secm;d part _begall: by defin~ng 
what should be a typical organisation and then submitted special cons1derat10ns relatmg 
to the various ports. 

Dr. Lutrario read the report of the Commission (Annex 13). 
He emphasised . the necessity for conferring with the experts appointed by the 

Communications and Transit Organisation. 

The PREsiDENT thanked Dr. Lutrario and congratulated Dr. Park. · 

Sir George BucHANAN asked what procedure would be followed at the meeting to be 
held in Paris with representatives appointed by tlie Communications and Transit Organisation. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN replied that, in orde~ that the scheme for reorganisation might be forwarded 
as soon as possible to the Chinese Government, i! would be desirable for the Health Committee 
to consider as adopted in advance the decisions which would be taken at Paris. 

The whole report, moreover, would be examined with the representatives of the Transit 
Organisation. 

In reply to another question by Sir George Buchanan, Dr. Rajchman stated that it was 
very important that the measures recommended should be applied as soon as possible, and that 
the Commission for the Reorganisation of Quarantine Services in Chinese Ports should be 
able to obtain from the Bureau all the additional information necessary. 

The conclusions of the report were adopted. 

478. Report by Professor Debre on the Lima Conference on Infant Mortality and the Mission 
to Latin America. 

In presenting his report [document C.H.go8(x)], Professor DEBRE said that the members 
of the_ Mission, Professor Olsen, M. Nogueira and himself, had been received with special 
attentwn, and had felt very strongly the great desire of the Latin-American countries to 
collaborate with the Health Organisation. That desire was particularly strong in Uruguay. 

~ter an exchange of observation;;. the PRESIDENT thanked and congratulated Professor 
Debre, Professor Olsen and M. Noguerra on behalf of the Health Committee. The work they 
had accomplished was. very important, and there was no doubt that they had proved excellent 
pro~andists of. the Ideas of the Health Committee of the League of Nations in the South
AIDerlcan co'!ntn«;S. Th~ fact that those countries relied on the Health Organisation, and had 
a~ed to It, lat~ on 1t a great responsibility, but also encouraged it by showing that its 
act10n was recogmsed and appreciated. 

Professor Debr~'s testimony was. als? encouraging in so far as the efforts accomplished 
by the South-Am~can health organl;Sahons were concerned. During the tour which they 
had made, the Prestdent and Dr. Rajchman had noted the goodwill of those organisations. 

, " The PR~SIDE~T concluded the d~cussion by proposing that the Health Committee should 
a:.k the lledtcal D~r~or, together With the Bureau, to decide, on the basis of the information 
reported by the miSSI?Jl, ~hat were the exa~t points in regard to which the useful collaboration 
of the Health OrganiSation would be posstble. 

The proposal was adopted. 
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479. Budapest Conference oil Rural Health Centres, '. 
Dr. CHODZKO pointed out that the Commit~ee. had asked him to make a proposal with 

regard to the appomtment of the experts to be mv1ted to take part in the Conference which 
would meet at Budapest on October 27th, 1930. In agreement with the Medical Director he 
submitted the following list : ' 

. Dr. STAMPAR (or, if his duties prevented him from attending the Conference, the 
Duector of one of the Institutes of Hygiene in Yugoslavia, to be appointed with his 
approval) ; - · 

Dr. SEIFFERT, of Munich; 
Dr. PELC, of Prague; 
Professor PARISOT, of Nancy; 
Dr. KACPRZAK, of Warsaw; 
Dr. joHAN, of Budapest; 
Dr. TUNTLER, of Groningen, Netherlands; 
Dr. METZ, of Denmark. 

An English expert had still to be appointed. Dr. Chodzko asked the Committee to authorise 
him to take a decision in that connection with the help of the Medical Director and Sir George 
Buchanan. 

Professor Pittaluga had also asked that a professor from the new School at Madrid should 
be appointed. The Committee would doubtless have great satisfaction in agreeing to this 
request. Dr. _Chodzko wished to reserve the possibility of proposing one or two additional 
names before the end of the session. -

. It would be desirable at Budapest to have the opinion of sanitary engineers connected 
WltJ:l health- centres. He therefore proposed to invite, in an advisory capacity, two of those 
engmeers, M. PETRIK, of Zagreb, and M. WRIGHT, of Athens. -

Dr. SCHOLTZ, Secretary of State for Health in Hungary, and Miss STETLER, Head of the 
Nursing Service of the Institute of Hygiene at Badapest, would attend the Conference. 

. Certain questions connected with the protection of newly born babies would be studied 
w1th the help of Dr. DE BoKAY, who was Director of the " Stefania" Organisation for the 
Pr<?tection of Children. _ 

The Health Committee approved these appointments. 

480, International Reciprocity in the Care of the Sick. 

Submitting the report of the Sub-Commission entrusted with this study (Annex 16), 
M. VELGHE poiated out that the Assembly had forwarded to the Health Cqmmittee for 
consideration the proposal of the Hungarian Government in regard to international reciprocity 
in the care of the sick (document A.24.I930,III). The Sub-Commission to which this had been 
referred by the Health Committee had considered a statement by Dr. Kadar, the Hungarian 
delegate to the Assembly, which was summarised in the following proposals : 

_ I. It was desirable that there should be international reciprocity in the care of the 
sick and in regard to women in childbirth (the latter being assimilated to_ the former), 
and, consequently, that foreigners should be assimilated to nationals, so far as the right -
to public assistance was concerned. 

2. The country in which the foreigner fell ill should be responsible for bearing the 
cost of temporary assistance for a period of not longer than sixty days. 

3· The cost of final assistance should be borne by the country of which the sick 
person was a national. That country would, however, be expected to agree to the 
repatriation of the patient if the latter could be moved. _ 

4· A general Convention on the basis of the model of the Convention between 
Hungary and Bulgaria would be drawn up. This Convention could be signed by all the 
States prepared to guarantee to foreigners who fell ill treatment equal to that of the 
nationals of the country of residence. 

M. Velghe pointed out that this proposal was of considerable humanitarian importance, 
but raised complicated problems in view of the inequality of the burdens involved. That 
difficulty had often led to the postponement of the conclusion of bilateral agreements. This 
had determined the Hungarian Government to suggest the drawing up of a general Convention. 

The Sub-Commission did not feel it could take a decision on the principle of the question. 
It raised problems which concerned, not only health, but also public assistance and financial 
considerations. At the same time, in view of the generous spirit of the proposal, the Sub-
Commission did not wish to reject it at once. · 

As the health of a very great number of sick persons was concerned, the Sub-Commission 
suggested that documentation which could be studied at the Committee's next session should 
be collected. 

Dr. ]ITTA admired the spirit which had inspired the Hungarian proposal and the way in 
which the Sub-Commission had explained the position. He had no objection to the proposed 
enquiry, since the Health Committee had been asked by the Council to study the question. 

As M. Velghe had pointed out, the proposal raised problems connected with public 
welfare, and it would be necessary to discover the attitude of the different countries towards 
sick foreigners. In the Netherlands, they always received attention, even if the expenses could 
not be reimbursed by the State of which they were nationals. 
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Dr. CARRIERE said that, having already had wind of the Hungarian propos~. he had 
asked whether the question was really within the compete~c~ of the H~alth Comm1t!ee. He 
understood the sentiments which had led the Sub-CommiSSion to desire not to reJect the 
propo..'<al at once, however, and thought that the Committee should not object to have the 
proposed enquiry set on foot. 

At the same time, Dr. Carriere thought that bilateral Conventions. would perhap~ be 
preferable, in view of the very gieat differences in the reciprocal relations of the vanous 
countries in regard to the question under consideration. · 

Dr. RAJCHMAN pointed out to those members who had attended the discussions in the 
Second Committee of the Assembly that doubt had been expressed as to the acceptance of 
the propo..'<al by the Assembly, and that it had been suggested, in the first place, that it should 
be submitted to the Heal~h Committee for examination. Though, however, certain delegates, 
and in particular the Chairman, had been doubtful, others had desired that a closer enquiry 
should be made. · 

It seemed, therefore, that the measures proposed by M. Velghe met the situation very 
well. A member of the Legal Section of the Secretariat would collaborate in the study which 
would be undertaken, and the Health Committee could come to a decision at its next session. 

Dr. Rajchman wished, however, to point out that the Second Committee and the Assembly 
had referred the proposal to the Health Committee, not only for study, but also for a report. 
If, therefore, the Health Committee approved the proposal in principle, it should contemplate 
a study which would enable it to detennine the position of the question. 

Sir George BucHANAN said that, if the subject was to be referred at the next session to 
the same Sub-Commission, its members should be documented well in advance. The matter 
at issue was not so much medical as legal and political, and the members could not give useful 
advice without previous consultation with competent ·authorities in their countries. 

M. VELGHE observed that, in fact, the Health Committee had to decide whether an 
international convention was or was not preferable to bilateral conventions. When the 
ad~tages and disadvantages of the two systems had been studied, the results would be . 
subrmtted to the Health Committee, which should come to a decision. 

The Committee approved the conclusions of the Sub-Commission's report. 

EIGHTH MEETING. 

Held on Monday, October 6th, I9JO, at IO a.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

481. Disaster of the Airship R.101 : Sympathy expressed by the Committee. 

~e P~si~ENT wished to express to the British members of the Committee the deep 
emotion which 1t felt at the announcement of the disaster of the airship R.IOI. 

t ~~ ~eorfe BucHANAN t~anke~ t~e President and stated that his countrymen were much 
one e Y t e extent to wh1ch this diSaster was felt throughout the world. 

482. Report of the Malaria Commission. 

Int~t;:u!~grw::~~ ~C:~[~es~n~ing ~jfommis~ion'~ report, to recall that the Second 
Organisation's Malaria Co · · a een e .at ~gter~ m May last, and that the Health 
had coincided with the ~~=on ~d held a sessiOn m Algters at the same time. The Congress 

- occurred at the termination of i:sn~elverstahry of Lafver~n, and the Commission's session had 
The Algier Co ven year o exiStence. · 

institutions w:e re nfe"::t::s ~~l:~doubted success ; tw~nty-one Go_vern~ents and thirty 
schools of tropical nfedicine~ the Ro~fe~~: :ra~~e tf N~~1ons1 • ten ~mvers1ty faculties, four 
etc. n a 1on, e nternat10nal Red Cross Society, 

The delegation from the Health 0 · · 
Profe5S?T Schuff~ and Professor Ciuca. rganlSafton consisted of Dr. Lutrario .(Chairman), 

ThiS dtl~atJon, as well as other b f h . 
received the kindtst welcom d D mem e!s 0 • t e Malarta Commission who attended had 
~tw;ral (M. Bordes), to the %:~au ~f ~~!r~~;~~e~r h~phePs hfis gratitude to the Gove~nor-

resJdent, and to Dr. Raynaud. . ' w lC ro essor Marchoux was general 
For three days the Congr h d h d . 

prr,1Jems, as well as some s ess a ear vanous communications on different malaria 
arv.rtlJt:T by Dr. Lutrario con=~~~n~a~Ir!r~esso~ ~chiiffner on the tour in India and 

mmtsston. Several excursions were made, 
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the first to Mitija, a once unhealthy district now made salubrious and converted into 
a flourishing orchard ; a visit to Constantine for the inauguration of a monument to the 
memory of Laveran in the. village which bore his name ; and a visit to Timgad (the former 
Roman town of Tamugad1) on the edge of the desert. The final day was spent in visiting 
Biskra, an interesting health resort in the midst of the oasis of that name, where the desert 
began. 

Twenty-five persons, including members and others invited, had taken part in the work 
of the Malaria Commission. Dr. Lutrario took the opportunity of emphasising the importance 
of the seven-year period which the session was terminating. This period had comprised three 
phases of the Commission's existence, and the extent and importance of the contribution 
which it had made in all fields of malaria study should be acknowledged. In the work of a 
permanent body of this kind it was well at times, when a period terminated, ""to halt and look 
back upon the distance covered and the results obtained. Dr. Lutrario, without making an 
actual proposal to this effect, considered that a recapitulatory report upon the whole work of 
the Commission would represent a remarkable contribution to the solution of various malaria 
problems, and would further render a well-deserved tribute to the Commission. 

The Algiers session had resulted in a series of resolutions which the Commission had just 
re-examined, and on this basis the Commission had drawn up a programme of work which 
formed the subject of the report wh~ch Dr. Lutrario was presenting (Annex 14). 

Items 2, 3 and 4 of the programme related to treatment which the Commission had always 
considered as the basis of anti-malaria work. The high price of quinine was an obstacle, and it 
was therefore necessary to employ the other alkaloids of quinquina. Searching investigations 
into the use of secondary alkaloids and quinetum made ·for the Health Committee in five 
countries (Roumania, Yugoslavia, Italy, Algeria and Spain) had produced very interesting 
results of a purely therapeutic nature, and it seemed advisable to take up other aspects of the 
problem (botanical, chemical, pharmacological and·economic). 

One of these problems-that of scarcity-was most disquieting ; it was known, from 
the investigation carried out that the total quantity of quinine available in the world amounted 
to 6oo tons annually. Even if it were possible to double this quantity by totally employing 
secondary alkaloids, the estimated needs for treatment would still not be met, for the number 
of.malaria sufferers reached a figure of hundreds of millions. Further, a paradoxical situation 
existed, to which the Kina Bureau had drawn attention-that of the under-consumption of 
quinine. At the present time, according to cinchona-growers, only half the quantity of bark 
available (amounting in all to 12,000 tons) was being made use of. 

This situation induced the Commission to present suggestions to the following· effect : 

(a) Necessity of consulting pharmacological experts and chemists on questions 
relating to the preparation and standardisation of quinetum, on methods of control 
of this product and on other aspects of the problem in the agricultural, technical and 
economic field ; 

(b) Necessity for ascertaining, at least approximately, the world's quinine 
requirements ; 

(c) Timeliness of a conference of countries concerned, with a view to finding suitable 
solutions. 

(d) Timeliness of discussing matters with quinine-growers, as proposed by the 
Kina Bureau, through the offices of a member of the Health Committee to be nominated 
by the C~mmittee, and of the Secretary of the Malaria Commission. · 

Another question in the report required explanation, that of the deltas. 

Professor Pittaluga had acquainted the Commission with the work achieved by his 
collaborators and himself, which had rounded off the work of the health service of the Elbe 
Trades and Hydrographic Confederation. The investigations carried out by Professor 
Cantacuzene and Professor Zotta in the Danube delta had been the subject of a report and 
an interesting paper at Algiers. Important work had also been done in the Po delta. 

All these investigations, carried out along uniform lines adopted beforehand, had led 
to results which had still to be compared and co-ordinated. Hence the proposal to hold a 
meeting in the spring. . 

The Rhine delta work, and that in the Ganges delta, must not be overlooked. The latter 
delta extended over more than 300 square kilometres and exhibited very curious phenomena 
-the malaria in the central and more elevated region being denser and more serious, while 
i~ W,.!I-S practically non-existent in the surrounding lower areas, which were :flooded by the 
nver spate. 

In conclusion, Dr. Lutrario stated that he had prepared two further volumes of records 
on the various malaria questions, in continuance of the three he had already put at the disposal 
of the Commission. He believed that all this bibliography might be useful, as it included 
particulars of some works not yet published. 

The PRESIDENT wishecf to pay a tribute to the most interesting and fruitful work of the 
Malaria Commission. The Committee was very grateful to the Governor-General of Algiers, 
to Professor Marchoux and Professor Sergent, and particularly so to Dr. Raynaud, for all the 
assistance accorded to the Commission during its Algiers meeting. 
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He would also express to Dr. Lutrario the Committee's real appreciation o~ ~he ~eal-, 
and competence with which he had so tirelessly devoted to the work of the Commxssxon smce 
it bt-gan. 

~r. RAYN.:\UD thanked the President. He s~ated that he had been entrusted with ~he 
direction of anti-malaria work in Algiers, where xt should now enter the realm of practical 
~~~- . f 

The bud,aet allotted for his use had increased from 400,000 French rancs to I,ooo,ooo 
French francs, and Dr. Raynaud had proposed t~at it should be increa~ed to 2,ooo,ooo francs. 
He had obtained a large credit for the first section of the work of s~mtary r~fo~m and would 
be glad if. in a year or two, he could show the members of the Malana Commxssxon the results 
of the work. 

Professor PITTALUGA wished to tell Dr. Lutrario how greatly the Malaria Commission 
appreciated the way in which he had directed its work. 

Sir Georae BucHANAN considered that few branches of the Health Committee's activity 
had attracted more attention and· obtained so many interesting results as the Malaria 
Commission, whose work had been constantly referred to during the recent discussions of the 
Assembly and its Fourth Committee. . . . . 

The summarising report made by the Commxssxon two years ago on malarxa measures m 
Europe marked the end of a definite and most useful stage of its work, and success in the 
achievement of those objects which had initially been marked out for it .w~en the - -
establishment of the Commission was urged by Colonel S. P. James. The Commxssxon had 
followed these indications and had considered the post-war situation. in Europe in regard to 
the many regions for which the prevention of malaria is of the first importance. It had shown 
how progress could ~ made and ":as being made by adopting meth?ds which it was wi:thin 
the capacity_ of the different countnes to undertake, even though thexr resource~ were stnctly 
limited. It was a case where the best had been the enemy of the good-where improvements 
which were quite possible were being checked by the obsession that nothing could be done save 
by intensive and costly antilarval measures. The result of the Commission's European work 
had not been to lay down any international doctrine for the prevention of malaria ; it had 
been to show how a particular country or. its administration could help itself. 

Since then, the Commission had undertaken various activities in other directions, one of 
which had been the study tour in India. The presentation of the results of that tour at the 
present session had demonstrated its importance, and he hoped that the subject would remain 
open until the next session, when General Graham would be able to attend and give his views 
about it. It would probably be premature, in any case, to say much now about the results 
of the mission, and it would be better for the Committee to review them in a few years'· time 
in the light of further Indian experience. 

The mission had brought to notice the invaluable services at the disposal of the Indian 
Malaria Survey and, if it is suggested that, in future, the Health Organisation should encourage 
the establishment of expert centres of information about malaria to which health 
administrations could apply, the nse of the Indian .Malaria Survey should certainly be 
considered. · -

~n addition to this, the Commission, subsequent to its European report, had adopted a 
coDSlderable programme of other work, parts of which seem to have been realised though 
there was less informati?l! about t~e progress <;>f other P.arts. A new programme has ~ow been 
presented cove~g addib?n~ su~Jects. It might be dxfficult to cover all this ground; but, 
at any rate, the xdea of .distnbutmg the work among various small committees, each with a 
~pporteur and a defim!e refere~ct;, se.emed to be. hopeful,. and the Committee could only 
WISh success to the M~lana C<;>miDISSl?~ m the practical orgamsation of its work for the future 
~~ank Dr. Lutrano for his exposxtxon and for what he had done as President for so many 

Dr .. RAJCHMA_N thanke~ Sir George Buchanan for his very interesting suggestion in 
regard to the Indian Malana S~ey. I.t would be very useful if investigators throughout 
the wor~d couJd benefit from the mformation collected by that institution. The question could 
be studied With General Graham. 

The work. on malar!a ha~, ul? to the present, been concentrated somewhat in Europe, 
but the extenst?n of the mvesttgahons could only lead to good results. Dr. Rajchman pointed 
out that Dr. ]1tta ha_d asked that a mission should be sent to the Netherlands East Indies. 
Ther~ had been mat~l reasons t<;> prevent the rea1isation of that desire, but it was to be hoped 
that 1t ~ould be possible to orgamse a tour later and to create a centre like the Indian Malaria 
Survey m the Netherlands East Indies. 

With regard to. the programme drawn up in 1928, Dr. Rajchman wishedto point out 
that the wor~ was m progress, but that it took a great deal of time .. It had been started 
concurrently mall parts of the world and could be completed for a long time. 

~ _jiTTA associated hims~lf with the congratulations extended by the President to the 
~M~ISSlon. d ~t 7as very sahsfactory that some of his fellow-countrymen like Professor 
· • ner an !o essor Swellengrebel, had taken part in the work of the Malarla Commission 
~es~~;J:"~~~~e~~:U>~:S~e PI· ~jchman's statement with regard to the proposed centr~ 

Ref . as n tes. / 
b<-..en sta~ift!~:?:;; ~:;~:a:::: re~f":~: on inchona bark, Dr. Jitta pointed out that it had 

theref(Jfe thought the study whi~h~ould b!cm1'dea~;~~dKJ!x~J3!::a:~~~1~tbeu~!~o~~ef~{ 
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He himself and his office at The Hague were entirely at the disposal of the· representatives 
.of the Malaria Commission. At the same time, he thought it somewhat dangerous for the 
Health Committee to enter into the question of the price of medicaments. The Committee 
had already discussed this question. He asked whether the use of plasmochine side by side 
with quinine was very widespread. Experiments had been made in the Netherlands, and it 
appeared that the treatment gave satisfactory results in connection with the prevention of 
a return of the disease. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN thought that the questions which would be studied with the Kina Bureau 
raised very wide problems, on which it would be premature for the Health Committee to take 
a decision. · . 

He did n\)t wish to raise the question of principle whether the Committee should or should 
not consider the price of medicaments. In the present case, however, that question was of 
such importance that it seemed, in face of the invitation of the Kina Bureau, that the Committee 
could not do less than leave the secretariat of the Malaria Commission to get into touch with 
that Bureau. During the next session, the results of the enquiry would be studied. 

Professor BORDET pointed out that malaria in tropical Africa raised problems which were 
very difficult to study. The question was particularly interesting to Belgium, and Professor 
Bordet thought he could say, although he had not approached the Belgian Government on the 
matter, that the help of the Malaria Commission would be very much appreciated. 

In reply to Professor Jitta, Dr. CmcA stated that the question of plasmochine and of 
quinio-stovarsol had been raised during the discussions at Algiers, and that the study of 
this question had been entrusted to certain members of the Malaria Commission, who would 
have at their disposal products coming from the same stocks. 

Dr. LUTRARIO thanked the President and all the members of the Committee for their 
expressions of appreciation. 

With regard to the Algiers tour proposed by Dr. Raynaud, Dr. Lutrario thought that it 
should take place before the renewal of the present Health Committee-that was to say, within 
three years. He would be glad to take part in the mission. On the other hand, Sir George 
Buchanan's proposal with regard to the Indian Malaria Survey would be studied with all the 
attention it deserved. 

With regard to cinchona bark, Dr. Lutrario was convinced that the Iz,ooo tons which were 
available each year were not sufficient, seeing that that amount corresponded in theory to the 
requirements of 3,ooo,ooo malaria patients. As to the price of medicaments, he entirely 
agreed with Dr. Rajchman. 

Finally, Professor Bordet's suggestion was very interesting and everything possible 
. would be done, within budgetary limits. 

The conclusions of the report were adopted. 

483. Collaboration with Health Administrations in Bolivia. 

· Dr. MACKENZIE stated that a report on his study tour in Bolivia with Dr. Pascua would 
be written later and communicated to the members of the Committee, but he proposed, in 
the meantime, to show a number of photographs taken during the visit of the mission to 
Bolivia in order to give the Commission a general idea of the conditions prevailing in that 
country. He did not intend to touch on any technical subject at the present stage, and hoped 
that the Committee would not form an opinion until it had studied the final report. 

A number of districts representative of the different types of .co~ntry in Bolivia were 
selected, partly by the Government and.p.artly by members of ~he.mrs~lOn. T~e area selected 
included the city of La Paz, types of mmmg towns and rural drstncts m the hrgh plateau, the 
mines themselves, towns in the foothills of the Andes, and, finally, the town and district of 
Santa Cruz, situated in the tropical section of the country. 

Throughout the enquiry the mission was accompanied by the Director-General of Public 
Health of Bolivia, the whole of the travelling expenses being borne by the ~olivian Government, 
and every facility being afforded to the mission for investigation. Dunng the course of the 
survey, the Andes were crossed no fewer than eight times, twice on mule, twice by air, twice 
by train and twice by·car. . . . . . · . . 

Dr. Mackenzie showed the Commrttee a senes of photographs rllustratmg the drffi«<ultles 
of transport ancl communications generally, and showing the different types ?f country, 
peoples and diseases met with in the high plateau of th~ Andes, the sub-troprcal foothrll 
regions and the tropical regions of the higher Amazon basm. 

· The PRESIDENT thanked Dr. Mackenzie and offered to him and to Dr. Pascua the Health 
Committee's congratulations. 

Professor PITTALUGA drew the Committee's attention to the great material difficulties 
which had characterised the tour of Dr. Mackenzie and Dr. Pascua. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN observed that the Committee should come to a decision on the action to 
be taken in regard to the tour in Bolivia. · 
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· h d d . "th the Bolivian Government a plan of collaboration which 
Dr. :Mackenzie a rawn up WI • al 

would be submitted to the He4t~ ;ommit.te~ ~i;}f~~o~e ·a doctor who had been appointed 
The Government had detai e ?r a missio ould arrive in Europe "in November I9JO, and 

Dire~tor-General of the H~alth Ser_vices. He w bl" h contact with the Health Organisation 
would stay there until :Apnl 1931• m o~der !0 u~~~a to 

1
1e taken in collaboration with the latter. 

and to draw up a defimte probgramm~ 0 d me ~p in view of the complexity of the problems to 
That programme would not e easy o raw , . 

be s~~edRajchman thouaht that it would be necessary, to begin with, tf con:ne a\t~nt:o~ to 
ensuri~ the training of~ certain number of Bolivian doctors, who wou d ta e par m u ure 

collecJiv~ s~uddfh!~~~~ H~alth Committee would allow the Bureau and the Medica~ Director 
to dra!. ::. v.ith the Director of the Bolivian Health Services, a programme wh1ch would 
necessarily be modest. 

:M. VELGHE entirely approved the sug~e~tions of t~e Medical Direct?~· The Committee 
could not discuss any definite proposals unti11t had received Dr. Mackenzie s report. 

The Committee decided to leave it to the Burea11 to study the programme of collaboration with 
tile Bolit•ian health administrations. 

NINTH MEETING. 

Held on Monday, October 6th, 1930, at 5 p.m. 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

484. Report on the Study Tour of the Secretary of the Leprosy Commission in Europe, South 
America and the Far East (document C.H.887). 

Dr. BuRNET said that he had endeavoured to carry out the programme of enquiries 
outlined by the Health Committee in May 1928. A great number of countries had remained 
outside the enquiry, including South Africa, and important regions in the Far-East, Central 
Africa and Central Asia, and even in Europe there were certain districts which he had been 
unable to visit. He wished to thank Professor Pittaluga, who had made it possible for. him 
to collect information on Spain. Oceania also had not been included in the tour, but reliable 
information was available for that and other areas. ~ 

Probably the Health Organisation might wish later on to publish all the available data, 
much of which he had been obliged to omit in order to make his report as concise and practical 
as possible. 

As a preliminary, Dr. Burnet wished to recall the exchange of views between Dr. Chodzko 
and Professor Leon Bernard on tuberculosis, and the view that nowadays it ·was impossible 
to rest content simply with confining the patients in hospital, but that they should be given 
effective treatment. In studying leprosy, the Committee should be actuated by the same spirit, 
for in many ways a comparison could be drawn between the two diseases. 

It was regettable that, as yet, there was no prophylaxis of leprosy. A beginning had been 
made in certain countries; but, unfortunately, very little systematic work had been done. 
At the moment, there were two schools of thought. There was the old idea of segregation, 
which still existed in all its force, while for about twenty years the more difficult 
and complicated method of prophylaxis had been gaining ground. . 

Xorway was the classical example of segregation, and the decrease of leprosy in that 
country was certainly a remarkable phenomenon. Norway, however, was a sparsely populated 
country, with a well-developed civilisation and educational system, and it would be impossible 
to propose that system for the whole world. 
. ~ccount had ~eces~rily to be taken of geographical, social and other factors. The 
LStJ!auon (If _lepers m the1r own homes, for example, could not be adopted as a general rule. 

According to Dr. Alexander Mitchell, Director of Public Health in the Union of South 
Africa, it W(luld b~ very dangerous to do away entirely with segregation. In certain areas, 
where the populatwn was very scattered, dispensaries could only be attended by about ten 
pel"So'JllS. 

Fortunately, segregation was taking a more humane form, and an endeavour was now 
rr.ade to render the conditions of life in the leprosaria tolerable, so that lepers would be willing 
trJ cr;me frJT trtatm<mt. The great disadvantage of the method was, however, the expense. 
•-:>~r..:""l ~urns W<Juld _be needed to fight leprosy systematically by means of leprosaria. 
?'I:Vt:rthek->5, sr:~rtgatitm was still the principal method used in many countries, and in Japan 
Jt wa~ ~lm<J!>t the (ln)y method. In the .Philippines and the temperate parts of America, 
I"'YrtA<,gJ~t5 were strrJngJy in favour of it. 
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Why ~as it not possible to stop at the idea of segregation ? Th; reason was that leprosaria 
had not giVen the results expected of them. He would venture to point out that French 
medical men had advocated a new programme for many years, and that as long as fifteen or 
twenty years ago doctors in the French colonies had been of opinion that leprosy could not be 
eradicated by means of leprosaria alone. 

In India, the force of circumstances had led to the employment of a different method, 
almost against the will of hygienists and legislators. The number of lepers given in the 1921 
census was about 1oo,ooo; but, according to impartial surveys, there were probably from 
700,000 to 8oo,ooo lepers in India. Obviously, it was impossible to segregate them. 
Consequently, the principle of carrying the treatment to the disease by every possible means 
was soon put into practice, and the P.T.S. system-propaganda, treatment, survey-had 
now been employed for some years. A system similar to the P.T.S. system was growing up 
spontaneously in most other countries. Dr. Lutrario and Sir George Buchanan had spoken 
of the importance of a malaria survey of India. The same remark could be applied to leprosy. 

As Dr. Burnet had tried to indicate in his report, between the two more or less extreme 
systems to which he had drawn attention a certain number of countries, such as Brazil, the 
Argentine and the Philippines, had adopted a mixed system of segregation and treatment. 
In this connection, it was only fair to call attention to the great colony of Culion. 

When the United States of America started, with the help of General Wood, to fight 
against leprosy in the Philippines, it was thought that, with the segregation of lepers at 
Culion, leprosy would decline, but after several years the number of lepers was still stationary. 
It was therefore concluded that non-segregated lepers spread the disease before segregation, 
and that compulsory segregation was not sufficient. While, therefore, segregation was still 
regarded with favour, it was completed by a system not unlike the P.T.S. system. Incurable 
cases were sent to the leprosarium at Culion; curable lepers went to the new treatment station 
at Cebu, which was constructed with funds provided by the Leonard Wood Memorial ~ 
negative cases were discharged. 

In Hawaii, there was a leprosarium at Molokai, and a treatment station at Kalihi. Cases 
which did not yield to treatment and appeared to be incurable were sent to Molokai. A certain 
number of lepers now came forward voluntarily for treatment. 

The new ideal-and the cardinal point of the British system-was to treat leprosy as 
early as possible, and institutions other than leprosaria and treatment stations were therefore 
made use of. In the Philippines, the skin dispensaries now endeavoured to detect cases, and 
in a year and a-half a number of lepers had been sent for treatment to Cebu. 

Even that did not suffice. Some of the " cured " lepers were so disfigured that they were 
unable to return to their families, or to find work, and it was now proposed to start an 
agricultural settlement at Culion, where they would be able to support themselves by their 
work. 

The new system of prophylaxis was necessarily complex, consisting, as it did, of leprosaria, 
treatment stations, dispensaries and special provision for former lepers; but an epidemiological 
enquiry, including a census and the following up of cases treated, was also essential. 

Such a system could only be put into practice little by little, and hygienists were all 
convinced of the necess'i.ty for educating public opinion, which at present displayed the curious 
contradiction of carelessness and phobia in regard to leprosy. 

What was the value of treatment, and in what did it consist ? The best rule was that the 
prophylaxis of leprosy should follow the same lines as the prophylaxis of tuberculosis. Everyone 
was aware that treatment consisted in the application of chaulmoogra and its derivatives. 
Some leprologists, however, were very sceptical as to its value. 

Personally, Dr. Burnet thought the word" treatment" alone had very little significance. 
It was necessary to know how the treatment was given, the number of injections, what product 
was used, with what regularity and for what length of time, whether it came from a specific 
source, and so on. At present there was a state of chaos. Some leprologists advised one course 
and some another. Some considered that better results were obtained with the use of 
chaulmoogra, others that it should only be used after general treatment-medical, surgical, 
physiotherapeutical and dietetic-had been applied. The whole question of treatment 
required thorough and critical examination. . 

What could be done in practice ? It was ·very encouraging that the parties holding 
opposing views were not absolutely irreconcilable. Dr. Burnet had sketched out a programme 
in the second part of his report, which related more particularly to the Health Committee. 
He believed that it should be possible to obtain the agreement of leprologists on a programme 
of action with a view to formulating a doctrine, and that, with sufficient information, the 
Leprosy Commission could draw up certain general conditions for the fight against leprosy, 
or at least encourage the necessary experiments. 

A crucial test would be to take two groups and to subject each to the same conditions and 
the same general treatment by dietetic, medical and surgical means, but to treat one group 
with chaulmoogra in addition, and at the end of two years to note the results. · 

In order to carry out experiments, an organisation would be necessary, and the Leprosy 
Commission thought that the setting up of international centres for the study of leprosy 
should be encouraged. There were many qualified scientists and there was an abundance of 
bibliography. It was proposed that there should be an international centre in Japan and one 
in Rio de Janeiro. Special facilities had been offered by the Brazilian Government, and the 
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valuable work which had already been done in Japan in regard to the se.rological diagnosis 
of lt>prosv should be continued. · . 

The ·centres would be partly supported by th~ countries in w~ich they were Situated, 
and the Le ro« Commission and the Health Committee should consider how they co~ld best 
participat/in ·fhe work The interchange system could possibly be related to the id~a. of 
international centres, ~d means were al~eady av:'-ilable by which the Leprosy CommiSSiOn 
could become an international centre for mformahon. . 

One of the principal results of the tour was the satisfaction with which .lepr_ologists had 
welcomed the fact that the Health Committee had decided that !1-n enquiry mto leprosy 
ought to be undertaken. Treatment was the cardinal point, a!ld when agreement was reached 
on that subject the whole prophylaxis of leprosy could be discus~ed: . 

Standardisation was important ; but, besides the s~andard~sahol;l o~ ~haulmoogra . oil 
d th ters of chaulmoogra attention should also be paid to umformity m itS therapeutical 

~cac;. es Uniformity of termi~ology, too, ":as essential ~f. any idea ":as to be obtained as to 
the results of treatment, as well as classifi.cat10n and defimbon of the different forms of leprosy. 

In conclusion, Dr. Burnet would say that more and more was _it daily born~ in on him 
that leprosy was not a disease like other di~ea;;es. It attracted umversal attention because 
it was unique and because of its moral associations .. 

Great progress would have been made when public opinion. was _b~tter informed, and. the 
Health Committee would earn the gratitude, not only of pubhc op1n1on and of leprologists, 
but of lepers themselves by its action. 

The PRESIDENT said that the Committee was grateful to Dr. Burnet for the way in which 
he had carried out his mission. His report was an admirable survey of a very difficult question. 

There was a great deal to be done, and the Leprosy Commission and the Health Comm_ittee 
would have to find solutions for the problems which Dr. Burnet had so carefully explamed. 

As Dr. Burnet had pointed out, the present was a criticat moment, for, while the treatment 
dated as far back as 1924, the survey had shown that there had been a number of relapses. 
The question was obviously urgent. 

Professor BoRDET congratulated .Dr. Burnet on his report and his clear explanations. 
Leprosy was not of great importance to Belgium except in the colonies, but from time 

to time cases were imported into the country. In Belgium, there was a strong conviction 
that leprosy was practically non-infectious, but he personally did not agree. He would be 
glad to know Dr. Burnet's views on the compulsory notification of leprosy. It would be 
difficult to set up leprosaria everywhere. 

Dr. BURNET replied that a certain number of general hospitals, such ·as Saint Louis, had 
wards for lepers, which would appear to indicate that there was no risk of infection. Some 
scepticism might be expressed, however, as to the duration of the cure in temperate climates. 
Cases had been contracted in France and other European countries during the past four 
years through contact with persons from leper countries, and the experience of Saint Louis 
could not be regarded as conclusive. At Bergen, there were terribly mutilated and scarred 
patients who were apparently cured and not infectious, but who had been there for over 
fifty years. 

In reply to Professor Bordet, he would say that it was necessary to isolate and treat 
cases such as those to which he had referred. 

In connection with treatment, it was impossible not to be strnck by certain facts. The 
eminent leprologist, Mitsuda, in Japan, who was still a convinced segregationist was of 
opinion that treatment did not cure and that there were negative lepers who, tho~gh they 
had ~o bacilli in the mt;cus a!l~ _skin and reacted negatively .to all tests, were found, when 
exammed, to have certam bacilli m the nerves. If such cases were rendered negative for four, 
or five years, however! su_rely treatment could be considered efficacious, even though a 
reserve had to be made m Vlew of cases of relapse. It seemed, moreover, to be well established 
that better results were obtained from treatment combined with segregation. 

Professor BoRDET wondered whether more energetic measures of control would not be 
desirable, and whether lepers coming into the ports should not be returned to their country 
of origin. 

Dr. BuRt."ET thought that more en~rgetic measures of control were absolutely necessary. 

. Dr. LUTRARIO w_ishe~ ais? to congratulate Dr. Burnet on the very clear picture he had 
gJVen of the grave s1tuahon m regard to leprosy. Obviously, it was scattered throughout 
the world,,and even Europe was not exempt. 

. ~ cens.us had shown t_hat i_n It:'-lY ~here were 184 lepers, mostly in the towns which had 
~datlons Wlt_h leper countnes-m L1gur~a, among others. Italy was therefore much interested 
m the 9uestvm, because there were many Italians working in other continents who returned 
~2 th~r ow_IJ coun~ry and might br~ in infection. In Italy, lepers were segregate~ at 
--"-n !<ern?, a~ an atte.~pt was now bemg made to concentrate these cases elsewhere m a 
prwlnr.l': m whiCh cond1hons appeared suitable. 
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It was essential that lepers should be made to realise that their condition could be cured 
or improved, and Dr. Lutrario was strongly of opinion that improvement in treatment could 
b~ realised .. In view of the spec~al imp.ortance o~ lepro~y for Italy, he would be very glad if 
his country could collaborate smtably m the act10n which Dr. Burnet had indicated in such 
a masterly fashion. 

Dr. TsURUMI wished also to congratulate Dr. Burnet on the very remarkable way in 
which he had carried out his important mission. 

He had read the report and the programme of work with great interest, and would 
venture to submit a few observations. · · 

The Japanese Government was glad to accept 'the proposal to set up an International 
Centre in Japan, and was prepared to collaborate closely with the Health Organisation of the 
League of Nations, it being understood that use would be made of the institutions already in 
existence. He was very glad to inform the Committee that it had been decided to· set up in 
Japan, under the patronage of the Minister for the Interior, a preventive association against 
leprosy. It would deal, in the first place, with the social aspect and the scientific study of the 
disease. It was hoped to obtain fruitful results by close co-operation with the Government. 

He wished also to express his views upon certain important points enumerated by Dr. 
Burnet in regard to the future work of the Commission. 

With regard to segregation, up to the present his Government had <1-dopted the system 
of compulsory segregation, because in their opinion there was no other appropriate preventive 
measure. In Japan, at any rate, compulsory segregation had proved its efficacy, for the number 
of lepers had decreased progressively from year to year. 

The valu.e of dispensaries in combating the scourge of leprosy should certainly be studied, 
and, if experience showed that they were useful; Japan would not hesitate to adopt that 
system. There was, however, a certain amount of apprehension in Japan on the ground that 
the dispensaries would be feared by the lepers, who would come once but would not return. 
After a case of leprosis had been diagnosed, the patient often hid himself, and, in general, 
isolated himself completely from society, sometimes even from his family, owing to the popular 
idea that it was a punishment from Heaven. 

With regard to preventive measures, it was important to take into consideration the fact 
that early diagnosis was not always very easy, particularly when the disease was only beginning 
to attack the nerves. 

The serological test of leprosy had been studied iri Japan from the point of view of diagnosis. 
The result of·Dr. Tsurumi's own personal experience showed that it was possible to demonstrate 
complement-fixation tests with leper serum, by using a particular form of lipoid as antigen. 
In view, however, of the non-specificity of that test, it had not proved to be adequate, and 
he hoved that it would be possible to find a sufficiently specific serological test which would 
enable the diagnosis of leprosy to be made in the same way that the Wassermann test made 
possible the diagnosis of syphilis. 

Another important question was the treatment of leprosy. Japanese leprologists were not 
convinced of the efficacity of chaulmoogra oil and its derivatives. Moreover, it was not yet 
known whether these products were really a good medicament for the treatment of leprosy. 
In those circumstances, it was absolutely necessary to continue the enquiries with a view to 
finding an efficacious method of treatment. · 

Sir George BuCHANAN noted that the discussion had been turning on the disappearance 
- of leprosy from northern Europe, the question of compulsory notification and various other 

matters on which, from the international point of view, considerable information wa.S to be 
found in the proces-verbal and Bulletin of the Office international d'Hygiime publique ·two 
or three years ago. Some data for Great Britain were included in these discussions. All the 
lepers in Great Britain had contracted their infection overseas, and none of them, within 
recent years at all events, had transmitted leprosy within the country. The popular attitude 
of mind towards the word " leper" had constituted one of the principal reasons why the 
disease had not been included among those which are compulsorily notifiable. The Committee 
would look forward with the greatest possible interest to the next stage, when the Leprosy 
Commission would get to grips with the question. The prospect of a joint conference of the 
Leprosy Commission and the "Leonard Wood Memorial for the Eradication of Leprosy", 
at Manila, gave ground for hoping that progressive practical work in various directions could 
be evolved. 

Dr. PITTALUGA wished also to associate himself with the opinions already expressed 
regarding Dr. Burnet's report. He said that, fifteen years ago, he had studied the epidemiology 
of leprosy with M. de Buen in Eastern Andalusia. Sixty years previously Hernando had 
investigated endemic centres of leprosy in Spain and had conducted an investigation into 
the possible origin of the disease. His enquiries had indicated that there were in the 
neighbourhood of Granada houses where the disease appeared to be endemic. 

Recent investigations had shown that there were soo cases in Eastern Andalusia. The 
attitude of the population was similar to that described by Dr. Burnet. There was some 
carelessness in regard to individual cases, but a horror of the leprosy settlements. 

He had himself studied the disease also in Catalonia. That was not so important a centre. 
From 200 a 250 cases had been discovered. The Catalonian Health Service had endeavoured, 

·a few years ago, to introduce methods of supervision, including a system of photographs and 
card indexes. This system made it possible to keep in touch with lepers who escaped segregation 
and to follow the morphological progress of the disease. 



Twenty wars ago he had, after his study tou~ in Western Afr~ca, published certain 
data con~rning the position of leprosy among the tnbes, w_h~re the d1sease was mu~h more 
rommon than was supposed. The tribes practised an empmcal system of s_egregatlon,. and 
eYen those tribes which were far from the coast kept the1r lepers confined m huts entlrely 
~parate from the rest of the community. . 
- He might remind Dr. Burnet of the work. accomplished in. Spain by the leprosanum at 
Fontilles. Here it had been recognised that, if adequate ~edical. care and go?d food were 
giYen to the patients, the use of chaulmoogra was effectlve .. His o~ expene!lce sho~ed 
that there were still in European countries centres of the disea.se wh1ch req'!ured ~en~ms 
watching, and the Spanish leprologist.s woul~ be &lad bo~ to help m the present mvest1gat10n 
and to receive advice and assistance m dealmg With therr own local problems. 

Dr. Ro\JCHYAN said he would like to associate himself with the thanks that ha~ been 
addressed by the President of the Health Committee to Dr. Burnet. It had been very difficult 
to know what to do or where to begin when the vast question of leprosy had first been brought 
up for consideration. After Dr. Burnet's tour~ South America and the Fl!'r ~ast it had become 
possible to realise that really effective work might be done by the Commission. 

The Committee would re~all that a proposal ha~ been made for the Leprosy Commission 
to meet at Manila in January I93I, concurrently With a Conference of leprolog1sts under the 
auspices of the Leonard Wood Memorial for the. Eradication of Lepr?sy. Until quite recen.tly, 
it had appeared that this arrangement was definite, and plans were bemg made for the meetm~. 
Difficulties had arisen at the last minute which could not have been foreseen and made 1t 
impossible for this joint meeting to take place at Manila. It would be necessary for the Health 
Committee in those circumstances to take a decision as to the time and place of meeting of the 
Leprosy Commission. It would be unfortunate if the meeting were postponed. He would 
propose that the Commission should meet at Bangkok at the time of the Congress of the 
Far-Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine, from December 7th to I3th. in order to examine 
the programme suggested by Dr. Burnet. 

He would also refer to the scheme for the establishment of two international centres for 
the study of leprosy at Rio de Janeiro and Tokio. The Brazilian Government had proposed 
to the Council of the League that an international centre should be established at Rio, and 
official correspondence was exchanged between the Council and the Federal Government of 
Brazil in rg28 (document C.H. 7ro). For two years an attempt had been made to secure the 
co-operation of an international expert whose services would be made available for the proposed 
centre. The Committee would be glad to learn that Professor Nocht had accepted the task. 
The necessary details would have to be settled with Professor Chagas, and he hoped that it 
would be possible finally to settle these details next week in Paris, so that the centre might be 
inaugurated in I93I. . 

He was grateful to Dr. Tsnrumi for the statement which he had made regarding the 
proposed centre at Tokio. The Japanese Government welcomed the proposal, provided that 
use was made of existing institutions and provided the necessary arrangements were made in 
consultation with the Japanese member of the Commission. · 

Dr. RAYNAUD said that he had personal experience of leprosy in Algeria. In r8g7, of roo 
cases recorded in that colony, two-thirds had been imported from Spain. There had been only 
three or four native cases, and these·were not apparently contagious. Since then-that is, 
for about ~y y_ears-the n_umber of cases that had come to his personal knowledge was 
200. The notificatiOn of the disease had been made compulsory, not, however, with a view to 
~egat~on but with a view ~o proper supervision at the home of the patients. The experience 
m Algeria s~owed that, proVIde~ the patients were kept in good sanitary condition, the lesions 
tended to disappear and the disease was not spreading. 

There were important endemic centres in Morocco, where 200 cases had been discovered 
in the neighbourhood of Marakesh and Fez. Here the disease was apparently contagious. 
The pro~lem arose as to why leprosy spread easily in some regions and less in others. Any 
enqUirY mto the methods of treatment was of great interest to the French colonial authorities . . 

Professor JrnA said that there were many cases of leprosy in the Netherlands East Indies 
~ Government cordially welcomed and supported the work of the Leprosy 

• In~ Netherlan~, there had been isolated cases which appeared to be mainly due to the 
~trodru;twn of the disease by soldiers returning home from the colonies. The general view 
m the Netherlands was that the disease was not infectious in northern countries. There had 
been ~ne case, however, where a soldier in constant contact with his brother had transmitted 
~ disease at the end of a period of twelve years. This case would seem to indicate that the 
~-took many years to develop and might therefore be contagious without this fact being 
1mmediately apparent. 

Dr. Bt:JUi'.ET said that for adults the incubation period of the disease was unknown. In 
t!re case of children, ~he period appeared to be from three to five years. The case of the 
:Setherlands East Indies was interesting. The authorities desired to take active measures, but 
~.ad not ~ able to applr a single system to the whole country. Segregation might be suitable 
m sr..r.oe regvJllS and not m others. 
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Attention had been drawn to the large proportion of nervous cases in Japan. Whereas 
in leper settlemen,ts So per cent of the cases were contagious, the proportion in isolated cases 
was directly inverse and some 75 per cent appeared to be merely nervous. 

It would be an exaggeration to say that there were two parties or schools on the subject 
of segregation. It would be more correct to say that there were two points of view or currents 
of opinion. It was admitted that segregation could not be abandoned. On the other hand 
it should be noted that, in the leper settlements, the cases were usually far advanced, dating 
back usually at least five years. The question arose whether isolated cases could not be taken 
with advantage at an earlier stage. 

The PRESIDENT said that, in his view, the disease should be notifiable, though cases might 
be dealt with. individually. 

• 
Sir George BUCHANAN observed that the President was expressing his own view and not 

that of the Committee. · 

The PRESIDENT agreed. 

TENTH MEETING. 

Held on Tuesday, October 7th, 1930, at 10 a.m.· 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

485. Enquiry on Endemic Syphilis in Certain Areas of Bulgaria. 

Professor ]ESSNER submitted the following summary of his report : 

The Bulgarian . Health Service is entrusted to the Direction de la Sante publique, 
a department of the Ministry of the Interior. The " Direction " is provided with inspectors 
for social diseases, infectious diseases, malaria, infant protection, hospitals, etc. The entire 
organisation is strictly centralised, even the most juhi.or health officers and nurses in remote 
districts being appointed by the Direction. The Direction is assisted by a sanitary advisory 
board consisting of the leading physicians of Sofia. 

The country is divided into departements, these into arrondissements and these into 
districts, which in rural areas are composed of about four or five villages. At the head of the 
departement, as well as in each of its arrondissements, are medical officers of health, whilst 
the sanitary work in the districts is carried out by a physician or a " feldscher "~.e., a 
man not fully qualified. All these persons are Government officials. Sanitation in general leaves 
much to be desired, especially in the rural and outlying districts of the country ; but it is 
probable that a new public health law, which has recently come into force, will bring great 
improvement. In addition, the number of physicians is rapidly increasing, so that in course 
of time the " feldschers " will naturally be replaced by them. 

Sanitary progress is, however, greatly impeded by the difficult' financial position of the 
State, the passive resistance of ,the rural districts against paying their medical officers, the 
unwillingness of physicians to go into the outlying areas, and, worst of all, the very poor state 
of communications. In many of the outlying areas, the only possibility of reaching some ofthe 
villages is by dangerous mule tracks or in little boats over the open sea. 

On the other hand, the physicians at present working even in these outlying districts 
have, as a general rule, a very high morale and are showing interest and devotion in their 
work. 

In March 1930, Professor Jessner and Dr. Olsen carried out a short preliminary enquiry 
in Bulgaria with the object of studying the degree of syphilitic infection in the departement 
of Burgas and of making proposals with regard to remedying it. The plan of action, which was 
decided upon in conference with the representatives of the Bulgarian. Government and of the 
Direction generate pour l' etablissement des refugit!s bulgares of the High Commission of the League 
of Nations, have subsequently had to be modified as the result of Professor Jessner's second 
visit to Bulgaria in June and July 1930. 

In the departement of Burgas, the treatment of syphilis could not be entrusted to the 
medical officers of health of the arrondissements, as they are not allowed by law to give any 
treatment. The treatment was, therefore, entrusted to the village doctors. They would be 
responsible both for their own village and for the adjoining ones staffed only by " feldschers ". 

In certain more remote districts where difficulties of communication would render this 
plan impossible, the medical officer of health of the arrondissement was to be given an assistant 
physician for this purpose. 

In the two arrondissements presenting the greatest difficulties~viz., Vassiliko and Maiko 
Tarnovo-one or two "brigades " consisting of one physician and one " feldscher " would be 
entrusted with the work. · 

Dispensaries, built on the type of the refugee houses, were to be erected in Burgas and 
Vassiliko, . 
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Serol cical e:'l:aminations were to be the basis of every anti-syph~itic tr~atment. They 
wt>re to beogcarried out by an efficient serologist stationed in the Malana Inshtu~e of Burgas. 

For those cases requiring hospital treatment, a special w!lrd (!hirty beds). was t.o be 
t>.rected as an annex to the hospital of Burgas. A trained syphilologtst was to be appomted 
as responsible chief and consulting medical officer for the department. 

In order to ensure the necessary standard· of diagnosis and_ treatment, Professor J~ssner 
has given courses of instruction of two weeks' duration in Burgas. In tw? such courses 1t has 
been possible to instruct all the physicians of the departement. He spec1ally notes the great 
interest and application shown by most of them. 

At the time of writing his report, the head syphilologist, .Dr. Schauloff, had been· 
appointed, the physicians had received their. trai~i_ng. the §erolog1cal departmen~ and the 
dispensaries were in working order, one "bngade was on duty, and the ward m Burgas 
nearing completion. 

For the Mohammedan regions, it has been found .necessary to appoint lady doctors, as 
the Mohammedan women absolutely refuse to be exammed or treated by men. . 

The sero-diagnostic work is chiefl~ ca.n;ied out :t>Y. means of the Kahn test. Detailed 
examinations have shown that, even m this malana-mfested department, the Kahn test 
appears to give reliable results as regards the diagnosis of syphili~. 

On the other hand, the interesting fact has been noted in some villages of the Burgas 
diptutement that about half the patients gi'?~g a P<!sitive serologi~al. reac~ion are, from ~he 
clinical point of view, cases of latent syphil1s. This percentage 1s m fa1r agreement Wlth 
Professor Jessner's observations on the occasion of his ~xpedition t<! Mongolia and with rec~nt 
observations in Bosnia. They prove the great necess1ty of carrymg through the camprugn 
against syphilis most strenuously. 

The PRESIDENT thanked and congratulated Professor Jessner. 
He drew attention to the zeal and the high degree of scientific ·knowledge which Professor 

Jessner had discovered _among the Bulgarian doctors. That was an excellent basis for ~he 
anti-syphilis campaign in Bulgaria. In that country, as in others, there were not only techrucal 
and material difficulties, but the question arose as to whether the campaign should be entrusted 
to doctors or to mobile brigades. · 

As a serologist, the President was particularly interested in the question of the value of 
the Kalm test for malaria patients. He hoped that Professor Jessner would find a means of 
testing the results obtained with the Kalm text by means of Bordet-Wassermann examinations. 

It was interesting to note that a great number of syphilitic cases had only been discovered 
by serological examination,- It was a fact, moreover, that, as the sensitiveness of the methods 
of examination· increaSed, more and more cases of syphilis were discovered. 

Professor BoRDET asked Professor Jessner whether tabes was .frequent. 

Professor ]ESSNER replied that he knew of only three cases. Certain writers claimed that 
it did not exist in Bulgaria. It should be pointed out, however, that it had never been possible 
to make a systematic examination of the situation with the use of modern methods. 

He had made a study of that kind in collaboration with Russian doctors in Mongolia, _ 
where syphilis prevailed in an endemic state and 'where the population had never received 
treatment. The enquiry had shown that tabes was not rare. 

With regard to Bulgaria, serious studies had never been made, but as soon as the new 
hospital was built considerable equipment would be. available. · 

. Dr. CHODZKO had been very much interested in Professor Jessner's statement, especially 
m r~ard to the question of the Kahn test. In the Carpathians, in what was formerly eastern 
Gab.~, ~here lived a Ruth_enian mountain population, which had suffered from endemic 
syphillS smet; the end of t;he etghteenth century. At that time, doctors had drawn the attention 
of the Austnan Government to the situation, and a few hospitals had been started. Action 
had then been suspended and resumed in 1902, but no information on the results then 
obtained was available. 

~ campaign_ had ag~in been started in 1918 by the Polish Government, and in 1923 
t~ antt-venereal dispensa!'les had been installed in five districts in the Carpathians. No mobile 
~~ ~d ~ orgalll:-;ed, ~nd Dr. Chodzko had spoken against the principle of these 

brigades _ dunng the .discusstons of. the Health Committee. 

. As nearly go per cent of the patients ceased to attend the dispensaries after the 
d1Sappearana: of the first symptoms, the treatment was never completed. On the other hand, 
ten dtSpensanes ~ere not enough for the needs of the population. It was surprising to note, 
~rJWever, hrJW mild a form was taken by this endemic syphilis, which received very little or 
mad£:-quate treatment. According to a note prepared by Dr. Jobiczyk, State doctor of Koss6w 
di'>tnct, the figures for still-births and infant mortality in that district during past years 
were as fr,Jiows : 
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I. Still-births (Congenital Syphilis). 

Year Peczenizyn district Kossow district 
Percentage Percentage 

1926 . . . . . . . o.57 2.04 
1927 . . . . . . . 1.14 1.27 
rgz8 . . . . . . . o.s8 1.36 
1929 (first quarter) . o. oo I. oo 

It should be pointed out that the percentage for the whole of Poland averaged 2. 

2. Infant Mortality (up to I Year) .. 
Year 

tg26 
I927 
I928 

Peczenizyn district 
Percentage 

21.8 
32-4 
2g.o . 

Kossow district 
Percentage · 

23.8 
27.2 
28.8 

Here, again, the percentage was lower than the average in the western departments and 
in the towns of less than Ioo,ooo inhabitants. Obviously, infant mortality in the industrial 
and agricultural districts could not be .compared. In the district in question, however, the 
adult population went away from the villages in spring, leaving the old people to look after 
the children, who were often fed on centrifuged milk. The conditions there were thus not 
unlike those prevailing in. industrial districts. 

Out. of I,855 cases registered at five dispensaries, the proportion of quaternary syphilis 
was 0.48 per cent ; but, as Dr. Chodzko had already pointed out, account should be taken of 
the fact that the patients only resorted to the dispensaries for the treatment of secondary 
effects, especially the headaches from which they suffered. Once those headaches ceased, the 
patients disappeared. The blood test made en masse in I928 had proved the great frequency 
of the infection among children and young people. That special test had proved necessary 
to discover the disease, owing to the fact that children very rarely came to the dispensaries. 

It was claimed that the very slight form of syphilis noted in the country was due to the 
fact that the children suffered from a great number of badly treated diseases, and that the 
fever which accompanied those diseases had an influence on the subsequent manifestations ·of 
syphilis. From that it was deduced that, when the level of civilisation was raised and infantile 
diseases were better treated, syphilis would take a more acute form. 

Dr. Chodzko quoted a number of figures with regard to latent syphilis and diseases of the 
heart and blood-vessels which had been drawn up in connection with various pieces of work, 
and in particular during the important expedition to Mongolia. 

It seemed necessary to draw conclusions from this collection of figures in order to determine 
the treatment which should be applied to so-called endemic syphilis. 

The PRESIDENT thanked Dr. Chodzko and invited the members of the Committee to send 
all possible information on this question to the Health Section. 

Dr. LUTRARIO congratulated Professor Jessner on the resuit of his work, and wished to 
ask three questions which appeared to be important from the social point of view : 

I. Had Professor Jessner noted in Bulgaria a fact which seemed to exist in all the 
countries of eastern Europe-namely, the preponderance of extra-genital syphilis over 
genital syphilis ? 

2. What points had he noted in regard to syphilis among infants ? In Italy, epidemic 
had broken out in various small rural centres. 

3· Was the treatment free ? 

He had learned with great satisfaction that Dr. Jessner had advised the health 
administrations to rely above all on the physicians. Mistakes similar to those which had marked 
the beginning of the campaign against malaria should be avoided. 

Professor ]ESSNER gave the following replies : 
I. He had not noted any primary extra-genital syphilis in Bulgaria. Moreover, he 

thought it difficult to distinguish genital syphilis from extra-genital syphilis in the districts 
in which endemic syphilis prevailed. 

2. In the somewhat backward districts where endemic syphilis prevailed, syphilis 
was rare among infants ; those affected usually died from other diseases. 

In Mongolia, syphilis among infants had rarely been noted. 

3· The treatment was quite free. The physicians were 'paid by the councils of the 
departements, villages, etc. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN was sure that the Committee would regret the absence of Dr. Kessiakoff, 
who was unable to leave Bulgaria. Professor Jessner would have to return to Bulgaria in 
a few months, and Dr. Rajchman earnestly hoped that Dr. Kessiakoff or another representative 
of the Bulgarian health authorities would be able to attend during the discussion of the final 
report which would be submitted on his return. 
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486. Survey of Health Conditions In the Pacific Islands. 

Dr. HERMANT recalled that the enquiry he had made in th~ Pacific !~lands with Dr. Cilento 
h d been undertaken as the result of a resolution of the Intemahonal Paclfic Health Conference, 
h:ld at Melbourne in December 1926. The mission had been a~ked to. Il_lake a rou?~ survey 
of the question and to draw attention to the matters on which addihonal engumes were 
necessary. In particular, it was necessary to study the causes of th~ depopulahon of those 
islands and the methods used to combat it. A programme had readily been drawn up and 
sent to the health administrations concerned. . . .. . 

The itinerary followed by the mission had ~een the followmg: FIJI Islands, New Hebndes, 
New Caledonia, Territory of Papua, New Gmnea _and the Solomon !~lands. Th~ tour had 
not been easy to organise, for, though most. of the Island gr?ups were lmked up With Sydney 

· by a monthly shipping service, the connechon between the _Islands t~emselve~ was very bad, 
and the mission had had to change boats seventeen or eighteen hmes, which had caused 
considerable delay. . .. 

Dr. Hermant drew from this the .following practical conclus10n. For later enqmnes, 
missions should be provided with a small boa~ w~ich would sav~ both time 3:nd money. . 

With regard to depopulation, all the sClentific groups which had studied the. Situahon 
agreed that it existed. In the Fiji Islands, ~he population had fallen. from 105,?00 m 1891. to 
go,ooo in 1927, and to a minimum of 8o,ooo m 1920. I.n New Caledoma, the native p~pulat10n 
had fallen from 6o ooo in 186o to 27,000 in 1927. With regard to the New Hebndes, the 
Territory of Papu~. New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, precise information ~as not 
available. There was unanimous agreement, _-however, that the're had been considerable 
depopulation, but that the situation was now ~tabilised. . . 

'Yith regard to the causes of depopulat10n,. there was also unammous agreemen~ m · 
imputing it to the appearance of the white race, which had changed the customs of the nahves. 

They had been made to emigrate for the purpose of p~oviding labour i~. other districts. 
Emigration to Queensland had now ceased, as well as recrmtment for the FIJI Islands, where 
Indian labour had now been introduced. 

The departure of a great number of adult males had completely changed the system of 
nutrition of the population. It was the ~dult males who carried out the reclaiming of the 
land for cultivation. In addition, the population had been deprived of part of its share-very 
rich in vitamins-of the fishing industry. Finally, the natives had started to trade on their 
own account (export of copra), and with the resources obtained they procured preserved foods. 

In addition, it had been noted that the natives did not know how to use the new garments 
they had adopted. They kept their clothes on when they were wet, and, in view of the great 
snsceptibility of the race to chest diseases, the results were terrible. 

Finally, contact with white settlers and the new groups of natives had led to epidemics 
hitherto unknown, such as bacillary dysentery. Certain diseases relatively benign in Europe 
sometimes decimated the race. Thus, an epidemic of measles had claimed 30,000 victims and 
an epidemic of influenza 7,000. 

It had been thought that leprosy was introduced in 1865 by the Chinese, but it was now 
believed that it had existed in the Pacific before that time. In the Fiji Islands, there were Boo 
lepers, 400 of whom were segregated. In the other groups of islands, however, there was very 
little leprosy, for the various tribes were always at war with one another, which meant that 
they were in a kind of continual quarantine. Leprosy had developed with particular intensity 
in New Caledonia (450 lepers in the principal island and six to seven hundred in the secondary 
islands). . 

Tw? very d~finite forms of leprosy_ had been noted. Whilst among the Kanakas of 
Melanesian race Its form was more parhcularly tuberculous, among the Polynesians it took 
nerv~ f<?rms. It was no~ "!lnusual to find cured lepers (with crooked fingers which had 
remam~ m the same condihon for twenty years). The population took little and inadequate 
care of Itself. 

. With r~ard to tubercul.osis, it. seemed that although hitherto it had not been very 
widespread, 1t was now tending to mcrease. It could be said however that the natives did 
not ba-ye time to ~me tuberculous; those predisposed 'rued of. bronchial pneumonia. 
Bronchial pneumomc diseases more than any others should receive the attention of the health 
authorities. 

In certain groups, almost complete immunity against malaria had been noted. It seemed 
~hat ther~ were no an.opheles in the Fiji Isla!lds and in New Caledonia. The possibility of the 
mtr~chon of malana was contemplated.With horror by the administrations. A study would 
certainly ~ very necessary of the anophelme fauna and the dangers of infection in the various 
groups of ISlands. 
~of filarios~ were found, and wer~ very numerous in New Guinea, the Territory of 

Papua, New Caledorua and the New Hebndes, in particular. The study of this question 
was also necessary. 

~\'ith- regard t? the m~asu~es taken to combat depopulation, the situation varied 
wn.siderably ~dmg to whtch ISland group was considered. 

In the FIJI Is~nds, there was a very well-developed medical and health service in 
nu~ous _forms whtch met the needs of the situation. A school had been set up at which 
native assiStants, who were then allocated to various parts of the islands were trained Each 
was put at the head of a dispensary under the control of the European d~ctor of the district. 
TI.tat !!':t';"JOl had been very much developed recently, thanks to the action of the Rockefeller 
F rmn t.la twn. · 
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_In the Fiji Islands, there were various qu~ra~tine stations, mental asylums, child-welfare 
serv1c~s •. etc. Th~ ~reatment of ankylostoi~uas1s was 3:cc_e~ted_ because it was imposed as 
a prehmmary condihon to the treatment of p1an by arsemc mJechons, about which the natives 
were fanatical. Finally, certain health measures were organised in the villages. 

In the Solomon Islands, the organisation was more simple because more recent. At Tulagi, 
there was a very well-equipped hospital which the natives valued. Its activity was completed 
by medical tours for the treatment of ankylostomiasis and pian. The natives, especially the 
women, were not refractory to European medical treatment when this was administered by 
qualified nurses who were interested in the people. 

In New Guinea, Dr. Cilento considered that it would be advisable to allow the natives 
to take part in the health administration. With the assistance of eight doctors, he had trained 
native assistants whose special duty it was to give information on the epidemiological movement 
which might occur. These assistants sometimes abused their functions, but with time the 
system would certainly improve. The colony was very scattered, and asmall hospital had been 
installed in each island. European nurses travelled about the colony and in particular gave 
treatment for pian. In addition, help was given by the missions, each of whom had a well
defined sphere of action. Improvement from the health point of view was continuous. . 

There were many Europeans in New Caledonia, which tended to keep doctors in the centres 
and to prevent them from going about the country to look after the natives. Mobile brigades 
had also been established. The repugnance shown against the employment of natives had 
been overcome and they would, as in New Guinea, provide useful assistance. 

Dr. Hermant then drew attention to the measures to be taken to put a stop to depopulation. 
He had found everywhere regulations providing for the more rational and humanitarian 

utilisation of native labour. The period of recruitment was limited to two years, and the workers 
who emigrated were allowed to take their families with them. 

In the New .Hebrides, where Asiatic labour was necessary, the workers, each of whom 
had his family with him, benefited from the presenee of an inspector of labour. The double 
administration of the Condominium somewhat complicated the Health Organisation, but the 
English and French dealt with their respective nationals, and the labour imported by them. 
They had agreed that a doctor should deal specially with the natives, with the help of the 
missions. 

To make up for the inadequacy of the population, England had organised the immigration 
of Indian elements to the Fiji Islands. That immigration was now at an end, and 6o,ooo 
Indians were installed. It was noted that they had had no harmful influence on the health 
of the native part of the population, for the two races mixed very little, and the Indians very 
quickly rid themselves, in this particularly healthy climate, of the diseases peculiar to them. 

It was to be hoped that similar results would be noted in the New Hebrides, although 
the climate there was less healthy. · 

Dr. Hermant then examined the help which should be given to doctors and health 
administrations. 

The majority of the problems could be solved on the spot by the administrations concerned. 
The Australian Government had transferred to Sydney a centre of inspection at which all the 
doctors intended for Papua had to take a course. It was also open to doctors intended for 
other groups of islands. · 

The Health Organisation of the League of Nations could do very useful work by organising, 
with the help of Dr. Cumpston, Director-General of the Health Department of the Australian 
Commonwealth, collective study tours in which would take part the physicians, up to the 
present somewhat isolated, who lived in the different groups of islands. Scholarships could 
perhaps be given to one or two doctors from the groups concerned to enable them to take part 
in the triennial congress of the Far-Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine. 

In addition, an entomological enquiry should be undertaken for the study of the local 
fauna from the point of view of malaria and filariosis. . 

Dr. Hermant concluded by pointing out that all the doctors had told him that syphilis 
was unknown in the Fiji Islands, the Solomon Islands, New Guinea, the Territory of Papua 
and New Caledonia. This seemed very astonishing in view of the contact which had already 
occurred with infected elements ; but the Commission had noted that yaws was extremely 
widespread, 95 per cent of the inhabitants being infected, and the question rose whether yaws 
did not confer immunity from syphilis, a question to which the Health Committee should 
direct its attention. 

The PRESIDENT thanked Dr. Hermant and congratulated him as well as Dr. Cilento on 
the work accomplished. · 

Dr. Hermant had drawn attention to a certain number of very interesting questions which 
should be followed up and which required the collaboration of the Health Organisation. 

The Health Committee would certainly leave the Medical Director to study the methods 
of that collaboration, and Dr. Cumpston's help would be very valuable. 

Sir George BucHANAN said that, when the Australian Government, on Dr. Cumpston's 
initiative, called together an official international health conference at Melbourne in I926, 
the primary object was the adjustment of quarantine measures in the Pacific following on 
the International Sanitary Convention. But Dr. Cumpston had wisely gone further than this, 
and secured the presence of men who could speak with authority on such questions as 
depopulation, nutrition, and the geographical incidence of diseases in the islands. He had 
been wise also in extending the invitation to the Health Organisation and so securing the 
attendance of Dr. Norman White. The result had been that the invaluable data furnished at 
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Melbourne had now been supplemented by the missi?n of Dr. ~ermant and Dr: Cile!lto, .the 
' · f hih D H ant had summarised wtth sound JUdgment and eptdemtologtcal 
concluslOnTsho. w . . r. ulerdm t fail to have aiven very welcome stimulus and encouragement 
acumen. etr mtsston co no "' · d Th now remained to edical officers and investigators in the different tslan groups. ere . . . 
~ :e next stage, which was one of limited but intensive action in the three spectal directions 
indicated, and he hoped that all these would be pursued. . . . 

Dr R.-\JCHM~N joined in the President's thanks and congratulations. . . 
with re i to the concrete proposals submitted to the Committee for _examt.n~t.t<?n• 

Dr. Rajchm~wished to make a few preliminapry eifixplanatory remarks on the posstbiltties 
of an action of the Health Organisation in the ac c area. . . . . 

As the Committee was aware, the Eastern Bureau co!lti~uedfto Eextetnd tts ac!t~ttles and 
to become more and more a branch of the Health Orgamsation or a~ em coun nes. 

Dr Rajchman proposed, in consequence, that the. Health Com~ttee shoul.d. as~ th~t 
Bureau-to study, with Dr. Cumpston's help, the que_stion of .s~holars~tps for partictpation !n 
the Congress of the Far-Eastern Association of Troptcal .Mec;Ucme, whtch would take place tn 
two years, and that of collective study tours. The orgall!sation of the latte~ would depen~ on 
budgetary resources but the question w?uld be exa':mned as sympathetically !is posstble. 

With regard to the enquiry on malana, the question would have to be ex3;mmed by the 
Malaria Commission. The Australian delegation had referred to that question at. the last 
Assembly, and the enquiry might probably be undertake':~- next Y~~r. 

Finally, the question raised by Dr. Hermant concermng syp~hs and yaws wa~ of very 
great technical interest. There was unanimous agreement that, m general, .very htt~e was 
known about syphilis in the Far East. The Reporting .Committee on questions relatmg to 
venereal disease, presided over by Professor Jadassohn, ~oul~ be requested to study Dr. 
Hermant's suggestion and to submit proposals at the ne~t sess10n. . . . 

Dr. Rajchman considered, in short, ·~at the Commtttee co~d g~.ve sattsfactton t? ~he 
Australian Health Administration, and a log~.cal sequel to the enqmry undertak~n, by dectdi?-g 
that the collaboration of the Health Organisation would be by means ?fan enq,uuy ?n malana, 
participation in the study of syphilis, and the organisation of collective and mdivtdual study 
tours. 

The Committee approved the suggestions submitted to it: 

ELEVENTH MEETING. 

Held on Tuesday, October 7th, 1930, at 3.30 p.m. · 

President: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

487. Report of the Cancer Commission. 

Sir George BucHANAN wished shortly to summarise the results achieved by the Cancer 
Commission since 1923. He had already circulated a memorandum on the subject (Annex 15). 
There were two chief landmarks in the history of the Commission's work. First, the report 
dated November 1927 (document C.H.63r), and, secondly, the report of the Radiological 
Sub-Commission. 

The report of November 1927 represented a summary of a very exhaustive series of 
investigations made in relation to the causes of the differences of cancer mortality in certain 
~ntries. If these investigations had not led to any single cut· and dried explanation of the 
differ~ces in question, they had secured that various plausible hypotheses had been exhau~tively 
exammed and tested. The thoroughness and scope of its work was not always recogmsed as 
fully as it might be. It was still not uncommon to find new publications which showed that a 
great deal of effort had been needlessly employed in going over ground which the 1927 report 
had fully covered. . · 

After completing this report, the Cancer Commission had limited its field of action and had 
established a Sub-Commission on radiological treatment .. Many countries felt the need of 
knowing what could be achieved by securing a greater supply of radium. The Sub-Commission 
had dealt with this aspect in two ways in its report of 1929. If had first examined certain 
g':Ileral question, such as whether radium treatment should be concentrated in a few centres, 
rn: diffUSE:d wer a large number; secondly, it had taken a cancer of one site, the uterus, 
vmh the object of assessing the results of different forms of radiological treatment. It had 
bE:en ~ry for that purpose to obtain an agreed definition of the various stages of uterine 
canr...er. It had also been necessary to establish a standard method of case-recording to be 
~by anum~ of hospitals and institutions giving radiological treatment so that it would 
m future JJ: ~JSStble to pi~ the results on a comparable basis. The report of the Radiological 
Sul>-V.Ifoml5SvJJl also contamed an acount of the various methods used in three institutes 
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whose experience was specially great. It had been approved by the Cancer Commission and 
subsequently by the Health Committee, and had provided the standard requirements for 
study, established op. the highest authority. 

T~ere was n? d01;b.t that the que~tion o~ cancer and its recu~r~nce was daily engaging the 
attention of pubhc opm10n to an ever-mcreasmg extent. The prov1s1ons made for early diagnosis 
and the .expenditure of p~blic ~on~y on radium showe~ that State aut.hori~ies were increasingly 
concernmg themselves w1th th1s d1sease. The suggestions of the Rad10log1cal Sub-Commission 
reg~rding uterine cancer w~re therefore ot the greatest value, particularly as the knowledge 
des1red had to come from d1fferent countnes. · · 

The work of the Sub-Committee on uterine cancer was so promising that it had been 
suggested that it should be extended at once to other sites of cancer-for example, to cancer 
of the skin, tongue and lip-where there was no doubt the same need for defining the stages 
of the disease and for comparing different forms of radiological application. After 
discussing this question with members of the former Cancer Committee and with the President 
of the Radiological Sub-Committee, however, he considered that it would be better from 
every point of view to concentrate during the coming year on the establishment of the system 
of uterine cancer which had already been laid down. It was not enough to have got the 
definitions and to have settled the case-taking forms; they had to be used, and the system 
must be such that the recorded results could be analysed at the end of three years when the 
facts about the survival of the case and its after-history were ascertained. A mere benevolent 
acquiescence in the system would not suffice. It was necessary to make sure that the system 
is being applied and kept up, and one must realise that it is one involving a good deal more 
trouble than that of the case-taking which has been adopted for other investigations put in 
hand by the Health Committee-for example, the case-sheets for syphilis treatment. During 
the coming year, therefore, it seemed desirable to take the greatest care in distributing the 
books of forms suitably, with the proper understanding with the institutes or hospitals which 
were going to use them. It seemed possible, in the case of certain countries, to secure that a 
responsible person should keep an oversight of the system and report on it from time to time. 
There had been a further and very useful suggestion that the help of a distinguisliedgynrecologist 
might be obtained for personal visits to certain of the most important centres with a view to 
getting the system still more fully established and understood. In this connection, he indicated 
the nature of the forms which had already been supplied for use in Great Britain and Norway. 
Corresponding books were now being prepared in French. Once we could be satisfied that the 
scheme for radiological record of uterine cancer was a live and working one, its extension to 
other cancer sites could be taken up with much greater effect. 

-He also considered, again after discussion with members of the former Cancer Committee, 
that it would be useful to continue collaboration with the Hygiene Section of the International 
Labour Office to obtain and circulate new data about industrial cancer. 

If the immediate work for the next year was to be limited to these two objects, it appeared 
sufficient to carry it on from the Secretariat, in consultation with the Rapp<;>rteur, and that 
the reappointment of the Cancer Commission or of the Radiological Sub-Commission was not 
necessary, at any rate at this stage. He had agreed to act as Rapporteur for cancer questions 
to the present Health Committee, always in the hope that he would receive assistance from 
members of the Committee in the matter and that they would make suggestions for new 
lines of enquiry. At any future stage, and in relation to any aspect of cancer which seemed 
specially appropriate for international study, it would be possible to reappoint the Cancer 
Commission or start a special expert enquiry. If the former Cancer Committee had decided 
not to ask to be continued, the Health Committee would none the less wish to express its 
appreciation to them for the results which their work of the last five years had represented, 
and the same would certainly apply to the several distinguished statistical, clinical and other 
experts· who had been associated with them. 

The PRESIDENT thanked Sir George Buchanan for his report and his statement. The 
Committee would doubtless agree with his suggestions. On behalf of the Committee, he thanked 
the experts who had collaborated with the Cancer Commission for their admirable work. 
He would also thank Sir George for the distinguished manner in which he had presided over 
the Commission and for consenting to continue to act as Rapporteur. The Committee could 
feel assured that Sir George would miss no opportunity to take any action which might 
prove necessary in the future in so far as enquiries into cancer were concerned. 

Dr. HAMEL said that, in Germany, a research organisation for cancer was in existence. 
·While its work was maiuly medical, it also dealt with propaganda and with the education of 
public opinion. Owing to the increase of cancer noted in the las.t few years, .a ~ew ?rganisation 
had been set up to centralise all the efforts ma.de to check the d1seas~. Spec1~ u~stltutes would 
be established throughout the country, and 1t would thus be poss1ble to mstltute the early 
diagnosis of the disease and its speedy treatment. He could therefore support the proposals 
made_.by Sir George Buchanan. 
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· B th k d Dr Hamel He had circulated to members of the 
Str George UCHANAN an e " . C" 1 6) h' h had been sent 

Committee a recent pamphlet by the Ministry of Health ( trcu ar II3 ' w ~c th .. t 
to the local authorities in England and which contained a full account o e appropna e 
action which those authorities should take. 

488. Alcoholism-Report of the Medical Director. 

The PRESIDENT recalled the proposals made by the health administration~ of Finland, 
Poland and Sweden in regard to a technical study of alcoholism. Representahves. of .these 
administrations had met in Geneva recently and had decided to ask the _Health Orgam~atton to 
e.."amine the problem in its following four aspects : alcoholism. and acctdents ; al_cohohsm and 
tuberculosis ; alcoholism and venereal disease ; and alcohohs!D- and mental dis~ase. 

The Bureau of the Committee had examined these suggeshons, and the Prestdent wo~ld 
submit to the Committee the following proposals : 

I. The question of alcoholism in connect~on with accident~ might pres~nt a .certain 
interest. The Medical Director might be invtted to prepare,_ 1~ consul~ahon. wtth Dr. 
Carozzi a note on the available literature on the subject. Thts mformahon mtght meet 
the req~est presented by the three administrations. On. the other hand, the Bur~au 
was informed that Professor Liljestrand, one of the Swedish _delegates, ":as proceedmg 
very shortly to the United States, where he would engage m ~n expenmental study 
of the best method for the determination of the presence of alcohol m the ~lood. _Professor 
Liljestrand was so good as to promise to communicate the results of hts studtes to ilie 
Committee. 

2. The proposal tllat the relationship between alcoholism ~~ tu~erculosis should . 
be studied was too vague, and, in any case, in the Bureau's opmton, 1t would lead to 
no clear conclusions. The President would remind the Committee that a study of the 
incidence of tuberculosis in tlle three Scandinavian countries had been undertak~n on 
behalf of the Committee some years ago, and the results of iliis study _wop.ld be available 
very shortly. Copies of this report, when rea_dy, n;tight be ~ommumcated to the three 
administrations concerned, who expressed sahsfactton at tllts procedure. 

3. No useful purpose would be served by a study of alcoholism and venereal disease. 
4- It did not appear clear to the Bureau what useful study could be made in regard 

to alcoholism and mental disease. After discussion, it appeared that the three 
administrations would be interested in obtaining statistical data regarding the incidence 
of delirium tremens in Scandinavian countries. This could be supplied without much. 
difficulty. . 

~ 5· Finally, ilie three administrations expresse4 a desire to receive information in 
regard to legislative and administrative measures adopted by certain countries for the 
control of the consumption of liquors. 

The President thought tllat action along the abovementioned limited lines might be 
taken by the Health Committee in order to give satisfaction to the desires expressed by .the 
three Governments and to bring to a close a correspondence which had now lasted over three 
years. 

M. VELGHE was not very strongly in favour of the proposals made. They would· not, in 
any case, have much practical effect. There was already quite a literature on the question 
of alcoholism. It was, of course, true that alcohol caused accidents, but what useful purpose 
could be served by throwing new light on this fact, whi,ch was already known ? The same 
observation applied to alcohol and venereal disease, and to alcohol and tuberculosis. The 
enquiry did not seem to him to be of much use, because it would not be possible to reach any 
definite conclusion. Out of deference, however, to the three Governments concerned, he would 
not oppose their suggestion on the condition that too much time should not be wasted upon 
it. He was profoundly convinced that, in view of the very great amount of work devolving 
on the Health Organisation, the question of alcohol could be regarded as of lesser importance. 

_Dr. RAJCHliA:S desired to reassure M. Velghe. The Committee should realise that the 
~10n would_ u~dertak~ no enquiry and collect no statistics. In the very limited case of 
acadents, a btbhographtcal note would be prepared, in consultation with the International 
Labour Office. The statistics in regard to delirium tremens in the Scandinavian countries 
could_ b_e ob~ined in half an hour, for they were published and available. He shared M. Velghe' s 
scepti_ClSm m regard to. the_ results of the enquiry into alcoholism and accidents. The technical 
question of the determmatJon of the amount of alcohol in the blood was of sufficient interest, 
he thought, to warrant the adoption of the procedure suggested-namely, that this study 
wou~d. be C?nducted, not by the Health Section, but by a member' of the Swedish health 
admmL~tr!ltwn, who would merely be asked to communicate his report when it was completed. 

It m?~t, h~Jwever, prove useful to the Governments concerned, to present a note on 
the admlJUStratlve measures adopted in the various countries for the control of the 
cr~umptwn of liquors. · 

, ProfesSIJf BORDET agreed with M. ":e!gh~. While h~ would not oppose the suggested 
pr:.r.-"...dure, he. would_ urge_ t~at any enqmnes mto alcoholism should be conducted in great 
~.cr~: ftn, if pubhc optmon felt any doubt that an International Committee of Health 
~~l<l!L~ts thtJUght that alcohol played no part in the various diseases mentioned, a certain 
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degree o£ consternation might be caused. The Belgian Medical Association for example would 
doubtless unanimously .conde!lln distilled alcohol ; but, on the other hand, it would c~rtainly 
not adopt the same athtude m regard to fermented liquors. In regard to alcohol and mental 
diseases, an enquiry seemed superfluous, because delirium tremens was comparatively rare 
It had been stamped out in his own country. · 

Dr. CARRIERE also agreed with M. Velghe. He would remind the Committee, however 
of the fanatical views of a certain section of public opinion in so far as alcohol was concerned: 
It was therefore impossible to refuse to take any action whatever without unnecessarily 
disturbing that public opinion. The President's suggestions could therefore, he thought, be 
adopted. 

Dr. LUTRARIO agreed with M. Velghe. The explanations of the Medical Director had 
dissipated all his doubts. He would, however, support the views of Professor Bordet in regard 
to the .distinction to be m~d~ be.tween distilled and ferm~nted liquors. The Assembly's 
resolut10n had made that d1stmchon very clear, and had la1d down that nothing was to be 
made in regard to wine, beer or cider. The Health Committee could not go beyond the very 
strict terms of that resolution. Distilled liquors were quite different from wine. Personally, he 
was convinced that good wine drunk in moderate quantities was in every way excellent. 

Sir George BucHANAN recalled the difficulties encountered by the Ninth Assembly 
in discovering a formula on which a general agreement could be obtained. Finally, 
a compromise had been achieved, and the resolution embodying it had been so carefully 

. worded that any change would upset that compromise. The resolution definitely excluded 
wine, beer or cider. That being so, the Health Committee could not go beyond its terms. In 
so far, therefore, as the enquiry into alcohol and its conll'ection with accidents was concerned, 
all accidents due to intoxication through the consumption of wine, beer or cider must be 
excluded if the terms of the Assembly's resolution were not to be broken. He saw no objection 
to a report on this matter being drawn up, but the Assembly's instructions should not be 
contravened. 

If the suggestion that the administrative regulations of all countries should be collected 
were followed the Committee should do so on its own responsibility and not as a result of the 
Assembly's resolution concerning alcoholism. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN explained. the course hitherto taken. The Assembly had adopted 
a resolution at its Ninth Session which had been passed on to the Health Organisation. That 
Organisation had several times informed the Council that it was impossible to collect statistics 
of the kind desired. The Council had agreed with that view and it had finally been decided 
to ask the health administrations of the three countries concerned to say precisely in what 
manner the Health Organisation could assist them. After considerable delay, the Finnish 
Government had consulted the three administrations, with the result that the four points 
mentioned by the President had been drawn up by those administrations and submitted to the 
Committee. The suggestions of the Bureau in regard to those four questions represented the 
maximum action that should be taken. To recapitulate them in so far as alcohol and accidents 
were concerned, all that was asked was that a Swedish expert should communicate the report 
of his investigations into the question of the determination of the alcohol content of the blood, 
and that the Health Section, with the International Labour Office, should prepare a note on 
the documentation available in regard to accidents and alcohol. In so far as tuberculosis and 
alcohol was concerned, the three countries would receive copies of the report of the five years' 
study of the incidence of tuberculosis in the Scandinavian countries, carried out by very 
competent Norwegian, Swedish and Danish investigators on behalf of the Health Organisation. 

Figures for delirium tremens in those countries would be supplied to the three 
administrations concerned. 

The only point of real utility was the note on the legislation and administrative 
regulations governing the control of the consumption of liquor. 

Dr. JITTA agreed with M. Velghe. There was very little alcoholism inHolland owing to 
a change in the manners of the people and to the new legislation recently enforced. The 
legislation of the various countries in connection with alcohol could be collected and put at the 
disposal of any country which desired to consult it. 

Dr. CHODZKO was prepared to accept the proposals of the Bureau. If they were not 
accepted, then the Health Committee should frankly state that it could not take up the 
question of alcohol. To do so, however, would; he thought, be a pity and create a bad 
impression. He therefore agreed with the Medical Director, and hoped that the suggestions 
made by the Bureau would be adopted. 

Sir George BucHANAN repeated that he had no objection to the collection by the Health 
Section of information concerning the administrative regulations controlling alcohol in force 
in the various countries. This, however, had nothing to do with the resolution of the Assembly 
and should, therefore, be undertaken as something quite distinct. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN said that the Health Section would take no action unless as a result of 
a direct resolution of the Health Committee. Sir George Buchanan could be assured that 
the Assembly's resolution would not in any way be circumvented. In so far, for example, as 
the collection of the administrative regulations were concerned, it would be quite possible to 
leave out those regulations which dealt with wine, beer or cider. 

• 
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M. YELGHE proposed that the Secretariat should ~e requested t<;> study the q~estion and 
wJ.lect the material available, and that at it~ next ses~1on the Comm1_ttee should discuss what 
action to take with regard to the Assembly s resolut10n. 

The PRESIDENT thought that, after the discussion which had taken place, his proposal 
might be approved. . 

Dr. Lt'TRARIO pointed out that it ~vas necessary t.o discriminate iii. collecting d?cume~t~ti~n. 
The real position was sometimes m1srepresented m the documents of certam abohhomst 
a..<:SOciations. 

Dr. RAJCH:MAN understood, after M. Velghe's intervention, that the proposal was as 

follo~r: the momen~. no reply would be given to the three ~ealth administ~ations. The 
Secretariat would be requested, in the. first place, to ~tudy, Wlth the Internat10nal Labour 
Office, the question o{ alcohol and acc1dents. Dr. Ra]chman would, howev.er, prefer not to 
accept the task in those exact terms .. For the moment, he wo~d prefer s1mply to consult 
Dr. Carozzi as to proposals to be subm1tted to the Health Comm1ttee. 

M. VELGHE had no objection. . . 
Dr. RAJCHMAN continued that, in the second place, the Secretariat would be requested 

to collect and place at the disposal of the Committee information on the control of the 
consumption of spirituous liquor in selected countries. 

Only then would the Committee decide what reply to give to the thre~ Governments. 

M. VELGHE pointed out that,.by legislation, also the effects of legislation should be 
understood. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN explained that the Secretariat should draw no conclusions, but that the 
countries would communicate their own conclusions. · . · . . 

In the third place, the Secretariat would forward to the three health administrations a 
copy or copies of reports on the incidence of tuberculosis in the Scandinavian countries. The 
President_ would himself obtain figures in regard to delirium tremens in the Scandinavian 
countries. 

Referring to the second point-information on the control of spirituous liquor-Sir 
George BucHANAN said that the original request was for statistical information, and the 
Committee should be free, in replying to Finland and the other Governments, to confine 
itself to giving such information. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN wishe.d to make a very strong appeal to the Committee not to request the 
~etariat to collect information for no particular purpose. It was already overwhelmed 
Wlth useful work, and it would be useless to collect material unless it was to be utilised. 

Sir George BucHANAN remarked that it was only statistical information that was required · 
by the resolution of the Assembly. · 

Dr. VELGHE noted that as Dr. Rajchman had stated the position so clearly no formal 
resolution was required. ' 

The C&mmittee agreed. 

489. Monthly Epidemiological Reports • 

. Dr. RAJCHMAN _said that he owed Sir George Buchanan an explanation in regard to the 
article on smallpo~ m the monthly reports. He reg;etted that it was quite true, as Sir George 
Buc~n had pomted ~ut, tha! t~e c:ases ~f senous smallpox caused by infection on the 
Tuscama _were not suflic1ently distmgwshed m the article from the milder cases which had 
occurred m England. · 

Dr. Raj~hman would always be very grateful if any errors or inaccuracies in the reports 
could be pomted out as soon as possible. 

H Sir George BucHA~AN said that he would be glad to comply with Dr. Rajchman's request. 
e had dra~ attent~on to the report in question because there were three or four other 
~de Y. glaringlogical errors m the report. It was important that the statements contained in the 
epl mw reports should be as accurate ·as possible. 

DI:· RAallJCHhllAN hoped that the discussion would not leave an impression that there were 
errors m t e reports. 

490. Miac:ellaneoue. 

IKPROVEMENT OF PENAL ADMINISTRATION. 

in tl':im RAJ;.!:t exflained tha! !wo ':oluntary international associ~tions were iU:terested RefrmnL b . 0 penal admmlstrahon. One of them-The Howard League for Penal 
the 1 ~-~ 

5'! ~ltted to the Secretary-General a memorandum drawing the attention of 
~""' rA ~atvms to the urgent need for reform in penal administration, and had made 



a series of specific suggestions. That memorandum had been communicated by the Secretariat 
to the second association-The International Prison Commission-which was of a semi
official character, and that organisation in its turn had submitted a note containing a draft 
set of rules. · ' 

The question had been discussed by the Fifth Committee of the Assembly, which had 
recommended that the draft rules should be forwarded to all the States Members of the League 
who should be asked for their observations before the next Assembly. At the same time,copie~ 
had been forwarded to the various technical organisations of the League of Nations with the 
request that they should study the rules and make observations within the sphere of their 
own competence. 

On the proposal of the President, the Committee appointed the following sub-committee 
to consider and report on the matter : Dr. HAMEL (Chairman), Dame Janet CAMPBELL, 
Professo~ FITZGERALD, and Professor SCOSERIA. 

REQUEST OF THE WOMEN's Co-OPERATIVE GUILD (Document C.H. 862). 

Sir George BUCHANAN said that he had been asked by the department concern"ed to bring 
forward the petition of the Women's Co-operative Guild concerning maternity and child 
welfare. The matter had, however, already been dealt with automatically during the discussion 
on the work of the Committee, and if the latter agreed that a sufficient reply could be given 
on the basis of the programme framed for the " Reporting Committee for Maternal Welfare 
and Hygiene of Infants and Children of Pre-school Age " he would consider that 
appropriate. 

Dame Janet CAMPBELL agreed with Sir George Buchanan. 
The question of an enquiry into maternity and child welfare was referred to the Reporting 

Committee for Maternal Welfare and Hygiene of Infants and Children of Pre-school Age. 

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON THE PRICE OF RADIUM. 

Dr. HAMEL submitted the report of the Sub-Committee (Annex 17). 
The proposals contained in the report were adopted. · 

CREATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR NUTRITION (Document C.H. 903). 

DF. RAJCHMAN said that the Committee requested him fast year to submit a report on 
the proposal of the French Government for an international study of the problem of nutrition. 
It would no doubt wish him to examine the scheme of the International Council of Women 
in the light of the French proposal and to present a memorandum on the whole subject at 
the next session of the Committee. 

This question was adjourned to the next session . 

. RESOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR MENTAL. HYGIENE. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN suggested that the consideration of the question of mental hygiene be 
deferred to a later date. 

The matter was adjourned to a later session. 

INVITATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF TROPICAL MEDICINE. 

· The Committee noted that this Congress would be held in May 1932. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION FOR THE UNIFICATION OF 
PHARMACOP ..EilE. 

This question was adjourned. 

LETTER FROM SIR GEORGE BucHANAN DATED AuGUST 15t~, 1930 (Document C.H. 897). 

The PRESIDENT thought that the discussion on the future working of the Health 
Organisation had been very useful. He hoped that satisfaction had been given to Sir George 
Buchanan and the other members. 

Sir George BucHANAN expressed his thanks to the President and BUreau. 

491. Resolutions of the Sixteenth SeBBion of the Health Committee. 

Dr. RAJCHMAN read the resolutions on the work of the sixteenth session of the Committee. 
These resolutions were adopted with draft amendme11ts. 



RE:SOLITION CONCERNING A MEETING OF MEDICAL DIRECTORS IN CoLONIAL MINISTRIES. 

Prokssor Ricardo joRGE noted that the sphere of action o~ t~e ~o~ference_ on Colonial 
llffiicine had been limited to African possessions. He favoured th1s h!ll1tahon, wh1ch conferred 
a ~<TTaphical unity and a community of views on the Conference, smce the health problems 
in ili~ various African Colonies are practically the same. But, sine~ th~ Conferenc~ ~ad assumed 
this ~<TTaphical character, African States would naturally be mv1ted to part_1c1pate. . _ 

The Conference was of particular interest to Portugal, and he would adVlse addressmg 
the invitation in this case directly to the Government. He was personally prepared to 
recommend the Conference as being necessary. 

The resolution was amended in order to give satisfaction to Professor ] orge. 

Dr. JtiJCHMAN said that the enquiry would be carried out in accordance with the usual 
methods of the Secretariat. 

492. Close of the Session. 

- The PRESIDENT thought that the sixteenth session had been very successful-. He thanked 
the experts who had been good enough to attend the session, the members of the Health 
Committee and M. Velghe. The collaboration with the Office intex:national d'Hygiimepublique 
had been very valuable. He wished also to thank Dr. Rajchman and his staff. 

Dame Janet CAMPBELL was sure the Committee would desire to express to_ Dr. Ma~sen 
its deep appreciation of the able and gracious way in which he had conducted 1ts meetmgs.
It was not easy to preside over an inte~ational committee which_ was exaJ?ining ~ery delicate 
and complex questions, and the Comm1ttee could congratulate 1tself on 1ts President. 

Dr. ltiJCHMAN wished to be allowed to associate the Health Section with the 
congratulations offered by the Committee on the reappointment of the President for a new 
period of three years, which he believed would be a memorable period. 

That the Health Committee had succeeded in attaining world authority was amply 
illustrated by the numerous requests of health administrations of an ever-increasing number 
of countries for technical information and advice. -

At this session, the Committee had decided to deepen .the work of its predecessors in 
various directions and had set up new Reporting Committees in the several fields of public 
health. The technical Secretariat, on whose shoulders it lay to act upon the decisions and 
prepare the work of the Committee, was somewhat embarrassed by the programme before 
it. which was really formidable. The Secretariat needed, not only a lead from the Health 
Committee, but also its practical co-operation, and it would no doubt be found necessary 
during I93I to convene the Bureau on several occasions for the consideration of questions 
referred to it by the Committee. The task entrusted to the Secretariat was now so comprehensive 
and so important that the Medical Director thought it essential to obtain as close a collaboration 
as possible with the Committee through its Bureau. 

He apologised for referring to the matter, but wondered whether the members realised 
the importance of the role played by the Health Organisation in the general activity of the 
League of Nations. He believed it was the unanimous opinion of the delegations to the 
Assembly that the Health Organisation. together with two or three others, was in the fortunate 
position of having its authority accepted without discussion, and even of its work being 
considered as one of the most important elements in the activities and success of the League. 

The Health section was glad that. at a time when a very difficult period was approaching 
for most of the countries of the world. the work of the organisation had been so clearly outlined 
that it was feasible to count on the possibility of carrying it out. 

The members of the Health Section aspired to the accomplishment of their work in 
S11Ch a manner_tha~ no one could dispute its technical authority and competence; but their 
hope was that 1t m1ght be regarded as a useful contribution to the realisation of the essential 
object of ~ technical a~tivities of the League-namely, a clear and unmistakable 
demonstration of the effectiveness and genuine impartiality of international collaboration. 

Profes5?J: BORJ?ET said t~t: as a new member, he '!"ould like to say how glad he was to be 
able to partiCipate m the achVIhes of the Health Orgarusation. He was sure that all the new 
members would do their best to contribute to the efficacy of its work. 

The PRESIDENT noted that th~ ~mmittee was glad to h~ar from Dr. Rajchman that its 
work was so ~!ul to_the gener:'-1 ~Jon of the League of Nations. That was in great measure 
dne to the spmt which prevailed m the Health Section, to its admirable Director and his 
well-chosen team. 

He declared closed the sixteenth session of the Health Committee. 
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ANNEX 1. 

AGENDA OF THE SIXTEENTH SESSION OF THE HEALTH 
COMMITTEE. 

Constitution of the New Health Committee and Programme of Work. 
Decisions of the Council and Resolutions of the Assembly. 
Report of the Medical Director on the Work of the Health Organisation since the Fifteenth 

Session of the Health Committee. 
Proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China for Co-operation with 

the League of Nations in Health Matters. Completion of the Survey of Chinese 
Ports and Report on the Re-organisation of the Port Health Services in conformity 
with the Request of the National Government of China. 

Report of the Malaria Commission. Studies of its Special Sub-Commission in India. 
Recommendations adopted at the Session held at Algiers on May 25th, 1930. 

Report on Leprosy. 
Reports on the Conferences of Directors of Schools of Hygiene held at Paris on May 2oth 

and at Dresden on July 14th, together with the Memorandum of the President of 
the Commission on Education in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine. 

Enquiry into Health Conditions in Certain Islands of the Pacific. 
Opium. 
Miscellaneous: 

ANNEX 2. 
C.H. _918. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE PRESIDENT ON THE PROGRAMME 
OF WOR~ OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE. 

The new Health Committee may wish, before engaging on its work, to look back on the 
work of its predecessors, in order to ensure continuity in the activities. 

The effort of the past nine years found an admirable summary iri the report presented 
to the Assembly of the League by the Rapporteur on Health, Miss Susan Lawrence, 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health in London. Miss Lawrence stated that : 

"Each separate question naturally passes through three stages-that of study and 
the collection of information ; that of forming general judgments on the basis of the 
material collected ; and, then, finally a stage of action. And, speaking quite broadly 
and generally, we may say that the nine years' work of the Health Organisation of the 
League corresponds roughly to those three stages ; although, obviously, the last stage, 
that of action, will generally be carried out, not by the League, but by the individual 
Governments united here in a common purpose." 
The examples quoted by Miss Lawrence in her report (document A.s6.Ig3o.III) may easily 

be multiplied by reference to the work actually in progress, as outlined in the Medical Director's 
report (document C.H.8gi). It may be emphasised, however, that, while our Health 
Organisation has now reached a stage at which Governments are applying to it for advice in 
increasing numbers, the essential work of special studies, and no less indispensable confrontation 

. of the results of national experiences, must be continued. Certain of our activities have 
come to be looked upon by Governments, by sanitary administrations and by scientific 
institutes, as practically permanent in character. The best example of this is to be found in 
the work of the Permanent Standardisation Commission, dealing with serological and biological 
standards. This type of work must necessarily be continuous, since it is dealing with the 
evolution of scientific thought and method, which brings in its trail new problems every year. 

The work of the Opium Commission affords another example, since current questions, 
arising out of the obligations imposed upon the Health Committee by the International 
Opium Convention, have to be continually referred to its Opium Commission. 

Again, there is the Malaria Commission, which has succeeded, after a long initial period 
of regional studies, in coming to agreement on a general programme of anti-malarial measures, 
and which will, at this session, propose a plan of epidemiological study and of practical measures 
which will certainly require at least three years to complete. 

The work of the Leprosy Commission, which was set up a year or two ago, is only now 
starting work in earnest, after the completion of a preliminary world-survey of Leprosy 
conditions, which is summarised in an admirable report to be presented at this session of the 
Committee. 

There are also certain partial studies, such as those relative to scarlet fever and diphtheria, 
which must continue to be reported upon to the Health Committee from time to time by 
the investigators entrusted with the task. 
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The departmental activities of the Health Secti~n. in re?ard to e~idemiological intelligence; 
to continuous liaison work with the sanitary admrntstratwns (parti?ularly by means. of the 
"interchan.,o-e " system, the utility of which is universally recogmsed, aD;d concermng the 
development of which important proposals are being referred for the techm~~ stu_dy of ~he 
Committee); and to the manifold partial studies, investigations ~nd. enqmr~es wtth whtch 
it is entrusted to an ever-increasing degree, do not need explanation ~n de~a~l, f?r th~y are 
self-evident and clearly presented in the Medical Director's report. Th~s actiVIty ts. ob_vwusly 
the backbone of the Organisation-namely, its executive w?rk, ensunng the contmmty and 
systematic application of the decisions of the Health Committee. 
· Other studies undertaken in the past have n~cessarily b_een of a te_mporary ~h~racter-as, 

for e..xample, the study of the fumigation of s~~ps, for wh~ch a s~ectal ~ommtssiOI?- was set 
up. It has not yet presented its report, and will complete tts studies dunng the existence of 
the present Health Committee. . . . . . . 

The Chairman of the Commission on Educat~on sn Hygtene and Preventtve Jl1"edtct?'e, 
in his report which is now before the Committee, suggest~ that a new method of dealmg With 
the programme might usefully be adopted by the Committee. 

The studies in regard to smallpox have alre~dy res~ted _in valuable-' work in_ rega:d to the 
standardisation of vaccine lymph, and useful mformation m regard to the eptdemtology of 
encephalitis has been collected. . 

As regards cat~eer, while it was obviously imposs~ble for. the _Health Committee to engage 
in pure research a number of practical problems of Immediate Importance were selected for 
study, and valu~ble reports have been presented. F~rther practical prOJ?O~als for .study
perhaps not by a committee-are outlined by the Charrman of that Commtsston. 

In another domain, a distinguished group of experts 01:1 infa?'t mortal_ity has present~d 
particularly useful conclusions, as _a result ·of Ion~ and pamstaJ:cing studies. H_ere, ag_am, 
the main subject of the enquiry havmg been dealt With, a few special proQlems, facmg vanous 
countries in different continents, still remain to be dealt with. 

However it is not the intention to analyse one by one the Health Committee's various 
studies, already undertaken or now in course of completion. The above remarks furni~h 
instances of the type of work which will obviously have to be continued, though perhaps m 
a somewhat modified form. 

\Ve are now called upon to develop our collaboration with those Governments which are 
asking the Health Committee to formulate advisory opinions, not only on the organisation 
of public health services, but also on methods to be employe~ and the technical schemes to 
be adopted in dealing with the manifold administrative and medical problems in the field of 
public health. · 

W"hen giving this advice, we cannot refer -solely to our individual experiences ; it must 
represent the considered opinion of a body such as our own, abounding in the experiences of 
many countries, and it must be based on the personal competence of many leaders in public 
health and medical research. What is expected of us is a technical opinion, based 
on an analytical comparison of all this experience and this knowledge, so that the advice 
tendered by our International Committee may constitute a declaration of the present state 
of practice and of knowledge in the various fields of public health. 

Such a declaration is needed, notably in regard to maternal and infant welfare. A large 
amount of information has already been collected, either by our group of experts on infant 
mortality or by our other commissions, as well as by the Health Section. But a general report 
on the whole subject is now required which would be of material assistance, not only to health 
administrations which have asked for our collaboration in this field, but also to others which 
desire to organise a campaign against infant and maternal mortality in their own countries. 
The hygiene of the child of school age and of the adolescent is another problem which needs 
similar study. The measures to be taken against tuberculosis in the various countries must 
be studied-perhaps even more urgently than others, in view of the demands being made upon 
our advisory faculties in this direction. A comprehensive documentation has already been 
collected during the past years and will form a useful nucleus for a general report. . 

The work of the Comm~ssi~n of Experts on Treatment of Syphilis and Cognate Subjets, 
as well ~ t~e numerous s~udies m regard to the serological diagnosis of syphilis, will likewise 
form an Indispensable basis for a report on the measures to be taken against venereal disease 
including that of congenital syphilis. ' 

. During the~ t~n ?r fifteen years, sanitary administrations have had to take measures 
~ain;st other ~1 d~. Cancer, rheumatic fever and heart diseases may be mentioned 
m ~his connection. This grou~ certainly merits serious study, and an attempt to present a 
senes of reports on these subjects. 
. Am~ the methods in_ the practice of public health, particularly in rural areas, there 
JS one wh1Ch calls for a specific study on our part-namely, health centres. The study of this 
prob~ was started a year or two ago and needs to be brought to a conclusion . 

. Finally, _the whole question of the role of local authorities in the administration of medical 
assistance will undoubtedly force itself on the Committee's attention . 

. Wha~ is _the method of study which should be adopted in these last-named seven fields 
of mvest~gatton ? 

. Xo new enquur or research is needed. What we require is : an analysis of the reasons 
wt,u;_h have led vanous countr~s with special experience in the respective fields to adopt 
!~ measures ; the determmation of the extent to which agreement exists as between 



these various exper~ences (this agree~ent permi~ting the !orm~ation of the general declaration 
referred. to ~hove) , a~d to ascertau:~: the particular J?Omt.s m r~gard to which the diversity 
of practice 1s so extenstve as to reqmre further practical mvestigation. 

This is the kind of report which should be presented in regard to each one of the seven 
fields indicated. · 

There should be no insuperable difficulty in presenting such reports within six to twelve 
months' time, if their preparation be entrusted to a small " drafting committee," under a 
chairman, with the assistance of three or four experts possessing special knowledge, and with 
the option of consulting any other technical officers or competent authority in the course of 
the work. 

These drafting committees would ·not constitute commissions in the strict sense of the 
word. Their report would be submitted for a thorough discussion by the Health Committee, 
which alone would be competent to adopt, after debate, a declaration which would engage 
its technical authority. Indeed, whereas the Health Committee must rely upon the opinion 
of its technical advisers~ither commissions or outside experts-in several purely technical 
domains, the type of problem to be dealt with by these drafting committees is essentially one 
which the Committee itself must define and decide. · 

The Joint Commission set up by the preceding Health Committee, in collaboration with 
the International Labour Office, for the study of health insurance has not yet presented its 
report, and it may be asked whether the preparation of so important a report would not be 
greatly facilitated-if, indeed, it is not the only possible method-by our adoption of the 
several general reports relative to practice in the fields of public health, as outlined above. 
The modern practice of preventive medicine must be set out by us in detail, and this 
contribution of the Committee towards the joint study of health insurance may prove of 
fundamental importance. 

* * * 
The programme of activity of a modern school of hygiene was elaborated a few months 

ago by a group of the Directors of such schools in Europe and America, and this programme 
is being communicated to the Committee at this session. These modern schools play 
an increasingly important role in the development of public health activities in various countries 
and we should certainly acquiesce in the recommendation made that the conferences of these 
Directors should be made periodic, in order to allow of a continuous interchange of ideas and 
experiences between the schools, both those of long standing and those newly established in 
various countries, in some cases with our advice and collaboration. 

The preceding Health Committee was requested by the Government of China to assist 
in a survey of medical schools and in the work of the National Commission on Medical 
Education in China. This assistance, as is shown in the reports before us, is being rendered. 
The request of the Chinese Government would appear to be very characteristic and logical, 
as, indeed, no study of the public health situation in a given country can be complete without 
a survey of the conditions under which the medical profession is prepared for its task. This 
very question is looming large even in countries with a full and old-established experience of 
medical science and medical education. The study of this problem cannot be omitted from 
the programme of our Committee, and we shall have· to consider the best methods 
of approaching so important and so delicate a task. 

While these various studies relate to problems applicable to all countries, there is no doubt 
that the facilities afforded by the Health Organisation should also be available in future-as 
they have been in the past-in regard to the medical and sanitary problems with which colonial 
administrations are faced. The studies of sleeping-sickness, the "interchanges" in Africa, 
and the facilities for colonial laboratories are instances of effective liaison arranged in the 
past; and it may be asked whether a commission, composed of the medical directors of the 
various Colonial Ministries, would not constitute the best instrument of continuous 
collaboration in these matters, and the most appropriate method of ut lisation by the various 
colonial territories of the facilities available in the Health Organisation:. 

The highly important problem of nutriiion had already been included in the programme 
of work of our predecessors, although no definite proposals have yet been framed. The time 
has certainly come when the Committee should consider in what practical field such studies 
should be begun. In the Far East, more than in any other part of the world, the problem of 
nutrition is one of fundamental importance in public health, and an investigation of the use 
of one of the staple foods of the teeming populations of those great countries-namely, of 
rice-appears to claim our early attention. 

The question of physical education was likewise considered by our predecessors as an 
appropriate subject of study, and the information collected by certain of our colleagues, as 
well as by the Health Section, would appear to justify the appointment of an expert group to 
consider this material. 

There thus opens before the new Committee a very wide field of endeavour, of study and 
of practical effort. It is well worth a detailed debate, and the general headings here indicated 
may perhaps facilitate the discussion, which it is hoped will lead to the adoption of a general 
programme and the constitution of the requisite commissions and groups of experts. 

Your newly constituted Bureau may perhaps, at the conclusion of this detailed debate 
and the discussion of the Medical Director's report on the current work of the Health 
Organisation, make suggestions for your consideration as to the composition of the various 
groups and commissions. 
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I. 

DECISIONS OF THE COUNCIL ON THE WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION 

The resolutions adopted by the Health Committee during its fifteenth session held at Geneva 
from March 5th to 8th, rg3o, were approved by the Council during its fifty-ninth session in June 
I9JO. 

I. The Rapporteur for health questions, M. de Agiiero y Bethancourt (Cuba), called the 
attention of the Council to the letter from the Secretary-General relating to the nomination of 
members of the Health Committee (Official Journal, IIth Year, No. 6, Annex I2I8), pointing out 
that this letter contained the proposals which the President and Vice-President had been authorised 
by the retiring Committee to submit to the Council. 

The following resolution was adopted: 

" The Council, 
· " Approves the proposals relating to the nomination of members of the Health Committee 
to be found in the note from the Secretary-General; · . ' 

" Requests the Secretary-General to convey to the members of the late Committee the 
Council's appreciation of their services." 

. 2. Proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China concerning the 
co-operatton of the League of Nations in health matters. · 

The Minutes of the Council on these proposals are summarised in the relevant section of this 
report. 

The following resolution was adopted: 

'.' The Council, 
" After examining the proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China 

for co-operation with the League in health matters; 
" Accepts the recommendations of the Health Committee that the Council should 

approve of the entire programme of collaboration presented by the Chinese Government 
as set forth in the Medical Director's report, and 

" Decides that the Medical Director should be asked to ensure the assistance of the 
Health Organisation in carrying out that programme." 

3· Appointment of a German member of the Committee of Experts for the Co-ordination of 
Research on Trypanosomiasis (Sleeping-sickness). 

The Rapporteur on health questions called the attention of the Council to the letter. of the 
President of the Health Committee asking that a German expert be attached to this Committee. 

This request was approved by the Council. 
The Committee will be pleased to learn that Professor Max TAUTE, Counsellor on Medical 

Questions at the Ministry of the Interior, Berlin, has accepted membership on this Committee. 

4· In his report to the Council on the work of the Health Committee during its fifteenth 
session, the representative of Cuba mentioned the decisions of the Health Committee with regard 
to the exemption or inclusion of certain preparations, under Articles 8 and ro of the International 
Opium Convention of I925, which are mentioned elsewhere in this report. He also described the 
Committee's recommendations concerning the request of the Government of Bulgaria for the 
assistance of the Health Organisation in the campaign against syphilis in certain areas. Reference 
was made to the request of the Government of Uruguay that the Health Committee should appoint 
a delegate to preside over the South American Serological Congress, to be held at Montevideo 
in September :t930. 

With regard to the Health Committee's resolution on the budget for I9JI, in which reference 
was made to the sum of approximately rgo,ooo francs needed for carrying on the work in the 
Far East and for the expenditure on the Eastern Bureau not covered by the subsidies accorded by 
the Governments of the various Far-Eastern countries, the Rapporteur called attention to the 
statement of the Committee that, if this increase were not granted, it would be impossible to 
provide the sum needed out of the credit of r,ooo,ooo gold francs appropriated for the general 
work of the Health Organisation, and suggested that the Council should ask the Assembly and the 
Supervisory Commission to consider this resolution in the spirit of the decisions of the last Assembly 
on the budget of the Health Organisation. 

On the motion of the Rapporteur, the following resolution was adopted: 

" The Council, 
" After examining the report on the work of the fifteenth session of the Health Committee, 
" Approves all the recommendations submitted as well as the observations of the 

Rapporteur." 



II. 

COLLABORATION WITH THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA. 

The propo..<:als of the National Government of the Republic of China for collaboration ~th 
the Lea,...au.e in health matters, the adoption of which were recommended by the Health Co~1ttee 
in lfarch last, were approved by the Council at its fifty-nin_th session in May. ~-Woo. Ka1seng, 
representative of China in Geneva, attended on behalf of h1s Government on this occas10II;, when 
the British, German, Japanese and Polish members of the Council spoke as follows regarding the 
proposed collaboration: 

Mr. Henderson (Great Britain) said that, when this matter had come before the Coun~il in 
September 1929. he had expressed_the hope ~at ~e League w~mld. be a~le to assist the Nation:U 
Gol'"eiDIIlent of China, not only m connection With quarantine m Chinese ports, but also m 
organising a general health service for the benefit of the Chinese people as a whole. He was glad 
fut in the short time which had since elapsed, such great progress towards this object had been 
mad~. and he was sure that every member of the Council was delighted with the proposals upon 
-.drich the Chinese Government and the Health Committee had agreed. 

Dr. Curtius (Germany), in adhering to the report, was glad to note that an opportunity 
had· been seized of institutin~ in this special field co-operation between the League and China. 
The League shonld, he thought, always interest itself in the desires and needs of th;rt country 
which was such an important Member of the League of Nations. 

M. Zaleski (Poland) said that he appreciated at their true worth the steps already taken by 
the Chinese Republic in the work of reorganisation and reconstruction, and wished all success 
to the work in which the League was now asked to help. He hoped that, in the future, other 
opportunities wonld. occur for showing the League's desire to strengthen the common bonds 
between China and the League, and to offer her, through its technical organisations, the experience 
possessed by the ~e in regard to reorganisation. . 
· M. Nagai (Japan) said that the development of co-operation between the League and China 

was of great interest to his country, as a neighbour and friend of China, and marked a fresh stage 
in the League's work in the Far East. 

M. Woo Kaiseng, representative of China, descn"bed the x:easons underlying the request of 
his Government and expressed his satisfaction at the result of the Mission which the League 
had sent to China. 

The President of the Council felt that the co-operation of the Health Organisation with China 
was one of those works of mutual assistance for which the League had been established and which 
were of benefit to all its Members. · 

It will be remembered that, in the plan drawn up by the Ministry of Health of the National 
Government (see document C.n8.M.38.I930.III), various forms of collaboration are described,· 
and the Medical Director has to report the effect given to these proposals since the last session 
of the Health Committee, as follows: 

I. REORGANISATION OF THE QUARANTINE SERVICES OF CHINESE PORTS. 

(a) The <?Unese ~Iinister of Health, in requesting the League's collaboration in the transfer 
of the quarantme serv1ces from the Ministry of Finance to the Ministry of Health, asked that the 
Health .an~ Transit Orga~ations should study jointly measures required for the transfer and 
reorgamsation of these serv1ces. · 

.The Heal~h Committee, at its fifteenth session, in March 1930, on the recommendation of a 
specially appomted Commission, adopted the following resolution: · 

• The Health Committee, 
• 

• ~er study of th~ proposals of the National Government of the Republic of China 
conc;ernmg the col!aborahon of the League of Nations in the reorganisation of the quarantine 
~ of t~e Chinese ports, and on the advice of the Commission for Quarantine Measures 
m China designated during the present session: 

• (x) ~ts the proposals made by the Chinese Government to obtain the benefit 
of the e~penen~ of health services in other countries in the reorganisation of the present 
quarantme 5ervlces. . 

. . • (z) Approv!"5 t~ arrangements proposed by the Health Section that Dr. Park should 
VlSlt Chma forthwi~h •. m order to complete the survey which has already been begun and 
~epr~ tot~ CommiSSwn t~~~n at an early ~ate. In his report

1 
Dr. Park should give special 

I msider~t10n to !he possibilities of the satisfactory application of the provisions of the 
nternabrmal Samtary Convention of 1926. 

• (3) Notes that the Commission has given Dr. Park certain guiding lines for this 
survey. These include the sanitary equipment of ports, the nature of the action to be taken 
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against the importation and exportation respectively of infectious diseases, and the measures 
needed to deal wjth the special conditions of coastal traffic. 

"Notes that, on the completion of Dr. Park's survey, he will present proposals for 
consideration by the Commission regarding the·scheme to be submitted to the Chinese National 
Government. 

" (4) Requests that the Commission, in so doing, should confer with any experts who 
may be delegated by the Communications and Transit Organisation of the League, in 
conformity with the request of the Chinese Government, before submitting the scheme to the 
Health Committee." 

The Transit Committee, at its fourteenth session, noted the request of the National 
Government of the Chinese Republic, communicated by the Medical Director, and in response 
thereto, authorised its Secretary-General to give every assistance, and nominated the three following 
experts: M. P. G. HoRNELL (Member of the Swedish Academy of Technical Sciences; Professor 
at the Royal Polytechnic High School; Member of the Advisory and Technical Committee on 
Communications and Transit), Sir Alan ANDERSON (Vice-President of the Chamber of Mercantile 
Marine of the United Kingdom; Member of the Permanent Committee for Ports and Maritime 
Navigation) and M. A. G. KR<ELLER (Member of the Economic Council of the Netherlands Foreign 
Ministry; Member of the Permanent Committee for Ports and Maritime Navigation) to confer at 
the appropriate time with the Health Committee's special Commission. 

(b) The detailed survey of some of the Chinese ports in which the Ministry of Health proposes 
to take charge of the quarantine services in the first instance has been carried out, as arranged, 
by Dr. C. L. PARK of the Health Section, who arrived in China in mid-April and finished his survey 
by the middle of June. He will hold further consultations with the Chinese authorities before 
sailing for Geneva in August. His detailed report on the subject will form a separate document, 
to be presented to the Health Committee's special Commission in September. It is expected that, 
on the basis of this Commission's deliberations, the Health Committee will be enabled to make 
recommendations to the Chinese Ministry of Health before the end of the year 1930. 

(c) The Minister of Health nominated Dr. Eu Ya CmNG, of his Ministry, to take part in the 
study tour of port health procedure in the East. This study tour, which began on June 27th at 
Singapore, is to examine port health procedure in the Netherlands East Indies, Saigon, Hong-Kong, 
Canton, Manila, Yokohama, Tokio, Kobe and Dairen. The final conference will be held at 
Tokio on August xgth, and a iull report will be presented later in a separate document. 

(d) Dr. E. B. YouNG, Vice-Superintendent of Yung-kao Quarantine Hospital, was nominated 
by the Minister of Health to study port health procedure in Europe and America with the help 
of the Health Organisation. Splendid facilities were offered by the central and local health 
authorities in Germany, Great Britain and the United States, and Dr. Young has become 
familiar with port health practice in Hamburg, Bremerhaven, London, Liverpool, and New 
Orleans. Dr. Young also paid short visits to Amsterdam, Montreal, New York and Baltimore. 
It is expected that one or more Chinese port health officers will be able to carry out similar studies 
next year, and the nomination of one has already been put forward by the Ministry. 

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CENTRAL FIELD STATION (NATIONAL FIELD HEALTH SERVICE). 

(a) In order to comply with the request of the Ministry of Health concerning a plan for the 
Central Field Station at Nanking, the Health Committee requested the Directors of the principal 
Schools of Hygiene, who met at Paris in May, to advise on the organisation of the new.centre. 
A memorandum was accordingly drawn up, indicating the duties of this centre as the technical 
organ of the Ministry of Health. 

(b) The services of Dr. B. BoRCIC, Director of the Institute of Hygiene at Zagreb, were secured 
by the League for a period of two years in order that he might be delegated to assist the Ministry 
of Health during the establishment and development of the new station. Dr. BorCic left Europe 
on June 27th, taking with him, as requested by the Minister of Health, detailed plans and lists of 
equipment for the new buildings. The latter informed us, on April nth, that negotiations were 

. proceeding for the purchase of the necessary land. 

(c) Fellowships.- Dr. CHE~ ~AN-LI was .no~ll:ted by the ~st~ of Health to stu~y, 
with the help of the Health Orgamsabon, health mshtutwns and hosp1tals m Europe (YugoslaVIa, 
Hungary, Denmark and Poland). He arrived in Europe in March, and ~as been given every 
assistance by the health administrations concerned. In the autunm he will return to China to 
take up. his duties as Public Health Commissioner of Chekiang Province. 

Dr. L. C. YEN, Chief of the Medical Administration in the Ministry of Health, has also carried 
out a study tour in Europe and America. After visiting Yugoslavia, Hungary and Germany, 
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, - - · . rt of the study tour in France. After a short visit to Eng~and, he 
he p..utKlpa~~m th~ fit~t b ited States spending a few weeks visiting important medical and 
;:~'!!~res ~~h~~aCO\~t;. He was ~:\-pected in China by the end of September. 

3· THE NEW NATIONAL HOSPITALS. 

Dr OoxG-TSE-LUNG who is to becm~e Superintendent of the new hospital i~ Chekiang 
Pro ~a} (h · · ~ow Superfut~dent of the Chungsan University Hospita~· ~t Canto!!), IS exl?ected 
. E\'lllce e ISI .._ • ar where he will be mven every facility for obtammg the mformabon he 
m urope ear y nex. :ye • .,. f h' t di · f th 
requires. The Austrian health authorities have made arrangements_ or IS s u es m one o e 
lau?t'St hospitals in Vienna. . h b k d 

"' The Minister of Health informs us that the sum of 200 ,ooo MeXIcan dollars as e~n earmar e 
in the budget of Chekiang Province for this hospital for the fiscal year commencmg July rst. 

(b) The Minister of Health also reports that a mobile h?spital is now working in Nank.ing, 
kn th Ce trai Hospital of the Ministry, to which a special monthly grant of 25,000 MeXIcan 

. d~wn ~ ~ tt~ This hospital when certain additions and improvements have been made, 
is e...:C~ t~ be ~ efficient and ;erviceable institution, and will serve as the nucleus of the first 
National Hospital. 

4· MEDICAL EDUCATION. 

(a) The services of an expert have been secured to take part in the studies of the Chinese 
National Commission on Medical Education, in the person of Dr. Knud FABER, Professor of 
Internal Medicine at Copenhagen University. Dr. Faber left E~ope o!l Se:ptember r~t 
to consult with the National Commission and to make a two-months survey m China. On his 
return, he will present a report containing ~onclusions whic_h, it is expected, will form a basis for 
the reco=endations of the Health Committee to the N abonal Government. 

(b) Dr. F. C. YEN, Dean of the Central University Medical College_ at .W?osung, ~h~nghai, 
has accepted the invitation to become a member of the Health Orgarusabon s Commission on 
Education in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine. · 

5· CoNTROL OF SMALLPOX AND CHOLERA IN SHANGHAI. 

With a view to establishing a progra=e of definite collaboration in this matter between 
the Health Departments of Greater Shanghai and the two Foreign Concessions, the Minister 
of Health requested the assistance of the Director of the Eastern Bureau, and the Medical Director 
also arranged for the Chief Statistician of the Health Section to visit Shanghai during his mission 
in the East. In January 1930, during his visit to Shanghai, the latter prepared a preliminary 
memorand\IDl for the Minister of Health on the smallpox and cholera situation, after studies 
made in Greater Shanghai and in the two Concessions. 

A first conference was arranged and presided over by the Minister of Health in Shanghai 
on December 28th, at which the Medical Director was present, and which was attended by 
health officers of the three m\IDicipalities. At a second conference, on March Jrd, it was decided 
that lfay rsth should be "Cholera Day", when an attempt at mass inoculation against cholera 
should be begnn officially in the three municipalities. In order to facilitate the epidemiological 
study of the disease it was agreed that hospitals, health officers and private physicians should 
employ a uniform record-form for cases of cholera. Methods of enlisting the public interest in 
the anti-cholera campaign were decided upon. Effective measures for the control of junk traffic 
were discussed, and the necessity of using every effort to control the water and food supply 
was emphasised. 

At a third conference held on 1\Iay gth, at which Dr. Wu LIEN TEH, Dr. PARK and Dr. GAUTIER 
were present, each municipality reported progress made in the campaign. The International 
Settlement and the French Concession had appropriated 5,000 and 12,000 taels 1 respectively 
for the '!ork, an.d each had organised one travelling and two stationary dispensaries to carry 
out the moculat1ons. In the International Settlement, the " Mill Owners' Association " had 
been ao;ked for their support, and sufficient anti-cholera vaccine had been prepared for local 
n.>e •• The two Con~ons ~ decided to employ respectively two and three additional Chinese 
!fledical. officers, wrth aUXIliary staff. The French Concession proposed to carry out mass 
moculatvJIIS at thr~ special cholera centres, while the posters supplied by the Ministry of 
~th were to be widely distributed and displayed. In Greater Shanghai, six specially trained 
GJJnese doctrJI's had been engaged for one month and the sum of ro,ooo Mexican dollars had 
been allr..cated for this purpose by the Mayor of Shanghai. In this municipality, 300,oqo vacci-

1 
The value of the ta-,1 varieo, but it may be considered aa equal to roughly three gold francs. 
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nations had already been tarried ·out, and 2,000 copies supplied in Chinese text of the uniform 
record-form agreed upon for use in the two Concessions; so,ooo inoculations each had been carried 
out in th~ ~ntemational Settlement and in the French C:oncession. A uniform strength of vaccine 
(2,000 milhon per cc.) was adopted by the health authonhes concerned, and it was decided that two 
injections of 0.5 cc. or one of I cc. were to be administered. 
· Food vendors were to be given practical assistance in protecting their goods from infection. 
Films were to be used to influence public opinion. 

At the request of the Conference, Dr. Gautier prepared a plan for the organisation of an 
epidemiological study of .cholera, for the use of the Central Anti-cholera Bureau in Greater 
Shanghai, which had been established to assist in the co-ordinated campaign. 

It was deemed impracticable at present to undertake an examination of all the junks passing 
in and out of Shanghai Harbour, and the question was referred for further study to a Sub
Committee composed of Dr. Wu LIEN TEH, Dr. PARK, Dr. GAUTIER and also Dr. AYLWARD, the 
Port Health Officer of Shanghai. 

Further information regarding this campaign and its results will be available in due course. 

6. COLLABORATION IN THE WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION'S COMMISSIONS. 

- Dr. Robert LIM, Professor of Physiology at the Peiping Union Medical College and President 
of the Chinese National Medical Association, will take part in the work of the Health Committee 
on vitamins and kindred subjects·, while Dr. Tsu MIN YI, member of the Central Executive 
Committee, will take part in its studies on Physical Education. Dr. Shisan C. FANG, former 
Director of the National Epidemic Diseases Prevention Bureau, will be associated with the work 
of the Commission on Social Medicine. 

Since April last Dr. Tsefang F. HUANG, formerly of the staff of the Ministry of Health, has 
joined the staff of the Health Section. -

* * * 
From the foregoing it is evident that, in spite of the continuance of military operations and 

the disturbance of peace, the reconstructive health work in China progresses steadly, according to 
the plans of the Ministry of Health. The visits of Dr. PARK, Dr. GAUTIER, Dr. BoRCIC and Dr. FABER 
to China were welcomed by the Minister of Health, who afforded them every facility. 

III. 

CURRENT WORK OF THE HEALTH SECTION •. 

I. SERVICE OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE AND 
PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS. 

A. GENEVA. 

This Service has developed according to the programme laid down in previous years. The 
Annual Epidemiological Report for I928 was published in August, without text, as last year. 
Considerable time elapses before final verified figures are received from the health administrations 
of some of the more distant countries, and it was therefore decided, at the beginning of I929, to 
publish in the Monthly Reports the general reviews of individual diseases, formerly appearing in 
the Annual Reports: (I} in order to avoid unnecessary delay; (2) in order to deal with the various 
diseases at a time when their normal seasonal evolution had come to an end. 

The principal epidemic diseases were reviewed in theM onthly Epidemiological Reports for I929. 
The following special reviews have appeared in these reports for I930: Tularremia in January; 
Poliomyelitis in February and March; Psittacosis in April; Plague in May; Cholera 
in June. An article on Maternal Mortality appeared in the July number. 

The Weekly Epidemiological Record appears every Thursday night and contains the official 
weekly communique of the Office international d'hygitme publique. This communiq11e contains 
the information received by the Office under the International Sanitary Convention of I926, and 
has appeared regularly in this Record since November I928. The communique is translated into 
English by our Service; the latest information received in Paris up to Wednesday night is added 
in the proof on Thursday morning. The information concerning plague, cholera, yellow fever, 
smallpox and typhus received by the Health Section during the week is published in the second 
part of the B11lletin. In the Weekly Record this information is grouped by disease, continent and 
country, while, in the communique of the Office, it is presented according to the paragraphs of 
the Convention concerned. Our information is presented in the form of a comprehensive review, 
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drawing attention to features of special epidemiological interest, and the salient facts of the week 
are m~:trated by maps and graphs. The Weekly Record als~ c?ntains reviews of the trend of 
other epidemic diseases which show unusual prevalence. Th1s 1s necessary, as the text ?f t~e 
.lf (>ff//t(v R~ have largely taken the form of annual re~ews. Refer~nce _was thus ma~e m t~1s 
R~f><>rl, in the course of the first eight months of I930, bes~d~s quarantme diseases, to psittacosis, 
cerebro-spinal meningitis, influenza and acute poliomyelitis. The dev:Jopment from week to 
week of the recent outbreaks of poliomyelitis in the middle ~d low~r ~m: Valley has ~een fully 
described. The Weekly Record contains from I2 to 20 pages. The distnbution has been mcreased 
to 8oo copies. . · 

A short summary of information concerning the ports in which pla~e, ~olera_ or smallpo_x 
cases have occurred during the week is broadcasted from ~e Naue~ Station, m Germany. ~~s 
broadcast was formerly made in code, but has been made m clear smce June I4th, I930, as It IS 
believed to be of greater utility in this form. This is in conformity with !he procedure follo~ed 
by the Sanitary, Maritime and Quarantine Council of Egypt and by the Smgapore Bureau which 
during the last two years has broadcasted summaries in clear. 

B. EASTERN BUREAU OF SINGAPORE. 

Fifth Session of the Advisory Coumil. 

Thanks to the generous hospitality of the Government of the Netherlands East Indies, the 
_-\dvisocy Council held its fifth session at Bandoeng from February Igth to 22nd, I930. 

Since March there has been a new development in the weekly broadcast which should be of 
considerable interest to shipping companies with business in the Far East. -

A broadcast summary in clear of infectious diseases and quarantine notifications is now sent 
out daily-instead of weekly as hitherto-from the long-range station at Malabar (Java), and the 
undermentioned wireless stations also broadcast weekly epidemiological information in clear, for 
the benefit of ships in Eastern waters, on the following days: 

Station -

Hong-Kong (Cape d'Aguilar) 

Karachi 

Madras. 

~Ialabar (Java) 

Sandakan (Bri~h North Borneo) 
Shanghai Zikawei . . . . . . . 

Tokio . , . . . . . . . . . . 

Day 
Time 
G.M.T. 

Friday s.o 

Saturday J 8
6
·3° 

l I ·30 

Saturday i I~:~~ 
Daily ~ I.O 

l I.O 
Sa~urday I.O 
Saturday 3.0 
Friday 1 { I2.I5 

I2.45 

Wavelength 
in metres 

2,9I3 

I,550 

I,OOO 

IS,6oo 
26.2 

6oo 
65o 

7.700 

Call 
Signal . 

VPS 

VWK 

VWM 

PKX 
PLO 
VQB 
FFZ 
JJC 

Reports received at Singapore from captains as a result of these messages show that, on the 
whole nm fr?m Suez to Japan, it is possible for ships to pick up one or more of these stations
lfalabar, owmg to its range and daily transmissions, being the one most frequently quoted. The 
broadcast ~ is based on telegraphic information received from more than I40 ports and 
broadcast m code to over 30 health administrations. 
. As it is practically impossible for the Eastern Bureau to check the working of its radio services, 
It would welcome ~her reports from captains of ships as to their success or failure in picking up 
t~ health bulletins, as well as any suggestions which may help to increase the efficiency of the 
~ce. Such reports should be addressed to the Director, Eastern Bureau, League of Nations, 
Smgapore. -

The Advisocy Council decided t~t efforts should be made during the current year to send the 
weekly report twenty-f~ur ~ours earlier, as proposed by the Director-without, however, modifying 
the present SJ:steiD until this had been re-discnssed at the next session. 
e 1fle AdVISOry ~~cil a!s? considered certain improvements which, as a result of recent 
. XIJet:Ience, shou_Id, m 1ts OJ_>Iruon, ?e made in the broadcasts of the Bureau's epidemiological 
~ntellig~ce service, and, bemg desirous of reaching a satisfactorylsolution of the problem by 
International agreement between the competent authorities, it adopted the following resolution: 

"The Ad . Co "I VlSOry unCI , 

~~ J?v_ing ~dered certa_in improvements which, as a result of recent experience, 
5 

• , In its op1ruon, be made m the broadcasts of the Bureau's epidemiological intelligence 
service, and 

' Oc<:aaiiJoally on Saturday. 
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"Believing that a satisfactory solution will be furthered if the problem is dealt with by 
international agreement between the competent authorities; 

" Requests the Health Committee to submit the question to the Advisory and Technical 
Committee for Communications and Transit of the League of Nations with a view to the two 
Committees studying this item of international collaboration in order that adequate suggestions 
may be framed for the use of all concerned and eventually for presentation at the forthcoming 
Conference for the Revision of the International Radiotelegraph Convention of Washington, 
I927." 

In accordance with this resolution, the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications 
and Transit examined the question and requested its Chairman to make the necessary arrangements 
for complying with the request of the Advisory Council of the Singapore Bureau, and in particular 
to consult the League's Advisory Committee on Wireless on this matter. 

The Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit found that the 
Eastern Bureau's epidemiological intelligence system was working satisfactorily. However, the 
reception of the bulletin in clear sometimes gives rise to certain technical difficulties which were 
not encountered in regard to the service of the coded bulletin. It was found: 

(a) That certain Administrations were unable, on several occasions, to receive this 
bulletin, the reception being too weak or subject to interference; 

(b) That the time chosen for its issue coincided with the various services of the European 
stations (Press service, time signals, private telegrams to ships, etc.) which the ships' operators 
are obliged to pick up (this coincidence has at times prevented the reception of the bulletin); 

(c) That several ships are not equipped for the reception of waves as long as those used 
by Malabar and Tokio. · 

In order to obviate these various difficulties, it will be necessary to reorganise the service for 
the bulletin in clear, and a letter, from which the following extract has been taken, was sent on 
August 22nd, rg3o, by the Secretary-General to the Directors-General of Posts and Telegraphs: 

• It will no doubt be possible to organise this service in such a way that all the 
Administrations concerned cari pick up the bulletin on long waves, as there are enough 
long-wave posts in the East to ensure this service; for example, Malabar rs.soo metres; 
Tokio 7,700 metres; Saigon rs.gso metres; Antananarivo r5,8oo metres; Cavite 5,354 metres. 

" The times for these broadcasts should be so fixed as not to coincide with the long
distance European stations; for example, the Press service, time signals, private telegrams 
for ships in the East, etc.; but to coincide, if possible, with the duty hours laid down by the 
Washington Radiotelegraph Conference for ships with one or more wireless operators. 

" These long-wave messages can be retransmitted by the coastal stations on a 6oo metre 
wave after the meteorological bulletins, which are picked up by the great majority of ships. 

" With a view to supplementing the documentary material required for the study 
undertaken on these various points by the Communications and Transit Committee, I should 
be grateful if you would furnish as full information as possible concerning the long-distance· 
services in your country (particularly the services which the operators on board ship are 
accustomed or obliged to pick up; for example, time signals, Press service, private telegrams, 
etc.), which it is essential should not be in operation simultaneously with the issue of the 
epidemiological bulletin in clear. 

" I should be greatly obliged if you would be good enough to supply these data by filling 
in the attached sheet, which I would ask you to return to me at your earliest convenience." . 
The Advisory Council decided to include in the summary in clear the number of cases and 

deaths, provided that the message is drawn up as concisely as possible. 
As the result of an enquiry carried out by the Director, the Advisory Council unanimously 

agreed that quarantine stations should be regarded as a form of life insurance, and drew attention 
to the advisability of utilising them as clinics, infectious diseases hospitals and centres of education 
in health matters, as has been done by certain Administrations in North China. On the whole, 
the Council was in favour of the maintenance of quarantine stations in their present form. 

Co-ordination of International Research. 

(a) Oral Vaccination. - It was not possible during the past year to organise fur.ther 
experiments. The Advisory Council noted that the results obtained were somewhat problem~hcal; 
it considered, however, that the collection of reports should be continued, as some e..xpenments 
were still proceeding. 

(b) Dry Smallpox Vaccine. -The Director communicated a detailed note on the exp~ri
ments which have been carried out in a large number of equatorial and tropical countries dunng 
the last fifteen years. Despite a certain lack of u~iformity in the results, dry smallpox vaccine 



ar~ars to ha\"t' pro\"t'd its value, provided it is properly prepared by being dried rapidly and 

kt>pt in a vacmun. . · d d th tt f f shi · 
The technical report submitted by the Director will be p:mte an e a en !On ° ppmg 

C1..mlpanies will be drawn to the value of dry smallpox vaccme. 

( ) P' Th tries belonggmg· to the Singapore Bureau have sent valuable 
c .. 1g•~. - e coun · f (D y ADA T kio) the C\.1ntributions regarding the Cheopis index (Kobe), varieties o rats r. AM • o • 

parasites of rat~ (plague-transmitting house tick, Lyponnysus t!flgayoJ) (Dr .. YAMADA) an~ the 
bacteriopha.,ae of plague (Netherlands Indies). These co?liDumcations, which are men~10~ed 
in the )[inutes, \\ill be carefully examined at the next meetmg of the Plague Expert CommiSSion. 

(d) Backriophaue. - Four notes have been received from the Patna, ~angoon, Shillong 
and Kasauli laboratories. The Advisory Council decided that the accumulation of data should 
be continued for examination at a future meeting. 

(e) Acciae11tal Risk of YelWw Fever spreaditlg in the East. - Th~ East cannot be protect~d 
a.,aainst the accidental importation of yellow fever ~nless all cou~tnes adopt the same .drashc 
measures and impose penalties. Up to the pre~ent time, no exp.errme~ts have been cat;~ed out 
in laboratories in the Netherlands Indies, Manila, Japan and S1am With the amaryl VITUS and 
none "ill be undertaken. The Advisory Council proposed the prohibition by law, under severe 
penalty, of the importation or possession of yellow fever virus for any purpose in all countries 
in the East liable to infection with this virus. 

In the Netherlands Indies, all vessels coming from a South-American port are required 
to anchor at a distance of one nautical mile from the coast to undergo disinfection. Such action 
is, however, very rare, and applies only to vessels bringing back to Java workers who have been 
employed at Surinam and Cura<;ao. 

In view of the possibility of yellow fever spreading by aeroplane and the fact that a regular 
air service was being plarmed from the West to the East Coast of Mrica, the Advisory Council 
urged that stringent measures should be taken to prohibit all air traffic from infected or even 
suspected areas to any of the countries in the regional area of the Eastern Bureau until such 
time as the measures concerted by the Office international d'Hygiene publique were being 
effectually applied. 

(f) Proposal/or the Bureau to act as a Cmtre of.Information.- In reply to a direct question, 
the Advisory Council stated that it was advisable for the Bureau to collect information on the 
technical training of the sanitary personnel of all Eastern countries. According to certain 
members, the utilisation of similar information dealing with medical education would be a 
more difficult matter. 

The question of pneumonia among labourers, soldiers and, more especia)ly, emigrants in 
tropical conntries having been raised, the Council decided that during the coming year special 
attention should be paid to the collection of information on this disease with a view to considering, 
at a later session, the desirability of foTllling an expert committee for research into pneumonia. 

The Director of the Eastern Bureau co-operated with the three municipalities of Shanghai 
\\ith a view to concerted action in the matter of vaccination against cholera. 

. The Eastern Bureau organised a collective study tour of medical officers in Eastern ports. 
This began at Singapore on June 27th and included a visit to the health stations of the principal 
ports of Java, Indo-China, the Philippines, China and Japan . 

. The Advisory Council noted with gratitude the donation of $500 by Mr. J. J. Forstall, of 
Chicago, as a contnl>ution towards the expenses of some special object of research in which the 
Bureau is interested. 

The Commi~ee el~ed as Vice-Chairman for 1930 Dr. GUERIN (Indo-China). As General 
GR.-\IL.ur, the Chairman, informed the Council that he did not intend to stand for re-election the 
Conncil elected Dr. VA..'1 l.oNKHUYZEN (Netherlands East Indies), as Chairman. · ' 

The report on _the work of the fifth session of the Advisory Council (document C.141.M.53· 
1930) was commumcated to the members of the Health Committee on July 18th, 1930. 

z. SYSTEM OF LIAISON WITH THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS OF 
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. 

CoLLECTIVE STUDY TOURS AND INDIVIDUAL MISSIONS. 

I. Since t_he la~t session of the Health Committee, three collective interchanges have been 
~teld: the first m France, the second in Roumania and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, and the third 
m the Far ~<~;St, where the interc~ange was restricted to the study of port health procedure . 

. In addition ~o _these. collective study tours, a number of public health officers nominated by 
~hffl~ ~It~ adminLstrat~ons hav_e been given facilities to study abroad subjects in which their 
admmLstratvms are partiCUlarly mterested. These individual missions are described later in this 
reprJJt . 

. !i ~etzerallnf:erchange in France.- Th~ was the first general interchange in which the whole 
rnvid, was spent m France. The preparations were begun some time ago by a Committee 
pr.,; ':d wer by Professor LWn BERNARD who spared no pains to ensure the success of the 
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inte~ch:mge. Under his guidanc~, very co~plete informatio~ was prepared for the participants, 
conststmg of a handbook on public health m France and vanous annexes. The handbook begins 
with an illustrated description of geographical conditions in France, for national health problems 
take their peculiar characteristics from climate, configuration, contours and other physical and 
economic conditions that determine the specific lives of the different sections of a nation. This 
was followed by a description of the system of Government and of the administrative machinery in 
France, and this, in turn, by a detailed review of the evolution and present status of the different 
branches of public health work. The annexes contain the public health laws and regulations in 
force in France and other relevant material. 

The interchange opened on May 26th in Paris and terminated with a final conference at 
Geneva on July 7th. There were sixteen participants from twelve countries.1 

The programme began with a study of the work of the Office national d'Hygiene sociale 
in Paris and of other national and central organisations and institutions, such as the National 
Anti-Tuberculosis Committee (Comite national de defense contre Ia tuberculose) and its school 
for public health nurses, tuberculosis dispensaries, hospitals and sanatoria in or near Paris, and 
inspection of the measures for the protection of the food supply. 

The various forms of departmental health organisation were studied in the departments of 
Seine-et-Marne, Aisne, Seine-Inferieure and Herault, while the participants were enabled to 
appraise the development of municipal hygiene in Paris, Lyon, Nancy, Havre, Rouen, Suresnes 
and a few of the smaller French towns. 

In addition to visits to the Medical Faculty of the University of Paris, the participants were 
given the opportunity to inspect a provincial medical school at Clermont-Ferrand. The Institutes 
of Hygiene at Nancy and Lyon were also studied. 

In the Departement du Nord, the work of reconstruction was inspected, with particular 
reference to housing, sanitation, industrial hygiene and the organisation of voluntary and official 
health agencies. 

Vichy was selected for inspection as the type of French watering-places, and an excellent 
programme was arranged for the short stay of the participants in that city. 

During the whole interchange, and in every part of France, no trouble was spared to furnished 
the participants with all information and an opportunity for direct study. 

The group was received by the Minister of Health, by the City of Paris, and by the Medical 
Faculty of the University of Paris. In every region, they were warmly welcomed by the prefects 
of departments, mayors of towns, and all public health officers, directors of private health agencies, 
and the medical profession. 

The French Government secured very substantial reductions and special arrangements for 
the comfort of participants from all the railroad companies. 

I am sure the Health Committee will wish to express to Professor Leon Bernard, and through 
him to all his colleagues in France, their appreciation for the perfect organisation of this first 
general French interchange. · 

Several most interesting reports have been received from the participants. 

3· The Balkan Interchange. - This interchange was restricted to Roumania and the 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia, the period from June rst to June r6th being spent in Roumania, and from 
June r6th to July 6th in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. 

There were three participants each from Bulgaria, Greece, Roumania and Yugoslavia, and 
two from Czechoslovakia. 

The Committee will learn with deep regret of the death in August of Doctor Charles LAUGIER, 
Inspector-General in the Public Health Services of Roumania, who was responsible for the arrange
ments for the interchange in Roumania, and who accompanied the participants during their 
stay in that country. ·Suffering from the affection which a short tiine afterwards led to his death, 
Doctor Laugier devoted himself to the interchange without regard to his own health, and the 
participants will not soon forget his charming personality and his unusual technical capacity. 

The interchange began at Timisoara and the visit to Roumania was concluded by a Conference 
at Baile Herculane. During this period visits were paid to Arad, Cluj, Sovata, Borsec, Ja'>Sy, 
Galatz, Sulina, , Tulcea, · Constanza, Techirghiol, Calirnanesti, Govora, Craiova and Bucharest, 
as well as a number of towns en route. 

The participants were given every opportunity to study in detail the public health and 
medical organisation in Roumania, including sanatoria, hospitals, dispensaries, institutes of 
hygiene, welfare institutions, watering-places and health centres. 

The Committee will wish to express their appreciation to Professeur CANTACUZENE who gave 
his time unsparingly to plan this first interchange in Roumania. He accompanied the group 
during a part of their tour and received the participants at his institute, giving them an account 
of his work in connection with BCG, and the prophylaxis of scarlet fever. 

Minister Moldovan, Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry of Labour, Public Health and 
Social Welfare, who directed the organisation of the interchange in Roumania, received the group 
most cordially and placed all the resources of his organisation at the disposal of the participants. 
The Committee will certainly wish to express to him and to all his colleagues concerned, their warm 
appreciation. 

' Vix.: Bulgaria, China, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, 
Spain and Yugoslavia. 



Th<' R~Jumanhu1 Gowmment made generous arrangements for the rai~ro~d and motor 
tr..m:>JX>rt, and all the authorities and agencies extended the most generous hosplt~t:y. . 

The second half of this inten:hange, in Yugosla~ia, was.equally suc.cessful .. VIsit~ were pa~d. 
in turn to ~ovi-Sad, &!grad<', Ljubljana, Zagreb, Split, Trogir, ~ub~ovni~, SaraJevo, Nish, Sko~!Je 
and Pri:shtina. In each centre, the work of the institute o.f hygtene m all Its branches w":s st~died 
and the participants were enabled to appreciate the tec~mcal ~ue of the ~o~k of t~ese mstitutes 
and their branches as well as their utility as a means of mstructing the public m hygiene. 

Doctor A. STA.m>.-lli and his associates made all arrangements for. the interchange and, as 
they have had ample e:~:perience in this wor~, it is un!lecessary. to emphasise ho_w successfully t~ese 
we.re carried out. The participants were give~ cor:di~ receptions e~erywhere, they were P?-rticu
larly pleased ,,ith th~ welcome at the various mstitutes of hygiene, where every facility for 
their studies was proVIded. . · 

The Committee will wish to express their appreciation to Doctor Stampar and his colleagues, 
as well as to all other central and local authorities who contributed so freely to the success of the 
inten:han,ae. . 

For the benefit of the participants a special volume on the public health s~ces in Yug?slavia 
was prepared by Dr. IVANIC and Dr. KoNSTANTINOVIC, o.f the. Centr~ Institu~e .of Hygiene at 
Zagreb. This volume contains four chapters-the first de~g With me~cal statist~cs, t~e secon.d 
with the organisation and the administration of the public health serVIces, the third With public 
health legislation and the last with the Central Institute of Hygiene. 

4- The Interchange of Port Health Officers in the Far East.-:- Th~ ~embers of the ~<?mmittee 
will recall that our Japanese colleagues have, on several occasiOns, msisted on the utility of an 
inten:hange for the study of port health practice ~ the F~ East. During. the last ~embly 
the subject was again raised by the Japanese delegatiOn, and m accordance With the desrre of the 
Health Committee, the interchange was arranged during the present summer. 

Full details concerning this study tour will not be available until the return of Dr. C. L. PARK, 
who is expected in Geneva shortly before the Health Committee meets. The interchange 
began on June 2:{..h and was scheduled to terminate with a final conference at Tokio on August 
Igth. Port health practice was studied in the following countries: Straits Settlements, Netherlands 
East Indies, French Indo-China, Hong-Kong, Japan, Philippine Islands and China. There were 
eight participants from six countries.1 

In order to facilitate the study in the various ports, schedules containing the items to be 
considered were distributed beforehand to the ports, so that full information was available on the 
arrival of the group. 

5· Individual Missiolls.- In view of the resolutions of the Council concerning the facilities 
to be offered to the Health Administrations of China and Greece in their progranrrnes of collaboration 
with the League, a certain number of "missions "were provided for health officers appointed to posts 
in the health services of these countries. 

Four Chinese medical officers were thus enabled to study various branches of public health 
abroad during the present year. One of them visited several European countries, studying the 
organisation and administration of the campaign to reduce infantile mortality. A second, who is 
to be the health officer of the Province of Chekiang, paid particular attention to rural health work, 
,.-isiting important rural health centres in Central and Western Europe. A third devoted himself 
to a study of modem port health practice in Gemiany, the Netherlands, Great Britain, Canada and 
the l7nited States. The fourth, who heads the Division of Medical Administration in the National 
llinb-try of Health, studied general health work, medical education, hospital organisation and the 
training of midwifes in Central and Western European countries, Great Britain and the United 
States. 

At the request of the Ministry of Health of the Government of China, the programme of studies 
abroad of two other medical officers was arranged by the Health Section. · 

In addition to those Greek public health officers mentioned in previous reports, who were 
enabled to_ taJu: advantage of t~e malaria courses, and who afterwards studied various public 
health subJects m Europe, according to a progranrrne arranged by the Health Section, three others 
studied municipal health administration, public health laboratory work and medical statistical 
work respectively in European countries. A fourth will begin his studies in September. 

Greek and Chinese medical officers also participated in the French interchange, and a Chinese 
JX'rt health officer participated in the port health interchange. 

Three ~ o~rs, who were made responsible by their administrations for the conduct 
of the E:nqumes into infant mortality, studied the organisation and administration of the enquiry 
in one or more of the countries in which the original enquiries were made. 

The policy of p~o~g mis~ions for medical officers who are carrying on work of interest 
to t~ Health Org~msab<?U was directed. to the teaching of hygiene, the practice of rural hygiene, 
bousmg, the sero-diagnosiS of syphilis, sleeping-sickness and anti-malaria work. 

' Viz,: Dnna, Frmch Indo-China, Japan, Netherlands East Indies, Siam and Straits Settlements. 
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The reports on some of these subjects will be useful in connection with sessions of 
the Committee's various commissions. 

The value of these individual missions as a means of training health officers or for broadening 
their knowledge is appreciated increasingly by health administrations. In all cases, a programme 
is prepared carefully by the Health Section with the help of the Administrations concerned. The 
Health Committee will wish to express their gratitude and appreciation to the central and local 
health authorities of the different countries who have taken so much trouble to enable foreign 
medical officers to study their work. 

6. Opening of Rural Health Centre at GodoUo and Inauguration of a School of Public Health 
Nursing at Budapest. -Many public health officers, nominated by their health administrations 
for individual missions, have studied the work of the rural health centre at GodOllo (Hungary), 
which is the headquarters for health work in a large district containing some thirty villages, and 
is used as a demonstration and training area for the Institute and School of Hygiene at Budapest. 

The official opening of this new centre, now housed in a modem and well-planned building, 
will take place late in the autumn, and the Secretary of State for Health and the Director of the 
Institute propose that this occasion should be used by the Health Organisation for the continuation 
of its study of rural health centres which the Health Committee at its fourteenth session decided 
should be made. 

In view of the important role of the public health nurse in the conduct of rural health centres, 
it is fitting that this subject should receive due consideration at the same time, and the opening 
of the new nursing school at the institute furnishes a suitable opportunity. 

It is suggested that invitations be issued to a group of health officers with experience in the 
work of rural health centres in order that they might study the subject under the chairmanship 
of a member of the Committee, according to the following headings: Organisation of Health 
Centres, area served, activities, branches, administration, personnel, buildings, budget. 

A report of the discussion would be presented to the next session of the Committee. 

7· Programme for I9JI. - The Committee has already given its general approval for an 
interchange for the study of the milk supply, and it is planned to hold this interchange in I9JI. 
As it is the milk supply of municipalities which most requires protection, the participants should 
be health officers responsible for the administration of municipal hygiene. The Health Committee 
has insisted.on the need for the participation of veterinarians, bacteriologists and chemists, and 
others having to do with the milk supply. The Committee has also expressed the wish that such 
an interchange should visit America as well as certain important centres in Europe. 

Surgeon-General CuMMING has generously offered the assistance of the Health Services he 
directs, and the President of the Committee has agreed to help in the organisation and reception 
of the interchange in Denmark. 

It is planned that the interchange shall begin in Denmark, and that, after visiting one or two 
other EUropean countries, the participants shall continue their studies in the United States. 

The group will be supplied with documents on the status of the control of milk in the countries 
most advanced in this respect. The interchange will probably take place during the late summer 
or early autumn. 

As far as individual missions are concerned, a number should be reserved for Chinese, Greek 
and Bolivian health officers, nominated by their administrations in accordance with the plans of 

· collaboration established. 
Others will be reserved for medical officers who are to carry out enquiries into infant mortality 

undertaken by their health administrations as a result of the studies carried out by the Health 
Organisation. 

Some will be reserved for medical officers working on subjects with which the Health Organisa-
tion is dealing. · 

The increasing demands upon the resources of the Health Organisation for interchanges and 
individual missions indicate the necessity of systematising this work, as has been done so 
successfully in connection with the courses for malariologists. The organisation of these courses 
into two stages-first, the theoretical and laboratory, and, secondly, the field stages-has yielded 
satisfactory results, and the question arises as to whether some similar arrangement could not be 
made for individual missions. With this in view, the Health Section is proceeding, with the 
help of the administrations concerned, to prepare programmes for field studies in various subjects in 
one or two countries, which will avoid the necessity of preparing a programme for each mission. 

This and other new methods of facilitating the studies of health officers abroad will be discussed 
in detail with the Committee. 
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IV. 

COLLABORATION WITH SOME PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS. 

A. LIAISON WITH L\TIN-AMERICAN HEALTH ADMINISTRATIONS. 

B l . · - The request of the Bolivian Government was approved by the Council on r. o w1a • 
• \ngust 31st, 1929 (fifty-sixth session) in the following terms : . 

· " The Council, 

" Expresses its satisfaction that the Bol!vian ~overnment, in its desire to extend its 
action in the reorganisation of the health service of Its country, has appealed for the help of 
the Health Organisation of the League. . . . . . 

" It invites the Health Committee to give, m accordance with _the terms of the Bohvtan 
Government's letter, its assistance in the prepara~ion, as ~e.ll ~s m the later development, , 
of the plan for the reorganisation of the health service of Bohvta. 

Accordingly Dr. MAcKENZIE and Dr. PAscl!A, left for Boli:ria in April1930 to confer ~ith the 
authorities in Bolivia on the plan of collaboratiOn to be submitt~d to the Healtl~ Committee. 

In accordance with the preliminary programme adopted m agreement With the General 
Department of Health, the survey was to take account of: 

Vaccination against smallpox; 
Malaria; 
Ankylostomiasis; 
Child welfare; 
The organisation tlrroughout the country of departmental health services. 

The provisional programme ?f t~e Bo~vian authorities incl~ded the follo~g p~ints.: camp3fgn 
against malaria and ankylostonnaslS, child welfare and possibly Calmette s vaccm'l,tlOn agamst 
tuberculosis with BCG, the establishment of a public health institute consisting of a laboratory 
and school of hygiene, the latter intended for the technical training of health officers. 

The survey has been actively pursued in accordance with the programme, despite certain 
unforeseen events, which have disturbed the peace of the country and the lack of communications 
in certain districts. Dr. Mackenzie and Dr. Pascua have already surveyed: the city of La Paz and 
the central services; the towns of Sucre, Cochabamba and Oruro; the district of Mizque, which is of 
special importance from the point of view of malaria; the Valle Grande, where there used to be 
leprosy foci; the sub-tropical district of Yungas; the district of Sorata. They have already travelled 
as far as Santa Cruz de la Sierra, which _is of great importance from the point of view of malaria 
and the cinchona forests, and even as far as the Chaco. As indicated in the provisional programme 
drawn up by the General Health Department, special attention has been paid to malaria, ankylosto
miasis and child welfare. It .is hoped that our colleagues will be back in time for the September 
session of the Health Committee and will be able to give a detailed report on the method of. 
CIHlperation which they have already examined with the Bolivian authorities. 

Dr. Mackenzie and Dr. Pascua were extremely well received by the Central Government, the 
prefects and University and medical personnel, and this has facilitated their surveys. 

2. Infant Mortality (Lima Conference). - On the invitation of the Peruvian Government 
and with the CIHlperation of the health authorities of that country, the Health Organisation 
convened a Conference of Health Experts on Child Welfare, which was held at Lima in July in 
connection with the Sixth Pan-American Congress on Child Welfare. The object of this Conference 
was to discuss the results of the enquiries into infant mortality carried out under the auspices of 
the Health Organisation in the Argentine, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay, in pursuance of the resolutions 
of the llontevideo Conference of 1927, held under the auspices of the League, to compare these 
results with those of the European investigations and to consider the organisation of similar 
enquiries in other South American countries. 

After the Lima Conference, a mission consisting of the European expert, Professor R. DEBRE, 
and two members of the League Secretariat, Professor 0. OLSEN and M. J. NoGUEIRA, visited 
Santiago, Buenos Ayres, Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo to discuss with the experts 
r,f those countries the practical application of the conclusions of the Conference. In addition to 
the experts present at the Montevideo Conference, the Lima. Conference was attended by the 
representatives of P~, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, and Venezuela. 

The work of the Lima ~nference was to be based on the reports of the European investigators 
and al<;O on four South American reports furnished by the Argentine, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. 
. The comparison of these four reports with the European report has already shown the great 
~p<".Jrtance of the South American enquiry and of the further extension of the enquiry in general. 
D.e_ European enquiry has revealed two important factors: (r) still-births and infant mortality 
?u~ the fi_r~t days of !if~; (2) deaths occurring later due to diseases of the digestive system, acute 
1r.Y::<-tu,U5 dL'>ea.'if!! and d~seases of the respiratory sy!>1:em. As the causes of the two groups of 
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mortality are n?t the same, differen~ prophy~a~tic measures are required. To prevent still-births 
and deaths dunng the first days of life, proVIsion should be made for pre-natal, natal and imme
diately post-natal hygiene and the social and legislative protection of pregnant and parturient 
women and of in~ants! e:'pecia~y pre~ature :"-nd weakly inf:"-nts, ~uring the first few days of life. 
Although all ~yg1ene IS m reality S?Cial hJ;giene, the te~ IS particularly appli~able _to pre-natal 
and natal hygiene. For the prevention of diseases of the digestive system, acute mfectious diseases 
and diseases of the respiratory system, arrangements must be made for the supply of pure milk, 
for anti-syphilitic measures, for the prophylaxis of infectious diseases among young children. 

These two main factors are also revealed in the South American reports, as also are the 
variety and divergence in the number of deaths, according to whether the district is urban or rural. 

In Uruguay, there is a great difference in the figures for the capital (which is relatively of 
considerable size) and the country districts, the conditions in the latter. being fairly uniform. 
Although it has only been possible to examine a limited number of cases, syphilis is recognised 
to be one of the chief causes of still-birth and congenital debility. 

• 

The total figirres per thousand are : 

Still-births . . . . . . . . . . 
Deaths during the first month . 
Deaths during the first year . . 

2I.6 
3IO 
IOO 

Of these roo deaths, diseases of the digestive and respiratory systems are each responsible 
for approximately one-third. Professor Morquio emphasises that the most important factor 
of infant hygiene is that the child should be nursed by its mother as long as possible. He urges 
that special attention should be paid to the question of pure milk and preventive hygiene as 
a whole, which should be based on a census of mothers and infants ; this does not yet exist. 
More than so per cent of the babies who died received no medical attention. Only r6 per cent 
of the babies observed received medical attention. A maternal and infant welfare centre should 
be established, from which the greatest benefits may be expected in view of the success of the 
Casa del Nino of Montevideo. 

In the Argentine (Professor Araoz ALFARO), the death rate in different districts varies 
considerably. While the average infant mortality for the Republic as a whole is at present 
approximately uo, it is 78 to So for the city of Buenos Ayres, go for the province of Buenos 
Ayres, and I20, I40, r7o and even 230 and 260 in certain provinces of the sub-tropical zone. 
In the city of Buenos Ayres, the death rate in the twelfth district, which is comparatively 
prosperous, is only SI per thousand. 

Unfortunately, the enquiry into still-births has not yet proceeded far enough to be of much 
value. The number of deaths during the first month is very considerable, from 36 to so per 
cent due primarily to congenital diseases and diseases of the new-born; malformations, obstetrical 
traumatism, infection during the first few days. That is the first group as defined by the European 
enquiry, which is the most difficult to combat. Turning to the diseases in the second group 
(digestive system and infectious diseases), we find that these diseases are the main causes of 
death in districts with an average or high death rate (2S to 4I per cent) while their importance 
is practically nil in districts with a low death rate (under I per cent). These are the diseases 
which can most easily be prevented by proper feeding and general infant hygiene-factors 
which, at the present time, constitute a fairly reliable index of the degree of civilisation of a 
country. The necessity for supervision is clearly shown by the fact that there are a large number 
of. deaths among babies breast fed by their mother or a wet-nurse. The need for special care 
is demonstrated by the example of Tucuman, where the large number of deaths due to affections 
of the digestive system has

4
been attributed to the sub-tropical climate, whereas the real cause is 

bad hygiene. The tentative efforts at organisation made during the last few years have already 
reduced this number; moreover, the death rate is lower at Tucuman, where the climate is very 
hot, than at Azul, which has a cool climate. 

It has not yet been possible to determine the part played by hereditary syphilis, as the results 
of biological reactions and post-mortems are not available. 

In Brazil (Dr.]. B. BARRETO and Dr. E. JANSSEN DE MELLO}, specific communicable diseases 
have caused more deaths in the towns than digestive affections; in rural districts, the position 
is reversed. Pre-natal, natal and post-natal causes appear to be twice as fatal in towns as in 

• country districts. The Brazilian report shows the great importance of syphilis as regards premature 
births. Syphilis has in itself an importance almost equal to that of the pre-natal, natal and 
post-natal causes, and this importance is even greater in country districts than in the towns. 
Hereditary syphilis as a cause of death is of practically the same_ ll;nportance ~ towns and country 
districts. The causes of pre-natal, natal and post-natal morbidity are particularly frequent m 
the case of twins. Legitimacy or illegitimacy plays a very small part; what chiefly matters is the 
financial position of the family-whether it is well-to-do or poor. On the whole the enquiry shows 
that diseases of the digestive system and nutrition ailments come first, communicable diseases 
-notwithstanding the relative. importance of syphilis-taking the _second place. . 

' Among the ca~es of still-brrths, I2 per cent were premature brrths (24 per cent m the State 
of Rio). As regards still-births and the incidence of maternal traumatism, the figirres for the rural 
districts are four or five times as high as those for urban districts. 

The Brazilian investigators mention the following ?ur!ous fa<:t. When ~reas~-feeding by t_he 
mother is replaced during the first thre~ mon_ths by artificial f_eedmg or. nursmg, mfant mortality 
declines as from that time, more especially m the case of mixed feedmg. When the method of 
feeding is changed during the second three months, on the other hand, infant mortality chiefly 
declines in cases of artificial feeding. 
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· In Chile (Professor Calvo McKENNA), infant mortality is extremely high, and is very much the 
S..'Ulle all O\'l'r the country. On the whole, nutrition affections cause a larger numb~r of deaths t_han 
infectious diseases. Out of 468 deaths analysed, th~re were .:45 cases of ~bstetncal. traumabs_m, 
29 premature births and 2 congenital malformations. This fact explams the high mor:tality 
during the first weeks. Out of these 468 cases, there were 45 deaths on th~ first day, 79 m _the 
first week and 158 during the first month. All deaths during gestation, Without any e:ccel?t10n, 
were due to syphilis. Syphilis and abnormal confinement are the two ~auses of still-births. 
Obstetrical traumatism and prematurity are the causes o~ death durmg the first month. 
Professor Calvo McKenna gives improper feeding :~:s _the roam ca11:se of death after the first 
month; this question has, for the last year, been. ~eceivmg the att~ntion of the Government, and 
the establishment of a National Institute of Nutrition has been decided up~n. . . 

These data show the importance of the problem of infant mortality m South Amencan 
countries.. 

3· S~~rological C011jmnce of Monte~eo.- The Uruguayan G<;>vernment r~quested the He~th 
Committee to appoint a delegate to preside over the South ~encan Serological _Congress W~I~h 
is to be held at Montevideo in September 1930 by the Institute for the Prevent10n of Syphilis; 
the Health Committee adopted the following resolution: _ • 

" The Health Committee, . 
" Attaches great interest to the organisation at Montevideo of a South Amencan 

Serological Congress, · -
" Is glad to note that work similar to that of the Laboratory Conference held at Copen

hagen for comparing the various methods for the sero-diagnosis of syphilis will be carried out 
in Latin America, 

" Realising the benefit to be gained by effective co-operation in the work of the Congress; 
" Decides to ask its President to do everything possible to facilitate the work of the 

Congress and to select its President. " 

In pursuance of this resolution, the Health Committee appointed Professor J. ]ADASSOHN, 
Director of the Skin Clinic of Breslau and Chairman of the Commission of Experts on Syphilis 
and Cognate Subjects, to act as President of the South American Serological Conference, 
organised by the Montevideo Institute for the Prevention of Syphilis. The object of this 
Conference (September 1930) is to compare, with the help of technical experiments carried out 
simultaneously by the participants, the value of the various methods employed for the diagnosis of 
syphilis by the examination of the blood. The Health Section is assisting in the technical prepara
tions for this Conference, which is to be conducted on the same lines as the Laboratory 
Conferences on the Sero-Diagnosis of Syphilis held at Copenhagen in 1923 and 1928. Experts 
from all South American countries are attending, as well as the foreign scientists who discovered 
the methods which gave the best results at the Copenhagen Conferences. 

The Conference is to be held in the laboratories of the new palace of the Health Council of 
Montevideo. 

4- Leprosy in South America. -As shown by the special report on the enquiry into leprosy 
and on the programme of the Leprosy Commission's, work a scheme for the establishment of an 
inte~tio~~ r~ch centre f<;>r.leprosy at Rio de Janeiro is now being carried out. This proposal, 
~ Its ongin. m the recogmtion of the importance of the problem of leprosy in Brazil, the 
action taken m 1926 by Professor Chagas and the special facilities offered by the Brazilian 
Governnient _fo~ the investigations; these facilities include not only access to the various institutes 
and leprosar1a m the_ country, but an annual credit of ten thousand gold dollars, to which will 
be added a contn'bution of th~ same_ amount offered by the Brazilian philanthropist whose 
name has so often been mentioned m the Health Committee - M. Guinle. The Committee 
will be glad to know: that Professor Nocht, Director of the Tropical Diseases Institute of 
Hamburg, has agreed to go to Brazil and give the Rio de Janeiro centre the benefit of his 
worldwide experience. 

B. REQUEST MADE BY THE BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT TO THE HEALTH ORGANISATION 
REGARDING THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST SYPHILIS. 

kin On September 6th, 1929, the Bulgari3:n Go~ernment addressed a letter to the Secretary-General 
~ulg~r the help of the Health Committee m the campaign against syphilis in certain parts of 

~ r~ts of the preliminary stuc;lies of the Health Section in October 1929, have been 
~bodied m the repo~ C.H.~37, subrrutted to the fifteenth session of the Health Committee. 

. report also C?ntams a list of the measures decided upon by the Bulgarian Government J!Mectwn of P~blic Heal~h, as wei~ Ge~eral Direction for the Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees) 
agrte~t With the Htgh_ CommiSsariat for the Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees. 

the fHallo~g taken
1
no_te of this report, the Health Committee, during its fifteenth session, adopted 

o wmg reso utron : 

• The Health Committee, 

: ~ng noted the report of the Health Section (document C.H.837); 

tl lla"·- ~nu_neruls the acceptance of the proposal made by the Bulgarian authorities for 
:.e CFJ ' uoratvm of the Health Or · · · · 

1 T. ,__ . . gamsatron m a campaign to be undertaken against endemic 
!yp 11 L<; preva""ut IS C(:rtam areas of Bulgaria; 

• 



" Is glad to note that the Commissariat of the League of Nations for the Settlement of 
Bulgarian Refugees is prepared to assume responsibility for the expenses involved in the 
preliminary enquiry, the training of the necessary personnel and the carrying out of the 
prophylactic campaign; 

" Invites its Commission of Experts on Syphilis and Cognate Subjects to afford all 
requisite technical assistance, including the placing of the services of an expert at the disposal 
of the Bulgarian authorities. " 

As a result of this resolution, Professor Jessner, Senior Assistant Director of the University 
Clinic for Skin and Venereal Diseases in Breslau, and Dr. Olsen of the Health Section, visited 
Bulgaria (March 31st to May roth). They placed themselves at the disposal of the Government 
and after consultation with the Public Health Authorities and Bulgarian experts in venereal 
diseases, visited the Department of Burgas. After their return to Sofia, they took part in several 
conferences with the Bulgarian authorities and qualified experts of the medical profession. 

At the request of the Bulgarian authorities, Professor J essner was delegated to act as Adviser 
to the Bulgarian Government in the initial stages of the epidemiological enquiry and of the 
establishment of the treatment centres, whilst the work was to be carried out under the direction 
of a Chief Medical Officer. Professor Jessner remained in Bulgaria from June 14th to August 
23rd, 1930. 

As a result of conferences between the authorities concerned and of Professor Jessner, the 
· following scheme for the carrying out of the programme was adopted, viz.: 

General Organisation. 

I. An expert, stationed at Burgas, to be entrusted with the supervision of the whole of 
the syphilis campaign in the department and, at the same time, to direct the Hospital Department 
for Venereal Diseases and the dispensaries in Burgas. 

2. In the districts of the Department of Burgas, the district physicians to be entrusted 
with the supervision of the treatment, the search for fresh cases and the education of the public. 

3· The physicians entrusted with local work in the " Sanitary communes " and the 
"sanitary rayons " will also be required to treat the cases in those neighbouring villages which 

are staffed only with "feldschers ". 
4· In those arrondissements, where the number of physicians is insufficient for the require

ments of the villages staffed only with " feldschers ", the district physician is to be provided with 
an assistant medical officer, who will perform the treatment in these villages. 

5. In Burgas two dispensaries for venereal diseases (one for men and the other for women) 
will be erected on the lines of a modified type of refugee house. 

The Hospital at Burgas will be provided with an Annex for detailed examination and treatment 
of venereal diseases; if necessary, new buildings will be erected to accomodate these cases. Thirty 
beds are to be provided. 

6. In Vassiliko, a dispensary will be erected on the same lines as at Burgas. 
In addition, the arrondissement of Vassiliko is to be provided with two mobile brigades, 

consisting of physicians and "feldschers ". 

Training of Staff. 

Special courses in the treatment of syphilis will be organised for the physicians of the 
Depart~ent of Burgas. There will be several successive courses, so that all the physicians of the 
department may be admitted in a fairly short time. 

Diagnosis. 

The serological examinations will be carried out in a central laboratory belonging to the 
Anti-Malarial Institute in Burgas. 

The Kahn method will mainly be employed; in doubtful cases, it will be supplemented by 
other methods. 

In doubtful cases, the departmental specialist in Burgas is to be consulted; to this end he 
will travel to the different arrondissements at certain fixed intervals. 

Treatment. 

The method of treatment will depend upon local conditions and will be carried out after 
consultation with the departmental specialist, the remedies to be employed being neo-salvarsan, 
myo-salvarsan, spirocid and bismuth. 

The treatment will be carried out in all cases where the diagnosis has given definite results, 
and only in these c.ases. . . . . . . . . 

The mobile bngades workmg m the arrondissement of Vassiliko will, m the mtervals of 
treatment, proceed to other villages not yet visited in order to carry out the examination of all 
their inhab1tants. 



The scheme has now been put into e.xecution: 
r. All the doctors have now received speci~ instruction and have been equipped with 

the apparatus and instruments required for therr work. 

2 • Dr. Schauloff, who collaborated with Dr. Jessner in the preparatory work, has been 
nominated as e:-:pert syphilologist. · . 

The assistant medical officers attached to the district physicians have been nommated. 
3· The two dispensaries at Burgas and the dispensary of Vassiliko are ready. 
4- The anne.x of the Hospital of Burgas! which is to be used for stationary treatment 

of venereal diseases, is in course of Q>nstruction. 

One of the two mobile brigades proposed for the Vassiliko district is now at work. Future 
e~:perience is to show whether a second brigade is necessary. 

C. ANTI-1\IAI.ARIA CAMPAIGN IN BULGARIA. 

The Director-General of the Bulgarian Health Service communicates to the Section a 
report regarding the systematic campaign which has been co~ducted for the last three ye~s 
by the Anti-Malaria Organisation of Petritch on the lines laid down by one of the Malaria 
Commission's experts, Professor N.H. ~'?LLENGREBEL, who h~ already pai_d t'Yo visits t? Bulgaria 
at the request of the Bulgarian authonties and of the League s Commissanat m Bulgana. 

In August 1930, Professor Swellengrebel made a further examination of the situation and of 
the results obtained. 

As the outcome of this further enquiry, the Bulgarian authorities hope to combine the 
application of anti-malaria measures and measures for rural assistance. 

D. CoLLABORATION WITH THE GREEK GOVERNMENT IN THE REORGANISATION 
OF ITS PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES. 

Progress is being made in the application of the plan adopted by the Greek Government 
for the sanitary reorganisation of the country. 

I. In accordance with the recommendation contained in the plan, the Under-Secretariat 
of State for Health has been attached to the Prime Minister's Office, and His Excellency Dr. Pappa 
is at present holding the ministerial appointment of Under:Secretary of State for Health. 

The Prime Minister, M. Venizelos, and Dr. Pappa have taken great pains to enlighten both 
Parliament and public opinion as to the details of the plan. An Act of Parliament and 
administrative decrees under its authority have been promulgated to give effect to the provisions 
of the plan, and the necessary credits have been voted. 

z. The post of Director-General of the Athens Centre has been filled by the appointment 
of Mr. Fallis, who acts at the same time as Secretary-General of the Under-Secretariat of State 
for Health. Thus, a permanent liaison has been secured between the present administrative 
sections of the Under-Secretariat of State for Health, with the detached sanitary services 
functioning in other Ministries, and the new technical services created under the plan, including 
the School of Hygiene . 

. 3- Our colleague, Dr. F. Norman White, has been appointed by the Greek Government 
Director_ of the Athens School and Professor of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, and the 
Secretariat of the League has seconded him for this purpose for a period of three years. 
It will be remembered that, under the plan, it is the duty of the Director of the school, as well 
as of the Professors of Malariology and of Saiiitary Engineering: 

(a) '1;'o_ ~e as technical advisers to the Central Sanitary Administration on the public 
health actmtJ_es ~d p~eventive measures being carried out in the regions to which the new 
plan of organrsahon will apply, and these regions will be utilised for the practical training 
of the students of the school; · 

(b) To report on such activities to the head of the Central Sanitary Administration. 

The plan provides that the Athens centre shall be composed of six divisions-namely: 
(a) Division of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, including the School of Hygiene· 
(b) Division of Malariology; ' 
(c) ~~~on of Sanitary Engineering; 
(d) DiVISion of Pharmacology and Biochemistry· 
(e) Division of Research; ' 
(/) Division of School Hygiene. 

_l!r. P3;~. ~ is th~ head responsible to the Under-Secretary of State for Health in exercise 
6f hiS admuu~trabve d1;1t~, ~ assumed, ~d~r the technical authority of the Director of the 
Schr...c.J, tl.e general admllllStratwn of these diVISions. 
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Dr. Marschall C. Balfour, member of the staff of the International Health Division of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, has been seconded by the Foundation to serve as Director of the Division 
of Malariology, by an arrangement concluded between the Greek Government and the Foundation. 
Under the same arrangement, the services of Mr. Daniel E. Wright have been made available 
by the Foundation as Director of the Division of Sanitary Engineering. The Foundation has 
provided the credits necessary for these two posts. 

Professor Joachimoglou, of the University of Athens, has been appointed Director of the 
Division of Pharmacology and Biochemistry, and Dr. Lampadarios Director of the Division 
of School Hygiene. · 

The functions of the Division of Research have, in accordance with the plan, been undertaken 
by the Hellenic Pasteur Institute, under Dr. Blanc. 

Several experienced Greek colleagues have been selected to fill vqrious positions in the technical 
services of the centre. 

4· · The Health Committee will be pleased to learn that the organisation of the Athens Centre, 
and, in particular, of the School of Hygiene, is now completed, and that the school will begin 
operations in November next. It is a matter of congratulation to all concerned that it has been 
possible in less than a year to acquire the necessary land, to transform existing buildings and to 
construct new pavilions as well as to obtain all the laboratory fittings and equipment necessary 
for the working of the school. 

5. The collaboration requested by the Greek Government from our Commission on Education 
in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, in regard to the preparation of a detailed memorandum on 
training, requirements for matriculation and final examinations, was commenced by a first exchange 
of views between the Director of the Athens School and the Chairman of the Commission, assisted 
by Directors of European Schools of Hygiene. These discussions, based on the study of a draft 
programme prepared by Dr. F. Norman White, will be terminated during the September session 
of the Health Committee, which will be attended both by Dr. Norman White and Mr. Pallis. 

6. Out of the large number of candidates who are expected to apply for the entry examination 
to the school in November next, twenty-four will be selected for admission, including several 
of the medical officers of health now engaged in actual work. 

7. Courses for the training of health visitors were given by the Hellenic Red Cross during rgzg, 
so that a small nucleus is now available for work in the regions of the application of the plan. 

A small number of public nurses is also available for work in the Health Centres, and in other 
institutions which are to take shape in these regions during the year I930-3I. 

8. The activities connected with transferring the present prefectural health organisation 
to the new organisation in the regions for the application of the plan have been commenced in 
the islands of Crete and Corfu, and in the autumn they will be extended to certain parts of the 
area administered by the Governor-General of Macedonia, and to the Prefecture of J annina. 
The survey of the Athens-Piraeus metropolitan area has been continued, and, in accordance with 
the arrangement arrived at with the Greek Government, the services of a municipal health officer 
will be placed at the disposal of the Government this autumn for a period of a few months for 
collaboration in the preparation of a definite plan of health services for the metropolitan area. 

g. A special, and fairly comprehensive, emergency organisation was set up by the 
Under-Secretary of State for Health, for the control of malaria in certain selected regions, even 
before the Athens Centre would begin operations. The Secretary of the Malaria Commission will 
visit certain of these areas very shortly, upon the invitation of the Under-Secretary of State, who 
is also anxious to consult the Health Committee upon the detailed application of the 
recommendations in regard to tuberculosis prevention (see Chapter V of the plan). 

ro. At the request of the Prime Minister, the Medical Director visited Athens in July for 
consultation in regard to the progress already made and contemplated in the application of the plan 

v. 

TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT OF COMMISSIONS. 

r. MALARIA COMMISSION. 

A. COURSES IN MAI.ARIOLOGY. 

The courses in malariology were held, for the fifth year, under the auspices of the Health 
Organisation: at the Institute of Tropical Medicine, Hamburg (June roth to July I 5th); at the 
Laboratory of Parasitology of the Faculty of Medicine, Paris (June 3rd to July I3th), and at the 
School of Malariology, Rome (July rst to 30th). 
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The course at the London School of Tropical Medicine was not held as there were not enough 
Engli.--h-speaking participants. . . . 

The participants were from the following countnes: Bulgaria, China, France an~ Fren_?h 
Colvnies, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Persia, Portugal, Roumama, Spa.1n, 
Yenezuela, YUcaoslavia. . . 

The Health Organisation awarded I4 scholarships. Field work was earned out as usual m 
Spain, YUcaosla'\ia and Italy. . 

During the courses, the Secretary of the Commission got int? touch ~t.h the Drre_?tors of !he 
Schools and spoke to the participants about the work of the Malana Co~ssron. The mformatron 
collected will be discussed at a meeting of Directors of Schools ~f Malanol~gy to be held ~t the 
beginning of October. Consideration will be given to the groupmg of partrcrpants according to 
the extent of their knowledge of the subject. . 

B. MEETING OF THE MA!.ARrA CoMMISSION AT ALGIERS (~Y 20th TO 2Ist, I930)• 

The Malaria Commission which met at Algiers dllring the Second International Malaria 
Con,aress. was attended by 25 'members and experts ~h~ were also attending the Congress. Two 
of them Professor LUTRARIO President of the Commission, and Professor W. A. P. ScH'OFFNER, 
submitt~ reports to the eoniress, one on the work of the Malaria Commission and the other on 
the visit to India. 

The Commission's agenda was as follows: 

I. Report on the study-tour in India. 
2. Secondary alkaloids and quinetums. 
3· Malaria in the deltas (Danube, Ebro, Po). 
4- Miscellaneous: 

(a) Letter from the Kina Bureau; 
(b) Study-tours; 
(c) Interchanges of malariologists from tropical countries; 
(d) New corresponding members, etc.; 
(e) Spread of malaria during recent years. 

I. Visit to India. -The report was submitted by Professor Schiiffner, President of the 
group. The tour, which lasted from August 23rd to December 28th, I929, included a study of 
~e epidemiological factors in the malaria problem in India and a study of the anti-malarial work 
carried out and the methods employed in that vast country. The Commission's itinerary had been 
arranged to enable members to obtain some idea of the various local problems, more particularly 
malaria in the towns; the periodicity of epidemic waves which sometimes assume menacing 
proportions in the Punjab; malaria in the Ganges delta (in Bengal)-another type of rural problem 
-and the problem of hyperendemic malaria in the hill country on the mountain spurs. 

The Commission had an opportunity of studying the anti-malarial methods employed in 
agricultural centres (in tea plantations in particular) and in various industrial settlements: railway
constrnction gangs and station staff; mines; big hydrotechnical works an.d other industrial agglom
erations, where protective measures are required for workers. The visit to the Laliore cantonments 
showed the value of proper mechanical means of protection, with a view to safeguarding this vast 
settlement, situated in the heart of an area exposed to epidemic waves of malaria. The towns of 
Delhi, Saharanpur, Lucknow, Bombay and Bangalore showed the results of measures based on 
excellent scientific investigations. The example of certain villages-Hsipaw, Lashio, Ennur, for 
example~howed the difficulties encountered in rural districts, difficulties which one might be 
tempted to think insurmountable. These reveal the scientific value of the researches of the 
Jlalaria Survey of India on the various aspects of the problem. To this same institution India 
owes her Jlalariologist School at. Kasauli, which provides instruction for the technical staff. The 
training of the auxiliary staff is carried on in the schools attached to the Provincial Health 
li~:;i:itures. The results of the anti-malaria campaign in those settlements where it has been 
unde_rta~ suggested to the Rapporteur recommendations for a general plan, though this would 
requrre b1gger grants than are at present given by the local district authorities or municipalities, 
the &JVernment having entrusted the latter with very heavy responsibilities in leaving them to 
find the mrmey for anti-malaria measures. 

The ~on felt that rural medical assistance and persistent propaganda demonstrating 
the eJW:..acy of q1_11nine would be useful to supplement anti-malaria work. Hence the recom
lllf:Jldatlfm that m India the rural Public Health Service should undertake cures and should 
thtlcl(Jre be, at the same time, a medical service. In the big cities, the success of the campaign 
d;;y;nrl....slargely on close co-operation with the public health authorities, Bangalore being a notable 
example. 

TI.oe_rev..rt on the study tour was carefully examined at a preliminary meeting of the Indian 
'7'ftlp With General J. D. GRAHAM, Public Health Commissioner with the Government of India, 
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and Colonel S. R. CHRISTOPHERS, Director of the Indian Central Research Institute and was then 
submitted to the Malaria Coffi!Illssion, which, after discussing it, passed the following resolution: 

" The Malaria Commission approves this report and decides to submit it to the Health 
Committee at its next session. " . 

2. Secondary Alkaloids and Quinetums. - Th,e Secretariat placed at the disposal of members 
of the Commission all the documents concerning the researches instituted by the Health Organisa
tion (documents C.H.fMalaria/84 and addenda and C.H./Malaria/I37). a great deal of information 
(documents C.H./Malaria/I39 and I44) on the therapeutic efficacy and the preventive action on 
relapsed cases of the various cinchona alkaloids and cinchona febrifuge, a summary of the work 
done in India (source: Major SINTON), document C.H./Malaria/I46 on the efficacy of cinchonine 
and cinchonidine in human malaria and bird malaria, document C.H./Malaria/I40: "The Therapeutic 
Value of Mixture of Plasmochin and Quinine" (by I. J. KuGLER and G. MER). Document 
C.H./Malaria/I42 (" Les quinetum~ et les alcalo'ides secondaires dans le traitement du paludisme ") 
summarises the therapeutic results obtained with alkaloids as the outcome of the researches 
instituted by the Health Organisation or carried out by a number of researchers. A critical 
analysis of these data led to the following conclusions: Quinine is superior to other secondary 
alkaloids in the treatment of malaria; the four principal alkaloids are of equal efficacy in the 
prevention of relapses; mixtures of alkaloids containing 6o to So per cent of crystallisable alkaloids 
are equal in efficacy to quinine. 

The discussion on the treatment and prevention of relapses embraced other remedies, in 
particular compound Plasmochin, Stovarsol and Quinio-stovarsol, the results being summed up in 
Resolution 2 of the meeting as follows: . 

" The Malaria Commission, 
"Having examined the latest reports on the properties of the secol'ldary alkaloids of 

quinine and quinetums, after discussing the data collected; 
" Considers the experimental documentary material collected up to date to be of real 

practical value and sufficiently copious and advanced to admit of reliable conclusions 
being drawn from it for the purposes of the anti-malaria campaign; 

" PJ;oposes, therefore, that a first report be published for the use of the Public Health 
Administrations concerned. 

"Considering, further, the fact that certain questions relating to the action of quinetums 
in the long run and their preparation and control are not yet finally elucidated, the Commission 
points out the advisability of continuing researches in these directions, in accordance with the 
programme approved at previous meetings and in co-operation with the Italian Government 
Quinine Factory. 

" The Commission recommends, further, that the Secretariat be asked to collect complete 
information on Plasmochin, Stovarsol and Quinio-stovarsol. 

" The Commission expresses its desire to be supplied, with the help of specialists, with 
accurate data - agricultural, technical and economic - which would enable it to reach a 
practical conclusion as to the cinchona alkaloid consumption to be recommended to the public. 

" The Commission notes the proposal of the Kina Bureau and proposes that the Health 
Committee should take a decision in the matter." 

3· Professor PrTTALUGA made a statement concerning the Ebro delta; the observations of 
Professor CANTACUZENE and Professor ZorrA were summarised in a second report (document C.H.f 
Malaria/I43). This material will be printed in three languages (Spanish, French, Italian) v.ith 
the help of the Rivista di Malariologia, the Spanish Review of Tropical Diseases, and the 
Roumanian ArcMves of Experimental Pathology. After the I930 and I93I study tours it will be 
possible to compare the results obtained up to date in the three deltas. 

The Malaria Commission expressed the desire to devote a special session to the examination 
and discussion of the problems of the deltas of the Danube, the Ebro and the Po, and to pursue 
these studies with reference to the work in the deltas of big rivers in general. 

4· New Members of the Malaria Commission. -The Commission, proposed to co-opt as 
corresponding members the experts and persons following: 

MAJOR J. A. SINTON, V.C., O.B.E., I.M.S., Director of the Malaria Survey of India, 
Kasauli; 

Major G. CovELL, I.M.S., Assistant-Director of the Malaria Survey of India, Kasauli; 
Dr. C. A. BENTLEY, Director of Public Health for Bengal, Calcutta; 
Dr. Senior WHITE, Chief Malariologist of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway; 
Professor Makoto KomzUMI, of the Faculty of Medicine at the Keio University, Tokio; 
Professor F. MUEHLENS, of the Institute of Tropical Diseases, Hamburg; 
Professor G. ZoTTA, Professor of Parasitology, Faculty of Medicine, Bucharest; 
Professor Edmond SERGENT, Institut Pasteur d'Algerie, Algiers; 
Dr. Marshall BALFOUR, Director of the Division of Malariology, Athens Centre; 
Dr. Maurice PELTIER, Professor of Social.Hygiene, Ecole d'application du Service de 

sante colonial, Marseilles; 
Surgeon Louis WILLIAMS, Chief of the Anti-Malaria Section, United States Public Health 

Service, Washington. 
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5. Sftdy-lt>tn'S.- The. discussions on the other points on the agenda resulted in the adoption 
of the following two resolutions: 

" The Malaria Commission, . 
" Realising once more the value of study-tours in malarial countn~; . . 
"Recommends that such tours should be continued in North Mnca, tropical Mnca and 

the Netherlands East Indies. " 

" The Malaria Commission, . . . . · t · al 
" Considering it highly important to co-ordinate the malru;ta mvestigatu;ms m ropi~ 

coUntries with the best anti-malaria methods applied on any considerable scale m the malanal 
countries visited up to date; . . 

" Recommends that a collective tour of malariologists from tropical countnes should 
be organised, and that a larger number of colonial do~ors intending to engage in l!-nti-malaria 
work should attend the malariology courses, organtsed by the League of Nations Health 
Organisation. " 

6. Research. -The Kuala Lumpur Institute sent to th~ Health: Organi~ation. a_ memorand~m 
by Richard Green, entitled " Observations on some factors infiuencmg the mfectiVIty of malanal 
gamete carriers A. nracfllatus in Malaya", and three other memoranda by the same author on ~he 
treatment of crescent carriers with compound Plasmochin, the treatment of quartan fever With 
Plasmochin and Dimeplasmin treatment. 

In connection with the problems investigated by the Malaria Commission, the Secretariat 
received the report by I. J. KuGLER and G. MER (document C.H.fMalaria/141) on the " Long-range 
dispersion of anopheles during the pre-hibernating period. " 

Of these various problems, one-the problem of treatment-has reached a stage which makes 
it possible to estimate the efficacy of alkaloid mixtures (quinehlms, cinchona febrifuge, P~nchina, 
Orineto, etc.) in the treatment of the disease and the prevention of relapses. The question no_w 
to be determined is whether it is feasible to standardise these products, so that they may contam 
the requisite maximum quantity of crystallisable alkaloids,including a limited percentage _of 
quinine, and whether the costs of preparing them would thereby be increased. 

The documents collected by the Commission during its study-tour reveal an under-consumption 
of quinine, a result of the obvious discrepancy between the enormous number of malaria cases and 
the world outpnt of quinine. It would be useful, therefore, to have information from malarial 
countries on the following points: The approximate number of malaria cases in the country; 
the annnal consumption of quinine during the past five years; the percentage of cases not treated 
owing to shortage of quinine; the actnal quantity of quinine required for the treatment of all cases; 
and the minimum ~nal consumption of_aquinine~that the individual malarial countries could 
guarantee over a period of 7 years. 

These data appear essentials as basis for the memorandum concerning the consumption of 
quinine and secondary alkaloids, to be prepared for the Health Committee in accordance with the 
resolution of the Malaria Commission (Resolution No. II, see page 20). 

2. LEPROSY COMMISSION. 

. ~ Secret_ary of the Commission concluded in September 1929 the enquiry entrusted to him 
In Lat~ Ame~ca. Members of the Health Committee have received his report on his mission 
to Latm ~enca (document C.H.8_33)- Between January and June 1930, the Secretary carried 
o!lt an enqmry on the Far East: India, Burma, the Federated Malay States and Straits Settlements, 
~etherlands East Indies Uava), Indo-China, the Philippines, China (Canton, Nankin, Hangchow, 
ShangJ:lal). Japan and Honolulu. Although this enquiry could not be carried out in a detailed 
form, ~ penmtted of C?nve~tions ~th representative leprologists, so that to-day the Leprosy 
Commission possesses direct informatiOn on all the leprosy countries except Mrica and Australia. 
The secretary regrets that he did not have time to stop at the Carville Leprosarium (United 
States). 

. The Health Co~ittee's acti<_>n· in the matter of Leprosy has undoubtedly arouSed keen 
mterest ":_nd approval m all countries and has everywhere met with ~nthusiastic support. 

. Special ~eports on the results of t~e enquiry and the lines on which the Leprosy Commission 
m~t work m future have been submitted to members of the Health Committee for the present 
ses,.,-m, 

_ The enquiry established the capital importance of chaulmoogra, the efficacy of this treatment 
Wng tt> a very la~ge extent the key to the world prophylaxis of leprosy. As regards prophylactic 
rnetbr><l.s, reprologiSts aPP_ea~ to belong to two schools of thought, if not to two separate camps: 
TIJJ"s.; who have ?JllY a limited confidence-sometimes very limited-in chaulmoogra treatment 
advocate the mamtenance of compulsory segregation, while those convinced of its efficacy are 
5~pporters of ~t has long been known as the out-treatment of leprosy. Happily despite this 
<liv<::rg~ ~ VJ.eWs, when faced with practical questions leprologists seem ready to a~ee on some 
H•n of ar.:tu.m. . 
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A striking proof of the interest ta~en in the Co~iss.ion's work is the desire to co-operate 
expressed by the Leonard Wood Memonal for the Eradication of Leprosy, resulting in a proposal 
for an international Conference to be organised jointly by the Health Committee and the Leonard 
Wood Memorial under the auspices of the League of Nations. 

The British Empire Leprosy Relief Association has signified its readiness to participate. 
. The Missions, noted for their medical as well as their social services-the American Mission 

to Lepers, the British Mission to Lepers, the Chinese Mission to Lepers-are anxious to do all 
that lies in their power to further the Commission's undertaking. 

Members of the Committee will appreciate the tribute paid by these various institutions to 
the prestige of the League and the Health Organisation. It will be remembered that the Conference, 
which was to have been held at Tokio at the end of March I930 on the invitation of the Japanese 
Government, had to be postponed, several members of the Commission having found it impossible 
to attend. 

The willing support of these institutions made it desirable to extend the scheme-which 
will still be a purely technical Conference under the auspices of the League-so that it might 
be really representative of the existing doctrines and methods of leprosy prophylaxis. 

Thanks very largely to the breadth of view and the liberal proposals put forward by the 
Leonard Wood Memorial, this international Conference, now being organised, promises to be 
most successful; it is hoped that it may meet at Manila in January I93I. Members of the Health 
Committee will receive a report on the plan of the Conference. 

3· JOINT COMMISSION ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH INSURANCE. 

No further meetings have been held either of the Commission or of its Sub-Commissions. 
The Sub-Commission on Social Medicine had proposed to organise a collective study tour 

in I930 in England and the Netherlands. 
The Joint Secretariat (International Labour Office-League of Nations) has prepared a 

draft report which can serve as a basis of discussion for the Sub-Commission on Tuberculosis. 

Tubermlosis. - The International Union against Tuberculosis held an international 
Conference from August rzth to I5th at Oslo, when Professor Leon BERNARD represented the 
Health Committee. The general report on tuberculosis mortality in Scandinavia, drawn up 
by Dr. OsTENFELD (Denmark), was submitted for discussion and approval to the two other 
investigators, Dr. HEITMANN (Norway) and Dr. NEANDER (Sweden). The three national reports 
were discussed at a meeting in September I929 at Copenhagen, when Dr. Ostenfeld was appointed 
Rapporteur for both the general and comparative work. 

BCG.- The question of BCG having been included for discussion in the agenda of the 
Oslo Conference, it was not necessary for the Health Organisation to convene a special Conference. 

Studies were carried out in different countries in accordance with the plans adopted by 
the Conference of Experts in October I928. The Secretariat has kept in touch with the biblio
graphy on the subject; it has also compiled statistics from the data collected by various 
research workers, at the latter's request. 

· 4· COMMISSION OF HEALTH EXPERTS ON INFANT WELFARE. 

A. INFANT MoRTALITY. 

Memorandum C.H.8zo, prepared by the Health Section, contains all information concerning 
the organisation, object and methods of the enquiry on infant mortality in seven European 
countries, together with data from the national reports, which will be published separately. 

One of the most important general results of the European enquiry was the distinction 
established between two big groups of facts: (r) still-birth and infant mortality during the first 
days of life; (z) digestive disturbances, acute infectious diseases and diseases of the respiratory 
system, accounting for later mortality. The deaths relate roughly to very early infancy and a 
somewhat later period. Syphilis appears to belong to the firstgroup. 

The enquiries failed to reveal the causes of premature births in a large percentage of cases; 
in all districts without exception the figures for unknown causes of death were very high in the 
case of still-births and mortality during the first days of life. In the second group, the retiology, 
prevention and treatment of diseases of the respiratory system still include problems for solution 
through joint work by pediatrists and health experts. Premature birth, still-birth and 
mortality during the first days of life all require scientific research and the assistance of 
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o~tricians and pediatristS. Generally speaking. close fiais~>n between. the var!ou~ authoriti.es 
and bodies concerned is essential, with a view to the adoption of medical, hygtemc and social 
measures for combating infant mortality. . . . . . 

The position as regards the .e.xtension _of th~ enqu~ to other countnes !-11 South Amenca IS 

dealt "ith in the present report, m connection With the _Lima Con~erence ~eld m July 1930. 
So important is the enquiry from the standpomt of soCial hygtene that four European 

Public Health Administrations-Czechoslovakia, Roumania, Spain and Yugoslavia-are 
preparing to e.\.-tend it to their territories. The methods a~d tecllnique employed in this enquiry 
"ill be the same as in the original seven European countnes. In order to reduce costs as far as 
possible it would be well if existing institutions could be utilised while diagnostic control would 
be en~ted to competent pediatrists and obstetricians. Preliminary arrangements have already 
been made for these new enquiries to be carried out in 1931. 

B. RESEARCHES ON DIPHTHERIA AND SCARLET FEVER. 

Researclles on the Dick and Schick reactions and on anti-diphtheritic and anti-scarlet fever 
vaccination are being continued in different countries. Notes on the progress of the work have 
already been received from Czechoslovakia, England, France, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands 
and Roumania. 

Following on a preliminary enquiry by Professor DEBRE and GORTER in several countries 
[m accordance with the decision adopted at the fourteenth session of the Health Committee), 
a consultation of experts was held in Paris from July 4th to 6th, 1929. 

The Conference, whicll was presided over by Professor MADsEN, adopted a common plan of 
study regarding inlmunisation against the two diseases, so that results may be readily comparable. 

The researclles are being carried out in Czeclloslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Great 
Britain, Hungary, the Netherlands, Roumania and Yugoslavia: 

The Health Organisation has already received information on the progress of the present 
experiments. · . 

S· PE&'\IANENT COMMISSION OF THE STANDARDISATION OF SERA, 
SEROLOGICAL REACTIONS AND BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS. 

The Health Committee, in a resolution approved by the Council at its fiftieth session (June 
xgzS), recommended that the work of the Permanent Commission on the Standardisation of Sera, 
Serological Reactions and Biological Products should be communicated officially to the various 
Governments, together with the relevant documents, in order that the appropriate official 
action might be taken. · 

Memoranda C.H.734 and C.H.832 give a survey of the work of the Commission since 1921. 
It has already resulted in the international standardisation of the following products·: 

I. SERA, BACTERIAL PRODUCTS AND PHARMACOLOGICAL PRODUCTS. 

Sera. a.fUl bacterial products: 

Anti-diphtheritic semm, 
Anti-tetanic semm, 
Anti-dysenteric semm. 

Phamuzcclogical f»'oducts: 

Insulin, digitalis, ouabain (strophanthus); 
Pituitary (posterior lobe); 
Arsenobenienes: 

Dioxydia~ino-arsen?~e ~ydr~chloride (syn.: salvarsan, arsphenamine, arseno
benzol, etc.), Its metallic denvabves (silver-salvarsan) and its sodium salts (sodium 
salvarsan); . . 

Dioxydiamino-arsenobenzene sulphoxylate of sodium (synonyms: Neosalvarsan, 
Neoarsph~mine; Novarsenobenzol, etc.); 

Neosilver-salvarsan; 
Sulpharsphenamine (synonym: Sulfarsenol). 

Document. C.H. 734 deals with pharmacological products ·and Memorandum C.H.832 with 
sera k~ ~} products. They contain fairly comprehensive information on the progress of the 
WCJr ~ its relation ~ pr?bleniS already solved and questions awaiting solution. 
mendat~ to communication to Governments, a large part of the result<; was embodied in recom
cA t wns f~a~ by several Stll;tes. In Germany, penmark and Great Britain, the majority 

be ~lOJ_l s reco.~mendabons have been put mto effect under Government supervision. 
In~':': ant~-dipht~ttlc and anti-tetanic sera are standardised by the National Serum Control 
Instlttrt.e, m France, stmllar measures are taken by the Pasteur Institute; in Greece, such measures 
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are applied at all events as regards the anti-diphtheritic serum; in Hungary and in Poland the 
State Hygiene Institutes (Budapest and Warsaw) apply the methods and standards recomme~ded 
by the Commission. 

In reply to its communication, the Health Section received replies from a number of 
Governments: · 

Egypt has not yet enforced standardisation, but any laboratories established with this 
object will certainly follow the Health Committee's recommendations. 

The Sudan receives all its products from abroad and has not itself applied standardisation. 
In Spain, the Technical Verification Institute, founded in 1927, employs the standards 

recommended by the Health Committee. · 
Haiti imports its sera and biological products from Germany, Spain, the United States 

and France. The Director of the National Public Health Services has informed his 
Government that he is adopting the standards recommended by the Health Committee. 

The Irish Free State intends shortly to bring in a Bill concerning standardisation. The 
Government will support the Health Committee's recommendations most energetically 
when the Bill comes before the Dail. 

Iceland receives all her sera from Copenhagen, and, in practice, follows the Health 
Committee's recommendations, as the Copenhagen State Institute is responsible for the 
standardisation of all sera in Denmark. As regards biological products, nothing has yet 
been decided. Iceland receives such products from private firms in other countries. 

Lithuania is engaged in the preparation of a new pharmacopreia which will embody 
the .methods of standardisation recommended by the Health Committee. The University 
has proposed setting up an institution to be responsible for standardisation work in general. 

Monaco imports all the products in question from the big French firms; the question of 
standardisation does not arise. 

In the Netherlands anti-diphtheritic and anti-tetanic sera are already being standardised 
in accordance with the Health Committee's suggestions. The question of anti-dysenteric 
serum is still under consideration and the international unit will probably be adopted. The 
recommendations concerning blood groups are already being applied. 

Turkey has adopted the international standard for anti-diphtheric serum. The 
standardisation of the other sera will follow shortly. 

Uruguay has ·adopted the recommendations in practice. 
Yugoslavia, by the J,.aw of January 31st, 1930, finally adopted sera standardisation, 

in conformity with the Health Committee's recommendations. The standardisation 
of biological products is at present being studied by a special Committee to which the question 
was referred by the Government. 

Colombia, Estonia, Mexico, Peru, the Dominican Republic, San Salvador arid Venezuela 
have said that they will forward their replies in due course. 

Iraq, Liechtenstein and Siam have acknowledged receipt of the communication. 

The State Serum Institute of Copenhagen and the National Institute for Medical Research 
of London have continued to act as central laboratories for the co-ordination of standardisation 
researches carried out in the different countries. They are also the centres for the distribution 
of standards to all the Governments and to private and State institutions. Last year, a large 
number of requests for standards was received by the Health Section, which duly complied 
with them. · 

2. DETERMINATION OF BLOOD GROUPS. 

The Laboratory Conference on Blood Groups was held at Paris from July 21st to 25th, 1930, 
at the Pasteur Institute. Eleven members took part in the laboratory tests-i.e., tests of increasing 
dilutions of twelve sera against homologous blood corpuscles. The results represented an advance 
on the tests carried out by the participants with the same sera in their respectve laboratories. 
It was not found possible, however, to arrive at perfect concordance between the results obtained 
by the different experimenters. 

The discussion covered the following points: 

I. How to achieve more Perfect Uniformity. -The Conference framed a questionnaire to be 
communicated to the different researchers; this will form a basis for a precise technique which will 
in future be recommended to all participants for the purpose of comparing results. Special 
attention was devoted to the deterioration of sera in transport. It was proposed that future 
research should include new standards of dried sera prepared by evaporation in vacuo and rabbit 
sera immunised against sheep's blood corpuscles (anti-sheep serum) in place of human serum B 
(anti-A). 

2. Nomenclature. - The Committee directed attention to the following resolution of the 
Frankfort Conference (April 25th, 1928) : 

" The Commission, 
" I. Learns with satisfaction that, on the initiative of the Health Organisation of the · 

League of Nations, the nomenclature proposed by VON DUNGERN and HIRSZFELD for the 
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classification of blood groups has been generally accepted, and recommends that this 
nomenclature shall be adopted for international use, as follows: 

"0 A B AB 

" To facilitate the change from the nomenclature hitherto employed, the following is 
su,_gge,-ted: • 

"Jansky . O(I) A(II) B(III) AB(IV) 
" Moss . . O(IV) A(II) B(III) AB(I) 

" II. Recommends the adoption of the following method of designating test sera: 

"Test-serum A (anti-B), 
"Test-serumB (anti-A)." 

The Conference believed that this object might be attained: 

(a) If each institute which supplied standar~ sera used solel;r t?is nomenclature; . 
(b) If the editors of scientific journals (medic~, legal, etc.) msisted upon t~e exclusive 

use of this nomenclature in all the works they rmght be called upon to publish. It was 
particularly desirable that all the more important weekly medical journals should also conform 
to this rule. 

The Conference recommended that the Permanent Standardisation Commission should arrange 
to have these resolutions communicated to the persons and bodies concerned. . 

The Conference further recommended, for historical reasons, that the blood-group reaction 
should be called by the name of the scientist who discovered it and should henceforth be described 
as the "Landsteiner Test". 

3· Study of Atypical Cases. - The Conference recommends that all members who may 
observe such cases should collect the data most carefully and forward samples of the sera to the 
other institutes for purposes of control. The results of all these experiments will be sent to the 
Permanent Standardisation Commission which will communicate the documents to all the 
researchers specially interested in the question. 

4- Accidents due to Transfusion. - The Conference recommends a detailed study of all 
accidents and disturbances consequent on blood transfusion. It framed a questionnaire for the 
purposes of this study and recommended that its members and other experts should forward their 
results to the Permanent Standardisation Commission, which will communicate them to all the 
investigators concerned. 

5. DotiOI's. - The Conference requested the Permanent Standardisation Commission to 
collect all possible information on the methods employed in the various countries for obtaining 
donors. 

6. Records. - In view of the scientific importance of researches on blood groups, the 
Conference urged all researchers in the matter to preserve the records of their experiments as 
carefully as possible. 

6. COMMISSION OF EXPERTS ON SYPHILIS AND COGNATE SUBJECTS. 

A. ENQUIRY INTO THE TREATMENT OF SYPmLIS. 

~ retrospective enquiry into the treatment of syphilis, organised in Germany, Denmark, 
the Umted States, France and Great Britain, with the assistance of dermatological and anti
~~linics, is being conducted on co-ordinated lines by the following experts and their 

In Germany: Professor JADASSOHN (Breslau), and his former assistant, Professor 
MAlrrENSTEIN (Dresden). 

In Denmark: Professor RAScH (Rigshospital, Copenhagen), and his assistant, Professor 
l..oJmOLT. 

In the United States: Dr. Th. PARRAN, Junr., of the Washington Public Health Service, 
Chairman of the Scientific Committee of Research into Syphilis, Inc., of New York, 
to whom this work has been entrusted by Surgeon-General CUMMING and 
Dr. J. H. STOKES, of the University of Pennsylvania. 

In France: Professor L. QUEYRAT, President of the National French League against the 
Vener~ :J?anger, assisted by Professor J. PERONI. 

In Great Bntain_: Prof~~r L. W. HARRisoN, of the Ministry of Health, Director of the 
Dermatological Clinic of St. Thomas's Hospital. 

Most of the clinics whic~ were approached have replied. In February 1930, zo,ooo case 
r~~~had already been received and another xo,ooo were expected. In an enquiry of so far
r--.-...'6 a c~acter, the experts have had to overcome many difficulties in connection with the 
actual wording of the records, Wassermann reactions, lumbar punctures (see document C.H.854 
~annexes). It was found necessary to establish a uniform classification of the different methods 
o treatment and to define the results obtained in the different stages of the disease. A system of 
reoJnd::.r-:ls was prepared by Professor jADASSOHN and Professor MARTENSTEIN (document C.H.773 
a annexes). 
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In order to compare the results obtained up to the pr.,sent in the various countries a meeting 
of experts was held at Copenhagen during the International Congress on Venereal Di~ease Skin 
Diseases and Syphilis, from August 4th to 9th, I930. ' 

Professor MARTENSTEIN announced that he had 23,500 records available, of which 20 ooo were 
suitable for statistical purposes. Since, however, IS per cent were rather doubtful ~ regards 
certain points, it was decided, on Professor WESTERGAARDs' proposal, to study the two groups 
separately. The meeting also gave an opinion on certain details of classification and the final 
form in which the results should be submitted. 

As the number of cases of congenital syphilis and syphilis during pregnancy are too limited 
for statistical purposes and the treatment of these cases has been dealt with in the existing literature, 
the meeting decided not to include them in the present statistical enquiry. 

Colonel HARRISON submitted to the meeting a note on the new method of treatment which has 
given better immediate results than the one hitherto employed, and expressed the hope that the 
experts might be able to apply this new method. If, as is hoped, his results are confirmed, it should 
be very useful for the treatment of sailors and other cases for which it is difficult to apply the 
system of injections at short intervals. 

B. SERO-DIAGNOSIS OF SYPWLIS. 

The Health Organisation took advantage of the presence of a number of serological experts 
at the eighth International Congress on Venereal Disease, Skin Diseases and Syphilis (Copenhagen, 
Au~t I930), to carry out comparative tests with various new methods. 

Six investigators tested different flocculation methods and the Bordet-Wassermann reaction. 
The Kahn, Kline, Meinicke (micro-methods) and Muller (M. BR. 2) flocculation methods gave 
concordant results and a high degree of sensibility and specificity, as far as can be judged from the 
small number (26) of samples examined. In the discussion which followed, the experts thought it 
desirable to draw the attention of all the serologists and specialists in venereal disease of the 
countries represented at Copenhagen to the principles of the sero-diagnosis of syphilis, as laid down 
in the resolutions of the Second Laboratory Conference at Copenhagen in !928. 

They expressed the hope that the Health Organisation would take steps to bring these principles 
to the knowledge of the medical profession all over the world through the medium of the medical 
Press. 

At meetings of the Congress, Professor JADASSOHN and Professor MADsEN read monographs 
on the principles of sero-diagnosis and recent progress in the matter. 

7· COMMISSION ON TEACHING OF HYGIENE AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. 

A. PARIS MEETING (MAY 20TH TO 22ND, I930). 

The meeting of Directors of Schools of Public Hygiene, convened at Paris (Mayzoth to zznd, 
I930) at the League of Nations Office, followed on the meetings at Warsaw (I926), Budapest and 
Zagreb (I927). It was felt that the moment had come, after these preparatory meetings, to 
lay down a basic programme for schools of hygiene; the different items of the various programmes 
having been analysed and compared. That was indeed the request put forward by the President 
of the Commission on Education in Hygiene in memorandum C.H.759 (October I928). 

The purpose of the Paris meeting, like that of the earlier meetings, was to promote progress 
in public health and preventive medicine, and above all to determine whether certain g~n.eral 
principles could be established for the te~ching of hygi':ne in all countries.' even thou~h conditions 
may vary. The relations between publ.Ic h~~th officials .and the me~c~ pr?fess10n; between 
schools of hygiene on the one hand and uruver:>I!Ies and public he~th a~stratio.ns on the othe~; 
the importance of scientific research; the trammg of health officials, sarutary engmeers. and. their 
auxiliary staff; the importance of field work; the part to be played by schools of I?-ygtene ~the 
education of the masses-these various questions, already touched upon at the I?reV1ous mee~gs, 
were again discussed at the Paris meeting. The agenda also included the followmg two questiOns: 

I. Exchange of views regarding the present evolution of the work of schools of public 
hygiene and the conclusions to be drawn therefrom; 

2. Consideration of a plan for the creati?~ of a central .field health stati:on at N~g 
(in conformity with the request of the Mmistry of Hygtene of the Chinese National 
Government). 



. As a basis for its study of the first of these two questions, the meeting had before it a number 
of reports and mon<>t,oraphs: 

"The Teaching of Hygiene in the German Reich", by Professor C. PRAUSSNITZ; 
"The Present-day E~lution of Schools of Hygiene", by Professor J. PARISOT (of 

Nancy); · M di . " b s· Andr " The Work of the London School of Hygiene and Trop1cal e cme , y 1r ew 
BALFOUR and Professor W. JAMESON; 

" The Training of Public Health Personnel in Hungary ", by Professor B. J OHAN; 
" Note on the Budapest • Imp~ovement ' ~ourse f~r Medical Practitioners " (Hungarian 

Central Committee for the Perfectmg of Medical Studies), by Dr. E. DE GR6sz; 
"Information concerning the State School of Hygiene at Warsaw", by Dr. W. KACPRZAK; 
" The Praooue School of Social Service and the Role of the Czechoslovak State Institute 

of Public Hygiene in the Training of Public Health Personnel", by Dr. B. VASEK and 
DL H. PEI.c; . . 

"~tion and Work of Schools of Public Hygiene, more particularly m Yugoslavia", 
by Dr. A. STAMPAR. . 

The question of field work was disc~ed, after a st~ten;te~t ~y Professor. Ci;RANT (Pei~ing). 
Six months would seem to be the ideal, while three months trammg 1s the very mmliDum, proVIded, 
too, that it is entirely devoted to practical work. Conditions in the various countries _are so different 
that it is difficult to give any indication as to how field training should be orgarused. Whether 
the school should take charge of practical work in a district for which it is entirely responsible, 
or whether the student should be placed under the guidance of doctors who. are hygiene experts 
and of hygiene officials known to be experienced teachers and capable orgarusers. The examples 
of Yngslavia, Poland and Peiping were given special consideration. The meeting was of opinion 
that if field work is to be of any use it must constitute a course of practical training rather than 
teaching. 

Adopting Professor HoWELL's views, the meeting agreed that scientific research in schools . 
of hygiene was indispensable in creating an invigorating atmosphere and encouraging students · 
to do their best, and that scientific research had its place in schools of hygiene as well as in 
universities. 

In connection with the training of sanitary engineers and training for future medical health 
officers to be included in the regular programme of scl10ols under the heading of " Sanitary 
En,aineering ", after a statement by Dr. Norman WmTE, the present needs of Greece, and the 
methods adopted at the Polish scllool at Warsaw and the Budapest scllool were examined, 
the following conclusions being arrived at: there is a distinction between the powers and duties 
of hygiene experts proper and sanitary engineers. Sanitary engineers require a more extensive 
knowledge of certain special subjects (water systeJUS, drains, disposal of domestic refuse, malaria). 
Generally speaking, eacll branch should be taught as a corollary of the other; sanitary engineering 
should be represented at the school of hygiene by a sanitary engineer, while the school of hygiene 
should be represented at the school of sanitary engineering by a hygiene expert. 

These discussions were all preliminary to the franling of a general programme for the work 
and cnrriculum of schools of hygiene. Professor Howell urged that physiology should not be 
merely optional as a subject, considering its importance as applied to nutrition (scientific 
research and dietetics) and the influence of environment on the organism (atmospheric conditions-
radiations--muscular and mental fatigue). 

Social welfare needs should induce schools of hygiene to go beyond the mere training of 
sanitary staff. The extent of such work will depend on the progress and rate. of progress of 
civilisation and general education in any given country. For instance, in Yugoslavia the school 
of hygiene is tending to become not merely the centre but the generating force of all public 
health instruction, including instruction for teachers and the masses. One very important aspect 
is the question of educational films, a matter in which the Rome Institute of Educational 
~tography and ~ Health Organisation might usefully co-operate. The general conclusion 
anwed at by the meeting was that the school of hygiene should be a progressive institution 
adapted to the requirements of the particular country, and that it should be made a centre for 
public ~th educa~n in ~e ~de;;t se~e ~f the term, without, of course, allowing this to 
mterfere With the sp~t of SCientific _mvestiga~on to which_ it must always owe its real impetus . 

. The ~er~ c;liscussed ~rtai.J?. suggestions concernmg the establishment of a school of 
hy~ at Nanking, m confornno/ WJth the request addressed to the League of Nations by the · 
Chinese Government. The meeting adopted these recommendations. · 

The ~ organisation would be a central station responsible for all the technical services 
~ t;he ~finistry of H~th and for: (a) the establishment of experimental and investigating 
institutions; (b) practical field work demonstration; (c) the training of technical staff (see 
document C.H.f!76). 

B. DRESDEN MEETING UULY 14TH TO I8TH, 1930). 

11le second mt:eting of the Directors of Schools of Hygiene took place at Dresden from July 14th 
u. ~h, 1930, following on the Paris Conference (May zoth to zyd, 1930\. 
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The agenda included: 

I. Discussion of the report drawn up after the Paris meeting, more particularly the 
establishment of a minimum programme for schools of hygiene. 

2. The practical and theoretical instruction given to medical students regarding 
preventive and social medicine, which instruction should form the real basis of the future 
work of every physician and should also constitute the foundation of the teaching given in 
schools of hygiene. 

3· Supplementary instruction in preventive and social medicine for medical practitioners, 
sanita.x:y officers (medical officers and engineers), and auxiliary sanitary staff. 

I. Schcols of Hygiene. - The following conclusions were adopted: 

The necessity for establishing national schools of hygiene as autonomous institutions; 
The desirability of ensuring their close co-operation with the univers~ties; 
The need for original research work in order to . maintain the necessary scientific 

atmosphere. · 

The Conference drew up a minimum programme of instruction for health officials, to include 
the . basic sciences, elements of sociology, social services, social insurance, legislation and 
administration. 

The Conference is of opinion that: 

(a) Practical field work should constitute an e;ssential part of the prof.essional training 
of medical hygiene specialists; 

(b) This work ought to cover at least three months-i.e., a third of the total duration 
· of the studies; 

(c) It should consist as far as possible of actual participation in hygiene work and 
field research. 

The Committee strongly recommends the application in all countries of a law requiring 
candidates for municipal or Government public health posts to hold diplomas of the school 
of hygiene. 

Finally, the Co~ittee drew up rules for the administrative organisation of schools of hygiene. 

2. Theoretical and Practical Teaching of Hygiene to Medical Students under the Various 
Faculties. - After a discussion in which the principal speakers were Professor jAMESON and 
Professor PARISOT, the Conference adopted a series of conclusions: 

Introduction of the orientation towards preventive medicine and social hygiene in the 
teaching of medicine: 

(a) Teaching professors should on every occasion emphasise preventive methods in 
connection with their particular subjects, so that medical teaching as a whole may be 
permeated with the idea of prevention; 

(b) The student, having thus received a thorough preparatory training, should complete 
his studies by attending the final course given by a professor of hygiene. 

Curative medicine and preventive medicine should not be allowed to form two entirely 
separate groups. 

The student will serve a practical apprenticeship as a hygiene expert if he is obliged to take 
an active part in the various branches of dispensary and medical relief work, under the supervision 
of public health officials. 

Although examinations are less important than the actual training, the teaching of hygiene 
should be incorporated in examinations, while particular stress should be laid on the " preventive 
aspect " of each subject. 

3· Additional Training. - This is of two kinds: 

(a) Specialised training to prepare the student for particular work; 
(b) Periodical refresher or improvement courses, to keep officers informed of the latest 

progress in the science of applied public hygiene. 

This training is for three classes of attendance: 

(a) Medical practitioners, who must be catered for mainly from the point of view of 
social work, to supplement their university training in the matter of hygiene and social 
medicine; 

(b) Medical hygiene specialists wishing to perfect their professional knowledge; 
(c) A number of district medical officers who only devote part of their time to health 

work. 

The additional courses for public health officers and medical practitioners should be given 
regularly at frequent intervals; the teaching will be more successful if the courses arf' fairly long 
and if each includes only a limited number of participants. . 



Additional instruction should also be given to auxiliary_ and !echnical pu~l~c.health staff
for instance, inspectors of education, sanitary engineers, sanitary mspectors, ViSiting nurses and 
midwh-es. If the staff is still inadequately qualified-:-w~en, for exam~l~, the _develop_ment of the 
services has been more rapid than the recruiting of specialised staff-ad?itlon3;1 mstructlon becomes 
even more necessary, to ensure that the staff shall be fit to carry out Its duties. 

In order to encour:ige such persons to attend the courses they should, if circumstances permit, 
be given board and lOO.,aing and an allowance. · 

4- Proposals concerni"g Musemns of Hygie_t'e. - The Conference had an O:J?portunity at 
Dresden of visiting the Exhibition and laboratones of the German Museum of Hygiene (Deutsche 
Hvrienmt•ISellm). It formed a Sub-Commission to study in detail the organisation of museums 
in. ~nnection with all schools of hygiene in the various countries. One of the main points was to 
decide the minimum programme that a museum attached to a school of hygiene could be expected 
to carry out. The Conference asked the authorities of the German Museum to appoint one of its 
technical e.~ to assist the Sub-Commission. 

C. REPoRT BY PROFESSOR M!YAJIMA ON THE METHODS OF ATTRACTING TO THE SCHOOLS OF 

HYGIENE THE STUDENTS BEST QUALIFIED FOR PUBLIC HEALTH WORK. 

The report mentions the lower scale of salaries paid to medical officers in the health services, as 
compared with other branches of the medical profession, and the methods of obtaining a higher 
standard in order to attract candidates for these posts. Professor Miyajima's report suggests 
the adoption in the various countries of the Polish system of recruiting public health personnel 
whereby candidates are appointed on a provisional basis and then receive a complete training in a 
school of hygiene. 

The Conference referred the question to the Health Committee, the members of the Conference 
being requested to collect the necessary information as soon as possible (document C.H.88x). 

8. OPIUM COMMISSION. 

I. APPLICATION OF ARTICLES 8 AND IO OF TilE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM ·CONVENTION OF GENEVA. 

The Permanent Committee of the Office international d'hygiene publique examined, at its 
session of May 1930, the questions submitted to it by the Health Committee. Its decisions are 
published in a special document (C.H.892). 

2. REPORT ON TIIE WoRLD CoNSUMPTION OF OPIATES AND CocAINE. 

At the request of the Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and other 
Dangerous Drugs, the Health Section completed its previous report on the world consumption of 
opiates and cocaine (document O.C.III2) by means of data relating to the year 1929. 

VI. 

POSITION OF STUDIES AND ENQUIRIES. 

I. WELFARE OF THE BLIND. 

Following _Sir Georg~ BucHANAN's proposal which was approved at the eleventh session of the 
Health_ ~tttee, a <;IT~ letter was sent out to the health administrations of fifty-six 
wu~n_es. With a questwnnarre on the measures adopted for the welfare of the blind; At the 
beginning of 1929, twenty-seven countries had sent their replies, on the basis of which a report 
w~ }'!"~~ (~ber 1929) as a result of very close co-operation between Mr. F. R. Lovett, of the 
BntiSh lluu.:;try cA Health, Mr. G. Hawley, of the Scottish Health Service, and the Social Insurance 
and Disabled Soldiers Service of the International Labour Office. 
• The ~st JYdl't of the report is an analysis of the subject; the second, in the form of an annex, 
li a e&Ilectwn of all the official data received. 
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Apart from the measures taken in various countries to protect persons already blind, informa
tion has been added concerning the causes and prophylaxis of blindness whenever such information 
was included in the replies. 

The social protection of the blind varies greatly in different countries: some link it up with 
the system of social insurance; others have special laws on the subject; in others, blind persons 
receive pensions as being incapacited for work; while in some cases they are left to the care of 
philanthropic associations or hospitals. 

Several members of the Executive Committee of the Preliminary Conference for the Welfare 
of the Blind, which met at Vienna in I929, requested the Secretariat of the League to outline for 
it a programme of work on· current problems. They propose to establish an International 
Centre for information and study. · 

An unofficial meeting took place at Geneva on May I4th and rJth, r930, at which were present 
delegates of the Executive Committee of the Vienna Preliminary Conference and certain members 
specially appointed by the League Secretariat and the International Labour Office. The discussion 
showed that, although the Health Organisation had undertaken the enquiry at the request of an 
interested Government, there was no reason why it should not provide the International Centre with 
all the technical information it might require, by communicating to it further replies received from 
Governments to the questionnaire on the blind, and other information from various sources. 
Reciprocally, the Health Organisation would be glad to receive any information from the Centre, 
as soon as the latter was established. · 

2. REPORT ON THE QUESTION OF TRACHOMA. 

On the basis of the replies received from fifty-seven countries and territories to the circular 
letter sent by the Secretariat to the health administrations of the countries in which trachoma 
is prevalent, a report was drawn up with the help of Dr. JITTA and Dr. LUTRARIO, two specially 
qualified members of the Health Committee. · 

According to the recommendation made by Dr. Jitta and Dr. Lutrario to the Health Committee, 
the report has been printed (see document C.H.822(r)), and communicated to the health 
administrations concerned and to the members of the International League for Combating 
Trachoma, which met for the first time at Geneva at the end of July I930. The two main objects 
of this League are as follows: (r) to study the results obtained during the last ten years in the 
etiology, prophylaxis and diagnosis oftrachoma as an international disease; (2) to co-operate with 
the International Health Organisations. · 

That the Health Committee approves the establishment of the new League is shown by the 
fact that it has mentioned it in its report and has asked the Council of the League of Nations to 
bring its formation to the knowledge of States Members, and requests the latter. to give their moral 
support to this charitable organisation, whose work can only become effective through international 
co-operation. 

In order to maintain contact with this institution, the Health Organisation had appointed 
Dr. Lutrario to be observer. 

3. QUESTION OF ALCOHOLISM. 

In accordance with a resolution of the Health Committee at its thirteenth session in 
October I928, the Medical Director asked the Health Administrations of Finland, Poland and 
Sweden-the countries whose delegations had recommended that the question of alcoholism should 
be taken up by the League of Nations-for suggestions as to the special points on which 
an international enquiry could best provide these three administrations with the information 
they required. The Director of the Swedish Medical Service replied by a memorandum which 
begins with the observation that the limitation imposed on the Health Committee by the Assembly 
makes the solution of the problem more difficult. The Swedish Administration points out that a 
number of enquiries proposed by a private meeting of specialists on questions of alcoholism at 
The Hague in January r929 do not come within the scope· of the Swedish Medical Service; and 
that the other proposals made at this meeting referring to purely medical questions, or questions 
of medical statistics are so vast that there must be some limitation at the outset. 

The Swedish Administration has undertaken a special enquiry to determine in what quantity 
the presence of alcohol in the blood or in a person's breath may justify the presumption that he 
is under the influence of alcohol. It will, if the Health Committee so desires, submit the results 
ofthis enquiry. . 

The Director of the Finnish Medical Service proposes that, in the event of an international 
enquiry into alcoholism, the Health Section should devote its attention to the four following 
points: 

(a) Statistics regarding causes of death; 
(b) Death certificates issued by doctors; 
(c) Case-record cards for use in hospitals; 
(d) The quality and quantity of alcoholic beverages consumed. 
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The report also recommends that if the enquiry is to be limited mainly to what are known 
as low-grade alcohols, the effects produced by alcoholic beverages should not be neglected, but 
studied simultaneously. · · · d · th. d 

The Finnish Health Administration thinks that the _various pomts _rrus~ m e memoran urn 
of The Ha,oue meeting could be studied in connection With the four pomts It suggests as bases for 

the international enquiry. · h F' · h Ad · · t t' The Polish Health Administration a,arees with the VIews of t e mms m1ms ra Ion. 
The replies received from. these health administrations have been communicated to the 

members of the Health Committee. · . . . 
The Medical Director has addressed a further letter to the health administrations concerned 

asking them: 
r. What, following on the studies the.se thre~ administrations ~ave conduct~d into 

the question of alcoholis~. :u-e th~ data· of. mternational character which they requrre and 
which the Health Organisation nught proVIde? · . . · 

z. Among the latter, which are the most urgent and call for most careful enqmry 

4· PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 

It seemed desirable to the Health Conunittee to have a comparative study of the experiments 
conducted in various centres of higher study with regard to: · 

. . 

(r) The choice of professors of physical education and their training; 
(2) The methods of physical instruction in schools of every kind; 
(3) The general opinion of hygienists regarding the pr.ograrnmes to be followed; 
(4) The results obtained in various countries, the difficulties encountered, and the 

advantages which would result from international co-operation. 

Two experts, Professor PiAsECKI (Director of the Higher Institute of Physical Education 
of the Facnlty of Medicine at Poznan), and Dr. Taku IWAHARA (Inspector of Physical Education 
in the Section of School Hygiene in the Ministry of Public Instruction at Tokio), each visited 
some of the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Sweden,. Switzerland, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, and Yugoslavia. 

Professor Piasecki has already submitted a preliminary comparative study of the physical 
education movement from the point of view of a possible co-ordination of research work on this 
subject. The most important chapters of his study refer to the following points: 

(r) The various international methods of physical education; 
(z) Centres for the training of specialists; scientific centres; 
(3) Problems which arise out of this enquiry; 
(4) Need for and possibility of international co-operation. 

This enquiry con~ludes that physical education, under medical supervision, should logically 
precede the preparatiOn for athletics, and that the plan of gymnastic exercises should be 
determined by: 

(r) The state of the nervous system; 
(2) Education in breathing; . 
(3) A graduated system, with a view to avoiding fatigue in the biological sense of the 

word. 

!'s regards the irrational application of gymnastics, the value of open-air sports and activities 
and_mter-school competitions, whether national or international, should be studied with a vie~ 
to ~nraging " record-hunting ", which leads to an overdoing of otherwise beneficia'! and esthetic 
exerCISes, and endangers their favourable effect on mind and body. 

.. .<1> The prepara~_ion ?f teaching staff, the definition of fundamental principles, and of a 
nununum standard which would be the srune in all schools. 

eorn!f:t!'~owing would seem to be the main questions that might be discussed by the Health 

(I) Scientific criticism of the various groups of exercises· · 
(2) The "hygiene of effort "; counter-indications preclucllng the exercises· 
(3) Draw _!Jacks and dangers, an_d pathological effects of excess in the matter ~f athletics; 
(4) Appomtm;ent ?f a Comrmttee on Physical Education, including physiologists 

experts and educationalists. · · · ' 

<?ne of the menibers of the Health Committee has undertaken to study the question of the 
appom~ment of ~ o~s as directors of athletics and the results already obtained in 
umversrty centres m which this system has been adopted. 
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ANNEX 4. 
C.H. 916. 

CREATION IN PARIS OF AN INTERNATIONAL CENTRE 
FOR ADVANCED HEALTH STUDIES. 

A. LETTER OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE HEALTH COMMITTEE 
TRANSMITTING THE RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL 

ON SEPTEMBER 24th, 1930. 

Geneva, September 25th, 1930. 

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of the resolution adopted by the Council 
of the League of Nations at its meeting on September 24th, 1930, on the proposal by the 
French Government concerning the creation in Paris under the auspices of the League of 
Nations of an International Centre for Advanced Health Studies. 

By this resolution the Council invited the " Health Committee and the competent services 
of the Secretariat to undertake a technical study of the project, on the basis of detailed 
information to be supplied by the French Government and of the observations contained in the 
report presented by the Rapporteur, and to submit to the Council the results of such study". 

A note from the competent services of the Secretariat will be communicated to the Health 
Committee during its next session. 

I have further the honour to inform you that the sixty-first session of the Council will 
probably end on or about October 4th, 1930. 

(Signed) J, AVENOL. 

B. TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL BY THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT. 

I. LETTER TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL. 

Paris, September Ji:h, 1930. 

For some years past, the Health Organisation of the League of Nations has rendered 
valuable assistance to the health services of numerous countries, by means of individual 
missions, collective study tours and international health courses. 

The entirely conclusive results of the experience thus acquired have revealed the utility 
of establishing close contact between the different nations in matters of hygiene, thus ensuring 
a constant interchange of ideas, methods and personnel, as well as facilitating the training 
of the senior health staff in each country by providing them with opportunities of keeping 
readily and promptly abreast of the progress achieved abroad. 

It is with this intention, and within the scope indicated in the memorandum attached 
to the present letter, that the French Government was led to contemplate the establishment 
in Paris of an International Centre for Advanced Health Studies, under the auspices of the 
League of Nations. . 

.Should the Council of the League of Nations share these views, the Government of the 
Republic will be glad to take up with the competent organs of the League the realisation 
of this proposal. 

(Signed) A. BRIAND. 

2. MEMORANDUM OF THE FRENCH GoVERNMENT. 
[Translation.] 

When the Health Organisation of the League of Nations was requested by a certain number 
of States to afford its technical assistance with a view to raising the standard of their public 
health services, one of the chief problems which it had to face was that of the training of 
health personnel. 

Experience has shown that in each country there must be, amongst those health officials 
who carry out the ordinary administrative work, senior officers entrusted with keeping abreast 
of the progress achieved abroad. The various countries, even those most advanced in the 
medical field, are at present at very different stages of evolution in regard to certain aspects 
of public health work, and it is often difficult in certain countries to give senior officials 
adequate training. The necessity has thus arisen for supplementing the national health training 
suitable to a given country by an international training designed to place readily and promptly 
at the disposal of all the experience acquired by individual countries, as well. as the latest 
contributions of science. 

• • • 
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It is in order to provide this international training that for several years past ~he ~~alth 
Committee of the League of Nations has been organising .c~llectiye study tours, md1v1dual 
missions, interchanges of personnel between the health adm1mstrabons, as well as courses and 
practical field work. . di al d d · · t t" 

The direct contacts thus obtained between the semor me c an a m1ms ra 1ve 
authorities of the different nations have proved of the greatest value. In the first place, th~re 
have been the immediate technical results; the participants have been enabl~d to acq~1re 
professional knowledge which it would have been difficult for them to obtam. otherw1se. 
They have conduced to a valuable interchange of ideas and methods b~ ~ow~ng of the 
comparison of conflicting conceptions. Finally, they have brought the admm1strat1ons of the 
different countries more closely together, creating a!!- a~mosphere of m'!tual.confidence and 
developing habits of co-operation, and thereby establishmg durable relatlonsh1ps. . . 

As it became more firmly established, so this co-operation proved of e~er-mcreasmg 
value and those concerned requested that the health .courses should be contmued, should 
be m~re numerous, and, finally, should be given permanency. . . . 

There ~us took·shape, in the public h~alth movement, amo~gst both admm1strat1ons 
and eminent authorities, the idea of the establishment of an Internatl~nal Centre .for Advanced 
Health Studies. · 

* * * 

There is already in existence a certain number ?f national schoo_ls of hygiene which have 
acquired justly a high reputation. But they are of mterest and serv1ce m3.1uly to students of 
the country concerned. If they attract foreign students, it is only. in sm~ numbers ~nd 
according to the moderate extent to which they offer the nucleus ?f an mternatwnal educa~10n. 
An international centre for advanced studies would not overlap Wlth the work of these national 
schools, but would supplement it on the international plane. A vas! field of action opens 
before the international centre, which surpasses that of national pubhc health. Apart from 
healili officials proper, it will attract biologists, administrators, medical and v_ital statist~cians, 
and sociologiSts, who will all find there subject-matter which it would be tedious and d1fficult 
to collect elsewhere. 

The teaching would be given with the constant endeavour to contrast the ideas, methods 
and institntions of tile different countries; A prominent place would be reserved for 
"comparative hygiene", a vast subject in which a special problem should be selected each 
year. Recent advances in science would be described in turn by the most qualified authorities 
of the various countries. 

Nor would this be a centre of purely theoretical instruction. Apart from the health 
courses, which are always useful for expounding particular subjects, the greatest attention 
would be given, not only to work at the technical lectures ("seminars"), which substitute for 
ilieoretical lessons active co-operation between teachers and students, but also to collective 
or individual study tours and local investigations. Special regions would be chosen in different 
countries as areas of practical training. 

* * * 
This brief survey of a very extensive programme is only intended to demonstrate that 

an international education in hygiene would not overlap with the work of national instruction. 
Its initiation responds to a need which has been felt keenly for some time past by all concerned, 
and the successes achieved in this field by the Health Organisation of the League of Nations 
have only served to emphasise this need. The entirely convincing results of this conclusive, 
if only partial, experiment demonstrated the necessity for extending its scope and making 
it systematic-that is, by establishing, in the place of passing contacts and sporadic conferences 
permanent relations, a?d by introducing an organised and generalised plan of training which 
would meet the pressmg needs of the modern health administration, resulting from the 
complexity of the proble1ns with which it is faced, the rapid strides of scientific progress, and 
the difficulties encountered in training its senior personnel. 

* * * 

It is_ in ?rder !O meet these nee?s that the French Government was led to contemplate 
the creatwn m Pans, unde~ the ausp1ces of the League of Nations, of an International Centre 
for Adv:a~ced Health St~dies. The nature and spirit of the instruction and the international 
composition of the teach_!llg _staff., as well as of the governing body, would clearly emphasise 
the c~racter ?f t~e new Institution._ It would represent, within the limited sphere of hygiene, 
a SpeCific application of the general Idea of international co-operation which is the true object 
of the League of Nations. 

I~ will be obvious that the approval of the French Parliament would be required for the 
estabhshm~t of the centre, but the French Government has no doubt of securing this apl?roval, 
as sr ...... m, as It could lay ~f~e Parlia!Dent a ~roject resulting from studies undertaken with the 
V....tgue s ~ealth OrgamsatJon. It IS for thiS study that the French Government is seeking 
the authrmty of the Council, for whose examination and approval the results of any such 
study wrmld duly be submitted. · · 
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C.H. 921(1). 

C. REPORT BY PROFESSOR LEON BERNARD 
' CHAIRMAN OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO EXAMINE THE 

FRENCH GOVERNMENT'S PROPOSAL. 

Geneva, September 29th, 1930. 

A .propos.al by ~he French Gov~rnment, accepted. in principle by the Council of the League 
of Nations, w1th a v1ew to the creation of an Internatwnal Centre of Advanced Health Studies 
at Paris, has been referred to the Health Committee. ' 

The French Government's letter and memorandum were communicated to the Health 
Committee, together with the report to the Council by the delegate of the Irish Free State 
and the Council's resolution worded as follows : ' 

" The Council accepts with real appreciation the French Government's generous 
proposal to create an International School for Advanced Health Studies in Paris, under 
the auspices of the League of Nations; 

" And, in accordance with the French Government's suggestion, invites the League's 
Health Organisation and the competent services of the Secretariat·: 

" To undertake a technical study of the project, on the basis of detailed information 
to be supplied by the French Government and of the observations contained in the report 
presented by the Rapporteur ; 

"And .to submit to the Council the results of such study." 

IR pursuance .of the Council's resolution, the Health Section and the Legal Section of the 
Secn'tariat have drawn up a draft organic statute for the Health Committee to submit to the 
Council after examination. 

Your Sub-Committee has proceeded to a preliminary study of this draft statute and 
submits it to you with the few amendments which it has thought advisable. 

As French member of the Health Committee, I am glad to note that the French 
Government's proposal is in the fullest agreement with, the objects and general meth.ods of 
our system of instruction and interchanges. 

The Health Committee will no doubt agree with your Sub-Committee that this creation 
of an International School of Advanced Health Studies will admirably supplement the meetings 
of the directors and teachers of national health schools, whose fruitful development I have 
outlined in another report. , 

You have before you the French Government's letter and memorandum and the draft 
organic statute of the proposed institution, as well as the draft letter of the French Government 
containing the undertakings of this Government. · 

These documents, in the first place, give an idea of the manner in which the French· 
Government conceives of this School ; and, in the second place, shows how its operation 
is provided for by a Statute based on those already in force in other international institutions 
of the same character created under the auspices of the League. 

On the basis of these documents, we propose to study first the technical organisation and 
then the administrative and financial organisation of the school 

TECHNICAL ORGANISATION. 

Within the general framework of. the ideas expressed in the French memorandum and in 
Article 2 of the draft statute, the Health Committee can easily determine more precisely the 
general plan of the organisation, instruction and proceedings of the school. 

Accordingly, the Sub-Committee submits to you the following plan, which at present 
can naturally be only of an extremely general character. 

It is logical to suppose that the plan which is finally adopted will also be open to subsequent 
improvements dictated by the experience acquired. ' 

I. Teaching Staff. 

Instruction will be given in French. 
The School will not offer any permanent chairs. . 
The teaching staff will each year consist of a certain number of French and foreign 

professors, the latter being chosen among those able to give their instruction in French. 
The professors will be chosen among the persons best qualified to deal with questions of 

public health and the sciences relative to health, belonging to countries which have acquired 
particular experience in hygiene and allied sciences, so as to represent the progress of health 
knowledge throughout the world. 

2. Students. 

The students will be derived from various sources : doctors and scientists specialising 
in a branch of hygiene, public health officials, administrators, future directors of national 
services or national schools of health. 

The students, whether French or foreigners, may receive scholarships granted by the 
League of Nations, Governments or various official or private institutions. 
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3· Guw·a/ Programme of Instmction. 

The School will give theoretical instruction and practical instruction. 
The theoretical instruction will consist not only of courses or lectures, but to a large 

e~-tent of " technical conferences " or " seminars ". 
Practical instruction will consist in study tours and technical investigations on the spot, 

whether collective or individual, in France and abroad. 
In order to provide the School with the practical 'York best adapted to the _progr:'-mme 

of instruction, demonstration grounds will be chosen m Fra~ce and. abroa~. e1ther m t;he 
countries which are most advanced from the public health pomt of v1ew or m the countnes 
which need new institutions. 

The programme of instruction will include, in addition to a general basic programme, 
advanced technical studies on particular subjects. . 

The theoretical programme will be divided into three principal branches : 
A. Comparative general hygiene. This includes instruction in the different 

branches of hygiene conceived, not in ~n elementary. and descri~tive_ manner, bu~ on. the 
higher plane of general principles, Wlth a companson of the1r different applicatiOns 
according to the countries. This will constitute the general basic programme ; . 

· B. Outline of the fresh knowledge acquired in the sphere of health and of the sciences 
relating to health ; 

C. Organs and methods of international health co-operation. 
We shall now give a few more precise indications regarding each of these points : 

A. Cumparative General Hygiene. 

Comparative general hygiene, taught as we have just said, with the constant preoccupation 
of comparing the ideas, methods and institutions of the _different countries, constitutes a 
complete cycle. The principal chapters would be more or less as follows : 

General organisation : economic, political and social bases of hygiene ; 
Public health in its different forms ; 
Social hygiene ; 
Rural hygiene ; 
Hygiene of labour and industrial hygiene ; 
Medical assistance and hospitals ; 
Housing ; town planning ; 
Hygiene of ports and navigation; quarantine; 
Sanitary technique, sanitary engineering ; 

. Laboratories and their relation with public health ; 
Health education of the people. 

B. Fresh Knowledge acquired in the Sphere of Health and of.the Sciences relating to Health. 

Throl!gh this extremely importa~t part of its programme, the School will be a permanent 
centre of rmprovement and an instrument of progress for senior health officers. 

In ~ddition t? physics, chemistry a~d biology, am<;mg the sciences relating to health may 
be men?oned socrology and ethnographical geography m so far as they. come within the scope 
of public health, and legislation and administration in so fax: as they contribute to what may 
be called national and international health law. · 
. . ~ere are a cet:fain n~mber _of questions closely affecting the physical and moral life of 
m?lVl?uals ~d nations Wlth which the School I?ust deal in a social and, at the same time, 
soentific. spmt, such .as movements of populabon, races, sexual life, conditions of labour, 
all of which are questions of great public interest. 

Great prominence will be given to new questions or questions of immediate interest 
such as : ' 

General epidemiology ; 
Statistics ; 
Biological sciences : 

Physiology; 
Bacteriology ; 
Immunology and serology · 
Parasitology ; ' 

Social aspect of diseases ; 
Tropical diseases; 
Phy~ology and hygiene of physical education · 
PhySiology and hygiene of nutrition. ' 

. As an example ?f new questions to be dealt with in the lectures and seminars at the present tune we may menhon : · 

New methods of immunisation · 
Sleeping-sickness ; . ' · 
The progress of research work on yellow fever · 
Chemicotherapy of leprosy; ' 
nH.e _movements ?f population iJ?- countries of colonisation and immigration· 

ygu.::ne of marnage and eugemcs. · ' 
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C. International Health Co-operation. 

The pro~ess of public health throughout the world ; 
International health conferences and conventions; 
The health .work of the League of Nations; 
The Office mt~rnational d'Hygiene publique; 
The work of mternational private associations in matters of hygiene. 

The practical part will. include work in health services or institutions and visits in 
accordance with the methods adopted for interchanges. ' ' 

4· Number and Duratif]n of the Courses. 

Two k!nds of courses may be given at the School-a general course consisting principally 
of the baste programme, and special courses organised for particular requirements. The 
general course will last six months and will be divided into two parts : the theoretical part, 
including lessons, .lectures, technical discussions (seminars), will last about three months; 
the part including field work, practical work in health services or institutions and study tours 
will occupy the remainder of the time. · 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION. 

The International School of Advanced Health Studies, as conceived by the French 
Government in its proposa). and memorandum, is an instrument of work and instruction 
placed at the disposal of the League of Nations without the latter assuming any legal 
responsibility; but it is necessary that the League of Nations, under whose auspices the School 
will work, should exercise supervision over its operation. An endeavour had therefore to be 
made to find the formula of a link sufficiently elastic to preserve both elements in the new 
institution. 

This formula is represented by the draft organic statute submitted to you. The statute, 
in fact, gives the Health Committee all guarantees in this respect, as the Governing Body 
of the School will consist, in fact, of the members of the Committee. The supervision of the 
administrative and financial management, the working and technical efficiency of the School, 
will therefore be in the hands of the Health Committee through the operation of the legal 
formula imposed by the traditions of the League of Nations. 

The French Government undertakes all the financialobligationsinvolvedin the installation, 
maintenance and working of the School; the League of Nations is free from any obligation 
in this respect. Nevertheless, by the normal awarding of fellowships in accordance with the 
usual practice of its Health Organisation, it may contribute l.n a certain extent to the resources 
of the School. · 

The students will have to pay tuition fees, which may be covered by scholarships. Finally, 
there is reason to hope that the services which will be rendered by the School to the League 
of Nations will attract gifts and subsidies which will increase its resources. 

These are the main principles which we are able to recommend for the working of the 
International School of Advanced Health Studies. Obviously, the first duty of the Governing 
Body will be to draw up internal regulations, in order to determine details which it would be 
quite premature to consider at the present time. In the first place, the duties of the Director 
and of the Committee of Directors will have to be determined as regards their relations tq 
each other and to the Governing Body. The legitimate prerogatives of.the Health Committee, 
in drawing up these rules, will not be neglected, since, as already stated, its members constitute 
the Governing Body. It will be enabled, by clauses in the internal regulations; to determine 
the programmes and the selection of the professors and students. In short, the Health 
Committee will have the supervision over the general working of the School in its own hands, 
and it cannot but be grateful for the generosity with which the French Government has given 
it this authority. · ~ 

The French Government, however, reserves the right to approve the choice of the Director, 
who must be of French nationality ; to appoint a member of the Managing C1>mmittee, which 
will, moreover, be presided over by a French member of the Governing Body; to receive an 
annual technical, administrative and financial report on the work of the School, which report 
will, in accordance with the regulations, no doubt be communicated to Parliament, in order 
to justify the grant it has generously voted. -

Finally, three observations occur to us. 
In the first place, it is. necessary to emphasise the international character, in the full 

meaning of the term, which the School will enjoy ; the composition of its Governing Body 
and of its professorial staff, the method of selecting pupils and its system of instruction all 
bear witness to this. This institution, created under the auspices of the League of Nations, 
will be animated by a spirit strictly in harmony wit~ th~t of.the League. . 

Secondly, it should be noted that the plan descnbed m thts report can only be earned out 
when the French Government has obtained the approval of Parliament. 

But, without awaiting this ratification, which we all desire, you will no doubt agree with 
your Sub-Committee that the Health Committee, in transmitting to the Council the report 
requested, can only associate itself with the expressions of g:ratitude w~ich have already b~en 
conveyed by the Council to the French Government, for placmg at the dtsposal. of our tec~~cal 
organisation an independent instrument for carrying on our work and extendmg our activ1ty, 
the value of which will, we hope, be proved in the future. · · 
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Appendix. 

!.ETTER FRO~ THE F~ENCH GOVERNMENT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE 
LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

The Council of the League of Nations having accepted in prin~iple, on September 24th, 
IQJO, the proposal of the French Government to create an International School.of Advanced 
Health Studies I have the honour to confirm that the Government of the Repubh~ undertakes 
to establish a~d maintain, under the conditions mentioned below, an Intern.attonal School 
of Advanced Health Studies to be placed at the disposal of the League of Nations. The seat 
of this centre shall be at Paris. · 

1 . The object of the School shall be to supplement the system of interchange and com·~es 
of study of the League of Nations in the do!"ain of health ~y ~eans of a permane~t teach!ng 
institution under the auspices of the League s Health Orgamsation .: .to extend the ms!ructton 
of national schools of hygiene by interna~onal ~ost-gra~uate tra1mng, b~th theoretic~ and 
practical ; and, in addition, by means of mstruc.tlon d~stmed to p~epare d1rectors of n:;t~nal 
schools or of national health services of countnes wh1ch may des1re to make use of 1t, to 
provide facilities for study and post-graduate training for hygienists, administrators and 
sanitary personnel. 

2. The International School of Advanced Health Studies shall be lldministered by a 
Governing Body composed of active members of the Health Committee of the League of 
Nations sitting in a private capacity. . . 

Members of the Governing Body shall no longer act m that capac1ty when they cease to 
be members of the Health Committee. The President of the Health Committee shall be 
ex officio President of the Governing Body, acting in a private capacity. 

3· The Government of the French Republic shall take the nec~sary measures to secure 
recognition of the International School of Advanced Health Stud1es as an autonomous 
foundation possessing legal personality. · 

4· The cost of installing the International School of Advanced Health Studies shall 
be borne by the French Government, which shall provide, in particular, the necessary buildings 
to enable the School to function. · 

The expenses entailed in the installing, working and maintenance of the School 
of Advanced Health Studies shall be met out of an inclusive annual subsidy which the French 
Government, subject to Parliamentary approval, proposes to fix.at a million French francs. 

The School shall be entitled, by virtue of the decisions taken by the Governing Body, to 
accept donations, legacies and subventions from Governments, institutions or private persons. 

5· . The International School of Advanced Health Studies shall be responsible for its 
own working. 

Neither the League of Nations nor the French State shall incur any responsibility, civil, 
financial or otherwise, in respect of the working or administration of the International School 
of Advanced Health Studies. As far as the League of Nations is concerned, it does not incur 
any financial responsibility on account of the International School of Advanced Health Studies. 

6. The Government of the French Republic reserves the right to propose for acceptance 
by the Council of the League of Nations, and declares itself prepared to consider in case of 
need at the request of the Council, any modifications in the present conditions which experience 
may show to be desirable. · 

7· The Government of the French Republic gives the present undertaking for a term 
of seven years. 

It shall remain in force for further terms of seven years, unless either the Government 
of the French Republic or the League of Nations has notified its intention of making it 
inoperative at least two years before the expiration of any such term. 

8. The present unde~aking is given by the Government of the French Republic subject 
to ~he approval of the legiSlature, and shall not become final until such approval has been 
notified to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

[Signature.] 

0RGAXIC STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ScHOOL OF ADVANCED HEALTH STUDIES. 

Article 1. 

An In~~tional School of A~vanced He3:Ith Studies, to be placed at the disposal of the 
~ue cA :Satlo~, shall be establ!shed at Pans by the Government of the French Republic, 
1~ ~dance w1th the terms of 1ts letter to the President of the Council of the League of 
~atwns, dated ..• 

Article 2. 

The object of the School shall be to supplement the system of interchanges and courses 
of study of the ~ue.of Nations in the domain of health by a permanent teaching institution 
un&::r ~he au.~p_!Ce5 of 1~s Health Organi~ation ; to extend the instruction of national schools 
uf l.ygu:ne by mtf;Tnatl(Jnal post-graduate training, both theoretical and practical ; and, in 
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addition, by means of instruction destined to prepare directors of national schools or of national 
health services of countries which may desire to make use of it, to provide facilities for study 
and post-graduate training for hygienists, administrators and sanitary personnel. 

Article 3. 
The organs of the International School of Advanced Health Studies shall be : 

(I} The Governing Body ; 
(2) . The Committee of Directors; 
(3) The Director. 

Article 4· 
· The Governing Body shall be composed of active members of the Health Committee of 

the League of Nations, acting in a private capacity. Members of the Governing Body shall no 
longer act in that capacity when they cease to be members of the Health Committee. The 
~reside~t of the H~alth Committee shall be ex-officio President of the Governing Body, acting 
m a pnvate capac1ty. 

Article 5. 
The Committee of Directors shall comprise seven members, acting in their personal 

capacity. Six of these members shall be nominated by the Governing Body and one by the 
French Government. A French member of the Governing Body shall preside over the Committee 
of Directors. 

The functions of the Committee of Directors, as well as the term of office of its members, 
shall be determined by the Governing Body, in accordance with the terms of the present 
Statute. · 

Article 6. 
The Director of the International School of Advanced Health Studies shall be present 

in an advisory capacity at the meetings of the Governing Body and of the Committee of 
Directors. 

Article 7. 
The Medical Director of the Health Section of the Secretariat of the League of Nations 

shall be ex officio Secretary of the Governing Body and of the Committee of Directors. 

Article 8. 

The work of the School shall be carried out by a salaried staff comprising : 
A Director of French nationality, appointed by the Governing Body with the approval 

of the French Government, and whose duties shall be defined by the Governing Body ; higher 
officials appointed by the Committee of Directors ; minor officials and employees by the 
Director. 

The Governing Body shall draw up a Statute regulating the status of the personnel. 

Article 9· 
In legal proceedings and in all matters of civil law the International School of Advanced 

Health Studies shall be represented by the President, or, should the latter be prevented from 
acting, by the Vice-President of the Governing Body. 

This body may, however, delegate to the Director the whole or part of the powers 
appertaining to its President, under the terms· of the present article. 

Article IO. 

The Governing Body shall, on the proposal of the Committee of Directors, draw up an 
annual budget of the School, within the limits of the subsidy granted by the French Government 
with the possible addition of funds from other sources, and shall approve the statement of 
expenditure. 

Article II. 

In accordance with the terms of the present Statute, all provisions governing the 
administration and work of the School shall be determined by the Governing Body by internal 
regulations, which shall define, in particular, the powers of the Committee of Directors. 

The School shall enjoy diplomatic privileges and immunities. 
The Governing Body shall determine, by a decision approved by the French Government, 

the classes of the personnel of the School who are to enjoy such diplomatic privileges and 
immunities. 

Article I2. 

The regulations relating to the financial administration of the School shall be prescribed 
by the Governing Body, on the propo~al of the _Committe~ of Direct~rs. . . . 

The Governing Body shall prescnbe financ1al regulations regardmg the admm1strabon 
of the finance of the School ; in particular, the budget, the appropriation and use of the funds, 
investment of capital, accountancy and supervision. 

Article 13. 
A report on· the work of the School shall be forwarded each year by the Governing Bo?y 

to the Council of the League of Nations and to the Government of the French Repubhc. 
It shall be communicated to all Members of the League of Nations. 

[Sig11ature.] 
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ANNEX 5. 
C.H. 917. 

PROPOS.-\L BY THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT THAT 
.-\ El'ROPE..-\~ CO~FERENCE ON RURAL HYGIENE BE CONVENED . 

. \. LETTER OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL FORWARDING TO THE HEALTH 
co:miiTTEE THE RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL 

ON SEPTEMBER 24th, 1930. 

Geneva, September 25th, 1930. 

I have the honour to inform you that the Council of the League of Nations, at its meeting 
on September 24th, 1930, adopted the attached resolution with reg_ard to the proposal of 
the Spanish Government that a European ~onference on Rural Hyg~.e~e.}'e conve~ed. 

In accepting the proposal of the Sparush Gov~ynment, th~ Council referred 1t to the 
Health Committee for technical study and report before fixmg a date for the proposed 

C.onf~: the honour to inform you that the sixty-first Session of the Council will probably 
end on or or about October 4th next. 

(Signed) AVENOL. 

C.543·193o.IIL 

B. TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL BY THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT. 

Geneva, September 16th, 1930. 
[T raJJSlati~n~.] 

His Majesty's Government has become convinced of the benefits which would result 
at the present time from a technical international study of problems of hygiene in rural 
db--tricts.. 

Every State will appreciate the advantages of a general study of rural hygiene, considered 
as one of the most important factors in the reconstruction of agricultural areas in Europe, 
and His Yajesty's Government believes that the League of Nations is best qualified to carry 
through this important undertaking by convening at Geneva for this purpose a conference 
of representatives of European States. _ 

The previous work of the League's Health Organisation bearing directly or indirectly 
on agricultural questions, as well as the effective assistance afforded by that qrganisation to 
the Health Conference of 1922, are a sure guarantee of the forethought and care which it 
would give to the preparation of the International Conference in order to ensure valuable 
results. 

In vie'lll" of the universally recognised competence of the International Institute of 
Agriculture in problems relating to agriculture, it should obviously be associated with the 
work of the Conference, to which its long experience and the important information in its 
poo<..se<-Sion may be of great assistance. 

His llajesty's Govermnent therefore believes it would be extremely useful for the Health 
Organisation to secure the co-operation of the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome. 
"_ I should 1?e grateful if you would be good enough to take the necessary steps to place this 
proposal of His llajesty's Government on the agenda of the sixty-first session of the Council 
of the League of Xations. 

I shall hold myself at the disposal of the Council for any further information which may 
be required. 

(Signed) QUINONES DE LEON. 

C;H.926. 

C. REPORT BY PROFESSOR PITTALUGA, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE 
FOR THE STI:DY OF THE PROPOSAL SUBMITTED 

BY THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT. 

" '!!•e Council ado,Pted and transmitted to th~ Health Committee for examination the 
.-JH.tr~~:,b Gr,vernment s proposal for the convemng of a European Conference on Rural 
Hy~11m~. n,, ~ealt~ Committ~ took note of the documents relating to the question, in 
~rtiClllar the 5<-...::r<:tary-General s letter of September 25th 1930, with its annexes and 
"'-•Y~ }f<:rnrJrandum C.H.912. ' 
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On the basis of these data, the Health Committee set up a special Committee over which 
I have the honour to preside, to study the question and prepare a programme. ' 

The Committee has examined this proposal with the greatest interest and I now submit 
the conclusions which it proposes should be adopted. ' 

* * * 
The Health Committee will be glad to note that the Spanish Government's proposal, 

which is the outcome of the meeting at Warsaw in 1922 and of the experience gained during 
the last few years, is in agreement with the principles by which part of the work of the Health 
Organisation has been governed. In particular, we would recall the collective tours organised 
in certain European countries with a view to the study and improvement of the conditions 
of rural life. In accordance with the report by the Irish representative, the Council acceded 
to the Spanish Government's proposal.· It is acquainted with the work of the Health 
Organisation in this field and with the importance of the problem of rural hygiene which has 
been brought out as a result of our systematic and technical observations and by the 
demographic study of the various national public health centres. In agricultural countries 
in which medical assistance in rural districts has already been provided on a large scale-such 
as Spain, where there is approximately one doctor per thousand inhabitants-there are still 
serious defects and lacunre in the organisation of rural hygiene. The difficulty of remedying 
this situation, notwithstanding the zeal and competence of the doctors, is obvious. It is 
necessary· to have recourse to other means by completely changing the methods of constructing 
rural dwellings, introducing improved systems for the supply of drinking water, improving 
the land from the hydrographic and agricultural point of view by means of close and continuous 
co-operation between engineers and biologists, and by adapting medical assistance to rural 
needs, etc. 

It is obviously impossible to enumerate in this report the various questions included in 
the vast problem of rural hygiene. It is our duty, however, in accordance with the instructions 
given us by the Council, to decide upon certain points which might be exhaustively dealt 
with at the Conference,.the programme of which we have been requested to draw up. 

The Committee is of opinion-and it hopes that the Health Committee will share this 
view-that this programme should be strictly limited, and that the questions on the agenda 
should be very clearly defined. In submitting its proposal, the Spanish Government expressed 
the desire that the Conference should reach practical conclusions and recommendations. 
If this result is to be obtained, several factors must be taken into· account. In the first place, 
the problems to be discussed must be clearly stated and limited in number; secondly, ample 
information must be placed at the disposal of the Rapporteurs and members of the Conference ; 
thirdly, the various delegates and members of the Conference must be technically competent. 
They must have a practical knowledge of the actual conditions of rural life in all its aspects 
in their respective countries and of the manner in which the various problems of rural hygiene 
have been solved both in their own country and elsewhere. Finally, the concrete questions 
on the agenda must be studied beforehand by the delegates and members of the 
future Conference on the basis of the information previously collected and the data which 
they may themselves be able to obtain in their own country. 

Your Committee has considered these various points very carefully and has reached the 
following conclusions : 

I. DATE OF THE CONFERENCE. 

It is obvious that the possibility of securing the factors mentioned a~ove will larg~ly 
depend on the time available. The date of the Conference must not be too dtstant, other"?-se 
a most favourable opportunity for dealing with a group of questions, in reg~d to which 
the Spanish Government and also the Governments of other European countnes a~e very 
anxious to receive guidance and recommendations on the part of the Conference, will have 
slipped by. 

After an exchange of views with the Medical Director, we propose t~at the Hea!-th 
Committee might suggest to the Council, in reply to the request formulated m the resolution 
of September 24th, the date of Thursday, April 23rd, 1931. 

2. PROGRAMME AND PROVISIONAL AGENDA OF THE CONFERENCE. 

In accordance with the general principles set forth above, which express the views of 
your Committee and at. the sal?e time .the desi~es of the Sp~nish Government, we think tha~ 
the following three subjects mtght be mserted m the prov1s10nal agenda, of the Conference · 

(a) Guiding principles and suitable methods of ensuring effective medical assistance 
in rural districts ; 

(b) The most effective methods of organising health services in rural districts; 

.(c) The improvement of· rural districts, the most effective and~cheapest~methods. 
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The C\,mmitt~ to prepare for the Conference, which is. to ?e set UI?• will be entrus~ed 
with the duty e>f collecting, with t~e ~elp of. the Health SectiOn, mformahon and data wh1ch 
uMy a...<;:;i.:st the Conference to attam 1ts object. 

We would add that the three series of questions proposed should be considered from the 
P'''int e>f Yiew of the interests of rural hygiene. 

It should also be pointed out that Group (b) should include the_study of the best. methods 
0 f ~""'tic fn>pag1111d,1 in rural districts; similarly, Group (c) should mclude the question of the. 
rural dwelling in all its aspects. 

J. (Ol!POSIIIOX OF THE GOYE_RNMENT DELEGATIONS TAKlN.G PART IN THE CONFERENCE. 

We do not think that the Health Committee will consider that, in examining the character 
e>f the dele~tions to the Conference this Committee is exceeding its terms of reference. The 
report by the representative of Ircland, on the basis of which the Spanish Government's 
proposal-has been accepted by the Council, emphasis~ in several passages (pages 2 and 3. 
document C.555-1930.lll) that it is essential that teclln1cal delegates should be. sent and that 
the Conference will be of a technical nature. We would ask the Health Comm1ttee to accept 
this Committee's suggestion and to point out to the Council the desirability of sanita!y 
en.,aineers, administrators, representatives of farmers' associations, representatives of socml 
insurance associations, etc., being sent to the Conference in addition to hygienists. 

* * * 
We do not think it is possible for the Health Committee to draw up a more detailed 

programme at the moment. \Ve would suggest, however, that a preparatory committee 
should be set up as suggested in the report by the representative of Ireland. The Health 
Committee will be glad for a representative of the International Institute of Agriculture 
at Rome, which has for many years been collecting valuable information on questions relating 
to agriculture, to co-operate with that Committee. If necessary, the Committee might also 
obtain the assistance of the International Labour Office. The Health Section will doubtless 
place at the disposal of that Committee, whose members will be proposed to the Council 
by the Health Committee, all the information and preparatory documentation required by 
the Rapporteurs and by the Conference for its discussions. 

ANNEX 6. 
C.H. 8g8. 

LIAISO~ WITH THE INTERNATIONAL ·RED CROSS COMMITTEE 

A.."D THE LEAGUE OF RED CROSS SOCIETIES. 

EXCH..\..~GE OF CORRESPOXDENCE BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT OF THE HEALTH 
COl!lliTTEE A..~D THE VICE-PRESIDENTS OF THE LEAGUE OF RED CROSS 

SOCIETIES ASD THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS COMMITTEE. 

I. LETTER TO THE PREsiDENT OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENTS 

OF THE LEAGt'E OF RED CROSS SOCIETIES AND OF THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS COMMITTEE. 

Geneva, May 1oth, 1930. 

. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
You will doubt!es~ remember that, at the time of the constitution of the Health Committee 

of t~e League of ~atwns, a seat. was reserved for a representative of the Red Cross. This 
m~u~e was thought neces~ary m order to ensure continuous collaboration between the 
Commtttr.e an~ th~ Intern~twnal Red Cr?Ss, these two institutions being frequently called 
up.-m to work m neighbounng fields of actwn and sometimes to collaborate. 

• ~ Health Committee, at the tim~ of its reorganisation, agreed to nominate as assessor 
a ca~te propcJSed by the Red Cross, m order to ensure the contact essential between the 
twr, tnstltutvJil3. 

•• ~ ~JU· lcnr,w, H~ International Red Cross has entered a new stage since its unity was 
:;:~tU:JT~ at the ~1J.Ttt:..<mth lnU.-r!la;tiona~ Red Cross Conference in 1928, and the question 
ag ... w an::ffl '" ensunng 1ts collaboratwn w1th the Health Committee. 



During recent years, severa~ national ~ed Cross societies, in _conformity with Article 25 
of the Pact of the League of Nations and with the support of the1r- respective Governments 
have undertaken new activities in the field of health as auxiliaries of the official health service~ 
or have pursued activities which they had already commenced. The International Red Cross 
and more particularly the Secretariat of the League of Red Cross Societies, have been entrusted 
with the task of co-ordinating and supporting this programme in times of peace. It is for 
this reason that, persuaded that you will recognise with us that this collaboration will serve 
in many cases to facilitate our work in common, we take the liberty of asking you what 
methods you would contemplate for effective liaison in the future between the two Institutions. 

For the International Red Cross Committee : 

(Signed) Dr. G. PATRY, 

Vice-President. 

For the League of Red Cross Societies: 

(Signed) Cl. DRAUDT, 

Vice-President. 

2. LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE TO THE VICE-PRESIDENTS OF 
THE LEAGUE OF RED CROSS SOCIETIES AND THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS COMMITTEE. 

Geneva, May 30th, 1930. 

• • • 0 • • • 0 • 0 • • • 0 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 

In reply to your letter of May 1oth, in which you ask me what methods I contemplate for 
the effective liaison in the future between the International Red Cross and the Health Committee 
of the League of Nations, I hasten to assure you that I recognise, with you, that such 
collaboration would, in many cases, greatly facilitate our work in common. 

As you perhaps know, the new Health Committee has just been constituted by the Council 
of the League of Nations at its session of May 15th, and its first session will take place on 
September 29th next. At this session, it will be for the Committee to consider new methods 
of collaboration with-the organisations that you represent. For my part, I will propose to 
my colleagues that a representative of your organisations be invited, who will himself submit 
a report on your activities in the field oi health as auxiliaries of official health services, as 
well as on all other activities as may seem to you to be of interest to the Health Committee 
and as would permit of fruitful collaboration. This report, distributed in advance to the 
members of the Committee, will serve as the basis of a discussion which I do not doubt will 
be of mutual interest. · 

(Signed) MADSEN, 

President of the Health Committee. 

3· LETTER FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE BoARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE LEAGUE OF 
RED CRoss SpciEnEs. 

Paris, June 26th, 1930. 

0 0 0 0 o o o o 0 0 0 o o o o 0 o I 0 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of May 30th, addressed to 
the Vice-Presidents of the League of Red Cross Societies and of the International Red Cross 
Committee, for, as already mentioned in our letter of May 1oth, it is especially the secretariat_ 
of the League of Red Cross Societies that has been charged with th~ task of co-ordinating the 
programme of Red Cross Societies in times of peace. . 

I am therefore direc.ted to thank you heartily, in the name of the two branches of the 
International Red Cross, for your proposals to authorise our representative to submit a 
report on our activ~ties ~n the field _of health. W~ hope t~at the sessions of t.he Committ~e, 
over which you preside w1th such frUitful results, will thus g1ve us the opportumty to establish 
an uninterrupted liaison with the official work that we are most anx1ous to support to the 
full extent of our powers, .·. · 

The proposals for which we are indebted to your kind initiative will, I un?~rstan?, be 
discussed during the autumn session. I hope, therefore, that a favourable dec1s1on w1ll be 
transmitted to us after that date. 

(Signed) DRAUDT, 

Vice-President of the Board of 
Governors of the L.R.C.S. 
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ANNEX 7. 
C.H. Sgg . 

. FOrRTH (.-\ND L-\ST) REPORT BY PROFESSOR N. H. SWELLENGREBEL 
OX THE MALARIA AMONG THE REFUGEES IN THE GOVERNMENT 

OF BURGAS (BULGARIA). 

This my last visit to Bulgaria on behalf of the refugees was of particular i~terest, as 
its object was to study the new permanent organisation of th~ Depar~ment of Pu~Iic Health, 
which replaces in the refugee villages the temporary rural medical assistance orgamsed by the 
settlement committee. 

-
I. RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE TEMPORARY MEDICAL SERVICE._ 

It will be remembered that this service was organised, after my first visit in April I927, 
t~ protect the refugees by adequate treatment against the worst effects of malaria. !he medical 
staff engaaed for this purpose was ·sufficiently numerous to enable each malana doctor to 
visit, at I~ once a week, each of the three to five villages under his care and to supervise 
and direct the quinine distribution by the village " kininar ". . 

Besides this work, the malaria doctors were expected to study the breeding-places in and 
around the villages under their care, to treat them with oil or paris green, and to execute simple 
works of drainage and filling-in, wherever possible by means of local labour. In this, they 
were advised by, and sometimes received aid from, the anti-malaria squads of the Burgas 
Malaria Institute, who themselves undertook anti-larval operations on a larger scale round 
a few selected villages. 

lfy advice to limit anti-larval work to these selected spots, but to carry it out thoroughly 
there, has not been followed. As a consequence, much time and money has been wasted, 
except for the selected villages, where trained squads were at work in a field, where the breeding 
area was reduced and rendered more accessible by extensive drainage work. 

lfy advice to have this special malaria service converted into one of generalised rural 
medical assistance was pronounced impossible after a short trial in Ig28. 

lfy proposal to have the service founded on a more solid permanent basis, by following 
the example of the Gr-eek refugees, with their rural doctor, compounder and dispensary for 
every 700 to 8oo inhabitants, was dismissed without serious consideration. 

As will be seen, the new rural health organisation has satisfied most of these wishes. 

The results were satisfactory, in so far as the incidence of malaria decreased considerably 
since I927· This is shown in the accompanying graphs (see page II2) prepared by Dr. Drensky 
of the area round Burgas, and in the Graph No. I (Appendix) relating to the sixteen villages I 
have always taken as representing the average conditions in the whole area. . 

G:ra:ph Xo. I sho~s a gradual decline, followed by an equally gradual increase, of the 
malaria Incidence, a nse and fall one may expect wherever malarial incidence is fairly 
ar..ror~tely measured over a number of years. Moreover, the maps show that the decrease of 
malaria was a general one 1

, whereas the degree of perfection, with which anti-malarial measures 
were carried out varied a good deal from one group of villages to another. Consequently, 
ncither maps nor graphs suggest that the decline of malaria has been due to any other factors 
than those, causing the well-known periodicity in the incidence of this disease . 

. A clr..ser ~tiny, however, of smaller groups of villages, and their spleen-rates among 
d1ildr<::n, Jler!lllt 3; somewhat more far-reaching conclusion. As a rule, the spleen-rate is 
found to be higher m !>lay and June, before th~ advent of the malaria season, than in September 
an;t Octt~ber, at the end of t~at season. Thr;; y~ar, no spleen census was taken in May, so 
!I"ut I had!'"-' take cme myself m August. Takmg 1t for granted that the spleen-rate in August 
u aJ-_,.-.Jttt midway between that in spring and autumn, the spleen-rate in the villages, where 

1 Exr~ in tt..e far south, where information iii deficient owing to long diHtances without sufficient 
r:..arn ot traruynt. 
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no really perfected measures have been taken, is 67, 67, 70; 57 and 48 per cent, in the years 
1926-Ig3o (Graph No. 2, I) to the nort~ of Burgas; and 72, 57, 56, 4I, 55 per cent to the soqth 
(Graph No. 2, 1V). In those where antl-larval measures have been carried out with particular 
ca~e,_ these rates are 68, 72, 54, 46, 28 per cent (Graph No.2, II); and in those where prolonged 
qumme cures have been perfected they are 7I, 78, 27, I4, 23 per cent (Graph No. 2, III) '· 

I therefore conclude that a general decline of malarial incidence has occurred in theBurgas 
area, but that this change has hardly affected the inherent malariousness of the country. 
~t is uncertai!l whether this sup~rficial _(and e':idently _non-permanent, see Graph No. I) 
1mprovement 1s due to better med1cal ass1stance m the villages. A more marked decrease in 
malarial incidence, likewise affecting the spleen-rate, has been observed in four villages where 
drainage works have facilitated the carrying out of effective anti-larval operations and in 
three others where all malaria patients have been carefully subjected to systematic and long
continued cures. 

II. THE NEW ORGANISATION OF RURAL-MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. 

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION AS FAR AS THE BURGAS AREA IS CONCERNED. 

Among other matters, the new Public Health Law provides for rural medical assistance 
in the form of medical officers (communal doctors) each in charge of three to five villages 
(health commune). They live in one of them, where they keep their stock of medicines and 
their dispensary. The other (outlying) villages are visited on fixed days once a week. Each 
village about to be visited sends some means of transport to fetch the communal doctor and 
to take him back after his visit. 

When in his own village, the communal doctor attends to the patients visiting 
his dispensary in the morning. If they can afford it, they are charged a small sum for medical 
attendance and medicines, to the profit of the" health fund " of the commune. In the afternoon 
the doctor has to discharge his office duties and those relating to sanitation and social hygiene 
(see below). After this, he is free to attend to his private practice. 

When visiting the outlying villages, he spends a couple of hours in attending to any 
patients who may happen to be brought to his notice and in discharging a number of duties 
regarding sanitation and social hygiene, such as the inspection of wells, latrines, housing 
conditions. He will have to conduct the fight against venereal diseases and tuberculosis, 
when this is organised in rural areas, and to perform vaccinations whenever occasion demands. 

Malaria still holds an isolated position among the various diseases the communal doctor 
has to deal with. The old system-no quinine unless malaria parasites have been found
still holds good; moreover, quinine treatment of splenic enlargement without parasites is 
no longer tolerated. The quinine is dispensed by the village " kininar ", and the communal 
doctor has only to supervise this work and to decide whether a new patient can be admitted 
to receive provisional quinine treatment pending the result- of blood examination. In all 
matters relating to malaria, the communal doctor has to take the orders of the malaria inspector 
(an officer of the malaria directorate) and not of the departmental health officer, who is his 
superior in all other respects. 

2. ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW SYSTEM. 

The preceding description, although far from complete, .is sufficient for a study of the 
question whether the communal doctors are as able as their predecessors, the malaria doctors, 
to protect the refugees in the Burgas area against malaria. · 

When the last of the malaria doctors has been replaced by communal doctors, there 
will be as many of the latter as there were of the former, ~ischarging their duty in areas _of 
about the same size and number as before. In fact, there will be more of them, as there ex1st 
several groups of villages now served by communal doctors and situated between the former 
malaria " rayons ", but where no malaria doctor existed before. 

Moreover, the new organisation serves the whole of Bulgaria, including several highly 
malarious districts, where refugees, as yet unprotected against malaria, are numerous. 

Finally, there will no longer exist the anomaly ofan organisation for medical assistance 
solely directed against malaria in districts practically devoid of medical assistance of any 
kind. 

1 Similar results are reached by comparing the parasite-rates in the same groups of villages, although 
those with anti-larval measures do not compare so favourably as in the .first instance (Graph ~o. 3). 

I may add that, in August 1930, I found an average of 5.2 anopheles-m every room oz: stable ~n the 
villages to the south of Burgas, and s.B in the northern ones, whereas the figure was only o.6 m the Vlllages 
with carefully conducted anti-larval measures. 
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Appendix. 

GRA'PR NO. I. 

~L---------------------------------1 

IJYIIIIIVIIIIY 
1927 1928 1929 

YEAR AND QIJARrER -ANNEE El""TRtHESrRE 

waph No. I showing the quarterly parasite 
rate among part of the population in :r6 villages of the Burgas 

area. 8 to the north and 8 to the sout h. 

GRAPH NO. ~. 

G-1-aph No. z showing the average spleen rate 
(computed on the basis of the spring and autumn spleen rate in 1926·1929 and the 

Auguat spleen rate in 1930) in : 

J. Villages north of Burgu, without especially perfected measuret. 

Jl. VilJage. north of Burgu, with specially perfected antilarval measures. 

Jll. Villag~ north of Burgu, with specially perlected quinine treatment. 

JV. Village~ touth of Burgae, without etpecially perlected meuure1. 
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GRAPH NO. 3• 

~r-------------------------------------------~ 
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II 
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II 

2S '26 27 28 2.9 30 
IV . 

Gi-aph No. 3 showing the average annual parasite rate (computed on the monthly 
returns) in 1926-1930 in: · 

I. Villages north of Burgas, without especially perfected measures. 

II. Villages north of Burgas, with specially perfected antilarval measures. 
. . 

III. Villages north of Burgas, with specially perfected quinine treatment. 

IV. Villages south of Burgas, without especially perfected measures. 
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So t.u as these consid&ations go, the new system will be a distinct improvement on the 
olJ one, quite apart from the fact that it is permanent, whereas the old one was never expected 
to last owr three years. · 

It is argued that the communal doctors will never be .able to dis~harge the duties of t~e~r 
predecessors. On my visits to a number of the new oflic1als, I convmced myself that th1s 1s 
true as far as anti-larval measures and intensive quininisation are concerned-the two measures 
which probably caused the reduction in ~e spleen-rate of the _villages where ~hey•had been 
applied "ith more than usual care. If th1s care had been applied to all the villages, the old 
organisation would, indeed, have been far superior to the new one. But in the numerous other 
"illa.,oes where similar measures .had been adopted, the result wa~ . by no means the same, 
becaUS6 the conditions were less favourable or the doctors less dihgent. At any rate, the 
indiscriminate effort to apply to numerous other villages the measures which had proved 
successful in a few selected ones has led to much waste of time and material, and I do not 
consider it as a disadvantage of the new system that it has put ll stop to this. 

' 
3· DIFFICULTIES IN THE NEW SYSTEM. 

There is more serious ground for criticising the way the new system is carried into 
execution. 

(a) Tie Commuftal Dockw's Salary. 

He is suppoSed to be paid by the health commune. But .he is not, or, at least, not regularly. 
I visited nine of them • who had been appointed between March and May xst of this year. 
Only one had been regularly paid, three had received one-quarter to two-fifths of their salary; • 
the others had received nothing. One of them was told by the village authorities to go and 
earn his living by private practice ; that is what the " feldshers " always did ; they never 
worried the municipal authorities for money. Another was allowed to appropriate the revenue 
derived from the dispensary (contributions of visitors not belonging to the officially registered 
paupers) which brought him in about two-fifths of his pay. 

(b) Visits to Outlying Villages. 

Out of the twenty-three outlying villages under the care of the nine communal doctors 
I met, five were visited according to regulation (once a week); four had been till June 15th, 
when the doctor gave it up as a bad job ; eight were visited twice ; five once a month, and 
one never. 

The result of this failure to comply with regulations was that none of the villages 
(except one) were inclined seriously to consider the communal doctor's legal demand for 
some means of transport to the village and back. 

The village authorities took it as a huge joke, and simply laughed it to scorn when they 
found out that it was meant in good earnest. They would do no such thing. Had anyone 
ever heard of a " feldsher " making such preposterous claims ? They paid for their own 
transports and made the patients pay for their attendance on the sound principle of no pay 
no doctor. Why should not the new doctors do the same ? 

So the latter had the choice of either walking or paying for their own conveyance. As 
they can hardly be expected ~ do so out of the ~ittance they are supposed to receive, it is 
a wonder they went at all, which they would certainly not have done without the allurement 
of private practice. 

(c) Jfedicines for Outlying ViUages. 

The ~k of means of tra~ has as a further consequence that the communal doctor, · 
~~visits for ouce an outlymg ~e, ~ n~ ~re to burden himself by taking medicines 
with him. When he attends· to patients on his VlSlts, he prescribes for them ; but it is the 
patient's own coucern to get the medicine as best he can • 

. ~ cc;urse, this. does not apply to quinine (see above), but it is obvious that the regular 
qumme tr~t~ 1S ,?tuch ~mpered ~y the doctor's visits occurring at such long intervals, 
unless the kmmar takes 1t upon h1mself to admit new patients without the doctor's 
cr..gnisance, which he is not allowed to do. 

. • In t~ whole Burgaa area tooe are fifteen rural communal doctors in forty-three villages besides 
""'fi"t.t rr.:.lana di)Cton of the old organiution (in tweuty-eight villagC11) who will be discharged by December 
ht, ·~3/). 

• Thio ..alary U. .f,Y>O to .s.ooo leva a month and a room to Jive in free of rent. 
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I~ is· no .wonder that I nowhere heard complaints of shortage of quinine, although the 
quan~lt,Y ava1l3;bl~ was reduced from o_ver 50? kilograml!les in 1929 to half that amount in 1930. 
Nor ~s 1t astomshmg that I found children m many villages evidently in need of a thorough 
quinme treatment, but not enti~led to it either because _they had not been seen by the 
communal doctor or because the1r blood showed no paras1tes on one single examination. 

(d) Finding out Patients in Outlying Villages. 

When .the communal doctor visits an outlying village, most of the inhabitants are not 
aware of h1s presence or, if they are, they do not trouble to meet him, being unaccustomed 
to the notion that medical assistance is for everyone, not only for the rich. Sometimes the 
doctor applies for information to the mayor or the schoolmaster, but there exist no rules 
prescribing the finding out of the patients before the doctor's visit, acquainting him with it 
and seeing that they keep the appointment. 

The doctor has no time to find out for himself the whereabouts of the patients during 
a visit which seldom lasts over two hours, and the greater part of which is occupied in looking 
over the " kininars " lists, seeing that nobody gets quinine who is not entitled to it by a 
positive blood-slide, and going through his round of sanitary inspection. The real object 
of his visit-accustoming the people to Western medicine preparatory to the introduction of 
Western sanitation-is completely lost sight of, if it was ever realised. 

The man best qualified to act in this matter as the communal doctor's assistant-viz., 
the village" kininar "-is not made to do this work through fear of making his office resemble 
ever so slightly that of the dreaded " feldsher " who everyone hopes to get rid of in time. ' 

(e) Private Practice. 

Although they are at liberty to attend to private practice in the afternoon, the communal 
doctors are supposed to spend most of their time in discharging their social duties. As a matter 
of fact, everyone of them, however great his sense of duty and devotion may be, is simply 
forced, out of dire necessity, to rely more and more on private practice as a means to earn a 
living. I am not sure, however, that this is an unmitigated evil, as it is at the moment almost 
the only chance for the outlying villages to get medical assistance of some sort, and as it may 
be expected to hasten the disappearance of the " feldshers ". ' 

4· THE. NEW SYSTEM AND THE MALARIA CONTROL AMONG THE REFUGEES. 

Recurring to the question, stated above, on the merits of the new system as a protection 
to the refugees against malaria, and leaving aside for the moment all special malaria control, 
one may ask whether the refugees suffering from malaria will receive adequate care-i.e., a 
moderate quinine treatment closely following every primary attack or relapse and a special 
treatment for cachectic patients. 

I feel that I should not be justified in giving an affirmative answer. The new organisation, 
as it stands lit present, does not meet these minimum requirements-not, at least, in the 
outlying villages. . . 

Still, I maintain that this organisation is well adapted to the present rural conditions. 
All it needs is better execution and some minor corrections. The following points should 
receive special attention : 

(a) Salary and Transport. 

See the points (a) and (b)of No.3 above. I have been assured by the competentauth?riti?S 
that this question will be settled satisfactorily before many months have elapsed. Th1s Will 
remove every excuse for the communal doctors to neglect their weekly visits to the outlying 
villages. 

(b) Medicines on Tours oj Visit. 

The communal doctor, on his visits to the outlying villages, should t~ke wi~ him. a 
stock of medicine, in the selection of which he may be guided by the expenence ga~ned till 
now in his private practice. · . 

The medicine stored in the dispensary should benefit all the villages of the health commune 
and not only the central one. 

'An idle hope for the present, as four health communes have already appointed a "feld><her" as 
their health officer. They have to pay them only 3,400 leva a month. 

.J 
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Patitlll.ts in outl)iug villages should not, as a rule, be obliged to go to Burgas or s~me other 
idant Ci!'ntre to have their prescriptions prepared. They should apply to the_ d1spensary 
~t"th~ir own health commune, if the prescribed medici_ne is_ not i~ the po~a:ble d1spensary of 
the \isitiug doctor, unl~ss the latter undertakes to dehver 1t at h1s next v1s1t. 

(d The rill<lge " Ki11inar" as the Communal Doctor's Assistant. 

The communal doctor, on his weekly visit, should immediately be presente~ with 1!- !ist 
of all tients requiring his attention, not the severe cases only. As far as the1r con<!i!lon 
allows~ey should collect at the" kmetstvo" _(may~~·s.o~ce):.the ?thers.should be VlSlted 
at home. This list should be prepa_red by the village_ . kmmar , ass1sted, 1f need be, by the 
'\illage schoolmaster, the village pnest, and the muruc1pal secretary. . · 

Moreover, the " kininar" should be required to ca_rry out all orders giv_en him b~ the 
communal doctor with regard to the treatment of patients and the execution of samtary 
regulations in the interval between two visits. 

These orders should, however, be framed to fit the limited abilities of the simple, little-
educated " kininar ". · 

They should be simple and clear, leaving no room for personal initiative. But, in the 
dispensing of quinine, the " kininar " should be at liberty to begin the tr~atment. ?f a new 
fever patient, on condition that this patient meets the communal doctor, Wlthout fail~ on the 
latter's next visit. 

(d) Treatment of Malaria. 

This should be included among the routine duties of the communal doctor. He should 
be responsible to his own superior-the departmental health officer-for the stock of quinine, 
the " kininar " acting only as his assistant. He should be at liberty to begin, continue or 
stop a course of quinine treatment whenever or wherever he sees fit, quite independent of the 
results of blood examination. The latter should be a help, not (as it is at present) a blind fate, 
ruling with an iron, but not intelligently guided, hand the giving or withholding of anti-
malarial treatment. · 

(e) Experimental Villages. 

Special provisions should be made to follow up the advantage already gained in certain 
villages where anti-larval measures have been applied successfully, owing to the previous 
execution of expensive drainage schemes, which would soon be rendered useless, without 
continued maintenance and treatment by larvicides of the drainage ditches and other, still 
remaining, breeding-places. This work should not be left to the communal doctors, far less 
to the "kininars ", but to the malaria division of the hygienic institute in Burgas, acting 
under the departmental health officer. This division should be well equipped for the purpose 
(its budget has been recently curtailed to such an extent that it cannot possibly discharge 
its duties) and should be free to carry out other anti-larval campaigns in villages where local 
conditions seem favourable, on condition, however, that no fresh work is begun that cannot 
be successfully carried out and maintained without any outside help. 

The same applies to the villages where the malaria doctor's unrelenting diligence has 
succeeded in reducing malaria more than anywhere else by systematic quinine cures. Like 
the villages with anti-larval work, they should be kept under the immediate supervision of 
the malaria division of the Burgas Hygienic Institute. 

III. COXCLUSIO~S OF THE PRESENT AND THE THREE PRECEDING REPORTS. 

The experience I gained in South-East Bulgaria has vividly impressed me with the 
magni~nde of t~ mistake one commits in try~g to carry out anti-larval measures on an 
ex~ve scale m a country where th~ population has as yet received such scanty sanitary 
~wn that they do~ ev~ apprec1ate the boon conferred upon them by the establishment 
CJf fairly complete medical assistance in rural areas where nothing of the kind has existed 
befr..re. 

T ~ ~rden with lectures on anopheles and larvre a rural population whose municipal 
a?thor:tt:ItS have not the wit to perce1ve that it is to their advantage to have a doctor in the 
~illage and to expec;t these people to carry out anti-larval measures intelligently is useless. 
~b a Ci'JUrse of ~~ shows that it is not as yet understood what a magnificent but nicely 
~Jt.l!>Y-A wea~m it 15 S1r Ronald Ross and others have thrust into our hands, and how carefully 
It 'hrJUld be handled. 
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To !~lake such a population swallow quinine for weeks at a time is a feat which may be 
a.ccomphshed by a doctor who knows every single soul in his practice and who has treated 
and nursed them through every possible illness. Such a man can do anything with the people 
because he has gained their confidence. But it is a mistake to believe a doctor can carry out 
such a task who is a stranger to the population and who is not allowed to treat any disease 
but malaria. 

• 
All these mistakes have been made in the sanitary organisation among the refugees and 

so I feel at liber~y to critici.se them fr~ely, bec;aus? I am entitled to take all the bla!lle. They 
may be summansed by saymg that th1s orgamsatwn began at the wrong end, selectmg highly 
technical and specialised measures against one single disease, without the funds necessary 
to carry them out except with the intelligent co-operation of the inhabitants. And this co
operation could not be expected of a population which had not received a sanitary education 
required for this purpose. 

The new organisation begins at the right end. It does not consider it a satisfactory means 
of sanitary propaganda to have anti-larval measures, which are obviously and admittedly 
useless, carried out by a doctor whom the people look at askance because he seems interested 
in nothing but malaria. Its task is to win the people's confidence in the old-fashioned but 
never-surpassed way of curing the sick. Once this confidence is gained, the communal doctors 
will venture on the task to explain the object of various sanitary· measures and to incite the 
people to co-operate in carrying them into effect. Then comes the time to ask their help in 
the fight against malaria. But, before that event, one should have fixed one's choice as to 
which measures to use, where to apply them and how to make the population collaborate. 
That is the reason why it is absolutely necessary to enable the Burgas hygienic institute to 
continue its experiments in malaria control. 

But let them beware of polypragmatism, ut aliquid fieri videatur. This danger is threatening 
even now, when the communal doctors are ordered to spend their time in the outlying villages 
on "sanitation" to the detriment of their principal object-gaining the people's confidence 
by curing the sick and so preparing the way for future sanitation. 

In a country where the economic conditions allow of a sufficient number of private 
practitioners to earn their living in rural areas, and where sick-clubs provide for medical 
attendance to everyone, these private practitioners form together a natural and unpaid 
sanitary intelligence and propaganda service which the public health department can use 
without any expense. But in countries where no rural private practice exists which is accessible 
to all, this sanitary intelligence and propaganda service has to be paid for. The money 
must be found among a population not accustomed to pay their own way towards health, 
and so the artificial organisation is necessarily inferior.to the natural one in size and efficiency. 
In some tropical countries, missionary corporations and private agricultural companies are 
trying to solve this difficulty by employing a comparatively small number of health-officers, 
stationed in central villages, each surrounded by a number of assistants stationed in the 
outlying villages. These assistants, each provided with a small dispensary, are trained to be 
the active and intelligent assistants to the health officer, who never fails, however, to visit 
them once a week. This weekly supervision, which effectually prevents, these assistants from 
becoming second-rate practitioners, is the corner-stone of the whole system. · 

I am well aware that such a system would be denounced in Bulgaria as " feldsherism ". 
It is not realised there that the radical evil of " feldsherism " does not lie in the existence of 
trained medical assistants, but in their being left at liberty to act independently and to perform 
private practice. 

A time is sure to come when the public health authorities in Bulgaria will find out ~hat 
they cannot make their new organisation work efficiently without the help of these tramed 
medical assistants, and that the thing to guard against is to render them worse than useless 
by leaving them free to act independently. The material for this future offspring of the new 
organisation already exists in the shape of the village " kininars ". 

The sooner the public health authorities become aware that it is w?rt~ th~ir while .to 
lfevelop this off-shoot into something useful, the better it will be for rural san1tatlon m Bulgana. 

... 
J 
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ANNEX 8. 

C.H. 923. 

~OTE BY DR. NOR..'\I.A.L~ WHITE ON THE ATHENS SCHOOL OF HYGIENE. 

Dela in the completion of the school buildings will make it impossible to begi!l the first 
f haming for medical officers of health before January I93I. These courses will extend 

~,:S:0° academic year. Every endeavour will be made in future years to commence the course 
in the month of October, so that it can be completed before the hottest months. 

ENTRANCE EXAMINATION. 

There will be a competitive entrance examination_for a~ssion t<? th~se co?TSes for all 
students e:o;;:cept officials already in Governme.nt serVIce.. This _exa~mat_10n Will probably 
be held at the beginning of December. The subJects for this exammatJon will be : 

I. A written examination in elementary science-biology, chemistry and physics ; 

2. A clinical examination ; 

3· A composition on one of three subjects of a general medical or public he~th 
nature. The subjects will be of such a nature as to test the general knowledge and capacity 
of the candidates ; 

4- The translation of a page of a medical book or journal from English or French 
or German into Greek-the choice of the language being left to the candidate ; 

5- An oral examination on the subjects of the written papers. 

Should the number of candidates be sufficiently great, subjects I, 2 and 5 will be the 
te:.--t of " admissibility " ; those who satisfy· the examiners will be eligible to com pete for 
admission-subjects 3 and 4- ' 

PRoTISIOS.ll PROGRAl!ME· OF COURSE OF TRAINING FOR THE DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC HEALTH. · 

The pro'l."isional programme of the course, which is set out below,· provides for the 
adequate treatment of subjects ordinarily included in the curriculum of training for a Diploma 
in Public Health. It is unusual in respect of the amount of time devoted to the subject of 
malaria-fifteen hours' lectures and seminars, forty-five hours' laboratory work and four 
weeks' field work (July). 

Tuberculosis also receives much attention-seventeen lectures; each followed by a 
seminar or practical demonstration, and fifteen afternoons in a tuberculosis dispensary. 

llo,--t of the theoretical and all the laboratory training will be given in the first two terms. 
The amount of time to be devoted to each of the main groups of subjects is as follows : 

Bacterioklgy. 

The ~ of the _microscope: Blood films-:b!ood cell e~umer~tion. Bacteria- morphology 
and phys10logy- s1mple stammg -gram stammg- speCial stams - methods of cultivation: 
culture media. Pathogenicity-resistance-infection. Isolation and identification of bacteria. 
The C?li-typh?id group : the dysenteries. Staphylococci : streptococci. B. diphtheritB and 
the diphtheroids ; p~enmococcus : other dip~ococci of pathogenic importance. 

The tu~cle bacillus. B. _leprtB. B. pest's and the pasteurella group. The vibrios : V. 
chEJ~rtB .. Sp1rochretes : relapsl!lg _fever. _Syphilis. Food poisoning : salmonella group. B. 
meliten.sJs. Some an.erobes .. P~Iples of Immunity. Agglutination : complement deviation . 

. B~t:JPh.age. The -~ologrcal examination of water. The bacteriological, examination 
c.f milk_- filter-passmg VIruses (mycology, ringworm fungi, etc.). 

Thtrty-one hours' lectures and seminars; ninety-three hours' practical laboratory work. 

Jfalaria. 

Fift:r-~ Y:ctures; forty-five hours' laboratory work ( one month field wo~k after second 
trir~ter). 

Ot!ur PrW.tZIJa. 

J~hhmani.a and pathogenic amr.eiY.e. 
f<JTJr lt-~ur<;:;; twdve h(JUf!l' laboratr,ry work. 
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Helminthology. 

Trematodes : cestodes and nematodes; with special reference to echinococcus ascaris 
ankyl?stomes and the helminths of importance in meat inspection. ' ' 

S1x lectures ; twelve hours' laboratory work. 

Entomology (other than Mosquitoes). 

Fleas, lice, sandflies, ticks, bugs, the house fly, scabies. 
Seven lectures; eighteen hours' laboratory work. 

Physiology. 

· The needs of the body __:__ diet - uses of food - value and classification of foods -
amount of fo?d - balance~ diets - accessory food factors - vitamines - physical fitness -
work and fatigue - exerc1se - sleep - personal hygiene - air and ventilation. The Kata 
thermom.e~er- clo~hing -_Physiolog~ of the infan~: gr?~h, feeding- adolescence. Physio
logy of y1s1on a~d v1~ual fatigue. ~ffi~1ency and fat1gue m mdustry ....,... measurement of fatigue 
. - sp~c1al phys10log1cal problems m mdustry ; sex and sex hygiene ; heredity and disease ; 
eugemcs. . .· . 

Thirty hours lectures and seminars ; eight hours' laboratory work. 

Meteorology. 

Certain physical laws; · thermomete.rs; barometers; hygrometers and rain-gauges; 
sunlight and wind . 

. Five hours. 

Chemistry. 

Volumetric analysis. The use of the balance. Hydrogen ion concentration : colorimetric 
estimation of P.H. Colloids and absorption. Chemistry of water. Chemical methods of water 
purification. Chemistry of milk. Food values. Food preservatives -butter and margarine -
flour. Chemistry of the air. Disinfectants. Chemotherapy : quinine. 

Twenty-one lectures and seminars ; sixty hours' laboratory work.· 

Statistics. 

Collection and verific·ation of data. Responsibilities of a health officer. Methodology 
(limited to essential needs of a health officer). 

Fourteen lectures and seminars; twenty-eight hours' practical work. 

Epidemiology. 

Introductory - historical - general principles. Special - communicable diseases -
non-communicable diseases. Method of investigation. · 

Fifty lectures and seminars ; twelve half-days at infectious diseases hospital (in addition 
to two weeks at end of course). 

Tuberculosis. 

Seventeen lectures and seminars, with illustrative visits to institutions; fifteen afternoons' 
work in tuberculosis dispensary .or hospital (in third trimester). 

Venereal Diseases. 
. . 

Twelve afternoons devoted to instructional work in venereal diseases hospital and clinic. 

Public Health, including Administration and Legislation. 

Health of the State - central and peripheral organisations. Municipal health organisation 
and administration ; rural health work. The functions and responsibilities of health officers, 
public health nurses and sanitary inspectors. Responsibilities of health officer with regard to 
infectious disease hospitals, sanatoria, hospitals, dispensaries, asylums, prisons, health centres. 
Control of foodstuffs. Training of midwives. Prenatal care. Maternity. Infant welfare. Care 
of child of pre-school age ; school hygiene. Examin~tion of sch.ool-ch_ildren •. nature, procedu~e. 
Correction of defects - teeth, eyes, ears, orthopredtcs. Infectious dtsease m schools. Spectal 

·schools for defectives ; open-air schools - holiday camps - physical culture - sports and 
games. Health insurance. Periodic medical examination. Sanitary surveys. The management 
of a public health office; reports, records, registers. The health needs of a ~ommunity. 
Elaboration of public health programme : budget. Propaganda and health education. Report 
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writing. Industrial hygiene. The care of the blind. Alco~olis~ and drug addictio!l· Public 
ht>alth and the medical profes..,j_on. Economic and soc1ologtc ~s_Pects. of pubh~ health. 
Int.-rnational public health ; conventions. Port health work. D1smfect10n. Pubhc health 
kci:iJation. . 
~ Nin.-tv hours' lectures and seminars ; work in health centres and district work (fifty-six 

hours) ; sehool hygiene practical work (eighteen hours). 

s~".ittJtiors 1md Sanitary Er~gineering. 

Sites and plans: plan drawing and reading. Wa.ter supplies. ~rotection and puri~ca~ion 
of water. Sewage and excreta disposal. Refuse d1sposal. Housmg and house samtatlon. 
Dust. Yentilation and heating. Lighting. Urban and rural sanitary problems. Town planning. 

Slaughterhouses (meat inspection, fish inspection; other foodstuffs). Dairies ; markets; 
factories and workshops ; schools ; hospitals ; nuisances ; ratproofing ; flyproofing ; mosquito 
control 

Thirty-eight hours' lectures and seminars ; thirty-two hours' inspection and field work. 

* * * 
Eighteen hours are reserved for visits to additional places of health interest. 

The above represents twenty-four weeks' work (thirty-three hours per week) from 
January 6th to June 27th, 1931, allowing one week's vacation at Easter. 

Malaria field work will extend from June 29th to July 25th. 

July 25th to September 15th, long vacation. 

During the last three months arrangements will be made for : 

(I) Work in a tuberculosis dispensary (fifteen half-days) ; 

(2) Detailed health and sanitary surveys of limited areas and a discussion of these 
survey reports ; 

(3) Two weeks' feyer hospital work ; and 

(4) Practical experience of health administration and practice in reorganised districts 
of Greece. . . 

The time allotted for field work during the entire course is about five months. . . · 
_ The examination for the Diploma of Public Health will probably be held at the end of 

:Sovember 1931. 

ANNEX 9. 

C.H.g22. 

PROGRESS REPORT BY MR. A. PALLIS, SECRETARY-GENERAL, 
~llXISTRY OF HEALTH OF GREECE, ON THE REORGANISATION 

PROGRA~ntE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES IN GREECE. 

. l~ ~ogrbmmJ! fCouor the_ reorganisation of the Public Health Service in Greece, approved 
~edy !_22t9h y tth of nCll_l o~ the League of Nations and the HeiJenic Government has 

vu e pa rea lSatwn. · ' 

the !:'~:::;~~~:i~s~lo~ken in order to give effect to the programme was to obtain 

A Biii entitled " BiiJ f th C · 
tr1 th~ Mi~htry of Hygien:-of ~~::tJo; ~~-th~ ~\hhens5 Ce':'tre of Hygiene a.nd the Transfer 
Mir.htoo" wa th efrJ . 10 u IC ea t. erv1ces now subordmate to other 
in Augll.'ot (;f th~ r.a%e ;:asr~hmltted to the Chamber 10 July 1929, and obtained force of Jaw 
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The following are the principal provisions of this law, which constitutt>s so to say the 

fundamental charter of the new organisation : ' ' 

Article I provides for the creation of the Centre under the authority of the Minist~r 
of Health and states that the districts and towns for the application of the reorganisation 
programme will be fixed from time to time by decree. 

Article 2 provides that the School of Hygiene shall be placed under the direction of 
the Centre . 

. Article 3 authorises the Government to engage three foreign specialists as technical 
advisers. 

Articl.e 4 fixes the amount of the annual budg_et grant of the new organisation during 
the financial years 1929-30 to 1935-36. The followmg are the sums so assigned : 

1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32· 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 

and 5o,ooo;ooo drachmre for each subsequent year. 

Drachmre 

21,000,000 
35,000,000 
4J,OOO,OOO. 
59,000,000. 
JJ,OOO,OOO 
98,ooo,ooo 
68,000,000 

Article 6 gives powers to the Government to regulate by decree all further details 
arising out of the application of the programme and specifically the following : the method 
of functioning of the Centre ; the method of collaboration between the Centre and the 
Hellenic Pasteur Institute ; the functioning of the School of Hygiene ; and the number 
of the personnel and their salaries. 

Article 7 gives authority to the Government to transfer by decree all ·public health 
services at present attached to other Ministries to the Ministry of Health. 

Article 8 provides that, in the future, no laws, decrees or regulations affecting matters 
of public health shall be voted or promulgated without the Minister of Health being 
previously consulted. 

In accordance with Article 3 of the above-mentioned law, the Government obtained the 
loan of the services of Dr. Norman White, who has been engaged as Director of the School 
and Technical Adviser for the period of three years from October 1929. For the other two 
posts of technical adviser provided for under the law, the Government obtained the services 
of two experts, Dr. M. C. Balfour and Mr. D. E. Wright, from the International Health Division 
of the Rockefeller Foundation, which generously offered to pay their salaries. The arrangement 
concluded between the Greek Government and the Rockefeller Foundation provides that the 
first of these two experts will a~t as Technical Director of the Division of Malariology, and the 
other, Mr. Wright, as Technical Director of the Division of Sanitary Engineering of the Athens 
Centre and School of Hygiene. The two gentlemen in question arrived in Athens on March 22nd 
and have taken up their duties. 

I am glad to be able to report that the most important of our decrees concerning the 
application of the new programme-namely, the one dealing with organisation of the Centre, 
has now been approved by the Minister of Finance and will shortly be published in the Official 
Gazette. 

The principal provisions of this decree are as follows : 

Article I. - The Centre, together with the School, which, as previously stated, is 
a department of the Ministry of Health, will be directly under the Secretary-General of 
the Ministry of Health, and under the technical authority of the Director of the School. 

Article 2. -The Centre will have control of all public health activities in the districts 
selected for the application of .the new programme. (These districts are, for the moment : 
the metropolitan area of Athens-Pirreus and the prefectures of Corfu, Canea, Alexandra
polis and Arta. The authori~y of the Centre :-vill be gradually extended by decr?e. to 
other districts.) The Centre Will also be responsible, through the School, for the trammg 
of all classes of public health personnel. It will also have certain general attributes, such 
as the investigation of problems of particular interest for the publi~ health of Greece and 
the giving of technical advice to all branches of public health service. 

Article 3 defines the functions of the various divisions (Divisions of Public Health, 
School Hygiene, Malariology, Chemistry and Pharmacology, Sanitary Engineering, 
Research) and fixes the number and salaries of the staff. 

) 
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,\ further decree is already in preparation laying down regulations for the !'-4miss~on of 
stud;nts to the School of Hygiene, the qualifica~ions of can~idates and the ad~mistratlon of 
the School. Candidates will be of two sorts : officials already m Government serVIce and young 
medical graduates. Candidates other than perma!lent Go':ernmen~ emp!oyees must be betwee~ 
the a,_<>es of :q. and35. be in possesson of a recogmsed medical gualificatlon and haye two years 
experience of their profession. They must also have a workmg knowledge of e1ther French, 

English or German. · h · t' f th The above represents the sum of legislative work connected With t e orgamsa 10n o e 

Sch<>f; no suitable premises were available for the immediate housing of the Cent~e a_nd Sch~ol, 
the Go\-emment has purchased a building with a large piece of Ian~ <?n a. fine s1te m ~he c1t_y 
of Athens. Considerable additions have had to be made to the bu~d~ng m order t~ ad<~;pt It 
to the requirements of the School. The work is in p~ogr~. and 1t. IS _hop_ed that 1t will be 
completed in December, in which case the School. will begm functiorun~ m January. The 
competitive examination for the admission of candidates to the School will probably ~ held 
in December. The number of candidates to be admitted for the first course for the Diploma 
of Public Health has been fixed at twenty-four. 

TRAINING OF NURSES. 

A course for the training of assistant health visiting nurses was opened in February 
1930. For this purpose. a building was rented and suitably equippe~. Here the students a~e 
provided with board and lodging: Twenty-seven stude~t~ are atte.nding the course, and the1r 
progress has been e:o.:tremely satisfactory.· The superVIsion of th1~ course was entrusted by 
the Ministry of Health to the Greek Red Cross Society._ Mile Vasillopoulo, one of the most 
experienced members of the Red Cross Nursing Staff, is the Director of the School, and has 
carried out her duties in an admirable manner. 

The first course will terminate in November 1930. It is hoped to start a second course in 
January 1931. 

* * * 
Since his arrival in Greece, Dr. M. C. Balfour has devoted more than half his time to 

travel and field stlldies. He has visited Macedonia, Thrace, Thessaly, Phthiotis and Phocis, 
Attica and Breotia, and the Peloponnese. Some of these tours were of the nature of a general 
survey of malaria conditions : certain areas in Macedonia and the ?eloponnese have been 
visited frequently and are being studied in detail. Pending the completion of the buildings 
of the Athens Centre, laboratory accommodation has been kindly placed at Dr. Balfour's 
disposal by the Director of the -Hellenic Pasteur Institute. Two young Greek doctors have 
been employed as assistants to Dr. Balfour since May; they have been trained in field work 
and will be able to assume some responsibilities in stlldy and demonstration areas next year. 
A technician has also been employed and has been gaining laboratory experience. 

The areas selected for special malaria study this year are : 

{I) Marathon : This village has been visited regularly and anopheline data have 
been collected three times per month. This area may be used for field experience by 
stlldents at the School of Hygiene. · 

(2) Drama : This is a town with 30,ooo inhabitants in Eastern Macedonia, and is 
representative of the urban population which suffers from malaria. 

(3) A group of four villages near ..Egion on the southern coast of the Gulf of Corinth. 
· Here anopheline observations have been regularly made. 

. l!r. D. E. Wri_g!tt ha;; ~o undertaken several tours with the object of becoming acquainted 
_ With general co~ditions _m diff~rent parts of Greece. At the request of the Ministry of Health, 

he ~ also ~ out lUSpectlO~ of, and made reports on, either existing or proposed water 
suppl~ _for -yanous_ towns and villages . 

. Srmilar lUSpectwns a~d reports with regard to proposed sewer systems have been made. 
Designs and recommen~tio!lS _have been made for latrines in several areas, a septic tank for 
schools a~d ot~er pu~?lic buildings and other work of a similar nature. Swampy areas have 
bt:en studied w1!~ a ~w to d~ainage. ~orne of the sanita!Y probl_eJ_US of Athens have engaged 
much of llr. \\ nght s attentlon ; he IS at present makmg a cntlcal study of the proposed. 
sewer sy;tems of the city. 

Dunng the p~esent year, a ~reek medical officer participated in the French interchange, 
and three others m the Balkan mterchange, organised by the League's Health Organisation. 
Two officers ~ere accorded fellowships by the League. 

T~~ ~neP-rs and: ~h!ee young medical officers have been granted fellowships by the 
l~·~nat~r.111al Health ~vL~!Dn of th_e Rockefeller Foundation : they have already left for the 
(!llfi>A States fJf Amenca. On the1r return, their services will be employed in connection 
w1th the prr~amme of sanitary reorganisation. 
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ANNEX 10. 
·C.H. 911. 

NOTE FROM PROFESSOR LEON BERNARD, ON THE SEVENTH 
CONFERENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION 

AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS. 

(Held at Oslo from August 12th to 15th, 1930.) 

The Seventh Conference of ~he International Union against Tuberculosis met at .Oslo 
from August 12th to. 15th. A~ thts Confe~ence, I had !he honour to act as the representative 
of th~ Health Committee. It 1s therefore m that capacity that I shall give you a brief account 
of this Conference, and not as the Secretary-General of the International Union against 
Tuberculosis. 

The Conference, in which not less than 6oo d~legates took part and which was honoured 
by the presenc~ of _the Nor:wegian Royal Family, dealt with vaccination by BCG, with thoraco
P!asty, and. WI!h mstruchon on tuberculosis. As you see, two out of these three subjects 
directly or mdirectly concern the Health Committee. . 

BCG. 

· The Rapporteur of the BCG Commission was Professor Calmette 'himself. He made a 
point_ of replying to certain critiCisms which have been most freque~tly levelled against 
BCG and of proving that it is really absorbed when administered per os, an:d that it does not 
re~ert.to virulenc~ in.the human "and animal organism even when attempts are made to increase 
this VIrulence artificially. He also demonstrated the absence of virulence in the R and S 
strains dissociated from BCG-a fact admitted by all the bacteriologists who followed up 
the .experiments of Petroff. · . . . 

I shall not dwell upon the first point, on which my collaborators, and I .myself, have 
helped to throw light by showing the high percentage of persons vaccinated per os in whom 
tuberculine allergy is obtained. I would rather enlarge on the vital question of the innocuousness 
of BCG which the International Conference on BCG, convened by the Health Committee 
in 1928, rightly emphasised. 

At Oslo, our colleague, Dr. Hamel, asked that the deplorable incidents at Liibeck should 
be left out of the discussion. He stated that the results of the enquiry undertaken by the 
scientific and administrative authorities of the Reich would be eventually published, but that 
it was already possible to say that the strains of the Pasteur Institute had not been found to 
be in any way responsible. 

Professor Neufeld, of Berlin, made an important contribution by pointing out that the 
Robert Koch Institute had examined Petroff's so-called virulent strains of BCG, and that this 
examination had shown that these were human tuberculosis bacilli and not BCG, which is 
bovine. Thus, Petroff's researches and the criticisms founded thereon were invalidated. 

All the co-Rapporteurs unanimously affirmed the innocuousness of BCG. Those among 
them who dealt with human vaccination, starting with our colleague, Professor Cantacuzene, 
through the intermediary of Dr. Weber, all definitely asserted its premunising efficacy. This 
view was supported by Mr. William Park, of New York; M. Saye, of Barcelona ; M. Heijnsius 
van den Berg, of Amsterdam; M. Michalowicz, of Poland; M. Naeslund, of Sweden; and 
M. Scheel, of Norway. The general impression left on those who participated in, or were 
present at, this detailed and keen discussion was that the process of vaccination by BCG had 
received a singular corroboration. 

I shall deal more briefly with the question of instruction on tuberculosis for students, 
although it affects the work of the Committee on the Teaching of Hygiene and although, as 
hygienists, none of us can be indifferent to it. If opinion is not unanimous on the desirability 
of setting up in the principal medical centres special chairs of tuberculosis (the divergency 
of opinions in this respect was demonstrated by an enquiry carried out in universities 
in Germany and outside Germany by Professor His, of Berlin, and also by the reports and 
communications presented to the Conference), it is none the less true that the capital 

· importance of instruction on tuberculosis for students is generally recognised-that is, 
systematic and compulsory instruction, utilising not only university clinics, but also dispensaries 
and hospitals, so that general practitioners in every country should know, and be able to 
make use of, the medical and social weapons at their disposal. It was universally, or almost 
universally, admitted that, at present, the weight given to instruction on tuberculosis at the 
various Faculties of Medicine is not commensurate with the social importance of this disease. 
Further, the need for specialised theoretical and practical instruction for tuberculosis 
specialists who are to be in charge of anti-tuberculosis institutions was universally recognised. 
If the former are not adequately trained in this respect, anti-tuberculosis measures will not 
yield their full results, and general practitioners will o~y co-operate us~fully in ~he work of 
the institutions if they have received proper instruction and are convmced of 1ts efficacy. 

In conclusion, I should like to lay before you a proposal made by Professor Mainin, of 
Buenos Aires·, and adopted by the International Union. He advocates an enquiry into the 
best means of obtaining the unification of phthisiological nomenclature, the establishment 
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of a standard or minimum scheme for the campaign against ~uberc~lo~is, ~mproyement of t~e 
facilities for the e.xchan~,<·e of information between tuberculosiS specialists m vanous countn~ 
and th; compilation of a rational and impartial international bibli~graphy o~ tuberculos!s 
The rnion decided to refer these proposals for study to a speCial committee ; but It 
~mmended, "ith the concurrence of the author of the proposals, that ~u~ measures should 
onlv be taken in co-operation and in agreement with the Health Orgams~tiO!' of the League 
of Nations. In submitting to you this recommendation, I hope t~3;t you 'Yill g~ve a fayourable 
opinion on the desirability as well as on the methods of realiSing th1s . co-operation, the 
importance of which you no doubt fully realise. There can be no question ~u~ that t~e 
problems contemplated are of capital importance to t~e progress of _the. ant1-tuberculos1s 
campai.,on and come well within the province of international co-operatiOn m health matters 
conducted on scientific lines, the aim which has always inspired your work. I ven~ure to hope 
that the interest which the Health Organisation of the ~ea_gue_ has always taken !n proble_ms 
relating to tuberculosis "ill lead you to respond to the mv1tat1on of the International Umon 
against Tuberculosis and lend it your assistance. 

C.H. 895. 
ANNEX 11. 

\ 

REPORT ON LABORATORY WORK ON SERO-DIAGNOSIS 
OF SYPHILIS CARRIED OUT AT COPENHAGEN 

ON AUGUST 4TH AND 5TH, 1930. 

The work began with the joint examination of twenty-six sampl~ of sera _Provided by 
the State Serum Institute of Copenhagen. All these sera were exarmned by s1x groups of 
investigators-viz : 

Professor DEBAINS, Institut Pasteur, Paris, using the Wassermann test according to 
Calmette-Massol-Debains; 

Professor HEcHT, of Prague, using the active Wassermann test, the" Kugelflockung" 
test and the Wassermann test with titrated amboceptor ; 

Professor KLHiE, Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, using his test ; 
Dr. MEn.>cKE, of Ambrock, assisted by Mme. Meinicke, using the Meinicke micro-test. 
Professor MiiLLER, of Vienna, assisted by Dr. Brandt, using the Miiller-Ballungsreaktion 

(clotting) test II and the Miiller-Ballungsreaktion (centrifuge) test ; 
Dr. NmrtL, State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, assisted by Mlle. Ojgaard, using the Kahn 

test. 

The results of these investigations are given in an appended table (Appendix I) . 

• • • 
There followed a discusion, presided over by Dr. Madsen ; Dr. Boas (Copenhagen) and 

Colonel L. W. Harrison (London) also took part. 
Professor Prausnitz acted as secretary. 
It was noted that the results obtained with the tests according to Kahn, Kline, Meinicke 

micro and Yiiller-Ballungsreaktion II showed complete agreement. The Wassermann test 
performed by Professor Debains was not quite so sensitive, but showed no deviation from the 
specific ; this was considered to be a very fair result of a Wassermann test. The tests performed 
by Professor Hecht showed a slightly lower degree of sensitivity and were not absolutely 
specific ; the f~er fact was explained by Professor Hecht as being due to the age of the sera. 
The latter, he pomted out, was not sufficiently marked to cause a mistake in diagnosis, because 
he ~-ways reported an examination as positive only when at least two tests were strongly 
postbve. 

~t was agr~ that, of course, the small number of sera examined did not allow any 
definite concluswns to be drawn as to the superiority of one or the other method. Still, it 
was generally agreed that we have to-day flocculation methods of an exceedingly high degree 
of sensitiveness and of specificity. 

It was, however, pointed out by various members of the Conference that, occasionally, 
1me or more of _these methods may give a negative result in sera showing positive Wassermann 
or Q1: her reactwn. 

The point was the~ brought up that the principles outlined in the report of the Second 
Lahoratory ~mference m Copenhagen (1928) had not as yet received sufficient attention in 
YAlle countnes. 

It was generally agr~ that it would be very desirable to bring the matter to the notice 
<A tb~ memt..en of the E1ghth International Congress of Dermatology and Syphilis who were 
at that moment assembled in Copenhagen. ' 
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RESULTS OF THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS ON SERO-DIAGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS CARRIED OUT AT THE STATE SERUM INSTITUTE, COPENHAGEN, 

ON AUGUST 4TH, I930. 

Kline ' Miiller Hecht 
No. of Norel Meinicke Debains 
Serum I (Kahn R). (Micro) MBR.· 

I MBR. 

I. I Waaer. B. with (W.R.) 
Diagnosed Clinically 

D. E. 
II. z. Kugelfi. Activ. 

II~ amboc. 

. 
I - - - - - - + + - - Morb. cord. 
2 - - - . - - - - - Tumor pulm . -
3 - - - - - - - - - - Care. resoph. 
4 - - - - - - + - - - Bronchit. fretida 
s - - - - - - - - - - Morb. cordis. · 
6 - - - - - - - +++ trace - Febr. undul. 
'1 - - - - .-I - - +++ - - Gravid 
8 - - - - - - - - ,_ - Gravid• 
9 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++ + As Syph. tracht. 

IO ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++ + As " 
congenit. lat. 

II ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++ + As " 
tract. 

I2 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + +++ - + As " " I3 + ++ + + ++ ++ - - - - " " I4 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + +++ - + As " " IS ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++ + As " " I6 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + A4 " " I7 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + + A4-s " " IB ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++ + As " 
recens. II 

I9 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + A4 " Ia tens 
20 - - - - - - - - - - " " 2I ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + As ,, 

" 22 - - - - - - - - - - Eczema 
23 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + As Dement. paralyt. • 
24 - - - - - - - - - - Gonorrhrea 
2S - - - - - - - - - - Cancer pulm. 
26 + ++ + + ++ ++ - - - -· Syph. latens. 

Y 1 controls_ 1 ~ svnhili~-
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To this end, a statement was to be drawn up. embodying the chief points of the resolutions 
ofith~ report 011 the Second Laboratory Conference of 1928. The_ statement was also to e~body 
som.;more recent experience obtained on the subject. ~f flocc~lat10n test. It was also constdere_d 
e:s::seutial to arouse the interest of the general practtttoners 1~ the problems concerned, a;nd tt 
was ~oreed that the leading medical journals of all countnes sho~ld ~e asked to publtsh a 
statement on the subject. It was decided to ask the Health Orgarusat10n take the necessary 
steps for this purpose. 

The te..'l:t of the statement was prepared and approved by the members o~ the meeting, 
including Colonel Harrison, on August 6th, and was subsequently commumcated to the 
Con,oress by Professor Jadassohn and Dr. Madsen (Appendix II) .. 

Appendix II. 

STATEMENT BEFORE THE 8TH CONGRESS OF 
DERMATOLOGY AT COPENHAGEN 

Copenhagen, August 5th, 1930. 

The Health ofgani.sation of the League of Nations has already made a d~tailed investi
gation into the sero-diagnosis of syphilis at two laboratory conferences held m Copenhagen 
(1923 and 1928), and has summed up the results in the form of a number of guiding principles 
(League of Nations Publications C.H.726, Geneva 1928). It ap~! however, that these 
guiding principles have not become generally current among the spectalists concerned. 

The Health Organisation of the League too~ advanta~e of the prese~ce at Copenhage!l of 
a number of expert serologists who are attending the Etghth Internattonal Dermatologtcal 
Congress 1930, to arrange for a discussion on the experience acquired during the last years in the 
field of the sero-diagnosis of syphilis. The members of this meeting thought it desirable once 
again to recommend strongly to the Congress the principles laid down in 1928. Furthermore,·. 
they regarded it as urgently necessary to press strongly for the ·communication of these 
principles to the whole medical profession in all countries. 

The most important points of these principles have been summarised below in the light 
of the experience since acquired. 

PRINCIPLES. 

r. In order to secure the most reliable information to the clinician, at least two different 
sero-diagnostic methods should always be used. Even to-day, the majority of research workers 
still hold it to be desirable that one of the methods used should be a Bordet-Wassermann test. 
On the other hand, and especially since the last laboratory Conference, certain :flocculation 
tests have been elaborated which have so high a degree of sensitiveness and specificity that 
recourse should always be had to at least one of these tests ; but in all cases which prove 
difficult to judge, either serologically or clinically, several different highly sensitive :flocculation 
tests sbould be used. . · . 

2. In the interests of uniformity in the interpretation of the serological results of different 
Institutes, it should be pointed out-in repetition of the conclusions of the laboratory 
conference of 1928-that: 

Only an unquestionably negative reaction should be reported as" -: " or" negative "; 
Only an unquestionably positive reaction should be reported as " + " or" positive " ; 
All reactions which are neither unquestionably negative nor unquestionably positive 

should be reported as " + ". . . 
It is open to the serologist, in the case of positive reactions, to add explanatory notes 

as to the degree of strength of the different reactions. · 

3· In order to ensure between the serologist and· the clinician that liaison which is 
essentiall~ required, . it is desirable that the report issued by the serologist should be 
~panied by detailed explanations as to the interpretation to be placed on the serological 
findmgs. 

The following text may serve as an example : 

Expressed in terms of the internationally accepted notation : 
+ means that the serolo~l test gave a positive result. A diagnosis of syphilis should, 

lwwevt;r, not be~ on a s~e positive reaction alone; if the clinical symptoms do not 
~!With t~e serologu:al fin~g~, th~ test sho~ld be repeated. If in such a case the sample 
15 ~belled Repeat sample , 1t will be subJected to a very extensive examination by 
vaTU~t~S methods. If these also yield a positive result syphilis is indicated with a high 
dl-..gru of probability. ' 
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+ means that the tests performed do not enable any definite pronouncement to be 
made as to whether t~e reaction. is to be. ~ermed positive or negative. If the patient is 
knov.:n to have been mfected wtth syphihs, the result must be regarded as a positive 
reactH~n o! slight degree. I! there is n<_> history o! clinical evidence of syphilis, the serological 
result mdtc~te~ the .. necesstty of ma~mg a particularly careful. examination of the patient 
and of sendmg m a repeat sample (see above). If the result 1s once again+ the reaction 
should be regarded as negative. · · -' 

-means a negative result, which does not, however, exclude the possibility that the 
p~tient may have syphilis, since reactions frequently_fail to occur in the first stage of the 
dtsease, before secondary symptoms have made the1r appearance, and may also fail to 
occur at times in the later stages; the same thing happens following treatment. 

C.L.302.I930.III. Annex II. 
ANNEX 12. 

REPORT OF THE OPIUM COMMISSION TO THE HEALTH COMMITTEE 

Rapporteur: Dr. CARRIERE. 

A number of questions arising out of the application of Articles 8 and IO of the Geneva 
Opium Convention have been referred to the Opium Commission of the Health Committee. 
After examining these questions at a meeting held on October znd, at which Dr. Chodzko, 
Dr.1 Hamel, Dr. King, Professor Ricardo Jorge, M. Velghe and Dr. Carriere (President and 
Rapporteur) were present, the Commission has the honour to submit the following report 
for the Committee's approval. 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THE CONVENTION. 

Article 8, as will be remembered, allows exemption from the provisions of the Convention 
in the case of certain preparations which contain a proportion of narcotic drugs over and above 
the limit allowed in Article 4 (d), but in which the drug is compounded with other substances 
rendering abuse or recovery of the drug impossible. 

· In application of this article, the Health Committee forwarded to the Permanent 
Committee of the Office international d'hygitme publique three lists of preparations, for which 
the Governments of Great Britain, ·Siam and Germany asked for exemption under Article 8. 
The Committee of the Office submitted the lists to its Committee of Experts for examination, 
and adopted in the case ·of these preparations the proposals made by its Opium Commission 
in the report attached to document C.H.892 

The British Government's list contained the following five preparations with a basis of 
diacetylmorphine (diamorphine, heroin) : 

I. Elixir diamorphina! et terpini. B.P.C.' (modified) with Apomorphi~e (Elixir of Diamorphine 
and terpin). 

Apomorphine hydrochloride 
Diamorphine hydrochloride 
Terpin hydrate. . . 
Alcohol. . . . . . 
Glycerin . . . . . 
Syrup of wild cherry . to 

5 grains 
4 ,. 

44 " 
IO fl. ounces 
5 " 

20 
" 

2. Elixir camphor a! comp0situm (compound elixir of camphor, synonym: Elixir lpecacuanhre 
cum Scilla). 

Camphor ........ . 
Oil of anise . . . . . . . . 
Benzoic acid. . . . . . . . 
Diamorphine hydrochloride· . . 
Liquid extract of ipecacuanha 
Tincture of squill 
Simple syrup . . 

1 B.P.C. =British Pharmacopceia Codex. 

. to 

4 grains 
5 minims 
6 grains 

4 " I20 minims 
I % fl. ounces 

20 
" 
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3 . Lilk'IIIS Ji4rmt>rPAilftP. B.P.C. (modified) with Ipecacuanha (Linctus of Diamorphine). 

liquid extract of ipecacuanha 
Diamorphine hydrochloride ' . 
Tincture of hyoscyamus 

·Spirit of chloroform . • 
Syrup of balsam of tolu 
Syrup of wild cherry 
Glycerin ..... . to 

I20 minims 
4 grains 
~ % ft. ounces 
I% " 
3 " 
3 " 20 " 

4 • Li'lldNS smegte compositus (compound linctus of Senega, synonym : Sympus Scillre et 
Senegre). 

liquid e.-..tract of senega . . 
Liquid extract of squill . . 
Tartarated antimony . . . 
Diamorphine hydrochloride. 
Glycerin ... 
Sim pie syrup . . . . . . . . to 

I ft. ounce 
I " 
8 grains 
4 " 
2 ft. ounces 

20 
" 

5· Li'lldNS thymi composit11s (Hewletts). (Compound Linctus of Thyme). 

Diamorphine hydrochloride • . 
Apomorphine hydrochloride . 
Distilled water. . • . . . . . 
liquid extract of thyme (I-I). 
Solution of tolu. B.P.C. 
Glycerin • . • . . . . . . . .to 

4 grains 
5 " 
I ft. ounce 
5 ft. ounces 
I%, . " 

20 
" 

The Committee of Experts of the Office international d'hygilme publique, and the Office 
· itself, took the view that these preparations might be exempted from the provisions of Article 8, 
on the ground that the substances with which the diacetylmorphine was compounded 
(apomorphine, ipecacuanha, tartar emetic) were present in sufficient quantity to prevent any 
abnse. The Opium Commission accordingly proposes that you should adopt the 
recommendations of the Committee of the Office international d'hygiime publique, and decide . 
that these five preparations shall be exempted from the operation of the Geneva- Convention. 

The Siamese Government submitted two lists containing no fewer than seventy-eight 
preparations, which will be found enumerated in the annex to document C.H.892. 

In examining these lists, the Committee of Experts found that, for certain of the 
preparations, the formula given was not sufficiently precise, or included material errors ; 
the preparations referred to are Nos. IO, II, I2 and 43 of the second list. It would therefore 
be desirable, before expressing an opinion on the subject, to ask the Siamese Government for 
more precise formula!. 

In the case of a second series of preparations, it was found that they did not come under 
the operation of the Geneva Convention in any way, either because they contain a narcotic
viz., codeine (Nos. 7, 32, 36, 37, 38, 48 and 5I of the second list)-or an emetic, apomorphine 
(No. Io of the first list), which does not come under the Convention, or because the proportion 
of the drug is below the limit fixed in Article 4 (d) of the Convention (Nos. 4, 5, 6, 9, I2, I3, 
IJ4, 14. IS, ISa and I9 of the first list, and Nos. 5, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 34, 
35, 45 and 47 of the second list). 

In a third series, the Committee of Experts of the Office international d'hygiime publique 
classifies those preparations (Nos. 7, 8, II, I6, I7, I8 and 20 of the first list, and Nos. na, 

· nb, IIC, nd, 29, 3I, 49 and 50 of the second list) which, though it is true that the proportion 
of narcotic drugs which they contain is below the limits specified in Article 4 (d) 
of the Convention, might nevertheless be used in abusive fashion, either because it is easy to · 
increase the proportion of the drug by eliminating a part of the solvent by evaporation, or 
~~ they are in reality no more than dry dilutions of the drug in inert powder form, from 
which it can easily be recovered. The Committee of Experts thought it desirable to direct 
attention to the dangers inherent in these preparations if exempted from control, and the 
Committee of the ~ce international d'hygiene publique proposes to subject them explicitly 
to control accordingly. 

A fou_!"t:h series contains preparations which should undoubtedly be refused exemption 
!'~ Ar!ICle 8 on ~nt of their excessive narcotic content, which is not neutralised, or 
!5 msu~tly neutralised, by any substance calculated to prevent abuse. The preparations 
1n questwn are Nos. 6, g, IS, 27, 33, 39, 40, 41, 42, 46, 53, 55 and 56 of the second list. 

When~ these preparations have been eliminated, there remain only Nos. I, 2, 3 and 2I 
ofhet~-~ _list, and Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 8, 14, 20, 21, 22, 44, 52, 54 and 57 of the second list, which 
t ~·~m1ttee of Ex~ considered may be exempted under Article 8, subject to the 
F.(IVJ3() m the case of No. 44 that it should not be offered to the public under the name of 
' Anti-opium ". · · 

' n,-., J'f"~ formula in the B.P.C. contains 9 grains of diamorphine hydrochloride in 20 II. ouncca. 

\ 
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The following are the names and formulre of these preparations : 
First List: . 

I. Opium plaster. British Pharmacopceia. 

2. Ointment of galls and opium. British Pharmacopceia 

3. Liniment of opium. British Pharmacopceia. 

2I. Indian cigarettes of Grimault (Dr. Ph. Chapelle). 

Rx. Belladonna leaves . . . 

Second List 

Cannabis indica extract 
Nitrate of potash . . . 

o. 962 gramme 
0.0005 " 
0.033 ., 

I . Pill of lead and opium. British Pharmacopceia. 

2. Dover's powder. British Pharmacopceia. 

3 . Pill of ipecacuanha and squill. British Pharmacopceia. 

4· Compound powder of kino. British Pharmacopceia. 

8. Diarrhrea pills (Government Medical Depot). 

Rx. Camphor . . . . . 
Lead acetate . . . 
Bismuth subnitrate. 
Tannic acid . . . 
Opium powder. . 

o. 0648 gramme 
O.OI3 " 
O.I62 
0.0648 
0.026 

" 
" 
" 

I4. Anti-dysentery mixture (British Dispensary, Bangkok). 

Rx. 01. Ricini. . . . . . . . . 42. 6I88 millilitres 
Morphine hydrochlor. o.I944 gramme 

· Flavoured emulsion to make 340. 95 millilitres 

20. Coryza tablets No.2 (FrankS. Betz and Co., U.S.A.). 

Rx. Powdered opium . . . 
Quinine sulph. . . . . . 
Ammon; chlor. . . . . 
Camphor . . . . . . . 
Ext. belladonna leaves . 
Ext. aconite root . . . 

o. 0043 gramme 
0.022 

" 0.022 
" 0.022 " 0.0043 " 0.0043 " 

2I. Diarrhrea tablets No. 2 (Sullivan) (FrankS. Betz and Co., U.S.A.). 

Rx. Powdered opium ... 
Camphor . . . . . . 
Powdered ipecacuanha 
Lead acetate . . . . 

o.oi6 gramme 
o.oi6 
o.oo8 
O.OII 

" 
" 
" 

22. Dysentery tablets (H. K. Mulford Co., U.S.A.). 

Rx. Powder opium. . . . . 
Powder ipecacuanha . . 
Powder calomel . . . . 
Lead acetate . . . . • 
Bismuth beta-naphthol . 

o.OI3 gramme 
. 0.0648 '" 

0.0324 ". 
0.0324 " 
O.I944 " 

44· Anti-opium tablets (Dr. C. Gayetti, M.D.). 

Rx. Eucodal . . . . 
Pulvis gentian . 

. Pulvis ipecac. B.P .. 
Quinine sulphate. . 
Caffeine. . . . · . . • 
Sugar of milk . . . . . . . . . 
Mix up and make up 5-grain tablets. 

I gramme 
35 grammes 
20 " 20 " 
5 " 25 " 

Tills preparation sllouhl not be exempted from the operation of the Geneva fonventlon, en.-pt 
on condition that It Is not offered to the public under the name of" Anti-opium". The llralth fommittre 
considers that 110 preparat.ion exempted from the operation of the tonvention should be deS('.ribed as 
"Anti-opium". . 
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Tabella lfy,lrargyri cum Qpio. (Royal Army Medical Service Department) • 

R.~. Mercurous chloride powder. o.o65 gramme · 
Antimony oxide powder • . o.o65 " 
Ipecacuanha root powder. . • • o.o65 .. 
Powdered opium. • . . . . . . o.o65 .. 
Milk sugar . . . . . . . • . . • o. o6s .. 
Gelatine solution : a sufliaent 

quantity to make I tablet. 

54-· Tabella plumbi cum Qpio. 

Rx. Sugar of lead . . . • . • . . · 
Powdered opium. . . . . . . . . 
Gelatine solution : a sufliaent 

quantity to make I tablet .. 

o.I95 gramme 
o.o65 .. 

57· Tablels B.B. cotnpQUnd (Dr. Lionel Verkey). 

Rx. Berberis vulg. power . 0.0324 gramme 
Nux vomica. o.OI3 .. 
Eucodal. . . . 0.0032 , 
Ipecac. • • ._ . o. 0648 .. 
Rhubarb • . . O.OI3 " 
Camp. cinnam. o • 0324 .. 
Aromatic chalk 0.0032 .. 

The Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene publique approved the findings 
of its Committee of Experts ; and we ask the Health Committ~e to accept them. . . 

The German Government's new list contained the followmg three preparations With a 
basis of dicodide or eucodal compounded with powdered ipecacuanha. 

I. Dicodide tablets with ipecacuanha (Knoll of Ludwigshafen). 

(a) Dicodide bitartrate (corresponding 
to 0.0030 gr. of dihydro
codeinone) . . . • 

Powdered ipecacuanha . 
Talcum .•..•. 
Starch Hour • • • • • 

Total weight . . 

(b) Dicodide bitartrate (corresponding 
to o.oQ6o gr. of dihydro
codeinone) • • • . 

Powdered ipecacuanha . 
Talcum •••••. 
Starch Hour 

Total weight 

o. 0050 gramme 
0.0300 .. 
O.OI75 ., 
0.0225 .. 

0.0750 .. 

o.oxoo gramme 
o.o6oo 
0.0350 
0.0450 
O.ISOO 

.. .. ... 

.. 
2. Eucodal tablets with ipecacuanha (Merck of Darmstadt). 

Eucodal hydrochloricum (corres-
ponding to 0.004 gr. of di
hydroxycodeinone) . . . . . 

Powdered ipecacuanha 
Lactose 
Starch Hour 
Talcum .••.•• 

Total weight 

o.oos gramme 
0.040 .. 
0,070 .. 
o.ogo .. 
O.OIS .. 
0.220 .. 

The Committee of Experts held that it was not possible to apply to these preparations 
the standard adopted for Dover's powder-that the proportion of powdered ipecacuanha 
recognised as Sufficient to prevent abuse should be ten parts to one part of morphine, when 
the narcotic consists of opium powder. The Committee felt that this proportion was not 
sufficient when the ipecacuanha is compounded with an alkaloid, 'since this increases the 
possibilities of abuse. It accordingly recognised for preparations of this class (which includes 
the preparations on the German list) the proportion of one part of the narcotic to twenty parts 
tA powdered ipecacuanha. The German representative having, however, objected to this 
decision, it was decided, when the question came before the Committee of the Office inter
natit.Jllal d'hygiE:ne publique, to leave the matter open, until the German representative 
had bad an opportunity of getting into touch with the manufacturers of this preparation and 
6f finding with them a practical solution. The Opium Commission agreed to this course, and 
propr~ 1:t> you ar..cordingly to take no decision for the present in regard to the three prepara
tit.ms on the German list. 
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A~ain, in connection with the application of Article 8, the Committee of Experts 
reconsidered, at the request of the German Government, a decision previously taken with 
regard to (a) the "oculets" (minute tablets of cocaine-atropine, each containing a maximum 
of 0.0003 gr. of cocaine salt and a minimum of 0.0003 gr. of atropine salt) for the local treatment 
of affecti?ns of the eye, contai.ni_ng cocain~ compounded with atropine; and (b) solutions, 
tablets, pills and pastille~ contaimng morphme (or eucodal) compounded with scopolamine or 
atropine in a proportion of 2 per cent maximum of morphine or eucodal salt and o.os per cent 
minimum of scopolamine or atropine. 

. .The Com~ittee of E.xperts had. proposed not to exempt these preparations under Article 8, 
m ~I~w ?f their very. high narcotic co1_1tent. ~ut the German representative opposed this 
decision m the Committee of the Office mternat10nal d'hygi~me publique, and asked that the 
question ~hould be again.submitted to the ex:perts for fresh consideration. After reconsidering 
the questiOn, the Committee of Experts decided to exempt the " oculets " under Article 8, 
in view of the existence in their composition of a certain quantity of atropine, which 
is calculated to prevent abuse, and in view also of the very high price of the " oculets " in 
comparison with the very low proportion of cocaine (3-10ths of a milligramme per pastille) 
which they contain. 

_ As regards the other preparations mentioned above, the Committee of Experts considered 
it necessary to make a distinction between those which contain atropine and those which 
contain scopolamine. In preparations in which the narcotic is compounded with atropine, 
it held that the proportion of half a milligramme of the latter alkaloid to two centigrammes 
of morphine or eucodal was sufficient to prevent any abuse. At the same time, it took into 
account the possibilities of recovering the drug from these preparations, the possibilities 
being, for practical reasons, greater in dry preparations than in solutions. It accordingly 
proposed to exempt under Article 8 only solutions containing a maximum of 2 per cent of 
morphine or eucodal salts and a minimum of o.os per cent of atropine salts, with the proviso that 
these solutions should be supplied only in ampoules of I. I c.c. _ As regards preparations in which 
morphine or eucodal is compounded with scopolamine, the experts refused to exempt them 
under Article 8, on the ground that there is a real tendency to acquire a scopolamine habit, 
which demands a continual increase of the dose to maintain the effect, and that this implies 
the possibility of a parallel increase (without alteration in the percentage) in the amount of 
morphine or eucodal, and hence the possibility of abuse. This view has been confirmed by 
fairly numerous cases of addiction due to the use of the modiscope, a pharmaceutical specialty 
containing morphine, dionine and scopolamine .. 

The German representative is understood to have raised objections to the proposals of 
the Committee of Experts. He waived his objections, however, in order not to prolong the 
discussion, and the Committee of the Office international d'hygiene publique approved, 
on the proposal of its Opium Commission, the recommendations of the Committee of Experts. 
The Opium Commission proposes _that the Health Committee should also approve these 
recommendations, and exempt under Article 8 the two preparations which follow : 

I. Cocaine and atropine- tablets with a content of not more than 0.0003 gramme of cocaine 
salts and not less than 0.0003 gramme of atropine salts to each tablet, and 

2. Sterilised solutions of morphine or eucodal and atropine having a maximum content of 
2 per cent of morphine or of eucodal salts and a minimum content of o.os per cent of 
atropine salts on condition that they are delivered in ampoules of I.I c.c. 

The Estonian Government has recently submitted a list of preparations for exemption 
under Article 8. This list will be submitted for opinion and report to the Committee of the 
Office international d'hygiene publique in Paris. 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE IO OF THE CONVENTION. 

It will be remembered that Article xo allows the subjection to control under the Convention 
of narcotics not covered by the Convention which have been sh?wn. to be. liab~e to lead to 
addiction. This article has already been applied to eucodal, dicodide, dilaudide, and the 
esters (ether salts) of morphine. 

The same question arises in the case of a new narcotic, acedicone, which is manufactured 
by a German firm from thebaine, one of the alkaloids of opium, but co~ld also be.prepared 
from dicodide, of which it is a diacetylated derivative. Its ~h~mical nal!le lS acetylo-di.methylo
dihydro-thebaine. Although no established ca~es. of addiction res~tmg from acedicone ~e 
yet known, it appears to be demonstrated that It IS capable of tak~ng the place of. morphme 
with a morphomaniac, and consequently nourishing a ~orphomama. It may ~e .con~luded, 
therefore, that acedicone has the same noxious properties, so far as drug-addiction .1s con
cerned, as morphine, and should consequently be placed under control. The Comm1ttee of 
Experts made recommendations in this sense. 
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In ronst>quence, however, of the objections of the ~erman.rep~esentative, v.:ho cont~n~ed 
that the facts as known up to the present were not suffi?ent to JUstify an ~xpress10n ?f ?Plmon, 
the Committee of the Office decided to leave the question open. The Opmm CoJ?mlSSlon.took 
up the matter a,oain and taldng the view that, though the facts charged agamst aced1cone 
may not be \'ery n~mero~s. they should nevertheless be considered sufficient to justify its 
subjection to control, decided by three votes to one to propose to you to go a step ~eyon~ t~e 
action of the Office and prono~nce. in favour of such control. In t~e course. of the d1scus~IOn 1t 
wasobsenred,inreply to the obJections ofthe German representative, that 1t was not des1rable 
to foster the tendency of manufacturers to prepare new drugs as fast as the known drugs are made 
subject to control, that control does not mean prohibition, that acedicone (the sedative properties 
of which, more especially in the case of coughs, appear to be proved) can in futu~e be employed 
on the same footing as so many other drugs which can only be dispensed on a 
medical prescription, and that there is consequently no reason to apprehend that the 
subjection to control of this and similar products may prevent genuine scientific research. 
It may also be observed that the provisions of Article IO are not compulsory; it merely makes 
pro,ision for a recommendation to Governments, which are free to act on such recommendation 
or not as they please. It seems scarcely necessary to add that, the Opium Commissions of 
the Office international and of the Health Committee being composed largely of the same 
persons, the decision which we propose to you to take, though it differs from the view of the 
Committee of the Office, does not in any sense involve a dispute. , 

SUliDIARY OF THE COMMISSION's PROPOSALS. 

I. To exempt under Article 8 of the Geneva Convention the preparatiop.s in the British 
li:;i: and a number of the preparations in the Siamese list, and to leave the question open in the 
case of the three preparations in the new German list. - . 

2. -To exempt under Article 8 the " oculets" and-solutions of morphine (or eucodal) 
with atropine, with a maximum of 2 per cent of morphine or eucodal salts and a minimum 
of 0.05 _per cent of atropine salts, such solutions to be delivered only in phials of I.I c. c. ; and 
to decline ~o exem~t under this article dry s'?lutions (past~es. tablets, etc.) of morphine (or 
eucodal) Wlth atropme, and. also any preparations of morphine (or eucodal) with scopolamine . 

.3- To recommend Governments. to place under control the drug acedicone (acetylo
dimethylo-dihydro-thebaine). 

We propose that the Health Committee approve the following resolution : 

•• The Health Committee, 

" Having_ co~dered ~e report of its Opium Commission on certain questions arising 
from the a:p~lica~on of Articles 8 and Io of the _Geneva International Opium Convention, 
and the oprmon g~ven by the Permanent Comrmttee of the Office international d'hygiene 
publique in virtue of those articles : 

"Ja) Ado_Pts all the conc~usi<;>ns of the report of the Office international 
d'hyg~ene publique on the applicatiOn '?f ~icle 8. to the preparations proposed by 
the Governments of Germany, Great Bntam and S1am, as they appear in document 
C.H.8gz; · 

"(b) Decides, in virtue of Article IO of the Convention to inform the Council 
~f the ~e of Nations that ~cedico~e _(ace.tylo-dimethylo-dihydro-thebaine) is 
liable to Slffiilar abuse and productive of Similar ill-effects to the substances to which 
Chapter III o! ~he Internati?nal Opiu~ Convention of 1925 applies, and recommends 
that the prOVISIOns of the sa1d Convention should be applied to it ; 

. :· (c) Decides to tr~nsmit to the Office international d'hygiene publique, for 
oprmon and r_eport, the hst of preparations proposed for exemption under Article 8 
by the Estoman Government (see document C.H.892). 
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ANNEX 13. 

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON THE REORGANISED NATIONAL 
QUARANTINE SERVICE FOR CHINA. 

The Commission having considered that part of the general report on the Health
Organisation of China (document C.H.go6) which deals with the survey of the quarantine 
services of ports and the proposals for reorganisation (document C.H.Qo6 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)), 
together Wlth the summary (document C.H.go6 (f)) and the Quarantme Regulations for the 
port of Shanghai, reports as follows : · 

. I .. ~he Commission desires, in the fir~t place, to congratulate Dr. Park and also Dr. Heng
Lm, Mm1ster of Health, and Dr. Wu L1en-teh, on the very complete and comprehensive 
documentation which has been placed before the Committee. 

2. The Commission is glad to note the satisfactory commencement of the new quarantine 
service in the port of Shanghai, as communicated by Dr. Heng-Liu (document C.H.g2o). 

3· The Commission has studied with much interest Dr. Park's expositions of 

(a) The present equipment for port sanitary work in Shanghai ; 

(b) The development, both in material and personnel, which the port authority 
proposes to secure ; and 

(c) The principles on which he advises that port sanitary administration should be 
based, and, in particular, the new quarantine regulations on the subject prepared, after 
consultation with Dr. Park, by the Ministry of Health of the Chinese Republic. 

The Commission proposes, according to the previous decisions of the Health Committee, 
to obtain the opinion of representatives of maritime navigation, designated by the Organisation 
for Communications and Transit of the League of Nations, before giving its final opinion on 
the matters mentioned. Nevertheless, the Commission considers there are certain matters 
entirely within their competence on which they may now make a few observations. 

The chief of these is that they have noted with much satisfaction that the principles which 
it is proposed to follow, and the practice which is embodied in the new quarantine regulations, 
are in close conformity with the international principles and practice embodied in the Inter
national Sanitary Convention of 1926. 

In addition, the following matters, elucidated in the report and in the discussion with 
Dr. Park, deserve mention at this stage : 

(a) On the completion of the necessary equipment at the port of Shanghai, that 
port will, for the time being, be the only one on the Chinese littoral authorised to carry 
out for the purposes of the relevant articles of the International Sanitary Convention, 
1926, deratisation of ships, and to issue the international certificates of deratisation and 
exemption from deratisation. 

(b) It is understood that the quarantine service purposes, as soon as circumstances 
permit, to carry out medical inspection and other quarantine requirements on all ships 
arriving in Chinese ports from " foreign ", but that they reserve the right, in normal 
times, to exempt from these requirements vessels on short and regular journeys from 
adjacent overseas ports. 

(c) As regards the port of Shanghai, it is understood that the cost of establishing 
and maintaining the quarantine service will be borne by contributions received by that 
service by arrangement with the Minister of Finance from the Customs revenue of the 
port, subject, of course, to financial adjustments in respect of income received by the 
quarantine authority from dues and charges. 

(d) As regards that.p~rt of the new quaranti!le.regula~ions forShanghaiwh~chd~als 
with cholera, the Comm1ss1on understands that 1t 1s not mtended that bactenolog1cal 
examinations for the detection of persons who may be carriers of the cholera vibrio, as 
envisaged .in A,rticle 36 (b) of the regulations, should be a routine proceeding. 

(e) The Commission notes that the services contemplated in ports other tha_n 
Shanghai will only come into operation at a later period ; but, in the case of Canton, 1t 
is of interest to observe that, in view of the intimate relation between that port and 
Hong-Kong, it is already realised that special measures for co-operation between the two 
ports are desirable. · 
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, The Commission in view of the necessity for conferring with the experts. delegat~d 
... · · : ' · 0 · t' would suggest that the Committee at 1ts l>v the Conunumcatwns and Transit rgan1sa Ion, . h' h D p k' · · 

,~ent session should express its great satisfaction at the manner 1~ w IC !· ar s mission 
has' bee'"u' accomplished, and would submit to the Health Committee for 1ts approval the 
f,>Uowing resolution : 

" The Health Committee, 
" Having considered the report prepared by Dr. Park on _his survey of_Chin~e por!s; 
" Having heard the views of the Commission for Quarantme _Me~sures 1Il Chma wh~ch 

has studied the proposals contained in the report for the Reorg~~1sahon of the Quarantme 
"~ . · f ch· a and the Regulations promulgated by the M1mster of Health : 
~""rnces o in • difi t' h" h be made after " Approws the scheme proposed, with any mo . ca !ons w IC ma:r . , . 
conferrina with the e.'tperts delegated by the Com~umcations and Transit _Qrgamsa~10n ; 

"An"'d requests the Medical Director to submit the scheme to the Chmese National 
Government." 

C. H.f Malaria/I49· 
ANNEX 14. 

REPORT BY DR. A. LUTRARIO, PRESIDENT p.i. OF THE 
MALARIA COMMISSION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE 

Those members of the Commission who are also members of the Health Committee met. 
under the chairmanship of Dr. A, Lutrario, to examine the _progress of the work bei'!g done 
and to draw up the Commission's programme. The followmg proposals were submttted to 
the Health Committee : 

(x) The appointment, within the Malaria Commission, now composed of fifty-five members, 
of a study commission of twenty members to examine the reports resulting from the probl~ms 
studied. This commission could be divided into sub-commissions for the study of vanous 
problems of a special nature. 

(2) The Commission was of opinion that the report, for the use of health administrations• 
concerning the question of quinetum and secondary alkaloids should be prepared after obtaining 
the opinion of pharmacological experts and chemists on the preparation and standardisation 
of quinetums, the methods of controlling these products, and other aspects of the problem 
from an agricultural, technical or economic, point of view. 

This sub-commission should be composed of two members of the Health Committee 
who are also members of the Commission on Quinine (Professor Ascoli and Professor Pittaluga), 
as well as of the following expert members by whom this question has been studied : Professor 
:Yarchoux, Professor Giemsa, Professor Schiiffner, Professor Martinotti, Professor Grothoof, 
Professor Dale or Professor Henry, and Professor Ziinz. 

The report of this sub-commission, after it had been examined by the Commission on 
Quinine, one member of which would act as Rapporteur, should be submitted to the Health 
Committee at its next session. 

(3) The Commission was of opinion that preparatory work with a view to holding a 
conference on quinine should be considered: To this end, it requests the Secretariat to collect, 
through the intermediary of corresponding members, members of the Health Committee, . 
health administrations, etc., all documentation in malarial countries which may provide 
data on the approximate number of malaria cases (statistics for the last ten years), the number 
treated, and the amount of quinine employed per annum during the last ten years, as well 
as the minimum quantity of quinine or quinetum that these countries could undertake to 
purchase for a period of from five to seven years. 

The Customs service of importing countries could furnish very accurate information 
on the annual quantities imported. 

(4) The Commission suggested to the Health Committee that a member of the latter 
and the S:ecretary of the Malaria Commission should have the task of replying to the invitation 
of the .K!na Bur~u and collecting information on the agricultural and economic aspects of 
the qumme quest10n. The subsequent preparation of quinetum and the conditions relating 
to price should also be considered. 

(5) Th~ ~mmission noted the position in regard to the problems now being studied, 
and lS of opm10n that this work should continue. 

:\mong the;;e questions, that of the deltas was given· attention by the Commission which 
c<Jll.5Jders that Jt should devote a special session to this subject. The proposed ton; in the 
ddtas _should be d_efinitely arranged for next spring. If a member was prevented from 
at~dmg, t;me of l!lS collaborators could act as his substitute. Professor Pittaluga wished 
that, on thJS occas1on, the research work done in the Netherlands should be examined on 
th.e Sf"A. 



(6) T.he Co~mission _also noted and approved the report of Professor Swellen ebel- - -
on the anh-malan~ campaign amongst Bulgarian refugees, which the author will b ~t t 
the Health Comm1ttee. su m1 o 

(7) The question of the " i~te~chan9e " of malari?logists of tropical countries and that 
of the study tours of the CommJsston Will be dealt w1th along the lines of the Pre 'd t' 
speech to the Health Committee. 51 en s 

(8) The Commission no~ed. the results obtained by the malaria courses and considered 
that they should be held agam m 193!. · . 

The C.ommission wishes to express its thanks and gratitude to the Directors of 
t~~ theoretical courses .and the field work, and to the members of the teaching staff, for the 
d1smterested collaboratiOn they are so good as to afford to the Commission in the organisation 
of these courses, and for the untiring efforts they make in order to secure complete success. 

ANNEX 15. 

MEMORANDUM BY SIR GEORGE BUCHANAN ON THE POSITION 

OF THE INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNED WITH CANCER. 

A Cancer Commission of tlie Health Committee, of which I had the honour of being 
President, was appointed in 1923 and reappointed in 1926. Up to 1927, the principal work 
of this Commission consisted in making serious endeavours to ascertain the different causes 
which produced the very notable difference in the mortality from cancer in certain, mainly 
European, countries. The countries in question all possessed national mortality statistics for 
a long series of past years, and there was no prima facie reason to consider any one of them 
to be more favourably placed than the others in regard to accurate diagnosis of cancer as a 
cause of morbidity or mortality. The sites chosen for study were the breast alid uterus. organs 
for which, on the one hand, diagnosis of the cause of death is relatively easy, and, on the 
other hand, the mortality differences between the countries was most striking .. 

The enquiry was pursued by expert statistical analysis of massed figures and also by 
special sampling investigations organised by the Commission, and numerous usefUl monographs 
on different aspects of the question were obtained. When the enquiry was rounded off, in 
October 1927, by the summarising report (reference), there were both failures and successes to 
record-failures, in that every conceivable method of analysis open to the Commission and 
its distinguished experts had failed to produce any single clear-cut explanation of 
the divergencies in the national mortalities from cancer in the countries studied ; successes, in 
that many plausible' a priori explanations had been thoroughly tested and found wanting. 
The ground was cleared of all kinds of misconceptions about the effect of registration systems, 
age distribution, marital state, racial proclivity and the like-work which wanted doing, and 
could only have been secured by the special international expert methods of enquiry which 
were followed. And a further and not inconsiderable practical benefit resulted. The so-called 
" natural" duration of cancer in these sites was determined on a broad basis of observation, 
while the predominating importance of early diagnosis and early operative (or radiological) 
treatment was illustrated equally for every country ; useful public action for the prevention 
of cancer of these sites, in present knowledge, consists almost wholly in facilitating this early 
diagnosis and treatment. 

The Health Committee, in 1928, following the advice of the Cancer Commission itself, 
decided to regard the comparative enquiries as completed. For the time being they had reached 
an end-point with the general report of October 1927. 

This position, I im~gine, the present H~alth Co~mittee will acce~t, always with the 
proviso that the resumption of these comp~ahve studies.may well be desuable later, perh~ps 
with some new methods of approach, and, m any case, w1th the advantage of the f~cts wh1ch 
the Cancer Commission have already fully established and need not take up agam. 

Since 1928, the Cancer Com~ission itself, whi?h comprised se~en members of the He~th 
Committee, has rarely had occas10n to meet, as 1t was then dectded to take up two qmte 
different and very specialised lines of investigation, to be conducted through expert sub
commissions. 

These two were occupational cancer and radiological treatment of uterine cancer. 



OccuPATIONAL CANCER. 

It seemed possible that, by working on international lines, some new and useful evidence 
could be obtained : 

(a} As to the occurrence of cancer in so~e occupations in some countries, and its 
absence from like occupations in other countnes ; 

(b) Occurrence of new forms of occupational cancer hitherto unsuspected; or 

(c) The occurrence of known forms of occupational cancer in places where it had 
been supposed that occupational cancer did not occur. 

The Sub-Commission on this subject found tJ:te dat~ a! its disp?sal v~ry incomplete, owing 
to the relative rarity of this condition, and certam statistical studies _which were planned had 
to be dropped. The Sub-Commission, as such, has not met for some bme, and the work under ' 
this head has consisted in the collection of reports on t~e occurrence an~ ch~racter 
of occupational cancer from different sources, notably those obtamed by c?llabor~t10n With the 
Hygiene Section of the International Labour Office, through Dr. Carozz1, and mdependently 
through Dr. Roussy and by Dr. Tomanek. These reports ha_ve been. useful, and. it would: be 
well to continue them and secure that an analysis of them 1s subrmtted from bme to time 
to the Health Committee in addition to their circulation to the various correspondents or 
administrations which are interested. The Health Committee may consider that the immediate 
reappointment of an occupational cancer sub-commission is not necessary ; it may suffice 
for the present to continue collection of material in the way just indicated, in consultation 
with the designation of a Rapporteur on the subject to the Committee. · 

RADIOLOGICAL TREATME.NT. 

The work of the Sub-Commission appointed on this subject is doubtless well known to 
the Committee. It is summarised in the printed report of June 1929 (document C.H.788) 
which-in English-speaking countries at least-has received much attention and been 
recognised as authoritative. In this report, the Commission of radiologists set out some very 
necessary general principles in regard to the use of radio-therapy in general. In addition, the 
way in which radio-therapy is applied to cancer of the uterus at Paris, Munich and Stockholm 
was explained ; and the necessity for standardising observations and records, including facts 
as to recurrence of the growth and length of survival after treatment, was demonstrated. 

There emerged from this enquiry that, while Governments, hospitals and philanthropists 
are spending enormous sums on the purchase of radium and in the provision of other radiological 
treatment, no satisfactory way of assessing or comparing results of different radio-therapeutic 
methods can be found unless the principal radium and gynrecological institutes will agree to 
adopt (I) a standard nomenclature to describe the stages of the disease, (2) a standard 
method of case-recording, and (3) a satisfactory system of following up treated cases to 
ascertain their condition at least three years after treatment. · 

The recommendations of the Radiological Sub-Commission, endorsed by the Cancer 
Commission and the Health Committee, were quite explicit and authoritative on this point. 
The standard requirements have been laid down; it is now necessary to promote their 
observance and in due course to collect the results and submit them to competent expert 
analysis. Without this sequel, the very considerable labour which the Committee has imposed 
on a number of distinguished and busy men would be wasted. · 

I have lately discussed with some of the members of the Radiological Sub-Commission 
the question whether similar studies, with a view to standard definitions, agreed 
frJJmS of record, and analysis of results should be undertaken for cancer of other sites-cancer 
(If the buccal cavity for example. The value of such an extension of our work is admitted, and 
there is nee? for it. But my colleagues consider, and I think this Committee will agree with 
them, that Jt ~ould not be desirable to pursue this work for other sites of cancer until it has 
}.>{Xll made ev1dent that the definitions, records, etc., laid down in the report on radiological 
tr~tment (If cancer of the uterus are not only recognised theoretically, but, in practice, are 
Wng util_i.Y..d in different countries; and that the ultimate analysis of which I have just 
~v,kffi w1ll te a reality, much as is already the case with the League Syphilis Committee's 
r_a.., rtr.fffti~. In <Aht<r word-;, we have to be sure we have made good on the one site already 
d.r~ l..-dfffe we go on trJ others. 
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It would be well if this Committee, at the pre~ent session, would consider how this can 
be;;t be .dol!'e. W~ have alr~ady got some.way; the special record books are available and 
be~ng d1~tnbuted m t~e Umted Kingdom and in Sweden, and the French record books are 
bem9 prmt~d. A_ de~ailed com~u~ication is now being sent out from the Health Section to 
admm1strabons, msbtutes ~nd mdividuals in a considerable number of countries to explain 
the method and ~ecure their co-operation, and an endeavour is being made to arrange that 
so.me on~ p~rson m each country _will be charged with the distribution of the record books and 
w~ penodically report on their use. But the work requires also active surveillance and 
stimulus from the centre, which must be maintained. 

_It is alrea~y a year sii?-c.e the Ra?iolo&ical Sub-Commission's report was published, and the 
commg year will be the cnbcal one m wh1ch to secure that the system is properly established 
and that the right and sufficient material will come to hand three years hence. It would 
hardly be practicable to ask the three experts specially responsible for the system of record
-pr .. ~eyman, Dr .. Lacassagne and Dr. Voltz-to visit the different centres, collectively or 
mdividually. A s1mpler plan would be to arrange, on their advice, for visits by a suitable 
expert who ~ows the scheme thoroughly and would be able during the coming year to devote 
the necessary time to a series of visits to certain centres of primary importance, on a programme 
arranged with the Medical Director. 

* * * 
On review of the above position, I venture to suggest to the Health Committee that the 

requirements of the cancer investigations can be met by : 

(I) No general Cancer Commission to be appointed, or reappointed, for the present. 
The Health Section would, however, be requested to continue to deal with communications 
relating to cancer work already undertaken, and new suggestions recorded on any matter 
relating to cancer, and to report any question of importance to the Committee. A member 
of the Committee could be designated as its Rapporteur on cancer questions. 

(2) The liaison with the Hygiene Section of the International Labour Office should 
be maintained and reports giving new knowledge of occupational cancer should be 
welcomed and appropriately circulated. 

(3) The renomination of the Radiological Sub-Commission, or the nomination of a new 
Radiological Commission, may be desirable. But this is not a matter of urgency and need 
not be done at the present session. Our immediate objective, on radiology, is to secure 
the sufficient adoption of the scheme for the use of the standard records on uterine cancer 
above explained, and we are concentrating on this for the coming year. The Health 
Section would be invited to do the maximum possible for this purpose. The three experts 
who drew up the system may advantageously be constituted, if they are willing, as a 
small expert committee to advise when required on the practical results of the I929 report 
(document C.H.788). The Rapporteur could be associated with.them for this purpose. 
They should also be asked to make suggestions for visits to the centres which are of 
primary importance to the scheme, as suggested above. 

ANNEX 16. 

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF 
THE HUNGARIAN PROPOSAL CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL 

RECIPROCITY IN THE CARE OF THE SICK. 

The Assembly having forwarded to th~ Health. Commit~ee f~r st~dy the proposal of ~he 
Hungarian Government for the study of mternahonal reciprocity m the care of the sick 
(document A.24.I930.III), a note by Dr. Kadar, Hungarian delegate to. the ~ssembly, was 
laid before the Sub-Committee entrusted by the Health Committee With this study. The 
Sub-Committee has summed up the proposals as follows : 

(I) International reciprocity should ~e se~ured by rendering aid to the sick and !o 
women during confinement (the latt~r bemg_ m~uded amongst t.he former),. an~, I.n 
consequence, to treat aliens and nationals alike m so far as the nght to pubhc rud IS 

concerned. 

(2) The cost of temporary aid, not exceeding a period of sixty days, would be 
chargeable to the country in which the alien falls ill. 
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(3) The cost of permanent aid would be charged to the sic.k I?erson's OW';l country. 
This rountn· would, nevertheless, be bound to accept the repatnabon of the SICk person 
if he could be transported. 

(.f) A General Convention, which cou!d be signed by~ States p~epared to guarantee 
to an alien who has fallen ill treatment equtvalent to that gtven to nationals of the country 
in which he resides, should be drawn up on the basis of the Convention between Hungary 
and Bul,aaria. 

The discus._'<i.on which took place demonstrated the following facts : 

The question raises important questions of a huma~tarian, economic and soc_ial nature. 
It is invol.-ed in the continual movement produced m each country, to a varymg degree, 

bv ~m.i,crration or immigration. It is complicated by the. fact that, at the .pres~nt time, mass 
nio.-ements tend rather to go from East to _West than 1~ ~e co~trary drrecbon. The Sub
Committee, without wishino- to neglect the highly humamtarxan stde of the proble.m, felt that 
it is ne.-ertheless necessary to bear in mind the financial consequences of such a General 
C.onvention and the varying reactions produced in the various countries ; 

On the other hand, as a good number of Conventions, in the form of either bilateral or 
multilateral agreements, aiming at the assist:m~e of sic~ persons witho~t mea!ls ha_ve been 
concluded between different States and are still m operabon, the first pomt of discussion that 
arises is to disCover how far the States using these Conventions find them satisfactory and what 
expenses have devolved_upon the_m. . . . 

On the basis of the above pomts, the Sub-Comrmttee has arnved at the followmg general 
conclusion which it submits for the Health Committee's consideration. 

The s:.Xb-Committee considers that the Hungarian proposal is based on a humanitarian 
sentiment of great interest and is of a nature that demands the Health Committee's _ closest 
attention with a view to determining whether it is possible to give effect to this proposal. 

To this end, and before engaging on a study of the question, the Sub-=-Committee considers 
that the operation of the bilateral or multilateral Conventions already concluded on this 
subject between various States might be investigated in order to p~onou.nce on the necessity 
or otherwise of obtaining a general agreement. 

ANNEX 17. 

REPO~T OF THE SlJB-COl\IM;ITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF QUESTIONS 
RELATING TO THE PRICE OF RADIUM, 

Submitted by DR. HAMEL, Chairman. 

The Sub-Committee has examined these questions at a session over which I presided and 
at which the following members of the Committee took part: M. Velghe, Sir George Buchanan 
and Dr. Jitta. 

The following is the resUlt of the deliberations of this Sub-Committee.: 

. The Sub-Committee for the study of questions relating to the price of radium has received 
the letter of the President of the Reichsgesundheitsamt, under date of July 21st, 1930, 
suggesting that the Health Committee might examine the possibility of taking action to bring 
the price of radium within the. reach of institutions requiring this agent for the treatment of 
cancer. . 

It has taken note of the resolution of the group of Upper and Lower Silesia of the Central 
..L9'..ciation of German Health Insurance Funds on this subject, communicated by the " Haupt
verband" to the lledical Director on June 2oth, 1930, as well as the memorandum of the 
lWlical Directr.n- (document C.H.915). 

Your Sub-Wmmittee proposes to adjourn to a future session of the Health Committee 
the cr.IIlSideration of this aspect of the question, in view of the letter addressed by the Medical 
Directr.n- to the " Hauptverband ", requesting further information. 

On the other hand, the Sub-Committee considers that an attempt to estimate the medical 
requirements fr.n- radium in various countries would be of interest, and asks the Medical Director 
t? r~ on this subject }n ~ns~ltation with the Rapporteur on questions of cancer and the 
!Lrl::f-VA"3 CJf the three rad1um mstltutes whose report on radium treatment has been published 
by the Health Organisation. 
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t.s96.193o.tit 
[~.H.932.] 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE SIXTEENTH SESSiON OF THE 
HEALTH COMMITTEE 

(Geneva, September 29th to October 7th, iej3d), 

The sessi?n opened on ~onday, September 29th, at II.30 a.m. This was the first meeting 
of the Committee as reconstituted under the terms of the Statutes of the Health Organisation 
for a period of three years from July Ist, 1930. 

I. 

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT. 

Dr. Th. MADSEN was elected unanimously. 

II. 

CONSTITUTION OF THE BUREAU. 
The Health Committee, 

, Decides to increase to three the number of its Vice-Presidents elected for a year (in addition 
to the President of the Permanent Committee of the Office international d'hygit~ne publique, 
who is Vice-President of the Health Committee ex officio), and elects the following three Vice
Presidents: 

Dame Janet CAMPBELL, 
Professor CANTACUZENE, 
Dr. J. HENG-LIU. 

III. 

RECONSTITUTION OF THE HEALTH COMMITTEE. 

The Health Committee, 
Gives its approval to the manner in which the President and permanent Vice-President 

have discharged the mandate entrusted to them on the occasion of the re-appointment of the Health 
Committee. It decides to add to its membership, as expert, Professor Jose ScosERIA, President 
of the Principal Council of Hygiene in Uruguay. 

IV. 

PROGRAMME OF WoRK. 

A. 
The Health Committee, 
Having taken note of the Memorandum of the President (docll!llen~ C.H.~I8) _regarding 

the Health Organisation's programme, methods of work and the dire.ction which 1ts future 
activities would take, · . . 
· ., Decides, on the basis of this Memorandum, to set up a certain number of comrmss10ns, 
reporting Committees and groups of experts, including: · 

I. Permanent Standards Commission: 
Chairman: Dr. Th. MADSEN. 

2. Opium Commission: 
Chairman: Dr. CARRIERE. 

3· Malaria Commission: 
Chairman: Professor V. AscoLI. 

4· Leprosy Commission: 
Chairman: Professor C. CHAGAS. 

5. Study of Whooping-cough, Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever: 
Entrusted to investigators, with the option of consulting other experts, after 

reference to the Bureau. 

{ 

Whooping-cough: Professor J. BoRDET. 
Investigators: Diphtheria: Professor GORTER .. 

Scarlet Fever: Professor R. DEBRE. 



6.. COfflflfissio" Q" Ft~migatiot~ of Ships: 
Chairman: Surgeon-General H. S. CuMMING. 

7· Rapporletlr ott Q11estiom relali11g /Q Snltlllpox: 
Professor Ricardo JoRGE. 

S. Pmodic.al CortfereJtUS Ql Direclcrs Qf Schools of Hygiene: · 
Convened under the chairmanship of Professor FITZGERALD and in his absence 

under that of Professor Leon BERNARD for meetings limited to European Schools. 

9- Reporiiflg Committu fM Malertlal WelfartJ afld Hygiefle of Infants afld Children of prs
sdlool agtJ: 

Chairman: Dame Janet CAMPBELL. 

xo. Reporii11g CIJflltnittu fM Hygiene Qf Childre11 of School Ags afld of Adolescence: 
Programme of study to be prepared by the MEDICAL DIRECTOR, in collaboration 

with Professor TANDLER of Vienna. · 

u. Reporii11g Committe& Qfl Questiofls relating w the CQfltrol of Tuberculosis: 
Chairman: Professor Leon BERNARD. 

u. Reporii11g Ccnnmittu Qfl QuestWfls relating w Venereal Diseases: •. 
Chairman: Professor JADASSOHN. 

IJ. Reporting Ccnnmillees Qfl Cancer, Rheumatism and Heart Diseases: 
Chairman: Sir George BucHANAN, who will draw up a list of collaborators, after 

consultation with the Bureau. 

I4- Reporti11g C~Jt~~tnittee jM the Study of Health Centres; 
Chairman: Dr. CHODZKO. 

:ro. 

Reporti11g Ccnnmittee jM the Study Qf the Role Qj Local AuthMities in the AdministratiOfi 
of Medical Care: 

Chairman: M. VELGHE, who will draw up a programme of study and, after 
consultation with the Bureau, suggest a list of collaborators. 

]Qifll Ccnnmission Qfl Public Health Insurance: 
Chairman: Sir George NEWMAN. 
To retain its present membership including Sub-Commissions. 

1:7. Study of Medical Education: 
Entrusted to the PREsiDENT who, with the MEDICAL DIRECTOR, will consult various 

experts on the subject of establishing a plan of study and presentng a report at the next 
session of the Health Committee, on the basis of the preliminary enquiries. 

IS. Ccnnm~ion of Experts fM the co-ordination of Studies Qfl Human Trypanosomiasis: 

Chairman: Sir Andrew BALFOUR. 

1:9. Studies Qfl the Question of Nutrition: 
~ MEDICAL DIRECTOR will present a memorandum at the next session of the 

Committee. In the meantime, a special study of the Rice problem in the Far East will 
be undertaken, in consultation with the Eastern Bureau. Proposals regarding the 
appointment of a small study group will be presented at the next session. 

20. Expert GroufJ fM the Study of Physical Education: 
Set up under the chairmanship of Professor OrroLENGHI, who will make suggestions 

as to the mem~>er:ship. 

:ZI. Sub-CcnnmiJJion for the Study of the Budget and Annual Report of the Eastern Bureau: 
Chairman; Dr, J. }ITTA, 
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B . 

. In regard to. the .P~esi?ent's proposa~ to call together the Medical Directors of the health 
serv1ces of Coloma! M1mstnes, the Comrmttee adopted the following resolution: . 

" The Health Committee, 

" Bearing in mind the results obtained through the collaboration, under its auspices 
of th~ hea~. of certain colonial ~e~cal services in the stu~y ~f sleeping-sickness; ' . 

. Desmng to pl~ce the .facihtle~ of ~he Health Orgamsatlo~ ot t~e League of Nations at 
the disposal of coloma! medical semces m order to ensure contmmty m the studies regarding 
methods of combating those diseases particularly prevalent in colonial territories as well as 
to improve the welfare of native populations: ' 

" Decides to take the necessary steps to ascertain whether it might be expedient to hold 
a meeting, under the chairmanship of the President of the Health Committee, of Medical 
Directors of the Colonial Ministries of countries having possessions in Africa, as well as of the 
Public Health Administrations of other African countries, with a view to ascertaining in what 
way t~e Health Organisation might be of s~rvi~e to them in securing continuity of study in the 
questiOns referred to above, and to presentmg, if necessary, proposals to the Health Committee 
regarding the particular problems the consideration of which would, in their opinion, be 
expedient. " 

c. 

Upon a proposal made by a member of the Committee, that the same privileges 
should be granted to all members of the Committee, the following resolution, proposed by the 
Bureau, was adopted: 

" The Health Committee, 
" Having considered the question raised at its meeting on September 29th. I930, 

concerning the position of the various categories of members of the Committee; 
"Having ascertained that there is nothing in the Rules of Procedure to prevent the 

experts, whose appointment is provided for by Article 9 of those Rules, having the right to 
vote: · 

" Decides that these experts shall enjoy the same privileges as those granted to other 
members of the Committee." • · 

v. 

DECISIONS OF THE COUNCIL AND RESOLUTIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

I. Creation of an International Centre for Advanced Health Studies: French Government's Proposal. 

The Health Committee presented a report to the Council (document C.s8g.rg3o.III) containing 
a letter which the French Government proposed to address to the Council, as well as a draft set 
of organic statutes which would accompany that letter. . . 

The report submitted a first plan of organisation and activity, dealt with the composition 
of the teaching staff and the recruitment of students, and outlined a general programme of 
instruction bearing on general comparative hygiene, new contributions to hygiene and relevant 
sciences, and international sanitary co-operation. 

z. European Conference on R:4ral Hygiene: Spanish Government's Proposal. 

The Council, at its meet~g on September 24th, I930, decided to request the Health Committee 
to undertake a technical study of this question and to make proposals regarding the date of 
this Conference. 

The Health Committee accordingly proposed that this Conference should be held on April23~d, 
I93I. It also proposed that a Preparatory Commission, with the collaboration of a repr~ntatlve 
of the International Institute of Agriculture, should prepare the necessary documentation. 

The Health Committee considered that, in order to obtain accurate results, the progranune 
should be clear, concrete and limited to the following items, considered from the point of view 
of the interests of rural hygiene: · 

(a) The guiding principles and methods to ensure an effective medical service in rural 
districts; 

(b) The. m~st effective ~et~ods of organisation.of health servi~es in rural districts; 
(c) Samtabon of rural distncts; the most effective and econoffilcal methods. 
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3· [~>tWl R«if>rocity regarding Pt1blic AssislatiCe in tl.e Treaht.ent of tl.e Sick: Proposal of 
tlu H .,.g..,;.,,. Dmgati0r1 to tl.e Assembly. 

The Health Committee e.'\.<Ullined the question transmitted to ~t by the Assembly as set out in 
document A.2.p93o.III. It noted that, in any event! the ~ommtttee co~ld.not be cal!-e.d upon 
to draw up an international convention on this subject; 1ts task was hmtted t<?. :'-dVlsmg the 
Assembly upon the desirability of a conventio~ o~ this chara<:ter. It w:'-s of opm10n that ~e 
matter raised important ques?ons. of a h~man.Itari~, econormc and social nature, and that 1t 
invoh"ed also questions of emtgration and Immigration. . . 

Moreo'\'er, there already exist on this subje~t numerous. Conventions, usu~y bilateral. In 
these circumstances the Health Committee constdered that 1t was necessary, m the first pl<~;ce, 
to studv the Conventions already existing and the possible repercussions which a general convention 
would have. It decided to request a Sub-Committee to undertake this study and to present a 
report to the next session. 

VI. 

l.zAI~N WITH THE PuBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATJONS OF V ARlO US COUNTRIES. 

(a) Coll4borati0fl with tl.e National Government of the Republic of China: Re-organisation of 
Port Health Services. 

The Commission entrusted by the Health Committee with the study of quarantine measures 
in China had before it Dr. Park's report on the ntission which he was given by the Health Committee 
at its fifteenth session. On the proposal of that Commission, the following resolution was adopted: 

" The Health Committee, 
"Having considered the report presented by Dr. Park on his survey of Chinese ports; 
"Having heard the views of the Commission for Quarantine Measures in China, which 

has stndied the proposals contained in the report and the Regulations promulgated by the 
Minister of Health of the National Government of China: 

"Approves the scheme proposed, subject to any modifications which the Quarantine 
Commission is hereby authorised to make, if necessary, after conferring with the experts 
delegated by the Communications and Transit Organisation; . 

" 4nd requests the Medical Director to take the steps necessary to submit the scheme to 
the Chinese National Government. H 

(b) Coll4boration with the Greek Government. 

The Health Committee, 

Having heard a statement made by the Under-Secretary of State for Health of the Greek 
Government: 

Takes note of the report by M. Pallis, Secretary-General of the Greek Ministry of Health, on 
the progress made in carrying into effect the plan of re-organisation of the public health services, 
as well as of a memorandum by Dr. Norman White regarding the programme of the Athens School 
of Hygiene, which has been discussed with the Commission of Directors of Schools of Hygiene. 

(c) Collaboration with the Bolivian Government. 

The Health Committee beard an account by Dr. Mackenzie of his visit to Bolivia with 
Dr. Pascua. The object of the visit was to confer with the authorities in connection with the plan 
of collaboration requested by the Bolivian Government. The Committee noted that a Bolivian 
}mfical Officer, who had been nontinated as Director-General of the new public health services, 
was shortly to arrive in Europe. The following resolution was adopted: 

" The Health Committee • • 
. ~ ~ to place at t~~ disiJ?sal of the Bolivian authorities the facilities of its system 

of lJaJSOn wtth health administrations, and requests its Bureau to proceed with the study 
of the programme of collaboration, in consultation with the Director-General of Health 
ofBolivtLn . 

(d) E1f1!Uiry into Health Conditions in the Pacific Islands. 

!faving hear~ fr~ Dr.J!ermant an acc:ount ~?f the mission to the Pacific Islands, and having 
c:onWJered the directlOJIS which further actwn might take, the Health Committee decided that: 

".(I) The q_~ion of an entomological survey in Melanesia, with special reference to 
malaria and fiJariasL,, should be referred to the Malaria Commission and that, if possible, 
the 11urvey 11hould be made in the coming year; 
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" (2) Facilitie.s for 'interchange ' should, as far as is practicable,. be afforded to medical 
office~s ?f the Pacl!tc Islan~~· notably. in connection with Congresses of the Far Eastern 
Assoctatton of Troptcal Medicme and wtth a general study-tour in the Pacific region 

" (3) Questio~~:s ~onceming the relationship bet.ween .syphilis and yaws, arising out of 
the report of the Misston, should be referred for constderatton and report to the reporting 
Committee on questions relating to venereal diseases." 

(e) Enquiry into Infant Mortality in Latin America. 
The Health Committee, 

· · Having listened to an account by Professor Debre of the mission which he had carried out 
in Latin America on the occasion of the Conference of Latin American Experts on Infant Mortality 
(Lima, July 13, 14 and 15, 1930): 

Takes note of the results obtained and will be pleased to place its technical services, as far 
as possible, at the disposal of those countries which may desire to use them in the pursuance 
of these studies. 

VII. 

REPORT OF THE MALARIA COMMISSION: STUDIES OF ITS SPECIAL SuB-COMMISSION IN INDIA: 
RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED AT THE SESSION HELD AT ALGIERS, MAY 25TH, 1930. 

The report of the Special Sub-Commission of the Malaria Commission (document C.H.fMal./I47) 
which, on the invitation of the Government of India, visited 'that country in 1929, was considered 
by the Health Committee, together with a number of proposals referred to in the report of the 
Medical Director (document C.H.891), as well as the report of the Chairman of the Commission 
(document C.H.901) concerning its work in general. 

A. 
" The Health Committee, . 
" Accepts the report of the Malaria Commission on its study tour in India, and 
"Submits this report to the Council of the League of Nations, which will doubtless wish 

to communicate it to the Government of India." • 
B. 

"The Health Committee, 
" Having heard Professor Swellengrebel's ~tatement regarding malaria among;;t the 

refugees in the Bourgas district (Bulgaria) (see document C.H.8g9), as well as the parttculars 
supplied by the Medical Director concerning the Finance Committee's decisions submitted 
to the Council: 

" Takes note of H. E. M. Moll off's declarations, made before the Council on September 24th, 
to the effect that the Bulgarian Government will secure the continuation of the anti-malarial 
measures now in force. 

"The technical experience of the League of Nations Malaria Commission remains at 
the disposal of the Bulgarian Government." 

c. 
" The Health Committee, 
" Approves the report of the Chairman of the Malaria Commission and the programme 

of work contained therein (document C.H.gox)." 

VIII. 

LEPROSY. 

The Health Committee, 
Having received the report of Dr. Burnet, the Secretary of the Leprosy Commission 

(documents C.H.887 and 887(a)): . 
Decides to submit this report, and particularly the programme of future wo~k, to a meetmg 

'of the Leprosy Commissio~, ~hich might. with ad~tage be held at Bangkok durmg the Congress 
of the Far-Eastern Associatton of Troptcal Medtcme; . . 

Notes the observations of the Medical Director relating to a programme o.f ~ternatlonal 
centres of study at Rio de Janeiro and Tokio, and requests the Leprosy Comm1ss1on to study 
this matter in detail. 
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IX. 

REPORT OF THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR. 

The Health Committee, . 
Approves the report of the Medical Director on the work of the Health Organisation since 

the fifteenth session of the Committee; · . . · . . 
Takes note of the explanati?~s furnished by i~s Px:esident concernmgt~e work on standardisation 

of sera, sero-<liagnosis of syphilis and standardiSation of blood-groups, . . . 
Decides that these activities should be continued .and requests the Medical Drrector to giVe 

as wide publicity as possible to the results already obtained; · . . . . . 
Requests the Permanent Standards Commission to study the possibility of standardismg 

vitamins and, in particular, Vitamin D. · 

X. 

REPoRTS OF THE CONFERENCES OF DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS OF HYGIENE, HELD AT PARIS 
ON MAY 20TH AND DRESDEN, JULY 14TH, 1930. 

The Health Committee, 
Having noted the reports on the proceedings of the Conferences of Directors of Schools of 

Hygiene held in Paris in May 1930 and Dresden in July 1930, . 
Adopts the recommendations of the Dresden Conference; . 
Decides, on the proposal of its President, that it is desirable to hold periodical conferences 

of the Directors of Schools of Hygiene; 
Accepts with pleasure Professor Pittalnga's invitation to hold the next Conference at the 

time of the inauguration of the new School of Hygiene at Madrid; and 
Requests the Medical Director to collect Information regarding the terms and conditions 

of the appointments held by public health workers in different countries, in order to assist the 
study of the proposal made by Professor Miyajima regarding the recruitment of public health 
personnel 

XI. 

0PIUV: APPLICATION OF ARTICLES 8 AND. IO OF THE INTERNATIONAL OPIUM CONVENTION 
OF GENEVA (FEBRUARY 19TH, 1925). . 

I. The agenda of the Health Committee included, on the one hand, certain questions 
regarding the application of Article 8 of the Geneva International Opium Convention to lists of 
preparations containing narcotic drugs proposed for exemption by the Governments of Germany, 
Great Britain and Siam, and, on the other hand, the application of Article 10 of the Convention 
to acedicone, a new narcotic drug derived from thebaine. 

In conformity with the provisions of the Convention, the Health Committee requested the 
Office international d'Hygiene publique to give its opinion on these two questions and this opinion 
(see document C.H.8g2 and annex) served as a basis for its discussions. 

z. In addition, a new list of preparations had been submitted to the Health Committee by 
the ~vernment of Estonia for exemption from the provisions of the Convention by application 
of Article 8. . · · . 

The Health Committee adopted the following resolution: 

• The Health Committee, 
• ~~g considered the report of its Opium Commission on certain questions arising from 

the aPpJ!catu:m of Articles 8 and xo of the Geneva International Opium Convention, and 
the oprmon given by the Permanent Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene publique 
in virtue of these articles: . 

:(a) Adopts a!J t~e conclusions of the report of the Office international d'Hygiene 
pnblique on the applu:abon of Article 8 to the preparations proposed by the Governments 
of ~y, GJ:eat B~ta~ and Siam, _as they appear in document C.H.892; . 

(b) Decides, m virtue of Article 10 of the Convention, to inform the Conned 
oft~~ of Nations that acedicone (acetyl-dimethyl-dihydrothebaine) is liable 
to similar abuse and productive of similar ill-effects as the substances to which 
Chapter III o~ ~he Internati~l Opiu~ Convention of 1925 applies, and recommends 
that !he proviS_wns of the sa1d. Convention should be applied to it; 

. . (c) Decides to tr.ansm1t to th~ Office international d'Hygiene publique, for 
opmwn and report, the list of preparatiOns proposed for exemption under Article 8 bv 
the Estonian Government (see document C.H.892). " · 
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